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Preface

This book examines a plethora of fascinating points raised in six centuries of Tibetan and Mongolian commentary concerning the first two sections of Đzong-ka-ba’s The Essence of Eloquence, the Prologue and the section on the Mind-Only School. In the process of examining 170 issues, this volume

• identifies the teachings in the first wheel of doctrine
• probes the meaning of “own-character” and “established by way of its own character”
• untangles the implications of Đzong-ka-ba’s criticisms of the Korean scholar Wonch’uk
• treats many engaging points on the three natures and the three non-natures, including (1) how to apply these two grids to uncompounded space; (2) whether the selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature; (3) how to consider the emptiness of emptiness; and (4) the ways the Great Vehicle schools delineate the three natures and the three non-natures
• and presents the approaches through which the Mind-Only School interprets scriptures.

The aim is to bring to life scholastic controversies in order both to stimulate the metaphysical imagination and to show the non-monolithic plethora of inquiries by the followers of a seminal figure in the Tibetan cultural region.

My annotated translation of these sections in Đzong-ka-ba’s text is to be found in the first volume of this series, Emptiness in the Mind-Only School of Buddhism. It is in four parts:

• a historical and doctrinal introduction
• a translation of the General Explanation and the Section on the Mind-Only School in The Essence of Eloquence with frequent annotations in brackets, footnotes, and backnotes
• a detailed synopsis of the translation that re-renders the text, with additional information, in more free-flowing English
• a critical edition in Tibetan script of these sections in The Essence of Eloquence.

The second volume of this series, Reflections on Reality: The Three Natures and Non-Natures in the Mind-Only School, presents an introduction to and analysis of many facets of volume one. In six parts, it

• places reactions to Đzong-ka-ba’s text in historical and social context by

---

\*tsong kha pa blo bzang grags pa, 1357-1419.

\*drang ba dang nges pa’i don rnam par phyé ba’i bstan bcos legs bshad snying po; P6142, vol. 153.
examining the tension between allegiance and rational inquiry in monastic colleges and the inter-relationships between faith, reason, and mystical insight

• presents the religious significance of the central doctrine of the Mind-Only School, the three natures of phenomena
• examines in detail the exchange between the Bodhisattva Paramārthaśamudgata and Buddha in the seventh chapter of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* concerning the three wheels of doctrine and the three natures
• documents the markedly different view on the status of reality presented by the fourteenth-century scholar-yogi Shay-rap-gyel-tsen of the Jo-nang-bara order as well as criticisms by Žong-ka-ba and his Ge-luk-ba followers
• fleshes out Tibetan presentations of the provocative issue of the relationship between two types of emptiness in the Mind-Only School and how the topic of two emptinesses is debated today in America, Europe, and Japan, thereby demonstrating how the two forms of scholarship refine and enhance each other (these discussions continue in the three Appendices)
• demonstrates the types of reasonings establishing mind-only used as means to overcome a basic dread of reality.

Please see the prefaces in volumes one and two for expressions of gratitude to the many Tibetan and Mongolian scholars who have aided me on this project over the last twenty-one years.

Jeffrey Hopkins
Emeritus Professor of Tibetan Studies
University of Virginia

---

*a* dol po pa sbe sgrub rgyal mtshan, 1292-1361.

*b* jo nang pa.

*c* dge legs pa.
Technical Notes

It is important to recognize that:

- citations from volume one, *Emptiness in the Mind-Only School of Buddhism*, and volume two, *Reflections on Reality*, are indicated respectively by “*Emptiness in Mind-Only*” and “*Reflections on Reality*” along with a page reference; notes within those citations are not repeated in this volume;

- footnotes are marked “a, b, c”; backnotes are marked “1, 2, 3.” References to texts are mostly given in the backnotes, whereas other information, more pertinent to the reading of the material at hand, is given in the footnotes. References to issues in the present volume, *Absorption in No External World*, are often by issue number;

- full bibliographical references are given in the footnotes and backnotes at the first citation in each chapter;

- translations and editions of texts are given in the Bibliography;

- citations of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thoughts* include references to the edited Tibetan text and French translation of it in consultation with the Chinese by Étienne Lamotte in *Samdhinirmocanasūtra: L’explication des mystères* (Louvain: Université de Louvain, 1935) and to the English translation from the *stog* Palace edition of the Tibetan by C. John Powers, *Wisdom of Buddha: Samdhinirmocana Sūtra* (Berkeley, Calif.: Dharma, 1995). There is also a translation from the Chinese by Thomas Cleary in *Buddhist Yoga: A Comprehensive Course* (Boston: Shambhala, 1995), in which the references are easily found, as long as chapter 7 of Lamotte and Powers is equated with chapter 5 of Cleary as per the Chinese edition that he used (see *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, Appendix 2, p. 457ff.). Passages not cited in Dzong-ka-ba’s text are usually adaptations of Powers’s translation as submitted for his doctoral dissertation under my guidance;

- I have translated the term drang don (neyārtha) sometimes as “interpretable meaning” and other times as “requiring interpretation,” or a variant thereof. There is no significance to the multiple translations other than variety and clarity, the latter being to emphasize that the scripture requires interpretation;

- the names of Indian Buddhist schools of thought are translated into English in an effort to increase accessibility for non-specialists;

- for the names of Indian scholars and systems used in the body of the text, cb, sh, and sb are used instead of the more usual č, š, and š for the sake of easy pronunciation by non-specialists; however, cch is used for cch, not
In the notes the usual transliteration system for Sanskrit is used;

- transliteration of Tibetan is done in accordance with a system devised by Turrell Wylie; see “A Standard System of Tibetan Transcription,” *Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies*, 22 (1959): 261-267;

- the names of Tibetan authors and orders are given in “essay phonetics” for the sake of easy pronunciation; for a discussion of the system used, see the technical note at the beginning of my *Meditation on Emptiness* (London: Wisdom, 1983; rev. ed., Boston: Wisdom, 1996), 19-22. The system is used consistently, with the result that a few well-known names are rendered in a different way: for example, “Lhasa” is rendered as “Hla-ša,” since the letter “h” is pronounced before the letter “l”; and

- an English-Tibetan-Sanskrit glossary is given at the end of this volume.
PART ONE: BACKGROUND
1. Monastic Inquiry

*The Essence of Eloquence* by the late-fourteenth- and early-fifteenth-century Tibetan scholar-yogi Dzong-ka-ba\(^a\) is considered by his followers to be so challenging that it is called his steel bow and steel arrow\(^c\) in that just as it is hard to pull a steel bow to its full extent but when one does, the arrow will course over a great area, so even the words of this text are difficult to understand but, when understood, yield great insight. The martial challenge conveyed by this metaphor was accepted by many brilliant Tibetan and Mongolian scholars over the last six centuries with the result that a plethora of issues in Dzong-ka-ba’s text have received careful analysis, providing an avenue into patterns of thought that came to constitute the environment of the text over this long period of intense interest.

Dzong-ka-ba was a genius at creating consistency in systems of thought, but sometimes he provided only brief expositions and at other times only suggested his views. Scholars of the Ge-luk-\(\text{d}\) sect—like others following a founder’s words—have been drawn into the complex problems of extending his thought into those areas that he did not clearly explicate and into re-thinking what was clear but did not manifest the presumed consistency. The working premise is that Dzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence*, though carefully crafted, is subject to the highly creative strategy of “positing his thought”\(^e\) as long as consonance with the corpus of his work is maintained. The attempt at resolving apparent contradictions itself fuels increasing interest in the topics, this being a central reason why the Ge-luk-\(\text{d}\) system of education, centered around scholastic debate, has been so influential throughout Inner Asia.

Although the plethora of issues raised in *The Essence of Eloquence* is susceptible to being laid out in a linear run like a table of contents, the only way a reader can react to the multi-sided style of confronting these points is to be within the perspective of the system being considered. Juxtaposing different parts of a treatise and examining their cross-implications, Tibetan monastic textbooks manifest a basic procedure of bringing the whole treatise to bear on a single part, thereby coaxing the participant into developing the worldview of the system. In this way, the overriding context of exposition involves the ramifications of every part (or at least many parts) of a text; the only way for the reader to adjust to this environment is to form the worldview.

\(^{a}\) drang ba dang nges pa’i don rnam par phyed pa’i bstan bcos legs bshad snying po; Peking 6142, vol. 153.

\(^{b}\) tsong kha pa blo bzang grags pa, 1357-1419.

\(^{c}\) leags mda’ leags gzhu.

\(^{d}\) dge lugs pa.

\(^{e}\) dgongs pa bzhag pa.
Background

Because the exposition moves from issue to issue in a format of confrontational challenges that are episodic, it can at times seem even disjointed, but monastic students learn to live from within a system by being led—in twice-daily debates—to react inside its viewpoint to a plethora of problems. The center of the process, never communicable in words, is the wholeness of the worldview from within which the student learns to live. Like debaters in a monastic college, we also can experience this only by confronting issue after issue, major and minor, in lively embroilment and with hope that the larger perspective will dawn. With this in mind, I address 170 such focal issues in this book.

Techniques of Analysis

Tibetan and Mongolian commentators employ various strategies for getting at the meaning of a text by:

- dividing the text into sections
- providing a synopsis of the topics through an elaborate outline
- exploring the range of meanings of particular words
- placing an issue in a larger context
- extracting issues for extended analysis
- juxtaposing seemingly conflicting assertions
- finding internal and external evidence to resolve contradictions
- manipulating meanings so as to create coherence
- raising a parallel concern from another context
- exposing terminology hardened over centuries of use to analysis of historical development.

These modes of analysis, like those employed by scholars throughout the world, expose knotty problems and resolve seeming or actual contradictions.

Texts are not viewed in isolation as if they live outside of the situation of their culture; they are related to a body of literature and knowledge in such a way that the study of a text is a study of the world. Also, the context provided is not just that of the culture contemporary to or preceding Đzong-ka-śa’s text; often, views of scholars subsequent to the text are similarly juxtaposed because the aim is to provide a worldview relevant to the reader’s present situation, a comprehensive perspective that makes use of whatever is available. Beyond this, points peripheral to central topics often take center stage such that they provide a wide cultural context for more important issues—the context imbedding the reader in an all-encompassing worldview. These scholars, even when working on small issues, draw on a reserve of knowledge of larger issues, the basic principles of which are Đzong-ka-śa’s. When they unravel his words, the exercise of exegesis imbeds the participants even more in the architecture of a living philosophy.

Issues are treated not just by citing Indian treatises; rather, the dynamics of
the architecture of a system suggested by Indian texts takes over. The system is a living phenomenon only suggested by Indian texts. Speculation carrying out its implications is a primary technique. To avoid speculating on such issues merely because clarification is not available in Indian texts would miss the primary intention of these analytic traditions—to stimulate the metaphysical imagination. In the same vein, later terminology from India and Tibet is often used as a device to convey subtleties considered to be embedded in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and in Asaṅga’s works.

Difficult issues are presented in a genre of literature used in monastic colleges called “general meaning,”\(^a\) which are often supplemented with “decisive analyses.”\(^b\) These textbooks on seminal Indian or Tibetan texts, such as Ądzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence*, stimulate the intellect through juxtaposing assertions that are, or appear to be, contradictory and through making often highly elaborate and esthetically attractive reformulations of assertions in order to reveal, or create, coherence. These textbooks are authored by prominent figures in the monastic colleges, who become so focal that the local leader, modeled on the paradigm of the grand over-all leader—whether Buddha or Ądzong-ka-ba—often comes to assume more importance.

Disagreement with statements by the founder of the sect is promoted within the bounds of not openly criticizing his works but doing so under various polite facades, such as positing the meaning of his thought, that is, creatively adjusting Ądzong-ka-ba’s statements so that they do not contradict each other. Through such maneuvers, much room is made for discriminative expansion that is critical but does not assume the outward form of fault-finding. Exegetes, upon exposing seeming discrepancies, seek to explain them away through refinement, creatively adjusting his thought, pretending that his words make perfect sense, even making such bold and creative defenses of the founder that their own ingenuity becomes the focus. Once we recognize the format of exposition as often a mask required in a culture of allegiance to exalted personages, we see that often these scholars really do not think that Ądzong-ka-ba meant what they claim; critical acumen is indeed highly encouraged. If it is not noticed that these scholars are operating within only a facade of non-criticism, their “refinements” often appear to be inexplicably and even ridicuously at odds with what Ądzong-ka-ba said.

What on the surface appears to be apologetic is actually critical analysis—explanation becoming a re-casting of the founder’s position. The process causes Ądzong-ka-ba’s followers to step into his shoes by using his principles of organization to extend his thought further, such that they come to know his pivotal concepts in an active and creative way, rather than just repeating what he said. Since the principles of his system are put to active use, these come to life in a way otherwise impossible. Examination of problems in debate and in literary

---

\(^a\) *spyi don.*

\(^b\) *mtha’ dpyod.*
composition becomes a method of profound internalization.

For this reason, throughout this book I identify these maneuvers in order to reveal the drama. Otherwise, the tension and conflict of such dramatic rewriting in the guise of explaining the founder’s words when they obviously do not say such is dumbfounding—as long as one thinks that all they intend to do is to clarify what is already basically coherent. Sometimes, slippery distinctions are the means by which the exegetical project adapts itself to the seeming rigidity of insistence on consistency, and at other times a perplexing peripheral issue is left with a call for more analysis.

Monastic authors even apply a principle enunciated in their system against another point in their own system. This unabashed honesty raises the level of inquiry far beyond mere explication. Regardless of the format of explaining away, or even covering up, earlier masters’ inconsistencies, scholars uncover the flimsiness of the favored position. Such admissions of the tenuousness of their own positions reveal how these scholars use rational inquiry to indicate weaknesses in their own systems despite their allegiance to founding figures.

The sheer variety of invitingly provocative explanations of a single issue sometimes make it seem that a conclusion cannot be reached, enmeshing the reader in a web of intriguing and even bewildering issues of fundamental importance. These scholars’ attempts to correct these problems sometimes embroil them in almost unimaginable complexities, the issue becoming so complex that the mind is fractured into unusable bits of information. It is possible to miss the woods for the trees, but when one steps back and surveys the wider scene, basic and undisputed principles of Džong-ka-ba’s outlook emerge with considerable clarity. The style of monastic textbooks—which calls for embroilment in crucial as well as ancillary issues—causes central issues to become the floor of inquiry without our noticing it, resulting in the transformation of it into a topic of vibrant concern in the vast context of a worldview.

I also have become embroiled in a maze of doctrinal considerations, attempting to construct harmony between sutra sources (here specifically the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought), Indian schools, and Tibetans exegesis. Led more deeply into basic issues, I, like Tibetan and Mongolian scholars, have been drawn into a process that begins like being teased by a riddle, then probing a mystery, then finding myself in a maze, and finally the walls of the maze occasionally becoming transparent when the scope of the problem comes into view. Thus, here and there in this book I occasionally present my own “solutions” to conundrums by positing Džong-ka-ša’s thought; still, I cannot claim that my reframing (sometimes offered with a mask of bravado) provides the esthetic delight that even well-crafted apologetic can generate if it has elegant simplicity. Admittedly, sometimes my gambits end up serving merely as means to expose more problems.
The Characters of the Drama

In this book I cite opinions from twenty-two of the twenty-six commentaries on Đzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence* that I have located. Preceded by a general category, these are listed below chronologically within their college affiliation—the author’s name as cited in the notes, the full name (if different), dates, the title as it is cited in the notes, and the full title (for the Tibetan and other information, see the bibliography).

**General**

*Ke-drup* (Ke-drup-ge-lek-bel-sang, 1385-1438)

*Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* / *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate: Treatise Brilliantly Clarifying the Profound Emptiness*

*Second Dalai Lama* (Gen-dün-gya-tso, 1476-1542)

*Lamp Illuminating the Meaning* / *Commentary on the Difficult Points of “Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive” from the Collected Works of the Foremost Holy Omniscient [Đzong-ka-ba]: Lamp Thoroughly Illuminating the Meaning of His Thought*

**Še-ra Jay College**

*Bèl-jor-hlün-drup* (1427-1514)

*Lamp for the Teaching* / *Commentary on the Difficult Points of (Đzong-ka-ba’s) “The Essence of Eloquence”: Lamp for the Teaching*

*Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen* (1469-1546)

*General-Meaning Commentary / General Meaning of (Đzong-ka-ba’s) “Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive”: Eradicating Bad Disputation: A Precious Garland*

**Ďra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup** (fl. mid-seventeenth century)

*Ornament for the Thought* / *Ornament for the Thought of (Đzong-ka-ba’s) “Interpretable and Definitive: The Essence of Eloquence”*

**Tsay-Ďen-hla-ram-ba**

— I have drawn his views from citations by Dön-drup-gyel-tsen, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, Šer-shül Lo-sang-pün-tsok, and Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso. Ge-shay Ye-shay-tap-kay (shar tsong kha pa blo bzhang gya’gyur pa’i drang ba dang nges pa’i don rnam par phyé ba’i bstan bcos leg bshad snying po, Tā la’i bla ma’i ’phags bod, vol. 22 [Varanasi, India: vāna dbus bod kyi ches mtho’i gruug lag slob gnyer khang, 1997], 327-332), in a list of fifty-eight commentaries on Đzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence*, reports (331) that three of his works are listed under the title of dri lan blo gsal mgul rgyan by tshe brtan lha rams pa in bod kyi bstan bcos khag geig gi mthshan byang dri med shel dkar phreng ba (mtsho sngon dpe skrun khang, 1985), 614. The three are:

- rgyal ba dge ’dan rgya mtho dang ’jam dbyangs dga’ blo ’jam dbyangs’ chos bshes sogs kyi drang nges gsung rgyun dri med lung rigs gter mdzod
- drang nges legs bshad snying po’i spyi don legs pa drang nges rnam ’byed kyi dga’ gnad cung zad btsu pa
Šer-shül (Šer-shül Ge-shay Lö-sang-pün-tso, fl. in early twentieth century)
Notes / Notes on (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive”: Lamp Illuminating the Profound Meaning
Lo-sang-wang-chuk (1901-1979)
Notes / Notes on (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “Interpretable and Definitive, The Essence of Eloquence”: Lamp for the Intelligent
Ḍa-drin-rap-den (1920-1986)
Annotations / Annotations for the Difficult Points of (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “The Essence of Eloquence”: Festival for the Unbiased Endowed with Clear Intelligence

Lo-sel-ṛing and Šhar-dzay Colleges
Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ṇa (1478-1554)
Garland of Blue Lotuses / Distinguishing through Objections and Answers (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “Differentiating the Interpretable and Definitive Meanings of All the Scriptures, The Essence of Eloquence”: Garland of Blue Lotuses

Go-mang and Ďra-šī-kyil Colleges
Gung-ru Chö-jung (Gung-ru Chö-غني-jung-nants, fl. most likely in the sixteenth century)
Jam-yang-shay-ṇa (Jam-yang-shay-ba Nga-wang-dzon-drui, 1648-1722)
Brief Decisive Analysis of (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive”
Notes on (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive”

Gung-tang (Gung-tang Ğön-chok-ṛin-bā-drön-may, 1762-1823)

Don-drup-gyel-tsen (fl. late eighteenth and early nineteenth century)
• "legs bshad snying po'i mtha'dpyod mkhas pa'i dbang po 'jam dbyangs chos dpal kyi gsung rgyan."
Four Intertwined Commentaries / Extensive Explanation of (Đzong-ka-\ba’s) “Treatise Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive, The Essence of Eloquence,” Unique to Ge-luk-\ba: Four Intertwined Commentaries

Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyet-sen (1764-1853)

Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-\bo’s) Lectures / Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-\bo’s) Lectures on (Đzong-ka-\ba’s) “The Essence of Eloquence”: Stream of the Speech of the Omniscient: Offering for Purification

A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso (Gung-tang Lö-drö-gya-tso, 1851-1930)


Pa-bong-ka-\ba Jam-\ba-den-dzin-lay-gya-tso’ (1878-1941)


Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (1898-1946)


Śe-ra Māy College

Ło-sang-trin-lay-ye-shay

Summarized Meaning / Summarized Meaning of (Đzong-ka-\ba’s) “Differentiation of the Interpretative and the Definitive: The Essence of Eloquence”: Ornament for the Necks of Youths with Clear Intelligence

---

\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\) Pa-bong-ka himself was affiliated with Še-ra Monastic University; Jo-ni Pandita, however, was a follower of Jam-\yang-shay-\ba.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{b}}\) His dates are perhaps 1642-1708.
2. The Essence Is Emptiness

Our journey into the metaphysically imaginative realm of the intricate analysis of issues found in Tibetan monastic colleges begins with the title of Đzong-ka-ba’s work *Treatise Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive: The Essence of Eloquence* and proceeds through his text issue by issue.

The Title: *The Essence of Eloquence*

Issue #1: What is “eloquence”? What is “the essence”?:

One of the more recent commentaries, that by Gung-tang Göñ-chok-den-bay-drön-may, a late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century scholar of Mongolian descent whose works figure prominently in the syllabus at the Go-mang College of Dre-bung Monastic University on the outskirts of Hla-ša, at Dra-shi-kyil Monastic University and Ġum-bum Monastic University in Am-do Province, and at many related monasteries, offers a particularly thorough explanation of the title of Đzong-ka-ba’s text. Gung-tang’s analysis is valuable since Đzong-ka-ba does not offer a direct explanation of his title—*Treatise Differentiating Interpretable and Definitive Meanings: The Essence of Eloquence*.

First, Gung-tang points out that in another of Đzong-ka-ba’s texts, *Praise of the Supramundane Victor Buddha from the Approach of His Teaching the Profound Dependent-Arising* which is also titled *The Essence of Eloquence* (sometimes referred to as “The Lesser Essence of Eloquence”), Đzong-ka-ba explicitly speaks of emptiness as the essence of Buddha’s teaching. There, he says:

> You [Buddha], the bringer of help, set forth
> The mode of dependent-arising—
> The unparalleled reason for ascertaining emptiness,
> **The essence of the teaching**
> As medicine for transmigrating beings.
> How could those who [wrongly] perceive
> That it [proves] the opposite or is non-established
> Understand your system [of the compatibility of emptiness and dependent-arising]?[^b]

[^a]: *bstan pa'i snying po stong pa nyid.*
[^b]: Đzong-ka-ba is explaining that those non-Buddhists who view dependent-arising as not being “established,” that is, as not being valid, and those Buddhists who hold that dependent-arising proves, not that phenomena are empty of inherent existence, but the opposite—that phenomena are inherently existent—could not possibly understand Buddha’s own system, in which dependent-arising itself is the supreme of reasons for proving the emptiness of inherent existence. Ḍra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup (*Ornament for the Thought*, 1.9) cites
Since Buddha’s teachings are traditionally called “eloquence,” Gung-tang cogently maintains that since Đzong-ka-ba explicitly identifies the essence of Buddha’s teaching as emptiness in this short text also titled The Essence of Eloquence, the word “essence” in the title of the long work we are considering—Treatise Differentiating Interpretable and Definitive Meanings: The Essence of Eloquence—also must refer to emptiness.\(^b\)

Still, this is evidence external to the text under consideration, and since internal evidence would clinch the point, Gung-tang cites the fact that near the beginning of the longer The Essence of Eloquence, when Đzong-ka-ba exhorts his audience to pay attention to his text, he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 68) says:

Listen intently, O you who wish to be unmatched proponents [of doctrine]

With discriminating analysis realizing the suchness of the teaching.

Đzong-ka-ba himself identifies his subject matter as the “suchness of the teaching,” that is to say, emptiness, which is called “suchness” because it remains such, whether it is taught or not or whether it is realized or not. The fact that he himself identifies the subject matter as the suchness of the teaching suggests that “eloquence” in the title refers to Buddha’s teachings and that their “essence” is emptiness.

The operative principle is that the title of Đzong-ka-ba’s work is based on its subject matter. Žo-ni Pandita\(^c\) speaks of three avenues through which titles are designated: by way of subject matter,\(^c\) the name of the trainee,\(^d\) and the number of chapters.\(^e\) Žo-ni Pandita, agreeing with Gung-tang (though not citing him), says that the title of Đzong-ka-ba’s text was given by way of its subject matter, and hence a rough sense of the content can be gained from the title.

**Issue #2: Is emptiness the essence of both Sūtra and Mantra?**

Since Buddha’s teachings are divided into Sūtra and Mantra (also called Tantra), Gung-tang explores whether Đzong-ka-ba intends to include both divisions of Buddha’s word when he says that emptiness is the essence of Buddha’s teachings. Gung-tang points to the fact that Đzong-ka-ba says at the end of this work:

---

\(^a\) legs bshad, subhāśīta; literally, “the well-explained.”

\(^b\) A somewhat similar explanation is found in Pa-bong-ka-ba’s Brief Notes on Žo-ni Pandita’s Lectures (403.2) where it is said that the essence is the correct view of emptiness, “The meaning of ‘the essence’ here in the actual [text] is the correct view; moreover, this is described as the essence of eloquence of Sūtra and of Mantra.”

\(^c\) brjod bya.

\(^d\) gdul bya.

\(^e\) le’u gzhung tshad.
You should recognize these modes [of differentiating the interpretable and the definitive] as paths for delineating the suchness of all of [Buddha’s] scriptures, Sūtra and Mantra.

From this, Gung-tang draws the conclusion that “eloquence” refers to all of Buddha’s teachings, and not just the Sūtra teachings.

Based on this identification, Gung-tang cogently explains that for Đzongka-ba both the lesser and greater texts titled The Essence of Eloquence settle the suchness of all of Buddha’s teachings, both Sūtra and Mantra, even though these two texts do not delineate topics distinctive to Mantra, such as deity yoga, or topics distinctive to Highest Yoga Mantra, such as the structures of channels, winds, and drops of essential fluids. This is because these two texts nevertheless serve to settle the final suchness, emptiness, as presented even in the Mantra Vehicle through delineating the emptiness that is the object realized by the exalted wisdom of clear light, the essence of the Mantra path. For as Gung-tang says, in the Mantra path, in order to abandon the obstructions to liberation from cyclic existence and the obstructions to omniscience it is necessary, as a direct antidote to them, to meditate within taking emptiness—in just the same way as it is explained in the Sūtra system—as the object of one’s mode of apprehension even if, in terms of appearance, a deity is appearing. Without such meditation on emptiness, even though one might pretend to be cultivating a high Mantra path, it cannot serve as a path of liberation even from cyclic existence, never mind as a path for attaining the great liberation of Buddhahood. Hence, by explaining emptiness, the two texts titled The Essence of Eloquence serve to delineate the final suchness of both Great Vehicles—the Sūtra and Mantra forms of the Great Vehicle.

Gung-tang adds that nevertheless the explanation of the view of emptiness is more developed in the Great Vehicle Sūtra system, and thus it is easier to realize emptiness through the descriptions found in it than through those in the Mantra Vehicle alone. At the end of his greater The Essence of Eloquence Đzongka-ba—speaking about the two modes of the sūtra system called “chariot-ways” established by the pivotal Indian scholars Nagārjuna and Asaṅga—says:

These two chariot-ways—in which suchness is delineated by differentiating the interpretable and the definitive in [Buddha’s] scriptures through the ways described earlier—are extensive in the context of the Perfection Vehicle. However, the scholars who made commentaries on the texts of Secret Mantra and those persons who attained [tantric] adeptship do not have a third way of delineating the meaning of suchness other than in accordance with either of those two. Hence, you should recognize that these modes [of differentiating the interpretable and the definitive] are paths for delineating suchness for all of [Buddha’s] scriptures, Sūtra and Mantra. Consequently, the pursuit

---

*a* bstan pa mtša’ dag; Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 20.14.
of suchness without relying on the great chariot-ways of these two modes [of differentiating the interpretable and the definitive by Nāgārjuna and Asaṅga] is like a guideless blind person’s rushing in a direction of fright.

It can be understood from this statement by the author himself that the title, *The Essence of Eloquence*, indicates that the text presents emptiness (the essence) of all of Buddha’s teachings (called “eloquence”) in both Sūtra and Mantra. In this vein, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso,⁹ a late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century clarifier of Gung-tang’s commentary, speaks of *The Essence of Eloquence* as “a treatise clearly teaching suchness, the essence of the Sūtra and Mantra teachings.”

**Issue #3: What else could the title mean?**

That is Gung-tang’s and A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s cogent explanation of Đzong-ka-ṭa’s title. Many other scholars do not address the topic directly, but the textbook by Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa, which both Gung-tang and A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso are ostensibly following, indirectly offers another possibility.

Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa’s text, the brief title of which is *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive,*¹⁰ was adopted as a textbook in the Go-mang College of Dref-ung Monastic University, after Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa’s tenure for nine years as abbot of Go-mang and his return to the northeastern province of Tibet, Am-do (put in Gansu Province by the Chinese communist government). There, at La-brang, he founded what is now the largest monastic university in Tibet, called Dra-ši-kyil, which also uses Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa’s textbooks.⁴

At the beginning of his commentary, Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa suggests that the **differentiation** of what requires interpretation and what is definitive among

---

* The latest (the sixth) incarnation of Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa, having been jailed during the Cultural Revolution and freed due to his tutor’s assumption of all guilt for his activities by claiming that the current Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa was then too young to have done anything bad, is an important influence at Dra-ši-kyil through serving as liaison with the government, even though he no longer is a monk, having married a Chinese. His tutor was killed in prison.

Gung-tang was a prominent student of Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa’s reincarnation, Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo (*dkon mchog ’jigs med dbang po*, 1728-1791); Gung-tang’s line of reincarnations—himself the third incarnation of a Throne-Holder of Gan-den, the head of the Geluk-ṭa order⁴—was recognized as one of the three most important at Dra-ši-kyil. The seventh incarnation of Gung-tang, though jailed during the Cultural Revolution, was freed and, remaining a monk, was an important figure in the same monastic university, passing away in 2000.

* E. Gene Smith, *Tibetan Catalogue*, vol. 1, 82, and oral communication from Geshe Thu-piten Gyatso. According to the latter, Gung-tang is the third in the series (*sku ’phreng grum pa*), the first being the Throne Holder of Gan-den himself. Gene Smith suggests that he may be the second.
Buddha’s scriptures is the essence to which Đzong-ka-başı’s title refers. Speaking about that text, he says:11

By way of [treating] difficult points, I will explain this great treatise bestowing “on those endowed with intelligence” independent analytical understanding concerning the meaning of the thought of all [of the Buddha’s] scriptures through differentiating which require interpretation and which are definitive among all of the Conqueror’s scriptures, [this being] the essence of all eloquence.

It is clear that Jam-ýang-shay-ba, like his followers Gung-tang and A-ku Ødrö-gya-tso, identifies “eloquence” as all of Buddha’s scriptures, but he seems to be saying that the essence of those teachings is the differentiation of what requires interpretation and what is definitive, not emptiness itself.

In a similar vein, regarding the “topic” that Đzong-ka-başı says in his promise of composition he has understood but others have not, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen12 identifies it as “the features of the various modes—of differentiating the interpretable and the definitive with respect to the three wheels [of doctrine]—in the systems of the two great chariots,” that is, in the Mind-Only School and the Middle Way School founded by Asaṅga and Nāgārjuna respectively. Thus, for Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen, the many features of the differentiation of the interpretable and the definitive according to these systems, rather than emptiness itself, is the topic that Đzong-ka-başı realized.

It therefore seems that for him also this is the “essence” of all of Shākyamuni Buddha’s teachings, rather than emptiness itself. Despite the seeming difference, I imagine that Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s commentators, Gung-tang and A-ku Ødrö-gya-tso, could reasonably hold that there is no conflict, since the very meaning of differentiating the interpretable and the definitive is to determine what from among Buddha’s teachings present actual reality and what are taught merely for a temporary purpose—the actual reality being emptiness.

Another possibility, not mentioned by these scholars, is that the title refers to the eloquence of Đzong-ka-başı’s own text through identifying it as having an essence of eloquence, in which case the title could be translated as *Essence of Eloquence* (meaning “that which has an essence of eloquence”) rather than *The Essence of Eloquence*. Indeed, that is the meaning that this frequently used title has in most cases, the convention being to laud one’s own work in its title, much as is done on book jackets in the United States. Still, this is not the reading of Đzong-ka-başı’s title by any of the commentators who address the issue either directly—Gung-tang, A-ku Ødrö-gya-tso, Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chendön-drup, and Jo-ni Pañḍita—or indirectly—such as Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyeltse and Jam-ýang-shay-ba. Therefore, I have been careful to avoid referring to the book merely as *Essence of Eloquence* and, instead, use *The Essence of Eloquence*. 
Promise of Composition and Exhortation to Listen

Dzong-ka-ба (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 68) says:

Many who had much hearing of the great texts,
Who worked with much weariness also at the path of reasoning,
And who were not low in accumulation of the good qualities of clear realization
Worked hard at but did not realize this topic which,
Having perceived it well through the kindness of the smooth protector and guru [Mañjushri],
I will explain with an attitude of great mercy.
Listen intently, O you who wish to be unmatched proponents [of doctrine]
With discriminating analysis realizing the suchness of the teaching.

Issue #4: Who are those the author indicates he surpassed?

Gung-tang reports that some commentators identify individually the referents of various persons whom Dzong-ka-ба mentions in those two stanzas:

1. Those “who had much hearing of the great texts” are the Translator Њогқ Lo-den-shay-rap, Sa-гыа Pa�дita Gün-ga-gyel-тсен, the great Sa-гыа scholar Bu-дон Rin-chen-drup, and so forth
2. Those “who worked with much weariness also at the path of reasoning” are Cha-бa Chö-гyи-seng-gay and his eight students with the name Seng-gay
3. “Those who were not low in accumulation of the good qualities of clear realization” are the Omniscient Döl-bo-бa Shay-rap-gyel-тсен (the chief

---

\textsuperscript{a} rngog lo tsa ba blo ldan shes rab, 1059-1109.
\textsuperscript{b} sa skya pandita kun nga’rgyal mtshan, 1182-1251.
\textsuperscript{c} bu ston rin chen grub, 1290-1364.
\textsuperscript{d} phyia pa chos kyi seng ge, 1109-1169.
\textsuperscript{e} The eight are: gtsang nag pa brtsun ‘grus seng ge (d.1171) dan bag pa smra ba’i seng ge bru sha bood nams seng ge rma bya rtos pa’i seng ge (aka rma bya byang chub brtsun ‘grus) rtags/brtsags dbang phyug seng ge (who taught Sa-гыа Pa�дита) myang bran chos kyi seng ge ldan ma dkon mchog seng ge gnyal pa yon tan seng ge.

The list is from George N. Roerich, The Blue Annals (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1949), 333.

\textsuperscript{f} dol po pa (or dol bu ba) shes rab rgyal mtshan, 1292-1361.
promulgator of the Jo-nang-ña order), and so forth. Œdzong-ka-ña’s main Ša-ña teacher, Ren-da-wa Shön-nu-ö-drö, is not mentioned by name, despite the fact that Œdzong-ka-ña’s commentary on Chandrakirti’s Supplement to (Nägärjuna’s) “Treatise on the Middle,” for instance, contradicts a host of Ren-da-wa’s opinions in his commentary on the same text.

Whether or not these are Œdzong-ka-ña’s particular referents, he is indicating that he realized a profound topic that his predecessors had not, thereby making the type of claim to new understanding that can serve to form a new sect. Also, his obeisance in The Essence of Eloquence to eleven Indian masters and lack of obeisance to Tibetan teachers suggest that he views his lineage as, in a sense, in a “direct” line from India, by-passing earlier Tibetans, even though he occasionally does refer to his teachers and so forth in other texts.

Gung-tang accepts these identifications but avers that the three clauses also may be taken more fittingly and with more import as applying to all of those scholars in general. Taken that way, the above lines indicate:

Those excellent beings each possessed many qualities of clear realization of the vast path of compassionate activities; they each engaged in vast hearing of and thinking on the great texts of Sutra and Mantra in addition to having highly developed intelligence attained from birth [due to high development in past lives]. In particular, each of them, wishing to investigate the essential points of the view of emptiness, worked hard at the path of reasoning without any sense of fatigue. However, they were not able to realize the meaning of suchness, which Œdzong-ka-ña, upon engaging in purification of obstructions and accumulation of merit through very strenuous asceticism and upon analyzing the meaning of the texts, found through the kindness of the Protector Mañjushri’s taking care of him as his student.

According to Gung-tang, these points indicate that Œdzong-ka-ña possessed all the prerequisites for composing this treatise, The Essence of Eloquence, by:

- having the quintessential instructions of earlier masters in that he not only was in an uninterrupted lineage from Buddha through many excellent beings but also was under the tutelage of the deity Mañjushri

- and having inner wisdom realizing their meaning, since he had the fully

---

developed wisdom realizing without error the thought of the scriptures.

Dbang-ka-kha’s reference to the “kindness” of Manjushri implicitly indicates that he did not have the capacity alone to realize such and thus is an assumption of humility. His compassionate attitude (indicated by “I will explain with an attitude of great mercy”) and the importance of composing the treatise (since there is nothing exceeding this technique for leading trainees to the definite goodness of liberation) also establish the suitability of composing the text.

It might seem out of place for Gung-tang to repeat an identification of those to whom Dbang-ka-kha is referring since, as Gung-tang himself says, Dbang-ka-kha often does not mention by name those whom he refutes out of a wish that their teachings about the vast paths of compassionate activities not fade. Identification of those scholars by his followers would seem to defeat his purpose, as perhaps does my repeating them here. Dbang-ka-kha’s followers are interested, however, in finding the meaning of his text, and to do so, it is necessary to establish its historical context—the opinions he is criticizing. Also, the identification of these scholars who, from his viewpoint, did not realize (or at least explicate) properly the view of emptiness also serves sectarian goals of solidifying the difference, the uniqueness, of one’s own sect. (My own purpose is different. I consider that it is important to stress Dbang-ka-kha’s claims to exclusivity not only to report the tradition accurately but also to call attention to Geluk-bas’ oft-repeated claim that in their estimation Dbang-ka-kha’s presentation of the view of emptiness is both different and superior. Though the claim may find its sole source in a sociological need for distinction from other sects, its philosophical meaning and practical import for the path of liberation and attainment of omniscience should be analyzed closely. I hope that just because I call attention to these claims, no one will assume that I necessarily support them, or that somehow I am perversely seeking to further disharmony among Tibetan sects and their followers; rather, I am seeking to stress Dbang-ka-kha’s own perception that he had found something that others did not. The claim needs to be taken seriously, as well as suspiciously.)

**Issue #5: Why exhort the audience to listen?**

As Gung-tang says, Dbang-ka-kha exhorts his audience initially to listen to the text with a pure attitude and pure behavior since:

- with regard to the achievement of highest enlightenment in dependence on either Sutra or Mantra, the essence of Buddha’s teachings is none other than the meaning of suchness, emptiness
- and suchness is to be delineated through a serial process of hearing, think-

---

He calls on those who aspire to the enlightenment of Buddhahood—in which one can teach others the path in an unparalleled way—to pay attention.

Jay-dzün Chö-’gyi-gyal-tsen, the author of the textbook literature of the Jay College of Se-ra Monastic University, says that it is fitting—for those who wish to realize without error the suchness of the teaching and who wish, through their own discriminating realization, to become unmatched propounders of doctrine for other trainees—to listen to Đzong-ka-ba’s text, since the transformation into an unmatched propounder of doctrine, a Buddha, can be accomplished only through realization in accordance with what is explained in The Essence of Eloquence. He is claiming not that this particular text must be read and understood but that realization that accords with it must be gained. Indeed, Ge-luk-ba scholars hold that in Tibet only the texts of Đzong-ka-ba and some of his followers describe reality properly.

Appealing to his listeners’ altruistic wishes, Đzong-ka-ba calls them to notice that he has something important to say about the topic of wisdom, required for overcoming the obstructions to omniscience and thereby relevant to their intention to help others. We can understand from the context of the appeal to altruism that, although emptiness (or the differentiation of the interpretable and the definitive) is justifiably called the essence of Buddha’s teachings, realization of emptiness is not the final goal. Service to others is.

---

Jay-dzün Chö-’gyi-gyal-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 4a.4-4a.6. He identifies “the suchness of the teaching” not just as emptiness as Gung-tang does, but as “the modes of subsistence” of things, these being “the features of interpretability and definitiveness and so forth” of the scriptures.
3. God of Wisdom and God of Gods

The Homages: Points of Clarification

Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 65-66) first offers homage to Shâkya-muni Buddha:

Homage to the Lord of Subduers, god of gods,
As soon as whose body was seen by those
High-and-mighty with presumptions proclaiming
In the mundane world a great roar of arrogance —

[The gods known as] Bliss-Arising, Cloud Mount, Golden Womb,
Bodiless Lord, Garlanded Belly, and so on—
Even they became like fireflies [overwhelmed] by the sun and thereupon
Paid respect with their beautiful crowns to his lotus feet.

In a manner typical of the genre of his commentary, Gung-tang examines several points that are peripheral to the central topics but, in time (and with a good deal of patience), provide a wide cultural context for more important issues—the context imbedding the reader in an all-encompassing worldview. Texts are not viewed by Tibetan scholars in isolation as if they live outside of the situation of their culture; they are related to a body of literature and knowledge in such a way that the study of a text is a study of the world. The context provided is not just that of the culture contemporary to or preceding Đzong-ka-ba’s text; often, commentaries present views of scholars subsequent to the text because the aim is to provide a worldview relevant to the reader’s present situation, a comprehensive perspective that makes use of whatever is available.

**Issue #6: Is Brahmā egg-born?**

The issues raised often stem from juxtaposing a point—mentioned in Đzong-ka-ba’s text or in a commentary—with what is known about a related topic from other sources. Frequently, the aim is to avert a possible misunderstanding. In this vein, Gung-tang juxtaposes the epithet “Golden Womb” that is used for Brahmā and the Buddhist depiction of four types of birth—womb-born, egg-born, spontaneously born, and born from heat and moisture. He points out that even though Brahmā might seem to be egg-born because the god is said to have been “born from a golden lotus in the shape of an egg in the midst of a

---

*This being the basic mode of procedure, it takes a scholar of considerable acuity to keep straight what are later accretions and what are not, but there are a small number of such scholars among the Tibetan community just as there are in other communities.*
sphere of fire,” Brahmā was not born from an actual egg. Rather, gods such as Brahmā as well as hell-beings and beings in the intermediate state between two lives are necessarily spontaneously born. As Vasubandhu’s *Treasury of Manifest Knowledge* says:\textsuperscript{18}

Hell-beings, gods, and intermediate state beings

Are spontaneously born.

Furthermore, gods of the Form Realm, of whom Brahmā is one, are, from birth, complete in size and clothed. Vasubandhu’s *Treasury of Manifest Knowledge* says:\textsuperscript{19}

Those of the Form [Realm] are complete

In all respects [at birth] and just clothed.

Gung-tang then cites the dictum that the four types of birth are mutually exclusive and thus any being is necessarily only one of the four; the consequent problem is that birds are born from eggs that emerge from wombs and would seem to be both egg-born and womb-born. The resolution is a declaration that a bird is egg-born even though the egg comes from a womb. Also, a bird is not born from heat and moisture even though born from the warmth of the mother’s body and from the blood of the mother and the semen of the father (both of which are moist).\textsuperscript{a}

**Issue #7: How could Brahmā appear first when this world system formed?**

Using the opportunity provided by Dzong-ka-ba’s mention of Brahmā, Gung-tang\textsuperscript{20} raises an issue within Buddhist cosmology (see Chart 1, next page). It concerns the seeming contradiction in accounts of the stages of formation in a new eon. Given that when a world-system newly forms, those levels that do not rest on earth form from the higher to the lower, this means that the Third Concentration formed first. However, this conflicts with Buddhists’ own accounts that “initially the great Brahmā appeared,” since Brahmā’s land is included within the First and not the Third Concentration.

Gung-tang explains away the seeming contradiction by pointing out that there are different modes of formation after the destruction of the previous eon depending on how that eon ended—whether by wind, in which case the new eon begins with the formation of the Third Concentration; whether by water, in which case the new eon begins with the formation of the Second Concentration; or whether by fire, in which case the new eon begins with the formation of the First Concentration. Therefore, that most texts speak of the formation of

\textsuperscript{a} Extrapolating from this, we could say that even from the current scientific point of view in which it is known that a human female has eggs, a human is still not egg-born, but womb-born.
Chart 1: The Three Realms of Cyclic Existence
(from the highest levels to the lowest)

Formless Realm
   Peak of Cyclic Existence\textsuperscript{a}
   Nothingness\textsuperscript{b}
   Limitless Consciousness\textsuperscript{c}
   Limitless Space\textsuperscript{d}

Form Realm
   Fourth Concentration
   Third Concentration
   Second Concentration
   First Concentration

Desire Realm
   Gods of the Desire Realm
     Those Who Make Use of Others’ Emanations\textsuperscript{e}
     Those Who Enjoy Emanation\textsuperscript{f}
     Joyous Land\textsuperscript{g}
     Land Without Combat\textsuperscript{h}
     Heaven of Thirty-Three\textsuperscript{i}
     Four Great Royal Lineages\textsuperscript{j}

Demi-gods
Humans
Animals
Hungry ghosts
Hell-beings.\textsuperscript{21}

the realms of worldly beings that are established in space as beginning with the world of Brahmā is in terms of the present eon, which formed after the previous eon was destroyed by fire. It had to be formed beginning from the lands of the First Concentration since the Second and Third Concentrations remained from

\textsuperscript{a} srid rtse, bhaṭavāgra.
\textsuperscript{b} ci yang med, ākīmāya.
\textsuperscript{c} rnam shes mtha’ yas, vijñānānāntya.
\textsuperscript{d} nam mkha’ mtha’ yas, ākāśānāntya.
\textsuperscript{e} gzhan ’phrul dbang byed, paranirmitavāsavartin.
\textsuperscript{f} ’phrul dga’, nirmanarati.
\textsuperscript{g} dga’ ldan, tuṣita.
\textsuperscript{h} ’thab bral, yāma.
\textsuperscript{i} sum cu rtsa grum, trayastriṇḍa.
\textsuperscript{j} rgyal chen rigs bzhi, cāturmahārājakāyika.
the previous eon. As Nga-wang-lek-den, abbot of the Tantric College of Lower Hla-sa in the 1950’s, explained to me, the fact that this eon began with the formation of the First Concentration and its own highest level, called Great Brahmā, explains why Brahmā came mistakenly to think that he created everything. When he saw that other levels formed after him, he erroneously concluded that he created them.

Gung-tang’s handling of an apparent contradiction in the Buddhist cosmological explanation suggests that Buddhist accounts can withstand analysis whereas non-Buddhist accounts cannot. Also, his readers are reminded not to be misled into placing confidence in non-Buddhist gods by Đjong-ka-ba’s mention of them.
PART TWO:

THE QUESTION
4. Identifying First-Wheel Teachings

The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought

According to Dön-drup-gyel-tsen’s *Four Intertwined Commentaries*, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* was set forth in Vaishāli, India, by the Supramundane Victor, Shākyamuni Buddha, during the period of his final, third turning of the wheel of doctrine for practitioners of both the Lesser Vehicle and the Great Vehicle. Dön-drup-gyel-tsen reports that:

1. Its **subject matter** is to teach that all phenomena are included in the three natures—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established natures.
2. Its **purpose** is to teach that the first and middle wheels of doctrine require interpretation and that the final wheel is of definitive meaning.
3. Its **essential purpose** is the three enlightenments that are attained respectively by the intended trainees of the three vehicles—Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas.
4. The **relationship** of these is that the last wheel of the doctrine arises in dependence upon the two earlier wheels.

The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* has ten chapters of questions by nine Bodhisattvas and Subhūti and replies by Buddha, except in the first chapter where another Bodhisattva replies. Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Gung-tang, based on the commentary by Gen-dün-gya-tso, who retrospectively came to be called the Second Dalai Lama when his reincarnation Šō-nam-gya-tso received the title “Dalai” from the Mongolian chieftain Altan Khan, identify the principal contents of each chapter:

- The first chapter, the “Questions of Vidhivatparipṛcchaka (Proper Questioning) and Answers by Gambhirārthaśamdhinirmochana (Unraveling the Thought)” settling the principle of cognition-only.
- The second chapter, the “Questions of Dharmodgata (Elevated...
The Question

Doctrine),"a teaches that the real nature of thingsb is beyond the scope of argumentationc or, in other words, is inconceivable by a conceptual consciousness in accordance with exactly how it is.

• The third chapter, the “Questions of Suvishuddhamati (Pure Intelligence),”d teaches how, by way of four contradictions each, the two truths—ultimate and conventional—cannot be different entities and cannot be one with no sense of difference at all; in Ge-luk-ša vocabulary, this means that the two truths are one entity and different isolates (to be discussed later, 321).

• The fourth chapter, the “Questions of Subhûti (Thorough Application),”e teaches the undifferentiability of the ultimate, which is also called “the element of attributes”f because meditation within observing it acts as a cause of generating the attributes of Superiors.

• The fifth chapter, the “Questions of Vishâlamati (Broad Intelligence),”g mainly teaches the mind-basis-of-all.h

• The sixth chapter, the “Questions of Guñâkara (Source of Good Qualities),”i teaches the three characters—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established.

• The seventh chapter, the “Questions of Paramârthasamudgata (Elevated Through the Ultimate),”j differentiates the interpretable and the definitive among the Buddha’s statements that phenomena have no nature and so forth.

• The eighth chapter, the “Questions of Maitreya (Love),”k mainly teaches the presentations of calm abiding and special insight.

• The ninth chapter, the “Questions of Avalokiteshvara (Looking Out of the

---

a chos phags.
b chos nyid, dharmaṭā.
c rtag ge, tarka; this could also be appropriately translated as “logic.”
d blo gros rnam dag.
e rab byor.
f chos kyi dbyings, dharma dhātu. The translation as “element of attributes” is based on a note by Nga-wang-bel-den (Annotations, dbu, 8b.8): khyod la dmigs nas sgom pas phags chos kyi rgyu byed pas chos dbyings zhes bya la, “It is called the element of attributes (chos dbyings, dharma dhātu) because meditation within observing it acts as a cause of the attributes (chos, dharma) of Superiors (phags pa, ārya).” Emptiness, being uncaused, is not itself a cause (element), but meditation on it causes the development of marvelous attributes; thus, emptiness comes to be called a cause, an element producing those attributes.

Gung-tang mentions the import of this chapter, whereas the Second Dalai Lama and Jay-dzün Chö-śi-gyi-gel-tsen do not.

g blo gros yangs pa.
h kun geži rnam par shes pa, ālayavijñāna.
i yon tan ’byung gnas.
j don dam yang dag ’phags.
k byams pa.
Corner of the Eyes),’a teaches the layouts of the ten Bodhisattva grounds.

- The tenth chapter, the “Questions of Mañjushrī (Smooth Glory),”b mainly teaches the qualities of the Buddha ground.

As Gung-tang adds,c the ten chapters set forth presentations of the bases, paths, and fruits of the Mind-Only system in complete form. The first seven chapters present the bases; the eighth and ninth present the path, and the tenth teaches the fruits of the path.

**Issue #8: Why does Wonch’uk’s version of the sūtra have eight chapters and the Tibetan version have ten?**

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso²⁸ identifies the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought described by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk²⁷ as having eight chapters:

1. Introduction
2. The Character of the Ultimate Truth
3. The Character of Mind, Mentality, and Consciousness
4. The Characters of All Phenomena
5. The Character of Naturelessness
6. Revealing Yoga
7. The Grounds and Perfections
8. Achieving the Activities of a One-Gone-Thus.

The second chapter of Wonch’uk’s rendering corresponds to the first four chapters of the Tibetan translation of the sūtra, and the remainder of Wonch’uk’s version corresponds to the fifth through tenth chapters of the Tibetan.²⁴ Thus, the Tibetan version of the text has an introduction and ten chapters.

**Issue #9: Why leave out the fourth chapter?**

As Gung-tang²⁹ points out, the Second Dalai Lama’s Commentary on the Difficult Points does not list the “Questions of Subhūti” (the fourth chapter) as one of the ten chapters and instead counts the introduction as a chapter. The omission is glaring, and Gung-tang works hard to come up with an apologetic that can, even superficially, not look like outright criticism. He finds two “reasons” for the Second Dalai Lama’s omission:

1. Đzong-ka-BA’s student Gyel-tsap³⁰ speaks of ten tenth-ground Bodhisattvas

---

²⁷ *spyan ras gzigs.
²⁸ *jam dpal.
²⁹ *Tib. rdzogs gsal / wen tshig / wen tshogs / wanydzeg, Ch. Yüan-ts’e, 613-696.
³⁰ For discussion of the Chinese translations and their chapter divisions, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, Appendix 2, 457ff.
questioning Buddha, whereas Subhūti is a Hearer, not even a Bodhisattva. Gung-tang’s implicit (and far-fetched) point is that the Second Dalai Lama wished to refer only to chapters of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* where tenth-ground Bodhisattvas question Buddha.

2. Subhūti is not mentioned in the introduction to the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* even though the ten tenth-ground Bodhisattvas are—the implicit (and again far-fetched) point being that the Second Dalai Lama wished to refer only to chapters of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* in which Buddha is questioned by persons mentioned in the introduction to the sūtra.

Gung-tang politely offers that the Second Dalai Lama could not have failed to notice that the “Questions of Subhūti” is a chapter of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, since it is obvious in the sūtra itself that it is treated as a chapter and also since Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Ascertainments* quotes it (in toto) as a separate chapter.

I would suggest that it is more likely that the Second Dalai Lama mistakenly included the introduction in his list of chapters of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* based on Wonch’uk’s and, subsequently, Đzong-ka-ba’s mention of the “introductionary chapter” (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 157). He probably got false confirmation of this deficient list from the abovementioned facts that (1) although the other questioners are mentioned in the introduction, Subhūti is not, and (2) Gyel-tsap speaks of ten tenth-ground Bodhisattvas’ questioning Buddha. When Gung-tang puts forward the excuse that the Second Dalai Lama was intending to give a list of chapters in which tenth-ground Bodhisattvas question Buddha and thus did not count the chapter of the “Questions of Subhūti” as one of the chapters of questions by tenth-ground Bodhisattvas, what he means is to offer the reasons behind the Second Dalai Lama’s mistake and to pretend that the Second Dalai Lama was aware of all of this. It is read and appreciated as polite criticism.

In fact, the introduction is not even a chapter of questions but merely sets the scene; thus, it actually is not a chapter in which a tenth-ground Bodhisattva questions Buddha, and thus Gung-tang’s apologetic is not elegant—it is weak. Furthermore, Gyel-tsap’s statement that ten tenth-ground Bodhisattvas ask questions of Buddha is mistaken, since, as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso31 points out, in the first chapter questions are put by the tenth-ground Bodhisattva Vidyhvatparipṛcchaka to the tenth-ground Bodhisattva Gambhirārthasaṁdhinirmochana, and not to Buddha.32

To recapitulate: Although there are ten tenth-ground Bodhisattvas who are interlocutors in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, only eight Bodhisattvas ask

---

31 Šer-šuil (*Notes*, 30a.1-30a.4) says that ten Bodhisattvas do indeed ask questions to the Buddha, since two do so in the first chapter; however, in the first chapter the tenth-ground Bodhisattva Vidyhvatparipṛcchaka questions the tenth-ground Bodhisattva Gambhirārtha-saṁdhinirmochana.
questions of Buddha, since Vidhivatparipṛccaka questions Gambhīrārthasam-
dhīnirmochana in the first chapter and Subhūti, a Hearer, is the questioner in
the fourth chapter.

Jay-dzün Chö-ġyi-gyel-tsen,12 Lo-sang-trin-lay-ye-shay,33 and Da-drin-rap-
den13 similarly omit the “Questions of Subhūti” when listing the ten chapters of
the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. It is likely that Jay-dzün Chö-ġyi-gyel-tsen
and Lo-sang-trin-lay-ye-shay simply repeat the Second Dalai Lama’s misstate-
ment and that Da-drin-rap-den, being a follower of Jay-dzün Chö-ġyi-gyel-
tsen, echoes him.

The Question

The question is a source of much analysis by Ge-luk-ḥa scholars. Let us use as
our basis the explanations by five scholars associated with the Go-mang tradi-
tion:

- the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century scholar Gung-tang
- his commentator A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso
- the early twentieth-century comparative scholar Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso
- their prime source, Jam-ÿang-shay-ba, the late seventeenth- and early eigh-
teenth-century author of the textbook literature of the Go-mang College of
Dre-ñung Monastic University on the western outskirts Hla-ṣa (but now part of the city) and Dra-ši-kyil Monastic University in the upper eastern province of Tibet called Am-do, and
- his predecessor Gung-ru Chö-jung.

Their presentations are the most detailed and contain criticisms of other schol-
ars’ views, which I will weave into the discussion. The initial step will be to
identify first-wheel sūtras, and then to identify how they teach “own-character.”
Neither the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought nor Đzong-ka-ba’s The Essence of Elo-
quence identify the sūtras in which Buddha taught the doctrines of the first
wheel, and for this reason these commentaries are particularly helpful.

The First Wheel

Issue #10: Just what are first-wheel sūtras?

According to the Go-mang tradition of exegesis, in the first turning of the
wheel of doctrine, Buddha taught that all phenomena are established by way of
their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual conscious-
nesses,18 whereas in the middle wheel he said that no phenomenon is established

---

12 1898-1946.
13 rang ’dzin rtog pa’i zhen gebir rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa.
by way of its own character in the sense of being established from its own side. In the first wheel of the teaching, Buddha gave this teaching with respect to seven topics, called the “seven pronouncements”—the aggregates, the sense-spheres, dependent-arising, the foods, the four noble truths, the constituents, and the harmonies with enlightenment. Strangely enough, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought does not identify particular first-wheel sūtras, nor does Đzong-ka-ba’s The Essence of Eloquence. Gung-tang and his commentator A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, however, provide this important information with respect to each of the seven topics, the very identifications of which lead to a tangle of issues that they forthrightly face.

**Aggregates.** Specifically, in the Sūtra of Advice to King Bimbisāra in the first turning of the wheel of doctrine, Buddha said:

Great King, form [that is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] has production [that is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]; it also has disintegration [that is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]. Its production and disintegration [which are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses] should be known. Great King, feeling and....

This passage beginning with “Great King, form has production; it also has disintegration,” is one of the instances in which Buddha spoke about the entities of the aggregates of forms, feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses—in which one travels in cyclic existence—as having own-character, that is to say, as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. (The absence in such sūtra statements of the phrase “established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses,” or anything remotely resembling this, is striking, but, as is explained in Chapter 8 of Reflections on Reality, such is said to be contained even in the literal reading. In the indented sūtra citation, I have added “established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses” in brackets in order to emphasize the absence of such in the actual run of the words.)

---

[a] *bka’ stsal bdun.*

[b] Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 80.12-80.16) points out that although this passage is not found in a sūtra titled *rgyal po la gdams pa’i mdo,* it is found in *gzugs can snying pos bu ba,* which is composed of advice to King Bimbisāra (see also Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 154.3-154.5). In addition, he identifies what is either a mis-translation into Tibetan or a corrupt Indian text (80.16-81.5).

Gung-tang (Annotations, 14.2) identifies *dmag ldan gzugs can snying po,* *bzo sbyangs gzugs can snying po,* and *rgyal po gzugs can snying po* as names of Bimbisāra during various stages of his life; as sources for this he cites ’dul ba lung and gleng ’bum.
In the next sentence, “Its production and disintegration should be known,” Buddha also speaks of the aggregates’ character or attribute of production and disintegration through the force of contaminated actions and afflictive emotions—the production and disintegration being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. The first sentence, therefore, teaches that the entities of forms are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, and the second teaches that the attributes of production and disintegration are so established.

**Issue #11: Do passages teaching the entity also teach the attributes?**

Since the first sentence of the above citation from the *Sūtra of Advice to King Bimbisāra* speaks of form’s production, it seems forced to claim that it speaks of the entity of form and that the second sentence speaks of the attributes. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso cites a hypothetical objection that in fact the first sentence is not to be posited as a first-wheel passage explicitly indicated by Paramārtha’s description of the first wheel as teaching the own-character of form, since it is a first-wheel passage teaching the own-character of form’s production and not of the entity of form itself. He responds that what comes to be communicated by the first sentence is that both—factors imputed in the manner of entity and factors imputed in the manner of attribute—are established as having own-character.

In turn, the hypothetical objector flings the consequence that then any sūtra passage explicitly teaching factors imputed in the manner of attributes would be a sūtra passage explicitly teaching factors imputed in the manner of entities. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s only response is to suggest that this must be examined, thereby indicating that, for him, the issue is not easily settled; his commentary intentionally exposes the weakness of his own position. There does not seem to be a good answer except perhaps to cite passages where Buddha lays out the five aggregates, as in, “This is form.”

**Issue #12: Does any passage merely teach the production of form?**


---

a brjod don.
b zhwa dmar dge 'dun bstan ’dzin rgya mtsho, 1852-1912.
c drang nges legs bshad snying po'i dka' gnas las brtsams pa'i zin bris bcom ldan yid kyi mun
avers that once the mere phrase “form has production” teaches that these phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, it would be hard to posit any teaching to the intended trainees of the first wheel that teaches that production exists without teaching that it is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness! That Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso does not try to solve the conundrum shows how difficult indeed it would be to do so.

In a similar vein, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso, feeling the import of Gung-tang’s description of first-wheel teachings, speculates that it might have to be said that the statement in the Sūtra on Dependent-Arising, “Because this exists, that arises,” teaches on the literal level that all dependent-arisings (all compounded things) are produced by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. The problem is left unresolved.

Buddha continues in the Sūtra of Advice to King Bimbisāra:  

Great King, Superior Hearers—possessed of hearing [of the doctrine] and who see this way—turn their minds away from forms, feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses. When [their] minds do so, they become separated from desire. When separated from desire, they become released.

Here, Buddha speaks of the abandonment of the aggregates of cyclic existence as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

Buddha continues:

When released, they perceive the exalted wisdom of release [saying to others], “My births are extinguished. Pure behavior is enacted. What is to be done has been done. Another existence will not be known.”

Here, Buddha speaks of thorough knowledge—knowledge that the entities of the aggregates are not established as a self—as itself being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. This perhaps may also be taken as the knowledge that the non-establishment of the aggregates as a self is itself established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. This perhaps may also be taken as the knowledge that the non-establishment of the aggregates as a self is itself established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.  

This thorough knowledge is taken as the meaning of Buddha’s earlier statement in the Sūtra of Advice to King Bimbisāra:  

Great King, in that case, whatsoever forms…should be viewed with right wisdom in this way: “These are not a self. The self is not these. These are not owned by a [substantially existent] self.”

In the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, when Paramārthaśamudgata questions...
Buddha about his teachings in the first wheel, he makes reference to such sūtra passages, saying:

Supramundane Victor, when I was here alone in a solitary place, my mind generated the following qualm. The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates. He also spoke of [their] character of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

As Gung-tang says, the Sūtra of Advice to King Bimbisāra is just one instance of Buddha’s many renderings of this type of teaching.

**Issue #13: How to take Wonch’uk’s two explanations of abandonment and thorough knowledge?**

According to Gung-tang, Wonch’uk takes abandonment and thorough knowledge in two ways:

That which is the thoroughly afflicted form aggregate is what is to be utterly abandoned; that which is the unafflicted form aggregate is what is to be thoroughly known. Or, that which is in the class of objects that are sources [of suffering] is to be utterly abandoned; that which is in the class of true sufferings is to be thoroughly known.

In the first explanation, abandonment refers to the abandonment of the five contaminated mental and physical aggregates, and thorough knowledge refers to knowledge of the five uncontaminated aggregates. Thus, as A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso points out, the bases that are abandoned (the contaminated mental and physical aggregates) and the bases that are known (the uncontaminated aggregates) are mutually exclusive. In Wonch’uk’s second explanation, abandonment refers to the abandonment of the contaminated causes of the five mental and physical aggregates, contaminated actions and afflictive emotions, and thorough knowledge refers to knowledge of the entities of those five aggregates as like a disease.

Đzong-ka-Ba does not refute Wonch’uk’s explanation; however, Gung-tang offers his own explanation that “thorough knowledge” is of the non-establishment of the entities, the aggregates, as a self, with this knowledge being

---

a Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 78.10-79.1. Wonch’uk’s second reading is (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 128.5.7; Karma pa sde dge, vol. 118, 546.7):

“Utter abandonment and thorough knowledge” are characters of suffering and of origins [of suffering] because [contaminated] karma and afflictive emotions which are the true origins [of suffering] are to be utterly abandoned and because the fruits of cyclic existence which are true sufferings are to be thoroughly known.

Wonch’uk (129.1.3) refers to the other reading as being in the third section of the chapter called khong du chud par gyur nas bka’yang dag par blangs pa’i phyogs.
established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, trying to ferret out why Gung-tang gives his own explanation, suggests that Gung-tang thought it slightly preferable to Wonch’uk’s in that it is applicable to all forms of the aggregates—that is, contaminated and uncontaminated, in that all of these are misapprehended as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, whereas in Wonch’uk’s version the uncontaminated aggregates are not to be abandoned, nor are the contaminated levels of the paths of accumulation and preparation. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso describes Wonch’uk’s rendering as a general explanation or one in accord with the Hearer Sectarians who are objects of the literal teaching of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, since it cannot be applied to subtler levels of suffering and the causes of suffering as was done in the previous paragraph; he thereby indicates that Wonch’uk’s explanation is not unsuitable.

**Sense-spheres, dependent-arising, and foods.** In sūtras such as the *Sūtra on Dependent-Arising* and perhaps the *Renunciation Sūtra* in which Buddha gives advice to five hundred yogis with coiled hair, Mahākāśyapa and so forth, this same teaching of establishment by way of the object’s own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is extended to the twelve sense-spheres—the six objects (forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tangible objects, and other phenomena) and the six senses (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mental sense powers)—the twelve links of dependent-arising (ignorance, action, consciousness, name and form, six sense-spheres, contact, feeling, attachment, grasping, “existence,” birth, and aging and death), and the four foods (morsels of food, contact, intention, and consciousness). In the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* Paramārthasamudgata refers to these teachings:

Just as he did with respect to the aggregates, so he also spoke with respect to the sense-spheres, dependent-arising, and also the foods.

Just as Buddha spoke about the entities of the aggregates and their attributes

---

a A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (53.3) points out that in the *Sūtra of Manifold Constituents* the meaning of abandonment also cannot be applied to the constituents of learners and non-learners.
b Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 156.3) affirms that it is suitable to assert both of Wonch’uk’s explanations.
c rtön ’brel gyi mdo (A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 52.6).
d mngon par ’byung ba’i mdo. Gung-tang (*Difficult Points*, 76.16) says that it should be investigated whether these are taught in this sūtra. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (*Precious Lamp*, 53.2), following up on Gung-tang’s suggestion, reports that the foods are not mentioned in this sūtra and thus the first-wheel sūtra teaching that these are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses must be sought. Gung-tang’s questioning the identification indicates that, rather than newly creating identifications of these sūtras, he is reporting a tradition; I give him the credit since, at minimum, he put it to paper.
of production, disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge within the context of these being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, so he spoke about the entities of the sense-spheres, dependent-arising, and the foods and their four attributes of production, disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge, all within the same context.

**Issue #14: Just what are the four foods?**

\(\text{Sh}^{-}\text{r}^{-}\text{s}^{-}\text{h}^{-}\text{u}^{-}\text{l} \text{ Lo-sang-pûn-tsok}^{48}\) questions a list of the four foods that is given in Dödrup-gyel-tsên’s *Four Intertwined Commentaries*,\(^9\) these being morsels of food,\(^a\) contact,\(^b\) mind,\(^c\) and meditative stabilization.\(^d\) \(\text{Sh}^{-}\text{r}^{-}\text{s}^{-}\text{h}^{-}\text{u}^{-}\text{l}\) indicates that he prefers the list found in Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Ascertainments*, the commentaries on Maitreya’s *Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras*, the commentaries on Asaṅga’s *Summary of the Great Vehicle*, and Vasubandhu’s *Treasury of Manifest Knowledge*. As given in Gyel-tsap’s commentary on Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge*, these are:

1. morsel food,\(^f\) which has a nature of odor, taste, and tangibility (visible form being excluded because it does not function in nutrition)
2. contact food,\(^g\) which is contaminated touch increasing the great elements associated with the sense powers
3. intention food,\(^h\) which is intention (or attention) that involves hope for a desired object
4. consciousness food,\(^i\) which is the six collections of consciousness and mainly the mind-basis-of-all.\(^46\)

\(\text{Sh}^{-}\text{r}^{-}\text{s}^{-}\text{h}^{-}\text{u}^{-}\text{l}\) cites the third chapter of Vasubandhu’s *Treasury of Manifest Knowledge* which indicates that:

- coarse food furthers the body that is the support of this lifetime
- contact furthers the mind that depends on the support of the body
- intention projects future lifetimes (in that it is the main feature of karma)
- consciousness actualizes future lifetimes in the sense that karmas (retained

---

\(^{a}\) *kham gyi zas.*  
\(^{b}\) *reg pa.*  
\(^{c}\) *sems.*  
\(^{d}\) *ting nge ’dzin.*  
\(^{e}\) *legs par bshad pa chos mngon rgya mtsho’i snying po; Collected Works, Labrang ed., vol. ga, 101a.6.*  
\(^{f}\) *kham gyi zas, kavadamkāra-āhāra.*  
\(^{g}\) *reg pa’i zas, sparśa-āhāra.*  
\(^{h}\) *sems pa’i zas, manahsaṃcetanāḥāra.*  
\(^{i}\) *rnam shes kyi zas, vijñāṇa-āhāra.*
as potencies in the mind) fill in the details of the lifetime projected by intention.\textsuperscript{51}

Ser-shül quotes Vasubandhu’s explanation that morsel food exists only in the Desire Realm, whereas the other three exist in all three realms—Desire, Form, and Formless—and are necessarily contaminated. (As Ge-shay Bel-den-drak-ba\textsuperscript{52} explained, the foods increase cyclic existence, and thus \textbf{uncontaminated} contact, intention, and consciousness are not posited as food.)

Ser-shül paraphrases Asaṅga’s \textit{Compendium of Ascertainments} which explains that although meditative absorptions and engaging in pure behavior are means of furthering the body through eliminating unfavorable circumstances, they are not posited as foods, since they do not further the body by way of their own entities. His point must be that meditative stabilization therefore should not be included in the list. However, contrary to this, the late Ge-shay Ge-dün-\textsuperscript{6}drö\textsuperscript{a} of the Go-mang College of Drel-bung Monastic University and the University of Hamburg includes meditative stabilization and gives mental food as the second:\textsuperscript{53}

The four types of nourishment are (1) coarse food,\textsuperscript{b} (2) mental nourishment,\textsuperscript{c} (3) nourishment of intention,\textsuperscript{d} and (4) nourishment of consciousness.\textsuperscript{e} The sense of mental satisfaction that comes when a desire is fulfilled is called mental nourishment. Just as coarse food nourishes the body, so satisfaction nourishes or replenishes the mind upon fulfillment of a desire. The third type, nourishment of intention, is an action that projects the next lifetime. Since it generates or produces the next lifetime, it is called a nourisher, or nourishment; it is the second link of the twelve-linked dependent-arising.\textsuperscript{g} Similarly, the third link, which is called consciousness,\textsuperscript{h} is known as the food of consciousness. Just as the action that projects, or impels, a future lifetime is called a nourisher, so the consciousness which is imprinted with that action and which will at the time of the effect of that action in the future life be imprinted with other karmas is called a nourisher, or nourishment. Why is [the first link of dependent-arising,] ignorance,\textsuperscript{i} not called a nourisher? It is because ignorance is the agent that pervades everything; thus, it is not singled out as a nourisher.

\begin{itemize}
\item[a] \textit{dge ’dun blo gros}, 1924-1979.
\item[b] \textit{kham gyi zas, kavādaṃkāra-āhāra}.
\item[c] \textit{yid kyi zas}.
\item[d] \textit{sems pa ’i zas, manahsāṃcetanāhāra}.
\item[e] \textit{rnam shes kyi zas, vijnāna-āhāra}.
\item[f] \textit{las, karma}.
\item[g] \textit{rten ’byung, pratītyasamutpāda}.
\item[h] \textit{rnam shes, vijnāna}.
\item[i] \textit{ma rig pa, avidyā}.
\end{itemize}
There is still another type of nourishment, that of meditative stabilization. Persons who have achieved calm abiding and special insight and have proceeded to high levels of the path do not need to use coarse food; they have the nourishment of meditative stabilization. If you should wish to investigate this topic, the nourishment of meditative stabilization is discussed in the context of the four developing causes which replenish or increase the body: sleep, meditative stabilization, massage, and coarse food. The sources here are Kamalashila’s *Stages of Meditation* and Maitreya’s *Ornament for the Mahāyāna Sūtras* and, in addition, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and Wonch’uk’s commentary on it.

**Issue #15: Are these sūtras deceptive?**

**Four noble truths.** In the wheel of doctrine of the four truths, Buddha spoke of the entities of the four truths as being established by way of their own character as a referent of a conceptual consciousness. He also spoke of an attribute of each the four respectively—thorough knowledge of true sufferings as impermanent and miserable, abandonment of the sources of suffering (contaminated actions and afflictive emotions), actualization of the true cessation of contaminated actions and afflictive emotions and thereby of suffering, and meditation cultivating true paths which are the means for attaining true cessation of suffering and its causes. This teaching occurs in the *Sūtra of Renunciation* at the point of turning the wheel of doctrine of the four truths for the five good ascetics. In the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* Paramārthasamudgata refers to this teaching, saying:

The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the truths as well as speaking of [their] thorough knowledge, abandonment, actualization, and meditation.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso raises the interesting question of whether such a sūtra teaching the four noble truths is deceptive with respect to the meaning that it teaches because it teaches that the four truths are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual conscious-nesses, whereas they are not. Since it would be uncomfortable to hold that a sūtra teaching the four truths is deceptive, he resolves the issue by saying that positing a teaching as being deceptive or not about the meaning that it teaches concerns its main topic, which in this case is the four truths. In this way, a

---

*a ting nge ’dzin, samādhi.

b Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 77.3-77.5) points out that some histories and so forth refer to this teaching as the *Wheel of Doctrine Sūtra* (*chos kyi ’khor lo’i mdo*) but that in fact the latter is only an extract from the *Renunciation Sūtra*.

c rang gi bstan don la slu ba.
sūtra teaching the four noble truths is non-deceptive about the meaning that it teaches. This distinction preserves the basic validity of the teachings of such sūtras and yet allows that the ontological status being taught with respect to these topics is entirely unfounded.

**Constituents.** In the *Sūtra of Manifold Constituents* Buddha spoke of the eighteen constituents and six constituents as being established by way of their own character as a referent of a conceptual consciousness. The eighteen constituents are the six sense powers, the six objects, and the six consciousnesses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Six Sense Powers</th>
<th>Six Objects</th>
<th>Six Consciousnesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eye sense power</td>
<td>visible forms</td>
<td>eye consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear sense power</td>
<td>sounds</td>
<td>ear consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nose sense power</td>
<td>odors</td>
<td>nose consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tongue sense power</td>
<td>tastes</td>
<td>tongue consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body sense power</td>
<td>tangible objects</td>
<td>body consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental sense power</td>
<td>other phenomena</td>
<td>mental consciousness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The six constituents are earth (hard things), water (fluid), fire (heat), wind (air), space, and consciousness. Like the aggregates, the eighteen and six constituents are those in which one travels in cyclic existence. As with the aggregates, Buddha also spoke of the abandonment and thorough knowledge of these as being established by way of their own character as a referent of a conceptual consciousness. In the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* Paramārthaśamudgata mentions these teachings when, in the first part of his question to Buddha about the first turning of the wheel of doctrine, he says:

The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the constituents, as well as speaking of the various constituents, manifold constituents, [their] abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

**Issue #16: What are the various and manifold constituents?**

In that citation from the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* “various constituents”
refers to the eighteen constituents, and “manifold constituents” refers to the six constituents.55 This is clear from the sūtra itself when later in this chapter Paramārthaśamudgata speaks about the three natures in terms the aggregates, sense-spheres, dependent-arising, constituents, and foods in the same order as his question and then mentions the six and eighteen constituents. Paramārthaśamudgata says:56

Just as this is applied to the form aggregate, so this also should be applied similarly to the remaining aggregates. Just as this is applied to the aggregates, so this also should be applied similarly to each of the sense-spheres that are the twelve sense-spheres. This also should be applied similarly to each of the limbs of existence that are the twelve limbs of existence. This also should be applied similarly to each of the foods that are the four foods. This also should be applied similarly to each of the constituents that are the six constituents and the eighteen constituents.

That in the same chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the constituents are listed as the six and the eighteen constituents provides good evidence that “the various constituents and manifold constituents” must be these. Still, the order of six and eighteen must be reversed to accommodate Ğong-ka-bara’s statement that these refer to “the eighteen constituents and the six constituents.” Indeed, when Gung-tang57 makes this point, he (or his scribe) edits Ğong-ka-bara’s text so that it reads “the six constituents and the eighteen constituents.” Still, despite this minor flaw of the order of six and eighteen, the internal evidence that this reference to “the various constituents and manifold constituents” must be to the eighteen and the six is good.

Wonch’uk, however, takes both “various constituents” and “manifold constituents” as referring to the eighteen constituents, the first from the viewpoint of their having internal differences in each of the eighteen and thus being “various,” and the second from the viewpoint of their pervading all sentient beings in the manner of being their bases of imputation since sentient beings are imputed in dependence upon their constituents. Wonch’uk’s Great Commentary says:58

The eighteen constituents in the character of the one being different from the others are called the “various constituents.” Just those

\* \* \* 

khams drug dang khams bco bgyad. Since the Delhi NG dkra shis lhun po (484.3), Guru Deva old zhol (448.6), Zi ling sku ‘bum (342.17), and Sarnath gtsang (6.4) editions all read khams bco bgyad dang khams drug, this is clearly not a variant reading, but I doubt that Gung-tang intended to edit Đzong-ka-bara’s text (even though it conveniently makes the sūtra and Đzong-ka-bara agree) since Gung-tang goes to some length to indicate why only the six constituents (that is, the manifold) are mentioned after the eighteen (that is, the various). Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 157.1) points out this discrepancy and calls for examination of it; this means that he finds it troublesome.
eighteen constituents as specifics of limitless sentient beings are called the “manifold constituents.”

Gung-tang avers that Wonch’uk’s explanation may be based on Asaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainties which speaks of the various and manifold constituents in exactly this way:

What are the various constituents? The eighteen constituents which have mutually different characters. What are the manifold constituents? Just those abiding by way of the divisions of limitlessly various sentient beings.

Gung-tang points out that Asaṅga’s explanation in the Compendium of Ascertainties is in accord with a description in the Myrobalan Sūtra and in Maitreya’s Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras of the constituents (or constitutions) and interests of sentient beings as being various. Because Asaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainties explains the two terms in reliance on the Myrobalan

---

a Wonch’uk himself (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 129.3.3) refers not to Asaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainties but to Asaṅga’s Grounds of Yogic Practice when he says right after the above explanation, “These should be known in accordance with what is taught in [Asaṅga’s] treatise, the Grounds of Yogic Practice."

b As cited in Gung-tang’s Difficult Points (87.15):

The Supramundane Victor said, “Monastics, for example, if every hundred years someone took a single myrobalan fruit from a pile of myrobalan fruit a hundred yojanas high and a hundred yojanas wide, saying, “This myrobalan fruit is cast away as such and such a constitution [of a sentient being]; this myrobalan fruit is cast away as such and such a constitution,” the pile of myrobalan fruit would be reduced only smaller and would be thoroughly exhausted; just so the constitutions [of sentient beings] would be exhausted in that way.

c Asvabhāva’s commentary on the Ornament is Gung-tang’s source indicating that Maitreya’s explanation is in accordance with the description in the Myrobalan Sūtra. As cited in Gung-tang’s Difficult Points (88.8), Asvabhāva’s commentary on the Ornament says:

This is as explained in the Myrobalan Sūtra….What is the meaning of “constituents” as it appears in the scripture [that is, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought]? When associated with the teaching of divisions of the constituents—eyes and so forth—and with the Sūtra of Manifold Constituents, there are many aspects of divisions of constituents.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 158.1) cites Sha-mar Ge-dün-ṭen-dzin-gya-tso’s Clearing Away Mental Darkness which challenges Gung-tang’s point that the meanings of Asaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainties, the Myrobalan Sūtra, and Maitreya’s Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras treat this topic similarly, for the first is in reference to the eighteen constituents, the second is in reference to worldly realms (jig rten gyi khams), and the third is in reference to the constitutions of sentient beings (sems can gyi khams). That Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso does not answer the objection suggests that he gives it credence.

A more fundamental problem is that Wonch’uk himself refers to Asaṅga’s Grounds of Yogic Practice and not his Compendium of Ascertainties.
Sūtra and not in accordance with this passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, which can be seen to be mainly in reference to the Sūtra of Manifold Constituents, Wonch’uk’s explanation is rejected as inappropriate. In this vein, Ďjong-ka-ḇa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 80–81), albeit cryptically, says:

The commentaries [by Wonch’uk and so forth] explain “the various and manifold constituents” [mentioned in the passage from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought cited above] otherwise, but when these are put together with a later occurrence in the Sūtra [Unraveling the Thought], they are to be taken as the eighteen constituents and the six constituents.

Gung-tang has explained Ďjong-ka-ḇa’s cryptic reference to “commentaries” and “a later occurrence in the Sūtra” and has identified a possible source for Wonch’uk’s reading.

Then, revealing a potential weakness in Ďjong-ka-ḇa’s argument, Gung-tang makes the important additional point that Wonch’uk’s explanation of the two terms is indeed appropriate in a different chapter of the sūtra, the “Questions of Subhūti,” where the two terms are used in the context of applying many attributes to one substratum. However, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso saves Ďjong-ka-ḇa’s point by making the distinction that although the usage of these two terms at the point of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question does not accord with Wonch’uk’s explanation, it is also permissible to explain these terms as they are set forth in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (in general) as Wonch’uk does, since his explanation is applicable to a certain usage, specifically that in the “Questions of Subhūti Chapter.”

The commentators thereby not only reveal the reason behind Ďjong-ka-ḇa’s rejection of Wonch’uk’s explanation at this point but also, taking the discussion further, indicate the appropriateness of Wonch’uk’s explanation in the context of the “Questions of Subhūti Chapter.” By citing explanations similar to Wonch’uk’s in sūtra (the Myrobalan Sūtra), in a treatise (Maitreya’s Orna-

ment for the Great Vehicle Sūtras), and in a commentary on a treatise (by Asva-
hāva), they also give credence to Wonch’uk’s exegesis, even if they criticize it for being misplaced.

**Issue #17: Why are the eighteen and the six constituents singled out when there are many sets of constituents?**

The Sūtra of Manifold Constituents speaks of the numerous sets of constituents totaling sixty-two, whereas the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought speaks only of the

---

*a For identification of the passage, see Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 157.3. He disputes that the “Questions of Subhūti Chapter” actually treats the constituents this way and says that the fact that it does not is clear in Wonch’uk’s commentary (see Port of Entry, 157.6).*
eighteen and the six. All the other forty-four enumerations can be included in the eighteen, since these contain all phenomena, and thus it is incumbent to indicate why only the six constituents are explicitly mentioned in addition to the eighteen. The inventively cogent reason Gung-tang gives is that for delineating selflessness, the six constituents have traditionally been singled out with particular emphasis. Nāgārjuna, for instance, uses the format of six constituents when, in his *Precious Garland*, he speaks of the basis of imputation of a person:

A person is not earth, not water,
Not fire, not wind, not space,
Not consciousness, and not all of them.
What person is there other than these?

Just as a person is not real
Due to being a composite of six constituents,
So each of the constituents also
Is not real due to being a composite.

As Gung-tang says, in order to ascertain selflessness one must know how persons depend on the six constituents as their basis of imputation.

His point, cogently based on tradition, is that the frequent usage of the six constituents in connection with meditation on selflessness is the context out of which just these are selected in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* for emphasis in addition to the basic eighteen constituents. Gung-tang’s attention to contextual detail is impressive.

*Harmonies with enlightenment.* The last teaching in the first turning of the wheel of doctrine to which Paramārthasamudgata refers in his question is that of the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment. They are the antidotes to cyclic existence and to the phenomena associated with it—the aggregates of cyclic existence and so forth. In brief, the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are seven groupings of beneficial phenomena that are concordant with and lead to enlightenment as a Foe Destroyer:

With respect to the translation of *arhant* (*dgpa bcom pa*) as “Foe Destroyer,” I do this to accord with the usual Tibetan translation of the term and to assist in capturing the flavor of oral and written traditions that frequently refer to this etymology. Arhants have overcome the foe which is the afflictive emotions (*nyon mong, klēṣa*), the chief of which is ignorance.

The Indian and Tibetan translators of Sanskrit and other texts into Tibetan were also aware of the etymology of *arhant* as “worthy one,” as they translated the name of the “founder” of the Jaina system, Arhat, as *mchod ’od* “Worthy of Worship” (see Jam-žhang-shay-ba’s *Great Exposition of Tenets, ka 62a.3*). Also, they were aware of Chandrakīrti’s gloss of the term as “Worthy One” in his *Clear Words: sademānusāsrurā lokaḥ pūñārhatvād arhāniyu-chyate* (*Mūlamadhyamakakārikās de Nāgārjuna avec la Prasannapadā Commentaire de Candrakīrti*, Bibliotheca Buddhica, 4 [Osnabrück, Germany: Biblio Verlag, 1970], 486.5), *lha dang mi dang lha ma yin du bcas pa’i ’jig rten gyis mchod par ’os pas dgpa bcom pa zhes brjod la*
I. FOUR ESTABLISHMENTS THROUGH MINDFULNESS
1. mindful establishment on body
2. mindful establishment on feeling
3. mindful establishment on mind
4. mindful establishment on phenomena

II. FOUR THOROUGH ABANDONINGS
5. generating virtuous qualities not yet generated
6. increasing virtuous qualities already generated
7. not generating non-virtuous qualities not yet generated
8. thoroughly abandoning non-virtuous qualities already generated

III. FOUR LEGS OF MANIFESTATION
9. aspiration
10. effort
11. contemplation
12. analytical meditative stabilization

IV. FIVE FACULTIES
13. faith

(409.20, Tibetan Cultural Printing Press ed.; also, Peking 5260, vol. 98, 75.2.2), “Because of being worthy of worship by the world of gods, humans, and demi-gods, they are called Arhants.”

Also, they were aware of Haribhadra’s twofold etymology in his Illumination of the Eight Thousand Stanza Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra. In the context of the list of epithets qualifying the retinue of Buddha at the beginning of the sūtra (see Unrai Wogihara, Abhisamayālāṃkārāloka Prajñā-pāramitā-vyākhyā, The Work of Haribhadra [Tokyo: Toyo Bunko, 1932-1935; reprint, Tokyo: Sankibo Buddhist Book Store, 1973], 8.18), Haribhadra says:

They are called arhant [Worthy One, from the root arh “to be worthy”] since they are worthy of worship, religious donations, and being assembled together in a group, and so forth. (Wogihara, Abhisamayālāṃkārāloka, 9.8-9: sarva evātra pūjādakṣinā-gana-parikṣādāy-ārhatayahrantaḥ; Peking 5189, vol. 90, 67.5.7: ‘dir thams cad kyang mechod pa dang // yon dang tshogs su ‘dub la sogs par ‘os pas na dgra bcom pa’o’).

Also:

They are called arhant [Foe Destroyer, arihan] because they have destroyed (hata) the foe (ari). (Wogihara, Abhisamayālāṃkārāloka, 10.18: hatāritvād arhantaḥ; Peking 5189, vol. 90, 69.3.6. dgra ruams bcom pas na dgra bcom pa’o’).

(My thanks to Gareth Sparham for the references to Haribhadra.) Thus, we are dealing with a considered preference in the face of alternative etymologies—“Foe Destroyer” requiring a not unusual i infix to make ari-han, with ari meaning enemy and han meaning to kill, and thus “Foe Destroyer.” Unfortunately, one word in English cannot convey both this meaning and “Worthy of Worship”; thus I have gone with what clearly has become the predominant meaning in Tibet. (For an excellent discussion of the two etymologies of Arhat in Buddhism and Jainism, see L. M. Joshi, Facets of Jaina Religiousness in Comparative Light, L.D. Series, 85 [Ahmedabad, India: L.D. Institute of Indology, 1981], 53-58.)

*a sems.
14. effort  
15. mindfulness  
16. meditative stabilization  
17. wisdom  

V. FIVE POWERS  
18. faith  
19. effort  
20. mindfulness  
21. meditative stabilization  
22. wisdom  

VI. SEVEN BRANCHES OF ENLIGHTENMENT  
23. correct mindfulness  
24. correct discrimination of phenomena  
25. correct effort  
26. correct joy  
27. correct pliancy  
28. correct meditative stabilization  
29. correct equanimity  

VII. EIGHTFOLD PATH  
30. correct view  
31. correct realization  
32. correct speech  
33. correct aims of actions  
34. correct livelihood  
35. correct exertion  
36. correct mindfulness  
37. correct meditative stabilization  

The thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are coordinated with the three trainings—in ethics, meditative stabilization, and wisdom. The four establishments through mindfulness are the basis of training; the four thorough abandonings are the training in higher ethics; the four legs of manifestation (an ability gained upon attaining meditative stabilization) are the training in higher meditative stabilization; and the five faculties, five powers, and seven branches of enlightenment are the training in higher wisdom.

As before, Buddha spoke of the entities of the thirty-seven as though they were established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and also spoke of seven attributes of the thirty-seven, all as being established by way of their own character as referents of conceptual consciousnesses. The seven attributes are:

1. their discordances, that is, what is to be abandoned by them. In terms of the seven groupings of the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment, the discordances are:
four establishments through mindfulness: unknowingness
four thorough abandonings: laziness
four legs of manifestation: distraction
five faculties: non-interest
five powers: little strength of mindfulness and introspection
seven branches of enlightenment: possession of objects of abandon-
ment by the path of seeing
eightfold path: possession of objects of abandonment by the path of
meditation.

2. the **antidotes** themselves to those objects of abandonment
3. **production** of virtues or antidotes that have not been produced
4. the **abiding** of those virtues or antidotes that have been produced
5. **non-loss** of antidotes that have been produced
6. their **arising again** when one has familiarized with them again and again
7. **increasing** those antidotes through the power of familiarity and **extending**
   them limitlessly.

**Issue #18: How can redundancy be avoided in the last two attributes?**

Wonch’uk explains that the last two attributes mean non-forgetfulness of anti-
dotes that have been produced. Gung-tang⁶⁷ cogently rejects this explanation
since this would be redundant with the fifth attribute—“non-loss.” Rather, he
says that the sixth refers to familiarizing with antidotes through actualizing
them repeatedly, and the seventh, to increasing them through the power of
such familiarity.⁶⁸ He explains that in the latter the type of increase being indi-
cated does not have a limit as the action of jumping does or as the heat of water
does, but is extendible limitlessly. In this way, these two attributes are, in a gen-
eral sense, both antidotes but do not repeat the second attribute due to their
being more specific.⁶⁹

* * *

In the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, Paramārthasamudgata refers to these
teachings on the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment, which are set
forth in the *Sūtra on Mindful Establishment*⁷ and in other sūtras, when he says:

> The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-
> character of the four mindful establishments, as well as speaking of
> [their] classes of discordances, antidotes, meditation, production of
> that which has not been produced, the abiding of that which has been

---

⁶⁷ *dran pa nyer bzhag, smṛtyupasthāna.* Gung-tang (*Difficult Points*, 77.16) mentions that
one translator into Tibetan considered this text to be a Great Vehicle sūtra, whereas actually
it is a Lesser Vehicle sūtra as is evidenced in various lists of sūtras.

⁶⁸

⁶⁹
produced, non-loss, [their] arising again, and increasing and extending. Just as he did with respect to the mindful establishments, so he spoke with respect to the thorough abandonings, the legs of magical manifestation, the faculties, the powers, and the branches of enlightenment. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the eightfold path of Superiors, as well as speaking of [their] discordances, antidotes, production of that which has not been produced, the abiding of that which has been produced, recollection, [their] arising again, and increasing and extending.

With this statement, Paramārthaśamudgata concludes the first part of his question—describing the mode of Buddha’s pronouncement of the first wheel of his teaching. With Gung-tang’s fleshing out of the references, the context comes to life, despite the nagging problem of how the sparse words of the sūtras that he has cited teach that these phenomena are “established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.”

**Issue #19: Do all first-wheel sūtras teach the four noble truths?**

As can be seen from the seven pronouncements, the topics on which the first wheel of doctrine are based are many. However, Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba, the textbook author of the Lo-sel-Eng College of Drepung Monastic University, holds that all first-wheel teachings have as their basis of composition the four noble truths. Though he does not explicitly say so, he undoubtedly bases this on Paramārthaśamudgata’s summary statement of the meaning of Buddha’s answers to his questions, when he describes the first wheel as “teaching the aspects of the four noble truths”:

Initially, in the area of Varanāsī in the Deer Park called “Sage’s Pounding,” the Supramundane Victor thoroughly turned a wheel of doctrine for those engaged in the Hearer Vehicle, fantastic and marvelous which none—god or human—had previously turned in a similar fashion in the world, through teaching the aspects of the four noble truths.

The evidence is striking, but Gung-tang disagrees, pointing to the fact that when Paramārthaśamudgata lists the teachings, he speaks of the four truths as only one among the seven pronouncements. Gung-tang considers the four

---

*a* Since there are presentations of the wheels of doctrine that do not accord with the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, the reference is to the wheels of doctrines as described in that sūtra.

*b* Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s Garland of Blue Lotuses, 12b.3. As Gön-chok-tsay-ring (oral teaching) pointed out, once the teaching of the four truths is the only basis of composition, one cannot cite other teachings as instances of the first wheel, as Gung-tang did (see the last chapter). This puts Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s followers in quite a bind.
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noble truths to be the prime basis of composition, not the only one.

He makes the cogent point that—given the earlier format of the seven pronouncements, of which the four truths are just one category—the purpose of singling out the four noble truths here is to indicate not that the four truths are the basic topic of all first-wheel teachings but that the four truths are the main way of settling the meaning of Buddha’s scriptures in the first wheel, this being in accordance with the minds of those having the lineage of the two Hearer Schools—the Great Exposition and the Sūtra schools. For instance, in Vasubandhu’s *Treasury of Manifest Knowledge*—a principal text expounding in its root stanzas positions of the Great Exposition School and in its commentary positions of what came in Ge-luk-ba scholarship to be called the Sūtra School Following Scripture—the chapter structure itself is arranged around the four noble truths—true sufferings, sources, cessations, and paths. The first three chapters teach about true sufferings; the next two, true sources of suffering; and then the next three, true cessations of suffering and true paths. On the other hand, the Mind-Only School mainly delineates the meaning of Buddha’s scriptures by way of the three natures—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established—in order to demonstrate that there are no external objects, no objects that are different entities from the consciousnesses perceiving them, and that hence there is cognition-only. Also, the Middle Way School mainly settles the meaning of Buddha’s scriptures by way of the two truths—conventional and ultimate—in order to establish a union of appearance and emptiness and a union of method and wisdom.

By identifying the principal doctrinal structures of these schools—the four truths, three natures, and the two truths—Gung-tang shows that he is free of the prejudice, often acquired from focusing on the Middle Way School, that the two truths are the most important topic in all four schools. Still, the opposite prejudice, sometimes found in contemporary European, American, and Japanese scholarship—that the four noble truths, the three natures, and the two truths are not important topics in schools other than Middle Way—is also not justified. Rather, the central theme in the Great Exposition and Sūtra schools is the four noble truths; in the Mind-Only School, the three natures; and in the Middle Way School, the two truths. (That the two truths dominate so much discussion in Ge-luk-ba presentations of tenets is due to their basic Middle Way School orientation, an interest in comparing assertions on the two truths in all systems in order to ascertain more clearly the two truths in the Middle Way School. Despite its pedagogical value, the focus on the two truths naturally introduces distortions of emphasis.)

Showing sensitivity to the use of language in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, Gung-tang’s repeated usage of the phrase “in many ways,” or “in many forms,” when questioning Buddha about the teachings in the seven pronouncements means that he is referring to

---

*a* *rnam grangs du ma.*
individual sūtras with different topics even though all are similar in teaching that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Conversely, when Paramārtha-Samudgata speaks of the middle wheel, he condenses the teachings into one description, since they all equally speak of all phenomena—ranging from forms through to exalted knowers of all aspects (omniscient consciousnesses)—as natureless, though some passages and sūtras of the middle wheel give more detailed lists of these phenomena than others. Thus, for Gung-tang, the points of reference, called the “bases of composition,” of the teaching in the first wheel of doctrine are the seven categories of objects themselves and not just the four truths.

**Issue #20: Do not any and all instances of Buddha’s word teach the four noble truths?**

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso often offers developments of and counter-opinions to Gung-tang’s ideas. He relates an oral tradition that any instance of Buddha’s word necessarily teaches the four noble truths, this being because Bhāvaviveka’s proof in his *Blaze of Reasoning* that Great Vehicle sūtras are the word of Buddha is founded on the reason that they all unerringly teach the four noble truths. Indeed, if one takes a sūtra’s “having the four noble truths as its basis of composition” as meaning that it either directly or indirectly teaches the four truths, then all of Buddha’s scriptures would teach the four truths. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso does not explain the difficulty that this raises, but it must be that then even the middle wheel would have the four noble truths as its basis of composition, whereas such clearly would contradict the statement in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* that the middle wheel is “based on just the naturelessness of all phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally having thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.”

Consequently, the meaning of “basis of composition” in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* cannot be that the topic could be taught indirectly but must be that it is taught directly. Otherwise, one would have to hold that a sūtra based on the four truths does not necessarily directly teach the four truths, a position which I think cannot escape the above difficulty that even the middle wheel would have the four noble truths as its basis of composition, since, to accord

---

*a* bṛtsams gebi.

*b* rtag ge ’bar ba, tarkajvālá. The *Blaze of Reasoning* is Bhāvaviveka’s commentary on his *Heart of the Middle* (dbu ma snying po, madhyamakārya). Bhāvaviveka’s dates are 500-570; see David Seyfort Ruegg, *The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India* (Wiesbaden, Germany: Otto Harrassowitz, 1981), 61.

*c* Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso cites Sha-mar Ge-dün-den-dzin-gya-tso’s (*zhwa dmar dge ’dun bstan ’dzin rgya misha*) *Clearing Away Mental Darkness* as the origin of this qualm.

*d* bṛtsams, ērabhya; Lamotte, *Saṃdhinirmocana*, 86 [30], n. 18.
with Bhāvaviveka’s statement it has to be held that the middle wheel at least indirectly teaches the four noble truths.

These points reveal for me a possible reason for Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s opinion that all first-wheel sūtras are based on the four truths: he may want to hold that first-wheel sūtras either directly or indirectly teach the four truths in order to establish, like Bhāvaviveka, that Great Vehicle sūtras are indeed the word of Buddha. His position is indeed attractive but does not seem to reflect the thrust of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. I find Gung-tang’s position to be more cogent.
5. Probing the Implications

When Đzong-ka-ba summarizes Paramārthaśamudgata’s description of the middle and first-wheel teachings and his question to Buddha about their seeming contradiction, he says:

If the statements in some sūtras [that is, in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are natureless, and so forth, and the statements in some sūtras [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an own-character, and so forth, were left as they are verbally, they would be contradictory. However, since [the Supramundane Victor] must be without contradiction, of what were you [Buddha] thinking when [in the middle wheel of the teaching] you spoke of non-nature, and so forth?

Superficially, it seems that we can rephrase Đzong-ka-ba’s reading of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question quite simply:

In the first wheel you, Buddha, said that all phenomena are established by way of their own character, whereas in the middle wheel you said that no phenomenon is established by way of its own character. What were you thinking?

However, it is not so simple, as the sixteenth-century author of the old textbook literature of Go-mang College, Gung-ru Chö-jung, points out in an early, highly complex commentary on Đzong-ka-ba’s text, his *Garland of White Lotus- es*, and the late-seventeenth- and early-eighteenth-century scholar Jam-ṭhang-shay-ba repeats with refinements in his *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*. Their critique of other scholars’ renditions of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question serves as a valuable key to the vocabulary and positions of the Buddhist schools involved. Let us probe their points.

**Issue #21: What does “aggregates and so forth” mean?**

First, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṭhang-shay-ba consider the phenomena about which Buddha was speaking in the first wheel. One of the earliest commentators, Bel-jor-hlun-drup, the author of the old textbook literature of the Jay College of Se-ra Monastic University (replaced by the works of Jay-dzün Chö-ṭgyi-gyet-sen), frames Paramārthaśamudgata’s question as follows (the portion being contested at this point is in bold print):

In the first wheel, the Supramundane Victor pronounced that phenomena ranging from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses are established by way of their own character; in the middle
wheel he pronounced that phenomena are natureless, and are unpro-
duced, unceasing, and so forth [that is, are quiescent from the start,
and are naturally passed beyond sorrow]. The Bodhisattva Paramārtha-
samudgata asks, “Since, if taken literally, [these statements] are mani-
festly contradictory and since the Supramundane Victor must be with-
out contradiction, thinking of what did you teach [in the middle
wheel of doctrine that all phenomena are] natureless and so forth?”
Having explicitly asked this, [Paramārthasamudgata] also perforce asks,
“Thinking of what did you say [in the first wheel of doctrine] that
phenomena are established by way of their own character?” For, at
the point of the answer both are said to require interpretation by way of
indicating the basis in Buddha’s thought and by way of indicating the
damage to what is explicitly taught [on the literal level] in both of the
first two wheels.

Whereas Ďzong-ka-ba, as cited above, refers merely to “aggregates and so forth”
when he speaks about the first wheel, Bel-jor-hlun-drup, obviously intending to
identify Ďzong-ka-ba’s reference, expands this to “phenomena ranging from
forms through to omniscient consciousnesses,” a standard list of one hundred
and eight phenomena drawn from the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that begins
with forms and ends with omniscient consciousnesses.

Without mentioning Bel-jor-hlun-drup by name, Gung-ru Chö-jung77 and
Jam-ýang-shay-ba78 object, saying that in the first wheel of doctrine it is inap-
propriate to identify “aggregates and so forth” here as those ranging from forms
through to omniscient consciousnesses because in the first wheel Buddha did
not explicitly take the one hundred and eight phenomena—which are the bases
of his exposition in middle-wheel sūtras such as the Perfection of Wisdom
Sūtras—as his substrata for the teaching that objects are established by way of
their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual conscious-
nesses. Rather, in the explicit rendering of the first wheel it is obvious that he
took a smaller number of phenomena (when compared to the one hundred and
eight) as his substrata, these being the mental and physical aggregates, the sense-
spheres, dependent-arising, the foods, the four noble truths, the constituents,
and the harmonies with enlightenment—the seven pronouncements.a

---

a Gung-ru Chö-jung (Garland of White Lotuses, 5a.4) sees this as the background of
Ďzong-ka-ba’s (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 111) saying:

[Paramārthasamudgata] says that in just the way that [the three natures] are ap-
plied to the form aggregate, three natures each are applied also with respect to each
of the remaining four aggregates, the twelve sense spheres, the twelve [limbs of]
dependent-arising, and the four foods as well as the six and eighteen constituents.

However, Ďzong-ka-ba here is not addressing the style of teaching of the first wheel; rather,
he is paraphrasing Paramārthasamudgata’s presentation to Buddha of the three natures, the
explicit context of which is a presentation of the thought behind the teaching in the Perfe-
tion of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless. Perhaps it is this inappropriateness
The one hundred and eight phenomena are a division of all objects into two categories—fifty-three in the thoroughly afflicted category and fifty-five in the pure category. These are a Great Vehicle rendition of a table of phenomena, including many (such as the eighteen emptinesses) that the Lesser Vehicle schools—the Great Exposition and the Sūtra schools—do not assert, such as the eighteen and twenty emptinesses and simultaneous knowledge of all phenomena. Implicit in Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s reasoning is that even though the perspective of the present discussion of Paramārthasamudgata’s question is that of the Mind-Only School, in which “all phenomena” refer to these one hundred and eight, the first-wheel teachings were for trainees with the inclinations of the Great Exposition and Sūtra schools to whom it could not be said that Buddha spoke within using “all phenomena” as understated according to the Mind-Only School as his substrata. Jam-ýang-shay-ba sees Dzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 242) making just this point when he says:

Initially, at Varanāsi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth—[these being] no more than a few [of the one hundred and eight phenomena]—is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.

When it is said that in the first wheel Buddha takes all phenomena as the substrata for his teaching that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, it is necessary to specify “all phenomena” as those renowned to the Lesser Vehicle schools. Otherwise, as Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba cogently explain, it would have to be said that in the first wheel the eighteen and twenty emptinesses are taken as substrata for the teaching that phenomena are established this way, in which case it would be necessary to say that the eighteen and twenty emptinesses are

---

a These are listed in Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness (London: Wisdom, 1983; rev. ed., Boston, Ma.: Wisdom, 1996), 201-212.

b It will be shown later that “Mind-Only” is indeed a suitable appellation for the position of the early proponents of this “school,” that is, Asaṅga, Vasubandhu, and Sthiramati. For the time being, I shall use the term not only for convenience but also because Ge-luk-ba traditions, which are our primary concern in this book, use it.

c The translation follows Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s reading of the sentence; for more discussion of this passage, see 55, 79, 87, and 92.
explicitly taught on the literal level in the first wheel. Absurdly, the emptiness of a self of phenomena would come to be explicitly and extensively taught in the first wheel, whereas this is the province of a Great Vehicle sūtra, not a Lesser Vehicle sūtra, and thus of the middle and final wheels of doctrine, not of the first wheel. As Ďong-ka-ba says, “The Yogic Practitioners and Middle Way Autonomists assert that the selflessness of phenomena is not taught in the scriptural collections of the Lesser Vehicle.” Hence, in the first wheel Buddha is not speaking about the one hundred and eight phenomena that are the bases of discussion in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras; rather, he is taking only a smaller number of phenomena as the substrata of his teaching—the aggregates and so forth.

Jay-Ďzün Chö-Ďyi-gyel-tsen, in refuting Ćel-jor-hlün-drup’s position, rubs the point in even more by saying that if the first wheel taught that the one hundred and eight phenomena are established by way of their own character, it would have to teach that the six perfections, a Bodhisattva’s aspirational prayers, the ten grounds, omniscience, and a Buddha’s qualities such as the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four sciences, great love, great compassion, and the eighteen unique attributes of a Buddha are so established, in which case it would have to teach these. However, since the first wheel is uniquely Lesser Vehicle, it cannot. He cites Nāgārjuna’s Precious Garland for support.

Bodhisattvas’ aspirational wishes, deeds, and dedications [of merit]

---

a dngos su.
b sgras zin la.
c This is from the beginning of the section on the Consequence School titled “explaining the meaning of the two selflessnesses being set out in dependence on the scriptural collections of the Hearers”; the passage is cited in Jay-Ďzün Chö-Ďyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 8b.3.
d The term “Lesser Vehicle” (theg dman, hına yāna) has its origin in the writings of Great Vehicle (theg chen, mahā yāna) authors and was, of course, not used by those to whom it was ascribed. Substitutes such as “non-Mahāyāna,” “Nikāya Buddhism,” and “Theravādayāna” have been suggested in order to avoid the pejorative sense of “Lesser.” However, translation accuracy is required, and also “Lesser Vehicle” is a convenient term in this particular context for a type of tenet system or practice that is seen, in the tradition being discussed in this book, to be surpassed—but not negated—by a higher system. The “Lesser Vehicle” is not despised, most of it being incorporated into the “Great Vehicle.” The monks’ and nuns’ vows are Lesser Vehicle as is much of the course of study in Ge-luk-Ďopa monastic universities—years of study are put into the topics of Epistemology (ishad ma, pramāṇa), Manifest Knowledge (chos mngon pa, abhidharma), and Discipline (’dul ba, vinaya), all of which are mostly Lesser Vehicle in perspective. (“Lesser Vehicle” and “Low Vehicle” are used interchangeably in this book.)
e I have adapted Jay-Ďzün Chö-Ďyi-gyel-tsen’s “established by way of their own character” to read “established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses” to conform to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-Ďyang-shay-ba’s explanation. Jay-Ďzün Chö-Ďyi-gyel-tsen’s position on this issue will be discussed later in this chapter.
Were not described in the Hearers’ Vehicle. 
Therefore how could one become
A Bodhisattva through it?

and:°  
The subjects concerned with the Bodhisattva deeds
Were not mentioned in the [Hearers’ Vehicle] sūtras
But were explained in the Great Vehicle.
Hence the wise should accept it [as Buddha’s word].°

Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂaclinches the point that first-wheel sūtras do not explicitly teach the one hundred and eight phenomena by indicating that this is the significance of Paramārthaṇasamudgatā’s specifying the seven pronouncements, one by one:

The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates…. Just as he did with respect to the aggregates, so he also spoke with respect to the sense-spheres, dependent-arising, and also the foods. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the truths…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the constituents, as well as speaking of the various constituents, manifold constituents…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment…. 

It is clear that Paramārthaṇasamudgatā’s specifically mentioning these central topics that are the substrata of the first-wheel teaching excludes, on the negative side, the special phenomena of the Great Vehicle sūtras. Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa thereby draws out the implications of the vocabulary and style of Paramārthaṇasamudgatā’s question, settling that the substrata of the first-wheel teachings as described in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought are phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment—the topics of the seven pronouncements.

Jay-ｄzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten rubs it in even more by citing Ďzong-ka-ｂa’s statement (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 112-113) about:

each of [the phenomena] ranging from the form aggregate through the branches of the path, which were mentioned earlier on the occasion of his question about dispelling contradiction.

It is obvious that Ďzong-ka-ｂa limits the phenomena mentioned in the first wheel to the topics of the seven pronouncements.

° For Ďzong-ka-ｂa’s discussion of these two stanzas, see Tsong-ka-pa, Kensur Lekden, and Jeffrey Hopkins, Compassion in Tibetan Buddhism, 173.
**Issue #22: Is Paramārthasamudgata concerned with the teaching of just compounded phenomena in the first wheel?**

The Second Dalai Lama, whose commentary was most likely written after Ńel-jor-hliin-drup’s, self-consciously uses “aggregates and so forth” instead of “all phenomena” for the first wheel. As is clear later in his commentary,\(^a\) he does this in order not to contradict a cryptic and highly controversial statement later by Đzong-ka-βa (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 242) which seems to indicate that not all phenomena in the first wheel were taught to be established by way of their own character or truly established:\(^b\)

Initially, at Varanāsi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth, except for a few, is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.\(^c\)

Hence, it is the Second Dalai Lama’s opinion that, according to Đzong-ka-βa, in the first wheel not all phenomena (including permanent ones such as true cessations) but only all compounded phenomena were taught as being truly established and established by way of their own character.\(^d\)

As will be seen below (61), this opinion is problematic since it is clear that in the system of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and of the Mind-Only School compounded phenomena are indeed established by way of their own character. Also, rather than twisting the meaning of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* to accord with a cryptic statement in Đzong-ka-βa’s text, it seems preferable to stick with the language of the sūtra and hold that the substrata of the first-wheel teachings are phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-

---


\(^b\) The Second Dalai Lama’s citation deviates considerably from Đzong-ka-βa’s text, though not in meaning. Second Dalai Lama (15.3):

\[ \text{'khor lo dang por phung sogs kyi chos la nyung shas cig ma gtogs pa shas cher bden par yod pa ma bkag pa dang} \]

Đzong-ka-βa (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 450):

\[ \text{'phung po la sogs pa'i chos nyung shas geig ma gtogs pa bden par grub pa ma bkag cing} \]

\(^c\) This passage was cited just above but with a different translation that accords with Jam-yang-shay-βa’s reading:

Initially, at Varanāsi he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching] in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth—[these being] no more than a few [of the one hundred and eight phenomena]—is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.

\(^d\) Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-βa’s refutation of the Second Dalai Lama’s reading is given in the next chapter, 86.
seven harmonies with enlightenment—the topics of the seven pronouncements, these being what the Lesser Vehicle Buddhist schools consider to be all phenomena, permanent and impermanent.

**Issue #23: When the eighteen constituents are taught, are the one hundred eight phenomena taught?**

It is the style of monastic textbooks not only to rub in perceived mistakes but also to reveal (or create) complications in what seems obvious. Thus, Jay- dzin Chö- gyi-gyel- tsen reminds us of the seemingly innocent fact that the eighteen constituents—these being one of the seven pronouncements—include all phenomena, the complication being that the one hundred and eight phenomena are therefore contained within the eighteen constituents. Still, as he says, this does not require that the first wheel’s teaching—that all phenomena are established by way of their own character—entails explicitly teaching that the one hundred and eight phenomena are established this way, just as the fact that Proponents of Sūtra assert that all phenomena are established this way does not entail that they assert that the one hundred and eight phenomena, including the emptiness of that same status of things, are established this way. Otherwise, they would absurdly be asserting the emptiness of the very status of things that is so central to their system. So far, the point is well taken.

**Issue #24: Can this topic be trivialized?**

It also is the style of monastic textbooks to make hair-splitting verbal distinctions such that the counter-intuitive comes to be asserted for the sake of its shock-value, not insight. In this fashion Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam- ÿang-shay-ba go on to indicate that they are willing to hold the counter-intuitive position that:

> Upon the one hundred and eight phenomena being included in the eighteen constituents, first-wheel sūtras explicitly teach the one hundred and eight as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

They may mean that if for the listener’s mind the one hundred and eight phenomena are included in the eighteen constituents, then when the eighteen constituents are taught as being established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, the one hundred and eight phenomena are similarly taught to be established this way. However, the one hundred and eight would not be so included for the intended trainees of first wheel of doctrine; hence, there does not seem to be any intended listener
of the first wheel for whom they would be included.

Gung-ru Chö-jung backs up his point by drawing a parallel with two lines from the beginning of Maitreya’s *Ornament for Clear Realization* — “The perfection of wisdom/ Is thoroughly explained by the eight categories”—which he says does not explicitly teach the seventy topics (which are the sub-topics of the eight categories) but does explicitly teach them upon their being included in the eight categories. However, I do not consider the two to be parallel, since in Maitreya’s text the seventy topics are about to be taught as subsections of the eight categories but in the scriptures of the first wheel there is no intention to teach the one hundred and eight phenomena.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba may merely be making the point that the one hundred and eight phenomena are included in the eighteen constituents and that in the first wheel the eighteen constituents are explicitly taught to be established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses and hence it must be said that upon the one hundred and eight phenomena being included in the eighteen constituents, first-wheel sūtras explicitly teach them as so established. However, this treats the two phrases—(1) “upon the one hundred and eight phenomena being included in the eighteen constituents” and (2) “first-wheel sūtras explicitly teach them as…”—as if they are disconnected, whereas in any meaningful rendering of the grammar they are intimately related. In fact, the shock-value of their presentation rests on the assumption that when in the first phrase it is said that the one hundred and eight phenomena are included in the eighteen constituents, it seems that this is being said with respect to the worldview of first-wheel sūtras. Their maneuver trivializes Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s significant point in an attempt to provide a counter-intuitive refinement out of sophistic sport; for me, rather than shock I find frustration.

---

a The eight categories are:

1. knowledge of all aspects (*rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid, sarvākārajñatā*)
2. knowledge of paths (*lam shes nyid, mārgajñatā*)
3. knowledge of bases (*gehi shes, vastujñāna*)
4. complete training in all the aspects (*rnam rdzogs sbyor ba/rnam kun mngon par rdzogs par rtogs pa, sarvākåråbhisaôbodha*)
5. peak training (*rtse sbyor, mūrdhaprayoga*)
6. serial training (*mthar gyis sbyor ba, anupūrvaprayoga*)
7. momentary training (*skad cig ma’i sbyor ba, kṣaniṣkaprayoga*)
8. body of attributes, the effect (*chos sku, dharmakāya*).

b For more hair-splitting refinements on this topic, see A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp,* 66.1-67.6.
Issue #25: Does the first wheel teach the actual four noble truths?

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba have made the unchallengeable point that the first wheel does not take phenomena ranging from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses as the substrata of its teachings. In the process of proving their point, they use the principle that whatever is taken as a substratum of a teaching is also itself explicitly taught. In this vein, they say that if the first wheel took all phenomena ranging from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses as the substrata of its teachings, then the twenty emptinesses (which are included in this range and are a topic specific to the Great Vehicle) absurdly would have to be taught in the first wheel.

The principle that whatever is taken as a substratum of a teaching is also itself explicitly taught seems well taken; however, consider this problem:

Since Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba themselves hold that the first wheel takes the four noble truths as one of its substrata for the teaching that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, they must hold that the first wheel teaches the actual four noble truths and not just four noble truths that are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. This is because truths that are established this way are non-existent, and followers of the Lesser Vehicle cannot attain their respective enlightenments through meditating on non-existent objects. Also, if first-wheel sūtras such as the Turning of the Wheel of the Four Truths do not teach the actual four truths, then what sūtra does!

As was mentioned earlier (issue #15), Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s solution is:

1. to admit that the first wheel teaches the actual four noble truths both mainly and explicitly
2. but to hold that on the literal level it teaches the four truths to be established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.

He uses the tack of splitting the explicit teaching from the literal reading so as to avoid having to hold that anything the first wheel teaches on the literal level can be taken literally and hence would have to be definitive. For if anything on the literal level of the first wheel were definitive, this would contradict the statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that the first wheel is not definitive and requires interpretation.
Issue #26: Does the second wheel explicitly teach the actual twenty emptinesses on the literal level?

Another technique employed by monastic authors is to apply a principle enunciated in their system against another point in their own system; the honesty in such self-contestation can even be thrilling. In this vein, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso attempts to show how Jam- yab-shay-ba’s principle enunciated with regard to the first wheel that whatever is taken as a substratum of a teaching is also itself explicitly taught on the literal level doubles back on his own presentation of the second wheel. Jam-yab-shay-ba made the point that since Bel-jor-hlun-drup says that the substratum of the teaching of the first wheel is all phenomena ranging from forms through omniscient consciousnesses, then the actual emptinesses absurdly would explicitly be taught on the literal level in the first wheel—with Jam-yab-shay-ba seemingly unnecessarily adding “on the literal level.” A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso strikes the absurd consequence that since the second wheel takes the twenty emptinesses as one of the substrata of its teaching that phenomena do not exist from their own side, it would have to explicitly teach the actual twenty emptinesses on the literal level despite the fact that the second wheel requires interpretation. However, if the second wheel did teach the twenty emptinesses on the literal level, then it would be literal and thus definitive, something that the Sutra Unraveling the Thought does not allow. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso suggests that Jam-yab-shay-ba may have worded his absurd consequence about the first wheel the way he did because the proponents of Lesser Vehicle tenets do not distinguish between what is explicitly indicated and the literal reading, but he calls for the intelligent to analyze the point. (It is clear that issues raised are not necessarily settled. The genre is aimed at stimulation.)

Own-Character

Issue #27: Does “own-character” mean established by way of its own character?

As we saw above, Bel-jor-hlun-drup says that Paramârthasamudgata’s concern is with an apparent contradiction in Buddha’s teaching, namely that in the first wheel of doctrine Buddha taught that phenomena ranging from forms through to and including omniscient consciousnesses (forms being the first and omniscient consciousnesses being the last of the one hundred and eight phenomena) are equally established by way of their own character whereas in the middle wheel he taught that these phenomena are equally not established by way of their own character. Gung-ru Chö-jung (with Jam-yab-shay-ba following him)
finds fault, as detailed above, with Ńel-jor-hlün-drup’s mention of “phenomena ranging from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses” as the substrata. Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen, whose works replaced Ńel-jor-hlün-drup’s as the textbook literature of the Jay College of Şe-ra, adjusts Ńel-jor-hlün-drup’s framing of Paramārthasamudgata’s question to take care of this fault:\footnote{See issues 44 and 55.}

“In the first wheel, the Supramundane Victor pronounced that all phenomena ranging from forms through to the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character; in the middle wheel you pronounced that all phenomena ranging from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses are not established by way of their own character. Even if, taken literally, [these statements] are contradictory, the Supramundane Victor must be without contradiction; therefore, thinking of what did you say what you said in the middle wheel of doctrine?” From explicitly asking this, [Paramārthasamudgata] also implicitly asks, “Thinking of what did you say what you did in the first [wheel of doctrine]?”

Besides the correction about the substrata of the teaching of the first wheel, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen also replaces Ńel-jor-hlün-drup’s reference to the teaching in the middle wheel that “phenomena are natureless” with “are not established by way of their own character,” but this is merely an improvement in clarity.\footnote{See issues 44 and 55.} Đzong-ka-ṭā himself elsewhere in his text (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 114) clearly says:

Thus, in [Buddha’s] scriptures, there are three sets of sūtras:

- [A first-wheel] teaching that phenomena exist by way of their own character
- [A middle wheel] teaching that phenomena are not established by way of their own character
- [A final wheel] differentiating well whether phenomena are or are not established by way of their own character

Furthermore, these are twofold—(1) that [final set of sūtras] which does and (2) those [first two sets of sūtras] which do not differentiate well the existence and non-existence of nature [with respect to the three natures]. That which does is of definitive meaning since it is not to be interpreted otherwise, and those that do not are of interpretable meaning since they must be interpreted otherwise.

and (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 127):

The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally have na-
ture in the sense of being **established by way of their own character**, the statements [in the middle wheel] that phenomena equally do not have such, and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] and those that do not.

Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen seems to have framed Đzong-ka-ba’s opinion perfectly: the first-wheel sūtras teach that objects are established by way of their own character, whereas the middle wheel teaches that objects are not established by way of their own character.

However, Gung-ru Chö-jung⁹⁴ and Jam-šang-shay-ḥa⁹⁵ make many objections to this formulation (at least some of which were known to Jay-ḍzün Chö-ṭi-gyel-tsen). These criticisms, despite being interesting and cogent, complicate the issue to such an incredible degree that at times it seems as if what is left is only a morass of confusion. Such shocking disorientation in which the foundation of one’s understanding of important doctrines crumbles is an unstated aim of monastic textbooks and of the daily rounds of debate in monastic colleges. By unflinchingly exploring the implications of positions, the arrogance of thinking that one has command of an issue is confronted with embroilment in self-contradiction, mirroring the meditative process of analysis in which one’s most cherished and fundamental postures about the nature of things are undermined. Although on the surface the various systems of exegesis are committed to the posture that there are cogent, reasonable answers to all conceptual problems, the process of training carries the different message that any topic eventually involves self-contradiction.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-šang-shay-ḥa’s basic argument is:

1. The Mind-Only School maintains that compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character.
2. If the first-wheel sūtras did explicitly teach that phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character, then since this list of phenomena includes both compounded (or impermanent) phenomena and uncompounded (or permanent) phenomena, the first-wheel sūtras would be sūtras explicitly teaching that **compounded phenomena** ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character.
3. Hence, it would absurdly be suitable to assert literally something that the first-wheel sūtras explicitly teach, namely, that compounded phenomena

---

⁹⁴ Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 144.4-144.6) says that it appears that Jay-ḍzün Chö-ṭi-gyel-tsen’s mode of explanation mostly accords with the literal reading of Đzong-ka-ba’s statement as well as of Ke-drup’s (to be given later) and the Second Dalai Lama’s reading. His implication is that the Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-šang-shay-ḥa tradition deviates from Đzong-ka-ba’s actual words despite pretending that it does not; I agree, but the question remains as to whether that deviation is preferable.
such as forms are established by way of their own character, and thus such a first-wheel sūtra would be a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be accepted literally.

4. However, according to the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the first wheel is supposed to require interpretation, to be unacceptable literally.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ḵa do not establish here why in the Mind-Only School any impermanent phenomenon must be established by way of its own character, but this point is clearly expressed in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself. For in explaining what was behind the teaching in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that phenomena are not produced, Buddha says that imputational natures cannot be produced by causes and conditions because they are not established by way of their own character, whereby it is clearly indicated that establishment by way of the object’s own character is a prerequisite for the activity of production. The sūtra says:

Concerning that, thinking of just character-non-natures [that is, thinking of just imputational factors which are not established by way of their own character], I taught that all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.

Why? Paramārtha samudgata, it is thus: That which does not exist by way of its own character is not produced. That which is not produced does not cease. That which is not produced and does not cease is from the start quiescent. That which is quiescent from the start is naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow [that is, naturally devoid of the afflicting emotions without depending on an antidote]. That which is naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow does not have the least thing to pass beyond sorrow.

This statement is Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ḵa’s ultimate source for their position that a sūtra explicitly teaching that compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character must be non-deceptive and therefore a literally acceptable sūtra. Consequently, they draw the conclusion that the term “own-character” that Paramārtha samudgata uses when describing the first-wheel teaching about all phenomena cannot refer to establishment by way of their own character but must refer to establishment by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses—a status of each and every phenomenon that the Mind-Only School refutes. Their position is cogent indeed, but, as we shall see, there are other cogent possibilities.
**Issue #28: Does non-deceptiveness require being literally acceptable?**

Contrary to Gung-ru Chō-jung and Jam-ţi-yang-shay-Ēa, scholars such as Œel-jor-hlûn-drup, Jay-dzûn Chō-ûyi-gyel-tsen, and Pan-chen Ůo-nam-drak-Ēa assert that the term “own-character” in Paramârthasamudgata’s question refers to establishment of objects by way of their own character. Now, since all Ge-luk-Ēa scholars hold that in the Mind-Only School:

- what is literally unacceptable requires interpretation
- what is literally acceptable is definitive
- and all compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character

these scholars and their followers must struggle to keep from having to admit that a first-wheel sūtra explicitly teaching that compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character is a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be accepted literally. If they did, they would have to admit that a first-wheel sūtra is definitive, and this flies in the face of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*’s clear statement that first-wheel sūtras require interpretation. Sounds impossible, does it not! (Jay-dzûn Chō-ûyi-gyel-tsen’s and Pan-chen Ůo-nam-drak-Ēa’s opinions are given in the next chapter; the remainder of this chapter sets the stage—larger and larger and larger.)

To make their predicament super-clear, Gung-ru Chō-jung and Jam-ţi-yang-shay-Ēa make what in other circumstances would be the obvious point that sūtras teaching doctrines that accord with the fact are literally acceptable sūtras. This is how they rub it in, supporting each reason with its own evidence:

A first-wheel sūtra explicitly teaching that compounded phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character is necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally,

- because a sūtra that explicitly teaches that compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character is necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally
- because a sūtra that explicitly teaches that compounded phenomena are impermanent is necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally
- because a sūtra that explicitly teaches the sixteen attributes of the four noble truths is necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally
- because a sūtra that explicitly teaches the four noble truths is necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally
because a sūtra that explicitly teaches the four noble truths is non-deceptive with respect to the literal reading of its principal topics of explicit teaching.

because a sūtra that explicitly teaches what is to be discarded and what is to be adopted with respect to the four truths (sufferings and their origins are to be discarded, and cessations and paths are to be adopted) is a correct, concordant example that possesses the reason and the predicate in a proof that a sūtra teaching very obscure topics is non-deceptive with respect to what it teaches by reason of the fact that it is a scripture devoid of contradiction.

because Dharmakīrti’s *Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”* says:

> Through thorough ascertainment of just these [teachings] On adoption [of true cessations] and discarding [true sufferings] as well as [their respective] methods [or causes, that is, true paths and true origins of suffering respectively],

> [It is established by inference through the power of the fact that Buddha’s word] is non-deceptive with respect to the principal meaning [the four noble truths].

> Therefore, [due to similarity] it is to be inferred that [Buddha’s word is non-deceptive] also with respect to other [very obscure topics as well].

Dharmakīrti is saying that through scriptural inference based on the logical sign, or reason, that a certain passage teaching very obscure objects of comprehension is devoid of contradiction, it can be concluded that the passage is non-deceptive with respect to what it teaches, just as Buddha’s teaching on the four truths is non-deceptive. He cites the teaching on the four noble truths in the context of showing that certain of Buddha’s teachings on very obscure topics\(^b\) are also non-deceptive with respect to what they teach because of also being purified by way of three analyses in that (1) what they teach about manifest objects is not contradicted by direct perception, (2) what they teach about slightly obscure objects is not contradicted by usual inference (called inference by the power of the fact),\(^c\) and (3) with respect to very obscure objects, inaccessible to either direct perception or usual inference, there are no internal contradictions within Buddha’s teachings on those topics.

Because Dharmakīrti uses a sūtra explicitly teaching what is to be adopted and what is to be discarded in terms of the four noble truths as an instance of a

\(^a\) This is a scriptural inference (*lung gi rjes dpag*).

\(^b\) That is, very obscure objects of comprehension (*shin tu ldog gyur gyi gzhabs byal gzhabs bya shin tu ldog gyur*).

\(^c\) *dngos stobs rjes dpag.*
sūtra that is non-deceptive with respect to what it teaches, it can be concluded that such a sūtra is suitable to be asserted literally. And, if non-deceptiveness is the criterion for the suitability of asserting a text literally, one cannot claim that a sūtra that explicitly teaches that compounded phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character is not necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally. (Using the juxtaposition of seemingly widely separated doctrines, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba have opened up other, barely related topics which, at first reading, divert attention from the principal topic, seemingly fracturing the mind by straying from the issue. However, the excursion imbeds the issue even more within the overall culture, thereby enhancing appreciation of the fabric, the context, of the discussion.)

Still, what is the relevance of Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba’s citing a passage from a work by Dharmakirti in a discussion that centers around the teachings of the masters of the early Yogic Practice School—Asaṅga and his half-brother Vasubandhu as well as their commentator Sthiramati? The connection is not merely that Ge-luk-ṣa scholars assign Dharmakirti’s views also to the Mind-Only School (also called the Yogic Practice School); rather, the connection is that Dharmakirti was a follower of Dignāga (though not his direct student), and Dignāga was a student of Vasubandhu, who is said to have converted to the Mind-Only view through the teachings of his half-brother, Asaṅga. However, even more relevant than this historical connection is the appropriateness of showing the general sensibleness of accepting that a non-deceptive scripture is literally acceptable.

Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba extends the scope of the excursion even further by citing a similar passage from Āryadeva’s *Four Hundred.*

Whoever has generated doubt

---

For Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba, even if the teaching of the four truths is literally acceptable, a first-wheel sūtra (as described in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*) called the wheel of doctrine of the four truths is not literally acceptable because it teaches on the literal level that these phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ṣa holds that according to the Mind-Only School a first-wheel sūtra teaching the four truths is not literally acceptable because it is infected with a sense of externality; see issue 35, p. 84. Nevertheless, as Ge-shay Gön-chok-tsay-ring explained Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ṣa’s position, in the Mind-Only School the teaching of the four truths can be cited as a concordant example of something that is non-deceptive because, even though the literal reading is not literally acceptable, the main topic being basically taught (that is, the four truths) cannot be harmed by valid cognition (and hence is validly established). Thus, although the literal reading is harmed by valid cognition, the basic topic is not. According to followers of Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba, however, a first-wheel sūtra as described in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not teach the (actual) four truths on the literal level, and thus they do not need to make this particular maneuver; they hold that the first wheel mainly and explicitly teaches the (actual) four truths but not on the literal level.
Toward what is not obvious in Buddha’s word
Will believe that only Buddha [is omniscient]
Based on [his profound teaching of] emptiness.

Āryadeva’s point is that if Buddha is correct with respect to such a profound topic as emptiness, he must also be correct with respect to less profound but more obscure topics such as minute details of the cause and effects of actions, as long as what he says is not contradicted by any of the three types of analyses listed above.

The main point of these two passages is that the logical verifiability of Buddha’s special cognition of the four truths and the verifiability of emptiness become the means of validating his teachings on topics inaccessible to such verification. The principle is that if he is right about such profound topics, he must be right about less profound, even though more inaccessible topics. In this vein, the current Dalai Lama cites these same two passages after saying:  

Thus Buddha, the Blessed One, from his own insight taught this dependent-arising as his slogan—a showing that because phenomena are dependent-arisings, they have a nature of emptiness, free of the eight extremes of cessation and so forth. If Buddha is thus seen as a reliable being who without error taught definite goodness [liberation and omniscience] along with its means, one will consequently see that the Blessed One was not mistaken even with respect to teaching high status [the pleasures of lives as humans and gods] along with its means.

If Buddha is found to be right in his teaching about the path to achieve liberation from cyclic existence and to achieve the omniscience of Buddhahood, then, of course, he must be right about other, less profound (even if more obscure) topics such as how to achieve a life of high status within cyclic existence.

Tibetan scholars have used this type of reasoning for centuries as justification for accepting cosmological explanations and so forth that are not subject to usual verification but are devoid of contradiction by direct perception, logical inference, and internal contradictions. The tradition has developed, over centuries, a sense of what, within Buddha’s teachings on very obscure topics, can be accepted literally. Among these is the teaching of a flat earth, now obviously contradicted by direct perception from satellites, and this has brought into question the whole scope of teachings on very obscure topics, not only cosmological but also ethical, hitherto considered safely verified. — We also have gone far afield; let us return to the topic.

More evidence. Gung-ru Chö-jungb gives another argument why what is
non-deceptive must be considered to be literally acceptable, namely:

A sūtra that explicitly teaches the mental and physical aggregates—which are appropriated through afflictive emotions and actions contaminated by them—is necessarily a literally acceptable sūtra,

• because a sūtra that explicitly teaches the selflessness of persons is necessarily a literally acceptable sūtra,

• because a sūtra that explicitly teaches that a self of persons exists is necessarily a sūtra that is not literally acceptable,

• because it is fitting to consider as a sūtra requiring interpretation the sūtra (passage):

\[\text{O monks, a burden exists [substantially in the sense of being self-sufficient].}\]
\[\text{A bearer of the burden exists [substantially in the sense of being self-sufficient].}\]
\[\text{The five aggregates are the burden.}\]
\[\text{The bearer of the burden is the person.}\]

It is widely renowned that the teaching in this passage that persons substantially exist in the sense of being self-sufficient is not literally acceptable because it is contradicted by reasoning, and thus this clear instance of a teaching requiring interpretation affirms the principle that what is deceptive is not literally acceptable and that what is non-deceptive is literally acceptable.

Gung-ru Chö-jung\(^{103}\) then makes the same point from the viewpoint of a sūtra renowned to be literally acceptable and hence definitive. Since Jam-āyang-shay-ba\(^{104}\) restructures the argument so as to make it more biting, let us cite his rendition first. It need not be repeated that their concern is with Pañ-chen Śō-nam-drak-ba’s and Jay-dzün Chö-ḥy-i-gyel-tsen’s\(^{a}\) insistence that the fact that such a first-wheel sūtra explicitly teaches that compounded phenomena ranging from forms through to the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character does not entail that it is a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be accepted literally even though the Mind-Only School asserts that compounded phenomena are indeed established this way. From this, Jam-āyang-shay-ba draws the absurd consequence that the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata Chapter” of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought scholars with regard to the Mind-Only School, he identifies not just texts but also objects of expression as definitive and as requiring interpretation. He states the principle that if something is definitive (that is, established by valid cognition), a sūtra that explicitly teaches it is a definitive sūtra and that if something requires interpretation, a sūtra that explicitly teaches it is an interpretable sūtra. Usually, Ge-luk-ba scholars hold that the usage of “definative” and “interpretable” for objects is limited to the Middle Way School.

\(^{a}\) A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 66.1) identifies Jam-āyang-shay-ba’s concern here as likely being with Jay-dzün Chö-ḥy-i-gyel-tsen.
The Question

could not be a sūtra of definitive meaning. (It is universally accepted that in the Mind-Only School this chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is definitive because it divides phenomena into what are and are not established by way of their own character, showing that other-powered natures—that is, compounded phenomena—and thoroughly established natures—emptinesses—are established by way of their own character but that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character.) Jam-yang-shay-ba’s point is that once Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba and Jay-dzin Chö-ghi-gyel-tsen refuse to assert that a sūtra that explicitly teaches that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character is necessarily a sūtra of definitive meaning despite the fact that they admit that in this system other-powered natures are established this way, they must forego the assertion that a sūtra that differentiates between what is and is not established by way of its own character is necessarily a sūtra of definitive meaning, and hence they no longer have any way to determine a sūtra to be definitive, whereby they absurdly have to give up holding that even this chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is definitive!

Worded in Gung-ru Chö-jung’s more positive manner:

A sūtra that explicitly teaches that compounded phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character is necessarily a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally,

• because a sūtra that explicitly teaches that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character is necessarily a literally acceptable sūtra
• because a sūtra that explicitly teaches that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character is necessarily a literally acceptable sūtra
• because a sūtra that explicitly teaches that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character and that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character is necessarily a literally acceptable sūtra
• because a sūtra that differentiates well the three natures with respect to whether they are truly established or not is necessarily a literally acceptable sūtra
• because the “Questions of Paramārthaśamudgata Chapter” is posited as a sūtra of definitive meaning from the viewpoint of its being a sūtra that explicitly teaches within differentiating well whether the three natures are truly established or not.

Once the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is considered to be definitive because it explains that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are
established by way of their own character and that imputational natures are not, it is indeed natural to consider that a sūtra that teaches that compounded phenomena (other-powered natures) are established by way of their own character is also definitive. Again, the principle is that what is non-deceptive is literally acceptable and hence definitive.

The next reasoning that Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ša use is faced squarely by Jay-ḍzün Chö-ţyi-gyel-tsen in his General-Meaning Commentary. First, their reasoning:

Asaṅga gives reasoning to refute the acceptability of the literal rendering of the first-wheel sūtras, and if a meaning of the literal rendering of the first-wheel sūtras were that compounded phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character, Asaṅga absurdly would be refuting that compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character, in which case it would absurdly have to be said that in the Mind-Only School compounded phenomena are not established by way of their own character.

Jay-ḍzün Chö-ţyi-gyel-tsen’s answer\textsuperscript{106} is (1) to agree that Asaṅga’s reasoning does indeed explicitly damage, that is, contradict, the literal rendering of the first wheel and that indeed the first wheel explicitly teaches that forms and so forth are equally established by way of their own character, but (2) to refuse to accept that these facts entail that Asaṅga is refuting that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character. The traditions of explanation that follow Jay-ḍzün Chö-ţyi-gyel-tsen and Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba (insistently) hold that if just because the first wheel teaches something that is so in fact, it had to be literally acceptable, then since the first wheel teaches the four noble truths, the first wheel would absurdly have to be literal. Jay-ḍzün Chö-ţyi-gyel-tsen could add that then Asaṅga’s reasoning would absurdly refute the four truths!

The tradition following Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ša answers this attempt to reduce their argument to absurdity by stating (or insistently holding) that the first wheel (as described in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought) teaches the four truths mainly and explicitly—after all, Paramārthasamudgata calls it “the wheel of doctrine of the four truths”—but that it does not do so on the literal level, where it teaches only that phenomena, including the four truths, are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. This is all that it teaches on the literal level; the four noble truths are the principal of seven bases of composition, or points of reference being taught to be established in this way, and thus since whatever is taken as a substratum of a teaching is also itself explicitly taught, the actual four truths (without the qualification of being established by way of their own character as
the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses) are mainly and explicitly taught.

Gung-ru Chö-jung’s and Jam-ųyang-shay-璠’s next reasoning is literary in nature. In answering Paramārthasamudgata’s question, Buddha (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) asks a rhetorical question and answers it:

Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-natures of phenomena? [That is, what are natureless in terms of being established by way of their own character?] Those which are imputational characters.

Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

If in the first wheel, when Buddha speaks of the “own-character” of the five aggregates, he were speaking of the aggregates as being established by way of their own character as Jay-dūn Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Pañ-chen Sō-nam-drak-璠 claim he is, then it would absurdly come to be that here in his answer the establishment of the mental and physical aggregates by way of their own character would be the character-nature that is non-existent!

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ųyang-shay-璠’s point is that this passage speaking of the character-non-nature demonstrates damage to the acceptability of the literal rendering of the first-wheel sūtras mentioned earlier by Paramārthasamudgata, and thus the literal meanings of the two passages must be contradictory. For the latter to damage the former, the “character-nature” of the latter (Buddha’s answer) and the “own-character” of the former (Paramārthasamudgata’s question) must be referring to the same thing. However, “character-non-nature” cannot refer to the five aggregates not being established by way of their own character simply because there is no argument that in the Mind-Only School they are established by way of their own character. Rather, according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ųyang-shay-璠, the “character-nature” that is said to be non-existent in the latter passage is the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, and hence, the “own-character” mentioned in Paramārthasamudgata’s question must also be the same.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ųyang-shay-璠’s reasoning is quite convincing even though it eventually embroils their tradition in a nexus of distinctions, almost beyond belief, when, as we shall see later (61), they try to show how their reading does not deviate from Đzong-ka-璠’s opinion. For the time being,

---

*In an aside, Jam-ųyang-shay-璠 (Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 32.4) says that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought at the point at which it is reporting this teaching in sūtras of the first wheel is (of course!) not itself teaching (bstan) that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, for the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself teaches exactly the opposite.*
let us turn to Gung-tang’s defense of a seeming slip-up by them.

**Issue #29: Can Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-þa’s faux pas of citing a passage that proves the opposite point be explained away?**

As further but strange evidence for why “own-character” must refer to establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousesses, Gung-ru Chö-jung\(^{109}\) (with Jam-þang-shay-þa\(^{110}\) following) goes on to say that this is affirmed by Ðzong-ka-þa’s (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 86) statement:

> The nature of character that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character.

However, the citation is patently irrelevant because, as Jam-þang-shay-þa himself later\(^{111}\) says and Gung-tang\(^{112}\) confirms, Ðzong-ka-þa obviously is speaking, not about establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousesses, but merely about establishment of objects by way of their own character. This is borne out by what Ðzong-ka-þa says in the immediately following sentence:

> Here, the measure indicated\(^{a}\) with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

Since Ðzong-ka-þa’s context is indeed entirely confined to establishment of objects by way of their own character and does not mention as the referents of conceptual consciousesses, the citation that they quote to seal their point actually does just the opposite.

Gung-tang,\(^{b}\) loyal to Jam-þang-shay-þa (and hence here to his source, Gung-ru Chö-jung,) is more than willing to use his considerable talents to rescue questionable points by completely turning them around. He explains away their seemingly irrelevant citation of the same passage in another context\(^{113}\) by indicating how closely connected *imputational natures*’ being established by way of their own character and *imputational natures*’ being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousesses are. For although it is true that mere establishment of objects such as pots by way of their own character does not necessitate that they be established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousesses, if *imputational natures* are established by way of their own character, they must be established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousesses.

---

\(^a\) bstan tshod; see issue 96.

\(^b\) Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 92.13-93.12. This topic is also addressed later, 127.
This is because in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* other-powered natures’ emptiness of the imputational nature is taken to be the thoroughly established nature, and, for this reason, if even imputational natures were not just conceptual superimpositions but were truly established like other-powered natures, the character-nature of imputational natures would have to exist right with other-powered natures. This is because the mode of appearance and the mode of subsistence of a form as being the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending the form would have to be established by way of their own character.

Gung-tang’s defense of Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s irrelevant citation demonstrates the ingenious lengths to which a commentator will go. Indeed, if their citation makes any sense consistent with their assertions, Gung-tang has hit upon it, but it is more likely that they merely slipped up. Still, the value of the point being made shows how even apologetic can communicate insight even if it does not succeed at its appointed task.

**Issue #30: Does the middle wheel teach that phenomena are not established by way of their own character?**

As a final piece of evidence that “own-character” cannot be taken as meaning “established by way of its own character” Gung-ru Chö-jung\textsuperscript{114} explains that even with respect to the middle wheel of doctrine, “own-character” cannot mean “established by way of its own character.” For if the middle wheel explicitly teaches that phenomena ranging from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses are not established by way of their own character, then it must explicitly teach that imputational phenomena (such as uncompounded space) are not established by way of their own character. In that case, the explicit teaching of a middle-wheel teaching that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character would have to be literally acceptable, since imputational phenomena are indeed not established by way of their own character according to the Mind-Only School. However, this is unsuitable because, as we know from Paramārthaśamudgata’s summation of Buddha’s meaning, the second wheel requires interpretation:

Based on just the naturelessness of all phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally passed beyond sorrow, the Supramundane Victor turned a second wheel of doctrine, for those engaged in the Great Vehicle, very fantastic and marvelous, through the aspect of speaking on emptiness. Furthermore, that wheel of doctrine turned by the Supramundane Victor is surpassable, affords an occasion [for refutation], requires interpretation, and serves as a basis for controversy.

This is the last piece of evidence in Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s
argument refuting that “own-character” in the first wheel refers to establishment of objects by way of their own character. Let us now turn to Jay-dzün Chö-ūyi-gyel-tsen’s and Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s opinions.
6. Other Views on Own-Character

Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen’s Position

We have seen how Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ỳang-shay-ìa attempt to damage Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen’s assertion that the first-wheel teaching—about which Paramārthasamudgata questions Buddha—is that “all phenomena ranging from forms through to the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character,” even though Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen seems to be following Ðzong-ka-ìa to the letter. We know from Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen’s consideration of a similar argument that he would not challenge the point that in the Mind-Only School impermanent phenomena are established by way of their own character. What he would challenge is the reasoning that a first-wheel sūtra’s teaching something that the Mind-Only School also holds to be true necessitates that the sūtra is literally acceptable and thus definitive. Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen is willing to admit that:

1. The first wheel, as described here in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, explicitly teaches that all phenomena are established by way of their own character.

2. Such a first-wheel sūtra is a sūtra that explicitly teaches that all compounded phenomena—forms and so forth—are established by way of their own character.

However, he insists that this does not make a first-wheel sūtra that explicitly teaches that all compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character into one that is literally acceptable. He cites the parallel point that since the first wheel mainly and explicitly teaches the four truths, it mainly and explicitly teaches the selflessness of persons, but this does not make the first wheel literally acceptable.

It is clear that Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen is trying to avoid admitting that such a first-wheel sūtra (or sūtra passage, the term “sūtra” being used for both an entire text and a passage within such a text) is literally acceptable, it being axiomatic that in the Mind-Only School whatever is literally acceptable is necessarily definitive. The axiom is based on Paramārthasamudgata’s associating non-literality with requiring interpretation and associating literality with definitiveness when he presents back to Buddha the import of Buddha’s response to his question. As cited above, when Paramārthasamudgata presents to Buddha what he has understood about the first and middle wheels, he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 116) says:
Furthermore, that wheel of doctrine thoroughly turned by the Supramundane Victor is surpassable, affords an occasion [for refutation], requires interpretation, and serves as a basis for controversy.

About the third wheel of doctrine, he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 116-117) says:

This wheel of doctrine turned by the Supramundane Victor is unsurpassable, does not afford an occasion [for refutation], is of definitive meaning, and does not serve as a basis for controversy.

Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 126) makes clear the connection between non-literality and requiring interpretation when he explains the meaning of “affording an occasion [for refutation]”:

The reason why the literal meaning of the two former sets of sūtras affords an occasion for fault but this does not is that the literal meaning [of the former two sets] must be interpreted otherwise whereas this does not need to be.

Thus, for Jay-dzûn Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen to avoid being forced to accept that a first-wheel sūtra (or sūtra passage) that explicitly teaches that all compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character is definitive, he must hold that it is not a literally acceptable sūtra. He must somehow split a hair.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso teases Jay-dzûn Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen’s followers with two ways that they could split the hair:

- They could hold that the explicit teaching of the first wheel is non-existent but that whatever is an explicit teaching of the first wheel is not necessarily non-existent (that is to say, does not necessarily teach something that is non-existent).
- Or they could differentiate between the explicit teaching and the literal reading—the suggestion being that the explicit teaching could be existent while the literal reading is not.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso says no more, and thus he leaves this question in pregnant hiatus.

Jay-dzûn Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen cryptically does not offer a direct treatment of the issue of what teaching makes the first wheel non-literal, but he does say that first-wheel sūtras teach that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. The sparseness and mystery of his position is typical to his text, which sometimes requires almost divination to penetrate. At times it can seem that his insistence is mere stubbornness; however, later traditions of explanation venture to give his meaning.
Issue #31: *Can the teaching of establishment by way of its own character also teach something else?*

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, himself a follower but also a critic of Jam-ŷang-shay-ba, explains that “others” (who most likely include followers of Jay-dzün Chö-ḵyi-gyel-tsen) hold that the words “established by way of their own character” do not merely express what they seem to but also express “established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual-consciousnesses.” This is held to be feasible since what terms express depends on the intention of the speaker and the mind-set of the listener (this type of explanation being how Gung-tang limits the meaning of “established by way of their own character” only to “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness”). As the contemporary scholar Ge-shay Gön-chok-tsay-ring of the Lo-šel-ĕng College, a follower of Pañ-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba, clearly frames the issue:

> Even though it is suitable to assert that forms are established by way of their own character in accordance with the first-wheel teaching that forms are established by way of their own character, such a first-wheel passage is not asserted to be literally acceptable since it also teaches that forms are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual-consciousnesses.

This explanation of a double message conveyed by the teaching of “own-character” allows us to make sense of Jay-dzün Chö-ḵyi-gyel-tsen’s clearly enunciated opinions that:

1. the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question means “established by way of its own character”
2. the first wheel teaches that compounded phenomena are established by way of their own character
3. what the first wheel teaches is not definitive.

The dual explanation is attractive in that it leaves Ḍzong-ka-ba’s identification of “own-character” as “established by way of its own character” untouched while, by adding to its meaning, it avoids difficulties that his apparent identification entails. This reading seems enviably benign, since it shies away from anything that looks like direct criticism of the founder of the sect; however, it has its own difficulties as we shall now explore.

---

*dge bshes dkon mchog tshe ring*; oral communication.
Issue #32: Do the schools following the first wheel assert that uncompounded phenomena are established by way of their own character?

The maneuver of positing a double teaching allows the followers of Jay-ādzūn Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen (and Pan-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba) to hold that there is no first-wheel passage that is literally acceptable and hence none that is definitive. However, as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso points out, if the first wheel teaches that all phenomena are established by way of their own character, it thereby teaches that permanent phenomena are established by way of their own character, and thus those schools that follow the first wheel (the Great Exposition School and the Sūtra School) would have to assert that permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space are established by way of their own character. The problem is that texts such as Dharmakirti’s Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition,” on which the Sūtra School depends, do not assert that generally characterized phenomena such as uncompounded space are established by way of their own character. For it is clear that they do not assert that such phenomena exist without depending on imputation by terms and conceptions—this being the meaning of establishment by way of its own character.

Gung-ru Chö-jung states the problem clearly: If the first wheel teaches that phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character, then the Sūtra School (which follows the first wheel) would have to assert that all phenomena—including even imputational natures such as uncompounded space—are established by way of their own character; however, this is contradicted by the fact that Ądzong-ka-ba’s student Ke-drup clearly indicates that in the Sūtra School generally characterized phenomena (such as uncompounded space) are not established by way of their own character despite being established from their own side. Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate says, “In the system of the Sūtra School, something does not become established by way of its own character merely due to its being established from its own side.” Ke-drup distinguishes between a minimal level of existence called “establishment from its own side” and a more palpable level called “establishment by way of its own character”; thus, something’s being established from its own side does not necessitate that it is established by way of its own character.

Ke-drup also indicates that the meaning of something’s being established by way of its own character is that it is established from the side of its own uncommon mode of abiding without being merely imputed by conceptuality and is not to be confused with simple establishment from its own side: “If something is established from its own side without depending upon being posited by

That is, the Sūtra School Following Reasoning.
conceptuality, it comes to be established by way of its own character." Conversely if something is established from its own side within depending upon being posited by conceptuality, it is not established by way of its own character but does exist.

Hence, according even to the Sūtra School a distinction is to be made between what exists and what exists by way of its own character. Otherwise, imputational phenomena such as uncompounded space would be established by way of their own character, in which case they would be specifically characterized phenomena, since the definition of a specifically characterized phenomenon is that which is established from the side of its own uncommon mode of abiding without being merely imputed by conceptuality. In that case, uncompounded space absurdly would be truly established and hence able to perform the function of generating an effect, since in the Sūtra School specifically characterized phenomenon, that which is able to perform a function, that which is truly established, and ultimate truth are equivalent. However, all Ge-luk-ba scholars (including Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen) agree that in all Buddhist schools of tenets uncompounded space does not produce effects (even if the Great Exposition School accepts that uncompounded space functions to allow the presence of material objects).

Ke-drup indicates that we indeed know that the Proponents of Sūtra assert such, because the Consequentialists object to this very assertion. When the Proponents of Sūtra assert that generally characterized phenomena are not established by way of their own character and that the factor of difference between sound’s impermanence and sound’s productness is not established by way of its own character, the Consequentialists fling the consequence at them that generally characterized phenomena and so forth would have to be established by way of their own character because of being established from their own side. According to the Consequentialists, being established from their own side requires that these phenomena be established by way of their own character because, for them, there is no difference between these two. Ke-drup says:

Even though [the Proponents of Sūtra] propound that generally characterized phenomena and the factor of difference between sound’s impermanence and sound’s productness are not established by way of their own character, according to the Consequentialists they are forced by reasoning into having to assert that they have the meaning of being specifically characterized phenomena by the mere fact that they are established from their own side.

Based on this clear statement of a lack of equivalence in the Sūtra School between being established from its own side and being established by way of its own character, Gung-ru Chö-jung finds it patently absurd for anyone (for

---

*a* rang mtshan, svalakṣāna.

*b* spyi mtshan, sāmānyalakṣāna
example, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen) to claim that in the Sūtra School whatever exists is necessarily established by way of its own character. This is powerful evidence against taking at face value Đzong-ka-başı’s frequent statement that the first wheel teaches that all phenomena (including generally characterized phenomena, that is, permanent objects such as uncompounded space) are established by way of their own character, since the Sūtra School which follows the first wheel clearly (at least according to Gung-ru Chö-jung) does not assert such.

Ke-drup’s opinion carries great weight because of his favored position as one of Đzong-ka-başı’s two most important direct disciples. Nevertheless, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen finds Ke-drup’s presentation to be unconvincing. Rather, taking Đzong-ka-başı at face value, he holds that the first wheel does indeed teach that all phenomena are established by way of their own character. Recognizing the problem and wanting to avoid the consequent fault that then uncompounded space and so forth would produce effects, he holds that in the Sūtra School that which is established by way of its own character is not equivalent to that which is able to perform a function and that which is truly established. He weakens the meaning of establishment by way of its own character such that it is equivalent to established from its own side, and hence, for him, in the Sūtra School all phenomena are established by way of their own character and established from their own side. By holding true establishment to be a stronger level of existence, he is still able to differentiate between those phenomena that can and cannot produce effects. This maneuver allows him to make excellent sense of Đzong-ka-başı’s many statements that in the first wheel Buddha taught that all phenomena are equally established by way of their own character and of Đzong-ka-başı’s otherwise cryptic statement (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 242) mentioned in the previous chapter (52 and 55).

Initially, at Varanāsi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth, except for a few, is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently. Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen holds that Đzong-ka-başı is here referring to Buddha’s refutation in the first wheel of the teaching that imputational phenomena such as uncompounded space are truly established even though he taught that all phenomena are established by way of their own character. Finding such good evidence, he discounts Ke-drup’s opinion.

---

a It is also clear that he does not hold that established by way of its own character (rang gi mtsphan nyid kyi grub pa, svalkṣanasesiddha) and specifically characterized phenomenon (rang mtsphan, svalkṣana) are equivalent.

b For further discussion of this passage, see 87 and 92.
Jam-γang-shay-βa, on the other hand, re-writes the grammar of this passage so that it reads:

Initially, at Varanâsi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth—[these being] no more than a few [of the one hundred and eight phenomena]—is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.

For Jam-γang-shay-βa, when Đöng-ka-βa speaks of Buddha’s teaching in the first wheel that all phenomena are established by way of their own character, Đöng-ka-βa means (or should mean) that Buddha taught that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, and hence here also when Đöng-ka-βa describes the first wheel as teaching “true establishment,” this also means the same. For this reason, in the first wheel Buddha could not possibly omit even a few phenomena from those taught to be so established, and thus Jam-γang-shay-βa must make Đöng-ka-βa say something else by re-working the grammar.

To repeat: Jay-ādzün Chö-γyi-gyel-tsen holds that even in the Sūtra School all phenomena, including permanent ones, are indeed asserted to be established by way of their own character. Instead of holding that “established by way of their own character” and “truly established” are synonymous in the Sūtra School, he avers that this school equates the former with “exists” and considers only “truly established” to mean that the object in question exists without depending on imputation by terms and conceptions. He considers it simply to be wrong to hold that “established by way of their own character” and “truly established” are equivalent in the Sūtra School.

Through this move, Jay-ādzün Chö-γyi-gyel-tsen not only avoids the chief fault against taking “own-character” as meaning “established by way of its own character” but also can take Đöng-ka-βa’s above-quoted cryptic statement at face value. He has the double benefit of twice not having to twist Đöng-ka-βa’s words into meaning something else. His only cost is to have to refuse to accept a set of statements by Ke-drup that in the Sūtra School permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character—these being so clear that he cannot explain them away and thus he calls them mistakes.

Jam-γang-shay-βa has to twist the Tibetan considerably to get this meaning. The Tibetan reads:

\[
\text{dang por wa ra } \text{nā sir gang zag gi bdag med} \text{ gsungs shing phung po la} \text{ sogs pa’i chos nyung sbas geig ma gtogs pa} \text{ bden par grub pa} \text{ ma bkag cing bden par yod pa} \text{ mang du gsungs pa’i skor geig go/}
\]

As the late Ye-śhay-tup-den pointed out, in Jam-γang-shay-βa’s reading the term ma gtogs pa is superfluous and inexplicable.
Issue #33: How about fiddling with the subject rather than the predicate?

As attractive as his explanation might seem, Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-ten’s followers have not been content with it (or, as they might say after putting on the mask of pretending to posit his thought, with the clarity of his explanation). Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba, a Mongolian follower of Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-ten, who specifically sought to counter Gung-tang’s criticisms, offers a refinement of Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-ten’s explanation that allows him to keep the latter’s identification of “own-character” as “established by way of its own character” but modifies just what it is that has such establishment. He does this by identifying the teaching that the aggregates have “own-character” as meaning that the aggregates’ being the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is established by way of its own character, that is to say, is established in the uncommon mode of abiding of the respective phenomenon. Thus, when in the first wheel Buddha teaches that the aggregates have “own-character,” he is teaching not that the aggregates are established by way of their own character but that the aggregates’ being the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is established by way of its own character.

This is not the above-mentioned explanation that the teaching of “own-character” has two meanings that are conveyed together. Rather, Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s claim is that while “own-character” simply means established by way of its own character, the term “aggregates” refers here to the aggregates’ being the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. Instead of inventively reading the predicate—“have own-character”—in the statement, “The aggregates have own-character,” he inventively reads the subject—“the aggregates.” (We can begin to see that all of these scholars are saying just about the same thing.)

This is an attractive solution in that being the referent of a conceptual \footnote{As cited in A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 64.6-65.3. Ge-shay Ye-shay-tap-kay (shar tsong kha pa blo bzang grag pa mdzad pa'i drang ba dang nges pa'i don rnam par byed ba'i bstan bcos legs bshad snying po. Tå la'i bla ma'i 'phags bod, vol. 22 [Varanasi, India: vâna dbus bod kyi ches mtho'i gsug lag slob gnyer khang, 1997], 327-332), in a list of fifty-eight commentaries on Dzong-ka-ba’s The Essence of Eloquence, reports (331) that three of these are listed under the title of dri lan blo gsal mgul rgyan by the bstan bcos khag geig gi mtsan byang dri med shel dkar 'phreng ba (mtsho sngon dpe skrun khang, 1985), 614. The three are:

\begin{itemize}
  \item rgyal ba dge 'dun rgya mtsho dang 'jam dbyangs dga' blo 'jam dbyangs chos bshes sogs kyi drang nges gsung rgyan dri med lung rigs gter mdzod
  \item drang nges legs bshad snying po'i spyi don legs pa drang nges rnam 'byed kyi dga’ gnad cung zad btus pa
  \item legs bshad snying po'i mtha’ dpyod mkhas pa'i dbang po 'jam dbyangs chos dpal kyi gsung rgyan.
\end{itemize}
\footnote{phung po rang 'dzin rtog pa'i zhen gezhir yin pa.}}
consciousness is an existent imputational nature, which all Ge-luk-ba scholars agree does not exist by way of its own character in any phenomenon, and thus Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s explanation allows him to take Đong-ka-ba’s and Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten’s identification of “own-character” as “established by way of its own character” without having to twist it into something else. Indeed, another way of saying that phenomena are misconceived to be established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is to say that their being the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is misconceived to be established by way of its own character in those objects.

This solution is founded in numerous statements in Đong-ka-ba’s own words, but it is faulted by some for being built around, not the entities of the aggregates, but an attribute that is an imputational nature associated with them—their being the referents of words and conceptual consciousnesses, whereas the concern in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is with misconception of entities and attributes.

**Issue #34: Can the words and the meaning be split?**

Perhaps this criticism that Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s reading speaks not to the entity of objects but to an imputational nature associated with them stimulated an early twentieth-century follower of Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten, Ėr-shül Lo-sang-pün-tsok, to tackle the issue from a different angle. In what is for me a movingly unbiased commentary of annotations on difficult points in Đong-ka-ba’s text, he distinguishes between the words and the meaning of those words—a distinction like that used by Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, and their followers. He proposes that in terms of what is explicitly stated in first-wheels sūtras, Paramārtasamudgata is asking about the statements in the first wheel that phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are established by way of their own character but in terms of the meaning of those words he is asking about the teaching that those phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. Like Gung-tang, he says that this comes to be so from the context of the listeners’ mind-set and the speaker’s wish to communicate. He says no more, but it may be that, like Gung-tang, he would hold that the meaning is communicated on the literal level and that therefore the literal level is to be distinguished from the mere words.

Ėr-shül Lo-sang-pün-tsok claims that this is what Đong-ka-ba, Ke-drup, and Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten mean when they all say that the first wheel teaches that all phenomena are equally established by way of their own character. As he puts it, they merely intend to eliminate that Paramārtasamudgata was asking about words in the first wheel that phenomena are established by

---

*For a list of nineteen instances, see Reflections on Reality, 199ff.*
way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. He says that if this were not the case, those scholars’ renditions of the first-wheel teaching would be senseless, for if “established by way of its own character” is taken as meaning that the first wheel teaches that all phenomena are established from their own side, there would not be any need to question such a teaching, since the Proponents of Mind-Only themselves assert that all phenomena are established from their own side. Also, he says that if “established by way of its own character” is taken as meaning that all phenomena are ultimately established, there also would not be any need to question such a teaching, since the Proponents of Mind-Only do not claim that the first wheel teaches such (since they recognize that followers of the first wheel do not hold that existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space are ultimately established). Therefore, Sher-shul Lo-sang-pun-tsok proposes that the meaning of the words in the first wheel that all phenomena are established by way of their own character is that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.

His exegesis suggests that he has felt the force of Gung-ru Cho-jung’s, Jamyang-shay-ba’s, and Gung-tang’s criticisms. It represents independent thinking that is not bound to his college’s standard positions. His argument strikes me as also aware of faults perceived in Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s explanation even though he does not mention the latter by name. For if the non-factual teaching of the first wheel is that the aggregates’ being the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is established by way of its own character, then what does “established by way of its own character” mean? If it means that being the referent is ultimately established, then since the Sutra School does not hold that imputational natures such as being the referent are ultimately established, the Mind-Only School’s presentation of emptiness would not be distinctive and hence superior to the Sutra School. If, on the other hand, it means that being the referent is established from its own side, there would not be any need to question such a teaching since the Proponents of Mind-Only themselves assert that all phenomena, including being the referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses, are established from their own side. These entanglements (which arise because these scholars have assumed the gargantuan task of devising a seamless system for Dzong-ka-ba’s reading of the Sutra Unraveling the Thought

---
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* This accords with Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s weaker reading of “established by way of its own character” as “established from its own side” in the Sutra School. That Sher-shul uses this meaning shows that he agrees with Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen that in the Sutra School all phenomena are held to be established by way of their own character; unlike him, however, he does not use this tenet to leave Dzong-ka-ba’s identification of “own-character” as “established by way of its own character” without twisting it into something else.

b This accords with the standard Ge-luk-ba position that “established by way of its own character” is equivalent to “ultimately established” in the Mind-Only School.

c Sher-shul frequently indicates his acquaintance with Gung-tang’s works.
and the schools of tenets that are associated with it) are probably the reason why Šer-shül does not repeat Tsay-den-hla-ram-ša’s explanation but offers his own.

Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša’s Position

As is obvious from this plethora of opinions on such a central topic, neither the Ge-luk-ša order nor its main monastic universities have monolithic stances on philosophical issues. Also, the colleges that are the sub-units of those universities contain within each of them different streams of oral explanations, and individual debaters, seeking to win in twice-daily contests, often develop divergent opinions. This diversity of stance is the milieu out of which textbooks such as these on Đzong-ka-ša’s *The Essence of Eloquence* were composed.

Because the positions presented in these texts reflect traditions of exegesis, the dating of commentaries written by contemporaneous authors is particularly difficult when the year of composition is not given in the colophons to their texts. The mere fact that Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša, for instance, attacks a position held by Gung-ru Chö-jung does not indicate that his text was later. Also, that Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša was nine years younger than Jay-dzün Chö-šug-yel-tsen may suggest that his commentary was later, but since these two scholars criticize each others’ positions, confirmation is difficult to gain.

**Issue #35: Can the teaching of establishment by way of its own character also teach externality?**

Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša begins his commentary on Paramārthaśamudgata’s question by challenging an opinion fundamental to Gung-ru Chö-jung’s presentation (and that of the latter’s successor as textbook author of the Go-mang tradition, Jam-yang-shay-ša), namely, that if the first wheel explicitly taught that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character or truly established, the first wheel would be literally acceptable and thus definitive. Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša asserts that according to the Mind-Only School other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are truly established (and hence established by way of their own character), and he asserts that what is literally acceptable is definitive, but he holds that when in the first wheel it is taught that forms, for instance, are truly established, it is being taught that external forms—forms that are different substantial entities from the consciousnesses apprehending them—are truly established. Since such external forms do not exist according to the Mind-Only School, the first wheel that teaches that forms are truly established is not literally acceptable and hence not definitive.

Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša’s stance leads to the question of whether one could break first-wheel sūtras into parts, those that are literally acceptable and
those that are not. After all, the first wheel is called the wheel of doctrine of the
four truths and thus it explicitly teaches the four truths, but if everything taught
in the first wheel must be non-literal just because the first wheel is non-literal,
then the teaching of the four truths would be non-literal. However, Pan-chen
Sö-nam-drak-ba\(^3\) warns that there are not even phrases of first-wheel sūtras—
these necessarily being instances of the wheel of doctrine of the four truths—
that are definitive because when Buddha speaks about the entities of the four
truths he explicitly teaches, for instance, that true sufferings such as the external
world of the environment are truly established. His point is that the teaching
of externality infects the entire first wheel.

**Issue #36: Could the first wheel teach that true cessations are truly established?**

As a further indication of the non-literality of the first wheel, Pan-chen Sö-
nam-drak-ba\(^3\) adds, without comment, that in the first wheel Buddha also
explicitly teaches that true cessations are truly established. For Pan-chen Sö-
nam-drak-ba, according to the Mind-Only School true cessations are not truly
established,\(^a\) but the problem that his laconic statement poses is to explain how
the Lesser Vehicle schools assert, in accordance with the first wheel of doctrine,
that true cessations are truly established.

Unfortunately, unlike the Go-mang tradition, Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s
works have not spawned a large body of written commentary,\(^b\) but there is a
lively tradition of speculation among contemporary scholars who follow him.
During a long attempt to make sense out of this passage, the late abbot emeri-
tus of Lo-sel-Eng College Ye-shay-tup-\(\)en \(^c\) averred that Pan-chen Sö-nam-
drak-ba may have meant that the first wheel teaches that true cessations are truly established \textit{within not being of the entity of mind.} \(^d\) However, this at-
ttempt still does not answer the question of why Buddha would teach in the first
wheel that true cessations are truly established, for Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba

\(^a\) For the Jam-\(\)yang-shay-ba tradition, in the Mind-Only School true cessations are the
emptiness of the mind in the continuum of someone who has overcome a portion of the
obstructions and thus true cessations are indeed truly established.

\(^b\) I have seen mention (in Dön-drup-gyel-tsen’s \textit{Four Intertwined Commentaries}) of only
one sub-commentary, that of Tsül-kang Lek-ba-dön-drup, but I have not been able to locate
the text.

\(^c\) \textit{mkhan zur ye shes thub bstan}, died 1988.

\(^d\) Kensaṣ Ye-shay-tup-\(\)en carefully avoided the terminology of external objects because
Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba reserves the term “external object” for material objects and true
cessations are not material. This is why he substitutes “within not being of the entity of
mind” (\textit{sems kyi bdag nyid du ma grub pa}). Other scholars such as Gung-ru Chö-jung and
Jam-\(\)yang-shay-ba use the term “external object” for both the material and the non-material,
as will be detailed later (367ff.)
holds that truly established and established by way of its own character are
equivalent, and he also holds that the Sūtra School Following Reasoning, which
follows the first wheel, does not assert that existent imputational natures such as
true cessations are truly established, since they do not create effects.1 (I will
give another slant on Ye-shay-tup-դ’en’s refinement at the end of this section.)

Jay-dzün Cho-gyi-gyel-ten132 draws out the absurdities of the notion that
existent imputational natures are truly established by making the unchallengeable
points that in the Sūtra School Following Reasoning:

1. truly established is equivalent to ultimately established
2. it is clear from Dharmakirti’s statement,

   Whatever is able ultimately to perform a function
   Is ultimately existent here,

   that what is ultimately established is ultimately able to perform the func-
tion of generating effects, and
3. therefore, true cessations and so forth absurdly would be able to create ef-
   fects.

Pan-chen Šo-nam-drak-ša clearly does not want to say that existent imputa-
tional natures generate effects, but he holds that the first wheel teaches that
existent imputational natures such as true cessations are truly established. Also,
he indirectly criticizes the Second Dalai Lama (two years his senior) for assert-
ting that in the first wheel a small number of phenomena are not taught to be
truly established.

Although Pan-chen Šo-nam-drak-ša133 does not mention the Second Dalai
Lama by name, he criticizes the corrupt passage—that the Second Dalai Lama
uses in support of his argument—as not even being in Žong-ka-ša’s text, and
thus the exposition criticized is obviously that of the Second Dalai Lama.
Though the citation by the Second Dalai Lama does indeed deviate from
Žong-ka-ša’s text, the meaning is the same as that found in the controversial

---

1 There is some question about the Great Exposition School since, as Žon-chok-jik-may-
šang-bo says in his Precious Garland of Tenets, in the Great Exposition School uncom-
ounded space (and thus all imputational phenomena) are ultimate truths and thus truly
existent. He also says that in this system all phenomena, permanent and impermanent, are
truly established. See Geshe Lhundup Sopa and Jeffrey Hopkins, Cutting Through Appear-
ances: The Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1990), 186-
187. This is why the discussion revolves around the Sūtra School and specifically the Sūtra
School Following Reasoning, since the Sūtra School Following Scripture asserts a presenta-
tion of the two truths like that of the Great Exposition School.

2 The Second Dalai Lama’s citation deviates considerably from Žong-ka-ša’s text,
though not in meaning: (differences in bold print)

Second Dalai Lama (15.3):

'khor lo dang por phung sog kyi chos la nyung shas cig ma gtags pa shas cher bden
par yod pa ma bkag pa dang
passage mentioned earlier\(^a\) (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 242):

Initially, at Varanāśi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth, except for a few, is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.\(^b\)

Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša cryptically leaves the topic saying,\(^c\) “Whatever the case, this should be analyzed in detail.” However, earlier\(^d\) he explains that a Consequence School perspective slipped\(^c\) into Ďzung-ka-ša’s exposition. Thus, the passage to which the Second Dalai Lama must have been referring does not, according to Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša, afford support for the position that in the first wheel existent imputational natures such as true cessations are not truly established, since he claims that it represents a Consequence School perspective and does not indicate Ďzung-ka-ša’s opinion about the first wheel as explained according to the Mind-Only School.\(^d\) His reading\(^d\) of the above controversial passage is that according to the Consequence School’s own presentation of the first wheel (as opposed to what is taught in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought) the first wheel of doctrine in a few places contains a teaching that all phenomena are not truly established, whereby the Consequence School holds that Hearers and Solitary Realizers (though not those following Lesser Vehicle schools of tenets) do indeed realize the most subtle emptiness, as did the good ascetics when they heard the doctrine of the four truths. In this way, Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša reads the above statement as:

Initially, at Varanāśi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which, except for a few [places], the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.

Jay-źün Chö-źyi-gyel-ţsen, on the other hand, takes Ďzung-ka-ša’s statement at face value, concluding that according to the first wheel and thus also

Ďzung-ka-ša (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 450):

\[
\text{phung po la sogs pa'i chos nyung shas geg ma gogs pa bden par grub pa ma bkag cing}
\]

\(^a\) See 79 and also 52, 55, and 92.

\(^b\) According to Jam-źang-shay-ša (Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 27.3), the last sentence should be rendered as:

Initially, at Varanāśi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth—[these being] no more than a few [of the one hundred and eight phenomena]—is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.

\(^c\) thal 'gyur ba'i grub mtha' shor ba; 4b.5.

\(^d\) It is indeed refreshing that Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ša here (and a few other times) openly declares that Ďzung-ka-ša mixed perspectives.
according to the Sūtra School Following Reasoning all phenomena are established by way of their own character but existent imputational natures such as true cessations are not truly established. For Jay-dzün Chö-γyi-gyet-ten “established by way of its own character” and “truly established” are not equivalent.  

To repeat: We can see from Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s frequent usage of the term “truly established” instead of “established by way of their own character” that for him the two terms are equivalent. Also, his refutation of the Second Dalai Lama’s not taking the two to be equivalent indicates that he does not accept the distinction—made by Jay-dzün Chö-γyi-gyet-ten—between truly established and established by way of its own character. However, given that Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba accepts the principle that root teachings of the four schools of Indian Buddhism are seamlessly represented in the depiction of the three wheels in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, he is left with the unanswerable problem of why the first wheel teaches that existent imputational natures such as true cessations or uncompounded space are taught to be truly established. By using the term “truly established,” which is the equivalent of “ultimately established,” he has precluded himself from Jay-dzün Chö-γyi-gyet-ten’s escape of weakening the meaning of “established by way of its own character” such that it is not equivalent to “truly established.” It seems that Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s only recourse would be to claim that “truly established” here solely refers to not being of the entity of consciousness; this would be analogous to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-γang-shay-ba’s limitation of the meaning of “established by way of its own character” solely to “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.” Perhaps this is what Ye-shay-tup-den meant—namely, that in the first wheel Buddha taught that existent imputational natures are truly established in the sense of (rather than within) their not being of the entity of the mind. In this context, “truly established” itself would mean not being of the entity of the mind.

**Issue #37: What to do with the middle wheel?**

Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba is in a similar bind with respect to the middle wheel when he questions the dictum (enunciated in Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-γang-shay-ba’s analysis) that if the middle wheel explicitly teaches on the literal level that imputational natures are not truly established, this would be literally acceptable and thus definitive. Even though he accepts that according to the Mind-Only School existent imputational natures such as true cessations are not truly established, he denies the linkage that a sūtra teaching that true cessations are not truly established would be definitive.

Unfortunately, Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s commitment to brevity does not allow him to expand on his denial. So, let us speculate: He cannot say (as he did with respect to the first wheel) that when the absence of true establishment is taught on the literal level, an absence of being a different entity from
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consciousness is also communicated on the literal level, for the latter is validly established in the Mind-Only School, and thus the teaching on the literal level would absurdly be acceptable. Finding it impossible to posit his thought this way with respect to not being truly established, we might have to reconsider how, just above, we posited his thought with regard to the first wheel that all phenomena are truly established. However, I have found it awfully hard to posit Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s thought on this topic even when I drop any demand for elegance and symmetry. (The Go-mang tradition—Gung-ru Chö-jung et al.—have not let elegance and symmetry keep them from positing that when Đzong-ka-ba speaks of the first wheel as teaching that all phenomena are established by way of their own character, he really means “established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses” but that when Đzong-ka-ba speaks of the middle wheel as teaching that all phenomena are not established by way of their own character, he really means “not established from their own side.”)

Issue #38: Are the literal level and the explicit teaching to be distinguished?

Despite being unclear—with respect to the middle wheel—about what “not truly established” means, Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba draws in no uncertain terms the important distinction that it is only on the literal level that the middle wheel teaches that all phenomena are not truly established. His point, well-founded in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (see citation below), is that since sharp Bodhisattvas understand—from hearing the middle wheel—that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are truly established and that imputational natures are not, the thought of the middle and final wheels is the same, and hence the middle wheel cannot be said explicitly to teach that all phenomena are not truly established. Rather, this is done only on the literal level. As Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba puts it, to hold that the literal reading of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras constitutes the thought of those sūtras is a bad explanation that contradicts all of the sūtras and treatises of the Mind-Only School.

Indeed, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought says:

Paramārthaśamudgata, with respect to this, thinking of just these three types of non-nature, the One-Gone-Thus, by way of the aspect of setting forth sūtras of interpretable meaning, taught the doctrine [of the middle wheel] in this way, “All phenomena are natureless; all phenomena are not produced, not ceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” Regarding that, [when] sentient beings who have generated roots of virtue, have purified the obstructions, have ripened their continuums, have great faith, and have
accumulated great collections of merit and wisdom hear this doctrine, they understand—just as it is—this which I explained with a thought behind it, and they develop faith in that doctrine. They also realize, by means of their exalted wisdom, the meaning just as it is. Also, through cultivating their realization they very quickly attain the very final state.

Hearing the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras, sharp listeners understand the three natures and three non-natures, without having to rely on an explanation such as is found in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. It is from this perspective that the late Go-mang scholar Ge-shay Ge-dün-Drö was fond of repeating Gung-tang’s statement that, not just for the Proponents of the Middle but also for the Proponents of Mind-Only, the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras are the supreme of all sūtras. Since the Proponents of Mind-Only are intent on showing how the literal reading of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras requires interpretation, there is certain shock value in making the point that they find these sūtras to be even greater than the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. However, sharp Bodhisattvas understand the explicit teaching of the middle wheel—the three natures and their corresponding non-natures—just from hearing the literal rendering that all phenomena are not truly established; for the rest of us, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* provides a key to understanding how to understand the middle wheel, the explicit teaching of which, as understood by such sharp Bodhisattvas, accords exactly with the explicit teaching of the third wheel.

Review

All three of these groups of scholars—(1) Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ûyang-shay-ba and their followers, Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, (2) Jay-dzûn Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen and his followers, Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba and Šer-shül Lo-sang-pûn-tsok, and (3) Pan-chen So-nam-drak-ba and his followers, Ken-sur Ye-shay-tup-den and Ge-shay Gûn-chok-tsay-ring—all read the meaning of “own-character” so that it at least includes either the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses or externality (or both). Despite considerable differences in how these scholars understand certain phrases in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and Ðöng-ka-ba’s text, there is agreement on just what type of teaching causes the first wheel not to be definitive—the teaching that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective terms and conceptual consciousnesses (and the teaching that forms and so forth are external objects). Still, the entanglements spun by their explanations of particular words in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and Ðöng-ka-ba’s text become so severe that one can forget this central point.

---

* Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba accomplishes this by interpreting “aggregates and so forth” as their being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses; see above.
All are wrestling with the fundamental issue that Paramārthasamudgata’s question indicates that there is something wrong with the first-wheel teaching and that it is difficult to make this jibe with Dzong-ka-ba’s explanation of the term “own-character” as “established by way of its own character” since most of the phenomena mentioned in the first are indeed so established. To get out of this problem:

- Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ｙang-shay-ba strictly limit the meaning of “own-character” to the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and claim that this is what Dzong-ka-ba meant by “established by way of its own character.”

- Jay-dzün Chö-ɡyi-gyel-tsen leaves Dzong-ka-ba’s identification as is and only cryptically suggests that the first wheel also teaches that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.

- Paṇ-chen Šo-nam-drak-ba likewise leaves Dzong-ka-ba’s identification as is but adds that a difference of entity between subject and object is also taught, and at least some of his followers (for example, Ken-sur Ye-ｓhay-tup-ｂeｎ and Ge-shay Ｇōn-chok-tsay-ｒｉｎｇ) add that the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is also communicated.

It seems to me that Jay-))?zün Chö-ɡyi-gyel-tsen’s and Paṇ-chen Šo-nam-drak-ba’s followers, feeling the bite of Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ｙang-shay-ba’s analysis, have seen the need to re-state the meaning of their textbooks. Nevertheless, they have not converted to the Go-mang viewpoint because they view it as having deviated too far from what Dzong-ka-ba actually said, and thus they have opted for creative readings of “own-character” as communicating not just establishment of objects by way of their own character but also:

1. establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and words
2. externality (or being a different entity from the respective consciousness).

The inadequacy of all these attempts to make Dzong-ka-ba’s statements sensible promotes the suspicion that the basic problem may be with his text itself. One even wonders whether he slipped up in rejecting Wonch’uk’s assertion that the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question refers to the unique character of an object. We will return to this point in the next chapter when I try to revive Wonch’uk’s explanation. First, let us place the discussion of “own-character” in a wider context.

Overview of “Own-Character”

In all Ge-luk-ba systems of exegesis the three wheels of doctrine as described in
the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* are not general classes into which all of Buddha’s teaching can be placed; rather, they are three sets of specific teachings on the nature of objects. Đzong-ka-ba himself (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 242-243) makes this point clearly:

The three stages of wheels of doctrine mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* are posited, not by way of the assemblies of [Buddha’s] circle or by way of periods in the Teacher’s life and so forth but by way of topics of expression. Furthermore, those are in terms of delineating the meaning of selflessness:

- Initially, at Varanāsi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth, except for a few, is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.a
- Then, there is one cycle in which, without [clearly] making distinctions, true establishment is refuted [on the literal level] with respect to all of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth.b
- Then, there arose one cycle in which, with respect to those, he individually differentiated the mode of the first nature [that is, the imputational nature] as not established by way of its own character and the other two [that is, other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures] as established by way of their own character.

Therefore, [the wheels of doctrine that are the bases for differentiation—in the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata Chapter” of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and in the texts commenting on its thought—of what requires interpretation and what is definitive] are taken in terms of these [modes of teaching subject matter]. Other sūtras that teach in a way other than these modes of teaching are not in any sensible way bases of this analysis of the interpretable and the definitive.

As the last sentence says, only passages teaching in certain ways are included in the three wheels; others are simply not any of the three.

With respect to the first wheel, we have seen that Ge-luk-ṣa scholars agree

---

a According to Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣa (Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 27.3), the last sentence should be rendered as:

Initially, at Varanāsi, he spoke of the selflessness of persons; [thus] there is one cycle [of teaching], in which the true establishment of the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth—[these being] no more than a few [of the one hundred and eight phenomena]—is not refuted and true existence is mentioned frequently.

See issues #21, 32, 36, 38.

b See issues #37 and 38.
that the teaching that requires interpretation is that all phenomena are estab-
lished by way of their own character as the referents of their respective concep-
tual consciousnesses and are established as different entities from the con-
sciousnesses apprehending them. However, based on varying characterizations of
this teaching in Đzong-ka-ba’s writings, they differ on just what the term
“own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question in the seventh chapter of the
Sūtra Unraveling the Thought means. Since they agree on the basic point, a
value of the controversy lies in revealing the permutations of Mind-Only posi-
tions. Since their arguments about “own-character” constantly refer to the te-
ets of the system, the controversy grounds the participants more and more in
the Mind-Only worldview.

In his brief summary of the controversy, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso lists five
possible meanings of “own-character” that need to be considered to determine
which is appropriate in this context:

1. the unique defining character of an object
2. the capacity to perform a function
3. objective establishment
4. establishment without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual
   consciousnesses
5. establishment by way of the object’s own character as the referent of a con-
   ceptual consciousness apprehending it.

These are five meanings of the term that appear in various contexts in Buddhist
philosophical literature; the principles that Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso uses to
determine which is appropriate here are twofold—internal coherence and
agreement with Đzong-ka-ba’s pronouncements on the topic. As we have seen,
the dictum that these two criteria are in perfect harmony seems destined to
stifle creative thought, but, opposite to that, provides a format for promoting
inventive reframing of Đzong-ka-ba’s words. We must remain suspicious, how-
ever, that these scholars’ considerable talents could be used, due to the demands
of allegiance, to avoid having to admit to a downright error.

Let us consider Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s brief treatment of the five.

Issue #39: Could “own-character” mean the unique defining
character of an object?

About the first position—that “own-character” refers to the unique defining

\[ \text{thun mong min pa'i mthshan nyid.} \]

\[ \text{don byed nus pa.} \]

\[ \text{yul steng nas grub pa.} \]

\[ \text{sgra rtog gis btags pa la ma ltos par grub pa.} \]

\[ \text{rang 'dzin rtog pa'i zhen gebir rang gi mthshan nyid kyi grub pa.} \]
character or nature of an object—Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso simply mentions that Đong-ka-ṭa himself refutes this. Let us flesh this out.

The Korean scholar Wonch’uk in his Great Commentary on the “Sūtra Unraveling the Thought” says:\textsuperscript{143}

“Own-character” is the specific character as in, for instance, the explanation, “Form is obstructive. … Consciousness is the knower.”

Đong-ka-ṭa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78-79) refutes this identification of “own-character” as inappropriate in this context:

In the Chinese Great Commentary\textsuperscript{a} [on the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk], and so forth, (259) {370} “own-character” here [in this passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought] is explained as the unique character [of the aggregates and so forth], but this is not right.\textsuperscript{b} For the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational factors\textsuperscript{c} clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character [and does not speak of the unique character], and since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.\textsuperscript{d}

As Jam-ṭang-shay-ṭa\textsuperscript{144} explains, if “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question referred to the unique character of a phenomenon, then when Buddha (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 82) gives his answer speaking about character-non-nature:

Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

the term “character” also would have to refer to the unique character of phenomena simply because of the relatedness of the answer to the question. However, the sūtra itself (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86), at the point of speaking about imputational natures, speaks not of their lacking a unique character but of their not subsisting by way of their own character:\textsuperscript{e}

Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{a} See issue #8.
  \item \textsuperscript{b} See issue #48.
  \item \textsuperscript{c} See issue #50.
  \item \textsuperscript{d} See issue #48.
  \item \textsuperscript{e} \textit{rang gi mtsban nyid gya gnas pa ma yin}.
\end{itemize}
and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

Because imputational natures do not subsist by way of their own character, they are said to be “character-non-natures.” Thus, “character” in “character-non-nature” clearly means to subsist, or to be established, by way of its own character. This passage is Dzong-ka-śa’s referent when he says in the citation just above, “The sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational natures clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character.”

Dzong-ka-śa’s other point is that although non-existent imputational natures—such as the horns of a rabbit or objects that are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—do not exist and thus do not have a unique character, existent imputational natures—such as uncompounded space, analytical cessations, non-analytical cessations, and so forth—are phenomena and thus exist and hence must have their own unique character distinguishing them from other phenomena. Dzong-ka-śa concludes that since in Buddha’s answer the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought indisputably indicates that imputational natures are character-non-natures, the term “character” in that phrase cannot refer to the unique defining character of an object because existent imputational natures have their own unique defining character. From this, Dzong-ka-śa draws the conclusion that the term “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question also cannot refer to the unique defining character of an object.

Let us merely note here that Dzong-ka-śa’s argument (1) assumes that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is concerned about existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space or being a referent of thoughts and terminology and is not just speaking about non-existent imputational natures such as the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of thoughts and terminology and (2) assumes that the “own-character” of the question and the “character” in “character-non-nature” are the same. Since, as will be discussed in the next chapter, I find both of these assumptions to be questionable, I am left with the qualm that this issue might just be a case where Dzong-ka-śa has slipped up but his opinion is so clear that no one can pretend that he did not say what he did. In any case, it is clear that in Ge-luk-śa exegesis the term “own-character” in this context cannot refer to the unique, defining nature of an object.

---

See issue #104.

chos, dharma.

It is extremely hard to posit the definitions of some phenomena; thus, Dzong-ka-śa may be referring only to imputational nature itself and not the phenomena that are imputational natures.
**Issue #40: Could “own-character” mean the capacity to perform a function?**

Another possible meaning of “own-character” is the capacity to perform the function of generating effects. In this case, Paramārthasamudgata would be saying that in the first wheel Buddha taught that all phenomena, even uncompounded space and so forth, have the capacity to generate effects. However, since uncompounded phenomena are not asserted in any Buddhist school to have such a capacity, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso rejects this possibility on the basis that Buddha would have no purpose in teaching such, that is to say, there is no one who needed to hear it.

This refutation is right on the mark, since even though the Great Exposition School asserts that all phenomena, including the uncompounded, are things\(^a\) and thus have the capacity to perform functions,\(^b\) they do not hold that “function” means the generation, or production, of effects; for them uncompounded space performs the function of allowing, but not generating, movement.\(^c\) Also, the other Hearer school, the Sūtra School,\(^d\) clearly asserts that the capacity to perform a function is limited to the function of producing effects.

**Issue #41: Could “own-character” mean objective establishment?**

If “own-character” meant objective establishment,\(^e\) then in the first wheel Buddha would have been teaching that all phenomena are objectively established. However, the standard Ge-luk-ba position is that in the Mind-Only School all phenomena, even existent imputational natures, are objectively established, and thus this reading of “own-character” would absurdly make the first-wheel teaching of “own-character” literally acceptable and thus definitive, whereas the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* clearly says that it is not. Rather, given Ge-luk-ba scholars’ equation of the “own-character” of the question and the “character” of the answer, “own-character” has to be something that imputational natures do not have, since Buddha, in his answer, says that imputational natures are character-non-natures.

Ge-luk-ba scholars hold the at-first-blush astonishing position that the Proponents of Mind-Only, despite holding that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character, accept that even imputational natures

---

\(^a\) *ding po, bhāva.*  
\(^b\) *don byed nus pa.*  
\(^c\) See Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-бо’s brief explanation of this in Sopa and Hopkins, *Cutting Through Appearances*, 182-183.  
\(^d\) More specifically, the Sūtra School Following Reasoning.  
\(^e\) yul steng nas grub pa.
are objectively established and established from their own side. The reason for this is that if the Proponents of Mind-Only understood that imputational natures are not objectively established, they would understand what the Consequence School considers to be the most subtle emptiness and would be able to extend this realization to all phenomena, not just imputational natures. This is impossible, not only because the Consequentialists argue this point against the Proponents of Mind-Only but also because it is clear that the latter assert that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character, thus revealing that they do not realize that other-powered natures are not objectively established, this in turn revealing that they do understand that even imputational natures are not objectively established, for if they did, they would be able to extend the realization to any and all phenomena. The very fact that the Mind-Only School, following the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, holds that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character but other-powered natures are means that even with respect to existent imputational natures they do not refute the status that the Consequentialists deny with respect to all phenomena. For it is cogently held that someone who can understand emptiness with respect to one object can realize it with respect to all phenomena.

Issue #42: Could “own-character” mean establishment without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses?

If “own-character” meant the establishment of objects without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses, then, as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso says, in the first wheel of doctrine Buddha would be teaching the special trainees of the first wheel—the two Hearer schools, the Great Exposition and Sūtra schools—that all phenomena are established this way. He does not unpack the problem, but it is clear that the Sūtra School Following Reasoning, for instance, asserts that the establishment of uncompounded space, for instance, depends on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses, and thus Buddha could not have taught that it has “own-character.”

Nevertheless, Đzong-ka-ba more than once says that “character” means establishment by way of its own character and that this, in turn, means establishment without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses. Therefore, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso rescues this meaning of “own-character,” in combination with the next. However, he does not tell us how Lesser Vehicle schools could possibly assert that imputational natures such as uncompounded space are established without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses. (Seeing that he is violating his own

---

See Reflections on Reality, 228.
principle of internal consistency which requires the maintenance of four schools of tenets, I again am drawn into suspecting that he is making a last-ditch effort to rescue Đzong-ka-ba’s opinion. More on this in the next chapter.) Thus, here Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso is refuting that this is the only meaning of “own-character” in this context.

**Issue #43: Could “own-character” mean establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness?**

If “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question only means establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness (as Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ýang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gyatso say it does), then since the Mind-Only School refutes this with respect to all phenomena, it would be pointless for Đzong-ka-ba, in refuting Wonch’uk, to indicate that “own-character” here must be something that the aggregates have but imputational natures do not:

- since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.

(Gung-tang’s valiant attempt to explain away this problem is considered in the next chapter; see issue #49)

For these reasons, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso holds that “own-character” here in Paramārthasamudgata’s question refers to both of the latter two meanings, this being despite the fact that he is mainly a follower of Jam-ýang-shay-ba whom he admits Gung-tang is representing when the latter holds that “own-character” here only refers to this last meaning. The dual position (also employed by Jay-dzün Chö-ýi-gyel-ten’s and Pañ-chen So-nam-drak-ba’s followers) allows them room (1) to explain how the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question refers to an over-reified status that the first wheel teaches with respect to all phenomena—this being the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—and (2) to explain why “own-character” is singled out as something that imputational natures do not have but other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures do. However, the dual position is no cure-all since, as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso himself questions with respect to the fourth meaning, the Sūtra School Following Reasoning, which follows the first wheel of the

---

*a Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 145.6 and 149.5. In the latter, he indicates that there are those who assert such; I see this, combined with his earlier statement, as suggesting that he himself prefers this position despite the fact that it does not agree with Gung-tang.*
teaching, does not assert that existent imputational natures are established by way of their own character.\(^a\)

The dual identification has the advantage of making it so that these scholars do not have to explain away many statements by Đzong-ka-ba and Ke-drup that clearly speak about establishment by way of its own character as simply meaning establishment without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses. In such contexts, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso\(^1\) (and the followers of Pañ-chen Şö-nam-drak-ba and Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen) hold that the reference is only to one part of the dual meaning, that is, establishment by way of its own character. The dual explanation employs the slipperiness of claiming that sometimes “own-character” has both meanings and sometimes only one.

Forging Consistency

**Issue #44: How to make Đzong-ka-ba say something else?**

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba have the virtue of employing a single identification, but they must show how to reconcile their explanation with several statements by Đzong-ka-ba that seem to represent exactly what they are refuting. We have seen how Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba hold that in Paramärthasamudgata’s question in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, “The Supramundane Victor [initially] spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” the term “own-character” means the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, and we have seen that, for them, the term “character” in Buddha’s answer, “Concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters,”\(^b\) means the same (even if, as we will see later, p. 204, there is considerable fudging on this point). But what about Đzong-ka-ba’s description (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 127), cited above, that in the first wheel Buddha stated that phenomena are equally established by way of their own character?\(^c\)

\(^a\) It will be recalled that Jay-dzün Chö-űi-gyel-tsen tries to answer this problem by claiming that in the Sūtra School Following Reasoning all phenomena, including existent imputational natures, are held to be established by way of their own character. As detailed above (p. 79), to do this he must simply assert that Đzong-ka-ba’s student Ke-drup is wrong when he indicates that the Sūtra School Following Reasoning does not assert this.

\(^b\) “Imputational character” (*kun btags kyi mtshan nyid, parikalpitalakṣaṇa*) and “imputational nature” (*kun btags kyi rang bzhin, parikalpitasvabhāva*) are synonymous.

\(^c\) The Tibetan (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 389) is: *drang nges su ’jog pa'i gzhi ni chos rnams la rang gi mtshan nyid kyi grub pa'i ngo bo nyid yod mnyam du gsungs pa dang med mnyam du gsungs pa dang yod med legs par phyé ba gsum yin pa.*
The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character, the statements [in the middle wheel] that phenomena equally do not have such, and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] and those that do not.

Gung-ru Chö-jung\textsuperscript{148} and Jam-ýang-shay-ða\textsuperscript{149} answer by insisting that Ðjong-ka-ða’s statement does not say what it seems to; rather, Ðjong-ka-ða is (or should be) saying:

The first wheel\textsuperscript{a} equally has statements of the words, “Phenomena ranging from forms through to the harmonies with enlightenment have the nature\textsuperscript{b} of being established by way of their own character,” and the middle wheel equally has statements of the words, “Phenomena ranging from forms through to exalted knowers of all aspects [that is, omniscient consciousnesses] do not have the nature of being established by way of their own character.”\textsuperscript{c}

My own reading of the grammar (as well as the reading by all of the major commentators except Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ýang-shay-ða, and their followers) is that Ðjong-ka-ða is saying that in the first wheel Buddha said that phenomena equally have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character and that in the middle wheel he said that phenomena equally do not have such, but, according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ða, that is simply a mis-reading because of the absurdities that such a reading would entail, as were detailed in the last chapter (61). To follow them, the above citation should be translated into English as:

The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements equally [present throughout the sūtras of the first wheel] that phenomena have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character, the statements equally [present throughout the sūtras of the middle wheel] that phenomena do not have such, and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those

\textsuperscript{a} As always in this context, the reference is to the first wheel “as indicated in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought”; therefore, Jam-ýang-shay-ða (33.5) corrects Gung-ru Chö-jung’s ‘khor lo dang po (8a.6) to ‘dir bstan ‘khor lo dang po.

\textsuperscript{b} Gung-ru Chö-jung (8a.6) reads ngo bo nyid whereas Jam-ýang-shay-ða (33.5/13a.5) reads ngo bo.

\textsuperscript{c} Jam-ýang-shay-ða’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 33.5: ‘dir bstan ‘khor lo dang po gcigs nas byang phyogs kyi bar gyi chos rnams la rang gi mtshan nyid kyi grub pa’i ngo bo yod ces pa’i tshig yod mnayam dang/ bar par gcigs nas rnams mkhyen gyi bar gyi chos rnams la rang gi mtshan nyid kyi grub pa’i ngo bo nyid med ces pa’i tshig yod mnayam du gcings zhes pa’i don yin. See issue #108.
[phenomena] that have [such establishment] and those that do not.

The grammar does not easily yield what Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-ba see, but it is an inventive, creative way of making sense out of what Ðzong-ka-ba says in the light of their decision that “own-character” has to mean the establishment of objects by way of own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.” Since they view the rules of allegiance to the founder of their sect such that they cannot refute Ðzong-ka-ba’s own words, they must make them say something that they do not seem to say. By claiming that what Ðzong-ka-ba means is that only the words “Phenomena ranging from forms through to the harmonies with enlightenment have the nature of being established by way of their own character,” are equally present throughout the first wheel, they can make the further claim that what those words mean is that the first wheel teaches that these phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. This division into words and meaning allows them to leave Ðzong-ka-ba’s statement as is and yet read a different meaning into it.

The maneuver, taken at face value, is lame, but when it is seen that it is part of a grand scenario to correct what Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-ba perceive to be a misstatement by the founder of the sect without explicitly adopting the posture of criticism, it becomes a display of their deftness at pretending that the coherent system that they themselves perceive is to be found in Ðzong-ka-ba’s own words. As one of Jam-þang-shay-ba’s followers told me, “Ðzong-ka-ba’s writings did much to establish a proper presentation of Indian Buddhist philosophy, but Jam-þang-shay-ba had to make many adjustments to make everything fit together.” In other words, Jam-þang-shay-ba is seen by his followers as superseding Ðzong-ka-ba in many respects despite his adopting the posture of merely explaining the founder. The local leader, modeled on the paradigm of the grand over-all leader, comes to assume more importance than his predecessor. Being local and more recent, he is more relevant, and he also provides an avenue for parochial loyalty to form in a society where political authority was not greatly centralized. This unmasking of Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-ba’s explanation of Ðzong-ka-ba on this point as a basic re-casting of the founder’s position in order to establish internal consistency is essential to being able to follow their argument. Otherwise, the tension and conflict of such dramatic re-writing in the guise of explaining the founder’s words when they obviously do not say such is unbearable—as long as one thinks that all they intend to do is to clarify what is already basically coherent.

The re-writing is not limited to Ðzong-ka-ba. Ke-drup, one of Ðzong-ka-ba’s two main disciples, lends support to the view that the first-wheel passages

---

*a* I find it particularly interesting that none of these scholars mentions that the words “established by way of its own character” are very hard to find in the first wheel. This problem may be so sensitive that it cannot even be raised.
in question are those in which Buddha teaches that the aggregates and so forth are established by way of their own character. His *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* says:\textsuperscript{150}

In the first [wheel Buddha] said that the aggregates and so forth equally exist by way of their own character, and in the middle [wheel] he said that all [phenomena] equally do not exist inherently; since he did not speak within explicitly differentiating what does and does not inherently exist [that is, exist by way of its own character or not], these require interpretation.

Nevertheless, as Gung-tang says,\textsuperscript{151} we are again to understand that what Ke-drup had in mind was that the **words**, “Phenomena have a nature of being established by way of their own character,” are **equally present** throughout the first-wheel teachings. Ke-drup thereby is held to have understood that the term “own-character” in Paramáarthasamudgata’s question about the first wheel refers to the establishment of phenomena by way of their own character as the **referents of conceptual consciousnesses**, even though Ke-drup obviously did not use this vocabulary. What is claimed by these commentators to be a revelation of his intention is actually a masking of what is considered to be a mis-statement.\textsuperscript{8}

**Implications**

**Issue #45: What does the first wheel say and teach?**

The implications of such rephrasing spread out in many directions. Many subtle distinctions about what was **said** in the first wheel must be made. According to Gung-ru Chö-jung,\textsuperscript{152} Jam-yang-shay-ba,\textsuperscript{153} and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso,\textsuperscript{154} when Paramáarthasamudgata says, “The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” Paramáarthasamudgata is saying only that Buddha **spoke the words of sútra**,\textsuperscript{b} “The aggregates are established by way of their own character.” However, Buddha did not **say**\textsuperscript{c} that the aggregates are established by way of their own character; nor did he **teach**\textsuperscript{d} that the aggregates

\textsuperscript{a} Gung-ru Chö-jung (*Garland of White Lotuses*, 8b.1-9a.3) goes on to give a hair-splitting analysis of the difference between saying that this and that exists and saying that there is something that is this and that; for instance, something that is permanent exists and something that is impermanent exists, but something that is (both) permanent and impermanent does not exist. He applies this (in what is to me a mystery) to sútras of the first and middle wheels. Jam-yang-shay-ba (*Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 33.6) omits the entire interlude.

\textsuperscript{b} *ces pa’i mdo iṣṭig bka’ stsal pa*.

\textsuperscript{c} *gungs pa*.

\textsuperscript{d} *bstan pa*.
are established by way of their own character; nor did he even say (in quotes), “The aggregates are established by way of their own character,” since that would constitute his saying and teaching such. For, as explained above, if Buddha pronounced in the first wheel that the aggregates are established by way of their own character, such would be literally acceptable. He merely spoke, or uttered, or pronounced the words of sūtra, “The aggregates are established by way of their own character.”

Jam-yang-shay-ba addresses the issue through raising a parallel concern from another context: If the mere pronouncement of sūtra words entails the pronouncement of sūtra words teaching such, then the Heart of Wisdom Sūtra would absurdly teach that forms and so forth do not exist since it contains the sūtra words, “Form does not exist,” and so forth. Jam-yang-shay-ba’s cogent point is that although the Heart of Wisdom Sūtra has such words, it does not pronounce, say, or teach that forms do not exist because there simply is no purpose in teaching that forms do not exist. As the late Ge-shay Ge-dun-Edrö of Go-mang College said, there is no trainee for the teaching that forms do not exist, and hence Buddha never taught such, even though those words are present in sūtras. The context must be taken into account, either as provided by other passages that specify a status of objects—such as inherent existence—as not existing or as provided by considering Buddha’s intent and his listeners’ mind-set. Early in the Heart of Wisdom Sūtra itself, Avalokiteshvara says, “Forms are to be viewed as empty of inherent existence,” and hence the qualification “inherently” must be carried over to all the other negations.

The conclusion is that in the first wheel Buddha taught and said, relative to certain trainees, that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses despite the admitted fact that those very words, or anything resembling them, appear nowhere in such sūtras. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso makes the further distinction that Buddha even spoke the words of sūtra, “Phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses,” his point undoubtedly being that if Buddha explicitly teaches such on the literal level, he must say it. Indeed, this must be understood within the context of Gung-tang’s brilliant discussion of Buddha’s intention to teach such and the mind-set of his listeners, since, as A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso himself admits, such “does not emerge [that is, appear] in words.” It indeed makes sense that since such is held to be communicated on the literal level, it is also spoken.

It might seem that one could just as easily assert that although such is explicitly taught, it is not taught on the literal level; but then the words of sūtra of the first wheel, “Forms are established by way of their own character,” would

---

a Precious Lamp, 55.6: 'dir dngos su bstan pa'i 'khor lo dang po rnam s kyi tshig la rang 'dzin rtog pa'i zhen gshir rang mtsan gis grub pa ma thon kyang.

b dngos su bstan.

c sgras zin la ma bstan.
be literally acceptable, whereas Ždong-ka-ṣa holds that Paramārthasamudgata’s concern with the first two wheels of doctrine is over their literal reading. This is the driving force behind Gung-tang’s insistence that the first wheel teaches on the literal level that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, despite the obvious fact that such does not appear in the run of the words.

**Issue #46: Is Buddha’s speech correct when teaching a non-existent?**

Buddha’s sūtras are supposed to be completely correct means of expression and hence concordant with the fact. Thus, when Buddha, for a temporary purpose, teaches something that is untrue, his speech must still be completely correct. As the late Lo-ṣel-ṣeng scholar and abbot Ye-ṣhay-tup-ṭen put it, Buddha speaks knowingly, and thus there is a big difference between ordinary speech and sūtra. In ordinary speech if what is expressed is actually non-existent, then the words that express it are not concordant with the fact, but this does not hold for sūtras because of the special cognition from which they are spoken. Sūtra passages, therefore, can be concordant with the fact even though what they express may be non-existent. Through this distinction sūtras are preserved as completely correct means of expression.

**Issue #47: How to make a mess out of what were, up until now, evocative distinctions?**

A-ku Lo-ṭrü-gya-tso, on the other hand, maintains the factual nature of Buddha’s teaching but does not resort to the extraordinary nature of a Buddha’s cognition as justification. Essentially, he holds that Buddha gave that teaching only temporarily to lead trainees to hold the view (that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses)—the goal being to lead them to the selflessness of persons—and thus did not teach it. As the Inner Mongolian scholar Gen Ńden-dzin said, such is taught relative to the thought of certain trainees but such is not taught. This is how to preserve that Buddha’s teaching is factual: just say he did not teach whatever is non-factual, since he taught it only temporarily relative to certain trainees!

This maneuver reeks of fishiness, and it is most satisfying that A-ku Lo-ṭrü-gya-tso amusingly makes the consequent startling observation that there are no words of sūtra teaching, “Phenomena are established by way of their own

---

*a* *rjod byed rnam dag.*

*b* *don dang mthun pa.*

*c* In a session in Hla-ṣa at Dre-bung Monastic University during the summer of 1987.
character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses,” his point being that such is taught only relative to the thought of certain trainees. Displaying the intellectual honesty that is at the heart of the sport of making such distinctions, A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso perforce admits that, because he has to maintain that Buddha spoke words of sūtra teaching that objects are established in this false way, he is left with the seeming double-talk of having to hold that there are no words of sūtra teaching such! In his own words:

Although in the first wheel [Buddha] spoke words of sūtra teaching that the aggregates and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses and spoke the words of sūtra, “The aggregates and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses,” there are no words of sūtra teaching, “The aggregates are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.”

How Buddha could speak words of sūtra teaching this when there are no words of sūtra teaching such is mind-boggling to say the least.

It is clear that A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso is amused by the ramifications of Gung-tang’s presentation of the context of the first-wheel teaching—Buddha’s intention and the listeners’ mind-set on the one hand and this teaching’s being merely provisional on the other hand—juxtaposed to the dictum that Buddha’s sūtras are pure means of expression and hence concordant with the fact. As Ye-shay-tup-den put it, if A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso had clarified the difference between ordinary speech and a Buddha’s speech, he would not have been led into making these questionable distinctions, but I admire A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso for not resorting to that device.

Comment

The reasons for and implications of the variety of explanations of Đzong-ka-ba’s rendition of the first-wheel teaching are so invitingly provocative that it seems a conclusion cannot be reached. At times, when pursuing the opinions of these scholars, one is caught in a web of intriguing but eventually bewildering issues of fundamental importance, but the bewilderment is at least partially relieved when one sees through the facade of these authors’ pretension of explicating Đzong-ka-ba’s thought as if it were consistent in every phrase. No matter how complicated these issues and their ramifications become, on the positive side these same arguments bring all the more force to the uniformly accepted

*A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 62.4:

\[\text{‘khor lo dang par phung sogs rang ‘dzin rtog pa’i zhen gebir rang mtsan gys grub par ston pa’i mdo tshig dang/ de liar du grub ces pa’i mdo tshig bka’ stsal kyang/ phung sogs rang ‘dzin rtog pa’i zhen gebir rang mtsan gys grub ces ston pa’i mdo tshig med/}\]
assertion in Ge-luk-ṣa circles that the Mind-Only School is refuting the teaching in the first wheel that mental and physical aggregates, the sense-spheres, dependent-arising, the foods, the four noble truths, the constituents, and the harmonies with enlightenment—that is to say, all phenomena—are established by way of their own character as the referents of words and thoughts. There is no quarrel about this point; the debates are over peripheral issues. The style of the monastic textbooks—focusing on ancillary issues—causes the central issue to become the floor of inquiry without our noticing it (though it is indeed possible to lose all sense of place). When the foundational issue is recalled, it can be seen that the style has embedded the main point in a nexus of implications that transform it from a topic of mere verbalization to an issue of vibrant concern in the vast context of a worldview. This phase is left to the individual; the texts remain with the points of controversy.
7. Wonch’uk: Refutation and Revival

We have seen that the term “own-character” in Paramārthaśamudgata’s description of Buddha’s teaching in the first wheel of doctrine refers to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tradition</th>
<th>Identification of “own-character”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba</td>
<td>established by way of its own character as the referent of terms and conceptual consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paṇ-chen Śō-nam-drak-ba</td>
<td>establishment by way of its own character as well as externality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay-ḍūn Chö-ṭyi-gyi-gyel-tsen</td>
<td>establishment by way of its own characterᵃ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is another explanation, however, that seems—more than just on the surface—to be plausible.

Wonch’uk’s Identification

**Issue #48: Could “own-character” mean an object’s unique character?**

As was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter (91), “own-character” is read by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk in his *Great Commentary on the “Sūtra Unraveling the Thought”* (which was written in Chinese and translated into Tibetan) as referring to the unique character or definition of a phenomenon as when Buddha speaks of a phenomenon and then of its unique character that distinguishes it from other phenomena. In the case of form, for instance, this is obstructiveness. Paramārthaśamudgata (*Emptiness in Mind-Only, 76*) describes how Buddha taught the five aggregates in the first wheel of doctrine:

> The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates. He also spoke of [their] character of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

In commentary on this, Wonch’uk says:³⁵⁷

> “Own-character” is the specific character as in, for instance, the explanation, “Form is obstructive…. Consciousness is the knower.” “Character of production, character of disintegration” are general characters because forms and so forth are entitiesᵇ that have the character of production and disintegration. “Utter abandonment and thorough knowledge” are characters of suffering and of origins [of suffering]

---

ᵃ As explained earlier (76ff.), some of his followers have felt it necessary to modify this identification.

ᵇ _mtshan nyid._
because [contaminated] karma and afflictive emotions which are the true origins [of suffering] are to be utterly abandoned and because the fruits of cyclic existence which are true sufferings are to be thoroughly known. Or, “own-character” is the character of self-entity or specific character; the production and disintegration of those two characters pervade all [compounded phenomena and hence are general characters].

Wonch’uk depicts Buddha as speaking first about the character or nature of an object that is specific to it alone, as when he teaches about the obstructiveness of form, which is not shared with other phenomena such as consciousness, and then about characters of form that are shared with other compounded phenomena, such as production and disintegration, and hence are general characters.

Similarly, the Explanation of the “Sūtra Unraveling the Thought,” in commentary on the fourth chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, identifies “observation of the signs of the aggregates” as being “from the point of view of thoroughly analyzing their own signs” and “observation of the production of the aggregates” and “observation of the disintegration of the aggregates” as being “from the point of view of general characteristics and thorough investigation.”

In 1988 while I was studying at Go-mang College on Mount Increasing Virtue above the western Hla-ša Valley, a scholar from Inner Mongolia, who momentarily had forgotten Đzong-ka-ba’s reading of “own-character” as “establishment by way of its own character,” said:

Own-character is the entity, and the characters of production, disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge are attributes of form. The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought puts emphasis on imputation in the manner of entity and attribute.

I was so delighted with his spontaneous explanation of “own-character,” which, aided by his memory lapse, concurred with my own suspicion, that I exclaimed, “Except for contradicting Đzong-ka-ba’s refutation of Wonch’uk, your explanation is really good because it reflects a format found in the sūtra itself.” His jaw dropped slightly, and he gave me a weird glance, never returning to the topic! I knew I must be on to something—now even more suspicious that Đzong-ka-ba

---

a (Delhi: Karmapae Choedhey, 1985), cho, vol. 205, 109.4. For discussion of the authorship of this commentary, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 454.
b phung po’i mshan ma dmigs pa, skandhanimittopalambha.
c rang gi mshan ma yongs su brtags pa’i sgo nas.
d phung po’i skye ba dmigs pa, skandhapādopalambha.
e phung po’i ’jig pa dmigs pa, skandha-vināsopalambha.
f spyi’i mshan nyid dang yongs su brtags pa’i sgo nas.
was over-anxious to read “own-character” as “established by way of its own character.”

Indeed, the format of entity and attribute is important to the discussion of the three natures in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. The theme is introduced in the sixth chapter when Buddha first describes the imputational nature:

Guṇākara, if you ask, “What is the imputational character of phenomena,” [I reply,] “It is that which is posited by names and terminology as the entities and attributes of phenomena due to imputing whatsoever conventions.”

This twofold depiction of conceptuality as being in the manner of entities and attributes is repeated in the seventh chapter when Paramārthasamudgata presents back to Buddha what he has understood about the three natures and the three non-natures:

That which is posited by names and terminology—with respect to [other-powered natures which are] (1) the objects of activity of conceptuality, (2) the foundations of imputational characters, and (3) those which have the signs of compositional phenomena—in the character of entities or particulars [such as, “This is] a form aggregate,” and that which is posited by names and terminology in the character of entities or the character of particulars [that is, attributes, such as] “the production of the form aggregate,” “the cessation of the form aggregate,” “the abandonment and thorough knowledge of the form aggregate” are imputational characters. In dependence upon those, the Supramundane Victor designated the character-non-nature of phenomena.

Using the format of the first-wheel teachings, Paramārthasamudgata divides the teaching on the imputational nature of the form aggregate into two parts—a teaching from the viewpoint of the entity of form and a teaching from the viewpoint of the attributes of form. When in these chapters he re-formulates

---

*a* The theme of entity and attribute is central also to Gung-tang’s description of Buddha’s teaching on the aggregates in the first wheel as having five features—one to do with the entities of the aggregates and four with their attributes:

1. own-character
2. production
3. disintegration
4. abandonment
5. thorough knowledge.

(Abandonment and thorough knowledge are attributes of the aggregates in the loose sense that the contaminated aggregates are the bases to be abandoned and to be known.) The difference between Dzong-ka-ba and Gung-tang on the one hand and Wonch’uk on the other is that the former treat “own-character” not as the entity of the object itself but as referring
Buddha’s teachings, Paramârtha samudgata does not even use the vocabulary of the “own-character” of form but speaks of its entity; therefore, I, like Wonch’uk, assume that in the seventh chapter Paramârtha samudgata’s mention of the teaching of the “own-character” of form—in his question about the first wheel—refers to the teaching of the entity of form itself. If this is so, it damages Đöng-ka-â’s position that “own-character” refers to form’s being established by way of its own character and not to the teaching of the entity, the distinguishing nature, of form.

Moreover, particularly damaging to the readings by Đöng-ka-â and his followers is the fact that in the first wheel it is extremely difficult to find the words “established by way of its own character,” never mind “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.” Also damaging is the fact that Sthiramati, in commenting on Vasubandhu’s The Thirty, explicitly identifies “character” in the character-non-nature as the defining character of an object:58

The first [of the three natures] is the imputational nature; it is a character-non-nature because its character is imputed. The character of form is: that which exists as form. The character of feeling is: that which experiences. And so on. Since those [imputational natures] are without their own entities, their entities are non-existent, like a sky-flower.

Sthiramati uses the defining characters of form, feeling, and so forth as examples of what “character” in “character-non-nature” means; he then says that since imputational natures do not have such defining characters, they are character-non-natures. Since it can be assumed that Sthiramati is familiar with the statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86):

Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology* and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

it seems that for him to “subsist by way of its own character” merely means to be established by way of having its own character, and, by extension, since imputational natures do not have their own character, they are character-non-natures.

Not mentioning this counter-evidence from Sthiramati, Đöng-ka-â (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78-79) rejects Wonch’uk’s explanation:

---

* See issue #104.
In the Chinese *Great Commentary*[^a] [on the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk], and so forth, (259) [370] “own-character”[^b] here [in this passage in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*] is explained as the unique character [of the aggregates and so forth], but this is not right.[^c] For the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational factors[^d] clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character [and does not speak of the unique character], and since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.

Ḍzong-ka-ba’s point is that if “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question referred to the unique character of a phenomenon, then when in Buddha’s answer (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 82-83) he speaks about character-non-nature:

*Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”*

the term “character” also would have to refer to the unique character of phenomena simply because of the relatedness of the answer to the question. Ḍzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 86) points out that the sūtra itself says not that imputational natures do not have their own unique character but that they do not **subsist by way of their own character**:

Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology[^e] and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

Hence, Ḍzong-ka-ba cogently holds that “character” in “character-non-nature” has to mean to subsist, or to be established, by way of its own character.

Ḍzong-ka-ba abruptly changes the topic with no further explanation of this important point. Also, none of his commentators unpacks the issue, but we can speculate that his reasoning is this:

The construction in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* itself, “does not subsist by way of its own character”[^f] as opposed to “its own-character [that is, unique character] does not exist,”[^g] indicates a certain mode or

[^a]: See issue #8.
[^b]: See issues #27-55, 94.
[^c]: See issue #39.
[^d]: See issue #50.
[^e]: See issue #104.
[^f]: rang gi mtshan nyid gyis gnas pa ma yin.
[^g]: rang gi mtshan nyid yod pa ma yin.
status of existence that imputational natures do not have, rather than that they lack a character that defines them. For a mode of being is indicated through the adverbial instrumental “by way of its own character,” whereas if the sutra meant to indicate merely that imputational natures do not exist, it would have done so directly.

We have seen, however, that for Sthiramati there seems to be no difference between an object’s having a defining character and its being established by way of its own character. Let us imagine, therefore, that Sthiramati and Wonch’uk could object to Đzong-ka-ba’s refutation, pointing out that the phrase could be read, “Imputational natures do not subsist by way of having a unique character,” thereby retaining the adverbial flavor and yet seeing the passage as indicating that imputational natures do not exist at all. Even in Đzong-ka-ba’s system, among the two types of imputational natures—existent and non-existent (the former being, for instance, uncompounded space and the latter being, for instance, the horns of a rabbit)—the non-existent are called “imputational natures whose character is thoroughly nihil”; thus, it makes sense to speak of at least some imputational natures as not subsisting by way of having their own character.

We are left, however, with the problem of existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space or an object’s being the referent of its respective conceptual consciousness; these exist and have their own defining characters, but imputational natures are clearly said in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought not to be established by way of their own character. A possible solution is to make the case that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is not concerned with existent imputational natures and thus the three-nature theory does not take them into account. However, this would be inelegant because then the three-nature theory would not apply to permanent phenomena. If these must be included within the three natures, then Sthiramati’s and Wonch’uk’s explanation cannot be used, since Buddha teaches in the first wheel an “own-character,” or defining character, with regard to all phenomena, and it must be held that uncompounded space and so forth do indeed have defining characters, due to which existent imputational natures would not be character-non-natures. A possible solution to this problem is to hold that although defining characters can be posited for uncompounded space, and so forth, these permanent phenomena do not subsist by way of their own defining characters because their existence is only imputed in dependence upon conceptuality and so they are not established by way of their own character.

In this explanation, even though existent imputational natures have “own-character” in the sense that they have their own entities or defining natures,
they are not established by way of their own character due to being conceptually imputed. In this way, the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question (a defining character) and the “character” of “do not subsist by way of their own character” (a defining character) in Buddha’s answer are the same. Both, however, differ from the reference of the word “character” in “character-non-nature” in Buddha’s answer which means “to subsist (or be established) by way of its own character.” This is a possible solution, requiring inelegant twists and turns but no more than any other solution.

In any case, according to Ďzong-ka-Ća, Wonch’uk’s explanation of “own-character” as the unique character of an object has to be rejected on the grounds that the adverbial construction in Buddha’s answer (“It [the imputational character] is a character posited by names and terminology and does not subsist by way of its own character”) is pointless if it does not refer to a mode of being. The reference is to a status of objects, not to whether they have uncommon characteristics and thus can be defined. For Ďzong-ka-Ća, this mode of being cannot refer to an object’s having its own unique character because imputational nature (in general) and existent imputational natures have a character differentiating them from other phenomena; thus an absence of “own-character,” if it means unique character, absurdly could not be posited with respect to existent imputational natures.

To repeat Ďzong-ka-Ća’s position: There are existent and non-existent varieties of imputational natures, and if the former had no unique character, they would not exist at all, much like the horns of a rabbit which have no unique character. An imputational nature (in general) has its own unique character, or definition, since the definition of an imputational nature is:

\[
\text{that which is imputed by conceptuality and does not exist by way of its own character.}
\]

Therefore, if the absence of “own-character” merely referred to the non-existence of a unique characterization, such an absence absurdly could not be posited with respect to imputational natures (specifically, existent imputational natures) since they indeed do have a unique character or definition distinguishing them from other phenomena. Because it is obvious that one of the main points of the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata Chapter” of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that imputational natures are character-non-natures, the “own-character” mentioned in Paramārthasamudgata’s question cannot refer to a unique characterization (once it is equated in Ďzong-ka-Ća’s reading with the “character” of “character-non-nature” in the answer). This is Ďzong-ka-Ća’s

---

* This definition is standard; see, for instance, Geshe Lhundup Sopa and Jeffrey Hopkins, *Cutting Through Appearances: The Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism* (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1989), 262. Gung-ru Chö-jung (*Garland of White Lotuses*, 12b.5) gives “that which is a mere superimposition by the consciousness apprehending it” (*rang ’dzin rtog pas sgro btags tsam*).
meaning when he says:

> since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.

When Buddha declares that imputational natures do not have a nature of character, he is not merely saying that they do not exist—this being how Wonch’uk reads his meaning; rather, Buddha is saying that they lack a certain type of ontological status, a certain type of existence, called subsistence by way of their character or establishment by way of their own character. According to Đzong-ka-ṭa, there is a class of phenomena that, though existent and having its own unique characterization, does not exist by way of its own character—these being imputational phenomena such as uncompounded space and an object’s being the referent of a word or of a conceptual consciousness.

To rephrase: Non-existent imputational natures—such as the horns of a rabbit or objects that are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—do not exist and thus do not have a unique character; however, existent imputational natures—such as uncompounded space, analytical cessations, non-analytical cessations, and so forth—are phenomena and thus exist, having their own unique character distinguishing them from other phenomena but not being established by way of their own character. Though they have their own definition or unique character (rang gi mtshan nyid, svalakṣāṇa), they are not specifically characterized phenomena (rang mtshan, svalakṣāṇa) in the sense of having their own unique characteristics that can serve as appearing objects to directly perceiving consciousnesses.

These phenomena appear in a general way to conceptual consciousnesses; they do not have unique characteristics that can serve as appearing objects to non-conceptual consciousnesses. Also, they are not established by way of their own character (rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa, svalakṣāṇasiddha) because they are imputed by conceptuality.

This distinction of four meanings of “own-character”—(1) unique character in the sense of definition, (2) establishment of the object by way of its own character, (3) establishment of the object by way of its own character as

---

a  rang gi mtshan nyid kyis gnas pa.
b  rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa.
c  chos, dharma.
d  For the qualities of a specifically characterized phenomenon, see Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 247, and Anne C. Klein, Knowing, Naming, and Negation (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1988), 46-53.
e  As was explained earlier (p. 60), Jay-ṭzin Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen takes exception to this with regard to the Sūtra School, which he says asserts that all phenomena are established by way of their own character.
f  For a similar list of five meanings see p. 93.
the referent of a conceptual consciousness, and (4) specifically characterized phenomenon—is a pivotal technique of Ge-luk-ṭa attempts to bring clarity and consistency to Indian texts. In the Mind-Only School, impermanent phenomena and emptinesses—called other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures—are established by way of their own character and are specifically characterized phenomena but are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Still, it may be possible to fault Đzong-ka-ṭa’s identification of “own-character” even within accepting these central Ge-luk-ṭa distinctions, for the “own-character” of Paramārthaśamudgata’s description of the first wheel (“The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,”) can be taken as merely referring to the unique character of objects without harming the rest of Đzong-ka-ṭa’s presentation. Identifying “own-character” as the unique character of objects also would have the virtue of relieving the tradition of the huge burden of having to fabricate creative readings to disburden Đzong-ka-ṭa of contradiction.

It seems to me that Đzong-ka-ṭa was thinking of the first wheel in the format that it teaches that all phenomena, including imputational natures, are established by way of their own character, rather than the format that it teaches that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, the latter being more accurate to the style of Paramārthaśamudgata’s depiction of the first-wheel teaching. Đzong-ka-ṭa was emphasizing that the problem with the first wheel is that Buddha taught that factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute are established by way of their own character, and he chose to express this as Buddha’s teaching that all phenomena—including such imputational natures—are established by way of their own character. He did this so as to contrast the teaching of the first wheel with that of the third wheel which is known as the wheel of good differentiation—the first wheel does not differentiate between what is and is not established by way of its own character, univocally teaching that all phenomena are established this way. However, his mode of expression has the problem of having to explain how it could be that Buddha taught for first-wheel trainees that other imputational natures such as uncompounded space are established by way of their own character; in addition, this format does not accord with the style of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question. When Đzong-ka-ṭa applied the above-mentioned format to the actual words of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question, he was drawn into identifying “own-character” as “established by way of its own character.”

Apologetic

Perhaps I should claim, like Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-Ṭyang-shay-ṭa, and their followers, that I am merely “positing Đzong-ka-ṭa’s thought” with the further
claim that I do this with considerably more economy of expression! However, my reframing of what was behind what Đzong-ka-ba says seems too openly critical and hence might exceed the bounds of what is acceptable in Ge-luk-ba scholastic circles. Still, let me, for the moment, adopt the format (that is, put on the mask) of less reconstruction and play according to the rules of the debating courtyard that dictate that Đzong-ka-ba cannot be openly criticized. My opponent would start by challenging me:

It absurdly follows that Đzong-ka-ba was wrong in refuting Wonch’uk’s identification of “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question as the unique character of objects because, according to you, “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question means the unique character of objects.

Given the mask that I would be wearing, I would have to say:

That the “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question means the unique character of objects does not entail that Đzong-ka-ba was wrong to refute Wonch’uk’s identification of “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question as the unique character of objects because Đzong-ka-ba did this in consideration that Wonch’uk did not specify that the unique character taught in the first wheel is qualified with the object of negation—a unique character that is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

As always with such apologetic, I would not get off easily, for immediately I would be challenged with:

Then it absurdly follows that there is no purpose in Đzong-ka-ba’s specifying that this sort of “own-character” is something that imputational natures do not have but other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures do have because nothing has a unique character that is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

My back to the wall, I would have to change tack:

That nothing has a unique character established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness does not entail that there is no purpose in Đzong-ka-ba’s indicating that this sort of “own-character” is something that imputational natures do not have but other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures do have because, whereas “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question refers to the unique character of objects, Đzong-ka-ba said that it does not mean the unique character of objects in consideration of the fact
that “character” in “character-non-nature” refers to establishment by way of its own character.

My attempt would not escape the further challenge:

Then it follows that Đzong-ka-ba’s mode of procedure in refuting Wonch’uk here is wrong because it depends upon his equating the “own-character” of the question with the “character” in “character-non-nature” in the answer, whereas, according to you, such is not the case.

I would have to respond:

Đzong-ka-ba’s equating the “own-character” of the question with the “character” in “character-non-nature” in the answer does not entail that his mode of procedure in refuting Wonch’uk here is wrong because his mention of the “character” in “character-non-nature” is (actually) in reference to the “character” of “does not subsist by way of its own character.”

This, of course, is just convoluted apologetic masking my opinion that Đzong-ka-ba’s way of refuting Wonch’uk here is faulty because he equates the “own-character” of the question with the “character” in “character-non-nature” in the answer, identifying both as meaning “established by way of its own character.”

As I have suggested above, I think that the “own-character” of the question and the “character” in “character-non-nature” in the answer are not the same—the former is the unique character of objects and the latter is establishment of objects by way of their own character.
8. Creating Consistency

**Issue #49: How to make Đzong-ka-ba say what you want him to say?**

It is abundantly clear that Đzong-ka-ba’s reading created havoc for his followers, requiring them (as we saw in the last chapter) to create elaborate explanations, each of which is so bound by difficulties that no single reading emerges with a completely defensible solution. Let us examine how Gung-tang, in a brilliant analysis of central statements on this topic (1) in the sūtra, (2) in Đzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence*, and (3) in Wonch’uk’s commentary, raises penetrating hypothetical objections and, in answer, attempts to show how the Gung-ru Chó-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba tradition does not warp Đzong-ka-ba’s statements in its creation of coherence.¹⁹ The basis of his discussion is four passages which are by now familiar:

1. the statement in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 76) that in the first wheel Buddha taught that the aggregates have “own-character.” Paramārthasamudgata says:

   The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates. He also spoke of [their] character of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

2. Wonch’uk’s identification of “own-character” as the unique character of the aggregates:

   “Own-character” is the specific character as in, for instance, the explanation, “Form is obstructive…. Consciousness is the knower.”

3. Đzong-ka-ba’s refutation of Wonch’uk in which he says that “own-character” could not possibly refer to unique character because “own-character” is denied of imputational natures, whereas imputational natures (that is to say, existent ones or the general category) obviously have a unique character. Also, on the positive side, Đzong-ka-ba says that, instead of the unique character of objects, “own-character” refers to establishment by way of the object’s own character as in the statement, “It [the imputational character] is a character posited by names and terminology and does not subsist by way of its own character.” He (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 78-79) says:
In the Chinese Great Commentary on the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk, and so forth, (259) “own-character” here [in this passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought] is explained as the unique character [of the aggregates and so forth], but this is not right. For the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational factors clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character [and does not speak of the unique character], and since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.

4. the passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) to which Đzong-ka-ba must be referring:

Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

An objection. Gung-tang formulates a hypothetical objection to Gung-ru Chö-jung’s, Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s, and his own explanation of Đzong-ka-ba’s identification of the meaning of “own-character.” This objection, centering around the passages just given, is (in paraphrase): Đzong-ka-ba did not say in so many words that “own-character” refers to the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses but merely said that it refers to establishment of objects by way of their own character. And, this, in fact, is all he meant because that it refers to the establishment of objects by way of their own character is clear from the passage to which he refers, since it refutes “own-character” with respect to imputational natures and not with respect to the aggregates. That passage (number four above) says:

Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their

\[\text{a} \] See issue #8.
\[\text{b} \] See issues #27-55, 94.
\[\text{c} \] See issue #39.
\[\text{d} \] See issue #50.
\[\text{e} \] See issue #104.
\[\text{f} \] Ibid.
own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

The “own-character” refuted in this passage must be something that the mental and physical aggregates have but imputational natures do not. This cannot be the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses because in the Mind-Only School this is denied with respect to all phenomena, impermanent and permanent, the mental and physical aggregates, as well as imputational natures.

That objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is the main object of negation in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought in terms of all phenomena, not just imputational natures; thus, there would be no purpose in the sūtra’s singling out imputational natures as not subsisting by way of their own character. Instead of positing something else—namely, objects’ establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—as what Đzong-ka-ba meant when he identifies here that “own-character” refers to objects’ establishment by way of their own character, why not leave what he said just as it is?

**Gung-tang’s answer.** The answer to this weighty objection is in two stages, the second coming upon a refinement of the objection. First, Gung-tang says that, if “own-character” meant merely the establishment of objects by way of their own character, then, as mentioned earlier, the literal reading of the sūtra passages of the first wheel about which Paramārthaśāmudgata was speaking when he said, “The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” would be acceptable in its literal form, since, in the Mind-Only School, the mental and physical aggregates are indeed established by way of their own character. However, that the first wheel of doctrine is literally acceptable is clearly inadmissible since the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself says that those passages are not definitive but require interpretation. Đzong-ka-ba would be reduced to self-contradiction, and since he could not be self-contradictory, he must have meant something else.

**The objector’s response.** At this point, Gung-tang considers a well-formulated response to his answer:

**Objection:** Just because the term “own-character” in the passage, “The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” refers to establishment of objects by way of their own character, it is not entailed that the passage, “The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” would have to be literally acceptable. For the mode of pronunciation in the first wheel is to indicate that whatever topic is
under discussion is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, even though the words for this are not present. Thus, even the term “own-character” does not indicate this; it just indicates establishment of objects by way of their own character. Hence, when the Śūtra Unraveling the Thought speaks of the own-character of the aggregates, we should take not just aggregates but aggregates established by way of their own character as the topic under discussion which, due to the mode of pronouncement, come to be communicated as established by way of their own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. For instance, all of the attributes of the four truths—production, disintegration, thorough knowledge, abandonment, and so forth—right through to the seven attributes of the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment are, in their literal reading, not to be taken as what is negated—which actually is their establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Rather, they [the attributes of the four truths through to the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment] are those phenomena in their actuality; nevertheless, their mode of pronouncement is that these are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Thus, just as production is taken to be actual production that, due to context, is pronounced as being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, so aggregates established by way of their own character are actual aggregates established by way of their own character that, due to context, are pronounced as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. In this way, “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s statement, “The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” can be just establishment by way of its own character, but the mode of pronouncement is that the establishment of the aggregates by way of their own character is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

In framing this objection, Gung-tang’s hypothetical opponent uses the same principles of argument that Gung-tang used earlier when showing that Buddha taught on the literal level of the first wheel that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, despite the fact that such words are not to be found in the sūtras of the first wheel. Here, he has the objector using this same principle, holding that although the words are lacking, the mode of pronouncement of the first wheel provides the context from which it can be said that, when in the first wheel Buddha speaks of

---

* See Reflections on Reality, chap. 8.
production, the problem is not with production itself but with its being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. Thus, by extension, when Buddha speaks of “own-character” (which the objector takes to mean just establishment of objects by way of their own character), the problem is not with establishment of objects by way of their own character but with establishment of objects by way of their own character itself being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

The objector’s position, despite its suspicious awkwardness, is philosophically attractive and even elegant in that it employs an earlier mode of procedure against its advocate. The tack is also most convenient in Ge-luk-ba scholastic circles in that it allows one to take Düng-ka-ba’s statements that “own-character” means the establishment of objects by way of their own character, without having to turn those words into something else—the level of apologetic is more subtle.

**The answer.** Gung-tang objects that the establishment of the aggregates by way of their own character is an attribute of the aggregates, not the entity of the aggregates, and thus the teaching that the establishment of the aggregates by way of their own character is itself established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness would not constitute a teaching about the entity of the aggregates but would be a teaching about an attribute of the aggregates.

As we saw above, fundamental to the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is the point that beings conceive objects in terms of entity and attribute to be established by way of their own character as the referents of thoughts and terminology. Beings apprehend a house, for instance, to be established by way of its own character as the referent of a term for its entity, such as “house” in English, and also apprehend it as similarly established as the referent of terms for the attributes of that house—its size, sturdiness, attractiveness, and so forth. Gung-tang’s response is contextual, maintaining an important aspect of the teaching in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*—the discussion of imputational natures in terms of entities and attributes. As he says, it is not suitable only to teach attributes; the substratum, the entity, must be taught.

There is no question that the conceptual mind often (always?) operates this

---

*a* Robert Thurman, in his translation of Düng-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence*, refers to these two types of imputation as ascriptive and descriptive; for instance, see Tsong Kha-pa’s *Speech of Gold in the Essence of True Eloquence*, 243.

*b* It might seem that Gung-tang’s refutation revolves around merely mistaking the opponent’s reading of the literal meaning of the “own-character of the aggregates” as being the establishment of the aggregates by way of their own character rather than aggregates which are established by way of their own character. However, I do not think that he is making this mistake, for, in either case, in “own-character of the aggregates,” “own-character” must refer to the attribute of their being established by way of their own character.
way. We take an entity to mind and consider its attributes. Furthermore, we consider objects to be, by way of their own nature, the referents of our conceptions of entities and attributes even when we have realized that objects are not necessarily the referents of the particular terms of only one language. We consider the object of expression of the term “house” as subsisting out there right with the nature of the actual house, and we consider the object of expression of “the beauty of the house” as subsisting out there right with the nature of the actual house.

Gung-tang’s response retrieves this important critique of perception and conception, but he does not face the issue that if, like Wonch’uk, we consider “own-character” to be the entity or unique defining nature, or entity, of an object, his objection—which revolves around the fault that “own-character” if it means “establishment by way of its own character” refers to an attribute and not to the entity—no longer holds. In fact, Gung-tang has shown us how to revive Wonch’uk’s identification of “own-character” as the entity or unique defining nature of an object without contravening Đong-ka-ba’s point that an imputational nature has a unique defining character. For we can hold that everything taught in the first wheel is within the context of its being established by way of its own character as the referent of terms and conceptual consciousnesses, and thus the entity or unique nature of an object, which is Wonch’uk’s reading of “own-character,” is also taught this way. As in Đong-ka-ba’s explanation, this false status of objects constitutes the object of negation, but, unlike Đong-ka-ba’s explanation, it is not indicated by the term “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question; rather, this false status of objects is the context in which everything in the first wheel is taught.

Indeed, this seems to be just what the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is saying, for the failing of the first wheel is not that it teaches a plethora of phenomena but that it does not teach that all phenomena have the same taste in the ultimate character—the thoroughly established nature that is the imputational nature’s emptiness of being established by way of its own character. In the third chapter of the sūtra, Buddha tells the Bodhisattva Suvishuddhamati that the ultimate is the general character of all phenomena:61

Suvishuddhamati, if the character of the compounded and the character of the ultimate were different, then the ultimate character in all characters [that is, entities] of compounded things would not be suitable to be [their] general character.6 Suvishuddhamati, it is the case that the character of the ultimate is not included in the thoroughly afflicted character, and the ultimate character is the general character of the characters [that is, entities] of [all] compounded things; therefore, it is not suitable to say, “The character of the compounded and the character of the ultimate are not different,” [and] it is not suitable to say,

6 spyi’i mshen nyid, samānya-lakṣaṇa.
“[The character of the compounded] is different from the character of the ultimate.”

The first wheel lacks this teaching of the ultimate as the general character of all phenomena.

Đzong-ka-با, operating under the framework of considering the fault of the first wheel as being that it teaches indiscriminately that all phenomena, including imputational natures, are established by way of their own character, over-extended this perspective to his consideration of the words “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question and took this term as referring to “established by way of its own character.” He did this so pointedly that his followers have had to struggle with how to re-write his words to forge consistent sense.

Gung-tang’s solution. Gung-tang’s tack has been to show that, despite Đzong-ka-با’s clear statement that “own-character” means establishment by way of its own character, he could not have meant so because of a series of faults that would be incurred. Now he is left with having to posit Đzong-ka-با’s “actual” meaning when he used those words. He asserts that when Đzong-ka-با, having criticized Wonch’uk for taking “own-character” as meaning the unique character of an object, says that instead of this the term refers to establishment by way of its own character, he is speaking within the framework of referring to the object of negation—that is, establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—not actual establishment of objects by way of their own character. Thus, in this situation “established by way of its own character” is actually shorthand for “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.”

Above, when I put on the mask of positing Đzong-ka-با’s thought, I was forced to insist that this is what Đzong-ka-با must have meant just because he could not be mistaken. One would hope that Gung-tang, on the other hand, could come up with good evidence from within Đzong-ka-با’s own text that at minimum hints that Gung-tang’s exposition is warranted. If his solution and its accompanying evidence do not appear to be strained, his explanation will take on an aura of elegance. However, as we will see, Gung-tang can find no such convincing evidence, and thus his proposed solution lacks theesthetic delight that well-crafted apologetic can generate. Gung-tang’s “evidence” is that just before that passage, when Đzong-ka-با restates Paramārthasamudgata’s question, he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78) says:

This asks the following question:

If the statements in some sūtras [that is, in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are natureless, and so forth, and the statements in some sūtras [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an
own-character, and so forth, were left as they are verbally, they would be contradictory. However, since [the Supramundane Victor] must be without contradiction, of what were you [Buddha] thinking when [in the middle wheel of the teaching] you spoke of non-nature, and so forth?

Through that, [Paramārthasamudgata] implicitly asks of what [Buddha] was thinking when [in the first wheel of the teaching] he spoke of the existence of own-character and so forth.

Gung-tang holds that if “own-character” meant merely establishment of objects by way of their own character, then since the mental and physical aggregates are indeed established by way of their own character, it would be inappropriate for Paramārthasamudgata to ask about the basis in Buddha’s thought when he taught such. Thus, Gung-tang insists that it is clear that when Đzong-ka-ba says, “Through that, [Paramārthasamudgata] implicitly asks of what [Buddha] was thinking when [in the first wheel of the teaching] he spoke of the existence of the own-character [of the aggregates] and so forth,” the term “own-character” refers to something that does not exist, specifically, the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Hence, he insists that it is clear that when Đzong-ka-ba goes on to refute Wonch’uk’s identification of “own-character” and thereupon concludes that it means establishment by way of its own character, his frame of reference is still something that was said to exist in the first wheel but actually does not exist—establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

He seems to be reduced to saying, “Đzong-ka-ba could not have made such an egregious mistake about the reason for Paramārthasamudgata’s questioning the teaching in the first wheel and thus he could not have meant that.” However, it is more likely that Gung-tang is indicating that this is what Đzong-ka-ba should have meant. Gung-tang’s apologetic appears to be no more elegant than mine.

**Issue #50: Why single out imputational natures?**

Gung-tang himself raises the objection that if his explanation is right, then what is the point of singling out imputational natures as not being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses? No phenomenon, according to the Mind-Only School, is established that way. Why does Đzong-ka-ba say, “For the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational natures clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character” if the latter means “established by way of its own

---

a See issue #56.
b See issues #21-24.
character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness”? Gung-tang’s strained answer, resorting to circumlocution and the vagueness of hinted but unexplained profundity, is that the purpose of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought’s teaching that imputational natures are natureless in the sense of character is for the sake of refuting the “own-character” mentioned in the first wheel, and if the “own-character” mentioned in the first wheel did exist, the character-nonnature could not be posited. Thus, it is meaningful to single out imputational natures as not being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. You see what I mean by circumlocution and a hint of unexplained profundity. His back is to the wall!

Such covert admissions of the tenuousness of favored explanations make monastic textbooks provocatively stimulating in that they indicate how these scholars use rational inquiry to reveal weaknesses in their own systems despite their allegiance to founding figures. Regardless of the format of explaining away, or even covering up, earlier masters’ inconsistencies, scholars such as Gung-tang reveal with considerable humor the flimsiness of the supposedly favored position. The intellectual honesty, within being bounded by a tradition, is impressive.

Gung-tang is claiming that when Paramārthasamudgata says, “The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,” the term “own-character” means “establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.” Similarly, when Đzong-ka-βa says, “For the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational natures clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character,” this also means “establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.” Now Gung-tang must face the music, for he himself admits that when the passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought to which Đzong-ka-βa refers as his justification says, “Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character,” the phrase “subsist by way of their own character” means only “establishment by way of their own character”? He cannot claim that the sūtra here means “established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses” because Đzong-ka-βa himself (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) clearly explains that in this particular passage the term “own-character” means only establishment of objects by way of their own character:

Here, the measure indicatedb with respect to existing or not existing by

---

a I do not mean to suggest that rational inquiry that is not bound by tradition exits somewhere, such as in academies in Europe and America. The supposedly “objective criticism” of much current scholarship is bound by traditions of nihilistic relativism and the like.

b bstan tbod; see issue #96.
way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.\textsuperscript{a}

Since Đzong-ka-ḇa specifies that in the sūtra the phrase “subsist by way of its own character” means not to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology, this clearly eliminates that the sūtra here is speaking about objects’ being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Gung-tang is self-consciously left in the unenviable position of having to claim that Đzong-ka-ḇa cites this sūtra passage to prove that “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question means “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.” Gung-tang has to hold that despite the fact that the phrase “subsist by way of its own character” means only “established by way of its own character,” it is appropriate for Đzong-ka-ḇa to cite it to prove that the “own-character” mentioned in Paramārthasamudgata’s question and the “character” in “character-non-nature” in the answer mean “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness”!

Whereas Gung-ru Chö-jung\textsuperscript{b} and Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa\textsuperscript{166} either did not notice the problem or, as is more likely, merely wanted to bluff their way around it, Gung-tang\textsuperscript{165} and A-ku Ῥo-drö-gya-tso\textsuperscript{166} attempt a justification, which (in paraphrase) is:

**The problem.** According to Đzong-ka-ḇa, the “own-character” mentioned in Paramārthasamudgata’s question (“The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates,”) must be refuted by the absence of own-character mentioned in Buddha’s answer (“Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character,”) and thus it might seem that there is a lack of parallelism between the question and the answer. For in the Go-mang tradition (Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa, Gung-tang, A-ku Ῥo-drö-gya-tso, *et al.*) the “own-character” mentioned in the question means “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness,” whereas “does not subsist by way of its own character” means only “is not established by way of its own character.”

**The solution.** If imputational natures were established by way of their own character, they would have to be truly established and not just imputed by conceptuality. In that case, that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses would be itself established by way of its

\textsuperscript{a} See issues #105-109.
\textsuperscript{b} Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotuses*, 12a.6-12b.4. The mind-boggling lack of justification here and in Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa’s text undoubtedly led to Gung-tang’s facing the issue head on.
own character. Hence, other-powered natures would not be empty of
the imputational nature, and thus their emptiness of the imputational
nature would not be the thoroughly established nature. Through this
route, the statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, “Those [im-
putational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology
and do not subsist by way of their own character,” despite referring
only to the absence of imputational natures’ being established by way
of their own character, serves to damage the first-wheel teaching that
objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of
c ontceptual consciousnesses.

Indeed, since it is imputational natures that are being declared not to exist by
way of their own character, the answer clearly refutes the first-wheel teaching
that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of
their respective conceptual consciousnesses. In this light, the Gung-ru Chö-
jung and Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba tradition’s identification of the “own-character” of
the question as “establishment by way of their own character as the referents of
their respective conceptual consciousnesses” makes sense; the problem for them
lies in trying to twist Dzong-ka-ba’s clear identification of “subsist by way of its
own character” as “established by way of its own character” into supporting this
more sensible option, and Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso have provided a
scenario that fits with the overall view of the system, even if the manipulation is
forced, to say the least.

Issue #51: Does anyone assert such own-character?

Gung-ru Chö-jung¹⁶⁷ and Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba¹⁶⁸ have made the distinction that
the literal level of the first wheel of the teaching (as described here by Pa-
rāmatṛhasamudgata in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought) explicitly teaches that
phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with en-
lightenment are established by way of their own character as the referents of
conceptual consciousnesses. This means that the intended trainees of the first
wheel must assert such, in which case the Great Exposition School and the
Sūtra School must do so. However, there is a problem: According to these scho-

lars, it is clear that at least the Sūtra School Following Reasoning does not assert
that permanent phenomena are established by way of their own character, and
if permanent phenomena, such as uncompounded space and nirvana, are not
asserted to be established by way of their own character, there does not seem to
be any way that this school could assert them to be established by way of their
own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

In answer to this, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba make the dis-
tinction that the Sūtra School Following Reasoning asserts that such non-
disintegrating permanent phenomena are established through the force of
their own measure of subsistence as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. This is because for this school if any phenomenon minimally is not established through the force of its own mode of subsistence, they cannot posit it as even existing. Thus, although the Sūtra School Following Reasoning does not use the term “established by way of its own character” to depict existent imputational natures, in the eyes of the Mind-Only School the Sūtra School Following Reasoning comes to assert that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. In this vein Ďzong-ka-štā (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 210) says:

The two Proponents of [Truly Existent External] Objects [that is, the Great Exposition and the Sūtra schools] do not know how to posit forms and so forth as existing if their being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and as the foundations of imputing terminology is negated. This is not the own-character that is renowned to the Epistemologists. This is clearly also the reading of this passage by Ďzong-ka-štā’s student Ke-drup whose Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate says:169

The Proponents of Sūtra themselves do not use the name “own-character” [that is, “established by way of their own character”] in their assertion that space, nirvana, and so forth are established through the force of space’s, nirvana’s, and so forth’s own measure of subsistence as the foundations of reference of the names for space, the extinguishment of contamination, and so forth. However, according to the Proponents of Mind-Only, the Proponents of Sūtra have come to assert the meaning of own-character. This is the meaning [of Ďzong-ka-štā’s statement]. Realizing this has very great import.

Therefore, even though Proponents of the Great Exposition and Proponents of

---

a rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gis grub pa.
b tshad ma pa, prāmāṇika. According to A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 259.2), Ďzong-ka-štā is making the point that this sort of own-character is not limited to those objects that perform functions (a category that excludes permanent phenomena) since—according to the Mind-Only School—in the Great Exposition School and the Sūtra School all phenomena, both the permanent (which are not able to produce effects) and the impermanent, come to be established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and as the foundations of the imputation of terminology. Therefore, in this context “own-character” refers to establishment through the force of objects’ own status (rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gis grub pa) and not to the ability to perform the function of creating an effect, as it does in the system of the “Epistemologists,” which here connotes the Proponents of Sūtra, who assert that the definition of own-character is that which is ultimately able to perform a function (don dam par don byed nus pa). In other contexts, “Epistemologists” refers also to the Proponents of Mind-Only that follow Dignāga and Dharmakīrti). See issues #40, 121-124.
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Sūtra who are the intended trainees of the first wheel assert that permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, according to the Mind-Only School they have not realized such and thus still need to be taught it.a

To make this distinction in a different way: Despite the fact that Proponents of Sūtra realize that permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character, this does not entail that they have realized that permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. One might think that just the opposite would be true since “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness” seems to be a sub-set of “established by way of its own character,” and when, for instance, one ascertains that products are devoid of permanent sounds in general (there being no such thing as a permanent sound), one necessarily ascertains that products are devoid of specific permanent sounds such as of a guitar.b According to these scholars, however, that principle does not apply in this case. They do not spell out their reasoning, but it must be that “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness” is simply not a sub-set of “established by way of its own character” because the former is more subtle.

Conclusion on “Own-Character”

To me, it seems better not to identify the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question as “established by way of its own character” but to identify it merely as the unique character of objects. This would relieve the Go-mang tradition of having to make sense out of Dzong-ka-ba’s identification by claim-

---
a This is the position of the Go-mang tradition. Jay-düzin Chö-γyi-gyel-tsen holds that the Proponents of Sūtra assert that all phenomena are indeed established by way of their own character and thus they can hold that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. He also makes the point (General-Meaning Commentary, 9b.3 and 10a.2-10a.5) that a sūtra explicitly teaching that phenomena are established by way of their own character is a sūtra explicitly teaching that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. (It is apparent that the Pan-chen Šo-nam-drak-ba tradition also holds this latter point.) Since terms (gsra) and conceptual consciousnesses (rtog pa) are held to operate in the same way, this position raises the question of whether a conceptual consciousness apprehending forms as established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses apprehends forms as established by way of their own character. However, as Jay-düzin Chö-γyi-gyel-tsen says, this cannot be admitted because then one conceptual consciousness would be both incorrect and correct.

b Gung-ru Chö-jung (15a.1) and Jam-γang-shay-ba (40.2) cite the dictum from Gyeltsap’s Illumination of the Path to Liberation (thar lam sel byed), “It is established that any ascertainment of [something] as empty of a generality is necessarily an ascertainment that it is empty of a particular” (spyis stong par nges nal bye brag gis stong par nges pas khyab pa ‘grub bo).
ing that it really means “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness”; they are then also relieved of having to identify the “character” of the “character-non-nature” as “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness” despite the sūtra’s clear identification of it as meaning “subsisting by way of its own character.”

Those like Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ṣa who leave Đzong-ka-ba’s identification as it is have the equally unenviable task of having to explain that despite the fact that the first wheel teaches that the aggregates are established by way of their own character and that this accords with the fact, such a teaching is not literally acceptable; as will be remembered, some of their followers claim that this is because such a teaching also communicates that the aggregates are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. Again, my own inclination is to take the first wheel’s teaching of “own-character” as a teaching of the unique character of objects but within the context of its being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

It seems to me that Đzong-ka-ba’s preference for describing the first wheel as teaching that all phenomena, including imputational natures, are established by way of their own character rather than as teaching that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses led to his inappropriate rejection of Wonch’uk’s identifying the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question as the unique character of phenomena. His preference for this mode of describing the first wheel may have stemmed from a wish to emphasize the contrast with his own Consequence School, the basic tenet of which is that no phenomenon is established by way of its own character. This perspective may have made him over-anxious to find evidence of the Mind-Only School’s assertion of establishment of objects by way of their own character even where it did not exist, that is, in the term “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question. Nevertheless, Đzong-ka-ba’s main point that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and hence the Mind-Only School asserts that other-powered natures (and thoroughly established natures) are established by way of their own character and that imputational natures are not is irrefutable. Still, despite my deep respect for Đzong-ka-ba’s work I do not wish to don the mask of the traditional Ge-luk-ṣa exegete and claim that my explication, more radical than those by Tibetan scholars, is merely a positing of his thought, even though the maneuvers that I would use to do so are no more slippery than theirs.

An impressive host of scholars following Đzong-ka-ba have obviously strained to make sense out of his statements; they have creatively posited his thought, pretending that his words make perfect sense. An intent of this variety of apologetic is to make such a bold and creative defense of the founder of the

---

* It will be remembered that the sūtra says, “That which does not exist by way of its own character is not produced.”
sect that one’s own ingenuity becomes the focus. Once we recognize the format as a mask required in a culture of allegiance to exalted persons, we can see that critical acumen is not dulled. To appreciate their inventiveness we must see that they really do not think that Đzong-ka-ba meant what they claim.

These scholars, by working on the microscopic issue of the meaning of Đzong-ka-ba’s words, draw on a reserve of knowledge of larger issues; the basic principles by which they unravel Đzong-ka-ba’s words are his own. The exercise of exegesis—even when the odds of success are low—imbeds the participants even more in the architecture of a living philosophy. In the same way we also, by having become embroiled in a maze of doctrinal considerations in these scholars’ attempts to construct harmony between the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, Indian schools, and favored Tibetans’ exegesis, have been led more deeply into basic issues. This educational system that—over the two-thousand-mile stretch of Tibet and out into its vast cultural region, especially in Mongolian areas—stimulated the metaphysical imagination into creative play with profound principles is one of the great triumphs of the human spirit.
9. Finishing the Question

In a long excursion stemming from the topic of Paramārthasamudgata’s question to Buddha about apparent contradictions between his teachings in the first and second wheels of doctrine, we have considered central issues that constitute the context of the exchange between Paramārthasamudgata and Buddha as seen by Tibetan traditions. The diversion, by addressing implications of what it means for an object to be established by way of its own character as the referent of terms and conceptual consciousnesses, has allowed us an occasion to become re-oriented so as to appreciate the crucial import of the drama that is unfolding. Now let us treat a few remaining points concerning Paramārthasamudgata’s question and, in the next chapter, Buddha’s answer.

Issue #52: Does the Sūtra explicitly teach both types of emptiness?

Since the Mind-Only School speaks of two kinds of emptiness (non-establishment of apprehended-object and apprehending-subject as different entities and non-establishment of phenomena by way of their own character as referents of terms and conceptual consciousnesses), the question arises whether the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought also speaks of both and, correspondingly, whether it describes the first wheel of doctrine as teaching the opposite of both kinds of emptiness. The sūtra certainly speaks of a thoroughly established nature that is the other-powered natures’ emptiness of factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute, but does it address the emptiness of externality? Also, it is clear that the first wheel of doctrine as described by Paramārthasamudgata teaches that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of words and conceptual consciousnesses, but does it teach that forms, for instance, are entities external to the consciousnesses apprehending them?

As Gung-ru Chö-jung surmises, one might mistakenly be led to think that Dzong-ka-ba holds that the first wheel of doctrine as described by Paramārthasamudgata even explicitly teaches that forms and so forth are external objects because in The Essence of Eloquence when explaining how the first wheel...

* Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 150.1) reports that this is the position of the Lo-sel-ṅg College. Indeed, their textbook author, Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba (Garland of Blue Lotuses, 11b.6), at first says only that the first wheel teaches externality but later clearly says that the first wheel explicitly teaches externality (12b.6 and 13a.2). Since it is taken for granted that the first wheel explicitly teaches that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s characterization seems to be accurate. Ye-shay-tup-den, despite being a follower of Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba, uses the distinction that a passage that teaches the one explicitly teaches the other implicitly.
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requires interpretation, he speaks about the first-wheel teaching of externality (thus indicating that the first wheel teaches external objects) and then about the teaching of imputation in the manner of entity and attribute. Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 234-235) initially shows that the teaching of externality requires interpretation:

> When the mode of commentary on the suchness of things by the masters, the brothers [Asaṅga and Vasubandhu], is taken as given above, the description—in the first wheel—of the two, apprehended-object and apprehending-subject, in terms of externality is elucidated as requiring interpretation. The [factual basis [in Buddha’s] thought is [the appearance of the six types of objects—forms and so forth—to the six types of consciousness as if they were external objects, as is] stated in Vasubandhu’s *The Twenty*:

> The Subduer spoke about these—
> The seeds from which cognitions respectively arise
> And the appearances [of forms]—
> In a dualistic way as [internal and external] sense-spheres of those [cognitions].

Also, the purpose [of his teaching such] is as the same text says:

> That form-sense-spheres and so forth exist [as external objects]
> Was said through the force of a thought (*dgongs pa*) behind it
> With regard to beings tamed by that,
> Like [the teaching of] spontaneously arisen sentient beings [as substantially established or permanent].

When it is taught that a consciousness viewing forms and so forth arises from external and internal sense-spheres, it is for the sake of realizing that there is no viewer and so forth except for those. The damage to the literal reading is the reasonings refuting external objects.

And right after that, Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 235) goes on to say:

> Since an imputational factor imputed to phenomena in the manner of entity and attribute is a phenomenon-constituent and a phenomenon-sense-sphere, statements that those two [that is, phenomenon-constituent and phenomenon-sense-sphere]* are established by way of

---

*a Since these two, as categories, contain instances (such as uncompounded space) that are permanent, the categories themselves are considered to be permanent and hence not established by way of their own character. Đzong-ka-ba’s more specific reference is to imputational natures that are factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute, and when it is taught in the first wheel that all phenomena, without differentiation, are established by way of their own character, these imputational natures, being existent, also are included as being
their own character without differentiating [from among phenomena what does and does not exist by way of its own character] also require interpretation.

Since Đzong-ka-ba first speaks about the fact that first-wheel teachings of externality require interpretation, it would seem that the first wheel that Paramārthasamudgata describes in his question would explicitly teach external objects.

However, Gung-ru Chö-jung, while admitting that there are first-wheel passages teaching externality, holds that the term “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s description refers only to the teaching that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. He holds that the passages teaching these two types of over-reified status of phenomena are separate. This is because in the last line of the passage just cited, Đzong-ka-ba, by using the word “also,” separates the two topics, giving the impression that there are separate teachings in the first wheel about external objects and about establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses as well as separate refutations of these teachings in the third wheel. Gung-ru Chö-jung therefore holds that the first wheel is more than what Paramārthasamudgata explicitly describes.

One immediately wonders why Đzong-ka-ba chose first to discuss—as requiring interpretation—the type of reification that Paramārthasamudgata does not explicitly describe and, only after that and as an addendum, mentions the type explicitly set forth in Paramārthasamudgata’s description of the first wheel. Gung-ru Chö-jung answers this qualm by claiming that Đzong-ka-ba uses the format of how the teaching of externality requires interpretation as a model for showing how the teaching of imputation in the manner of entities and attributes requires interpretation. Gung-ru Chö-jung is attempting to suggest that, even though Đzong-ka-ba’s treatment of the teaching of externality is both first and more detailed, he intended it as a model for how the teaching of factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute requires interpretation.

Gung-ru Chö-jung’s point is forced, but he uses it as an opportunity to established by way of their own character. Since they exist but actually do not exist by way of their own character, such scriptures also (that is, in addition to those teaching external objects) require interpretation.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 699.6) says that, with respect to the teaching that all phenomena are established by way of their own character, the factual basis in Buddha’s thought is that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character; the purpose is to prevent the annihilationist view of holding that imputational natures do not exist at all; and the damage to the literal reading is the reasonings proving that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character.

About the following word “also,” see the remainder of the current issue and issue #53.
show how the latter teaching fits into the threefold schema of showing (1) what was behind it in Buddha’s thought, (2) the purpose of Buddha’s teaching something that does not accord with the fact, and (3) the refutations showing that such a teaching does not accord with the fact. Thus, according to Gung-ru Chô-jung, Đzong-ka-ba cites Vasubandhu’s *The Twenty* in order that one might understand these three factors:

1. **The basis in Buddha’s thought:** Just as the factually true basis behind Buddha’s non-factual teaching in the first wheel that external objects exist is that awarenesses are generated to which external objects falsely appear, so the factually true basis behind Buddha’s non-factual teaching in the first wheel, as described by Paramârthasamudgata, that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is that awarenesses are generated to which forms and so forth falsely appear to be established.

2. **The purpose:** Just as the first-wheel teaching that external objects exist is for the sake of trainees with the outlook of the Great Exposition and Sûtra schools, so the first-wheel teaching, as described by Paramârthasamudgata, that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is for the sake of trainees with the outlook of the Great Exposition and Sûtra schools.

3. **The refutations of the explicit teaching:** Just as the first wheel that teaches external objects is damaged by the reasonings refuting external objects, so the first-wheel teaching, as described by Paramârthasamudgata, that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is damaged by the reasonings refuting this.

Gung-ru Chô-jung concludes his argument—that the first wheel, as described by Paramârthasamudgata, explicitly teaches that factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute are established by way of their own character and does not explicitly teach externality—by using the principle of the hypothetical opponent’s objection against him. The opponent claims that Đzong-ka-ba must have considered the teaching of externality to be what Paramârthasamudgata explicitly describes as the first-wheel teaching because Đzong-ka-ba mentions it in a primary way when he speaks about how the first wheel requires interpretation. In response, Gung-ru Chô-jung, employing the same principle, points to the fact that when in *The Essence of Eloquence* Đzong-ka-ba gives the reasonings damaging the explicit teaching of the first wheel and proving that other-powered natures are empty of the imputational nature, he first cites the reasonings showing that objects are not established by way of their own character as

---

a Gung-ru Chô-jung does not give this third item; it is implicit to his argument, and thus I have supplied it, even though he may have meant to avoid bringing up the matter since he may have considered each of the sets of reasonings as refuting both types of reification.
the referents of their respective names and conceptual consciousnesses. Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only, 208*) quotes Asāṅga’s *Summary of the Great Vehicle*.

Because an awareness does not exist prior to name,
Because manifold, and because unrestricted,
There are the contradictions of being in the essence of that, of many entities,
And of the mixture of entities. Therefore, it is proven.

From the fact that Đzong-ka-ba cites this type of reasoning and not one proving the lack of externality, Gung-ru Chō-jung can cogently claim that, for Đzong-ka-ba, the type of non-factual teaching that Paramārthaśamudgata describes as constituting the first wheel is that factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute are established by way of their own character.

Once the first wheel *as described by Paramārthasamudgata* is explicitly concerned with imputation in the manner of entity and attribute, it cannot explicitly be concerned with externality, since “own-character” can explicitly connote only one meaning. Gung-ru Chō-jung therefore concludes that Paramārthaśamudgata does not describe the first-wheel teaching of externality and that these two types of first-wheel teachings are to be found in separate sūtra passages.

I would add that when, in chapter 12 of *The Essence of Eloquence*, Đzong-ka-ba addresses the issue of the three aspects of sūtra passages that require interpretation—he speaks initially and primarily of the teaching of externality because:

- There is no Indian source that clearly speaks of the three aspects for the teaching of imputation in the manner of entity and attribute and thus it was not convenient to Đzong-ka-ba’s main point.
- In India the emphasis switched to the teaching on externality.

Unfortunately, Gung-ru Chō-jung does not give an example of a separate first-wheel sūtra passage that explicitly teaches externality, and it is likely that the search for one led Jam-ṣaṅg-shay-ba,¹ his successor as textbook author for Go-mang, to assert two centuries later that the first wheel that Paramārthaśamudgata describes as explicitly teaching that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses also implicitly teaches externality. He agrees with Gung-ru Chō-jung that the terms expressing that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character

---

¹ Jam-ṣaṅg-shay-ba’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 34.4-36.1. Jam-ṣaṅg-shay-ba rearranges but retains the meaning of the first part of Gung-ru Chō-jung’s explanation (*Garland of White Lotuses*, 9b.3-10a.6) about the fact that such a first-wheel passage cannot explicitly teach externality; however, he drops the second part (10a.6-11b.5) about there being separate sūtra passages since he disagrees with it.
as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses do not explicitly express that forms and so forth are established as external objects, but he holds that such is implicitly expressed. Similarly, he agrees that a conceptual consciousness conceiving that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses does not explicitly conceive that these are established as external objects, but he asserts that such is implicitly conceived. The two scholars agree that terms and conceptual consciousnesses operate in an eliminative manner with respect to their referents, zeroing in on only one aspect, and hence cannot explicitly express or conceive two things at once. However, Gung-ru Chö-jung draws the conclusion that there must be separate sūtra passages teaching these two topics, whereas Jam-ŷang-shay-ša uses the distinction of explicit and implicit teachings to assert that one passage does both.\(^a\)

Jam-ŷang-shay-ša agrees with Gung-ru Chö-jung that what is explicitly refuted here in this chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought when it speaks of the character-non-nature is that objects are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. He also agrees that through the force of that refutation one understands cognition-only, the absence of external objects. Since one must enter into, or understand, cognition-only, which means the absence of external objects, in dependence upon explicitly refuting that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective terms and conceptual consciousnesses, the realization of the emptiness of such establishment is a method (and hence a precursor) for realizing the emptiness of external objects.\(^b\) For Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ša, the realization of the former does not constitute realization of the latter but leads to it, and thus it is impossible for the first wheel explicitly to teach the opposite of both kinds of emptiness, since the reasoning refuting the one would have to explicitly refute the other.\(^174\)

---

\(^a\) These scholars are forced into their respective positions by Dzong-ka-ša’s identification of “own-character” as not referring to the unique character of objects but to establishment by way of its own character, which Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ša take to mean a misperceived status of phenomena. My own opinion, as explained earlier, is that “own-character” does indeed mean the unique character of objects within the context of the teaching that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. The implicit context is that forms and so forth are entities external to the consciousnesses perceiving them.

\(^b\) This sentence is drawn from Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotus’es, 10a.4-10a.6. Not all Ge-luk-ša scholars agree that the two realizations are serial; see Reflections on Reality, chapter 19.
**Issue #53: How to pretend that the two textbook authors of Go-mang are saying the same thing?**

Gung-ru Chö-jung’s reason, as detailed above, for holding that there are separate first-wheel sūtra passages that explicitly teach external objects and that explicitly teach that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is that Dzong-ka-ba seems to indicate that the modes of commenting on those two as requiring interpretation are separate, thereby suggesting that there are also separate passages teaching these. However, Gung-tang, following out the principles of Jam-ŷang-shay-ba’s opinion, answers Gung-ru Chö-jung by averring that it is unsuitable to draw the conclusion that these two types of first-wheel teachings are constituted by separate sūtra passages, for—without the qualification “explicitly”—it is true

---

\[\text{Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 150.6-151.4) shows that Gung-tang also is clearing up some confusion in Jam-ŷang-shay-ba’s own position. In the first chapter of his Decisive Analysis of (Maitreya’s) “Ornament for Clear Realization,” Jam-ŷang-shay-ba himself describes as separate the first wheel of doctrine that teaches external objects and the first wheel of doctrine that teaches that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. Also, in his Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive Jam-ŷang-shay-ba indicates that a first wheel teaching external objects is not a first wheel described in Paramārthasamudgata’s question and that any sūtra teaching external objects is necessarily not a sūtra teaching that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. These statements militate against Jam-ŷang-shay-ba’s own position here that the one implicitly teaches the other. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (152.1) cites the Distinctions Concerning the Textbook on the Perfection of Wisdom (phar phyin zhib cha) as explaining that, through the distinction of what are explicitly and implicitly indicated, it can be seen that what Jam-ŷang-shay-ba should have said is that whatever is a sūtra explicitly teaching external objects is necessarily not a first-wheel sūtra explicitly indicated in Paramārthasamudgata’s question. Also, the same text explains that a passage such as “In dependence upon an eye and form, an eye consciousness is generated” is a first-wheel sūtra explicitly teaching external objects and is a first-wheel sūtra indicated here in Paramārthasamudgata’s question, but is not a first-wheel sūtra explicitly indicated here in Paramārthasamudgata’s question; it is indicated only implicitly. (A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso makes the same points in his Precious Lamp, 67.6-69.2.)}

Despite the obvious advantages of these distinctions, it seems to me that a problem remains. Namely, it seems that the passage, “In dependence upon an eye and form, an eye consciousness is generated,” must be considered as explicitly teaching that these phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses because otherwise one could not find a passage that explicitly teaches that the twelve sense-spheres and eighteen constituents are so established! In that case, since it can explicitly teach only one thing, it could only implicitly teach external objects; and, in that case, one could not find a first-wheel passage that explicitly teaches external objects. This difficulty may be a reason why Pañ-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba asserts that the first-wheel explicitly teaches both; Ye-shay-tup-den (oral teaching) described the two teachings as being synonymous (ming gi rnam grangs), and thus the terms expressing one of them also express the other (although the one is expressed explicitly and the other is expressed implicitly).
that whatever is a sūtra passage of the first wheel teaching external objects is
necessarily a sūtra passage of the first-wheel teaching that objects are established
by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses,
and vice versa. In other words, without the qualification “explicitly,” the two
are equivalent: a sūtra passage of the first wheel, as described by Paramārtha-
mudgala, necessarily teaches both of these but not necessarily explicitly. In the
citation from Dzong-ka-ba that Gung-ru Chö-jung uses as evidence for the
separation of these two teachings:

statements that those two [that is, phenomenon-constituent and phe-
nomenon-sense-sphere] are established by way of their own character
without differentiating [from among phenomena what does and does
not exist by way of its own character] also require interpretation.

Gung-tang takes the word “also” as meaning that not only is the teaching of
external objects commented upon as requiring interpretation but also the
teaching that objects are established by way of their own character as the refe-
rents of conceptual consciousnesses is commented upon as requiring interpreta-
tion. The same passages do both.

According to Gung-tang, the sūtra passage, “In dependence upon an eye
and form, an eye consciousness is generated,” must be posited as teaching ex-
ternal objects, for if such a passage is not posited as a first-wheel passage teach-
ing external objects, one could not find any that did! Thus, although this pas-
sage also teaches “own-character” (that is, that these phenomena are established
by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses), it
teaches that these phenomena are external objects.

Despite his direct contradiction of Gung-ru Chö-jung, Gung-tang magnan-
imously pretends that he is merely positing his thought. He claims that Gung-
ru Chö-jung means that although only one sūtra passage indicates that such
passages require interpretation, there are two approaches for commenting on

---

In Hla-sä in the summer of 1987, Gen Lo-sang-den-dzin asked me whether this meant
that any passage teaching external objects necessarily teaches that phenomena are established
by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.
I answered in the affirmative, and he immediately asked whether, according to the Mind-
Only School, a sūtra passage teaching external objects to Consequentialists also teaches that
objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective con-
ceptual consciousnesses. This is impossible since the Consequentialists are persons who need
to be taught that there are external objects but also that phenomena are not established by
way of their own character. It seemed that he had me trapped, but months later it occurred
to me that Gung-tang’s point is that the equivalence of teaching is true in terms of the first
wheel only, whereas the teachings for the Consequentialists are in the second wheel. Thus, I
should have answered that it is not the case that any passage teaching external objects neces-
sarily teaches that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of
their respective conceptual consciousnesses but that any passage of the first wheel teaching
external objects necessarily teaches such.
that single sūtra passage as requiring interpretation—one by way of showing the non-existence of objects established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and the other by way of showing the non-existence of external objects. Through such magnanimous commentary, he corrects what for him is a downright error. The pretension of merely revealing Gung-ru Chö-jung’s intention serves as a technique to maintain continuity with the past tradition of Go-mang, made possible by the fact that Jam-ñana-shay-ña, though obviously disagreeing with Gung-ru Chö-jung, does not openly say he is.

Despite this difference, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ñana-shay-ña agree that external objects are only implicitly refuted in the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata Chapter” of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. All Ge-luk-ña scholars, however, hold that there is an explicit refutation of externality in the “Questions of Maitreya Chapter” of the same sūtra. Thus, even if external objects are openly refuted in the “Questions of Maitreya Chapter,” they are not openly refuted in the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata Chapter,” where the refutation of external objects is merely implicit to the refutation of objects as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Thus, Go-mang scholars agree that when Paramārthasamudgata says:

The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the truths…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the constituents…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the four mindful establishments…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the eightfold path of Superiors…

the term “own-character” cannot explicitly refer to externality, that is, objects being different entities from subjects and subjects being different entities from objects. Jam-ñana-shay-ña and Gung-tang hold that it does so implicitly, whereas Gung-ru Chö-jung does not raise the possibility of such an implicit teaching and only states that there are separate teachings of external objects without giving an illustration of such a passage.

---

[a] See, for instance, Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses, 10b.4, and Jam-ñana-shay-ña’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 35.4. For an extensive presentation of this topic, see Reflections on Reality, chapter 20.
The Middle Wheel

**Issue #54: What does the denial of establishment by way of its own character mean in the middle wheel?**

Since, according to the Mind-Only School, imputational phenomena are not established by way of their own character, if the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras taught on the literal level that such phenomena are not established by way of their own character, those sūtras would, in those particular sections, be literally acceptable. Thus, for Jam-ŷang-shay-ša and his followers, even though “establishment of objects by way of their own character” in the first wheel means “establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses,” in the middle wheel it means just “establishment of objects by way of their own character” and also “establishment of objects from their own side” or “inherent establishment.”

**Issue #55: How can Ďzong-ka-ša be made to say this?**

Because the meanings of “established by way of its own character” in the first and middle wheels of doctrine are different, the Go-mang school holds that when Ďzong-ka-ša (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 127) speaks of:

> the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally* have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character, the statements [in the middle wheel] that phenomena equally do not have such, and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] and those that do not.

his actual meaning is:

The first wheel **equally has statements of the words**, “Phenomena ranging from forms through to the harmonies with enlightenment have the nature of being established by way of their own character,” and the middle wheel **equally has statements of the words**, “Phenomena ranging from forms through to exalted knowers of all aspects [that is, omniscient consciousnesses] do not have the nature of being established by way of their own character.”

Jam-ŷang-shay-ša’s re-presentation, in which he separates word and meaning, is an artful attempt to improve on Ďzong-ka-ša’s description. Still, as I see it, his assigning different meanings to the same term does not necessitate that Paramārthasamudgata’s question arises only from a concern that there is a seeming contradiction in Buddha’s using the same **words** (affirmed and denied) in

---

* See also issue #44.
the first two wheels of doctrine. From Jam-ñana-shay-ba’s perspective, the meaning of “own-character” in the first wheel—which Dzong-ka-ba describes as “establishment by way of its own character” but is more accurately that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—is contradictory with the declaration of universal naturelessness in the middle wheel, which Dzong-ka-ba describes as “non-establishment by way of its own character” but is more accurately that all phenomena are not established from their own side. If all phenomena were established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, they certainly would be established from their own side, and thus for Buddha to teach in the first wheel that they are the former and then in the second wheel that they are not the latter certainly is contradictory.

Thus, it seems to me that Jam-ñana-shay-ba’s emphasis on the “equal statement of the words…” is merely because he is seeking to maintain the facade of making Dzong-ka-ba’s explication compatible with what he perceives Paramārthasamudgata to be saying. His identification, while being a defense of Dzong-ka-ba, is a bold re-structuring that can be appreciated only when one sees how much it deviates from Dzong-ka-ba’s words. As mentioned above, the style of such creatively new explanations is to pretend that it is merely a repetition of the founder’s view. Just as much as we miss Dzong-ka-ba’s genius if we accept the view, commonly propounded by Ge-luk-bas, that he is merely repeating Indian Buddhism, so we miss Jam-ñana-shay-ba’s genius if we accept his insistence that he is just presenting Dzong-ka-ba’s opinions. The culture, by pretending allegiance while employing analytical ingenuity, has found a way to encourage both—ingenuity being put in the service of reformulating the founder’s views in the guise of ferreting out the actual meaning of his words.

Issue #56: Why does Paramārthasamudgata explicitly ask only about the middle wheel?

In summary, according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ñana-shay-ba, as well as their followers Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, Paramārthasamudgata is asking:

Supramundane Victor, in the first wheel of the teaching, as specified here in my question, you pronounced many times the words of sūtra, “The entities of phenomena” ranging from forms through the

---

a Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ñana-shay-ba (also in his Brief Decisive Analysis, 493.4) make what seems to be an unnecessary specification of “compounded phenomena,” which A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp (59.6) changes to “phenomena”; I have rendered it in accordance with the latter. They are most likely repeating the Second Dalai Lama’s specification of “aggregates and so forth” (Lamp Illuminating the Meaning of Dzong-ka-ba’s Thought, 12.6); for a short discussion of the Second Dalai Lama’s position, see p. 55. Gung-ru...
thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment as well as [their attributes of] production, cessation, and so forth that are established by way of their own character exist, exist.” In the middle wheel of the teaching, as specified here in my question, you pronounced many times the words of sūtra, “Production, cessation, and so forth that are established by way of their own character do not exist, do not exist, in phenomena ranging from forms through omniscient consciousnesses.” If those two were left literally as they are, they would be contradictory, but since the Teacher does not have contradiction, of what where you thinking when you said such in the middle wheel?

Paramārthaśamudgata’s explicitly asking this question about the middle wheel, implicitly asks, “Of what where you thinking when you said what you did in the first wheel?”

As Gung-tang says, 

As Gung-tang says, through explicitly asking about the middle wheel, Paramārthaśamudgata implicitly comes to ask about the first wheel, for when he states both modes of pronouncement—in the first wheel Buddha’s pronouncement of the words of sūtra, “All, without differentiation, are established by way of their own character,” and in the middle wheel Buddha’s pronouncement of the words of sūtra, “All, without differentiation, are not established by way of their own character,”—and then explicitly asks, “Of what were you thinking when in the middle wheel you spoke such without making any differentiation?” through the force of his words Buddha’s speaking without making differentiation comes to be the reason why the pronouncement in the middle wheel requires interpretation. Thereby, one understands that a differentiation is to be made, in which case the same must be so for Buddha’s mode of speaking in the first wheel, which Paramārthaśamudgata had just stated. Hence, his question comes to concern it also. Gung-tang’s analysis is indeed cogent.

Dra-di Ge-shāy Rin-chen-dōn-drup, a follower of Jay-dzun Chö-ûgyi-gyet-sen, cogently explains that the reason for Paramārthaśamudgata’s explicitly questioning Buddha only about the middle wheel is that he wants to provide an occasion for Buddha to delineate the view of reality in accordance with trainees having the lineage of the Proponents of Mind-Only and thus is mainly concerned with the middle wheel. The trainees being addressed are followers of the Great Vehicle, and thus the question provides an opportunity for Buddha to set forth the true thought of the supreme of all Great Vehicle sūtras, the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras.

Paramārthaśamudgata does not ask this out of his actually having the qualm that the literal renderings of the first two wheels are discordant. Rather, Chö-jung makes the same specification for the middle wheel, but Jam-ûyang-shay-ûa does not.
he asks the question in order that such a qualm—which will arise in later trainees—might be cleared away.²

According to Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ṣāṅg-shay-ḥa, Gung-tang, and A-kū Lo-drū-gya-tso, the above presentation of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question is what Dzung-ka-ḥa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78) had in mind when he says:

If the statements in some sūtras [that is, in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are natureless, and so forth, and the statements in some sūtras [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an own-character, and so forth, were left as they are verbally, they would be contradictory. However, since [the Supramundane Victor] must be without contradiction, of what were

² Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 152-153.4) lists five assertions on what the entity or nature of a question is:

1. Some say a question is words (tshig).
2. Some view questions as being of three varieties—verbal, physical, and mental, or, literally, sounds of speech (ngag gi sgra), physical manifestations (lus kyi rnam ’gyur), and mental consciousnesses (yid kyi shes pa).
3. Some say that words, aside from being the means of questioning (dri ba zhu byed), are not the question, and hence Paramārthaśamudgata’s question is the appearance of the literal readings of the two sets of scriptures as contradictory.
4. Some say that the question here is the qualm in Paramārthaśamudgata’s mental continuum wondering about the contradiction of the literal reading of the two sets of scriptures.
5. Some say that the question is the topics expressed (brjod bya) in the first and middle wheels of doctrine.

Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 93.14-94.18) objects to the notion that a question is just words because in that case Paramārthaśamudgata’s words would question both wheels and hence would explicitly question about the first wheel, since the words that are the means of asking appear explicitly in the sūtra. He says that this is not feasible because the first wheel is questioned only implicitly. Gung-tang adds that questions cannot be limited to mere words because in a Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra Indra questions Subhūti mentally.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso says that “others” (most likely including himself) question the entailments that Gung-tang uses in his argument, and he tries to resolve two seemingly contrary opinions—(1) Dzung-ka-ḥa’s statement “Through that, [Paramārthaśamudgata] implicitly asks of what [Buddha] was thinking when [in the first wheel of the teaching] he spoke of the existence of the own-character [of the aggregates] and so forth,” and (2) Jam-ṣāṅg-shay-ḥa’s statement in his Decisive Analysis of the Perfection of Wisdom (phar phyin mtha’ dpyod), “Questions about the first and middle wheels are explicitly indicated [by this passage of Paramārthaśamudgata’s question].” Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s resolution splits a hair: “Although questions about the first and middle wheels explicitly arose (dngos su byung) [in Paramārthaśamudgata, he does not explicitly ask a question (dngos su ma zhus) about the first wheel but explicitly asks a question about only the middle wheel, and although he implicitly asks a question (don gyis zhus) about the first wheel, he does not implicitly ask a question about the middle wheel.”
you [Buddha] thinking when [in the middle wheel of the teaching] you spoke of non-nature, and so forth?

Through that, [Paramārthasamudgata] implicitly asks of what [Buddha] was thinking when [in the first wheel of the teaching] he spoke of the existence of own-character and so forth.\(^a\)

The commentators have explicated Paramārthasamudgata’s question within the context of a wide variety of implications. In the next chapter, we will consider their rendition of Buddha’s answer.

\(^a\) See issues #21-24.
PART THREE:
BUDDHA’S ANSWER
10. Interpretation

The Answer

Buddha’s answer to Paramārthaśamudgata’s question is seen as basically being in two parts—a brief indication and an extensive explanation. In the brief indication—the topic sentence—Buddha (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 82-83) says:

Paramārthaśamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—
character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

After this citation, Dzong-ka-ba concludes:

\[\text{The discussion of the brief indication and of the structure of the extensive explanation is drawn from:}\]

Wonch’uk’s Extensive Commentary, Peking 5517, vol. 116, 130.2.3-131.1.5.
Second Dalai Lama’s Lamp Illuminating the Meaning, 13.4-15.6.
Go-mang and Dra-shi-kyil
- Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses, 16b.1-19a.3.
- Jam-yang-shay-ba’s Brief Decisive Analysis, 494.3-497.6.
- Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyel-tsen’s Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s) Lectures, 397.4-400.6.
- Gung-tang’s Annotations, 16.1-21.6 (ma-tsha).
- Dön-drup-gyel-tsen’s Four Intertwined Commentaries, 44.5-47.4.
- Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 158.5-170.5.
- Pa-bong-ka-ba’s Brief Notes on Jo-ni Paṇḍita’s Lectures, 409.5-411.4.

Lo-ṣel-Eng and Shar-dzay
- Paṇ-chen Šo-nam-drak-ba’s Garland of Blue Lotuses, 13a.6-14a.6 (Hla-ša 1987, 10a.4-10b.7).

Șe-ra-lay
- Bel-jor-hlun-drup’s Lamp for the Teaching, 12.4-13.6.
- Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 10a.7-11a.2.
- Ser-shül’s Notes, 14b.1-15a.3.
- Da-drin-rap-den’s Annotations, 11.4-14.2.

Șe-ra May
- Lo-sang-trin-lay-ye-šhay’s Summarized Meaning, 156.6-156.8.
In consideration of all three non-natures, [Buddha] spoke of non-nature [in the middle wheel of the teaching].

Then he cites Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Ascertainments*:

*Question:* Thinking of what did the Supramundane Victor say [in the middle wheel] that all phenomena are natureless?

*Answer:* Here and there he said such through the force of taming [trainees], thinking of three types of non-nature.

and Vasubandhu’s *The Thirty* (stanza 23):

Thinking of three types of non-nature  
Of the three types of natures [respectively],  
He taught [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras]  
That all phenomena are natureless.

**Issue #57: Does the brief indication explicitly team the three natures with the three non-natures?**

As Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-šā point out, the brief indication, or topic sentence, that begins this discussion does not explicitly indicate that imputational natures are non-natures in the sense that they are not established by way of their own character, or that other-powered natures are non-natures in the sense that they lack self-production, or that thoroughly established natures “emptinesses” are ultimate-non-natures. For if it did so explicitly, it would be senseless for Buddha, immediately after it, to ask the rhetorical question, “Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena?” and to answer, “Those which are imputational characters,” since he already would have said such explicitly.

Gung-ru Chö-jung (with Jam-ŷang-shay-šā following him) makes the subtle verbal distinction that the topic sentence explicitly teaches, for instance, a character-non-nature that is related with substrata that are imputational natures, even if it does not explicitly indicate that imputational natures are non-natures of character. It similarly indicates a character-non-nature that is related with correct proofs, even if it does not explicitly indicate those proofs. For if it did not indicate a character-non-nature that is related with correct proofs, there would be no proofs for the character-non-nature. For example, when Buddha speaks of just selflessness without explicitly mentioning the things that are selfless, he nevertheless explicitly speaks of selflessness that is related with substrata such as forms, even if he does not explicitly speak of forms. Still, as he says, it would be absurd to say that the expression “selflessness” explicitly indicates that form is selfless; it obviously does not.

---

\[a\] See also issues #57, 58, 61, 62.
Hence, the brief topic sentence does not explicitly indicate illustrations of the three non-natures. It explicitly indicates merely the three modes of naturelessness—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—in consideration of which Buddha said in the middle wheel of doctrine that all phenomena are natureless.

**Issue #58: What was the basis in Buddha’s thought for the first-wheel teaching of own-character?**

Although in Buddha’s reply to Paramārthasamudgata he explicitly indicates what was behind his teaching in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless—this being the three non-natures in terms of the selflessness of phenomena—he does not explicitly indicate what was behind his saying in the first wheel that the phenomena of the aggregates and so forth have “own-character.” That he must implicitly indicate this is clear from the fact that when Paramārthasamudgata summarizes the import of Buddha’s answer, he says that both the first and second wheels of doctrine require interpretation.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso cogently avers that the three non-natures that Buddha indicates as being behind the middle-wheel teaching are explicitly drawn in terms of the selflessness of phenomena, and, correspondingly, it is implicitly to be understood that the three non-natures in terms of the selflessness of persons are what is behind the first-wheel teaching that all phenomena have “own-character.” Thus, although Paramārthasamudgata does not explicitly question about the first wheel and although Buddha does not explicitly answer about it, the question and answer concern both wheels.

**Other opinions on what was behind the first wheel.** Bel-jor-hlun-drup holds that Buddha’s teaching in the first wheel that phenomena are established by way of their own character has behind it the thought that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character. However, the Second Dalai Lama criticizes the position of “a follower of Đöng-ka-ба” (likely Bel-jor-hlun-drup) that Buddha taught in the first wheel that all phenomena are established by way of their own character; rather, the Second Dalai Lama holds that in the first wheel Buddha taught only that compounded phenomena are taught to be established this way—a seemingly astounding notion since the Second Dalai Lama himself holds that in the Mind-Only School compounded phenomena are so established. As evidence for this, he cites a statement in

---

\[\text{His Lamp for the Teaching (16.6-17.2) says:}\]

Therefore, this passage [from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought], “Those [other-powered natures] arise through the force of other conditions. . . .” explicitly indicates a basis in [Buddha’s] thought when he taught in the middle wheel that phenomena are natureless and implicitly indicates that the teaching in the first wheel that phenomena are established by way of their own character has [behind it] the thought that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character.
Buddha’s Answer

**The Essence of Eloquence** itself that in the first wheel true existence is not refuted except with respect to a few phenomena, that is to say, in the first wheel Buddha taught that most but not all phenomena are truly established.¹

The Second Dalai Lama also objects to the assertion by the same scholar that what is behind the teaching of the first wheel is only that other-powered natures are truly established. As counter-evidence, he draws the parallel absurd consequence that in the middle wheel in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras Buddha’s teaching on the literal level that all phenomena are not truly existent would have been given in consideration only of the fact that imputational natures are not truly existent, whereas Dzong-ka-ba and the other scholar himself hold that the middle-wheel teaching was given in consideration of all three non-natures.²

**Issue #59: What is the structure of the extensive explanation?**

Buddha’s reply³ begins with his praising Paramārthasamudgata’s question and an indication that he will answer and then proceeds to the answer itself, the first part of which can be divided into a brief indication, an extensive explanation, a giving of examples, and a summary sentence. In order to introduce the next issue, let us first cite the sūtra:

Having been asked that, the Supramundane Victor said to the Bodhisattva Paramārthasamudgata:

**Praising the question and indicating that he will explain:**¹⁸⁶ “Paramārthasamudgata, the thought in your mind, properly generated virtue, is good, good. Paramārthasamudgata, you are involved in [asking] this in order to help many beings, to [bring] happiness to many beings, out of compassionate kindness toward the world, and for the sake of the aims, help, and happiness of all beings, including gods and humans. You are good to think to ask the One-Gone-Thus about this meaning. Therefore, Paramārthasamudgata, listen, and I will explain that in consideration of which I said, ‘All

¹ Unlike Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen, the Second Dalai Lama holds “truly established” and “established by way of their own character” to be equivalent; thus his quarrel is not with an unwarranted switch in terms from “established by way of their own character” to “truly established.” For more discussion of this passage as well as the Second Dalai Lama’s corrupt citation of it, see pp. 55 and 87.

² Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba (Garland of Blue Lotuses, 19b.2-19b.6) refutes the same position this way.

³ The material in this issue is repeated from Reflections on Reality, 150ff., as background for the following issues.
phenomena are natureless; all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.’

The Answer

Brief indication: “Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], ‘All phenomena are natureless.’

Extensive explanation: “Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters.

“Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be ‘character-non-natures.’

“What are production-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are the other-powered characters of phenomena.

“Why? It is thus: Those [other-powered characters] arise through the force of other conditions and not by themselves. Therefore, they are said to be ‘production-non-natures.’

“What are ultimate-non-natures? Those dependently arisen phenomena—which are natureless due to being natureless in terms of production—are also natureless due to being natureless in terms of the ultimate.

“Why? Paramārthasamudgata, that which is an object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be ‘ultimate-non-natures.’

“Moreover, that which is the thoroughly established character of phenomena is also called ‘the ultimate-non-nature.’ Why? Paramārthasamudgata, that which in phenomena is the selflessness of phenomena is called their ‘non-nature.’ It is the ultimate, and the ultimate is distinguished by just the naturelessness of all phenomena; therefore, it is called the ‘ultimate-non-nature.’

Examples: “Paramārthasamudgata, it is thus: for example, character-non-natures [that is, imputational natures] are to be

---

*a* See issue #104.

*b* Roughly, this means, “What phenomena are without the nature of self-production?” See issues #76, 77. About “phenomena,” see issue #71.

c* See issue #67.
viewed as like a flower in the sky. Paramārthasamudgata, it is thus: for example, production-non-natures [that is, other-powered natures] are to be viewed as like magical creations. From between the [two] ultimate-non-natures, one [that is, other-powered natures] is also to be viewed that way. Paramārthasamudgata, it is thus: just as, for example, space is distinguished by the mere naturelessness of form [that is, as a mere absence of forms] and pervades everywhere, so from between those [two] ultimate-non-natures, one [that is, the thoroughly established nature] is to be viewed as distinguished by the selflessness of phenomena and as pervading everything.”

Summary: “Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of those three types of naturelessness, I taught, “All phenomena are natureless.”

According to Gung-ru Chö-jung\textsuperscript{187} and Jam-ṣaṅg-shay-ba,\textsuperscript{188} the structure of Buddha’s extensive reply is in three sections corresponding to the three non-natures, each of which is in five parts:

1. An explicit, rhetorical\textsuperscript{a} question asking for illustrations of the character-non-nature:
   “Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena?”
2. An explicit explanation that factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute are character-non-natures:
   “Those which are imputational characters.”
3. A rhetorical inquiry into the reasons for that:
   “Why?”
4. A reply to that inquiry:
   “It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character.”
5. Summation:
   “Therefore, they are said to be ‘character-non-natures’.”

\textsuperscript{a} I have added the word “rhetorical” in items one and three, since Buddha speaks all the lines.
Issue #60: What does Đzong-ka-bā mean by “clear delineation”? 

This five-part structure is taken by Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ḵa to be Đzong-ka-ba’s referent when he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) cryptically says:

Through this clear delineation, the latter two [descriptions of non-nature in the sūtra with respect to other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures] also should be understood.

Just before that, he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) says:

The question and answer in the first two sentences explain that imputational factors are character-non-natures. Then, “Why?” questions the reason for that. In answer to that question, a reason from the negative side—their not being posited by way of their own character—and a reason from the positive side—their being posited by names and terminology—are stated.

Contrary to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ḵa’s explanation, it might seem that the “clear delineation” to which Đzong-ka-ba is referring is the fact that there is a reason from the negative side and a reason from the positive side. However, the problem with taking Đzong-ka-ba’s meaning this way is that, although the sūtra gives positive and negative reasons for imputational natures’ being character-non-natures and for other-powered natures being production-non-natures, it does not give a negative reason for other-powered natures being ultimate-non-natures or for thoroughly established natures being ultimate-non-natures.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ḵa’s explanation of Đzong-ka-ba’s reference as being to the above fivefold format is more cogent, for Đzong-ka-ba’s explanation appears to be an adaptation of a fivefold format employed by Wonch’uk in his Extensive Commentary which we know from his many comments he was reading closely. Wonch’uk’s five are question, answer, questioning the reason, and answer to that question.

---

\[\text{Notes:}\]

- In Wel-mang Ğön-chok-gyel-tsen’s Notes on (Ğon-chok-jik-may-wang-ḵo’s) Lectures (400.5), dmigs byed pa is glossed by ’tshams byed pa; I take ’tshams to be an alternative form of mishams.
- Dris pa.
- Lan.
- Brtag pa.
- Rnam par bshad pa.
- ’Jug bsdu ba.
**Issue #61: How to handle an untimely citation?**

As Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba say, just this which the extensive indication teaches is what the following passage from Vasubandhu’s *The Thirty* (stanza 23) also explicitly indicates:

> Thinking of three types of non-nature  
> Of the three types of natures [respectively],  
> He taught [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras]  
> That all phenomena are natureless.

In the second line, the phrase, “the three types of natures,” explicitly indicates the three natures—imputational natures, other-powered natures, and thoroughly established natures. In the first line, the phrase, “three types of non-nature” explicitly indicates that those three natures are illustrations respectively of character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature. Thus, the passage says that, thinking of the three natures and three modes of naturelessness, Buddha said in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless.

Ḍzong-ka-ḥa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 83) cites this passage at the point of speaking about the brief indication in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* that, according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba, does not explicitly associate the three natures and the three non-natures, and thus one might think that, for Ḍzong-ka-ḥa, the brief indication in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does indeed explicitly link the three natures and the three non-natures, since the Indian text that he cites at this point obviously does so. Since a consequence of this would be that the upcoming extensive explanation in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* would be redundant, to get around this fault Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba aver that even though the Indian treatise that Ḍzong-ka-ḥa cites at the point of speaking about the brief indication explicitly says a good deal more than the brief indication in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* itself says, this can be explained by understanding Ḍzong-ka-ḥa’s purpose in citing it. For Ḍzong-ka-ḥa intends to show that both the sūtra and these Indian treatises are similar in indicating that the basis in Buddha’s own thought for his statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless is the three non-natures—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature. This is how Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba somewhat lamely attempt to explain away Ḍzong-ka-ḥa’s seemingly untimely citation.

In the same way, Gung-tang excuses as merely a statement “for easy

---

*a* He may have been drawn into citing Vasubandhu at this point simply because Wonch’uk did (*Extensive Commentary*, Peking 5517, vol. 116, 130.4.8).

*b* Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 97.17. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 163.6-164.2) extends the apologetic to Ke-drup who says:
understanding” the Second Dalai Lama’s explanation⁵ that the brief indication says that the basis in Buddha’s thought is that imputational natures are character-non-natures, other-powered natures are (self-)production-non-natures, and

Moreover, with respect to the way in which the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought explains the thought of the middle wheel sūtras, it explains that the statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras and so forth that all phenomena are natureless were made in consideration that imputational natures are character-non-natures, other-powered natures are production-non-natures, and thoroughly established natures are ultimate-non-natures. For, the Bodhisattva Paramārthaśāmudgata asks the question [in paraphrase]:

In certain sūtras, the Supramundane Victor said that the aggregates and so forth inherently exist and in some said that they are without inherent existence. In these, in consideration of what does he speak of their being natureless?

And in answer to that question, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 82-83) says:

Paramārthaśāmudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

Ke-drup seems to be specifically tying his explanation to the brief indication since the brief indications is all that he cites. As Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso says, his explanation should be viewed as not limited to the brief indication.

⁵ Second Dalai Lama’s Lamp Illuminating the Meaning of ‘dzong-kha-ba’s Thought, 14.1. Gung-tang does not mention that Jam-gyang-shay-ba in his Brief Decisive Analysis (495.1) gives the same rendition of the meaning of Buddha’s brief indication but later (496.5) specifies that such is not explicitly indicated for the reason given below. Lo-sang-trin-lay-ye-shay (Summarized Meaning, 3a.1) also includes the three illustrations (imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established natures) in the brief indication. Similarly, Da-drin-raden (Annotations, 12.1) adds—to the brief indication—the three natures in parentheses. Pañchen Sö-nam-drak-ba (Garland of Blue Lotusus, 14a.2-14a.6) gives a general exposition that does not consider the issue of whether the three natures are explicitly indicated in the brief indication; however, he (13b.2-13b.5) makes the distinction that the brief indication implicitly (don gyis) indicates the reasons for the three non-natures (for example, that imputational natures are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character) and thus it does indicate them even if not explicitly. He makes the cogent point that the extensive explanation extensively explains just what the brief indication implicitly indicates. Based on his own reasoning, it would have been consistent for him to make the similar distinction that the brief indication does not explicitly indicate illustrations (that is, the three natures) of the three non-natures. Perhaps he did not do so in order to defend ‘dzong-ka-ba’s citation of the passages from Asaṅga and Vasubandhu at this seemingly inappropriate juncture. For the same reason, he may be saying that what the extensive explanation explicitly indicates that was not explicitly indicated in the brief indication is not illustrations of the three non-natures but the reasons for the three non-natures; however, such a move would be lame since it is obvious that the brief indication does not explicitly indicate either illustrations of or reasons for the three non-natures.
thoroughly established natures are ultimate-non-natures. As stated above, if in
the brief indication the three natures were explicitly associated with the three
non-natures, there would absurdly be no need in the following extensive expla-
nation rhetorically to inquire for illustrations, since they already would have
been given. Framed in a less polite way, Gung-tang’s point is simply that the
Second Dalai Lama mis-spoke; apologetic here is actually deferential criticism.

Issue #62: But why does Dzong-ka-ba associate the three
natures and the three non-natures here?

That is all Gung-tang could do for the Second Dalai Lama, but he evidently felt
that Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-yang-shay-ba had not done enough to explain
Dzong-ka-ba’s untimely citation of Vasubandhu which, as Jam-yang-shay-ba
left it, would amount to mere apologetic. Rather, why would Dzong-ka-ba
want to emphasize at this point that both the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought
and Indian treatises clearly say that the basis in Buddha’s thought—when he
said in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless—is
the three non-natures? Gung-tang makes the case that Dzong-ka-ba’s back-to-
back citations of Asaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainments and Vasubandhu’s
The Thirty connects forward to his criticism of the Jo-nang-bas that immediate-
ly follows those citations.

Gung-tang counters the ascription of the fault of redundancy, a literary
faux pas, with a literary analysis through pointing to the connectedness of those
two citations, not with the brief indication that precedes them but with the
material that follows the citations—criticism of the Jo-nang-bas. Gung-tang
aptly exposes the context of Dzong-ka-ba’s citations of the two Indian texts:
Dzong-ka-ba is intent on exposing what he saw as a fallacy in the Jo-nang-ba
system. Let us turn to that.

Issue #63: What is the Jo-nang-ba view that Dzong-ka-ba is
opposing?

The Jo-nang-bas, following Döl-bō-ba Šhay-rap-gyel-tsen, hold that the final
meaning of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras is the Great Middle Way. Thus,
according to them:

---

a dol po pa shes rab rgyal mtshan, 1292-1361. See Blue Annals, 775ff. Gön-chok-jik-may-
wang-bö says that the Indian source of the Jo-nang-ba view is the Conquest Over Objections
about the Three Mother Scriptures (’phags pa shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa ’bum pa dang nyi
khri ina stong pa dang khri brgyad stong pa’i rgya cher bshad pa, āryaśatasāhasrikāpāñcavimśat-
isāhasrikā-astadāsāsāhasrikāpraṇāṇāparimārhitattāḥ; Peking 5206, vol. 93) which is said to
be by Vasubandhu but Dzong-ka-ba (Empiiness in Mind-Only, 232-233) holds is by
Damṣṭraṇa. For more on the Jo-nang-ba view, see Reflections on Reality, chapters 16-17d.
• the ultimate is indeed taught in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras for those who can see it (much as Đzong-ka-βa holds that, according to the Mind-Only School, sharp Bodhisattvas understand the three natures and three non-natures from the literal statement in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless)

• but the non-empty, the thoroughly established nature, is, on the surface, taught to be self-empty.

Döl-βo-βa’s view is that the statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless are in consideration of all conventional phenomena and not in consideration also of the ultimate, which does have nature, that is, does ultimately exist.

This position seems to fly in the face of what is clearly said in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, for, when Paramārthasamudgata (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 77-78) asks his question, he says:

Therefore, I am wondering of what the Supramundane Victor was thinking when he said [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless; all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” I [explicitly] ask the Supramundane Victor about the meaning of his saying [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless; all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.”

Also, when Buddha (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 82-83) answers, he says:

Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

Although the Jo-nang-βas would admit that the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras merely have the words “all phenomena,” they hold that such must be interpreted as referring to “all conventional phenomena.” According to the Jo-nang-βas, the entities of conventional phenomena are empty of ultimate establishment and thus are self-empty, but the ultimate is other-empty in that its own ultimately established entity is empty of conventional phenomena, in the sense that it is not any conventional phenomenon (which are other than it).

Gung-tang says that in order to indicate that the Jo-nang-βas’ system of

---

a Thereby, according to Jam-γang-shay-βa (Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 45.6-46.3; also Wel-mang Gön-chok-gye-rtsen’s Notes on [Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s] Lectures, 399.1-399.3), the Jo-nang-βas could be accused of taking the basis in Buddha’s thought to be conventional phenomena, not the three non-natures.
explanation is unjustified, Ḍzong-ka-ba cites these passages from Asaṅga and Vasubandhu in which it is clear that these Indian scholars, who are prime sources for the assertions of the Mind-Only School, did not put forward such a system but left the words of sūtra as they are. Gung-tang’s commentary is profoundly contextual, going far beyond apologetic. As Ḍzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 83) says immediately after those two citations:

Hence [it is contradictory for some, namely, Döl-boo-ba and others] to explain that the statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras, and so forth, that all phenomena are natureless are in consideration [only] of all conventional phenomena [which, according to them, are self-empty in the sense of being empty of their own true establishment] but do not refer to the ultimate [which, they say, is itself truly established and empty of being any conventional phenomenon]. They thereby contradict the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought as well as the texts of Asaṅga and his brother [Vasubandhu] and are also outside the system of the Superior father [Nāgārjuna], his spiritual sons, and so forth.

Bel-jor-hlun-drup reframes Ḍzong-ka-ba’s statement (including a section to be cited below) in syllogistic form:

Someone’s [that is, the Jo-nang-bas’] saying, “The teaching in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless [was given by Buddha] thinking of all conventional phenomena and not thinking of ultimate phenomena, because ultimate truths are truly established,” is not reasonable because:

- it is outside of the systems of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, of Asaṅga and his brother [Vasubandhu], and of Nāgārjuna and his [spiritual] sons
- the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras teach that each and every phenomenon, from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses, is natureless
- the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras, in particular, teach individually that the sixteen emptinesses, thusness, and so forth do not exist ultimately
- and emptiness and thusness are ultimate truths.

That the Jo-nang-bas have passed outside of Nāgārjuna’s system refers to Nāgārjuna’s statements that apprehending emptiness to be truly established is an irredeemable view and the like. As Nāgārjuna’s Fundamental Text Called “Wisdom” says:

Since the compounded are thoroughly not established [inherently],
How could the uncompounded be established [inherently]?
Also:

Whoever view emptiness [as inherently existent]
Are said to be impossible to help.

Also, Nāgārjuna’s Supramundane Praise\(^{96}\) says:

Because of abandoning all [false] conceptuality
Emptiness is taught as the ambrosia.
Therefore, whoever adheres to it [as inherently existent]
You [Buddha] thoroughly deride.

It is axiomatic for Đōng-ka-ba that whoever is a proponent of Great Vehicle tenets must accord with either of two great openers of the chariot-ways of the Great Vehicle, Nāgārjuna or Āsaṅga, and it has already been established that the Jo-nang-bas do not, on this point, accord with Āsaṅga and his half-brother Vasubandhu, and when they also do not accord with Nāgārjuna, they are shown to be outside the sphere of Great Vehicle schools. Thus, according to Gung-tang\(^{197}\) although the Jo-nang-bas are attempting a synthesis of the thought of all Great Vehicle Schools in a Great Middle Way, they have turned away from all of them.\(^{9}\)

---

\(^{9}\) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 169.3-169.5) points out that according to the Jo-nang-bas:

- Āsaṅga in his Compendium of Ascertainments and Vasubandhu in his The Thirty set forth the view of the Mind-Only School,
- whereas Āsaṅga in his Commentary on (Maitreya’s) “Sublime Continuum” and Vasubandhu in his Conquest Over Objections about the Three Mother Scriptures teach their own actual view of the Great Middle Way, the view of other-emptiness.

(It will be remembered that Đōng-ka-ba holds that Damśṭaśena, not Vasubandhu, composed the Conquest Over Objections about the Three Mother Scriptures (see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 225ff.). Also, it is a standard Ge-luk-ba position that in his Commentary on (Maitreya’s) “Sublime Continuum” Āsaṅga does indeed present his own actual view which is different from that of the Mind-Only School but is consistent with what Đōng-ka-ba considers to be the view of the Consequence School.) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso draws his readers’ attention to the fact that much reflection is required to delineate just how the Jo-nang-bas contradict the thought of these texts. Unfortunately, he says no more.

Nevertheless, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso seems unaware that the prime Jo-nang-ba, Döl-bö-ba Shay-rap-gyel-tsen, holds that Āsaṅga in his Compendium of Ascertainments, which is included in the Grounds of Yogic Practice, and Vasubandhu in his The Thirty evince the view of the Great Middle Way. Döl-bö-ba’s Ocean of Definitive Meaning (222.5/110a.6) says:

Although the profound sūtras of the third wheel such as the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and so forth, Maitreya’s Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras, Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes, and so forth, and Āsaṅga’s Grounds of Yogic Practice, Summary of the Great Vehicle, Summary of Manifest Knowledge, and so forth temporarily teach mind-only, you should not deprecate their final teachings of the Great Middle that pass far beyond this and are one in meaning with Secret
Đzong-ka-巴 himself (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 84-85) says:

It is thus: [When Paramárthasamudgata] asks about that in consideration of which [Buddha] spoke of non-nature, he is asking (1) about what [Buddha] was thinking when he taught non-nature and (2) about the modes of non-nature. Also, the answer indicates those two respectively. From between those two, let us explain the first [that is, what Buddha had as the basis in his thought when in the Perfection of Wisdom Sútras he taught that all phenomena are natureless. There, Buddha] said that the limitless divisions of instances of phenomena ranging from forms through to exalted knowers-of-all-aspects have no nature or inherent nature. These phenomena are included in the three non-natures [that is, three natures—a*]

---

Mantra.

*Objection:* Through the very name “Grounds of Yogic Practice” itself, it is established as mind-only.

*Answer:* In that case, it would [absurdly] follow that Áryadeva’s *Four Hundred Stanzas on Yogic Practice* also would be a text of mind-only.

See and realize that in Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Bases* he again and again speaks of the middle devoid of extremes:

the middle path of the selflessness of persons, and the selflessness of phenomena, and the middle path that has thoroughly abandoned the two extremes—having abandoned the extreme of superimposition and having abandoned the extreme of deprecation.

and so forth.

Also, although Vasubandhu’s *The Thirty* is renowned to be a text of mind-only, in the end it speaks of what has passed beyond cognition-only. Right after saying:

When apprehensions of consciousness
Are not apprehended, then
One abides in cognition-only.

it says:

Due to the non-existence of the apprehended, the apprehender does not exist.

That is no-mind, non-apprehension.
This supramundane exalted wisdom
Has been transformed
Through having abandoned the two assumptions of bad states.
Just that is the uncontaminated element of attributes,
Inconceivable element of attributes, virtue, and stability.
This is bliss, the body of release,
The attributes of a great subduer.

Here also the statement of “no-mind, non-apprehension” contradicts the assertion by Proponents of Mind-Only that mind, consciousness, ultimately exists.

a It is noteworthy that Đzong-ka-巴 uses the term “three non-natures” (*ngo bo nyid med*
and thoroughly established natures]. Thinking that when it is explained how those are natureless, it is easy to understand [the individual modes of thought that were behind his statement in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras], he included [all phenomena] into the three non-natures [that is, three natures. For] all ultimate and conventional phenomena are included within those three. Also, with respect to the need for [Buddha’s] doing thus, in the Mother Sūtras [that is, the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras] and so forth, all phenomena—the five aggregates, the eighteen constituents, and the twelve sense-spheres—are described as without thingness, without an inherent nature, and natureless. In particular, mentioning all the terminological variants of the ultimate—emptiness, the element of attributes, thusness, and so forth—he said that these are natureless. Therefore, who with a mind would propound that the ultimate is not among the phenomena about which it is said that phenomena are natureless!

Gung-tang’s commentary is brilliant, elegantly showing that Dzong-ka-ba’s citation of these two texts is to be understood within the context of his immediate criticism of the Jo-nang-bas.}

Thus, on this occasion of a question and answer in the Śūtra Unraveling the Thought, the basis in [Buddha’s] thought [when he said in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless] is interpreted within including all phenomena of the two truths [that is, conventional and ultimate truths] in the three natures. Also, in the root texts, the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras themselves, the one hundred and eight bases of exposition [which include the eighteen emptinesses] are individually mentioned as being natureless, and in particular all synonyms of emptiness [such as signlessness, wishlessness, suchness, and so forth] are mentioned and said to be natureless. This being the case, it is not possible that even one with ears that hear words—never mind one with a mind analyzing the meaning—could say that the ultimate is not among the phenomena that those [Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras] say are natureless!

Gung-tang’s commentary is brilliant, elegantly showing that Dzong-ka-ba’s citation of these two texts is to be understood within the context of his immediate criticism of the Jo-nang-bas.

pa gsum) when the term “three natures” (ngo bo nyid gsum) would have been more appropriate; indeed this is how Da-drin-rap-den (Annotations, 13.4) glosses the term. Dzong-ka-ba’s usage of “non-natures” suggests that for him the individual three non-natures and the three natures are equivalent (see issue #101), as long as the actual ultimate-non-nature is restricted to thoroughly established natures (see issues #147, 148). To me, it indeed is the case.

a See issues #73, 72, 101.
Issue #64: Do the Jo-nang-bas hold that the middle wheel teaches the actual ultimate?

Still, Đzong-ka-ba’s point cannot be simply that the Jo-nang-bas failed to notice that in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras emptiness is said to be natureless, that is to say, without ultimate establishment, for such is indeed said over and over again. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, therefore, takes the explanation a step further, spelling out the situation in creatively illuminating detail:

The middle wheel of the teaching—the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras—explains that all phenomena, without any distinction, do not truly exist and hence explains that the mere negation of true establishment in conventional phenomena is the ultimate truth. For the Jo-nang-bas, those sūtras require interpretation because, according to them, the basis in Buddha’s thought is a mere non-affirming negative, an annihilatory emptiness of true establishment in conventional phenomena. This annihilatory emptiness, they say, is not the actual ultimate [and thus although the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras speak of an ultimate, it is not the ultimate]. As the ultimate, they posit the Buddha nature, which is called “the matrix-of-one-gone-thus” and which is taught in the ten renown sūtras on that topic and so forth in the

---

a de bzhiṅ gṣhegs pa’i snying po, tathāgatagarbha.
b The ten sūtras on the matrix-of-one-gone-thus are:

1. Matrix-of-One-Gone-Thus Sūtra
2. Questions of King Dhāraṇīshvara Sūtra, also known as Teaching the Great Compassion of a One-Gone-Thus Sūtra
3. Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra
4. Angulimāla Sūtra
5. Lion’s Roar of Shrīmālādevi Sūtra
6. Ornament Illuminating Exalted Wisdom Sūtra
7. Sūtra Teaching Non-Diminishment and Non-Increase
8. Great Drum Sūtra
9. Retention for Entering into the Non-Conceptual
10. Sūtra Unraveling the Thought


Ge-luk-ba scholars hold that there is a difference between the ten sūtras of the matrix-of-one-gone-thus and the Sūtra of the Matrix-of-One-Gone-Thus that Buddha himself cites in the Descent into Laṅka Sūtra as requiring interpretation, since the latter speaks of a matrix endowed with ultimate Buddha qualities of exalted body, speech, and mind already present in the continuums of sentient beings. According to Ge-luk-ba scholars’ presentation of the Consequence School, the ten sūtras are actually sūtras concordant with the middle wheel of doctrine and hence definitive because these sūtras teach one final vehicle and teach that all
final, third wheel of doctrine, not the second. The matrix-of-one-gone-thus has many qualities:

It is the great other-emptiness, a Buddha having the essence of the Form Bodies of the five Conquerors, and so forth. It is a body of empty form, which an exalted uncontaminated wisdom—existing intrinsically in the continuums of all sentient beings—takes as the object of its mode of apprehension. It is both permanent and an effective thing. It is an other-emptiness in that it is empty of all conventional phenomena, these being other than the ultimate. It is truly established, and it is autonomous, positive.

This positive matrix-of-one-gone-thus, present in all sentient beings, is what the Jo-nang-bas take to be the ultimate truth, and thus from this viewpoint they say that the ultimate is not explicitly taught in the middle wheel of doctrine, even if emptiness and so forth are mentioned extensively and even called the ultimate. Hence, Đöng-ka-ba’s criticism of the Jo-nang-bas for contradicting the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and the great Indian masters depends upon his own identification that (1) none of these sūtras or masters teach any other ultimate than an emptiness that is a mere negation and (2) the doctrine of emptiness is not surpassed by another doctrine in the third wheel of the teaching.

I find A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s presentation to be remarkably straightforward, penetrating to the heart of what Đöng-ka-ba likely meant (or should have meant) when he said that, for the Jo-nang-bas, the ultimate is not among the phenomena said in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras to be natureless, that is, without true establishment.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso refutes the Jo-nang-ba position as Gung-tang did above and concludes that it is not even the secondary thought of any Great Vehicle text. He says that the Jo-nang-ba ultimate resembles the non-Buddhist assertion of a permanent, unitary, and autonomous self and is a deceptive doctrine that misleads trainees who have faith in the Great Vehicle but whose phenomena are without true establishment. Thus, they also assert that the thought of the ten sūtras is Consequentialist and that Asaiga’s commentary on Maitreya’s Great Vehicle Treatise on the Sublime Continuum is Consequentialist, not Mind-Only.

As A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 169.1, 170.2) puts it, both the Jo-nang-bas and Bu-dön have as the source of their confusion the notion that the matrix-of-one-gone-thus and the matrix endowed with ultimate Buddha qualities—called the permanent, stable matrix-of-one-gone-thus (rtag brtan snying po)—are the same. For Ge-luk-ba scholars, the ten sūtras of the matrix-of-one-gone-thus do not teach this latter type of Buddha-nature which is taught in a separate sūtra that is known in Tibet only through the mention of it in the Descent into Laṅkā Sūtra.
mental continuums have not yet matured. He admits that Jo-nang Döl-boo-ba Shay-rap-gyel-tsen’s *Mountain Doctrine, Ocean of Definitive Meaning* “establishes” the qualities of the ultimate through citing many sūtras and treatises but says that, like the eighty sūtra sources that the eighth-century Chinese Hvas-shang cited to prove that nothing is to be taken to mind, “None of these is seen as something that causes one to think that it approaches the class of a proof.” He chillingly warns that since there are many Jo-nang-ba transmissions of initiations and permission rites, his readers need to know that they are not allowed to use them in accordance with the Jo-nang-ba commentaries. It is clear that, after the Fifth Dalai Lama’s destruction of the central Jo-nang-ba establishment, many Ge-luk-bas sought to eradicat its influence.

**Issue #65: Do the Jo-nang-bas actually hold that the primordial wisdom consciousness is both permanent and an effective thing?**

A basic Ge-luk-ba complaint against the assertion of such an ultimate is that since the matrix-of-one-gone-thus, as the Jo-nang-bas assert it, is a wisdom, it must be an effective thing that is produced by causes, whereas the Jo-nang-bas assert it to be permanent and thus, for Ge-luk-bas, unable to perform functions such as creating effects. As Gung-tang points out, similar assertions by the Sāmkhyas and Mimāṃsakas are refuted by Dharmakirti and Dignāga, and since the Jo-nang-bas hold that the view of Dharmakirti’s *Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”* is that of the Great Middle Way of Asaṅga and Vasubandhu, they are caught in self-contradiction when they assert just what Dharmakirti refutes.

Although no one questions whether Döl-boo-ba Shay-rap-gyel-tsen asserts uncompounded exalted wisdom for indeed he repeatedly does so, it needs to be asked whether he holds primordial, uncompounded exalted wisdom—which is the thoroughly established nature and the matrix-of-one-gone-thus—to be both permanent and an effective thing or whether this is a position forced on him from a Ge-luk-ba perspective. Gung-tang clearly holds that it is the former, for he feels it necessary to explain away a statement by Dzong-ka-ba’s student Ke-drup that seems to depict the Jo-nang-bas as holding that the matrix-of-one-

---

*a* The name *chos nges don rgya mtsho.*

*b* The survival of many Jo-nang-ba monasteries in eastern Tibet including one in Labrang near Jam-yang-shay-ba’s Dra-shi-kyil Monastic University are notable exceptions.

*c* Wel-mang Göön-chok-gyel-tsen’s *Notes on (Göön-chok-jik-may-wang-boo’s) Lectures* (400.1-400.2) reports that Ke-drup in his commentary on Dharmakirti’s *Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”* refutes Shay-rap-gyel-tsen’s assertion of a truly established, permanent non-dualistic exalted wisdom through questioning whether it performs the activity of apprehending an object, whether it has the capacity to do so, and so forth, since if it performs such activities, it must be impermanent.
gone-thus is a non-effective entity. Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* says:

> They hold that these texts teach an other-emptiness in which just the matrix-of-one-gone-to-bliss—a non-effective entity—is empty of the collections of compounded, other-powered, effective things.

Gung-tang explains that Ke-drup is thinking either that:

- In general—that is, in fact—the matrix-of-one-gone-thus is a non-effective entity.
- Or, although the Jo-nang-ëas assert it to be an effective thing, they assert it to be uncompounded, in which case it does not have the meaning of being an effective thing.

However, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso cogently argues that, even though the Jo-nang-ëas assert that the thoroughly established nature is an uncontaminated primordial wisdom, it is not necessary that they explicitly assert that it is an effective thing. For the Jo-nang-ëas maintain that:

1. The thoroughly established nature is an uncompounded primordial wisdom that is the basis-of-all in that it serves as the basis of all the qualities of a Buddha.
2. It is an actual uncompounded mind and an actual permanent exalted wisdom and not established as an effective thing (that is to say, is not produced by causes and conditions and does not produce effects).
3. Although it is not an effective thing, it is endowed with color and shape, and although it is a wisdom, it is established as the meditatively appearing forms of smoke and so forth (described in the Kålacakr system).b
4. These facts would be contradictory in compounded conventionalities, but are not contradictory in an uncompounded ultimate.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso calls for more analysis of the Jo-nang-ëas’ own texts. Indeed, analysis of Döl-boo-ëa Shay-rap-gyel-ten’s *Ocean of Definitive Meaning* shows that even though he uses the term *dongpo* (*bhåva*), often translated as “effective thing” or “functioning thing,” with respect to the ultimate, the matrix-of-one-gone-thus, uncompounded exalted wisdom (as

---

a His depiction of the Jo-nang-ëas as not openly asserting that the primordial exalted wisdom, or matrix-of-one-gone-thus, is an effective thing rings true to similar presentations by the Nying-ma-ëa scholar Mi-pam-gya-tso (1846-1912) in his *Three Cycles on Fundamental Mind*, in which he repeatedly says that fundamental mind is uncompounded.

b These are the ten signs of smoke, mirage, fireflies, butter lamp, blazing, moon, sun, råhu, lightning, and drop. As the Fourteenth Dalai Lama says, “Gradually, the empty forms become more and more subtle to the point where finally a Buddha’s Complete Enjoyment Body dawns.” See H.H. the Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, and Jeffrey Hopkins, *The Kålacakrakra Tantra: Rite of Initiation* (London: Wisdom, 1985; 2d rev. ed. 1989), 278.
opposed to other-arisen, compounded exalted wisdom that arises from cultivating the path), nowhere does he suggest that the term in this context connotes being produced by causes and conditions or producing effects. Rather, it appears to mean “actuality” much like the Ge-luk-ba distinction that when the term dngos po (bhāva) is used loosely, as it sometimes is in Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras, it refers to what exists and hence merely means “actuality” and not effective thing. As Döl-bo-ba says:

*Objection:* The basic element of selfhood, the great self, the pure self, and so forth do not at all exist, because self does not at all exist.

*Answer:* In that case, the self of thusness, the pure self also would not exist. Likewise, these also would not exist: the vajra-self born from the vajra; the sole, obstructive, a solid b vajra self; the supreme self of knowledge and objects of knowledge; the unfluctuating very pure self; the supreme actuality c that is the self of all buddhas; the self of transmigrating beings as soon as born; spatial over-self d displaying variously; self of all the worldly lords; pervasive self supreme of all jewels; pervasive self with committed mind and committed word; great pervasive self jeweled umbrella; supreme over-self of all continu; awakened self very awakened; and pure self of the afflicted constituents.

In another instance, Döl-bo-ba uses the term for a status of objects that is not asserted:

The import of Nāgārjuna’s *Refutation of Objections:*

If I had any thesis,
Then I would have that fault [of contradicting my own thesis that there is no inherent existence].
Because I have no thesis,
I am only faultless.

and of Āryadeva’s *Four Hundred:*

Even over a long period of time
Censure cannot be expressed
For one who has no position of existence,
Non-existence, or existence and non-existence.
also is non-conceptual freedom from proliferations in meditative equipoise and the absence of assertions subsequent to meditative equipoise that do not accord with the fact, such as asserting actualities e.

---

a sra.
b mabhregs.
c dngos po mchog.
d nam mkha’i bdag po.
e dngos po.
The state of meditative equipoise is totally free from assertion, whereas the state outside of meditative equipoise, despite calling for assertions, does not allow for positions contrary to the fact, such as truly existent compounded phenomena.

In other cases, the term has other common meanings; he cites Kalki Puṇḍarīka’s Stainless Light, where it means “topic” or simply “thing”:\(^{209}\)

Yogis do not act in nominal conceptions with regard to the teaching of one *actuality*\(^a\) through a variety of names. This comes from just depending on reliance on the meaning, upon having thoroughly analyzed well by means of the quintessential instructions of a holy guru, as one would do with gold.

He cites the *Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra* where it means “features”:\(^{210}\)

In this way, the buddha-nature has seven *actualities*\(^b\): permanence, self, bliss, thorough purity, reality, truth, and virtue.

Therefore, it is clear to me that Döl-bo-ba Šhay-rap-gyel-tsen does not openly assert that the matrix-of-one-gone-thus or any of its synonyms is an effective thing. Rather, the Ge-luk-ba accusation that the Jo-nang-bas do so is based on an extrapolation that these Buddha qualities such as physical marks and wisdom that subsist in the matrix-of-one-gone-thus would have to be impermanent, and thus the ultimate truth, as described by Šhay-rap-gyel-tsen, has to be able to impinge on, not just appear to, consciousness, producing awarenesses the way blue or yellow contribute to the engendering of an eye consciousness. In that case, the permanent matrix-of-one-gone-thus would be an effective thing that produces effects.\(^c\)

\(^a\) *dngos po.*

\(^b\) *dngos po rnam pa bdun.*

\(^c\) For an extended discussion, see *Reflections on Reality*, 316-323.
11. Other-Powered Natures

Overview of Other-Powered Natures

**Definition of an other-powered nature:**\(^{211}\) that which arises through the power of other causes and conditions.\(^{a}\)

**Divisions:** Pure other-powered natures and impure other-powered natures.

**Etymology:** They are called other-powered because of being produced from their own respective predispositions or being produced through the power of other causes and conditions. And they are called other-powered because they do not have the power to remain more than an instant upon having been produced.\(^{b}\)

Production-Non-Nature

**Issue #66: What is the nature of production that other-powered natures lack?**

The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 87) says:\(^{212}\)

> What are production-non-natures of phenomena?\(^{c}\) Those which are the other-powered characters of phenomena.

Why? It is thus: Those [other-powered characters] arise through the force of other conditions and not by themselves.\(^{d}\) Therefore, they are said to be “production-non-natures.”

Ḍōṅ-ga-ḥa’s *The Essence of Eloquence* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 87-88) says:\(^{e}\)

---

\(^{a}\) *rgyu rkyen gzhan gyi dbang gis byung ba de.*

\(^{b}\) *rang rang gi bag chags las skyes pa’am rgyu rkyen gzhan gyi dbang gis skyes pas na gzhan dbang dang skyes nas skad cig la ibag par rang nyid gnas pa’i dbang med pas na bzhag dbang.*

\(^{c}\) See issues #76, 77. About “phenomena,” see issue #71.

\(^{d}\) See issue #67.

\(^{e}\) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 179.2) cites Wonch’uk’s *Extensive Commentary* (Peking 5517, vol. 116, 131.2.1) to support the point that Ḍōṅ-ga-ḥa is making. Wonch’uk says:

> [That other-powered natures arise] “not by themselves” indicates [their] non-arising. They are said to be produced due to causes and conditions that depend on other phenomena.

Later, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (181.5) points out that (in the next sentence) Wonch’uk identifies the production that other-powered natures lack as being their arising from Ishvara
The nature of production, or intrinsic production, that other-powered natures do not have is production by themselves, since it says, “not by themselves.” That is production under their own power; it is as Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Ascertainments* says:

> Because compositional phenomena are dependent-arisings, they are produced through the power of conditions and not by themselves. This is called “production-non-nature.”

Jam-ñyang-shay-ña structures Asaṅga’s statement in syllogistic form:

> The subjects, compositional phenomena, are without a nature of [self-] production because of not being produced through their own power and being produced through the power of their own causes and conditions, for they are dependent-arisings.

It is in this sense that other-powered natures are said to be production-non-natures.

**Issue #67: Why would anyone think that the nature in terms of production that other-powered natures lack is “production from other-powered natures”?**

Gung-tang points out that the misunderstanding that the nature in terms of production that other-powered natures lack is “production from other-powered natures” is based on the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* itself where it says, “not by themselves.” Therefore, they are said to be ‘production-non-natures.” It does indeed seem that “themselves” cannot mean anything but “other-powered natures,” and thus the production that other-powered natures lack would seem to be production from other-powered natures. Also, Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Ascertainments* similarly speaks of other-powered natures being produced “not by themselves.” What could “themselves” mean except other-powered natures? Also, even Đzong-ka-ña says, “The nature of production, or intrinsic production, that other-powered natures do not have is production by themselves, since [the sūtra] says, ‘not by themselves.’”

and so forth (*dbang phyug la sogs pa las byung ba ma yin pas skye ba med pa zhes bya’o*), this being production from a discordant cause. He says that this is indeed difficult to assert, his reason no doubt being that Đzong-ka-ña clearly does not explain that the type of production that other-powered natures do not have is production from a god such as Īśvara. Rather, Đzong-ka-ña’s followers explain Đzong-ka-ña’s meaning two ways—that other-powered natures lack causeless production or that they lack production from causes that are the same entities as themselves. Given the discrepancy between Wonch’uk’s and Đzong-ka-ña’s readings, which Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso himself recognizes, it seems unsuitable for him to cite Wonch’uk here out of context, even if the bare words do accord with Đzong-ka-ña’s opinion.
Gung-tang\textsuperscript{215} explains that the point of these passages is not at all that other-powered natures are not produced from other-powered natures. When the grammar is properly understood, these passages do not speak of “non-production \textit{from} themselves” or “non-production \textit{from} self”\textsuperscript{2}; rather, they speak of “non-production \textit{by} themselves”\textsuperscript{3} and “non-self-production.”\textsuperscript{4} These terms refer to production of something under its own power within not relying on whether its causes and conditions are present; this is also called arbitrary, or capricious, production\textsuperscript{5} and self-production (but not meaning “production from self”). Gung-tang\textsuperscript{216} gives an example: If it is the case that one should be led by another to a king’s palace, but, instead, one enters without being led by another, this is called “entering under one’s own power” or “self-entry.” “Self-production,” similarly, does not mean production of something from itself but production under its own power.

Thus, the self-production that other-powered natures lack is causeless production, like that asserted by the Nihilists. In the presentation of four alternative types of production—production from self, production from other, production from both self and other, and causeless production—this is the last.

\textit{Issue \#68: Could the nature of production that other-powered natures lack be production from self?}

Certain Tibetan scholars, however, have taken “self-production” or “intrinsic production” (or, more literally, “production by way of its own entity”)\textsuperscript{6} to be “production from self,” as is asserted by the non-Buddhist Śāṅkhyas, this being the first of the four alternative types of production, but, according to Gung-tang, they have not even understood what production from self means. For they feel that “production from self” means the production of other-powered

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{bdag nyid las mi skye ba.} The Sanskrit for “production \textit{from} themselves” (\textit{bdag nyid las skye ba}) and for “production \textit{by} themselves” (\textit{bdag nyid kyis skye ba}) would seem to be the same, that is, \textit{na svatas}. Lamotte’s rendition of the Sanskrit (p. 68.5, n. 1) is: \textit{idam pratyayabālād utpannam na svatas}. The choice of terms in Tibetan indicates the understanding of the translators, which does indeed seem to be as Gung-tang says. However, Jik-may-dam-chögya-tso (\textit{Port of Entry}, 180.3) points out that the distinction should not be made just on linguistic grounds, for then Ke-drup would be at fault in his \textit{Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate} for saying, “Other-powered natures are called ‘production-non-natures’ because they must be produced within reliance on other causes and conditions and are not produced \textit{from} their own natures or are not produced \textit{from} their own essence” (\textit{rang gi ngo bo nyid las skye ba’am/rang gi bdag nyid las skye ba med pa’i phyir…}). The other choice would be to criticize Ke-drup for using \textit{las} instead of \textit{kyis}.
  \item \textit{rang las mi skye ba.}
  \item \textit{bdag nyid kyis ma yin.}
  \item \textit{rang mi skye ba.}
  \item \textit{'dod rgyal du skye ba,} literally “production in the manner of wish being dominant.”
  \item \textit{ngo bo nyid kyis skye ba.}
\end{itemize}
natures from other-powered natures, and this, if taken in its strictest reading, would mean that an other-powered nature is produced from that very same other-powered nature, such as a pot being produced from that very pot—a totally absurd position not asserted by any system. Rather, the Sāmkhyas take “production from self” to be a type of caused production in which an effect is produced from, or manifested from, a cause that is of the same entity as itself.¹

Like this more refined meaning of production of self, Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ṣa takes the type of production—that other-powered natures are said here to lack—as being production from self, in the way that such is asserted by the Sāmkhyas. His position is undoubtedly based on the fact that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought says, “Those [other-powered natures] arise through the force of

¹ Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 125.17; Annotations, 24.5-25.2) points out that the Proponents of the Great Exposition assert production of effects from causes that are of the same entity but that this is only in regard to simultaneous cause and effect (as in the case with minds and mental factors). The upper schools do not accept simultaneous cause and effect, but, in a pregnant aside, he says that it is nevertheless established that at the time of its causes an effect exists as the entity of its causes and that, otherwise, there would be no time when any sentient being could be established as a Buddha-entity. Even though Buddhists must assert this, he says, they do not come to have a position like that of the Sāmkhyas, since Buddhists hold such in consideration of the fact that the effect merely is the entity of its causes at the time of its causes, whereas Sāmkhyas hold that the very nature of the sprout that exists at the time of the sprout exists even at the time of its causes. Sāmkhyas hold that otherwise cause and effect would be unrelated; see Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 116-117.

Pa-chen Sö-nam-drak-ṣa’s Garland of Blue Lotus, 33a.3; his position is also presented in Pa-bong-ka’s Brief Notes on Jo-ni Pandita’s Lectures, 412.2. Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ṣa makes the distinction that in the Mind-Only system other-powered natures are inherently produced (rang bzhin gyis skye) and are produced from their own side (rang ngsos nas skye ba) but are not autonomously inherently produced (rang dbang du rang bzhin gyis mi skye) and are not autonomously produced (rang dbang gis mi skye)—the latter also being translated as “not produced through their own power.” Indeed, it would be odd to hold that other-powered natures are produced through their own power (rang dbang gis skye ba); however, in one way it is equally odd to hold that according to the Mind-Only School other-powered natures are produced from their own side. The latter concession is made in order to maintain the Consequence School’s accusation that the Proponents of Mind-Only hold that whatever exists exists from its own side, this being a distinction that is implicit in the Mind-Only School’s refutation of the Consequence School’s position that things are produced only conventionally.

Jay-dzun Cho-ṣgyi-gyel-tsen (General-Meaning Commentary, 14b.3) takes the production that is being refuted as “autonomous production without depending upon causes and conditions,” as does his predecessor Bel-jor-hlun-drup (Lamp for the Teaching, 16.4) and his follower, Ser-shyil Lo-sang-pun-tso (Notes, 19a.1), who specifies that the reference is to causeless production and not to production from self, even though, as he says, there are some who have taken it that way. Da-drin-rap-den (Annotations, 16.6), despite being in Jay-dzun Cho-ṣgyi-gyel-tsen’s college tradition, explains that production from causes that are the same entity as the effect is being refuted; Da-drin-rap-den probably just slipped up—I doubt that he intended to refute the author of his college’s textbooks.
other conditions and not by themselves." However, Gung-tang makes the incisive point that "production from self" (which is the first of the four extreme types of production) is a type of production in reliance on causes and conditions and hence could not be the production that other-powered natures are said here to lack, since this section of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought emphasizes that things are not produced causelessly but rely on specific causes and conditions. The sūtra passage, cited at the beginning of the last chapter to show the purpose of teaching the other-powered nature, is particularly relevant:

Paramārthasamudgata, regarding that, I teach doctrines concerning production-non-natures to those beings who from the start have not generated roots of virtue, who have not purified the obstructions, who have not ripened their continuums, who do not have much belief, and who have not achieved the collections of merit and wisdom. These beings, having heard these doctrines, discriminate compositional phenomena which are dependent-arisings as impermanent and discriminate them as just unstable, unworthy of confidence, and as having a nature of change, whereupon they develop fear and discouragement with respect to all compositional phenomena.

Having developed fear and discouragement, they turn away from ill deeds. They do not commit any ill deeds, and they resort to virtue. Due to resorting to virtue, they generate roots of virtue that were not [previously] generated, purify obstructions that were not purified, and also ripen their continuums which were not ripened. On that basis, they have much belief, and they achieve the collections of merit and wisdom.

Buddha speaks of these beginning practitioners' realization that compounded phenomena are dependent-arisings—that they are impermanent. To be compounded means to be made upon the aggregation of causes and conditions. To be a dependent-arising means to have arisen in dependence upon causes and conditions. Therefore, it is unlikely that Buddha, in teaching that other-powered natures are without a nature in terms of production explicitly seeks to counter the notion of a specific type of causation; rather, he is countering the

---

\[a\] *bdag nyid kyis ma yin pa, na svatas* (Lamotte 68.5, n. 1). The fact that the Tibetan is *bdag nyid kyis* ("by [their] entities") assists in the impression that the reference is to production of an effect from causes that are the same entity as themselves. The Sanskrit, if Lamotte is right, is more neutral.

\[b\] Since Gung-tang follows Jam-ṣyang-shay-ña on this point, it is amusing that Jam-ṣyang-shay-ña’s reincarnation (who was Gung-tang’s teacher), Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-ło, merely indicates (without any sign of disapproval) that there are those who consider which type of production is being refuted to be a matter of choice—causeless production or production from self (*’di’i med rgyu’i skye ba la rgyu med dang/ bdag skye ’dam kha mdzad mkhan yod: Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyel-tsen’s Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-ło’s) Lectures, 401.3.*
notion of just natural or self-production, causeless production, so that his listeners will pay attention to causation in the conduct of their lives.

Therefore, Gung-tang’s point that Buddha is countering causeless production, like that asserted by the Nihilists, and not a specific type of caused production—that is, production from self, like what is asserted by the Sāmkhyas—is well founded and of dramatic import. It also appears to reflect the thought of Asaṅga’s *Compendium of Ascertainments* which deletes the sūtra’s reference to “other” conditions and speaks only of production by conditions:

Because compositional phenomena are dependent-arisings, they are produced through the power of conditions and not by themselves. This is called “production-non-nature.”

If Asaṅga had perceived the sūtra as mainly seeking to refute production from self, he surely would have repeated the sūtra’s usage of “other conditions.”

**Issue #69: Is the nature of production that other-powered natures lack production that is inherently existent?**

As the Second Dalai Lama says, in the Mind-Only School the nature of production that other-powered natures lack cannot be inherently existent production (as it is in the Consequence School), because Proponents of Mind-Only do not know how to posit production if it is not inherently established. Therefore, what is being refuted is the production of things under their own power without relying on causes and conditions.

It needs to be remembered that, according to the Mind-Only School, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is explaining the final thought of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras themselves, and, therefore, when the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras say in their literal reading that forms and so forth are not inherently produced, the meaning is that forms and so forth are not produced under their own power without relying on causes and conditions.

**Issue #70: Is the nature of production that other-powered natures lack production that is established by way of its own character?**

Wel-mang Čön-chok-gyel-tsen avers that the Jo-nang-bas mistakenly take the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* as teaching that other-powered natures are without production that is established by way of its own character. Such a notion would be mistaken because, as was cited earlier, the sūtra itself says, “That which does not exist by way of its own character is not produced.”
**Issue #71: What does “phenomena” mean?**

When in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, Buddha asks the rhetorical question, “What are production-non-natures of phenomena?” is he suggesting that a production-non-nature—which he himself subsequently describes as “Those arise through the force of other conditions and not by themselves”—can be posited with respect to **each and every** phenomenon, including permanent phenomena which are **not** arisen from causes and conditions? Or is he using the word “phenomena” loosely within having divided all phenomena into three classes—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established natures—and thus means, **“From among”** phenomena what are production-non-natures?

The first opinion is presented in the textbook literature of the Jang-čhay College. There, the nature of production that other-powered natures lack is identified, as it was above, as autonomous production without depending on other causes and conditions, but that college goes on to hold that, since such does not exist in **any** phenomenon—impermanent or permanent—all phenomena are posited as production-non-natures. This is because the impermanent are not produced this way, and the permanent are not even produced.

However, Jay-čzün Chö-čgyi-gyel-tsen cogently says that something is called a production-non-nature because of **both** (1) arising in dependence upon its causes and conditions and (2) not arising autonomously without depending on causes and conditions, as is clearly said in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* itself. Thus permanent phenomena are not to be posited as production-non-natures, since they do not fulfill the first criterion.

Jay-čzün Chö-čgyi-gyel-tsen’s predecessor as textbook author of the Jay College of Še-ra Monastic University Bel-jor-hlün-drup does not word his statement so carefully, stating only that something is called a production-non-nature due to not being produced autonomously without depending on its conditions. This formulation, therefore, incurs the unwanted extension that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* would be saying that all permanent phenomena are production-non-natures, since, being permanent, they are not produced autonomously without depending on their conditions. This also would militate against the equivalence of other-powered nature and production-non-nature.

**Issue #72: Could the other-powered nature of a permanent phenomenon be the valid consciousness apprehending it?**

A-ku Lo-drö-gy-a-tso reports that the other authors of monastic textbooks—this usually means Jay-čzün Chö-čgyi-gyel-tsen and Pan-čhen Šö-nam-drak-ba, even though they are not all-inclusive of Ge-luk-ba textbook authors—hold that the discussion is about all phenomena without differentiation. For them, Paramārthasamudgata’s question is concerned with the production-non-nature
that is with all objects, both permanent and impermanent.\(^a\)

They feel that when an other-powered nature is posited even with respect to uncompounded phenomena such as space, it must be an actual other-powered nature and thus must be made by causes and conditions and hence impermanent, and this is why they do not say that uncompounded space is the other-powered nature of uncompounded space,\(^b\) even though a table is the other-powered nature of a table, for instance. They say that uncompounded space cannot be the other-powered nature of space because it does not arise from causes and conditions. Rather, they make the unusual step, to be discussed in detail later,\(^c\) of holding that a consciousness validly cognizing uncompounded space is the other-powered nature of uncompounded space. The impetus for making this seemingly extraordinary assertion comes from the difficult spot in which they find themselves upon having asserted that the production-non-nature and the other-powered nature, which are strictly limited to phenomena that arise from causes and conditions, are to be posited in actuality with re-

\(^a\) A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s presentation is corroborated by Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen’s (General-Meaning Commentary, 14b.3) saying that his exposition of why the other-powered nature of form is called a production-non-nature is to be extended to all other phenomena.

\(^b\) See Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 14b.4. He says that this is so despite the fact that uncompounded space’s not being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is the thoroughly established nature of uncompounded space.

According to Ge-Ôhay Yeshi Thabkhe of the Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies in Sarnath, the tradition following Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba does not agree with this latter point, despite agreeing with Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen that uncompounded space is not the other-powered nature of uncompounded space, for by merely realizing that uncompounded space is not established by way of its own character, one realizes that uncompounded space is not established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, and since even Proponents of Sūtra can do this, such non-establishment cannot constitute the subtle selflessness of phenomena in the Mind-Only School. From this, one can see why Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen holds the (at first blush startling) position that in the Sūtra School all phenomena (including existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space) are established by way of their own character. As was explained earlier (p. 79), according to Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen, the distinction is to be made that in the Sūtra School Following Reasoning uncompounded space, despite being established by way of its own character, is not truly established; hence, a Proponent of Sūtra can realize that uncompounded space is not truly established but cannot realize that uncompounded space is not established by way of its own character. (For Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba “truly established” and “established by way of its own character” are equivalent.) The Go-mang tradition of Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ûng-shay-ba holds that “established by way of its own character” here means “established through the force of its own mode of subsistence,” and thus although the Proponents of Sūtra hold that permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character, they do not realize that permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.

\(^c\) See issue #140, p. 354.
spect to all phenomena, and thus they cannot take a permanent, uncaused phenomenon itself as that phenomenon’s other-powered nature but must come up with something associated with it that is produced from causes and conditions, this being a consciousness validly apprehending it.

It is clear that they do this partly from being boxed in by their own assertions, but the position also makes considerable sense in that a prime tenet of the Mind-Only School is that an object and a consciousness apprehending it are the same entity, due to which these scholars hold that the emptiness of the subject, the consciousness, is the emptiness of the object, and vice versa. (Perhaps because of the difficulty that then the emptiness of a Buddha’s consciousness perceiving a sentient being’s afflicted consciousness would be the emptiness of that afflicted consciousness and the emptiness of the afflicted consciousness would be the emptiness of a Buddha’s omniscient consciousness, Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso do not accept that the emptiness of the subject, the consciousness, is the emptiness of the object although, of course, they assert that in the Mind-Only School an object and a consciousness apprehending it are the same entity.)

A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso objects to taking all phenomena as the field of reference of the production-non-nature, saying that phenomena must be divided into three classes to be applied, respectively, to the three non-natures, for this is the meaning of calling the third wheel of doctrine “the wheel of good differentiation.” He makes the following distinction:

- In general, the third wheel is called such because it makes a good differentiation between what does and does not truly exist—differentiating that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures truly exist (or are established by way of their own character) and that imputational natures do not.
- However, the main reason why the third wheel of the teaching is called “the wheel of good differentiation” is that it individually takes the three non-natures as the bases in Buddha’s thought when he said that the three natures (all phenomena) are natureless.

Even though A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso does not cite it at this point, a statement by Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 125-126) supports his point:

> With respect to its good differentiation, it, as [explained] earlier, presents three characters each with respect to each phenomenon—forms and so forth—and differentiates three modes of naturelessness with respect to those.

In the third wheel (that is, especially in the seventh chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought), Buddha teaches that there were thoughts behind his statements on the literal level in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena, without differentiation, are natureless. Making a differentiation
among phenomena, he points out that the character-non-nature is behind his saying that imputational phenomena are natureless, because imputational natures are not established by way of their own character. He points out that the production-non-nature is behind his saying that other-powered natures are natureless, because other-powered natures are without production under their own power. He points out that the ultimate-non-nature is behind his saying that thoroughly established natures are natureless, because they are the non-establishment of phenomena as the entity of the self of phenomena. Thus, by the very name of the third wheel of doctrine—“the wheel of good differentiation”—it can be known that when Buddha speaks of “production-non-natures of phenomena,” this is to be applied in actuality only to other-powered natures.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso cogently backs up his reading by pointing out that Buddha proceeds to speak of production “through the force of other conditions,” thereby eliminating that his reference also includes permanent phenomena. Also, Asaṅga applies Buddha’s explanation only to compounded phenomena; his *Compendium of Ascertainments* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 88) says:

> Because compositional phenomena are dependent-arisings, they are produced through the power of conditions and not by themselves. This is called “production-non-nature.”

Asaṅga limits the discussion to compositional (or compounded) phenomena, even though Buddha (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 87) used the wider term “phenomena” in his rhetorical lead-in to his explanation:

> What are production-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are the other-powered characters of phenomena.

> Why? It is thus: Those [other-powered characters] arise through the force of other conditions and not by themselves. Therefore, they are said to be “production-non-natures.”

Were the production-non-nature to be applied even to permanent phenomena, Asaṅga would have used language that allowed for such, but he did not.

Thus, according to A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, this is a case of using a wide term, “phenomena,” in a restricted sense. He gives an analogue: When Buddha says that the paths of Hearers are five, all Hearers are posited as those Hearers, but still it is not necessary that all Hearers have all five paths, since there are Hearers who have attained only the first path, and so forth. Likewise, even though all phenomena are posited as the “phenomena” in Buddha’s mention of the “production-non-natures of phenomena,” the production-non-natures that are explicitly indicated in that passage do not have to include all phenomena.

---

* Roughly, this means, “What phenomena are without the nature of self-production?” See issues #76, 77. About “phenomena,” see issue #71.

* In Pa-bong-ka-ba’s *Brief Notes on Jo-ni Pandita’s Lectures* (412.1), “phenomena” similarly is said to refer only to other-powered natures.
A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso adds that such a differentiation of phenomena into three classes that, respectively, are the referents of the three non-natures is seen to be the thought of Vasubandhu’s *The Thirty* (stanza 23) where it (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 83) says:

Thinking of three types of non-nature  
Of the three types of natures [respectively],  
He taught [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras]  
That all phenomena are natureless.

As Vasubandhu says, the statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless have, as Buddha’s own thought behind them, three modes of naturelessness that are unique, respectively, to the individual three natures. Also, Viniñadeva’s *Explanation of (Vasubandhu’s) [Auto] Commentary on “The Thirty”* says, “In consideration of three types of naturelessness of the three types of natures—other-powered, and so forth….” A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso cites Jam-ṣang-shay-ba who points out that in this passage “the three types of natures” explicitly indicates the three natures—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established natures, and “three types of naturelessness” explicitly indicates that those three natures are illustrations respectively of character-nature, production-nature, and ultimate-nature. Thus, the passage in Vasubandhu’s *The Thirty* says that, thinking of three natures and three modes of naturelessness, Buddha said in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are natureless.

A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso extends his already decisive case by pointing out that Ĝong-ka-ba himself (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 84-85) supports this view when he says:

[When Paramārthasamudgata] asks about that in consideration of which [Buddha] spoke of non-nature, he is asking (1) about what [Buddha] was thinking when he taught non-nature and (2) about the modes of non-nature. Also, the answer indicates those two respectiv-ely. From between those two, let us explain the first [that is, what Buddha had as the basis in his thought when in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras he taught that all phenomena are natureless. There, Budd-ha] said that the limitless divisions of instances of phenomena ranging from forms through to exalted knowers-of-all-aspects have no nature or inherent nature. These phenomena are included in the three non-natures [that is, three natures—a—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established natures].

---

a For the equivalency of the three non-natures and the respective three natures, see issue #101, as long as the actual ultimate-non-nature is restricted to thoroughly established natures (see issues #147, 148).

b See also issue #101.
explained how those are natureless, it is easy to understand [the individual modes of thought that were behind his statement in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras], he included [all phenomena] into the three non-natures [that is, three natures. For] all ultimate and conventional phenomena are included within those three.

When Buddha was questioned about the individual modes of naturelessness, he—thinking that his individual modes of thought would be easily understood—included all phenomena ranging from forms through omniscient consciousnesses into three classes, imputational natures, other-powered natures, and thoroughly established natures, and thereupon associated the bases in his own thought, three types of naturelessness, with those three individually.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso229 concludes that this passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought does not set forth with respect to uncompounded phenomena either the production-non-nature or the mode of its non-existence. Worded another way, this passage on the production-non-nature sets forth the mode of naturelessness of other-powered natures and not the mode of naturelessness of imputational natures or thoroughly established natures simply because, in speaking about the three non-natures, Buddha divides phenomena into three classes. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s cogently argued point is built on and preserves an important, basic perspective of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought—the explication of the middle wheel teaching of naturelessness within the framework of three classes of phenomena.  

**Issue #73: Are all phenomena included in the three natures?**

In the course of their esthetically stimulating intellectual sport, Tibetan scholars subject topics to unstinting analysis sometimes with profound probing but at other times with superficial quibbling. These levels of inquiry—sublime and trivial—are juxtaposed without warning; the student is expected to shift level with agility. For instance, the division of phenomena into the permanent and the impermanent is said to be all-inclusive, but what about the combined subject, permanent phenomenon and impermanent phenomenon? It seemingly cannot be permanent, since impermanent phenomenon is not permanent; similarly, it cannot be impermanent, since permanent phenomenon is not impermanent. Also, it cannot be both permanent and impermanent, since permanent phenomenon is not impermanent, and impermanent phenomenon is not permanent. In other words, Dick and Jane are not Dick and Jane because Dick is not Jane, and Jane is not Dick.

In this way, analysis of a seemingly common but, in time, strange
phenomenon seems to indicate that the dictum that each and every pheno-
menon is necessarily either permanent or impermanent does not hold. However,
Tibetan scholars do not want to give up the basic dictum; so, they have manu-
factured another dictum: in cases of such a combined subject (that is, a set),
permanence predominates. Why it predominates is not explained.

In a similar fashion, Čön-chok-jik-may-ṣang-bo, approvingly cites notes
taken from remarks by Tri Rin-po-ḥay Nga-wang-dra-shi that even though it
is asserted that whatever exists is necessarily one of the three natures, if the chal-
lenge is put to determine what the combined subject, other-powered nature and
thoroughly established nature, is, one must answer that the mode of structuring
the statement is faulty. Čön-chok-jik-may-ṣang-bo cogently justifies this an-
swer by the fact that Indian scholars did not get into such topics—that is to say,
such abstract, verbal issues.

The problem is that the combined subject, other-powered nature and tho-
roughly established nature, (1) cannot be a thoroughly established nature be-
cause other-powered natures are not thoroughly established natures, (2) cannot
be an other-powered nature because thoroughly established natures are not oth-
ner-powered natures, and (3) cannot be an imputational nature because neither
other-powered natures nor thoroughly established natures are imputational
natures. Also, the subject, other-powered nature and thoroughly established
nature, is (or are) not other-powered nature and thoroughly established nature
because each is not both. Pillar and pot are not pillar and pot, and Dick and
Jane are not Dick and Jane. The issue is that although it said that all phenome-
na are divided into the three natures, there are unusual phenomena such as the
combined subject, other-powered nature and thoroughly established nature,
that are none of the three natures—this fact seemingly destroying the claim that
the three natures include all phenomena.

To avoid having to abandon the position that all phenomena are included
in the three natures, Čön-chok-jik-may-ṣang-bo makes a technical objection to
the posing of the problem, disallowing consideration of such unusual subjects
by saying that the mode of structuring the statement is faulty. He does not ex-
plain why it is faulty, but we can see that this is a worthy attempt to avoid so-
phistry. Čön-chok-jik-may-ṣang-bo’s statement that Indian scholars did not
bother themselves with such issues and yet his giving an answer suggest that, in
Tibet, scholars must come up with an answer to each and every quibble even if
the answer is merely a move to skirt the issue.

---

²³⁰ khri rin po che ngag dbang bkra shis.
²³¹ shyor lugs skyon can.
²³² As is well known, the term “sophistry” is an unwarranted smear of the Greek Sophists.
**Issue #74: How do other tenet systems identify the production-non-nature?**

The Autonomy School, in dependence upon its own reading of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, holds that the production-non-nature refers to the non-existence of production that is **ultimately** established by way of its own character.

The Consequence School holds that the meaning of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* accords with how the Mind-Only School takes it, but it has its own explanation of the production-non-nature separate from the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*; it asserts that the production-non-nature means the non-existence of production established by way of its own character.\(^{231}\)

The Mind-Only School asserts that other-powered natures ultimately have production established by way of their own character. This is because other-powered natures are produced in a manner not just imputed by conceptuality, since if their production were just imputed by conceptuality, the production of other-powered natures would be just posited in the face of a mistaken awareness. In this fashion, Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 210) says, “Still, this system asserts that once something is only posited by names and terminology, cause and effect are not suitable to occur in it,” and (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 88), “This [Mind-Only School] is a system that says that other-powered natures are natureless since they are without the nature of such inherent\(^a\) production; it does not say that other-powered natures are natureless because of not being established by way of their own character [as the Consequence School holds].”

Gung-tang\(^{232}\) says that a distinction must be made between the Consequentialists’ assertion on the three non-natures **in their own system** and their assertion of what the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* says about the three non-natures. This is because Consequentialists accept the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* as being a text of the Mind-Only School, and thus they accept that the Mind-Only School’s explanation of what the sūtra says about the three natures is indeed what the sūtra says, even if their own position disagrees with that of the sūtra, which they say requires interpretation. The Consequentialists’ own presentation of the three natures is made in dependence upon other sūtras with differing meaning, particularly the *Teachings of Akṣhayamati Sūtra* and the *King of Meditative Stabilizations Sūtra.*\(^b\) As Chandrakīrti says:\(^{235}\)

---

\(^a\) See issue #75.

\(^b\) For Chandrakīrti’s presentation of the three natures, see his *Autocommentary to the Supplement to (Nāgārjuna’s) Treatise on the Middle Way*, commenting on stanza VI.97 (Louis de la Vallée Poussin, *Madhyamakāvāśāra par Candrakīrti* [Osnabrück, Germany: Bibliothek Verlag, 1970], 201.7). Just before the citation in that book, Chandrakīrti says, “The extensive teaching in sūtras such as the *Teachings of Akṣhayamati Sūtra* should be considered.” See Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 127.8.
Thus, one has understood the arrangement of scriptures [of definitive meaning and requiring interpretation]. Any sūtra setting forth non-suchness, teaching that which requires interpretation, is to be interpreted. Through realizing [this, these provisional teachings become a cause of entering into the realization that phenomena do not exist inherently]. Also, know that [any sūtra] that bears the meaning of emptiness is definitive.

In commentary on this, Jam-ñyang-shay-¯ba says:234

Through such passages it is explained that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought requires interpretation where it teaches the differentiation of [true] existence and absence of [true] existence of the first two of the three natures of the Mind-Only School [respectively, other-powered natures and imputational natures]:

- because the teaching in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that effective things truly exist and so forth [which needs to be interpreted as having their conventional existence as the basis in Buddha’s thought] is explained by the Teaching of Akshayamati Sūtra and so forth to require interpretation, and

- because [Consequentialists] distinguish the existence and non-existence of the three natures in accordance with the “Questions of Maitreya” [chapter] of the Twenty-five Thousand Stanza Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra, [saying that] all phenomena from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses do not ultimately exist but exist only in the terminology and conventions of the world. For there it is said in answer to a question about the way that forms and so forth exist,235 “They exist according to the terminology and conventions of the world but not ultimately,” and thus it is said that all phenomena from forms through to omniscient consciousnesses [only nominally exist].

Jam-ñyang-shay-¯ba cites Chandrakirti’s commentary on his Supplement:236

I will say a little bit [about our own system’s presentation of the three natures]. For instance, a snake is [only] superimposed on a coiled rope which is a dependent-arising, for there is no snake in the rope. However, a snake is thoroughly established in an actual snake because it is not superimposed. Similarly, that the final nature is in other-powered natures, which are products, is a superimposition [because] the final nature is not a product, for [Nāgārjuna] says:237

Natures are unfabricated
And without reliance on others.

This final nature that is superimposed on presently apprehended
products, which are dependent-arisings and like reflections [in that the way they appear and the way they exist do not agree], is the actual final nature as the object of a Buddha. For [as the object of a Buddha’s realization] it is not superimposed. Not contacting [or being obstructed by] things that are products, [a Buddha’s wisdom knowing the mode of subsistence] actualizes only the final nature. Since they understand suchness, they are called “Buddha.”

Hence, one has thus understood the presentation of the three natures—imputational, other-powered, and thoroughly established. [In this way] the thought of the Sūtra [Unraveling the Thought] is to be explained [as requiring interpretation].

[The Proponents of Mind-Only treat a difference of entity of] the two, apprehending subjects and apprehended objects [imputed in dependence on other-powered natures] as a [non-existent] imputational nature. This should be considered [that is to say, analyzed], because apprehending subjects and apprehended objects [are other-powered natures and] other-powered natures [that are not subjects or objects] do not exist as effective things.

Jam-yang-shay-Ba explains Chandrakīrti’s meaning:

Let us illumine a little the meaning of his words. The way of superimposition is that whereas the final mode of subsistence does not exist as perceived in an other-powered nature, it is perceived there through superimposition. For the perception that other-powered natures exist as their own mode of abiding despite their not actually so existing is an imaginary superimposition, since it is like, for example, the superimposition by a consciousness apprehending a rope as a snake despite the snake’s not existing in the rope. This is because other-powered natures do not fulfill the sense of a non-fabricated nature, and so forth.

Other-powered natures presently being seen or apprehended are like mirror reflections in that there is no agreement between the way they appear and the way they are. Their nature or mode of being is an actual thoroughly established nature [that is, an emptiness] according to the sight of Buddhas because they perceive without superimposing existence on what nevertheless does not exist. This is because it is like, for example, a snake’s not being superimposed on an actual snake, and thus the object apprehended is thoroughly established.

This establishes a definition and an etymology of “thoroughly established” and also explains that other-powered natures are the bases of the superimposition of imputational natures as well as the bases of emptinesses—thoroughly established natures.

* yongs grub, parinispanna.
Therefore, even if the Consequentialists accept that the meaning of the production-non-nature that is taught in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is—as the Proponents of Mind-Only say—the non-existence of the production of other-powered natures under their own power, their own meaning of the production-non-nature in general is taken to be the non-existence of inherently established production.

The Consequentialists find this latter type of explanation in several other sūtras. For instance, the *Questions of Anavatapta, the King of Nāgas, Sūtra* says:

> Those which are produced from conditions are not produced.  
> They do not have an inherent nature of production.  
> Those which depend on conditions are said to be empty.  
> Those who know emptiness are aware.

As Ījang-gyā’s *Presentation of Tenets* says about this stanza:

> In that, production from conditions is the reason. No production is the probandum. The meaning of not being produced is indicated by the second line. It is not that mere production is being eliminated; inherently established production is being eliminated.

Just as in the Mind-Only School’s presentation a specific type of production is refuted, so in the Consequence School, inherently existent production is refuted, not production in general. Similarly, the *Descent into Laṅkā Sūtra* says, “O Mahāmati, thinking of no inherently existent production, I said that all phenomena are not produced,” and the *One Hundred Fifty Stanza Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra* says:

> All phenomena are empty  
> In the manner of no inherent existence.

These passages are sources for the Consequence School, but it should be noted that from the viewpoint of the Mind-Only School “no inherent existence,” and so forth, could be taken as referring to “no production under their own power” and not as production that is findable under analysis; indeed, Īdzong-ka-ba’s reference, just above, to “inherent production” is taken this way. Thus, the point is not one of mere terminology but how that terminology is read.

Another reason why, according to the Consequence School, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* cannot be teaching that other-powered natures lack production established by way of its own character is that, if it did, then the Consequentialists would have to accept the sūtra as being definitive—as mainly and explicitly teaching their version of emptiness; however, they cannot because the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* clearly says that whatever is produced necessarily is established by way of its own character. For this reason, Consequentialists, such as Chandrakīrti, do not accept the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* as
definitive.\textsuperscript{a} As Jam-\textasciitilde{yang}-shay-\textasciitilde{ba}’s Great Exposition of Tenets says about the Consequence School:\textsuperscript{b}

The first and last wheels require interpretation.

The middle are definitive sūtras.

For the Consequence School, the third wheel of doctrine, as it is presented in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, requires interpretation and is not definitive.

The situation is more complicated in the Autonomy School, since it takes the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought to be one of its own texts, and hence it takes the production-non-nature that is set forth in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought as indicating the non-existence of truly established production without refuting that production is established by way of its own character.

\textbf{Issue #75: How to take Īdzong-ka-\textasciitilde{ba}’s own loose usage of terminology in the midst of his strict distinctions?}

As Gung-tang\textsuperscript{242} points out, in many texts of the Autonomy School, “true establishment”\textsuperscript{c} is frequently referred to as “inherent establishment”\textsuperscript{d} or “establishment by way of its own character,” and thus even Jam-\textasciitilde{yang}-shay-\textasciitilde{ba}\textsuperscript{243} speaks of the Autonomists as asserting that the meaning of the production-non-nature is the non-existence of production that is established by way of its own character, whereas, in the strict usage of the vocabulary that evolved in Ge-luk-\textasciitilde{ba} texts based on Īdzong-ka-\textasciitilde{ba}’s The Essence of Eloquence, he should have said “the non-existence of production that ultimately is established by way of its own character.”

Despite forging a new, strict usage of vocabulary for the status of phenomena, Īdzong-ka-\textasciitilde{ba} uses the same vocabulary in a loose way.\textsuperscript{244} For instance, in the section on the Sūtra Middle Way Autonomy School in The Essence of Eloquence, he says:\textsuperscript{245}

If other-powered natures were truly established, they would have to be established in accordance with how they appear, and therefore, the statement in the Sūtra [Unraveling the Thought] that [other-powered natures] are like illusions would be incorrect. Therefore, they explain that the meaning of the sūtra is that [other-powered natures] are empty of inherent existence.

According to his own strict usage of such terminology, Īdzong-ka-\textasciitilde{ba} should

\textsuperscript{a} For extensive discussion of this, see Jam-\textasciitilde{yang}-shay-\textasciitilde{ba}’s Great Exposition of Tenets as translated in Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, 595-623, and Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 805ff.

\textsuperscript{b} See the previous footnote.

\textsuperscript{c} bden grub.

\textsuperscript{d} rang bzhin gyis grub pa.
have said that the Sūtra Autonomists explain that when the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* says that other-powered natures are like illusions, this means that they are empty of true existence, ultimate existence, or inherent existence ultimately. For the only school that refutes inherent existence both conventionally and ultimately is the Consequence School—that is to say, the only school that asserts that existent phenomena are not found when analytically sought among their bases of designation is the Consequence School.

Similarly, in the section on the Yogic Autonomy School Đzong-ka-ða says:

> The wise assert that the explanation [in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*] that since other-powered natures are produced by the power of other conditions and are not produced just by themselves, they are production-non-natures [means] that whatever arises dependently is empty of inherent existence.

Again, he should have said that the Yogic Autonomists assert that whatever arises dependently is empty of ultimate existence, or empty of inherent existence ultimately, and so forth. However, as Gung-tang says, these passages are not cases of sloppy writing—not cases of a Consequentialist perspective unwarrantedly slipping into a discussion of another system. Rather, Đzong-ka-ða himself explicitly recognizes that in Indian texts there is no such clear-cut usage of terminology, and he purposely uses the vocabulary loosely to cause readers to determine the specific meaning applicable in a particular context.

This sounds like apologetic, but it is not; Gung-tang has perceived a consciously employed technique. Đzong-ka-ða himself points out that, for instance, Chandrakīrti (the chief Consequentialist) and Bhāvaviveka (the chief Autonomist) use similar terminology with respect to both what is negated in emptiness and what remains to exist conventionally; thus, the differentiation of their views of emptiness cannot be made merely by way of the vocabulary they use when they speak of the conventional existence of phenomena or when they speak of the object of negation in the view of emptiness. In the section on the Autonomy School in *The Essence of Eloquence* Đzong-ka-ða says:

> In Consequentialist texts, even existing conventionally is frequently described as a nature of that [object], inherent nature, its own character, and so forth, and also in the texts of this master [Bhāvaviveka] there are many cases of [his speaking of an object as being] not established by way of its own nature, not produced by way of [its own]

\[a\] *ngo bo nyid, svabhāvata.*

\[b\] *rang bzhin, svabhāva.*

\[c\] *rang gi mtshan nyid, svalakṣaṇa.*

\[d\] *rang gi ngo bo nyid kyis ma grub pa.*
nature, not being substantially established, and so forth. Therefore, it appears to be difficult to differentiate them.

Dzong-ka-ba does not claim that through tabulating the usage of terminology one could determine that the Autonomy School asserts inherent existence conventionally and that the Consequence School does not. Rather, given that in the terminology there is no clear-cut difference on the topics of what is negated and the status of what exists, detailed contextual analysis is needed to determine the difference between these schools on the status of phenomena.

The hardening of terminology such that in Ge-luk-ba texts it is said that the Mind-Only School and Autonomy School assert inherent existence, whereas the Consequence School does not, is built not on finding explicit exclusive use of such terminology in those ways in Indian texts but on textual, philosophical analysis of the implications of statements. Those implications were then communicated in Ge-luk-ba scholarship through standard sets of terminology that were never used in that way in India.

To repeat: Gung-tang concludes that it is not the case that, when Dzong-ka-ba and Jam-yang-shay-ba do not use the terminology strictly, another school’s perspective has slipped in; rather, such loose usage is in reliance on the fact that these schools employ the terminology this way. Dzong-ka-ba’s and Jam-yang-shay-ba’s loose usage is deliberate in that these scholars want readers to learn to probe what is behind the terminology. On the surface, Gung-tang’s explanation may indeed look like apologetic, especially given the extraordinary lengths to which he goes—on other occasions of true apologetic—in order to make sense out of what are, at minimum, loose statements in Dzong-ka-ba’s writings. However, I find his explanation to be insightful, for Dzong-ka-ba’s main intent is, through contextual analysis, to forge a new, strict vocabulary that conveys the implicit meaning of these schools’ views on the status of phenomena, and, in order to bring this about, it is of prime advantage to cause readers themselves, once he has supplied the principles of exegesis, to determine when the vocabulary is and is not being used strictly. This can sometimes result in a degree of confusion and ambiguity, not only for the uninitiated but also even for the initiated; in these cases (but not here in the one we are considering) Dzong-ka-ba unintentionally makes his followers retrieve his meaning inventively.

**Issue #76: Does “production-non-nature” mean non-nature of production?**

The nature that other-powered natures lack is self-production and not production; therefore, it cannot be said that other-powered natures are without a

---

\(^a\) *ngo bo nyid kyi ma skyes pa.*

\(^b\) *rødaz su ma grub pa.*
nature of production. Rather, they are without a nature in terms of production. Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba' makes this important grammatical point at the end of his section on the production-non-nature. He says that, although a pot is without a nature in terms of production, a it is not without a nature of production, simply because it is an other-powered nature and has production.

The Sanskrit compound utpattiniḥsvabhāvatā is a genitive tatpurusā and the genitive itself can be treated in these two ways, but there is no evidence that Indian scholars sought to make this distinction. It, like most of the points being documented here, is a Tibetan development.

**Issue #77: Can this grammatical distinction be extended to the other two non-natures?**

Despite the relevance of Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba’s distinction with respect to the production-non-nature, it is not applicable to the other two non-natures. For when it is said that imputational natures are character-non-natures, the nature that they lack is “character” itself, that is, establishment by way of their own character. Therefore, it is feasible to speak of the non-nature of character.

Also, as will be explained in Chapter 18, when it is said that other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures, the nature that other-powered natures lack is the ultimate itself—they are not ultimates. Hence, it is feasible to speak of the non-nature of the ultimate when “ultimate-non-nature” is applied to other-powered natures.

---

*a* *skye ba ngo bo nyid med pa,* which I also translate as “production-non-nature.”

*b* *skye ba'i ngo bo nyid med pa.*
12. Imputational Natures

Overview of Imputational Natures

**Definition of an imputational nature:** a factor superimposed with respect to any object by either terms and conceptual consciousnesses, or names and terminology, that is not the mode of abiding of the object.a All generally characterized phenomena except thoroughly established natures are illustrations of imputational natures.

**Terminological divisions:** enumerated, or existent, imputational natures,b such as generally characterized phenomenon (as a category) and uncompounded space; and imputational natures whose character is completely nihil, or non-existent imputational natures,c such as the horns of a rabbit, a self of persons, or a self of phenomena.

**Definition of an imputational nature relevant on this occasion:** that which is merely imputed by conceptuality and is posited from the viewpoint of being a superimposed factor of either a self of persons or a self of phenomena.d

Character-Non-Nature: The Subject

**Issue #78: Do proponents of the Sūtra School realize that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character?**

About imputational natures the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) says:e

---

a Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 235.4: gebz la sgra rtog gam ming brda ci rigs kyis gnas tshul ma yin par sgro btags pa’i cha del kun btags kyi mtshan nyid.

b Ibid., 235.6: rnam grangs pa’i kun btags/ yod rgyu’i kun btags.

c Ibid., 236.1: mtshan nyid yongs kyi kun btags/ med rgyu’i kun btags.

d Ibid., 235.6: bdag gnayis gang rang du sgro btags pa’i cha nas bzhag pa’i rtog pas btags tsam del/ skabs su mkho ba’i kun btags kyi mtshan nyid.

Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology\(^a\) and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

Some Tibetan scholars, finding ample justification in Đzong-ka-βa’s own words,\(^b\) re-cast this statement syllogistically as:

With respect to the subject, forms and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, there are reasons for calling this a “character-non-nature” because the reasons are that (1) from the positive side such is only posited by names and terminology and (2) from the negative side such is not established by way of its own character.

I find this formulation, which is made most clearly by Tsay-đen-hla-ram-βa,\(^{251}\) to be highly evocative, but it is not without problems that need to be handled.

Specifically, A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso (who it should be remembered is a follower of Gung-tang who made several criticisms of Jay-dzün Chö-γyi-gyel-tsen, who, in turn, was defended by Tsay-đen-hla-ram-βa) says that the problem with identifying forms’ being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses as what is not established by way of its own character is that Proponents of Sūtra, a lower school, realize that forms’ being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is not established by way of its own character, and thus realization of this cannot constitute realization of the selflessness of phenomena in the Mind-Only School. The emptiness described in the Mind-Only School would absurdly be realized by proponents of a lower school, and thus emptiness as it is presented in the Mind-Only School would absurdly not be more subtle than it is in the Sūtra School. However, it must be more subtle since the four schools are

---

\(^a\) See issue #104.

\(^b\) See Reflections on Reality, 190, 199-202.
posited in ascending order due to increasing subtlety in their views of empti-
ness, that is, selflessness, and the Mind-Only School is higher than the Sūtra
School.

A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso holds that the Proponents of Sūtra\(^a\) do indeed realize
that forms’ being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is a non-effective,
abstract phenomenon, and thus even they realize that it is not established by
way of its own character. The background to his position is the common asser-
tion among Ge-luk-ṣa scholars that in the Sūtra School although form is im-
permanent and hence established by way of its own character, form’s being
impermanent\(^b\) or even form’s being form is an abstraction, appearing only to a
conceptual consciousness, and thus a non-disintegrative phenomenon.\(^c\) Hence,
according to A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso, form’s being the referent of a conceptual
consciousness is, even for a Proponent of Sūtra, an abstraction and a non-
disintegrative phenomenon. It is a non-effective thing and not established by
way of its own character even in the Sūtra School.\(^d\)

---

\(^a\) The reference throughout this discussion is the Sūtra School Following Reasoning.

\(^b\) gzugs mi rtog pa yin pa.

\(^c\) See Daniel E. Perdue, *Debate in Tibetan Buddhism* (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1992),
485-486.

\(^d\) A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso reports that Tsay-den-hla-ram-ṣa tries to get around this problem
by asserting that although Proponents of Sūtra realize that the referent of a con-
sciousness apprehending form is not an effective thing (and hence not established by way
of its own character), they do not realize that the object being the referent of a conceptual
consciousness apprehending form is not an effective thing (gzugs 'dzin rtog pa'i zhen gzhi
dngos med du rtogs kyang gzugs 'dzin rtog pa'i zhen gzhi yin pa'i don dngos med du ma rtogs:
*Precious Lamp*, 75.6-76.1) and hence not established by way of its own character. A-ku
Lö-dro-gya-tso (*Precious Lamp*, 76.1) criticizes Tsay-den-hla-ram-ṣa for making this distinction on
the grounds that the object that is the referent of a conceptual consciousness (rtog pa'i
tsen gzhi yin pa'i don) is the object that is the conceived object of a conceptual consciousness
(rtog pa'i zhen yul yin pa'i don), and there are Proponents of the Sūtra School who realize that the
conceived object of a conceptual consciousness is a non-effective thing and thus not established
by way of its own character. A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso may mean that in the Sūtra School the
general category of “conceived object of a conceptual consciousness” is understood to be an
abstraction, and thus there is no way that the Sūtra School could hold that what is the
conceived object of a conceptual consciousness or what is the referent of a conceptual
consciousness is not established by way of its own character.

A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso (76.2) makes a head-spinning point: (in paraphrase)

Tsay-den-hla-ram-ṣa holds that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is
to be posited as the character-non-nature and its being established by way of its
own character is to be posited as the nature that is non-existent, whereby he holds
that the two—the character-non-nature and the nature that is non-existent—are
mutually exclusive. Tsay-den-hla-ram-ṣa flings the absurd consequence that if the
establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of concep-
tual consciousnesses were the nature in terms of character at this point in the sūtra,
then it would absurdly be both what is refuted and what is proven. A-ku
**Issue #79: How to claim that, when Đzung-ka- ба says “being the referent,” he means “superimposed factor”?**

In a move typical to his straightforward style, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso supplies the source of Tsay-den-hla-ram-ба’s “mistake” in Đzung-ka-ба’s own writing (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 210):

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is an imputational factor posited by name and terminology, but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted. However, that it is established by way of the thing’s own character is an imputational factor posited only nominally that does not occur among objects of knowledge [that is, does not exist]. Hence, among what are posited by names and terminology there are two [types], those established by valid cognition and those not established by valid cognition. Still, this system asserts that once something is only posited by names and terminology, cause and effect are not suitable to occur in it.

Despite his straightforwardness in bringing to the fore the source of Tsay-den-hla-ram- ба’s opinion, it strikes me that A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s even trying to explain away Đzung-ka-ба’s usage of the vocabulary of “being the referent” is excessively stubborn, given the great number of times he uses this formulation. Indeed, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso makes his task easier by treating only this one instance—a not so straightforward maneuver! Let us consider how he tries to handle this citation.

In the context of speaking about the two types of imputational natures, existent and non-existent, Đzung-ka-ба clearly refers in the first sentence to form and so forth’s being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses as the existent variety. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, based on the explanations by Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ɭyang-shay- ба that will be given below, holds that even though Đzung-ka-ба did indeed say such, he must be taken as referring to the superimposed factor of forms and so forth as established by way of their own

---

Lo-drö-gya-tso faults him for not having understood that there are both existents and non-existents to be posited as the character-non-nature that is explicitly indicated at this point in the sūtra. As support for his criticism, he cites Đzung-ka-ба’s statement (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 210), “Among what are posited by name and terminology there are two [types], those established by valid cognition and those not established by valid cognition.”

---

| a | See issue #108. |
| b | See issue #88. |
| c | See issue #74. |
| d | For nineteen such instances, see *Reflections on Reality*, 199-202. |
| e | gzugs sogs rtog pa’i zhen gzhi yin pa. |
character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses a simply because on another occasion Ḍzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 195) says:

Therefore, if you do not know what this imputational factor that is a superimposed factor b of a self of phenomena on other-powered natures is, you will not know in a decisive way the conception of a self of phenomena and the selflessness of phenomena in this [Mind-Only] system.

The term “superimposed factor” in its broadest sense can refer to (1) non-existent such as the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and (2) existents such as the appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses or even a form’s being the object of a conceptual consciousness. Here, it seems to me to refer to the self of phenomena under discussion, that is to say, the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, however, desperate to find a source for his reading of Ḍzong-ka-ba’s mention of being the referent of a conceptual consciousness as the appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses twists this mention of a superimposed factor into meaning such an appearance: c Then, he views this supposed meaning of Ḍzong-ka-ba’s usage of “superimposed factor” as overriding the usage of “being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses” several pages later (as well as, by extension, the other eighteen occurrences). Indeed, if Ḍzong-ka-ba had used the vocabulary of “being the referent” only once, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso might have been able to twist that usage by juxtaposing it with another explanation (if it were clear), but the frequency with which Ḍzong-ka-ba frames the issue in this manner and the lack of support in the evidence that A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso cites demand that A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s re-framing be seen as a criticism of a basic error by Ḍzong-ka-ba. Thus, despite the openness of A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s citing Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s probable source, he does not own up to the frequency of such statements in The Essence of Eloquence; Ḍzong-ka-ba uses the same phraseology so frequently that it is clear it is not just a slip!

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso d takes a tack more to my liking. He holds that although Proponents of Sūtra do not assert that a form’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is established by way of its own character, they do not realize that it is not so established. This is because, despite what they assert,

---

a geugs sogs rtog pa’i zhen gzhir rang mtshan gyis grub par sgro btags pa.
b See issues #96-98 and 100.
c Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 174) reports that the Clearing Away Mental Darkness says that it is difficult to find a source in Ḍzong-ka-ba’s writings for the identification of the imputational nature as the superimposed factor of being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. I agree.
form’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is, for them, established by the power of the object itself without depending on terms and conceptual consciousnesses.

Issue #80: Is being the referent itself an imputational nature?

A-ku Ŭ-drö-gya-tso also attacks Tsay-đen-hla-ram-ba’s position with reasoning. His objection revolves around the central doctrine that the three natures must be posited with respect to every phenomenon. For instance:

- a form itself is its other-powered nature
- its establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is its imputational nature, and
- its emptiness of being established that way is its thoroughly established nature.

A-ku Ŭ-drö-gya-tso points out that, therefore, the establishment by way of its own character that is falsely seen as a quality of form’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is a nature of character that is non-existent not with respect to form but with respect to form’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness, which itself is an imputational nature of form.

His reasoning strikes me as sound, but his own identification of “imputational nature” as a superimposed factor seems to me to be subject to the same fault. For since Gung-tang clearly identifies the “superimposed factor” as the appearance of forms and so forth being established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, A-ku Ŭ-drö-gya-tso’s reasoning militates against his own view since the appearance of such is not the other-powered nature of form but an imputational nature of form. Even if he took “superimposed factor” as referring to the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, this is also an imputational nature of objects!

It seems to me that A-ku Ŭ-drö-gya-tso faults Tsay-đen-hla-ram-ba’s discussion of imputational natures as being character-non-natures for not being a discussion of other-powered natures as not established by way of their own character as the imputational nature—a fault that he himself cannot escape.

Issue #81: How to avoid the fault that Proponents of Sūtra could realize that the relevant imputational nature is not established by way of its own character?

The original formulator of the textbook literature of the Go-mang tradition, Gung-ru Chö-jung, attempts to avoid the possible fault that even Proponents of Sūtra Following Reasoning could realize that being the referents of
conceptual consciousnesses is not established by way of its own character by substituting the notion of the appearance of being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. Indeed, Gung-ru Chö-jung’s reformulation leads his followers into myriad distinctions that at times become so intense that the topic seems to shrivel under the dry light of so much attention. (Indeed, the reader may want to turn to chapters 18-20 on the thoroughly established nature and return to these issues later.)

Gung-ru Chö-jung reformulates the sūtra statement using a dual subject, one existent and one non-existent:

With respect to the subject, the establishment of forms and so forth by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, there are reasons for calling these “non-natures of character” because the reasons are that (1) from the positive side they are only posited by names and terminology and (2) from the negative side they are not established by way of their own character.

He identifies the imputational natures that are relevant on this occasion of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought as twofold:

1. the establishment of forms and so forth by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses
2. the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Gung-ru Chö-jung chooses a dual subject, the first existent and the second non-existent, because Đêzong-ka-ba emphasizes that among imputational natures there are two varieties—those that exist, such as (to use Đêzong-ka-ba’s own words) a form’s being a referent of a conceptual consciousness, and those that do not exist, such as a form’s establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

Gung-ru Chö-jung switches from Đêzong-ka-ba’s vocabulary of being the referent of a conceptual consciousness to a superimposed factor, which he implicitly indicates and Gung-tang explicitly identifies to be the appearance of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Furthermore, he includes in his identification of imputational natures the phrase “established by way of its own character,” whereas the intuitive reading of the sūtra statement that imputational natures are without “nature in terms of character” is that non-establishment by way of its own character goes not with the subject (imputational natures), but with the predicate (“are character-non-natures”).
Issue #82: How to read Jam-ÿang-shay-ðba’s reducing Gung-ru Chö-jung’s dual subject to a single one?

Gung-ru Chö-jung’s followers are left with much to unpack. First, Jam-ÿang-shay-ðba, who cribbed much of his commentary from Gung-ru Chö-jung, repeatedly indicates the importance of this dual identification, but in reformulating the meaning of the sūtra he strangely keeps only the second meaning:

With respect to the subject, the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, there are reasons for calling this a “character-non-nature” because the reasons are that (1) from the positive side it is only posited by names and terminology and (2) from the negative side it is not established by way of its own character.

My guess on why he uses only the second meaning is that he wishes to emphasize that the imputational nature relevant on this occasion is not just the first, non-existent one but also is the one that exists. It is also possible that he may just have made an error copying Gung-ru Chö-jung’s text at this point, for in his Brief Decisive Analysis he gives both. In any case, it is clear from his own and his followers’ statements that both are included even though, as will be explained below, Gung-tang expounds on the impact of choosing only the existent subject. Before treating this, let us turn to other issues.

Issue #83: How many relevant imputational natures are there?

As a reason why imputational natures in general cannot be the referent of Buddha’s statement, Gung-tang states that the import of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated at this point in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought must be posited as “arriving at the subtle selflessness of phenomena,” and, as has been shown, that imputational natures (in general, rather than a specific type of imputational nature) are not established by way of their own character cannot be the subtle selflessness of phenomena in the Mind-Only School (since otherwise uncompounded space’s non-establishment by way of its own character would be an emptiness, and it would absurdly have to be said that Propositions of Sūtra realize emptiness). Hence, when the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought speaks of imputational natures as not being established by way of their own character, it cannot be referring to imputational natures in general.

Still, Gung-tang holds that the imputational natures relevant here must be of two varieties in terms of the selflessness of phenomena and the selflessness of persons, for even though on the explicit level, when the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought teaches that imputational natures lack character-nature, it is speaking in terms of the selflessness of phenomena, on the implicit or subsidiary level it
is speaking in terms of the selflessness of persons. The reason for this is that in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 82-83) the two parts of Buddha’s answer to Paramārthaśamudgata’s question, the brief indication:

Paramārthaśamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

and extensive explanation (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 86, 87, 88, 90):

Concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters.

Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

What are production-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are the other-powered characters of phenomena.

Why? It is thus: Those [other-powered characters] arise through the force of other conditions and not by themselves. Therefore, they are said to be “production-non-natures.”

What are ultimate-non-natures? Those dependently arisen phenomena—which are natureless due to being natureless in terms of production—are also natureless due to being natureless in terms of the ultimate.

Why? Paramārthaśamudgata, that which is an object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be “ultimate-non-natures.”

Moreover, that which is the thoroughly established character of phenomena is also called “the ultimate-non-nature.” Why? Paramārthaśamudgata, that which in phenomena is the selflessness of phenomena is called their “non-nature.” It is the ultimate, and the ultimate is distinguished by just the naturelessness of all phenomena; therefore, it is called the “ultimate-non-nature.”

both comment on the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras explicitly in terms of the selflessness of phenomena and implicitly in terms of the selflessness of persons. This is done by explicitly indicating that, with respect to the middle wheel, the basis in Buddha’s thought was the three non-natures in terms of the selflessness

---

\( ^a \) See issue #104.

\( ^b \) Roughly, this means, “What phenomena are without the nature of self-production?” See issues #76, 77. About “phenomena,” see #71.

\( ^c \) See issue #67.
of phenomena and by implicitly indicating that, with respect to the first wheel, the basis in Buddha’s thought was the three non-natures in terms of the selflessness of persons. This is done by way of explaining that those having the lineage of the Great Vehicle attain their enlightenment through meditating on the subtle selflessness of phenomena and by way of subsidiarily explaining that those having the lineage of the Lesser Vehicle attain their enlightenment through meditating on the selflessness of persons. Thus, those having the lineage of the Great Vehicle meditate on the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena, whereas those having the lineage of the Lesser Vehicle meditate on the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons.

If we skirt, for the time being, a controversy about identifying the selflessness of persons and use a fairly standard formula, the imputational natures relevant at this point in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought—when we take into account both what is explicitly indicated and what is implicitly indicated—are taken in the Go-mang tradition as being:

**In terms of the selflessness of phenomena**
1. the establishment of forms and so forth by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses
2. the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

**In terms of the selflessness of person**
1. the establishment of persons as substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient
2. the superimposed factor [or appearance] of persons as substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient.

Extending this to include the differentiation of the imputation of entities and of attributes, the imputational natures relevant here are twofold in two ways each:

1a. the establishment of forms and so forth by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses **imputing entities**
1b. the establishment of forms and so forth by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses **imputing attributes**
2a. the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses **imputing entities**
2b. the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses **imputing attributes**.
In addition, as Jam-ā-yang-shay-ā ba\textsuperscript{59} says, a distinction must be made between factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute in terms of the selflessness of phenomena and in terms of the selflessness of persons. The three natures are to be considered in two lights, one in terms of the selflessness of phenomena—this being the main meaning taught\textsuperscript{a} in the middle wheel—and one in terms of the selflessness of persons.

The latter is said to be the secondary meaning taught\textsuperscript{b} in the middle wheel of doctrine. The intended trainees of the explicit teaching in the middle wheel are (sharp) Proponents of Mind-Only\textsuperscript{c} and the intended trainees of the implicit teaching of the middle wheel are the two Hearer schools, the Great Exposition and the Sūtra schools.

\textit{Issue #84: How can the path of purification be one if practitioners of the Low and Great Vehicles meditate on different thoroughly established natures?}

The \textit{Śūtra Unraveling the Thought} says that practitioners of all three lineages—Bodhisattva, Hearer, and Solitary Realizer—attain their respective enlightenments through meditating on other-powered natures as empty of the imputational nature. The “imputational nature,” however, is understood differently by those practitioners. For Bodhisattvas, it refers to the self of phenomena, whereas for Hearers and Solitary Realizers it refers to a self of persons.

Dzong-ka-ā (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 220-221), paraphrasing the \textit{Śūtra Unraveling the Thought}, says:\textsuperscript{d}

The \textit{Śūtra Unraveling the Thought} says that through manifestly co

ceiving the imputational nature in other-powered natures, [all] afflictive emotions are produced and, due to that, karmas are accumulated whereby one revolves in cyclic existence. Also, it says that if one sees other-powered natures as without the nature of character that is the imputational character, those are overcome in that order. It then says that the three—Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas—through just this path and just this practice attain nirvana, due to which the paths of purification of those [three vehicles] and also their purification are one, there being no second.\textsuperscript{e}

\textsuperscript{a} bstan don gsö bo.
\textsuperscript{b} bstan don phal pa.
\textsuperscript{c} The intended trainees of the literal reading of the middle wheel are the Consequentialists.
\textsuperscript{d} This presentation is put forth by an objector, but Dzong-ka-ā has no quarrel with these points.
\textsuperscript{e} See also issue #86.
His first reference to the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*—about the process of affliction—is:

Superimposing the imputational nature onto other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures, sentient beings designate the convention that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are of the character of the imputational nature. In just the way that they designate such conventions, [their] minds are thoroughly infused with such designations of conventions, and due to relation with the designation of conventions or due to the dormancies of designations, they manifestly conceive other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures to be of the character of the imputational nature. In just the way that they manifestly conceive this, in that same way—due to the causes and conditions of manifestly conceiving other-powered natures as being of the imputational nature—in the future other-powered natures are thoroughly generated.

On that basis, they become thoroughly afflicted by the afflictions that are the afflictive emotions. Also, they are thoroughly afflicted by the afflictions that are actions and the afflictions that are the production of a lifetime. For a long time, they transmigrate as hell-beings, animals, gods, demi-gods, or humans, and travel about within these transmigrations, not passing beyond cyclic existence.

The second reference—about the process of liberation—is:

Because, hearing these doctrines, they do not conceive other-powered natures in the manner of the imputational character, they believe, thoroughly differentiate, and realize properly that [other-powered natures] are natureless in terms of production, natureless in terms of character, and natureless in terms of the ultimate…. Moreover, on this basis, they thoroughly develop aversion toward all compositional phenomena, become completely free from desire, become completely released, and become thoroughly released from the afflictions that are the afflic- tive emotions, the afflictions that are actions, and the afflictions that are births.

The third reference—about the similarity of the paths of the various practitioners—occurs shortly after the passage cited at the beginning of this chapter:

Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, even sentient beings having the lineage of those of the Hearer Vehicle attain a nirvana of unsurpassed achievement and bliss through just this path and just this procedure. Also, sentient beings having the lineage of those of the Solitary Realizer Vehicle and those having the lineage of Ones Gone Thus attain a nirvana of unsurpassed achievement and bliss through just this
path and just this procedure. Therefore, this is the sole path of purification of Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas, and the purification is also one; there is no second. Thinking of this, I teach one vehicle, but it is not that there are not varieties of sentient beings—the naturally dull, middling, and sharp—among the types of sentient beings.

This passage more than suggests that all three types of practitioners meditate on the same thoroughly established nature and achieve the same state of release, but this is contradicted in the sūtra itself where it indicates that some Hearers achieve merely a solitary state of release. Immediately after the previous passage, Buddha says:

\begin{quote}
Paramārthasamudgata, even though all the Buddhas exert themselves [on their behalf], persons who have the lineage of Hearers who proceed solely to peacefulness are unable to attain the unsurpassed, perfect enlightenment upon being set in the essence of enlightenments. Why is this? It is thus: due to very limited compassion and great fear of suffering, they are naturally of an inferior lineage. Just as their compassion is very limited, so they have turned away from the welfare of sentient beings. Just as they are very afraid of suffering, so they have turned away from the thorough compoundedness of all compounded phenomena.

I do not describe those who have turned away from others’ welfare and have turned away from the thorough compoundedness of compounded phenomena as unsurpassably, perfectly enlightened. Therefore, they are called “those who seek peace for themselves alone.”
\end{quote}

Since the sūtra itself describes the attainments of practitioners of the vehicles so differently, Dzong-ka-ba takes its declaration that the states of purification of the three vehicles are one as meaning merely that all three deliver beings from cyclic existence (even though the path of Bodhisattvas additionally accomplishes Buddhahood). Also, the paths of purification of the three vehicles are the same only in the sense that the path to accomplish this level of nirvāṇa is meditation on the selflessness of persons, even if Bodhisattvas also meditate on the selflessness of phenomena. It is noteworthy that although the selflessness of persons is mentioned once in Chapter Three and three times in Chapter Eight of the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought},\footnote{For instance, in the “Questions of Maitreya Chapter,” Buddha says: …when one thoroughly knows the objects of the suchness of character, then the signs of selflessness of persons, the signs of selflessness of phenomena, the signs of cognition-only, and the signs of the ultimate are eliminated by the emptiness of what has passed beyond the extremes, by the emptiness of non-things, by the emptiness of inherent existence of non-things, and by the emptiness of the ultimate…} the fact that Hearers and Solitary
Realizers meditate on the selflessness of persons is never addressed explicitly. However, Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 224) holds that when it explicitly lays out the three natures in terms of the selflessness of phenomena, it implicitly indicates that the emptiness of the imputational factor of a self of persons in other-powered natures—the mental and physical aggregates—is posited as the thoroughly established nature that is the selflessness of persons. Therefore, it is implicit to the exposition in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that Hearers and Solitary Realizers, for whom the first wheel was taught, are suitable as vessels for realizing the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons but not the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena. He says that it is in this sense that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is for the sake of those engaged in all vehicles.

For these reasons, imputational natures at this point need to be framed in terms of both the selflessness of phenomena and the selflessness of persons.

**Issue #85: How to get around Đzong-ka-ba’s speaking of imputational phenomena as if they were the imputational natures relevant here?**

As Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba say, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought—when it speaks of imputational natures as not being established by way of their own character—cannot be referring just to any imputational natures:

- because the Proponents of Sūtra realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character, since they realize that imputational natures are just imputed by conceptuality, for they are persons who realize imputational natures to be imputational natures.
- A person who, with valid cognition, ascertains imputational natures as imputational natures necessarily is a person who ascertains imputational natures as just imputed by conceptuality because that which is just imputed by conceptuality is the definition of an imputational nature. To realize something, one must know its meaning, its definition, the nature that defines it.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba add that, furthermore, imputational phenomena such as uncompounded space could not be the “imputational natures” explicitly indicated in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought at the point when in answer to the rhetorical question, “Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena?” Buddha says, “Those which are imputational characters.” For, such imputational phenomena are not

the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature, and thus are not the imputational nature that is relevant on the occasion of positing the thoroughly established nature. As Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 85) says:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature.\(^b\)

Here Đzong-ka-ba clearly says that imputational natures in this context are not just any imputational phenomena but have to be relevant to the positing of emptiness, the thoroughly established nature.

However, on another occasion (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 239) he seems to imply elsewise:\(^c\)

Since **imputational phenomena** are not established by way of their own character, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character].

On the surface, it seems that Đzong-ka-ba is saying that imputational phenomena (which include uncompounded space and so forth) are the imputational natures explicitly indicated at this point and that their not being established by way of their own character is the meaning of the character-non-nature. Gung-ru Chö-jung\(^d\) and Jam-yang-shay-ba, however, adjust Đzong-ka-ba’s statement so that it reads “Since the phenomena that are the basis of imputing the imputational nature are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses….” They creatively adjust

---

\(^a\) Đzong-ka-ba says that space is “not mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*,” but Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 620.6, 625.4-625.6) points out that space is indeed mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (see issue #139, for six occurrences in the sūtra) as an example for the thoroughly established nature. Thus he cogently interprets Đzong-ka-ba as meaning that the sūtra at the point of the extensive indication identifying imputational natures does not explicitly say that space, and so forth, are imputational natures since, except for imputational natures in the manner of entity and attribute, space and so forth are not relevant on the occasion of identifying the thoroughly established nature.

\(^b\) See issues #89-92.

\(^c\) The Tibetan (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 447) is: *kun btags kyi chos rnams rang gi mtsphan nyid kyis ma grub pa* don dam par ngo bo med pa dang. Both Gung-ru Chö-jung (20b.5) and Jam-yang-shay-ba (52.5) misquote the passage as *kun btags kyi chos rnams rang gi mtsphan nyid kyis ma grub pa* mtsphan nyid ngo bo med pa dang.

\(^d\) Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 53.1: *kun btags ’dogs gshir gyur pa’i chos rnams rang ’dzin rgyo pa’i zhen gshir rang gi mtsphan nyid kyis grub pa*…; he is following Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotus*, 21a.1.
Đzong-ka-ba’s statement so that it does not contradict the earlier one.

Thus, according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷyang-shay-ba, on this occasion the imputational natures explicitly indicated are not imputational phenomena in general but:

1. establishment of phenomena by way of their own character as the referents of a conceptual consciousness, those phenomena being the bases of imputation of that imputational nature
2. the superimposed factor—that is, the image—of such that appears to the mind.

Hence, the meaning of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion comes to involve the emptiness of objects’ being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and the emptiness of being established in accordance with such a superimposed factor. Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷyang-shay-ba claim that this is what Đzong-ka-ba’s latter statement means even if it blatantly seems to say otherwise. (More likely, Đzong-ka-ba just slipped up.)

Their re-reading is appropriate in the context of Đzong-ka-ba’s general system because it fits with another statement (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 110):

With respect to the imputational factor of which [other-powered natures] are empty, on both occasions of identifying the imputational factor in the sûtra it does not speak of any other imputational factor than just factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes. I will explain the reason for this later.

Đzong-ka-ba later (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 217) explains:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena, space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature.

Again, according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷyang-shay-ba, the imputational natures relevant to the positing of emptiness are not uncompounded space and so forth but (1) establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and (2) the appearance of such.

**Issue #86: What do the lower schools realize about the three natures?**

What do the intended trainees of the implicit teaching of the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought, the Great Exposition School and the Sûtra School, understand
about the three natures? Though the sūtra itself does not address the issue, it must be addressed for the differences of the path structures of the Lesser and Great Vehicles to make sense. Most Ge-luk-öa commentators say that Lesser Vehicle understanding of the three natures in terms of the selflessness of persons means that they realize that:

1. other-powered natures are things produced, not by themselves, but by causes and conditions
2. imputational natures are the falsely ascribed sense of a substantially existent, self-sufficient person or objects of use of such a person
3. the thoroughly established nature is the absence of such a substantially existent, self-sufficient person or objects of use of such a person.

Taking the three natures this way, practitioners of Lesser Vehicle tenets cultivate the path and achieve their respective enlightenments.

Jam-âng-shay-öa, however, takes imputational natures (in terms of the selflessness of persons) in a way parallel to that presented for Great Vehicle practitioners. Just as imputational natures in terms of the selflessness of phenomena are the twofold superimposed factors of an object, such as a bulbous-bellied, flat-bottomed thing able to hold fluid, as established by way of its own character as the referent of the term for its entity “pot” and as the referent of the term for its attribute “beautiful,” so imputational natures in terms of the selflessness of persons are the twofold superimposition of an object, such as a bulbous-bellied, flat-bottomed thing able to hold water, as established substantially or self-sufficiently as the referent of the term “pot” and as the referent of the term “beautiful.” Thus, in terms of the selflessness of persons, the imputational natures to which the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought refers are establishment of objects substantially or self-sufficiently as the referents of terms or conceptual consciousnesses and the superimposed factor (that is, appearance) of objects as established substantially or self-sufficiently as the referents of terms or conceptual consciousnesses. Jam-âng-shay-öa considers an awareness that conceives objects to be established this way as a consciousness conceiving a self of persons, even though it does not necessarily have a person as its object of observation. Hence, he also considers the emptiness of being established in this way to be a thoroughly established nature in terms of the subtle selflessness of persons.

Jam-âng-shay-öa claims that between the selflessness of persons and the selflessness of phenomena there is a great difference in terms of the subtlety of the object of negation because establishment of objects substantially or self-sufficiently as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses differ considerably in subtlety. However, he does not explicate this difference which, frankly, seems difficult to make! The fact that he merely puts forth such an insistent claim without explicating the difference suggests the
difficult spot he finds himself in.

**Issue #87: How to quibble against identifying the explicitly indicated imputational nature as “factor imputed in the manner of entity and attribute”?**

Once Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba has given his own different version of the relevant imputational nature, it is incumbent for him to criticize other formulations, during which interesting points become clear. Arguing against Paṇ-chen Śö-nam-drak-ba’s and Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s identification of the imputational nature relevant here as “factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute,” he complains that since this identification does not specify whether the reference is to what is explicitly or implicitly indicated in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, it is mistaken to hold that “factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute” is the imputational nature to which the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* explicitly refers. For “factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute” could be either the selflessness of persons or the selflessness of phenomena or both, and the only type of selflessness that is explicitly indicated here is that in terms of the self of phenomena.

Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba’s criticism is that the term is too broad to describe what Buddha explicitly indicates since “factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes” include imputational natures in the imputation of entity and attribute in terms of the selflessness of persons. However, Dzung-ka-ba himself never qualifies the phrase with either the self of persons or the self of phenomena, such as when he (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 110) says:

> With respect to the imputational factor of which [other-powered natures] are empty, on both occasions of identifying the imputational factor in the sūtra it does not speak of any other imputational factor than just factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes.

For all of these scholars, the two selflessnesses are mutually exclusive—whatever is a selflessness of persons is not a selflessness of phenomena and whatever is a selflessness of phenomena is not a selflessness of persons (although whatever is without a self of persons is without a self of phenomena and vice versa). Hence, the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons and the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena are also mutually exclusive, the latter being what is explicitly indicated in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* at this point of discussing the middle wheel.
Issue #88: Do the imputational natures indicated here only exist or only not exist?

As we have seen, for Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ḇa, the explicit reference of “imputational natures” is (1) to the establishment of a bulbous thing, for instance, by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending it as “pot” or as the referent of the term “pot” or (2) to the superimposed factor (that is, the appearance) of a bulbous thing as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending it as “pot” or as the referent of the term “pot.”

Gung-ru Chö-jung268 and Jam-ŷang-shay-ḇa269 make the point that since the first of those two is non-existent but the second exists, it cannot be said that the imputational natures explicitly indicated at this point in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought either necessarily exist or necessarily do not exist. Although the general category—imputational natures explicitly indicated at this point in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought—exists, whatever is an imputational nature explicitly indicated at this point in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought does not either necessarily exist or necessarily not exist, since one class does and the other class does not. Jam-ŷang-shay-ḇa says that this is what Dzong-ka-ḇa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 195) has in mind when, later, he says:

Therefore, if you do not know what this imputational factor that is a superimposed factor of a self of phenomena on other-powered natures is, you will not know in a decisive way the conception of a self of phenomena and the selflessness of phenomena in this [Mind-Only] system.

According to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ḇa, in order to make sense of Dzong-ka-ḇa’s referring to “superimposed factor,” an existent imputational nature—specifically the superimposed factor (that is, appearance) of an object as established by way of its own character as the referent of its respective conceptual consciousness—must be posited. (Thus, when Buddha, in answer to his rhetorical question, says, “Those which are imputational characters,” they hold that he is explicitly referring to two types of imputational natures, one existent and the other non-existent). Jam-ŷang-shay-ḇa sees Dzong-ka-ḇa as saying that if one does not know the mode of superimposition of the self of phenomena on other-powered natures, one will not have a decisive understanding of the selflessness of phenomena in this system.26 In order to make this point

---

a See issues #96-98 and 100.
b gzhan dbang la chos bdag sgro btags pa’i kun brtags.
c Jam-ŷang-shay-ḇa’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 55.1: gzhan dbang la chos bdag sgro btags pa’i sgro ’dugs tshul. Gung-ru Chö-jung (Garland of White Lotus, 21b.6) does not include tshul.
d For a different reading of this passage, see 195.
Jam-âng-shay-åa switches from “superimposed factor” to “mode of superimposition,” whereas his predecessor Gung-ru Chô-jung gives a different, but similarly slippery, reading—according to him Ďzong-ka-åa’s point is that one will not have a decisive understanding of the apprehension of a self of phenomena—this meaning a consciousness apprehending a self of phenomena—and of the selflessness of phenomena in the Mind-Only School.

They point to the further evidence that when Ďzong-ka-åa describes the usage—in the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought—of a flower in the sky as an example for imputational natures, he makes it clear that imputational natures are of two types. The sûtra (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 93) says:

It is thus: for example, character-non-natures [that is, imputational natures] are to be viewed as like a flower in the sky. Ďzong-ka-åa explains that the example of a flower in the sky (which, like a pie in the sky, is totally non-existent) is used to indicate not that just as a flower in the sky is non-existent so are imputational natures, but that just as a flower in the sky is only imputed by conceptuality, so imputational natures are only imputed by conceptuality. He (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 93) says:

The similarity of imputational factors with a flower in the sky is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of knowledge [that is, existents].

Jam-âng-shay-åa cogently assumes that Ďzong-ka-åa in this passage is using the term “imputational factors” in its strict sense, which is limited to those relevant on the occasion of positing emptiness and thus does not include uncompounded space, and so forth; hence, he draws the conclusion that for Ďzong-ka-åa the imputational natures mentioned in the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought—when Buddha says that imputational natures are character-non-natures—include both existent and non-existent varieties. (Another not so likely possibility is that Ďzong-ka-åa moves back and forth between speaking about the imputational natures specifically discussed in the sûtra and imputational natures in general.)

Also, Jam-âng-shay-åa cogently holds that it is clear that with regard to Buddha’s statement, “Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character,” Ďzong-ka-åa makes the distinction that there are two types, those established and those not established by valid cognition. For he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 210) says:

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is an imputational factor posited by name and terminology,

---

a See issues #78-82.
but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted. However, that it is established by way of the thing’s own character is an imputational factor posited only nominally that does not occur among objects of knowledge [that is, does not exist]. Hence, among what are posited by names and terminology there are two [types], those established by valid cognition and those not established by valid cognition.

From this, Jam-ṭang-shay-ṭa concludes that the distinction of there being both existent and non-existent imputational natures must be made even with respect to the limited meaning of imputational natures on the occasion of this discussion in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. It should be noted that Jam-ṭang-shay-ṭa repeatedly takes the existent one as the superimposed factor (or appearance) of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, whereas Ždong-ka-ṭa here and elsewhere speaks of “form and so forth being the referents of a conceptual consciousness.” As detailed above, Jam-ṭang-shay-ṭa is trying to avoid the fault that proponents of a lower view, the Sūtra School, would absurdly be able to realize emptiness as it is described in the Mind-Only School if Ždong-ka-ṭa’s identification were left as it is.

**Issue #89: How is an appearance relevant to positing emptiness?**

Since such imputational natures refer to those relevant to positing emptiness, those relevant to positing emptiness must include an existent variety, and since Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṭang-shay-ṭa want to avoid accepting (despite bountiful evidence to the contrary in Ždong-ka-ṭa’s words) that this is “form and so forth being the referents of a conceptual consciousness,” they say that the existent variety is the superimposed factor, the appearance, of an object’s being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness or term. In showing how this is relevant, they rely on the generally accepted notion that to ascertain the selflessness of phenomena it is necessary for the generic image—technically, the meaning-generality\(^b\)—of such establishment to appear as an object to the mind, for such establishment is the object of negation. To do this, it is necessary for the mode of superimposition of such a self of phenomena to appear to the mind. Thus, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṭang-shay-ṭa conclude that both the self of phenomena that is the object of negation (specifically, the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms) and the

---

\(^a\) See issue #108.

\(^b\) don spyi, arthaśāmānya.
superimposed factor (or appearance) of such are relevant on the occasion of positing the thoroughly established nature.a

Their attempt to show the relevancy of this appearance to the process of meditating on emptiness is elegant, in the sense that it is founded in standard Ge-luk-ba doctrines, for without the appearance of the image—the meaning-generality—of the object of negation, the mere absence that is the negation of it cannot appear to the mind. As an Indian source quote, Ge-luk-ba scholars frequently point to Shāntideva’s Engaging in the Bodhisattva Deeds which says:270

Without contacting the imagined existent
Its non-existence is not apprehended.

The point that a conceptual image must appear hinges on the fact that since the self of phenomena does not exist, it cannot appear to the mind except through the appearance of an image of it. For example, the image of the horns of a rabbit can appear to the mind despite their non-existence. Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ţang-shay-ba thereby make sense out of not just Đzong-ka-ba’s references to the self of phenomena but also to his reference to the superimposed factor of such. For even though a superimposed factor could be a non-existent, they feel that Đzong-ka-ba must have had a special meaning in mind to add this term here—that special meaning being the existent appearance of such a non-existent. Still, it needs to be noted that Đzong-ka-ba never identifies the superimposed factor as such an appearance and thus never makes the case that such an appearance is relevant to positing emptiness due to the fact that it must be identified in the process of meditating on emptiness. Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ţang-shay-ba creatively make sense out of a number of Đzong-ka-ba’s positions that their founder did not explicitly tie together.

Issue #90: How to twist Đzong-ka-ba’s clear suggestion that the relevant imputational nature is non-existent into allowing for an existent appearance?

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ţang-shay-ba’s explanation appears to be forced when we notice that Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 85) does not appear to allow that there are two such varieties when he says:

a Although I have identified the “superimposed factor” all along as an appearance or image, it is only in this discussion that we learn this from Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ţang-shay-ba. They first treat the existent imputational nature (kun btags) here as being a superimposed factor (sgro btags); they then transform this into “mode of superimposition” (Gung-ru Chö-jung, 23a.6, sgro btags tshul; Jam-ţang-shay-ba, 57.4, sgro ’dogs tshul), which they—with considerable freedom—take to be the “meaning-generality” (don spyi) of the object of negation, which must appear to the mind so that the non-existence of this status can be mediated. The circuit of evidence is thin.
Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature.

Even Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba admit that the imputational nature the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature must be just establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and not the appearance of such. That of which phenomena are empty when it is said that they are empty of a self of phenomena is necessarily non-existent, whereas the appearance of establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses exists. Dzong-ka-ba’s seemingly clear statement poses a problem for Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba since they are forced by their own assertions into holding that the imputational natures relevant here do not have to be the imputational factor the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature.

To undo the problem they make a distinction between (1) the imputational nature the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature and (2) the imputational natures relevant on the occasion of positing the emptiness of a particular imputational nature as the thoroughly established nature. They drastically re-read Dzong-ka-ba’s pivotal statement as:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of positing the emptiness of whatsoever [that is, a particular] imputational nature as the thoroughly established [nature].

They admit that the imputational nature the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature is just the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, but they hold that the imputational natures relevant on the occasion of positing such are not restricted to this.

Still, in Dzong-ka-ba’s statement the distinct impression is conveyed that the relevant imputational nature is just the imputational nature of which other-powered natures are empty, namely, the imputational nature the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature. That is just the object of

---

The discussion here is restricted to what is explicitly presented in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. Otherwise, it is necessary to include the difference of entity between subject and object as well as the object of negation in the selflessness of persons.
negation in selflessness. Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-ða’s reading is a strained, creative effort to achieve consistency among Đzong-ka-ða’s statements that:

1. Other imputational natures are not mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought at this point.
2. Only those relevant to the positing of emptiness as the thoroughly established nature are mentioned.
3. Among the imputational natures that are mentioned there are existent and non-existent types.

Once they identified the existent type as being the superimposed factor, that is, appearance, of the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, they had to show how this is relevant. Their commentary can be considered to be what they think Đzong-ka-ða meant to say or, more bluntly, what he should have meant.

**Issue #91: Does the relevant have to exist?**

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-ða examine the far-fetched notion that what is relevant to positing emptiness would have to exist. The qualm they are countering is that something non-existent could not be relevant to anything, in which case the imputational natures explicitly indicated at this point would have to exist, simply because they have to be relevant to the positing of the thoroughly established nature. When Đzong-ka-ða (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 85) says:

> Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature.

one (who did not know that an emptiness is the non-existence of something that never did or will exist) might become confused due to thinking that to be relevant something must exist, since it might seem that relevance and irrelevance could not be posited with respect to the non-existent.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-þang-shay-ða answer that although the non-existent cannot be comprehended—the unstated reason being that object of comprehension and existent are equivalent—this does not entail that the vocabulary of relevance cannot be used with respect to the non-existent. Thus the

---

* a ma gzhal ba.
* b gzhal bya.
* c yod pa.
non-existent (specifically, the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses) can be relevant with respect to positing the thoroughly established nature, for the thoroughly established nature is the emptiness of that.

**Issue #92: Is it being refuted that a conceptual appearance is established by way of its own character?**

As Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-Ŝa say, it is necessary to understand that what is being refuted is that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and not just that an **appearance to a conceptual consciousness** that objects are established this way is itself established by way of its own character. For to conceive that such an **appearance to a conceptual consciousness** is established by way of its own character is not the subtle apprehension of a self of phenomena. This is because even Proponents of Sūtra ascertain with valid cognition that a conceptual consciousness apprehending that a form, for instance, is established this way is mistaken with respect to such an appearance but in an entirely different way:

Proponents of Sūtra understand that a conceptual consciousness is mistaken with respect to its appearing object since they realize that even a correct inferential consciousness realizing subtle impermanence, for instance, has a mistaken factor in that its appearing object—an image, or meaning-generality, of subtle impermanence—appears to be subtle impermanence itself whereas it is not.

The consciousness is not wrong in the sense of **conceiving** the image to be the actual thing, but it does have the mistaken factor of the image’s **seeming** to be the actual thing, like the image of a face in a mirror seeming to be a face. Since Proponents of Sūtra realize that this sort of image is a superimposed factor that is not established by way of its own character, they realize that the image—of a form’s being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness—which appears to such a conceptual consciousness to be a form established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is a mere superimposed factor not established by way of its own character. In this vein, Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* says:

Concerning that, even Proponents of Sūtra have established that the mere appearance that is the appearance to a conceptual consciousness that form and so forth are established by way of their own character as referents of the conventions of entity and attribute is a superimposed factor that is not established by way of its own character.

---

*Superimposed factors (sgro btags), in general, are either non-existent, as is the case with the horns of a rabbit, or existent, as is the case with uncompounded space. The mere*
Furthermore, they have already established that such a conceptual consciousness is a consciousness mistaken with respect to that appearance.\(^a\) Hence, there is no way that realization that this conceptual appearance is empty of being established by way of its own character in accordance with how it appears to a conceptual consciousness could constitute realization of the selflessness of phenomena [in the Mind-Only School].

Through citing Ke-drup, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-\(\text{\text{-}yang}\)-shay-\(\text{\text{-}}\)ba back up their points (1) that the imputational natures relevant here are of two varieties, the object of negation in selflessness and the appearance of such, since why else would Ke-drup bother to mention the latter; (2) neither of these is established by way of its own character; (3) but the fact that the latter is not established by way of its own character does not constitute a subtle selflessness of phenomena, since a lower school, the Proponents of Sūtra, can realize that such an appearance is not established by way of its own character.

From these facts, they make the terminological point that even though at first blush one might think that the subtle selflessness of phenomena is constituted by the non-establishment—by way of their own character—of imputational factors in the imputation of entities and attributes, such is not the case, since imputational factors in the imputation of entities and attributes are of two varieties—(1) the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and (2) the appearance of such. The subtle selflessness of phenomena is constituted by the non-establishment only of the first of these.

**Issue #93: Does thinking “This is a pot” involve error?**

Just what is the imputational nature whose emptiness of being established by way of its own character is posited as the thoroughly established nature? The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself speaks of factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes, but what does this mean? Gung-ru Chö-jung\(^{277}\) cites a possibly misleading statement by Đzung-ka-\(\text{\text{-}}\)ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 195) and then clarifies it:

> Those imputational factors—which are such that a consciousness conceiving imputational factors to be established by way of their own character is asserted to be a consciousness conceiving a self of phenomena—are the nominally and terminologically imputed factors [in the imputation of] the aggregates and so forth as entities, “This is form,”

---

\(^{a}\) It is mistaken in the sense that the appearing object (\(\text{\text{-}snang}\ \text{\text{-}}\text{\text{-}yul}\)) of any conceptual consciousness, such as the image of a house that appears to a conceptual consciousness thinking of a house, appears to be a house, much as the image of a face in a mirror **appears** to be a face even if one does not assent to that appearance.
and as attributes, “This is the production of form,” and so forth.

From this statement, it might seem that the imputational factors in question are constituted by merely saying or thinking, “This is a pot,” and, “This is the production of a pot,” the first concerning an entity and the second concerning an attribute. However, Gung-ru Chö-jung makes the important point that the mere imputation of such with respect to that which is bulbous, flat-based, and able to hold fluid does not fulfill the import of the imputational nature the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Rather, the issue revolves around whether that which is bulbous, and so forth, is established by way of its own character as an entity that is the referent of the term “pot” and is established by way of its own character as an entity that is the referent of the attributional term “production of pot” (or “beautiful”). He sees this as the import of Düzong-ka-ba’s immediately subsequent statement:

Since the aggregates and so forth do exist as just those [entities of such nominal and terminological imputation], the [mere] conception that they exist as those [entities of nominal and terminological imputation] is not a superimposition; rather, the conception that the aggregates and so forth exist by way of their own character as those entities [of nominal and terminological imputation] is a superimposition.

Flexibility

To acquire a general picture of what constitute the imputational natures relevant at this point and to appreciate how Düzong-ka-ba’s presentation is read by these scholars, it may help to take a more flexible approach. To me, it seems that the imputational natures generally relevant on this occasion of positing the emptiness of certain imputational natures as the thoroughly established nature are of four varieties (not just two as posited above):

1. The establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms. This is the imputational nature the emptiness of which is the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena. It is non-existent but is tenaciously imagined to exist; assent to this reified status of objects serves as the basis of all afflictive emotions and thus all involvement in cyclic existence and also constitutes the obstructions to omniscience, the inability to realize all phenomena simultaneously and hence the inability to be of supreme help to others.

2. The meaning-generality, or generic image, of establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses

---

a I am switching from “form” to “pot” since the definition of the latter is much more evocative than the definition of form, that is, that which is suitable as form (gzugs su rung ba).
and of terms. In meditation, this must be brought into clear focus, although such establishment does not exist, the image of it does, and through this image it is understood what such establishment would be if it did exist. Except through the route of this image, there is no way to understand what the self of phenomena is, and without that, there is no way to realize the selflessness of phenomena.

3. Being the referent of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms. Although objects are indeed referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of words, they are not established so by way of their own character; thus it is vital to understand that objects are indeed referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of words; otherwise, language becomes impossible. How could “Pass the bread” have the wanted effect?

4. The appearance of objects even to sense consciousnesses as established by way of their own character as the referents of words and of conceptual consciousnesses. Even though the mind meditating on emptiness is the mental consciousness and even though it ascertains the object of negation by way of a conceptual image, it is important to realize that even in raw sensation objects appear to sense consciousnesses as if they are established by way of their own character as the referents of terms and of conceptual consciousnesses. It is crucial to understand that along with the appearance of an object to a sense consciousness there is also an appearance—to that sense consciousness—of an abstracted image which we take to be the referent of our thoughts about it and our terms expressing it. When we think about objects or talk about them, we quite naturally but wrongly view the referents of our thoughts and terms as subsisting right with those objects by way of their inner character. Such is “natural” because our previous verbalizations have left impressions on our minds that give rise to this appearance right with the appearance of the object. This appearance is not an overlay from current conceptuality but a result of past conceptuality, manipulating what we see even in raw sensation. Since it seems to come from the object itself, it is no wonder that we believe that it inheres in the object by way of the object’s own character.

Since I find the explanation by Dzong-ka-ba, Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba, Jaydzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen, and Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba—that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is what is being shown to lack establishment by way of its own character when Buddha says that imputational natures are character-non-natures—to be evocative, I prefer to try to find a way to support their view. Perhaps this can be done by asserting that:

1. Although the Proponents of Sūtra realize that being a form, for instance, is not established by way of its own character, they are unable to distinguish between the appearance of a form and the appearance (even in direct perception) of a form’s being the referent of terms and thoughts.
2. Hence, since they hold that forms are established by way of their own character, they come to hold that forms’ being the referents of terms and thoughts is established by way of its own character.

In this way I can hold that meditating on the fact that objects’ being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is not established by way of its own character is the same as meditating on the fact that objects are not established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.

The difficulties that these scholars have unearthed in trying to identify in a consistent way the imputational natures that are the subject of the predicate, not being established by way of their own character, highlight a central point of the sūtra—that the main meditation being advocated is on other-powered natures as not being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and not on imputational natures as not being established by way of their own character, even if we can see that the latter means the same thing. The entanglements of explaining that imputational natures are character-non-natures lead one to see that the only solution is to fall back on the sūtra’s own description of the main meditative procedure.
13. Entering the Maze

In the sentence:

Imputational natures are called “character-non-natures” because (1) from the positive side they are only posited by names and terminology and (2) from the negative side they are not established by way of their own character.

we have discussed the subject (“imputational natures”). Now let us enter the maze of considering the predicate (“are called character-non-natures”).

**Issue #94: Do the “own-character” of the question and the “character-nature” of the answer have the same meaning?**

Most of the textbook traditions clearly hold that “character-non-nature” means “something lacking the nature of being established by way of its own character.” Their reason is simply that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought says that they are called “character-non-natures” because they are “posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character,” and everyone agrees that “do not subsist by way of their own character” means “are not established by way of their own character” and that in the Mind-Only School this is equivalent to “not truly established” and “not ultimately established.” Thus, once it is said in the sūtra that imputational natures are called “character-non-natures” because they are not established by way of their own character, the character-nature that imputational natures lack must mean establishment by way of their own character.

This is the way the meaning of the term “character-nature” is taken by most of the colleges. However, the Go-mang tradition holds the at first mind-boggling position that the “character-nature” that imputational natures lack is establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and establishment in accordance with the superimposition or appearance that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. As was discussed earlier, the foremost scholars of this tradition—Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso—hold this position so that there is symmetry between (1) the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question when he (*Emptiness in Mind-Only, 76-77*) describes Buddha’s first turning of the wheel of doctrine:

The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the **own-character** of the aggregates. He also spoke of their character of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough
knowledge. Just as he did with respect to the aggregates, so he also spoke with respect to the sense-spheres, dependent-arising, and the foods. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the truths…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the constituents, as well as speaking of the various constituents, manifold constituents…. The Supramundane Victor also spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment….

and (2) the “character-non-natures” of Buddha’s reply (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) when he says:

It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

Despite calling for symmetry here, Gung-tang admits that the reason that the sūtra gives for why imputational natures are called “character-non-natures,” namely, that they are “posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character” means just that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character and does not mean that they are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. In other words, this tradition calls for consistency in explaining two uses of “character” but not the third; two mean “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness,” but one means “established by way of its own character.”

They make this shift because the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought frames this part of the reason clearly as “do not subsist by way of their own character,” and Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) clearly says:

The nature of character that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

Here in the reason clause, the absence of own-character is not to be taken as referring to the object of negation in the Mind-Only view of selflessness—establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms—but as referring to establishment by way of its own character, or true establishment. These latter two terms mean that an

---

a See issue #29.
b bstan tshod; see issue #96.
c See issues #105-109.
object is established from its own side and is not posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

The non-Go-mang traditions within Ge-luk- bà hold that all three usages of “character” in the above citation mean “established by way of its own character,” complications resulting from which have been discussed in chapter 11. In addition, it is evident that in order to have their cake and eat it too, at least part of the Go-mang tradition (namely, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso) has recognized the problems with their college’s position and has opted for the slippery position that the meaning of the character-nature is establishment by way of its own character but that establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is an illustration of the character-nature. Let us probe this device through the roundabout course of considering a related question—whether a character-non-nature is an emptiness. The inquiry yields many provocative points, even if the conclusion is not entirely satisfying.

**Issue #95: Is a character-non-nature an emptiness?**

Gung-tang’s teacher, Ůön-chok-jik-may-wang- ìo, raises a qualm central to the three natures and three non-natures that Gung-tang goes to some length to answer. Ůön-chok-jik-may-wang- ìo points out that Gung-ru Chö-jung identifies the non-existent character-nature as the imputational nature that is relevant on the occasion of positing its emptiness as the thoroughly established nature—this being establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. He adds that, for Gung-ru Chö-jung, a consequence of this is that the meaning of the character-non-nature that is explicitly mentioned in the brief indication is the thoroughly established nature. Gung-tang reports that Jam- Âang-shay- ìa cribbed the same from Gung-ru Chö-jung and that such also is held in an oral transmission of Go-mang positions. However, he raises the qualm that if the character-non-nature mentioned in the brief indication is the subtle selflessness of phenomena, it would have to be the ultimate-non-nature, in which case here in the brief indication of the three non-natures, the ultimate-non-nature would be given twice, and the character-non-nature would not at all be described.

Gung-tang cogently explains that this portion (in bold print) of Buddha’s brief answer, “Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of

---

*Wel-mang Ůön-chok-gyal-tsen’s *Notes on (,GLṣ-kHy-ba’s) Lectures, 397.4-399.1; also cited in Dön-drup-gyal-tsen’s *Four Intertwined Commentaries, 46.4-47.3. Jikm-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 164.6-167.6) first gives three problematic statements (which I treat in the next section), then cites Ůön-chok-jik-may-wang- ìo’s qualm, and finally Gung-tang’s analysis.

*don.*

*Gung-ru Chö-jung (Garland of White Lotuses, 26b.5) openly accepts that the character-non-nature is the subtle selflessness of phenomena.*
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phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], ‘All phenomena are natureless,’ should be setting forth the imputational nature, not the ultimate-non-nature that negates it. Also, in Buddha’s extensive explanation, it would absurdly be inappropriate when he poses the rhetorical question, “Concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena?” for him to answer, “Those which are imputational characters,” since he, according to this mis-reading, should have said, “Those which are thoroughly established characters.” Moreover, it would absurdly be inappropriate for Buddha, when giving an example (or analogue) of character-non-natures, to say that they are like a flower in the sky, in the sense that they are just imputed by conceptuality, since the ultimate-non-nature, or thoroughly established nature, is established by way of its own character and is not just imputed by conceptuality.

Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo asks his audience to analyze whether it would be more concordant with the thought of both the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and of Dzong-ka-ba’s The Essence of Eloquence to consider that what is indicated to be non-existent in the character-non-nature is establishment by way of its own character. Feeling the pinch of going against his own college’s tradition of exegesis, he defensively says that he raises this qualm out of concern that the Go-mang tradition’s explanation of the topic does not sit comfortably in his mind and is difficult to understand. Thereby, he blames his own inadequacy for appearing to contradict his tradition. He stresses that he is not refuting the college’s textbook literature and does not want his audience to decide, based on his explanation, that the textbook is wrong. Rather, using a double negative, he emphasizes that it is not that one is not permitted to state qualms regarding the textbook, since it is permissible to state qualms even about what Dzong-ka-ba has said and even about what Buddha said. He asks his audience to analyze and eliminate the qualm. His touching deference to the tradition is actually a way to mask criticism—at once to preserve allegiance to a tradition and to maintain the prerogative of critical analysis.

Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s qualm—that in Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-yang-shay-ba’s explanation the character-non-nature is the subtle selflessness of phenomena and thus is the ultimate-non-nature—certainly seems to be on the mark, for the Go-mang tradition holds that objects’ establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is the character-nature, and a negation of that is an emptiness in the Mind-Only School. Indeed, Dzong-ka-ba and his close disciple Ke-drup make clear

---

\[a\] Also, according to the other traditions, the imputational nature’s character-non-nature would seem to be an emptiness, because they hold that the imputational nature that is negated—as being established by way of its own character—is factors imputed in the imputation of entities and attributes and they identify the nature of character as meaning “established by way of their own character,” and we know that for them also one type of the selflessness of phenomena is constituted by imputational natures’ non-establishment by way of
statements to this effect; Ğön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo does not cite them, but they bring even more drama to the argument since not just Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ûng-shay-ûa but also Ğdong-ka-ûa and Ke-drup are being challenged. First, Ğdong-ka-ûa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 194-195):

> the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* explains that other-powered natures are not established by way of their own character as factors imputed in the manner of entity and of attribute and that, therefore, the absence of [such] a nature of character is the selflessness of phenomena.a

He clearly says that a character-non-nature is a selflessness of phenomena. Ke-drup says the same:282

> Moreover, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* explains that since other-powered natures are not established by way of their own character as entities of imputation as entity and attribute, the character-non-nature is the selflessness of phenomena.

In a similar vein Ğdong-ka-ûa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 224) says that Hearers and Solitary Realizers realize the character-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons; he speaks as if “realizing the character-non-nature” can be substituted for saying that they realize the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons:

> the trainees for whom the first wheel was spoken are suitable as vessels for realizing the character-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons and are not suitable as vessels for realizing the character-non-natureb in terms of the selflessness of phenomena.

If, as these foremost leaders of the Ge-luk-ûa sect say, the character-non-nature is the selflessness of phenomena, it is certainly emptiness, the thoroughly established nature. But, as Ğön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo queries, why should two of the three natures mean emptiness?

Gung-tang, prior to taking up his teacher’s challenge, rephrases the qualm so that its logical steps are clearer. In his rendition, the words “character-non-nature” in the brief indication would then explicitly indicate emptiness, in which case the sūtra passage about the character-non-nature would explicitly indicate not only this non-nature but also the third non-nature, the ultimate-non-nature, and if that were so, there would absurdly be no need for the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 82-83) to go on to mention the ultimate-non-nature, whereas it does:

> Paramârthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—

---

a  See issues #98, 99, 102, and 103.
b  See issue #95.
character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-

nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All pheno-
mena are natureless.”

Gung-tang rephrases the other two permutations of this position:

1. If the character-non-nature, explicitly indicated in the topic sentence, were emptiness and that emptiness is other than a true cessation, \(^a\) then its object of negation would necessarily have to be the object of negation on the oc-
casion of positing its emptiness as the thoroughly established nature. \(^b\)

2. Also, if the character-non-nature were emptiness, it would pervade all phe-
nomena and be distinguished by being a mere absence of the self that is its object of negation and hence would be fit for comparison with the example of space—just as the ultimate-non-nature is—since it would be the subtle selflessness of phenomena. However, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* compares the character-non-nature not with space but with a flower in the sky in that, except for being only imputed by conceptuality, a flower in the sky is not established by way of its own character. As the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 93) says:

> It is thus: for example, character-non-natures [that is, imputa-
tional natures] are to be viewed as like a flower in the sky.

and Ďjong-ka-ȳa (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 94) says:

> The similarity of imputational factors with a flower in the sky
> is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality
> and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of
> knowledge [that is, existents].

\(^a\) In the Go-mang tradition of Gung-ru Chō-jung and Jam-ȳang-shay-ȳa that Gung-tang is following, a true cessation is an emptiness but among its objects of negation are the ob-
bructions (which exist), since a true cessation is also an absence of an obstruction in the continuum of someone who has attained conquest over a level of the obstructions. Thus, a true cessation is an emptiness, but its objects of negation include existents. This is why Gung-tang specifies that the emptiness in question is “other than a true cessation.”

\(^b\) Gung-tang (102.17-103.3) goes on to say that if that were the case, then not only would the character-non-nature be the ultimate-non-nature, but also it would absurdly be appropriate to turn this around and hold that the ultimate-non-nature is the character-non-
nature. As the reason for this, he points out that in the sūtra’s first treatment of the ultimate-
non-nature it says that other-powered natures are non-natures of the ultimate in the sense that they are not the ultimate, since they are not final objects of observation of the path. Thus, he says that in the ultimate-non-nature the nature of the ultimate that is non-existent is also explained as being the final object of observation by a path of purification, this being the way the ultimate is taken on the occasion of the first explanation of the ultimate-non-
nature in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. (I have not understood why Gung-tang draws the conclusion that this would require that the ultimate-non-nature be the character-non-
nature.)
A question fundamental to the difference between the three natures (other-powered, imputational, and thoroughly established) and fundamental to the difference between the three non-natures (production-non-nature, character-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature) is being posed.

Gung-tang concludes that for the above reasons, the character-non-nature explicitly indicated in the topic sentence cannot explicitly indicate emptiness. As A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso283 cogently adds, in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the character-non-nature is clearly said, on the positive side, to be only posited by names and terminology and, on the negative side, not to be established by way of its own character, but we know that emptiness is established by way of its own character.a Indeed, this has to be the reason why Buddha posited only imputational natures, and not also thoroughly established natures, as illustrations of the character-non-nature. Therefore, although the character-non-nature may look dangerously like emptiness, it cannot be.284

**Issue #96: What extra understanding is gained by taking a superimposed factor or appearance as the subject?**

Still, the issue of whether a character-non-nature is an emptiness cannot be left merely at that, for great scholars put forth what at least seems to be the opposite opinion. Gung-tang tackles this touchy issue by examining the ramifications of Jam-ŷang-shay-ʻba’s285 framing of Buddha’s (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) statement:

> Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminologyb and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

as:

> With respect to the subject, the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, there are reasons for calling this a “character-non-nature” because the reasons are that (1) from the positive side it is only posited by names and terminology and (2) from the negative side it is not established by way of its own character.

The final sentence in Buddha’s statement (“Therefore, they are said to be

---

*a The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought clearly indicates that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character when it says that whatever is not so established cannot be produced, but it never openly says that thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character. The extrapolation made in Ge-luk-ʻba scholarship is that if other-powered natures are so established, then surely their final nature must also be. Their position makes excellent sense.

*b See issue #104.
‘character-non-natures,’” becomes the first clause in Jam-\(\text{-yang-shay-ba}\)’s syllogistic rendering (“With respect to the subject, the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, there are reasons for calling this a ‘character-non-nature’”). Jam-\(\text{-yang-shay-ba}\) takes the word “they” in Buddha’s statement, the antecedent of which is “imputational characters,” and renders it not as factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute but as “the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.” He then uses the first part of Buddha’s statement (“Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character,”) as the reason clause of the syllogism (“because the reasons are that from the positive side it is only posited by names and terminology and from the negative side it is not established by way of its own character”). The only inventive part of Jam-\(\text{-yang-shay-ba}\)’s rendition is his identification of “they,” or “imputational characters,” as “the superimposed factor [or appearance] of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.”

Gung-tang\(^{286}\) explains that a special understanding arises when this superimposed factor, or false appearance, is taken as the subject and the reason is left as non-establishment by way of its own character. He says:

If the superimposed factor or appearance of the establishment [of objects] by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses were established by way of their own character, then it would not be merely imputed to there [that is, from the subject’s side to the object] by conceptuality but would be truly established right with the object. If it were so established, then when one analyzes whether or not it is established in accordance with its mode of appearance, it would come to be a final object found under such analysis, able to bear such analysis. However, in this Mind-Only system, something that is established as able to bear analysis at the end of analyzing whether it is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is posited as a self of phenomena, and non-establishment as such is posited as the selflessness of phenomena.

Therefore, when just this relevant imputational nature—and not just imputational natures in general—is taken as the basis [for understanding an absence of being established by way of its own character], the character-non-nature that is merely on the level of literal indication does not come to be emptiness, but the meaning of the mode of naturelessness established through the pressure of reasoning goes as [or involves] emptiness.\(^{a}\) This is why Dzung-ka-ba’s *The Essence of

\(^{a}\) 109.9: rigs pas ’phul gyis sgrubs pa’i don de stong nyid du ’gro ba.
Eloquence says that there is a measure [that is, level] indicated by the words\(^a\) and a measure [that is, level] of meaning gotten at,\(^b\) [this distinction being the intent of Đzong-ka-ba’s (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) saying]:

Here, the measure indicated\(^c\) with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.\(^d\)

This is also why in the textbook [that is, the Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, Jam-ьянг-shay-ba] again and again says, “The meaning of the character-non-nature….”

Gung-tang justifies his explanation not only in terms of Jam-ьянг-shay-ba’s usage of the word “meaning” but also in terms of Đzong-ka-ba’s unusual usage of the term “measure indicated” when speaking of establishment of the object by way of its own character. For him, this suggests that Đzong-ka-ba was conceiving of two levels with regard to the meaning of something’s being established by way of its own character—one level indicated by the words and another level of the meaning gotten at—even though Đzong-ka-ba never lays out what the latter would be. Gung-tang’s perspective with regard to Đzong-ka-ba’s text is clearly that of dealing with the work of a genius whose every syllable is pregnant with meaning that, despite its importance, is not necessarily spelled out overtly. (That he also views the work as requiring considerable adjustment is obvious from the numerous “clarifications” that he makes.)

According to A-ку Lo-drö-gya-tso,\(^287\) what Gung-tang sees as indicated on the level of meaning gotten at is this:

- When this superimposed factor, or appearance, of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is realized, it must (of course) be realized to be a superimposed factor.
- When one realizes this, one must realize that a consciousness conceiving forms and so forth to be established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is a wrong consciousness, for one is realizing that this appearance is a superimposed factor.
- To realize that such a consciousness is a wrong consciousness, one has to realize emptiness, that is, that objects are not established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses as they are conceived to be by such a consciousness.

\(^a\) tshig gis bstan tshod.
\(^b\) don gyi thob tshod.
\(^c\) bstan tshod.
\(^d\) See issues #105-109.
• If a consciousness conceiving forms and so forth to be established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses were not a superimposition (that is to say, a consciousness that superimposes as existent something that does not exist), what appears to such an awareness would have to be truly established in accordance with how it appears, but it is not, and, hence, establishment in that way is the subtle self of phenomena, and the emptiness of such establishment is the subtle selflessness of phenomena.

This is how the meaning, or import, of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated at this point comes to be, or involves, emptiness but the character-non-nature itself is not emptiness. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s explication is indeed clear. Through this maneuver, both he and Gung-tang are able to hold the cogent position that a character-non-nature is not an emptiness and yet to support their predecessors’ seeming assertion that it is.

**Issue #97: Is there a source in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought for this?**

Gung-tang adds that taking the subject not just to be imputational natures in general but to be the superimposed factor or appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is both very meaningful (as shown above) and the final thought of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself. For Chapter 6, the “Questions of Guṇākara,” says that imputational natures are to be identified in terms of a factor of appearance wrongly superimposed by a mistaken awareness:

> The imputational character is to be viewed as like the flaws of dark spots that form in the eye[-sight] of one with the disease of dim-sightedness.

and:

> Apprehending the imputational character in other-powered characters should be viewed as like wrongly apprehending a very clear crystal as a precious jewel—sapphire, the blue gem, ruby, emerald, or gold.^[a]

---

[a] The entire passage is:

Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, the imputational character is to be viewed as being like the faults of clouded vision that exist in the eye of a person who has clouded vision. It is like this: For example, the other-powered character is to be viewed as being like the appearance of signs of clouded vision of that very being—the signs of a hair-net, or flies, or sesame seeds; or an appearance of either a sign of blue, a sign of yellow, a sign of red, or a sign of white. Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, when the eyes of just that very being become thoroughly purified and faults of clouded vision that have formed in the eyes do not exist, the thoroughly
Since imputational natures in this context are to be identified in terms of a factor of appearance **wrongly** superimposed by a mistaken awareness, the imputational natures in the clause, “Therefore, they are said to be ‘character-non-natures’” cannot be objects merely being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, for such exists. Without the qualification of such being established by way of its own character, no factor of wrong appearance is involved. Hence, from Gung-tang’s viewpoint, it is mistaken to hold that, when the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought says that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character, it is saying that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character. (It is important to remember that Đzong-ka-βa, as detailed in Reflections on Reality, Chapter 13, puts forth just this identification many times.)

established character is to be viewed as being like the object of operation which is the natural object of operation of that person’s eyes.

Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, when a very clear crystal is in contact with the color blue, it appears at that time to be a precious jewel such as a sapphire or an ēndraṇīla. Moreover, because it is wrongly apprehended as a precious jewel, such as a sapphire or an ēndraṇīla, sentient beings are thoroughly deluded. When it is in contact with the color red, it appears at that time to be a precious jewel such as a ruby. Furthermore, because it is wrongly apprehended as a precious jewel such as a ruby, sentient beings are thoroughly deluded. When it is in contact with the color green, it appears at that time to be a precious jewel such as an emerald. Moreover, because it is wrongly apprehended as a precious jewel such as an emerald, sentient beings are thoroughly deluded. When it is in contact with the color gold, it appears at that time as gold. Furthermore, because it is also wrongly apprehended as gold, sentient beings are thoroughly deluded.

Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, the other-powered character should be viewed as being [under the influence of] the predispositions for conventions that are the imputational nature, like a very clear crystal that is in contact with a color. It is like this: For example, the other-powered character that is apprehended as the imputational character should be viewed as being like the mistaken apprehension of the very clear crystal as a sapphire, an ēndraṇīla, a ruby, an emerald, or gold. Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, the very clear crystal should be viewed as the other-powered character. Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, just as the very clear crystal is thoroughly not established as [having] the character of a sapphire, an ēndraṇīla, a ruby, an emerald, or gold, and is without those natures in permanent, permanent time and in everlasting, everlasting time, so other-powered [natures] are thoroughly not established in permanent, permanent time and in everlasting, everlasting time as the imputational character, and are without that nature; just that non-establishment or naturelessness is to be viewed as the thoroughly established character.

See also Powers, Wisdom of Buddha, 83-87.
Issue #98: If a pot’s establishment by way of its own character is not to be refuted, why should a superimposed factor’s establishment by way of its own character be refuted? Or, is it amazing if a bird can fly?

Gung-tang\textsuperscript{289} concludes that a Proponent of Sūtra could not realize that such a superimposed factor is a non-effective thing and thus not established by way of its own character.\textsuperscript{a} Still, it might be objected that even if the superimposed factor or appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses were established by way of its own character, the meaning of such could not be logically forced into being a self of phenomena because the parallel of this is not true for a pot. Specifically, despite a pot’s being established by way of its own character, no amount of reasoning can force its establishment this way into becoming a self of phenomena, since a pot is indeed established by way of its own character.

Gung-tang\textsuperscript{290} answers that the two cases are not parallel. For if the superimposed factor or appearance that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is established by way of its own character, it involves a self of phenomena as explained above, whereas if it is not established by way of its own character, it does not have to be utterly non-existent, since in fact it is only imputed by conceptuality and is not established by way of its own character but does exist. However, if an other-powered phenomenon such as a pot is not established by way of its own character, it must be utterly non-existent,\textsuperscript{291} but its being established by way of its own character does not entail its being a self of phenomena,\textsuperscript{292} that is, it does not have to be established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. Gung-tang gives the example of its being amazing if a human can fly in the sky but not a flaw if a human cannot, whereas if a bird cannot fly in the sky, it is a flaw, but if it can, it is not amazing.

As corroboration, Gung-tang points to the fact that Đzong-ka-ba identifies the imputational nature—which, when conceived to be established by way of

\textsuperscript{a} It seems to me that he is speaking only of the false appearance to a conceptual consciousness of an object’s being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, even though the Mind-Only School holds that objects appear to have this false status to both sense consciousnesses and the mental consciousness. For there is no qualm that a Proponent of Sūtra could realize that such an appearance to a sense consciousness is a superimposed factor; it is clear that a Proponent of Sūtra could not.

As was mentioned earlier, a Proponent of Sūtra can realize that the appearing object of a conceptual consciousness is a superimposed factor in that it appears to be the object but is only an image of it. However, a Proponent of Sūtra cannot realize that the false appearance of objects as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is a superimposed factor, since such involves realizing that it indeed is a superimposed factor and for this, realization of emptiness is required.
its own character, it by that fact goes as the self of phenomena—not just as imputational natures in general but a specific one. Đzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 195) says:

Those imputational factors—which are such that a consciousness conceiving imputational factors to be established by way of their own character is asserted to be a consciousness conceiving a self of phenomena—are the nominally and terminologically imputed factors [in the imputation of] the aggregates and so forth as entities, “This is form,” and as attributes, “This is the production of form,” and so forth.ª

Thus, for the Go-mang tradition “imputational factors” in this context refer to the superimposed factor or appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses or the establishment of objects this way. Gung-tang’s conclusion is that although the character-non-nature at this point is not emptiness, its meaning, its import, arrives at emptiness.

**Issue #99: How to explain away Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa’s inconsistencies?**

Although Gung-tang is mainly carrying out the implications of Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa’s elaborate presentation, both he and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso must also posit Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa’s thought by explaining away seemingly contradictory statements in his commentary.ª Some seem simple at first but then become more complex and even intriguing.

For instance, about the character-non-nature, Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa says (in paraphrase):b

---

ª See issues #79 and 93.

b *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive* (49.6-50.1), which is a re-casting of a similar presentation by Gung-ru Chö-jung (*Garland of White Lotus*, 26b.5ff). Literally, Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa says:

It follows with respect to the subject, the imputational nature’s non-establishment by way of its own character, that it is the subtle selflessness of phenomena because of being the meaning/import of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion. [Being the meaning/import of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion] entails [being a subtle selflessness of phenomena] because the meaning/import of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion is posited as the subtle selflessness of phenomena and the meaning/import of the character-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons that is implicitly indicated is posited as the subtle selflessness of persons.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 167.2) reports that in Sha-ｒnar Ge-dün-den-dzing-ya-tso’s (*zhwa dmar dge ’dun bsan ’dzin rgya mtsho*) *Clearing Away Mental Darkness* Gung-tang’s apologetic is not accepted.
Whatever is the meaning of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion necessarily is a subtle selflessness of phenomena. This statement seems to indicate that the character-non-nature is emptiness. Indeed, this is just what gives rise to Čöün-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s qualm with which we began this excursion. Gung-tang, responding to his teacher’s call to find a way to undo his qualm, claims that Jam-yeah-shay-ba’s reference is to the meaning of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion and not just to the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion, since the former arrives at emptiness, whereas the latter is not emptiness. By making this distinction Gung-tang avoids (1) the unwanted consequence that the character-non-nature is the ultimate-non-nature and hence the thoroughly established nature and (2) the resultant redundancy of one of the three non-natures. Gung-tang’s explanation is brilliant apologetic in that his justification for this maneuver is founded in the fact that Jam-yeah-shay-ba uses “meaning” (don) not only in this clause but also throughout this section.

However, is the meaning of the character-non-nature at this point emptiness? Given Gung-tang’s commentary thus far, we certainly would have thought that those in his tradition would hold such, but A-ku Lô-drô-gya-tso, repeating Gung-tang’s own choice of words, makes the distinction that the meaning of the character-non-nature at this point goes as or (perhaps this would be rendered better in English as) arrives at or involves emptiness, but that “being only posited by names and terminology and not being established by way of own character” must be posited as the meaning of the character-non-nature at this point. A-ku Lô-drô-gya-tso holds that, therefore, a distinction is to be made between an illustration of—that is, something that is—the character-non-nature at this point (primarily the superimposed factor or appearance of objects as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and secondarily such establishment) and that which is posited as the meaning of the character-non-nature at this point (that is, being only posited by names and terminology and not being established by way of own character).

A-ku Lô-drô-gya-tso’s point is well taken since the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought itself says that imputational natures are called character-non-nature because they “are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character.” (It seems to me that A-ku Lô-drô-gya-tso thereby brings the topic back to the sûtra and that, even though he does not openly say so, he is suggesting that Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-yeah-shay-ba have confused the meaning of the character-non-nature with something that is

---

a skabs ’dir dngos su bstan pa’i mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa’i don.
b don stong nyid du ’gro ba: Precious Lamp, 80.1.
c Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 170.5-171.2, 172.3) identifies the non-existent nature in terms of character this way.
an illustration of it—they have substituted a discussion of imputational natures for a discussion of the character-non-nature.)

In these ways, Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso handle, so to speak, Jam-yang-shay-ba’s seeming indiscretion, which was founded on a similar one by Gung-ru Chö-jung. However, both Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-yang-shay-ba complicate the issue by making the faux pas of saying that the non-existent nature in Buddha’s statement, “Therefore, they are said to be ‘character-non-natures,’” does not occur among objects of knowledge, that is, is just non-existent. On the surface, this excludes their own explanation of that nature as being of two varieties—(1) the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses (which indeed does not exist) and (2) the superimposed factor or appearance of such (which exists). Worse, in seeming confirmation of this self-contradiction, Jam-yang-shay-ba says even more clearly, “Whatever is the nature of character explicitly indicated is necessarily establishment by way of its own character as a referent of conceptual consciousness and establishment from its own side as a referent of conceptual consciousness.” He leaves out the existent variety!

Gung-tang explains away the apparent self-contradiction by pointing out that since Jam-yang-shay-ba at this point is drawing from the earlier textbook literature of the Go-mang College by the omniscient Gung-ru Chö-jung, we can—by turning to Gung-ru Chö-jung’s text—determine what Jam-yang-shay-ba meant to say. Since Gung-ru Chö-jung also speaks of “non-establishment in accordance with a superimposed factor as being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness,” Gung-tang concludes that since the earlier textbook from which Jam-yang-shay-ba was cribbing at this point speaks of a superimposed factor, Jam-yang-shay-ba also must have meant that the character-non-natures include such an (existent) superimposed factor.

Here, the technique of “positing Jam-yang-shay-ba’s thought” in order to make sense out of his exposition is to suggest that when he cribbed from Gung-ru Chö-jung, he left out a phrase. It indeed is possible that once Jam-yang-shay-ba’s principal source takes this stance, his own self-contradictory statements can be resolved through consulting that source, even though on other occasions such discrepancies are taken as the result of critical analysis. In other words, Jam-yang-shay-ba suffered a slip of the pen when copying.

Gung-tang’s point is that the superimposed factor is to be included in the nature of character and that establishment in accordance with such a superimposed factor does not occur among existents and is necessarily a self of phenomena that is refuted in the selflessness of phenomena. Still, it seems to me that since Gung-ru Chö-jung speaks of the establishment of objects in accordance with such a superimposed factor and not the mere superimposed factor, it also does not exist. For “establishment in accordance with a superimposed factor as being established by way of its own character as the referent of a
conceptual consciousness” and “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness” essentially mean the same thing. Hence, even if Jam-yang-shay-ba meant to include establishment in accordance with such a superimposed factor, the superimposed factor itself, though mentioned within the phrase, still has been omitted.

Gung-tang does consider the flip side of my qualm. First, he suggests that one would naturally think that since the superimposed factor, or appearance, of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses is identified as a nature of character that does not exist, then such a superimposed factor or appearance would not exist. However, he insists that although in the words, “character-non-nature,” it might seem that such a superimposed factor or appearance is negated, the meaning must be explained as being that existence in accordance with such a superimposed factor or appearance is what does not exist. It is in this way that the meaning involves, or arrives at, emptiness. The technique here is to add the phrase “in accordance with,” whereas just above with Gung-ru Chö-jung’s statement it was to subtract the same phrase. Such slipperiness is how the exegetical project adapts itself to the seeming rigidity of insistence on consistency.

**Issue #100: Could the imputational factor be both the nature of character and the character-non-nature?**

The number of distinctions that have been made is so great that drawing conclusions seems risky, but some semblance of order is required in preparation for a pithy point Gung-tang is about to make. It seems to me that according to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-yang-shay-ba, in Buddha’s statement, “Therefore, they are said to be ‘character-non-natures’”:

1. “They” refers to imputational natures—mainly the superimposed factor (or appearance) of forms and so on as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and secondarily the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses
2. “Nature” and “character” are the same—the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, and
3. “Non” negates their being so established.

This may seem simple enough, but when put into a sentence, it reads, “Imputational natures—mainly the superimposed factor (or appearance) of forms and so on as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and secondarily the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—are not established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.” It is downright weird to be making the point that the establishment of objects by way of their own
character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is not established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness!

Why not just say that the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses does not exist? If it is because the appearance of such does exist but does not exist by way of its own character, why not just say that the imputational natures relevant here are not established by way of their own character! Even more so, how much simpler it would be to use Đzong-ka-ba’s language and say that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character! Đzong-ka-ba’s rendition has been nit-picked and replaced with what can only charitably be called circumlocution.

It is amusing that such a seemingly simple topic has become so complicated that making any statement seems risky. One can imagine the anxiety of students as they prepare to debate these topics, as well as the intellectual courage that is needed to continue without becoming discouraged or without falling into the escapism of allowing debate to become sterile.

Taken according to the primary meaning of “imputational nature,” Buddha’s answer is that the superimposed factor (or appearance) of forms and so on as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is called that which lacks the nature of character, for such a superimposed factor is posited by names and terminology and is not established by way of its own character. With this reading as our context, an objection that Gung-tang raises and his answer are illuminating. Gung-tang says (in paraphrase):  

Someone might feel:

The establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses could not be the nature of character explicitly indicated in the topic sentence when Buddha says, “Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught, ‘All phenomena are natureless.’” For it is the character-non-nature in that!

However, my [that is, Gung-tang’s] response is that it is not the case that whatever is the character-non-nature [that is, that which lacks the nature of character] explicitly indicated in the topic sentence is necessarily not the nature of character explicitly indicated in the topic sentence [because the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is both].

The establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is the character-non-nature in the topic sentence because the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought says,
“Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters.” The sūtra’s saying this entails that such establishment is the character-non-nature in the topic sentence because the question is concerned with an illustration of character-non-nature [that is, that which is without the nature of character and is not concerned with the character-non-nature itself].

A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso sees Gung-tang as saying that the nature of character and character-non-nature explicitly indicated at this point in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought are mutually inclusive—whatever is the one is the other. He explains that, therefore, the rhetorical question (which I have translated as “What are character-non-natures of phenomena?” but could be rendered as “What is the naturelessness of phenomena in terms of character?”) is not asking, “What is the emptiness of nature of character at this point?” or “What is the non-existence of nature of character at this point?” Rather, the question is, “What is the nature of character that is non-existent?” For it is asking about the object of negation—that of which other-powered natures are empty. The point is crucial.

A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso makes the—what would have been startling but now is sensible—conclusion that:

- at this point (1) the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and (2) the superimposed factor or appearance of such are taught to be both the nature of character that is non-existent and the character-non-nature,
- but an emptiness of objects’ being established by way of their own

---

Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 107.5) says that further verbal distinctions are needed but does not spell them out. According to A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 80.2) what Gung-tang had in mind was that even though whatever exists necessarily appears to be established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and thus the nature of character explicitly indicated in the topic sentence (that is, such false appearance) necessarily exists with everything, it cannot, from this, be concluded that such a superimposed factor or appearance is not the naturelessness (that is, non-existent nature) of character explicitly indicated in the topic sentence.

A second point depends upon Tibetan syntax: If someone says, “It follows with respect to the subject, such a superimposed factor, that the nature of character of the brief indication does not exist because [that subject] is the naturelessness of character of the brief indication,” the proper answer is, “There is no entailment.” (de chos can mdor bstan gyi mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med par thal mdor bstan gyi mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa yin pa’i phyir na ma khyab). The play is around the fact that one might think that the challenge means: “It follows that the subject, such a superimposed factor, is the naturelessness of character of the brief indication because of being the naturelessness of character of the brief indication.” Because of the construction med par thal in this instance, the subject does not function in the “thesis” of the consequence, the seeming predicate containing within it both subject and predicate.
character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is not taught, except in the sense of the meaning of the character-non-nature at this point arriving at, or getting down to, emptiness.

By indicating that imputational natures here are both the nature of character and the character-non-nature, Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso reveal that the reason why scholars usually hesitate to identify the character-non-nature as (1) the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and (2) the superimposed factor or appearance of such is just because it is the nature in terms of character that is being refuted. However, this very identification has to be made in their system; otherwise, the character-non-nature would end up as being emptiness and thus the ultimate-nature.

Indeed, the Sutra Unraveling the Thought, as has been shown, does not intend to discourse on emptiness when it speaks of the character-non-nature since it (1) identifies imputational natures (and not thoroughly established natures) as character-non-natures, (2) says that imputational natures are “posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character” (whereas thoroughly established natures are the opposite) and (3) compares character-non-natures with a flower in the sky, which is only imputed by conceptuality, whereas thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character. Therefore, when Buddha declares that imputational natures “are said to be ‘character-non-natures,’” he is saying that imputational natures are those which are character-non-natures. “Non-nature” is significantly read as meaning “that which lacks nature.” Buddha is not teaching emptiness at this point; rather, he is identifying that of which other-powered natures are empty.

The critical acumen that drew us into a web of problems rescues us back out of them with the result that, if one can still think on the topic, our original intuitive reading of the sutra re-emerges. In accordance with A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s cogent reading, the question should be rendered for the sake of clarity as,

---

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (80.6) also says that establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referants of conceptual consciousnesses is not taught. This is an odd observation since it would seem that only a fool could think that such establishment is taught, that is, advocated, here. However, this is the point of a short debate in Gung-tang’s Difficult Points which serves as the basis for A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s remark. Gung-tang (106.13) says that establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses cannot be considered to be taught in the topic sentence just because it is the nature of character at that point. He says that in fact the opposite is true: since it is the nature of character at that point, it is necessarily not taught at this point. Otherwise, it would absurdly follow that the parallel could be drawn that externality is the object of refutation in their own system. His meaning is that just because a sutra mentions something, this does not mean that it teaches it. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso is mirroring this point.
“What is the non-existent nature in terms of character?” or, put another way, “What is the nature in terms of character that is non-existent?” or “What are those that are natureless in terms of character?” Seen this way, the extensive indication becomes:

Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are the non-existent natures of phenomena in terms of character? Those which are imputational characters. Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be the “non-existent natures in terms of character.”

To avoid the pitfalls of the question seeming to be about emptiness as is the case with the translation as “What is the naturelessness of phenomena in terms of character?” I have used “What are character-non-natures of phenomena?”

**Issue #101: Are the three natures and the three non-natures equivalent?**

Through making a host of distinctions Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso have answered Göṅ-chok-jik-may-ṣaṅg-bo’s qualm about the Go-mang textbook which seems to be saying that the character-non-nature is the subtle selflessness of phenomena and hence the teaching of the ultimate-non-nature is redundant. It seems to me that Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ṣang-shay-ba did not appreciate that the term “character-non-nature” actually means the “non-existent nature in terms of character” and thus were led into holding that the character-non-nature is the subtle selflessness of phenomena. Specifically, in a passage in which Jam-ṣang-shay-ba dispels objections to his own position, he openly says that the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is the thoroughly established nature. Also, in the process of doing this, he presents the counter-intuitive view that the three non-natures and the three natures are not equivalent. He gives no reasoning for this position except to cite the passage on the three natures in Chapter Six of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and the passages on the three non-natures in Chapter Seven, as if any and all competent readers could catch his point! About the three natures he cites the “Questions of Guṇākara Chapter”:

Guṇākara, there are three characters of phenomena. What are these three? They are the imputational character, the other-powered character, and the thoroughly established character. Guṇākara, what is the imputational character of phenomena? It is that which is posited by nominal terminology as the entities and attributes of phenomena due to imputing whatsoever conventions.

Guṇākara, what is the other-powered character of phenomena? It
is just the dependent arising of phenomena. It is thus: Because this exists, that arises; because this is produced, that is produced. It is thus: This ranges from: “Due to the condition of ignorance, compositional factors [are produced]…” up to “In this way, just the great aggregates of suffering arise.”

Gunākara, what is the thoroughly established character of phenomena? It is that which is the suchness of phenomena, that which Bodhisattvas realize through the cause of effort and through the cause of proper mental application.

He then refers to the presentation of the three non-natures in the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata Chapter” which I will cite in full:

“Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], ‘All phenomena are natureless.’

“Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters.

“Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be ‘character-non-natures.’

“What are production-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are the other-powered characters of phenomena.

“Why? It is thus: Those [other-powered characters] arise through the force of other conditions and not by themselves. Therefore, they are said to be ‘production-non-natures.’

“What are ultimate-non-natures? Those dependently arisen phenomena—which are natureless due to being natureless in terms of production—are also natureless due to being natureless in terms of the ultimate.

“Why? Paramārthasamudgata, that which is an object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be ‘ultimate-non-natures.’

“Moreover, that which is the thoroughly established character of phenomena is also called ‘the ultimate-non-nature.’ Why? Paramārthasamudgata, that which in phenomena is the selflessness of phenomena is called their ‘non-nature.’ It is the ultimate, and the ultimate is

\[a\] See issue #104.

\[b\] Roughly, this means, “What phenomena are without the nature of self-production?”

See issues #76, 77. About “phenomena,” see #71.

\[c\] See issue #67.
distinguished by just the naturelessness of all phenomena; therefore, it
is called the ‘ultimate-non-nature.’

Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣā distinguishes by just the naturelessness of all phenomena; therefore, it
is called the ‘ultimate-non-nature.’

Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣā mysteriously adds that Asaṅga also treats the three non-
natures and the three natures separately in his *Actuality of the Grounds*, also
known as the *Grounds of Yogic Practice*, but to my astonishment he says no
more. Somehow it is supposed to be obvious from these passages in the sixth
and seventh chapters of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* that the three non-
natures and the three natures are not equivalent!

It is interesting to note that Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣā did not crib this point of the
non-equivalence of the three natures and the three non-natures from his prede-
cessor Gung-rui Chō-jung and that neither Gung-tson Lo-drö-gya-tso
ever mentions Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣā’s point. Perhaps this is because it differs so
radically from the attempt to rewrite the other statements from Gung-rui Chō-
jung and Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣā, treated above, so that they would seem not to in-
dicate that the character-non-nature is to be posited as the thoroughly estab-
lished nature. My own opinion is that the three non-natures and the three na-
tures are respectively equivalent—whatever is an imputational nature is a cha-
racter-non-nature, and whatever is a character-non-nature is an imputational
nature, and so on.

It is important to keep in mind that Gung-rui Chō-jung and Jam-ṣyang-
shay-ṣā are trying to right inadequacies in Ōzong-ka-ṣā’s explanation:

- Ōzong-ka-ṣā’s treating imputational natures here as “being the referent of
conceputal consciousnesses” not only incurs the problem of a lower
school’s realizing that this is not established by way of its own character but
also the problem of treating only existent imputational natures, whereas
Ōzong-ka-ṣā himself says that imputational natures here are of two variet-
ties, existent and non-existent.
- His treating the nature of character that is non-existent in imputational
natures as just establishment by way of its own character does not allow the
“own-character” of Paramāarthasadugata’s question to be the same as the
“character” in the character-non-nature of Buddha’s answer, as Ōzong-ka-
ṣā himself suggests it should be.

Their attempts to correct these problems, however, embroil them in the almost
unimaginable complexities we have seen.

**Issue #102: Does the extensive explanation of imputational
natures’ character-non-nature delineate the thoroughly
established nature?**

Jik-may-dam-chō-gya-tso reports that the Mongolian scholar and follower of
Jay-dzung Chö-gyi-gyi-tsen, Tsay-den-hla-ram-ṣā, holds that the extensive
explanation of imputational natures’ character-non-nature does indeed delineate the thoroughly established nature. This means that the passage:

Concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters.

Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

delineates that the imputational nature’s establishment by way of its own character—the object of negation—is non-existent in its basis of negation, an other-powered nature. Tsay-den-hla-ram-ā, well aware of Ėn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s and Gung-tang’s criticism that then there would be no need for Buddha to speak of the ultimate-non-nature, says that the sūtra goes on to show that the thoroughly established nature is the ultimate-non-nature in order to make known that the thoroughly established nature is posited as a mere negative of its object of negation, the self of phenomena. He admits that the section on the thoroughly established nature as the ultimate-non-nature does not newly delineate the thoroughly established nature but holds that it is not purposeless, for it emphasizes that the thoroughly established nature is the mere elimination of its object of negation.

My feeling is that Tsay-den-hla-ram-ā’s opinion incurs the fault that when, in the process of meditating on selflessness, one ascertains the object of negation, one also would absurdly be delineating selflessness. Indeed, in order to realize with valid cognition that the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is the object of negation, one must realize emptiness, but, prior to that, this can be realized with a correctly assuming consciousness.

**Issue #103: Could the character-non-nature explicitly taught in the brief indication be emptiness but the character-non-nature explicitly taught in the extensive explanation be an imputational nature?**

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso\(^{506}\) reports that another scholar holds that:

- the character-non-nature taught on the occasion of the brief indication is indeed emptiness,
- but the character-non-nature explicitly taught on the occasion of the extensive explanation is an imputational nature.

No reason is given for this seemingly odd assertion, but it seems to me that a likely reason is that:
1. In the brief indication the character-non-nature, which looks like a mere absence of establishment by way of its own character, is only implicitly understood to be taken in terms of the imputational nature, and thus the reference is to the non-establishment of the imputational nature by way of its own character, which is emptiness.

2. However, the extensive explanation explicitly mentions the imputational nature, putting the focus not on its mere absence but on itself, that is to say, the imputational nature that is without nature in terms of character.

In answer to this position, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso makes the cogent objection that except for the fact that the brief indication does not associate the character-non-nature with illustrations (that is, imputational natures), it teaches in a brief way what is delineated in the extensive explanation and thus what they both teach has to be similar. He adds that since the sūtra indicates that the character-non-nature is just posited by terms and conceptuality and is not something established from its own side without depending on imputation by terms and conceptuality (as emptiness is), it is best to take the character-non-nature of both the brief and extensive explanations in the sūtra as being an imputational nature and thus not an emptiness.

Ser-shül Lo-sang-pün-tsok similarly says that even the first non-nature in the extensive explanation—which in Tibetan is kun brtags mthshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa and could be understood as:

- imputational natures’ character-non-nature
- or character-non-nature in imputational natures
- or imputational natures that are character-non-natures—

is predominantly understood (in the third way) to refer to the imputational nature itself. However, he adds that when debating, if the context is set as factors imputed in the manner of entity and attributes, then it might have to be said (in accordance with either of the first two ways) that it is the ultimate truth, emptiness. For otherwise even the non-establishment—of factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute—by way of their own character would absurdly not be the ultimate.

I take his point to be that since the latter phrase (translated as “the non-establishment—of factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute—by way of their own character) is standardly taken in the first or second way and not as “factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute which are not established by way of their own character,” then the first non-nature in the

---

a Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba (Garland of Blue Lotuses, 13b.2-13b.5) makes the similar point that the brief indication implicitly indicates the reasons for the three non-natures simply because the extensive explanation extensively explains just what the brief indication implicitly indicates.

b ngo bo dang khyad par la kun brtags pa’i kun brtags de rang gi mthshan nyid kyis [ma] grub pa.
extensive explanation might have to be taken this way. Šer-shül adds that nevertheless his readers should examine what Jam-yang-shay-ba and his followers have said on the issue; the implication is that he has not come to a conclusion.

Nonetheless, it seems to me that, as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso points out, since the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself says that the character-non-nature is just posited by terms and conceptuality and is not established by way of its own character, there is no way that the character-non-nature can be emptiness. For Ge-luk-ba scholars uniformly hold that since other-powered natures are established by way of their own character and are not just posited by terms and conceptuality, then the thoroughly established nature, emptiness, must also be established by way of its own character and not just posited by terms and conceptuality.

Looking Back

The Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso tradition of the Go-mang College of Dre-bung Monastic University in Hlaša and Dra-shi-kyil Monastic University in northeastern Tibet as well as their affiliate monasteries attempts to forge, with considerable creativity, a magnificent consistency with regard to the mention of “own-character” in Paramārtha-samudgata’s question and with regard to the mention of “nature of character” in Buddha’s subsequent answer as well as Đzong-ka-ba’s remarks about those terms. In other readings “nature of character” is only establishment by way of its own character, and imputational natures are factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes. Thus, in these other systems, it makes excellent sense, without any entangled and convoluted explanations, for Buddha to say that the imputational nature is called a “character-non-nature” (that which is not established by way of its own character) because of only being imputed by conceptuality and not being established by way of its own character. However, they undergo great difficulties in trying to explain how, according to their reading of Paramārtha-samudgata’s question, in the first wheel of doctrine Buddha taught that the aggregates and so forth are established by way of their own character (for even they admit that indeed the aggregates are established by way of their own character).

Since no one seems to have the perfectly fitting solution, the various renditions and comparison of them serve to draw a practitioner into the topic, provided that the issue does not become so complex that the mind is fractured into unusable bits of information and dis-information and also provided that the issue does not come to be seen as so hopelessly complex that the matter is left entirely in favor of blind faith, assuming that Buddha and Đzong-ka-ba must

---

\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\) kun btags mthhan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{b}}\) I prefer keeping Đzong-ka-ba’s often repeated “being the referent of a conceptual consciousness.”
have had something consistent in mind which, nevertheless, is inaccessible to us. Indeed, frustration with such a plethora of distinctions, next to impossible to remember, appears to be a cause leading to simple-minded devotion to mundane deities that is observed in Tibetan monastic communities.

To provide a handle on the topic, the next chapter offers a quick review of the riddle from the perspective of Go-mang scholars.
14. Review: Two Riddles

Dzong-ka-ba was a genius at creating consistency in systems of thought, but sometimes he provided only brief expositions of some topics and at other times only suggested his views. Ge-luk-ka scholars—like others following a founder’s words—have been drawn into the complex problems of extending his thought into those areas that he did not clearly explicate or re-thinking what was clear but did not manifest the presumed consistency. The working premise is that Dzong-ka-ba’s work is sensible and carefully crafted but is subject to the highly creative strategy of “positing his thought” as long as consonance with the corpus of his work is maintained.

The attempt at resolving apparent contradictions itself fuels increasing interest in the topics, this being a central reason why the Ge-luk-ka system of education, centered around scholastic debate, has been so influential throughout much of Inner Asia. I too have been drawn into the considerable ambiguity surrounding his usage of “own-character” and “imputational nature”—the process beginning like being teased by a riddle, then probing a mystery, then finding oneself in a maze, and finally the walls of the maze occasionally becoming transparent when the scope of the problem comes into view.

As has been shown in copious detail, the Go-mang tradition offers intriguing and highly convoluted explanations of these terms, and therefore in this chapter let us review its readings of (1) seven passages in which “own-character” or its variants appear and (2) ten passages where the term “imputational nature” or its variants appear.

The First Riddle

What is the consistent reading of “own-character” (and its possible variants in this context, “nature of character,” “inherent existence,” “establishment by way of its own character,” and so forth) that could satisfy all the following references? This turns into the mystery, “Is there such a consistent reading?” and, when the multiple meanings needed are located, turns into a maze of possibilities.

1. Paramārthasamudgata’s statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 75) that in the first wheel Buddha taught that the aggregates have their own character:*

   The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates. He also spoke of [their] character

---

* In this chapter I will mostly use Tibetan script in the notes.
of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

2. Ďzong-ka-ба’s statements (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78) about what is taught in the three wheels of doctrine:

If the statements in some चुरा [that is, in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are natureless, and so forth, and the statements in some चुरा [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an own-character, and so forth, were left as they are verbally, they would be contradictory.

And (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 127):

The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character, the statements [in the middle wheel] that phenomena equally do not have such, and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] and those that do not.

According to Jam-央-shay-吧, that should read:

The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements equally [present throughout the चुरा of the first wheel] that phenomena have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character, the statements equally [present throughout the चुरा of the middle wheel] that phenomena do not have such, and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] and those that do not.

3. Ke-drup’s statement in his Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate about what is taught in the three wheels of doctrine:

Furthermore, in the first wheel the aggregates and so forth are said to be equally existent by way of their own character,

---

*a* See issues #44, 55.

*b* See issue #108.

*c* See issues #44, 55.

*d* See issue #108.

*e* 200.4.
and in the middle wheel all are said to be equally without inherent existence. [In both cases Buddha] did not speak with- 
in explicitly differentiating whether [the aggregates and so forth] inherently exist or not; hence, [the first two wheels of 
doctrine] require interpretation.

4. Đzong-ka-ba’s refutation (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78-79) of Wown’uk’s 
explanation in which Đzong-ka-ba says that “own-character” could not 
possibly refer to the unique character of phenomena: 

In the Chinese Great Commentaryb [on the Sūtra Unraveling 
the Thought by the Korean scholar Wown’uk], and so forth, 
“own-character”c: here [in this passage in the Sūtra Unravel- 
ing the Thought] is explained as the unique character [of the 
aggregates and so forth], but this is not right.d For the sūtra 
itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational factors 
clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own 
character [and does not speak of the unique character], and 
since even imputational factors have a unique characteriza- 
tion, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature 
could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.e

5. The passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought to which Đzong-ka-ba 
(Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) must be referring in the statement just cited:f

It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters po- 
sited by names and terminologyb and do not subsist by way 
of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “cha- 
racter-non-natures.”

6. Đzong-ka-ba’s spelling out (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) the type of nature 
that imputational natures do not have:i

---

*a See issue #8.
b See issue #8.
c See issues #27-55, 94.
d See issues #48, 39.
e See issue #50.
f See issue #48.
g See issue #104.
h See issue #104.
i See issue #104.
The nature of character that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

7. The character-non-nature explicitly mentioned at the point of the topic sentence in this section of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought:

Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

“Answer” of the Go-mang Tradition

Six meanings for “own-character” and so forth need be considered:

a. the unique character (of an object)
b. establishment by way of its own character
c. established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness
d. true establishment
e. establishment from its own side
f. the superimposed factor (or appearance) of an object as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

According to the tradition of Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ỳang-shay-ība and their followers, Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, there is no one answer. Rather, a variety of identifications is required. As I (with trepidation) read their
explanations, the references to “own-character” in those seven passages are to be taken this way:

1. Paramārthasamudgata’s statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that in the first wheel Buddha taught that the aggregates have their own character:

   The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates [*establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses*]. He also spoke of [their] character of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

2. Dzong-ka-ba’s statements about what is taught in the three wheels of doctrine:

   If the statements in some sūtras [that is, in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are natureless [*without establishment by way of their own character* and *without establishment from their own side*], and so forth, and the statements in some sūtras [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an own-character [*establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses*], and so forth, were left as they are verbally, they would be contradictory.

   And:

   The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character [*establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses*], the statements [in the middle wheel] that phenomena equally do not have such [*establishment by way of their own character* and *establishment from their own side*], and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] [*establishment by way of their own character*] and those that do not.

3. Ke-drup’s statement in his Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate about what is taught in the three wheels of doctrine:

   Furthermore, in the first wheel the aggregates and so forth are said to be equally existent by way of their own character [*establishment by way of their own character*]
are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses], and in the middle wheel all are said to be equally without inherent existence [b: are not established by way of their own character and c: do not exist from their own side]. [In both cases Buddha] did not speak within explicitly differentiating whether [the aggregates and so forth] inherently exist or not [b: exist by way of their own character or not]; hence, [the first two wheels of doctrine] require interpretation.

4. Ďzong-ka-Ďa’s refutation of Wonch’uk’s explanation in which Ďzong-ka-Ďa says that “own-character” could not possibly refer to the unique character of phenomena:

In the Chinese Great Commentary [on the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk], and so forth, “own-character” [c: establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses] here [in this passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought] is explained as the unique character [of the aggregates and so forth], but this is not right. For, the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational factors clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character [c: establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses] [and does not speak of the unique character], and since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.

5. The passage in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought to which Ďzong-ka-Ďa must be referring in the statement just cited:

It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character [b: do not exist by way of their own character]. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures” [b: establishment by way of their own character].

The distinction must be made that “character-nature,” or “nature of character,” itself means b: establishment by way of its own character and not being posited by name and term, but that which is the nature of character is primarily f: the superimposed factor or appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and secondarily c: the establishment of objects by way of their own character as
the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. (Those two are also non-natures of character, that is to say, the natures of character that are not established by way of their own character.) The distinction is between the meaning of “nature of character” and the illustrations of “nature of character.”

6. Ďzong-ka-Ba’s spelling out the type of nature that imputational natures do not have:

   The nature in terms of character [\textit{b: establishment by way of their own character}] that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character [\textit{b: establishment by way of their own character}]. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [the object’s] own character [\textit{b: establishment or not by way of its own character}] is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

7. The character-non-nature explicitly mentioned at the point of the topic sentence in this section of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought:

   Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature [\textit{b: establishment of objects by way of their own character}], production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

Again, it is important to make the distinction that “character-nature,” or “nature of character,” itself means \textit{b: objects’ establishment by way of their own character and not being posited by names and terminology}, but that which is the nature of character is primarily \textit{f: the superimposed factor or appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses} and secondarily \textit{c: the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses}.

\textit{A Few Comments}

The way the second quote in number two is taken is very unusual, three different referents being required:

The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character [\textit{c: establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses}], the statements [in the middle wheel] that
phenomena equally do not have such \(b: \text{establishment by way of their own character}\) and \(e: \text{establishment from their own side}\), and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] \(b: \text{establishment by way of their own character}\) and those that do not.

The first quote in number two is similar but deals with only the first two wheels of doctrine:

If the statements in some sūtras [that is, in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are \textit{natureless} \(b: \text{without establishment by way of their own character}\) and \(e: \text{without establishment from their own side}\), and so forth, and the statements in some sūtras [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an \textit{own-character} \(c: \text{establishment by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses}\), and so forth, were left as they are, they would be contradictory.

When the necessary switches in reference are seen, Jam-ā-lang-shay-ā’s rendition of Paramārthasamudgata’s question is seen in all its subtlety:

Supramundane Victor, in the first wheel of the teaching, as specified here in my question, you pronounced many times the words of sūtra, “The entities of phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment as well as [their attributes of] production, cessation, and so forth that are established by way of their own character exist, exist.” In the middle wheel of the teaching, as specified here in my question, you pronounced many times the words of sūtra, “Production, cessation, and so forth that are established by way of their own character do not exist, do not exist, in phenomena ranging from forms through omniscient consciousnesses.” If those two were left literally as they are, they would be contradictory, but since the Teacher does not have contradiction, of what were you thinking when you said such in the middle wheel?

Jam-ā-lang-shay-ā speaks of “the first wheel of the teaching, as specified here in my question” because there are presentations of the three wheels of doctrine other than that found in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. Also, he specifies the different lists of phenomena about which Buddha was speaking in the first and second wheels of doctrine within stressing the aspects of entity and attributes—“the entities of phenomena ranging from forms through the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment as well as [their attributes of] production,

\textsuperscript{a} Jam-ā-lang-shay-ā makes what seems to be an unnecessary specification of “compounded phenomena” which A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tsö’s Precious Lamp (59.6) changes to “phenomena”; I have rendered it in accordance with the latter.
cessation, and so forth” and “phenomena ranging from forms through omniscient consciousnesses.”

He uses the phrase “pronounced the words of sūtra” of establishment and non-establishment of objects by way of their own character. This is because the seeming contradiction rests, not in a teaching in the first wheel that phenomena are established by way of their own character and in a teaching in the middle wheel that phenomena are not so established, but in the face value of the words themselves as well as in the different meanings that those words have in their respective contexts.

Another “Answer”

At a point when I found all of these wandering meanings to be quite befuddling, I suddenly remembered that a traditional way to answer conundrums is to ask the author even if that person had long since passed away. So, I closed my eyes and asked Đzong-ka-ba. The answer came quickly, “There is no need to be so rigid.” In other words, plug in whichever one will make sense in that particular sentence without worrying about over-all consistency in the rigid sense of having only a single identification, since the meaning, for the most part, is obvious. There is no need for me to say that I am not making any claims for actually having contacted the author, but this advice, surfacing from within my subconscious, became a clue that a few years later led to the simple discovery that:

- Đzong-ka-ba took the meaning of “character” in Buddha’s answer, “Those [imputational characters] are character-non-natures,” (where it obviously means “establishment by way of its own character” because Buddha goes on to says that imputational natures “do not subsist by way of their own character”) and **loosely** applied it back to the mention of “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question

- But Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba (as well as their followers Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso), taking Đzong-ka-ba’s identification rigidly, searched for a more appropriate meaning of “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question and cogently chose “established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness” and **rigidly** applied it forward to the meaning of “character” in Buddha’s answer—“Those [imputational characters] are character-non-natures.”

Indeed, in his criticism of Wonch’uk Đzong-ka-ba himself implies that the “own-character” of the question and the “character” of the answer should be equated, but, as we have seen, if either of these readings are taken rigidly, they run into insurmountable problems. Seeing this, I have been led into making my own identifications, employing a more flexible approach:
1. Paramārthasamudgata’s statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that in the first wheel Buddha taught that the aggregates have their own character:

The Supramundane Victor spoke, in many ways, of the own-character of the aggregates [\textit{a: unique character} within the context of \textit{c: being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}]. He also spoke of [their] character of production, character of disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge.

2. Čdzong-ka-ba’s statements about what is taught in the three wheels of doctrine:

If the statements in some sūtras [in the middle wheel of the teaching] that all phenomena are natureless [\textit{b: without establishment by way of their own character} and \textit{e: without establishment from their own side}], and so forth, and the statements in some sūtras [in the first wheel of the teaching] that the aggregates and so forth have an own-character [\textit{a: unique character} within the context of \textit{c: being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}], and so forth, were left as they are, they would be contradictory.

And:

The bases being posited as interpretable or definitive are the three—the statements [in the first wheel] that phenomena equally have nature in the sense of being established by way of their own character [\textit{their being or appearing as the referents of terms and conceptual consciousnesses is b: established by way of its own character}], the statements [in the middle wheel] that phenomena equally do not have such [\textit{b: establishment by way of their own character} and \textit{e: establishment from their own side}], and the good differentiation [in the final wheel] of those [phenomena] that have [such establishment] [\textit{b: establishment by way of their own character}] and those that do not.

3. Ke-drup’s statement in his Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate about what is taught in the three wheels of doctrine:

Furthermore, in the first wheel the aggregates and so forth are said to be equally existent by way of their own character [\textit{their being or appearing as the referents of terms and}]}
conceptual consciousnesses is \textit{b: established by way of its own character}, and in the middle wheel all are said to be equally without inherent existence \textit{[b: are not established by way of their own character and e: do not exist from their own side]}. [In both cases Buddha] did not speak within explicitly differentiating whether [the aggregates and so forth] inherently exist or not \textit{[b: exist by way of their own character or not]}; hence, [the first two wheels of the teaching] require interpretation.

4. Ďzong-ka-ba’s refutation of Wonch’uk’s explanation in which Ďzong-ka-ba says that “own-character” could not possibly refer to the unique character of phenomena:

In the Chinese \textit{Great Commentary} [on the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought} by the Korean scholar Wonch’uk], and so forth, “own-character” \textit{[a: unique character} within the context of \textit{c: being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]} here [in this passage in the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought}] is explained as \textit{[merely]} the unique character [of the aggregates and so forth], but this is not right. For, the sūtra itself at the point of [speaking about] imputational factors clearly speaks of establishment by way of [the object’s] own character [that is to say, that objects’ being or appearing as the referents of terms and conceptual consciousnesses is \textit{b: established by way of its own character}] [and does not speak of the unique character], and since even imputational factors have a unique characterization, there would be the fallacy that the character-non-nature could not be explained with respect to imputational factors.

5. The passage in the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought} to which Ďzong-ka-ba must be referring in the statement just cited:

It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters po-sited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character \textit{[b: do not exist by way of their own character]}. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures” \textit{[b: establishment by way of their own character]}.

6. Ďzong-ka-ba’s spelling out the type of nature that imputational natures do not have:

The nature of character \textit{[b: establishment by way of their own character]} that imputational natures do not have is to be
taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character \[b: \textit{establishment by way of their own character}\]. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [the object’s own character] \[b: \textit{establishment or not by way of its own character}\] is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

7. The character-non-nature explicitly mentioned at the point of the topic sentence in this section of the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought}:

Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature \[b: \textit{establishment of objects by way of their own character}\], production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught, “All phenomena are natureless.”

The Second Riddle

The second riddle is even more complicated to unravel. It is: What is the consistent reading of “imputational natures” (or its variants) that could satisfy all the following references? As before, this turns into the mystery, “Is there such a consistent reading?” and, when the multiple meanings needed are being located, turns into a maze of those multiple meanings.

1. The imputational natures that the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought} says (\textit{Emp-tiness in Mind-Only}, 86) are character-non-natures:\textsuperscript{a}

   Those \textit{[imputational characters]} are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, \textit{they} are said to be “character-non-natures.”

2. The sixth chapter of the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought}, the “Questions of Guṇākara,” where it says that imputational natures are to be identified in terms of a factor of appearance wrongly superimposed by a mistaken awareness:\textsuperscript{b}

   The \textit{imputational character} is to be viewed as like the flaws of dark spots that form in the eye[-sight] of one with the disease of dim-sightedness.

\textsuperscript{a}  
\textsuperscript{b}  
\textsuperscript{a} As cited in Gung-tang’s \textit{Difficult Points}, 109.16.
And:

Apprehending the imputational character in other-powered characters should be viewed as like wrongly apprehending a very clear crystal as precious jewels—sapphire, the blue gem, ruby, emerald, or gold.

3. Ḍzong-ka-ba’s remarks (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 110) restricting the scope of imputational natures here:

With respect to the imputational factor of which [other-powered natures] are empty, on both occasions of identifying the imputational factor in the sūtra it does not speak of any other imputational factor than just factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes. I will explain the reason for this later.

His later explanation (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 217) of the reason:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena, space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Although many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology, they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality.

4. The imputational natures that Ḍzong-ka-ba has in mind when he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 195) says that they must be identified in order to know the selflessness of phenomena well:

Therefore, if you do not know what this imputational factor that is a superimposed factor of a self of phenomena on other-

---

\[\text{cited in Gung-rang's } \text{Difficult Points, 109.17.}\]

\[\text{as cited in Gung-rang's } \text{Difficult Points, 109.17.}\]
powered natures is, you will not know in a decisive way the conception of a self of phenomena and the selflessness of phenomena in this [Mind-Only] system.

5. Đzong-ka-ba’s identification (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 195) of the imputational nature that, when conceived to be established by way of its own character, is the self of phenomena, saying it is not just imputational natures in general but a specific one:

Those **imputational factors**—which are such that a consciousness conceiving **imputational factors** to be established by way of their own character is asserted to be a consciousness conceiving a self of phenomena—are the nominally and terminologically imputed factors [in the imputation of] the aggregates and so forth as entities, “This is form,” and as attributes, “This is the production of form,” and so forth.

6. Đzong-ka-ba’s distinction (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 210) that there are two types of imputational natures, those established and those not established by valid cognition:

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is an **imputational factor** posited by name and terminology, but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted. However, that it is established by way of the thing’s own character is an **imputational factor** posited only nominally that does not occur among objects of knowledge [that is, does not exist]. Hence, among what are **posited by names and terminology** there are two [types], those established by valid cognition and those not established by valid cognition. Still, this system asserts that once something is only posited by names and terminology, cause and effect are not suitable to occur in it.

7. The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought’s usage (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 93) of a flower in the sky as an example for imputational natures:

It is thus: for example, **character-non-natures** [that is, im-
putational natures] are to be viewed as like a flower in the sky.

8. Ădzong-ka-ba’s commentary (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 94) on that:

The similarity of imputational factors with a flower in the sky is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of knowledge [that is, existents].

9. Ădzong-ka-ba’s and Ke-drup’s statements that Proponents of Sûtra cannot realize that such imputational natures are not established by way of their own character. Ădzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 198) says:

Also, even if it were being refuted that the self-isolate of the perceived object [of a conceptual consciousness] is established by way of its own character, since it is confirmed even for Proponents of Sûtra that the objects of comprehension of an inferential valid cognition are generally characterized phenomena [and] do not exist as [functioning] things, this is not feasible.

Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate says:

Concerning this, even Proponents of Sûtra have established that the mere appearance that is the appearance to a conceptual consciousness that form and so forth are established by way of their own character as referents of the conventions of entity and attribute is a superimposed factor that is not established by way of its own character. Furthermore, they have already established that such a conceptual consciousness is a consciousness mistaken with respect to that...
appearance. Hence, there is no way that realization that this conceptual appearance is empty of being established by way of its own character in accordance with how it appears to a conceptual consciousness could constitute realization of the selflessness of phenomena [in the Mind-Only School].

10. Đzong-ka-ba’s reference (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 239) to imputational phenomena as if these are the imputational natures being considered:

Since imputational phenomena are not established by way of their own character, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character].

The “Answer” of the Go-mang Tradition

As possibilities, we need to consider the following thirteen meanings:

a. being the referent of a conceptual consciousness
b. establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness
c. the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness
d. the superimposed factor or appearance of objects even to sense consciousnesses as established by way of their own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness
e. the appearance of objects even to sense consciousnesses as being the referent of a conceptual consciousness

It is mistaken in the sense that the appearing object (snang yul) of any conceptual consciousness, such as the image of a house that appears to a conceptual consciousness thinking of a house, appears to be a house, much as the image of a face in a mirror appears to be a face even if one does not assent to that appearance.

The Tibetan (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 447) is: kun btags kyi chos rnams rang gi mtshan nyid kyis ma grub pas don dam par ngo bo med pa dang. Both Gung-ru Chö-jung (20b.5) and Jam-yang-shay-ba (52.5) misquote the passage as kun btags kyi chos rnams rang gi mtshan nyid kyis ma grub pas mtshan nyid ngo bo med pa dang, taking it to mean:

Since the phenomena that are the bases of imputing the imputational nature are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character].

a. It is mistaken in the sense that the appearing object (snang yul) of any conceptual consciousness, such as the image of a house that appears to a conceptual consciousness thinking of a house, appears to be a house, much as the image of a face in a mirror appears to be a face even if one does not assent to that appearance.

b. The Tibetan (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 447) is: kun btags kyi chos rnams rang gi mtshan nyid kyis ma grub pas don dam par ngo bo med pa dang. Both Gung-ru Chö-jung (20b.5) and Jam-yang-shay-ba (52.5) misquote the passage as kun btags kyi chos rnams rang gi mtshan nyid kyis ma grub pas mtshan nyid ngo bo med pa dang, taking it to mean:

c. It is mistaken in the sense that the appearing object (snang yul) of any conceptual consciousness, such as the image of a house that appears to a conceptual consciousness thinking of a house, appears to be a house, much as the image of a face in a mirror appears to be a face even if one does not assent to that appearance.
rents of conceptual consciousnesses
f. imputational natures (in general, including uncompounded space and so forth as well as non-existent imputational natures such as the horns of a rabbit or establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses)\(^b\)
g. imputational nature (just the general category, not its specific instances, technically called the generality-isolate or, more evocatively, the conceptually isolated generality)\(^c\)
h. establishment (of something) by way of its own character\(^d\)
i. establishment (of something) in accordance with the superimposed factor (or appearance) of being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness\(^e\)
j. all existent imputational natures\(^f\) (including uncompounded space and so forth)
k. something only posited by conceptuality and not established by way of its own character\(^g\)
l. the superimposed factor or appearance to a conceptual consciousness as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness\(^h\)
m. the appearing objects of inferential cognition.\(^i\)

As before, according to the tradition of Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam- yab-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, there is no one answer, flexibility being required. As I (with more trepidation than with the first puzzle) read their explanation, the references to “imputational natures,” or the like, in those ten passages are:

1. The imputational natures that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought says are character-non-natures:

   Those [imputational characters] \(b\): establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and \(c\): the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a

\(^{a}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วยสิ่งที่มีสมบัติมิได้ทำลายอย่างนี้ แล้วนั้นเหมาะสมด้วยสิ่งที่มีสมบัติมิได้ทำลายอย่างนี้

\(^{b}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วยสิ่งที่มีสมบัติ

\(^{c}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วย

\(^{d}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วยสมบัติ

\(^{e}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วยสมบัติ

\(^{f}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วย

\(^{g}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วย

\(^{h}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วย

\(^{i}\) นั้นเหมาะสมด้วย
conceptual consciousness] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they [same \( b \) and \( c \)] are said to be “character-non-natures.”

2. The sixth chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, the “Questions of Guṇākara,” where it says that imputational natures are to be identified in terms of a factor of appearance wrongly superimposed by a mistaken awareness:

The imputational character \([i: \text{establishment in accordance with the superimposed factor or appearance of being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and } c: \text{the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}]\) is to be viewed as like the flaws of dark spots that form in the eye[-sight] of one with the disease of dim-sightedness.

And:

Apprehending the imputational character \([i: \text{establishment in accordance with the superimposed factor or appearance of being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and } c: \text{the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}]\) in other-powered characters should be viewed as like wrongly apprehending a very clear crystal as precious jewels—sapphire, the blue gem, ruby, emerald, or gold.

3. Đzong-ka-Ba’s remarks restricting the scope of imputational natures here:

With regard to that imputational factor \([b: \text{establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}]\) of which [other-powered natures] are empty, on both occasions of identifying the imputational factor \([b: \text{establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and } c: \text{the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}]\) in the sūtra it does not speak of any other imputational factor than just factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes \([b: \text{establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and } c: \text{the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness}]\).
own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]. I will explain the reason for this later.

His later explanation of the reason:

Although among imputational factors in general [f: imputational natures (in general, including uncompounded space and so forth as well as non-existent imputational natures such as the horns of a rabbit or establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses)] there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena, space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor [b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and c: the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] the emptiness of which [b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Although many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology, they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality.

4. The imputational natures that Ğong-ka-ba has in mind when he says that they must be identified in order to know the selflessness of phenomena well:

If you do not know what this imputational factor [c: the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] that is a superimposed factor of a self of phenomena on other-powered natures is, you will not know in a decisive way the conception of a self of phenomena and the selflessness of phenomena of this [Mind-Only] system.

5. Ğong-ka-ba’s identification of the imputational nature that, when conceived to be established by way of its own character, is the self of phenomena, saying it is not just the imputational nature in general but a specific one:

Those imputational factors—which are such that a consciousness conceiving imputational factors [b: establishment
by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] to be established by way of their own character is asserted to be a consciousness conceiving a self of phenomena—are the nominally and terminologically imputed entities [in the imputation of] the aggregates and so forth as entities, “This is form,” and as attributes, “This is the production of form,” and so forth.

6. Ďzong-ka-ба’s distinction that there are two types of imputational natures, those established and those not established by valid cognition:

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is an imputational factor [a: an object’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness] posited through name and terminology, but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted. However, that it is established by way of the thing’s own character is an imputational factor [b: something only posited by conceptuality and not established by way of its own character] posited only nominally that does not occur among objects of knowledge [that is, does not exist]. Hence, among what are posited by names and terminology [f: imputational natures (in general, including uncompounded space and so forth as well as non-existent imputational natures such as the horns of a rabbit or establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses)] there are two [types], those established by valid cognition and those not established by valid cognition. Still, this system asserts that once something is only posited by names and terminology, cause and effect are not suitable to occur in it.

7. The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought’s usage of a flower in the sky as an example for imputational natures:

It is thus: for example, character-non-natures [that is, imputational natures] [b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and c: the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] are to be viewed as like a flower in the sky, for example.

8. Ďzong-ka-ба’s commentary on that:

The similarity of imputational factors [b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual
consciousness and $c$: the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] with a flower in the sky is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of knowledge [that is, existents]. ($b$ does not exist, but $c$ does.)

9. Đzong-ka-Đa’s and Ke-drup’s statements that Proponents of Sūtra cannot realize that such imputational natures are not established by way of their own character. Đzong-ka-Đa says:

Also, even if it were being refuted that the self-isolate of the conceived object [of a conceptual consciousness] [$m$: the appearing objects of inferential cognition (these being sound-generalities and meaning-generalities) or $a$: being the referent of a conceptual consciousness] is established by way of its own character, since it is established even for the Sūtra School that the objects of comprehension of an inferential valid cognition are generally characterized phenomena [and] do not exist as [functioning] things, this is not feasible.

Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate says:

Concerning this, even Proponents of Sūtra have established that the mere appearance that is the appearance to a conceptual consciousness that form and so forth are established by way of their own character as referents of the conventions of entity and attribute [$l$: the superimposed factor or appearance to a conceptual consciousness as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] is a superimposed factor [$k$: something only posited by conceptuality and not established by way of its own character] that is not established by way of its own character. Furthermore, they have already established that such a conceptual consciousness is a consciousness mistaken with respect to that appearance. Hence, there is no way that realization that this conceptual appearance is empty of being established by way of its own character in accordance with how it appears to a conceptual consciousness could constitute realization of the selflessness of phenomena [in the Mind-Only School].

---

a  Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotus, 19b.3.

b  A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 238.4: gzugs sogs ming brda’i yul yin pa’i cha lla bu. He draws this from Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 120.20).
10. Đzong-ka-Ba’s reference to imputational phenomena as if these are the imputational natures being considered:

Since imputational phenomena are not established by way of their own character, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character].

Usually, “imputational phenomena” would be identified as \textit{all existent imputational natures, including uncompounded space and so forth}, but Gung-ru Chô-jung and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba misquote the passage such that it reads:

Since the phenomena that are the bases of imputing the imputational nature \textit{[b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]} are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character].

That is how I read the explication by the Go-mang tradition.

\textit{Another “Answer”}

My own identifications of “imputational nature” and so forth in these passages, offered with a mask of bravado, are:

1. The imputational natures that the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought} says are character-non-natures:

   \textit{Those [imputational characters] \textit{[a: being, or appearing as, the referent of a conceptual consciousness]} are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they [same \textit{a}] are said to be “character-non-natures.”}

   (In the list of thirteen possibilities, I have, in effect, combined \textit{a} and \textit{c}.)

2. The sixth chapter of the \textit{Sūtra Unraveling the Thought}, the “Questions of Guṇākara,” where it says that imputational natures are to be identified in terms of a factor of appearance wrongly superimposed by a mistaken awareness:

   \textit{The imputational character \textit{[c: the superimposed factor or appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]} is to be viewed}
as like the flaws of dark spots that form in the eye[-sight] of one with the disease of dim-sightedness.

And:

Apprehending the imputational character [*b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness*] in other-powered characters should be viewed as like wrongly apprehending a very clear crystal as precious jewels—sapphire, the blue gem, ruby, emerald, or gold.

3. Ďzong-ka-ğa’s remarks restricting the scope of imputational natures here:

With respect to that imputational factor [*b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness*] of which [other-powered natures] are empty, on both occasions of identifying the imputational factor [*a: being, or appearing as, the referent of a conceptual consciousness*] in the sūtra it does not speak of any other imputational factor than just factors imputed in the manner of entities and attributes [*a: being, or appearing as, the referent of a conceptual consciousness*] and *b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness*. I will explain the reason for this later.

His later explanation of the reason:

Although among imputational factors in general [*f: imputational natures (in general, including uncompounded space and so forth as well as non-existent imputational natures such as the horns of a rabbit or establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses)*] there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena, space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor [*b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness*] the emptiness of which [*b: establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness*] is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Although many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology, they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality.

4. The imputational natures that Ďzong-ka-ğa has in mind when he says that
they must be identified in order to know the selflessness of phenomena well:

If you do not know what this imputational factor that is a superimposed factor of a self of phenomena on other-powered phenomena is, you will not know in a decisive way the conception of a self of phenomena and the selflessness of phenomena of this system.

5. Ďzong-ka-βa’s identification of the imputational nature that, when conceived to be established by way of its own character, is the self of phenomena, saying it is not just the imputational nature in general but a specific one:

Those imputational factors—which are such that a consciousness conceiving imputational factors to be established by way of their own character is asserted to be a consciousness conceiving a self of phenomena—are the nominally and terminologically imputed entities. “This is form,” and as attributes, “This is the production of form,” and so forth.

6. Ďzong-ka-βa’s distinction that there are two types of imputational natures, those established and those not established by valid cognition:

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is an imputational factor posited through name and terminology, but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted. However, that it is established by way of the thing’s own character is an imputational factor posited only nominally that does not occur among objects of knowledge. Hence, among what are posited by names and terminology there are two types, those established by valid
cognition and those not established by valid cognition. Still, this system asserts that once something is only posited by names and terminology, cause and effect are not suitable to occur in it.

7. The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*’s usage of a flower in the sky as an example for imputational natures:

   It is thus: for example, character-non-natures [that is, imputational natures] \( a: \) being, or appearing as, the referent of a conceptual consciousness and \( b: \) establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] are to be viewed as like a flower in the sky, for example.

8. Ďzong-ka-ba’s commentary on that:

   The similarity of imputational factors \( a: \) being, or appearing as, the referent of a conceptual consciousness and \( b: \) establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness] with a flower in the sky is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of knowledge [that is, existents]. \( a \) exists, but \( b \) does not exist.

9. Ďzong-ka-ba’s and Ke-drup’s statements that Proponents of Sūtra cannot realize that such imputational natures are not established by way of their own character. Ďzong-ka-ba says:

   Also, even if it were being refuted that the self-isolate of the conceived object [of a conceptual consciousness] \( m: \) the appearing objects of inferential cognition (these being sound-generalities and meaning-generalities) is established by way of its own character, since it is established even for the Sūtra School that the objects of comprehension of an inferential valid cognition are generally characterized phenomena [and] do not exist as [functioning] things, this is not feasible.

Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* says:

   The mere appearance that is the appearance to a conceptual consciousness of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as bases of the conventions of entity and attribute \( l: \) the superimposed factor or appearance to a conceptual consciousness as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness]
has already been established even by Proponents of Sūtra as a superimposed factor [k: something only posited by conceptuality and not established by way of its own character] which is not established by way of its own character, and this conceptual consciousness has already been established by them as a consciousness mistaken with respect to that appearance. Hence, there is no way for realization that this conceptual appearance is empty of being established by way of its own character to be a realization of the selflessness of phenomena.

10. Đzong-ka-βa’s reference to imputational phenomena as if these are the imputational natures being considered:

Since imputational phenomena [j: all existent imputational natures, including uncompounded space and so forth] are not established by way of their own character, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character].

Here Đzong-ka-βa speaks about imputational phenomena in general in the context of taking the three natures as a rubric categorizing all phenomena and of applying the statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena do not ultimately exist to these three categories.

The Import

Even though the technique of examining Đzong-ka-βa’s usage of terminology yields considerable doubt about the identification of terms in particular contexts, such qualms arise only by juxtaposing those particular usages to the principles of his system. The exercise of such juxtaposition is fundamental to scholastic debate in the monastic colleges, causing scholars to use the basic principles of Đzong-ka-βa’s perspective in an active, creative way. They thereby make the founder’s mode of thought their own in a way that far surpasses mere repetition.

Thus, despite the difficulties involved in trying even to determine what such complex traditions of exegesis take to be the referents of these terms, basic and undisputed principles of Đzong-ka-βa’s presentation of the topic emerge with considerable clarity. It is possible to miss the woods for the trees, but when one steps back and surveys the wider scene, it is clear that:

1. Phenomena are referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms.
2. However, they falsely appear to both sense consciousnesses and conceptual consciousnesses to be established by way of their own character as the refe-
reins of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms.

3. Assent to this false appearance constitutes the obstructions of omniscience and underlies all afflictive emotions.

4. Objects’ emptiness of being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and of terms is a subtle selflessness of phenomena.

5. Realization of this emptiness and prolonged meditation on it in the manner of direct perception remove both the afflictive obstructions and the obstructions to omniscience.
15. Posited by Names and Terminology

**Issue #104: In “posited by names and terminology” is “terminology” not redundant?**

In the main translation of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, found in the Peking edition and so forth, the Sanskrit compound nāmasaṁketa is treated as a conjunctive compound and thus is translated into Tibetan as ming dang brda’ (“name and terminology”). Jam-yang-shay-ḥa holds that “name” in this context means an object, and although “terminology” usually has the same meaning as “name,” in order to avoid redundancy he takes it to mean a conceptual consciousness apprehending an object. Tsay-den-hla-ram-ḥa takes “terminology” more narrowly as a conceptual consciousness mindful of associating name and object, and another scholar similarly takes it as a conceptual consciousness understanding a verbal convention at the time of using verbal conventions. These explanations of “terminology” are well-founded in the tradition, since a common dictum is that names and conceptual consciousnesses engage their objects in a similar, eliminative manner, unable to engage their objects holistically as direction perception does.

**Issue #105: What does Dzong-ka-ḥa mean when he says that some imputational natures are only imputed by conceptuality but are not posited by names and terminology?**

As is discussed in detail in Chapter 13 of *Reflections on Reality*, Dzong-ka-ḥa appears to contradict himself:

1. He (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 86) indicates that even non-existents, never

---

a The stog palace translation of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* treats the compound as a genitive tatpurusa, and thus the term is translated as ming gi brda’ (“terminology of name” or “nominal terminology”).

b ming.

c rang zhes rjod pa’i sgra.

d brda’.

e rang ’dzin rtog pa.

f ming don ’brel bar dran pa’i rtog pa. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (*Precious Lamp*, 15a.3) finds support for this position in Sthiramati’s commentary on Maitreya’s *Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes* and reports that Tsay-den-hla-ram-ḥa cites Gen-dün-drup’s *Great Treatise on Valid Cognition: Adornment of Reasoning*.

g tha snyad dus su tha snyad go ba’i tha snyad: literally, “the convention that is the understanding of a convention at the time of a convention.”
mind all existent imputational natures, are among what are “posited in dependence upon names and terminology”:

The nature of character that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

Furthermore, that which is posited [in dependence upon names and terminology] is not necessarily existent [since, for instance, the horns of a rabbit or a difference of entity between subject and object are posited in dependence upon names and terminology but do not exist].

In confirmation of this, in the section on the Consequence School much later in The Essence of Eloquence he says:

[Yogic Practitioners] propound that, since [imputational natures] can be posited by names and terminology, [imputational natures] are not established by way of their own character.

Ḍzong-ka- bảo says that the reason why the Proponents of Mind-Only propound that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character is that they can be posited by names and terminology; he does not say that some imputational natures can and some cannot.

2. However, late in the section on the Mind-Only School Ḍzong-ka- Bảo (Empitness in Mind-Only, 217-218) posits three classes of objects when, as has been cited here numerous times above, he says:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly

---

a  See issue #83.
b  See issues #29, 94.
c  bstan tshod; see issue #96.
d  See issues #105-109.
e  See issue #139, for six mentions of space in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought as an example for the thoroughly established nature. The point here is that space is not relevant on the occasion of identifying the thoroughly established nature.
established nature. Although many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology, they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality.

In order to unravel their founder’s meaning, Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-"yang-shay-ba make a difference between “only posited by names and terminology” and “posited by only names and terminology.” They explain that in the latter passage he is referring to “posited by only names and terminology”:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the Sutra Unraveling the Thought is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Although many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology [that is, are not posited by only names and terminology], they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality.

However, they hold that in the following passages he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) means “only posited by names and terminology”:

The nature of character that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology [that is, only posited by names and terminology].

Furthermore, that which is posited [in dependence upon names and terminology] is not necessarily existent [since, for instance, the horns of a rabbit or a difference of entity between subject and object are posited in dependence upon names and terminology but do not exist].

and:

[Yogic Practitioners] propound that, since [imputational natures] can be posited by names and terminology [that is, are only posited by names and terminology], [imputational natures] are not established by way of their own character.

This is how they cogently resolve Dzong-ka-ba’s seemingly contradictory
statements on the meaning of being posited by names and terminology.

Another explanation. Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba\textsuperscript{333} avers that the context itself of Dzong-ka-ba’s remarks needs to be considered. He holds that when Dzong-ka-با (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86) says:

Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

his frame of reference is just those imputational natures explicitly indicated in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought—imputational factors in the imputation of entity and attribute—and not imputational natures in general, including uncompounded space, and so forth. Thus, there is no contradiction with the first citation above, which indicates that some imputational natures are not posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

Therefore, for Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba, Dzong-ka-با is saying:

- **in terms of phenomena such as forms**, that which is established by way of its own character and a phenomenon that is not posited by names and terminology are equivalent
- **in terms of imputational factors in the imputation of entity and attribute**, a phenomenon that is not established by way of its own character and a phenomenon that is posited by names and terminology are equivalent.

When taken this way, the second position does not conflict with Dzong-ka-با’s also holding that other imputational natures such as uncompounded space:

- are not established by way of their own character
- are not posited by names and terminology
- but are only imputed by conceptuality.

I find Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-با’s explanation also to be plausible, even though it is not entirely satisfactory as we shall now see.

Gung-tang’s Refutation of Others’ Explanations

The topic of what it means for something to be posited by names and terminology is complicated by several factors that become clear upon considering Gung-tang’s interesting but frustrating refutation of others’ attempts to delineate its meaning.\textsuperscript{334} I say frustrating because his excursion does not tell us much in a positive sense about what this slippery term means. He makes a mess of others’ assertions by challenging how they might account for the fact that uncompounded space and so forth are, in the Go-mang tradition’s terms, only posited by names and terminology, but unfortunately his own explanation of this point is founded in the circularity that being only posited by names and
terminology merely means not established by way of its own character. Still, his diversion highlights many issues.

**Issue #106: Are non-existent imputational natures only imputed by conceptuality?**

Gung-tang begins with a discussion of being only imputed by conceptuality. He notes that in some Ge-luk-ɓa monastic textbooks an erroneous distinction is made such that:

1. existent imputational natures (such as uncompounded space or an object’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness) are only imputed by conceptuality, but
2. non-existent imputational natures (such as the horns of a rabbit or the establishment of an object by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness) are not only imputed by conceptuality.

Gung-tang reports that according to these scholars non-existent imputational natures are not posited by conceptuality since, according to them, they are not posited by an awareness (and conceptual consciousnesses are instances of awareness). This, in turn, is due to the commonly accepted notion that non-existent imputational natures are not objects of knowledge and hence not suitable to be taken as an object of an awareness.

Their reasoning is based on the commonly accepted fact that since object of knowledge and existent are equivalent, non-existent imputational natures cannot be objects of knowledge: the horns of a rabbit, for instance, are non-existent and thus not objects of knowledge. Also, since the commonly accepted definition (or defining nature) of an object of knowledge is “that which is suitable to be taken as an object of an awareness,” the horns of a rabbit cannot be suitable to be taken as an object of an awareness. With these points Gung-tang agrees, but these scholars draw what is for him the unwarranted conclusion that...

---

*a* Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 174.3) identifies these as the textbooks of the Lo-șel-Eng College and the Jang-dzay College; he reports that they hold that a non-existent imputational nature is not posited by a conceptual consciousness (rtogs pa ma bzhag pa) but is posited by a conceptual consciousness apprehending it (rang ’dzin rtog pa bzhag pa)—a have-your-cake-and-eat-it-too distinction.

*b* yod rgyu’i kun btags. These are also called “enumerated imputational natures” (rnam grangs pa’i kun btags); Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 111.1.

*c* med rgyu’i kun btags. These are also called “imputational natures whose character is nihil” (mtshan nyid yongs su chad pa’i kun btags).

*d* rtog pa ma bzhag pa, 111.3.

*e* blos ma bzhag pa, 111.4.

*f* shes bya, jñeya.

*g* blo’i yul du bya rung ba.
once something is not suitable to be taken as an object of an awareness, it could not be *posited* by an awareness and hence not *posited* by conceptuality (that is, a conceptual awareness), and thus could not be only imputed by conceptuality.

Gung-tang\(^{15}\) answers by referring to the important principle in Ðzong-ka-ba’s system that in the Mind-Only School and the Middle Way School it is not suitable to consider that everything that is only imputed by conceptuality necessarily exists. From this statement it can be seen that, for Ðzong-ka-ba, non-existent (such as the horns of a rabbit and the establishment of an object by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness) also are only imputed by conceptuality. As cited earlier, Ðzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 86) says:

The nature of character that imputational factors do not have is to be taken as establishment, or subsisting, by way of their own character. Here, the measure indicated with respect to existing or not existing by way of [an object’s] own character is: not to be posited or to be posited in dependence upon names and terminology.

**Furthermore, that which is posited [in dependence upon names and terminology] is not necessarily existent.**

Ðzong-ka-ba clearly says that what is posited by names and terminology does not necessarily exist, and thus there must be non-existent that are posited by names and terminology.

He (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 210) makes the same point in a passage which, though not cited by Gung-tang, is relevant:

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses\(^\ast\) is an imputational factor posited by name and terminology, but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted. However, that it is established by way of the thing’s own character is an imputational factor posited only nominally that does not occur among objects of knowledge [that is, does not exist]. Hence, among what are posited by names and terminology there are two [types], those established by valid cognition and those not established by valid cognition.\(^b\)

Ðzong-ka-ba clearly speaks of two classes of what are posited by names and terminology—those that exist and those that do not.

Employing the distinction made by Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba above, we could say that non-existent imputational natures, though not objects of knowledge, are both only posited by names and terminology and posited by only names and terminology and, similarly, are both only imputed by conceptuality and imputed by only conceptuality. The point is that “only

---

\(^\ast\) See issues #78–82.

\(^b\) See issue #88.
posited by names and terminology” and “only imputed by conceptuality” are applicable not just to a certain class of existents but also to non-existents.

Gung-tang’s discussion inches us closer to considering what these terms mean.

**Issue #107: Does something’s being posited by names and terminology entail that its appearance to the mind depends upon language? Or, does a bullock see space?**

Gung-tang next considers other Ge-luk-bas’ attempts to understand what Dzong-ka-ba intends when he says that there are many existent imputational natures that are only imputed by conceptuality but cannot be posited by names and terminology. The reference is to Dzong-ka-ba’s (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 217-218) statement:

> Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Although many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology, they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality.

Given what Dzong-ka-ba says, it is understandable that scholars such as Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba hold that uncompounded space, sound’s emptiness of permanence, and so forth are not posited by names and terminology. Remember that Jam-ñana-kyay-ba, whom Gung-tang is following, tries to get around the problems posed by Dzong-ka-ba’s statement by making a distinction between being “only posited by names and terminology” and “posited by only names and terminology.” Jam-ñana-kyay-ba’s position, as delineated by the Khalkha Mongolian Nga-wang-bel-den, is that existent imputational natures are only posited by names and terminology but not posited by only names and

---

a Dzong-ka-ba says that space is “not mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*,” but Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 620.6, 625.4-625.6) points out that space is indeed mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (see issue #139, for six occurrences in the sūtra) as an example for the thoroughly established nature. Thus he cogently interprets Dzong-ka-ba as meaning that the sūtra at the point of the extensive indication identifying imputational natures does not explicitly say that space, and so forth, are imputational natures since, except for imputational natures in the manner of entity and attribute, space and so forth are not relevant on the occasion of identifying the thoroughly established nature.

b See issues #85, 89-92.
terminology,” and hence when Đzong-ka-ba says that “many of those are existents that cannot be posited by names and terminology,” he means that they cannot be posited by only names and terminology, even though they are only posited by names and terminology. Pañ-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba, however, does not make any such distinction and, instead of this, holds that uncompounded space and sound’s emptiness of permanence are not posited by names and terminology.

Gung-tang explains that the reason why scholars such as Pañ-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba say that uncompounded space is not posited by names and terminology is that it does not need to be posited by such. For instance, when a bullock, who (need it be mentioned?) does not know the terminology “space,” comes to the edge of a high cliff, a generic image of a vacuity that is a negation of obstrusive contact (that is, an image of uncompounded space) appears to the bullock’s mind, whereupon he becomes frightened, and the dawning of such an aspect to the bullock’s mind does not depend on name and terminology. These scholars hold that Đzong-ka-ba was thinking of such existent imputational natures when he said that there are many existent imputational natures that are only imputed by conceptuality but cannot (that is, do not have to) be posited by names and terminology.

Based on two fundamental points, Gung-tang concludes that these scholars are mistaken—his response saying a good deal about what “to be posited by names and terminology” does not entail. According to Gung-tang, contrary to Pañ-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba’s opinion, something’s being posited by names and terminology does not entail that its appearance to the mind depends upon language. The progression of his argument is this:

1. The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought gives, as an illustration of imputational natures in this context, the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and goes on to give as the reason why such imputational natures are without a nature of character that “Those are characters posited by names and terminology.”
2. An image of such establishment appears even to persons who do not know language, because the arising of the appearance of objects in this false aspect does not depend on language.
3. Therefore, the mere fact that something is posited by names and terminology does not entail that its appearance to the mind depends upon language.

My opinion is that such existent imputational natures, that is, those not relevant on this occasion—these being uncompounded space and so forth but not an object’s being the referent of terms and so forth—are only posited by names and terminology but not posited by only names and terminology. I take Gung-ru Chō-jung and Jam-ṽang-shay-ba’s meaning to be that an object’s being the referent of terms and so forth means both only posited by names and terminology and also posited by only names and terminology.
By grounding his point in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and in the basic Ge-luk-ba position that the false appearance of objects as if established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses occurs even to babies and so forth who do not know language, Gung-tang makes his point—that something’s being posited by names and terminology does not require that its appearance to the mind depend upon language—unassailable.

He concludes from this that it is not contradictory for sound’s emptiness of permanence to be only posited by names and terminology and yet not be posited by only names and terminology. For the term “only” in “only posited by names and terminology” eliminates that sound’s emptiness of permanence is established by way of its own character, and indeed it must be asserted that sound’s emptiness of permanence is established by way of its own character, since it is a mere negation of permanence. However, the term “only” in “posited by only names and terminology” would indicate that sound’s emptiness of permanence could be posited by the mere phrase, “Sound is empty of permanence,” and could be posited merely through the arbitrary force of conceiving it to be empty of permanence rather than being posited by way of reasoning through the forceful power of facts. Indeed, it is unsuitable to assert that sound’s emptiness of permanence is posited merely arbitrarily since, unlike arbitrarily calling the round orb in the sky with a rabbit in it “moon” (Indians saw a rabbit, not a man), sound’s emptiness of permanence must be established by reasoning through the force of facts, specifically, through the fact of its being a product. Sound’s emptiness of permanence, therefore, is put as an object of inference through the force of facts, whereas the suitability of calling the orb in the sky with a rabbit in it “moon” is put as an object of inference through renown, since its being called “moon” is established merely through wish.

Gung-tang adds also that it is contradictory for these scholars to assert that sound’s emptiness of permanence is not posited by names and terminology but is only posited by conceptuality, since “terminology” in “posited by names and terminology” is conceptuality (a conceptual consciousness) and thus there is no reason why the two—“only posited by names and terminology” and “only posited by conceptuality”—cannot be co-extensive. Also, Gung-tang avers that those scholars should make a difference between “only posited by conceptuality” and “posited by only conceptuality”; otherwise, they would have to say that sound’s emptiness of permanence is posited by only conceptuality since even they say that it is only posited by conceptuality. In that case, they absurdly

---


b. *dnogs stobs kyi rigs pa*, 112.17.
would have to give up holding that sound’s emptiness of permanence has to be proven by reasoning through the power of facts. However, as mentioned above, this is inadmissible, since everyone agrees that sound must be proven to be empty of permanence by a correct reason of the power of facts, such as that it is a product.

From this discussion, we glean that something’s being only posited by names and terminology does not entail that it is arbitrarily established by language or conceptual thought. This point is made even more clearly by A-ku Lodrö-gya-tso who reports that Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba do not differentiate between being “posited by only names and terminology” and being “only posited by names and terminology” and hold that something’s being posited by names and terminology means that its appearing as an object of awareness depends on names and terminology appearing as an object of awareness. He shows that Jay-dzün-ba holds this from a debate in his General Meaning of (Dzong-ka-ba’s) “Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive” in which he says:

It [absurdly] follows that the subject, uncompounded space, is posited by names and terminology because of being an imputational nature. If that is accepted, it [absurdly] follows with respect to the subject, uncompounded space, that its appearing as an object of awareness depends on names and terminology appearing as an object of awareness. This cannot be accepted because there are cases of space’s appearing as an object of awareness even though the names and terminology for space have not appeared as an object of awareness.

Jay-dzün-ba, trying to make sense out of Dzong-ka-ba’s statement that there are many existent imputational natures that are only imputed by conceptuality but cannot be posited by names and terminology, is willing to accept that uncompounded space is only imputed by conceptuality but not willing to accept that it is posited by names and terminology because it does not have to appear to the mind through saying or thinking, “Uncompounded space.” His eighteenth-century follower, Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup, adds that through the mere verbalization of the name “uncompounded space” one cannot understand uncompounded space. Thus, for them, whatever is merely imputed by conceptuality is not necessarily only posited by names and terminology. Somehow, “imputed by conceptuality” is wider than “posited by names and terminology.”

---

a Ornament for the Thought, 22.14: de’i ming brjod pa tsam gyis de go mi nus.
Issue #108: Is any existent posited by (only) names and terminology?

We are led into wondering whether, in Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s reading, any existent is posited by names and terminology. We see one answer when he points to the fact that Dzong-ka-ба himself indicates that in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the exemplification of imputational natures by a flower in the sky demonstrates not that imputational natures do not exist but are only imputed by conceptuality:

The similarity of imputational factors with a flower in the sky is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of knowledge [that is, existents.]

Dzong-ka-ба thereby indicates that there are imputational natures that do exist. Furthermore, he specifies that a form’s being the referent of the term “form” is an imputational nature posited by names and terminology when he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 210) says:

Thus, form and so forth being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is an imputational factor posited by name and terminology, but, since it is established by valid cognition, it cannot be refuted.

Ḍra-di Ge-shay, makes the point more clearly:

Since form and so forth as referents of names and conventions must be understood in dependence upon names and terminology appearing as objects of awareness, [forms and so forth] are only posited as such by names and terminology.

and:

The factor of space’s having become the referent of the term “space” is an imputational nature that can be posited by names and terminology.

He adds that this is true not just for space but for anything that exists.

This explanation that some existent imputational natures—namely, forms and so forth as referents of names and conventions—are posited by names and terminology.
terminology in addition to being only imputed by conceptuality makes good sense out of Đzong-ka-başı’s (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 217-218) statement:

Although among imputational factors in general there are many, such as all generally characterized phenomena and space, and so forth, the reason why these are not [explicitly] mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is that they are not relevant on the occasion of the imputational factor, the emptiness of which is posited as the thoroughly established nature. Although many of those are existents that **cannot** be posited by names and terminology, they are not established by way of their own character because of being only imputed by conceptuality. Đzong-ka-başı’s saying that **many** imputational natures cannot be posited by names and terminology but are only imputed by conceptuality suggests that there are **some** imputational natures that are both. Also, since the imputational natures listed in this citation are just existent imputational natures, it would seem that Đzong-ka-başı means that there are some **existent** imputational natures that are both posited by names and terminology and only imputed by conceptuality. Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Dra-di Ge-şhay provide us with at least one, forms and so forth as referents of names and conventions—one that is especially relevant to the discussion in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*.

As long as we take “names and terminology appearing as objects of awareness” as including past conceptualization and verbalization, I agree with them. Otherwise, how could we posit that objects appear—even to those who do not know language—to be established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective names and conceptual consciousnesses?

I find Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s and Dra-di Ge-şhay’s explanations to be helpful because Đzong-ka-başı is not saying that only non-existents are posited by names and terminology or, in Jam- yarg-shay-başı’s vocabulary, posited by only names and terminology. Indeed, being the referent of terms and thoughts is established through the usage of language but misappears as if subsisting in objects themselves; thus, it is posited by only names and terminology. This is why I find Nga-wang-bel-den’s explanation that it is Jam-yang-shay-başı’s position that no existent imputational natures are posited by only names and terminology to be off the mark.

Why does Nga-wang-bel-den hold such a strange position? According to him, this is the reason why Đzong-ka-başı refers to “existents”—not because **some** existent imputational natures are posited by only names and terminology but because **all** existent imputational natures are necessarily not posited by only names and terminology. Thus, it is just non-existent imputational natures that are both only imputed by conceptuality and posited by only names and terminology.

Nga-wang-bel-den’s explanation of Jam-yang-shay-başı’s reading of Đzong-ka-başı’s statement is inventive, and it is likely that he makes this distinction
because he views dependence on names and terminology appearing as objects of awareness to be restricted to current conceptualization and verbalization—not including influences carried over from past lives. His explanation thereby accounts for how the appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of terms and conceptual consciousnesses could occur to babies and animals, since, according to his restrictive reading, even though such an appearance is only posited by names and terminology it is not posited by only names and terminology, since the latter requires dependence on names and terminology appearing as objects of awareness and that, according to him, is restricted to current conceptualization and verbalization. Most likely, Nga-wang-ibel-den felt that this allowed him to retain the Geluk-ba foundational point that the existent imputational nature that is an image of establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses appears even to persons who do not know language.

Indeed, such must appear even to them because the conception of a self of phenomena exists innately in all sentient beings—animals, babies, and so forth included—since it is the final root of cyclic existence. It is through assenting to this false appearance of phenomena that beings are drawn into misconceptions of the substantial existence of persons, which, in turn, draw them into cyclic existence. However, it would have been more cogent for Nga-wang-ibel-den to hold that the mere fact that something is posited by names and terminology means that its appearance to the mind depends upon current or past usage of language. I think that Nga-wang-ibel-den has added an unnecessary facet to Jam-yang-shay-ba’s explanation, whose followers should reject the opinion that only non-existents are posited by only names and terminology.a

**Issue #109: Is what is posited by only names and terminology an object of comprehension of an inference of renown?**

As explained just above, Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup’s opinion is that:

- forms and so forth being referents of names and conventions is posited by names and terminology
- forms and so forth being posited by names and terminology means that being referents of names and conventions must be understood through names and terminology appearing as objects of awareness.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso b avers that this stance seems to lead Dra-di Ge-shay to hold that such an imputational nature is an “object of comprehension of an

---

a My position is buttressed by a clear statement by Ke-drup on the topic; see Reflections on Reality, 217-219.

b A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 81.5) says that whether such is the case needs to be investigated relative to what Dra-di Ge-shay offers as the syllogistic rendering of the extensive explanation.
inference of renown.” To unpack his meaning, let us consider a similar stance by Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba. He holds that forms and so forth being the referents of a conceptual consciousness is posited by names and terminology, and from his declaring that this “names and terminology” is synonymous with the “names and terminology” of the statement, “The one with the rabbit in it is posited by names and terminology as suitable to be expressed with the term ‘moon,’” it can be concluded that, for Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba, forms and so forth being the referents of a conceptual consciousness is, in Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ḥyang-shay-ba’s vocabulary, posited by only names and terminology. Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba humbly says that the intelligent should analyze in detail whether whatever is posited by names and terminology is necessarily a case of something that is linguistically established, that is, a linguistic artifact, but, in seeming self-contradiction, he says that a form’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending form is not linguistically established.

Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba appears to be in a quandary, but I think that with his first statement he has hit on an important key, even though in the second statement he backs off of it. Namely, just as the suitability to call any object by any name is a linguistic artifact but sometimes appears to be fixed in the order of things, so an object’s being the referent of a word or of a conceptual consciousness is a linguistic artifact that appears to subsist in the object by way of its own character but does not. The problem in trying to extend this formula to all existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space can be cleared up by making Jam-ḥyang-shay-ba’s distinction between what is posited by only names and terminology and what is only posited by names and terminology. The former are linguistic artifacts, whereas the latter are not.

Since I find Jam-ḥyang-shay-ba’s distinction helpful, I agree with A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s notion that the dilemma in which scholars such as Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba find themselves is due to their not appreciating the difference between being posited by only names and terminology and being only posited by names and terminology. In his explanation of Jam-ḥyang-shay-ba’s position, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso explains that the term “only” in

“The suitability to express the thing with a rabbit in it by the term ‘moon’ is posited by only names and terminology”

eliminates that what posits such is anything other than names and terminology, such as reasoning through the force of facts, whereas the term “only” in

“Imputational natures are only posited by names and terminology”

eliminates that they are established by way of their own character. The two have different modes of elimination.

When A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso indicates that terminological suitability—

\[sgra byung grags pa.\]
which is an existent imputational nature—is posited by only names and terminology, he differs from Nga-wang-bel-den, who reads Jam-yang-shay-ba as saying that no existents are posited by only names and terminology. One would think that A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso would proceed to crown his point by explicitly and emphatically declaring that the imputational natures relevant on this occasion, such as an object’s appearance as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, also are posited by only names and terminology, but we frustratingly are left with his dropping the topic despite having brought us this far.

Instead of ascending to such a meaningful crescendo by revealing the meaning of the sūtra to be that the imputational natures relevant here are posited by only names and terminology (and hence linguistic artifacts), A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso takes the negative route of continuing his criticism of Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba. Indeed, he cogently points out that if, for something to be posited by only names and terminology, its appearance as an object of awareness required that names and terminology appear as objects of awareness, then for something to be only imputed by conceptuality its appearance as an object of awareness would absurdly require that conceptuality appear as an object of awareness, and no one wants to say such. As was mentioned earlier, even Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen and Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba assert that uncompounded space is not established by way of its own character and is only imputed by conceptuality, even though the appearance of uncompounded space to the mind of a bullock, for instance, does not depend upon terminology and conceptuality. A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s implicit point is that if they can accept that something’s being only imputed by conceptuality does not require conceptuality to appear as an object of awareness, they should also accept that something’s being only posited by names and terminology does not require that names and terminology appear as an object of awareness.

Again, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso does not go on to discuss whether something being posited by only names and terminology means that its appearance to the mind depends upon names and terminology appearing as an object of awareness, although we can speculate that he would not favor this, since he would follow Gung-tang in restricting the meaning of this only to current conceptualization and verbalization. My own opinion is that something being posited by only names and terminology means that its appearance to the mind depends upon names and terminology appearing as an object of awareness, but I extend the meaning of “names and terminology appearing as an object of awareness” to include both past and current conceptualization and verbalization. The association of names and objects over the course of past lives influences how objects appear even during unlanguaged lives or parts of a life.

Because of A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s failure to discuss just what being posited by only names and terminology means, his own well-taken recommendation—that Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s and Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s followers
accept Jam- yab-shay-ba’s distinction (between what is posited by only names and terminology and what is only posited by names and terminology) in order to understand Dzong-kha-ba’s point that there are existent imputational natures that cannot be posited by names and terminology but are only imputed by conceptuality—is not fully developed. I agree that Jam-yab-shay-ba’s distinction is well taken, but it needs to be fleshed out so that the topic that is relevant here in the Sutra Unraveling the Thought can come to life. The diversion into considering what “only imputed by conceptuality” and “only posited by names and terminology” mean comes to life only when the force of analysis of these terms is brought back to bear on the meaning of the sutra’s mention that imputational natures are “posited by names and terminology” (that is, in Jam-yab-shay-ba’s terminology “posited by only names and terminology”). However, Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yab-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gyae-tso shy away from this. One expects them to launch into a discussion of linguistically molded phenomena—such as being the referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses and the appearance of objects as established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses—and I find it disappointing that they do not. Instead of that, they continue their unremitting probing of what the Sutra Unraveling the Thought does not concern itself with—being only posited by names and terminology.

Still, we have learned much. The Go-mang tradition cogently concludes that we cannot say that the meaning of something’s being only posited by names and terminology or being posited in dependence upon a conceptual consciousness is that its appearing to the mind depends upon language, or the like, appearing to the mind. For them, the meaning of something’s being only posited by names and terminology (or being posited in dependence upon a conceptual consciousness) is merely that it is not established by way of its own character. Therefore, to understand what the Sutra Unraveling the Thought means when it says that imputational natures are “posited by names and terminology,” it is imperative to determine what “establishment by way of its own character” means in the Mind-Only School. This is the slippery topic of the next chapter.

---

A-ku Lo-drö-gyae-tso (83.3) is willing to explain away the Second Dalai Lama’s statement that whatever is an imputational nature is not necessarily positable by names and terminology as meaning that there are some imputational natures, such as sound’s emptiness of permanence, that are not posited by only names and terminology, since the Second Dalai Lama later says, in explaining this point, that sound’s emptiness of permanence and the aggregates’ selflessness cannot be posited by the mere phrases, “Sound is empty of permanence,” and “The aggregates are selfless.”
16. Probing Establishment by Way of Its Own Character

One Mode of Conception Containing but Not Being Another

Đzong-ka-ṃa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86-87) first indicates that the meanings of “established by way of its own character” in the Mind-Only School and the Consequence School differ:

Moreover, the mode of positing [something in dependence upon names and terminology in this Mind-Only system] is very different from the Consequence School’s positing existents through the force of nominal conventions [even if the terminology is similar]. Therefore, the meaning of existing and not existing by way of [the object’s] own character [here in the Mind-Only School] also does not agree [with the interpretation of the Consequence School].

Immediately thereafter, he indicates that the two types of conception are somewhat related:

However, if one has the conception of [an object as] existing by way of its own character [as described] in this Mind-Only system, one also has the conception of its being established by way of its own character [as described] in the Consequence School. Nevertheless, there are cases in which, though [Proponents of Mind-Only] did not conceive certain bases [that is, imputational natures] in accordance with the former [description], they would be conceiving such in accordance with the latter [description by the Consequence School, since the Mind-Only School, for instance, holds that anything existent is findable when the object imputed is sought and this is the meaning of “establishment of an object by way of its own character” for the Consequence School].

His point must be that the grosser (Mind-Only School) version of the conception somehow has within it the subtler (Consequence School) version, but the subtler does not have within it the grosser one.

Issue #110: Can a wrong consciousness also be right?

Đzong-ka-ṃa seems to be saying that a consciousness conceiving that an object is established by way of its own character in accordance with the description in

---

\* See issues #113-116.
the Mind-Only School also conceives that the object is established by way of its own character in accordance with the description in the Consequence School. However, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen, Gung-ru Chö-jung, and Jam-yang-shay-ba suggest that Dzong-ka-ba could (or should) not have intended this. They hold that his statement does not mean (even if it seems so) that whatever is a consciousness conceiving something to be established by way of its own character in accordance with the description by the Mind-Only School is a consciousness conceiving such in accordance with the description by the Consequence School. For from the viewpoint of the Mind-Only School:

- a consciousness that conceives imputational natures to be established by way of their own character (in accordance with its description in their own system) is a wrong consciousness, since, indeed, imputational natures are not established by way of their own character
- but a consciousness that conceives imputational natures to be established by way of their own character (in accordance with the description in the Consequence School) is a factually concordant consciousness in that it is merely conceiving imputational natures to be established from their own side.

As Gung-tang adds, there is no way that one consciousness could be both a wrong consciousness and a factually concordant consciousness, and thus Dzong-ka-ba’s meaning could not possibly be that a consciousness conceiving something to be established by way of its own character in accordance with the description by the Mind-Only School is a consciousness conceiving such in accordance with the description by the Consequence School.

Rather, Gung-ru Chö-jung—with Jam-yang-shay-ba and Gung-tang following him—makes a difficult-to-comprehend distinction:

- What Dzong-ka-ba means is that the mode of conception of any consciousness that conceives something to be established by way of its own character in accordance with the description by the Mind-Only School contains within it such a mode of conception in accordance with the description by the Consequence School—it does not actually conceive the latter.

Though Dzong-ka-ba’s passage might seem to suggest that one consciousness is both, his thought must be posited. According to their re-writing, he is saying:

---

a. log shes.
b. blo don mthun.
c. ‘dzin tshul tshang ba. This distinction is found also in Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyel-tsen’s Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s) Lectures, 401.2. Ser-shül (Notes, 18b.1-18b.5) cites a passage from Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate that supports the Go-mang position.
The mode of conception of a consciousness conceiving something to be established by way of its own character in accordance with the description in the Mind-Only School also contains within it the mode of conception of such as described by the Consequence School. However, the mode of conception of a consciousness conceiving something to be established by way of its own character in accordance with the description in the Consequence School does not necessarily contain within it that described by the Mind-Only School, as is the case with the Mind-Only School’s assertion that it is correct to conceive imputational natures to be established from their own side but mistaken to view them as being established by way of their own character.

Gung-tang proceeds to bring into considerable relief the implications of the distinction that a consciousness could contain within it the mode of apprehension of another consciousness and yet not be an instance of that consciousness. He does this by considering the issue of a consciousness that seems, on the surface, to be half right and half wrong—one that conceives imputational natures to be established from their own side (which is true) and not to be posited by names and terminology (which is untrue). In the Mind-Only School, imputational natures are both established from their own side and only posited by names and terminology; hence, a mind that conceives imputational natures to be established from their own side without depending upon being posited by names and terminology is a wrong consciousness. Still, it contains within it the mode of conceiving imputational natures to be established from their own side, and since imputational natures are indeed established from their own side, this mode of conception is factually concordant. Despite this, in order to avoid having to hold that this consciousness is right (or both right and wrong), Gung-tang refuses to say that it conceives imputational natures to be established from their own side, because the object of the mode of apprehension of this consciousness—this being imputational natures that are established from their own side without depending upon being posited by names and terminology—does not exist. The object of the mode of apprehension of a wrong consciousness simply does not exist, and thus this consciousness, despite containing within it the mode of apprehension of imputational natures as established from their own side (which indeed is true), does not conceive such. This is how he tries to have his cake and eat it too. As Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ÿang-shay-ba say, a mind that conceives imputational natures to be established from their own side without depending upon being posited by names and terminology is not a mind that conceives imputational natures to be established from their own side.

Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ÿang-shay-ba (unconvincingly) illustrate how a consciousness can contain within it a mode of apprehension without apprehending such by pointing to a classificatory problem if one accepted the
opposite opinion. A consciousness conceiving the person to be permanent, unitary, and under its own power contains within its mode of apprehension the conception of the person as (1) permanent, (2) unitary in the sense of being partless, and (3) being under its own power in the sense of being independent, and thus its conceived object is called a “triply qualified self.” Nevertheless, it is not, for instance, a consciousness conceiving the person to be permanent, for it is not a “view holding to an extreme” but a coarse conception of a self of persons and thus a false view of the transitory collection. Among the five types of afflicted views, a view holding to an extreme and a false view of the transitory collection are mutually exclusive—whatever is the one is not the other. Hence, a consciousness conceiving the person to be permanent, unitary, and under its own power contains within its mode of apprehension the conception of the person as permanent, the conception of the person as unitary, and the conception of the person as being under its own power but it does not conceive these three (individually). They use this illustration to show how to split a hair so as to maintain that a consciousness could contain a mode of apprehension without apprehending such, thereby avoiding the problem of having to hold that one consciousness is both a wrong consciousness and a factually concordant consciousness. However, this illustration strikes me as weak because it seems merely to revolve around trying to maintain a classificatory scheme—the mutual exclusivity of a view holding to an extreme and a false view of the transitory collection—and one may wonder whether that scheme is inadequate in the first place.

Gung-tang offers a better illustration that focuses on the basic problem. He says that a (wrong) conceptual consciousness that conceives form and a valid cognition apprehending form to exist as other substantial entities contains within it a (right) mode of apprehension conceiving that form exists, but it does not conceive that form exists. Rather, it conceives of subject and object within superimposing a difference of substantial entity beyond and on top of the mode of apprehension of existence; hence, it is called a view of an extreme of existence and is said to have fallen to an extreme of existence. However, the existence of form is not any type of object of that consciousness. Thus, even though a consciousness that conceives a form and a valid cognition apprehending a form to exist as other substantial entities contains within it a mode of apprehension of a consciousness that is factually concordant (that is, contains within it the mode of conception that form exists), it itself is a factually discordant, wrong consciousness. Gung-tang cogently says that within its mode of apprehension there is not the slightest factually concordant factor that is not polluted with wrongness.

He identifies this stance—of its being impossible for a wrong consciousness to have within it the slightest factually concordant factor that is not polluted with wrongness—as having an Indian source in a controversy between Devendrabuddhi and Dharmottara. Whereas Devendrabuddhi holds that a wrong
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consciousness could have a factor that is factually concordant, Dharmottara (here the favored party) holds the opposite. About a situation in which a person sees a white conch as yellow but with that perception is able to get at the object (such as picking it up), Devendrabuddhi holds that despite its being a wrong consciousness, there is a factually concordant factor within its mode of apprehension. He says:337

Since the sought object is attained through [a consciousness] that is mistaken with respect to yellowness but not mistaken with respect to shape, [this factor] is posited as just a direct perception\(^a\) [and hence is unmistaken].

Dharmottara, on the other hand, holds that within the mode of apprehension of a wrong consciousness there is not the slightest factor that gets at its object or is factually concordant. Speaking about a tree, misperceived as moving as when riding on a boat, he says:338

*Question:* If it is a wrong consciousness, how does it get at the tree?  
*Answer:* It does not in the least get at [its object].

and:

Through that which is a wrong consciousness, an aim is not accomplished.

Gung-tang shows that Dharmottara’s opinion is accepted by Đzung-ka-ba and his spiritual sons by citing Gyel-tsap’s *Commentary on (Dignåga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”* in which he says:

Though it is indeed difficult to know the thought of the great beings, the excellent leaders assert that the latter is correct; therefore, [the topic] should be asserted in accordance with the latter.\(^b\)

Gung-tang concludes his quite cogent argument with these citations of sources. Still, the position—that a wrong consciousness cannot have a factually concordant factor even if that wrong consciousness contains within it a factually concordant mode of apprehension—appears to be double-talk. Gung-tang’s commentator, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, recognizing the difficulties with such a

---

\(^a\) *mgon sum, pratyaksa.*

\(^b\) Gung-tang points out that Gyel-tsap’s statement is from the viewpoint of the Sutra School and adds that it can be known from Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba’s commentary on the second chapter of Dharmakirti’s *Commentary on (Dignåga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”* that even Devendrabuddhi’s assertion is not very unsuitable in the Mind-Only School. Gung-tang’s saying “not very unsuitable” may be his way of suggesting that Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba missed the point.
There is no wrong consciousness that contains within it the mode of apprehension of a factually concordant consciousness, but with respect to whatever is a factually concordant consciousness, it is not necessarily the case that there is no wrong consciousness that contains within it its mode of apprehension [that is, that contains within it the mode of apprehension of something that is a factually concordant consciousness].

His device is to switch from “factually concordant consciousness” to “something that is a factually concordant consciousness.” Thus, although there is no wrong consciousness that contains within it the mode of apprehension of a factually concordant consciousness, there are wrong consciousnesses that contain within them the mode of apprehension of something (else) that is a factually concordant consciousness. If we put this together with Gung-tang’s example, the distinction becomes clear:

1. A consciousness conceiving a form and a valid cognition apprehending that form to exist is a factually concordant consciousness.
2. A consciousness that conceives a form and a valid cognition apprehending that form to exist as other substantial entities is a wrong consciousness, but it contains within it the mode of apprehension conceiving that the form and the consciousness exist.
3. Thus, it contains within it the mode of apprehension of something (else) that is a factually concordant consciousness, but it does not contain within it the mode of apprehension of a factually concordant consciousness and does not conceive that form exists.

It might seem better to hold that a wrong consciousness could have within it a factor of correctness, but then it would be necessary to give up the powerful point that it has no part that is not infected with wrongness. The distinction is aimed at preserving this cogent point of great impact. A fitting “conclusion” to a sticky problem!

**Summation**

Let us cite again Đzong-ka-ба’s rendition (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 86-87) of the issue:

> Moreover, the mode of positing [something in dependence upon names and terminology in this Mind-Only system] is very different from the Consequence School’s positing existents through the force of

---

*Precious Lamp, 85.5-85.6: blo don mthun gyi ’dzin tshul tshang ba’i log shes med kyang/ blo don mthun yin na/ khyod kyi ’dzin tshul tshang ba’i log shes med pas ma khab zer dgos sso/*
nominal conventions [even if the terminology is similar]. Therefore, the meaning of existing and not existing by way of [the object’s] own character [here in the Mind-Only School] also does not agree [with the interpretation of the Consequence School]. However, if one has the conception of [an object as] existing by way of its own character [as described] in this Mind-Only system, one also has the conception of its being established by way of its own character [as described] in the Consequence School. Nevertheless, there are cases in which, though [Proponents of Mind-Only] did not conceive certain bases [that is, imputational natures] in accordance with the former [description], they would be conceiving such in accordance with the latter [description by the Consequence School, since the Mind-Only School, for instance, holds that anything existent is findable when the object imputed is sought and this is the meaning of “establishment of an object by way of its own character” for the Consequence School].

As Gung-tang says, though both Proponents of Mind-Only and Consequentialists say that imputational phenomena are only imputed by conceptuality and are not established by way of their own character, what the term “only” eliminates and what it means to be established by way of their own character differ greatly in their respective systems. Both the Consequentialists and the Proponents of Mind-Only assert that imputational phenomena are not established by way of their own character in accordance with what that means in their own system; however, they assert that imputational phenomena are established by way of their own character in accordance with the meaning described in the Consequence School, that is, that when the object designated is sought, it is found.

Also, when Đzong-ka-ba says that “if one has the conception of [an object as] existing by way of its own character [as described] in this Mind-Only system, one also has the conception of its being established by way of its own character [as described] in the Consequence School,” this means that a consciousness conceiving the former necessarily contains the mode of apprehension of the latter. For the reasons detailed above, it does not mean that whatever is a consciousness conceiving the former is a consciousness conceiving the latter.

As Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ýang-shay-ba sum up the issue, Proponents of Mind-Only do not conceive imputational phenomena to be established by way of their own character in accordance with their own assertion of such, but they do conceive this in accordance with the assertion of the Consequence School. For although they do not assert that imputational natures are established from their own side without being only imputed by conceptuality, they assert that existent imputational natures are indeed established from their own side simply because they hold that these exist.
Issue #111: Could Đzong-ka-ība’s statement be taken another way?

Bhel-jor-hlün-drup\(^a\) of Še-ra Jay College and Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ība of Lo-sel-Eng College, rather than holding that the mode of conception of one consciousness is contained in another, repeat Đzong-ka-ība’s own framing of the issue, which is that if one has a consciousness conceiving that something is established by way of its own character in accordance with how that is asserted by Proponents of Mind-Only, one has a consciousness conceiving that something is established by way of its own character in accordance with how that is asserted by Consequentialists. Bhel-jor-hlün-drup’s successor, Jay-dźün Chö-ūyi-gyel-tsen\(^b\) refines this position slightly such that if a person possesses in his/her continuum a consciousness conceiving that something is established by way of its own character in accordance with how that is asserted by Proponents of Mind-Only, that person also possesses in her/his continuum a consciousness conceiving that something is established by way of its own character in accordance with how that is asserted by Consequentialists; for the Consequentialists this means to conceive that when the object imputed in the imputation of a convention is sought, something is found. This assertion, at least at first glance, does not require the entanglements of the Go-mang position.\(^c\)

---

\(^a\) Bhel-jor-hlün-drup’s Lamp for the Teaching (15.1) says:

Therefore, the two, Consequentialists and Proponents of Cognition, also do not agree on the meaning of [something’s] existing or not existing by way of its own character. This is because the Consequentialists assert that if there existed [something found] when the imputed object in the imputation of conventions was sought, then it would exist by way of its own character, whereby the Proponents of Cognition assert that that which exists by way of its own entity without being posited by the force of conventions exists by way of its own character.

However, if one has the conception of something as existing by way of its own character in accordance with the system of the Proponents of Cognition, one must have the conception of [that thing] as established by way of its own character in accordance with the Consequentialist system. This is because, if a phenomenon is conceived to exist from its own side without being posited through the force of conventions, then that phenomenon must be conceived to exist [that is, to be found] when the imputed object in the imputation of conventions is sought.

\(^b\) Jay-dźün Chö-ūyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 12b.7-13a.2; his position is cited by Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 177.6). Jay-dźün Chö-ūyi-gyel-tsen’s follower, Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup (Ornament for the Thought, 24.3) presents the same opinion and then goes on to explain that whoever is a person who conceives establishment by way of its own character necessarily is a person who conceives establishment from its own side.

\(^c\) For this reason it is easy to appreciate that Sha-rmar Ge-dün-den-dzin-gya-tso, the author of Clearing Away Mental Darkness (as reported in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 177.6) finds this presentation more commodious than that of the Go-mang tradition.
**Issue #112: When does a person have both of these conceptions?**

Still, Gung-ru Chö-jung asks a penetrating question of this explanation: **When does one have both of these conceptions?** He avers that their position requires that the person possess these simultaneously in manifest form in his/her continuum, in which case a person absurdly would simultaneously have a manifest consciousness conceiving a self of phenomena (that is, that imputational natures in the imputation of entity and attribute are established by way of their own character) and a factually concordant consciousness (that is, that imputational natures in the imputation of entity and attribute are established from their own side). This is absurd because of the general dictum that only one mental consciousness can operate manifestly at exactly the same time.

Gung-ru Chö-jung’s criticism points up the fact that none of these scholars have explicated how persons could possess these two consciousnesses in their continuum—simultaneously or not, and under what conditions. They do not even give an illustration of it. Their explanation seems to be no more than an uninflated trial balloon with the result that the lack of explanation highlights the bravery of the Go-mang position, despite its complications.

**Established by Way of Its Own Character**

**Issue #113: According to the Sūtra School are all phenomena established by way of their own character?**

Bel-jor-hlun-drup and Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen (former and later textbook authors of the Jay College of Se-ra Monastic University) have a basic disagreement as to whether Proponents of Sūtra assert that all phenomena (including imputational natures such as uncompounded space) are established by way of their own character. It will be remembered that Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen holds that in both the Sūtra School and the Autonomy School all phenomena are established by way of their own character, but his predecessor Bel-jor-hlun-drup clearly holds that in the Sūtra School imputational natures are not established by way of their own character. Bel-jor-hlun-drup, like the scholars of the Go-mang tradition, agrees that Autonomists assert that all phenomena are established by way of their own character but holds that Proponents of Sūtra do not:

Even though Proponents of Cognition do not conceive some bases

---

a Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotuses*, 28b.3-29a.2. Why Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṭa drops this from his cribbing of Gung-ru Chö-jung is a mystery. Does the reasoning somehow double back on another of his positions?
[such as uncompounded space] to exist by way of their own character in accordance with how they assert [the meaning of such], they still have a conception of those as established by way of their own character in accordance with the assertions of the Consequentialists. For even though the Proponents of Sūtra and of Mind-Only do not assert that imputational natures exist by way of their own character, they do assert that [with respect to all existing phenomena] there is something found when the imputed object in the imputation of conventions is sought. This is so because [all non-Consequentialists], from the schools of others [that is, non-Buddhists] up to and including the Autonomy School, assert that if something exists, it is necessarily [found] to exist when the imputed object in the imputation of conventions is sought.

Jay-ādzün Chö-ġyi-gyel-tsen\(^{344}\) on the other hand, holds that:

- both the Sūtra School and the Autonomy School hold that all phenomena are established by way of their own character,
- but these schools do not hold that imputational natures are established by way of their own character \textbf{in accordance with how this is presented in the Mind-Only School}, for the latter holds that this means that an object is \textbf{only} imputed by conceptuality and is established from its own side, and the word “only” eliminates that it is established by way of its own character.\(^{a}\)

\textbf{Issue #114: What does “established by way of its own character” mean in the Mind-Only School?}

Despite having considered interesting peripheral problems, we still have not arrived at what “established by way of its own character” means. As A-ku Ėdrö-gya-tso summarizes the issue,\(^{b}\) in the Autonomy and Consequence Schools, the meaning of something’s being established by way of its own character is that it is findable when the object designated is sought—the Consequence School refuting this in each and every phenomenon and the Autonomy School (as well as all other schools) affirming such a status of all phenomena. He says

\(^{a}\) Pan-chen Šō-nam-drak-ba (Garland of Blue Lotuses, 32b.6-33a.1) briefly indicates that it is by way of not having the artificial apprehension of self—in the sense of conceiving, in reliance on mistaken scriptures and/or reasonings, that imputational natures are established by way of their own character—that Proponents of Mind-Only could conceive something to be established by way of its own character in accordance with the description by the Consequence School though not in accordance with the description in their own school.

\(^{b}\) Precious Lamp, 83.5. His presentation is based on a less detailed presentation in Gung-ru Chō-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses (28a.1-28a.5); Jam-ｙang-shay-ba, for no apparent reason, eliminated this part when he revised Gung-ru Chō-jung’s textbook.
that in the Mind-Only School, “established by way of its own character” means that the object is established without being only posited by names and terminology. He adds that in the two Hearer Schools—the Great Exposition and Sūtra schools—“established by way of its own character” means that the object is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. (The latter is in reference to those schools’ implied assertion that all phenomena are “established by way of their own character,” not to their more particular assertion that impermanent phenomena are established by way of their own character but permanent phenomena are not established by way of their own character.)

Notice that with respect to the Autonomy and Consequence Schools A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso gives a positive description of what it means for something to be established by way of its own character—it is findable when the object designated is sought. He does not just say that it means the opposite of a lighter status of objects. However, for the Mind-Only School, he merely says that the meaning of something’s being established by way of its own character is that it is established without being only posited by names and terminology—that is to say, it exists but is not just posited by names and terminology. Indeed, these scholars do not dare say anything else. They are left with only eliminating possibilities; let us consider how Jam-ûyang-shay-âa knocks down a likely candidate.

**Issue #115: Could “established by way of its own character” mean established through the force of its own measure of subsistence?**

Earlier (128), it was pointed out that even though the Great Exposition School and the Sūtra School do not assert that permanent phenomena are established by way of their own character, they assert that permanent phenomena are established through the force of their own measure of subsistence. Thus, when it is said that these two Lesser Vehicle schools assert that even permanent phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, this means that they assert that permanent phenomena are established this way through the force of their own measure of subsistence. Thus, it is inviting to identify “establishment by way of its own character” as meaning “establishment through the force of its own measure of subsistence.”

Jam-ûyang-shay-âa indicates that such is not suitable. He does not give his reasons, but presumably “establishment through the force of its own measure of subsistence” cannot be the meaning of “establishment by way of its own character” in the Sūtra School simply because the Sūtra School is capable of refuting that permanent phenomena are established by way of their own character. The

---

*rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gis grub pa.*
problem is that if establishment of an object by way of its own character referred to its being established through the force of its own measure of subsistence, then when the Sūtra School refutes that permanent phenomena are the former, they would also be refuting the latter, due to which it could not be said that they assert that all phenomena, including existent imputational natures, are established through the force of their own measure of subsistence or established from their own side. That this is unacceptable is due to the basic assertion by all of the non-Consequence Schools that all existents inherently exist, in the sense that when they are sought among their bases of designation, they are found. Otherwise, why would they debate against the Consequentialists’ point that everything exists conventionally but not ultimately? They would not.

**Issue #116: Could any meaning of “established by way of its own character” meet the criteria it must satisfy?**

The lack of an evocative description of what it means for something to be established by way of its own character leaves the issue in an unsatisfying state of circularity. The last chapter ended with the statement that the meaning of something’s being only posited by names and terminology is merely that it is not established by way of its own character and that, therefore, it was imperative to determine what “establishment by way of its own character” means in the Mind-Only School. However, now that the most likely candidate—that when the object designated is sought analytically, it can be found—has been eliminated, we have seen that Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso are left with propounding that the meaning of something’s being “established by way of its own character” is merely that it is established without being only posited by names and terminology. The circularity of the explanation is discouraging, even though the process of arriving at the point of appreciating why nothing else would work is informative.

The problem is the complex criteria that any meaning of “established by way of its own character” must meet:

1. It must be something that the Mind-Only School asserts that imputational natures, both existent and non-existent, do not have.
2. It must be something that the Mind-Only School asserts of both other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures.
3. It must be something that the Consequence School refutes with respect to all phenomena.
4. It must be something such that when Proponents of Mind-Only realize its absence with respect to the imputational natures, they do not realize emptiness as it is described in the Consequence School.
5. It must be something the absence of which the Sūtra School cannot realize with respect to imputational natures, or at least with respect to objects’
establishment as the referents of names and conceptual consciousnesses.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s ingenious (if not evocative) choice that “established by way of its own character” means “established without being only posited by names and terminology” can be viewed as having a two-pronged meaning. Anything that is established by way of its own character is both A (established) and B (not only posited by names and terminology). This description of “established by way of its own character” meets the first three criteria easily:

1. The Mind-Only School clearly asserts that imputational natures are not both A and B, for they assert that existent imputational natures are A but not B—that is to say, they do not assert that existent imputational natures are both established and not only posited by names and terminology (since, even though existent imputational natures are established, they are only posited by names and terminology—and they assert that non-existent imputational natures are not A and are not B—they are not established and are only posited by names and terminology.

2. The Mind-Only School clearly asserts that other-powered natures are both A and B. For, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought implies that other-powered natures are not only posited by names and terminology but are established by way of their own character when it singles out imputational natures as posited by names and terminology and not subsisting by way of their own character. Ge-luk-ba scholars see the Mind-Only School as extending this status to thoroughly established natures on the assumption that if impermanent phenomena are so established, then their final nature must be too.

3. The Consequence School clearly refutes that any phenomenon is both A and B—that is to say, established and not only posited by names and terminology—since it asserts that each and every phenomenon is A but not B. In the Consequence School, all phenomena are both established and only posited by names and terminology.

Seeming problems appear with respect to the fourth and fifth criteria:

4. When Proponents of Mind-Only realize that an imputational nature, such as an object’s establishment as the referent of names and conceptual consciousnesses, is not “established without being only posited by names and terminology,” they do this based on the fact that this is established and is also only posited by names and terminology. Since this is how the Consequentialists assert that all phenomena exist, would the Proponents of Mind-Only not be realizing a status of phenomena that could only be realized with valid cognition upon realizing emptiness as it is described by the Consequentialists? It seems to me that the only way around this problem is to make the distinction that for the Proponents of Mind-Only “established” means “established from its own side,” and thus they are asserting that existent imputational natures are both established from their own side.
and only posited by names and terminology—the first part of this being a position that is diametrically opposed to the Consequentialists’ assertion that nothing is established from its own side.\(^a\)

5. The Sūtra School Following Reasoning seems to be a big problem. For even if they assert that all phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, they assert that imputational natures, such as uncompounded space or an object’s establishment as the referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses, are not established by way of their own character, whereas other-powered natures are established by way of their own character. Thus, it seems that they hold that existent imputational natures are not “established without being only posited by names and terminology”—A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s proposed meaning for “established by way of its own character”—since existent imputational natures, though established, are not only posited by names and terminology, that is, they are only posited by names and terminology. Hence, it would absurdly seem that Proponents of Sūtra would realize emptiness as it is described in the Mind-Only School, in which case it would absurdly not be suitable to posit the Sūtra School as having a lower view, whereby the presentation of four schools of tenets would absurdly fall apart.

This is the type of issue that is put to considerable analysis in the debating courtyards of the monastic colleges. My own defense of A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s position would be to call on Ye-ṣhay-tup-den’s point\(^b\) that Proponents of Sūtra cannot make a distinction between (1) an object and (2) an object as a referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses, and thus they do not consider the latter to be an imputational nature. Hence, when they realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character, they do not realize that this most important imputational nature in the Mind-Only School—an object as a referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses—is not established by way of its own character, that is, is not established without being only posited by names and terminology. They cannot separate an object from its serving as the referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses, and thus even if they realize that existent imputational natures are not established by way of

\(^a\) If by “established” A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso means “established from its own side,” we would have to make a few revisions in the first three statements, but none of them are devastating to his explication.

Paṇ-chen Sō-nam-drak-ba (Garland of Blue Lotuses, 32b.1-32b.5) raises the interesting objection that being established from the side of its own mode of subsistence without being merely posited through the force of conceptuality cannot be the distinctive meaning of “established by way of its own character” in the Mind-Only School because the Consequentialists also assert this. Unfortunately, he is vague on just what the Proponents of Mind-Only assert.

\(^b\) See Reflections on Reality, 430.
their own character, they cannot realize that serving as the referent of words
and conceptual consciousnesses is not established by way of its own character
since they do not recognize this as an imputational nature. That is how I would
handle a challenge to A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s position.

Even though in doing this I am making use of a distinction put forward by
Ken-sur Ye-shay-tup-«en, he himself offered another solution—a double mean-
ing. He suggested that the meaning of other-powered natures’ being established
by way of their own character might be that they are produced from causes and
conditions and that the meaning of thoroughly established natures’ being estab-
lished by way of their own character might be that they are the final mode of
subsistence of phenomena. At the time, unaware of the difficulty of the issue, I
was stunned by the weakness of his positing the meaning of establishment of
the object by way of its own character in such a two-pronged manner. It
seemed simplistic, since he was merely taking what other-powered natures are
(that is, things produced from causes and conditions) and what thoroughly
established natures are (the emptinesses that are the final mode of subsistence of
things) and claiming these as the meaning of their respective establishment by
way of their own character. After all, it is obvious that “establishment of an
object by way of its own character” must refer to a more substantial mode of
existence than something’s being established within being only posited by
names and terminology. In time, however, I have come to appreciate that the
prime modes of explanation are (1) the circularity of the above explanation by
Jam-ûyang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, and so forth, or (2) Ken-
sur Ye-shay-tup-«en’s ingenious (albeit weak) solution.\footnote{Above, I indicated how I would try to defend A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s stance; however, my own candidate is that since in the Mind-Only School both other-powered and thoroughly established natures are appearing objects of directly perceiving consciousnesses, the meaning of their being established by way of their own character is that they are established from their own side and have a sufficiently substantial level of existence that they can serve as the appearing objects of directly perceiving consciousnesses. (The tenet that thoroughly established natures are susceptible to direct perception is not held by the Sûtra School, which holds that only the impermanent can be directly perceived, but this tenet is held by the Mind-Only School.) As counter-evidence to my proposition that in the Mind-Only School the meaning of something’s being established by way of its own character is that, within being established from its own

Even though in doing this I am making use of a distinction put forward by
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names and terminology. In time, however, I have come to appreciate that the
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Jam-ûyang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, and so forth, or (2) Ken-
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Above, I indicated how I would try to defend A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s stance; however, my own candidate is that since in the Mind-Only School both other-
powered and thoroughly established natures are appearing objects of directly
perceiving consciousnesses, the meaning of their being established by way of
their own character is that they are established from their own side and have a
sufficiently substantial level of existence that they can serve as the appearing
objects of directly perceiving consciousnesses. (The tenet that thoroughly estab-
lished natures are susceptible to direct perception is not held by the Sûtra
School, which holds that only the impermanent can be directly perceived, but
this tenet is held by the Mind-Only School.) As counter-evidence to my propo-
sition that in the Mind-Only School the meaning of something’s being established by way of its own character is that, within being established from its own

\footnote{Both prongs of his “solution” require the qualification of “established from their own
side,” since otherwise the Consequentialists would absurdly hold (1) that other-powered
natures are established by way of their own character, since they assert that other-powered
natures are produced from causes and conditions, and (2) that thoroughly established na-
tures, that is, emptinesses, are established by way of their own character, since they assert that
emptiness is the final nature of phenomena.}
side, it can serve as an appearing object of a directly perceiving consciousness, one could cite that even imputational phenomena such as uncompounded space are appearing objects of a Buddha’s omniscient consciousness; however, I can answer that many explanations are confined to the realm of non-Buddhas and do not have to include a Buddha’s extraordinary mode of perception.

At first blush more damaging, one could cite that an object’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness appears even to directly perceiving sense consciousnesses and hence is the appearing object of direct perception but is not established by way of its own character. However, there is a common distinction between something merely appearing to a consciousness and its being the “appearing object” of that consciousness. For instance, Ge-luk-با scholars assert that a pot appears to a conceptual consciousness apprehending a pot even though the appearing object of such a conceptual consciousness is merely the generic image (or meaning-generality) of the pot. (They make the amazing assertion that a pot actually appears to such a conceptual consciousness; they do this so that inferential consciousnesses, which are necessarily conceptual, can be cases of explicit realization and not implicit realization.) Also, although the impermanence of a pot appears to an eye consciousness that directly perceives a pot, it is not the appearing object of that consciousness. This is because, although it appears to such an eye consciousness, it is not ascertained, not noticed. Still, I would have to admit that the fact—that a pot is the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending a pot—appears to an eye consciousness and is ascertained, or noticed, since it is in dependence upon such an appearance that a subsequent mental consciousness conceives a pot to be established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, in the sense that it assents to the appearance of pot’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness as if such subsisted right in the nature of the pot. To get around this, I might try to hold that since the appearance—to an eye consciousness—of pot as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not the main object of

\[a\] don spyi, arthaśāmānyā.

\[b\] dngor rtogs.

\[c\] shugs rtogs.

\[d\] A-ku Lo-dro-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 95.2-95.4) similarly makes a distinction between an “object that appears” (snang ba’i yul) and an “appearing object” (snang yul):

Since sound’s impermanence is one substantial entity with sound in terms of their having undifferentiable establishment and abiding, sound’s impermanence is an object that appears to a direct perception apprehending sound, but it is not its appearing object because it is not sound. [Whatever is not sound] is necessarily not [the appearing object of a direct perception apprehending sound] because whatever is an appearing object of an ear consciousness apprehending sound is necessarily sound. This is because Dharmakīrti’s Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition” says, “Because the minds of the sense powers are definite and….”
that consciousness, it is not its appearing object. Also, even though Proponents of Sūtra assert that imputational natures such as uncompounded space do not have a sufficiently substantial level of existence that they can serve as the appearing objects of directly perceiving consciousnesses, they simply cannot distinguish between an object and its establishment as a referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses, and thus they do not even hold the latter to be an imputational nature.

Still, my attempt smells of merely trying to find something significant that the two types of phenomena that are established by way of their own character—other-powered and thoroughly established natures—have in common according to the Mind-Only School, and this has to be refined in so many ways that it loses meaning. The basic problem is that even though it is obvious that establishment by way of an object’s own character is a more substantial level of existence than being established within the context of being only posited by names and terminology, this more substantial level of existence is difficult to define. The reason for this is that a broad range of phenomena is included within what is only posited by names and terminology—uncompounded space, being the referent of words and conceptual consciousnesses, and so forth—and it is clear that some of these are not linguistically dependent. Thus, one is hard put to come up with something that “being only posited by names and terminology” means, except that the object is not established by way of its own character. This is probably why Jam-ṭāṅ-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso have remained with the circular explanation.

Their dilemma arises from straying from the immediate topic of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought which is concerned with the status, not of uncompounded space and so forth, but of the linguistically dependent phenomenon of being the referent of terms and conceptual consciousnesses and the linguistically dependent pseudo-phenomenon of being established by way of its own character as the referent of terms and conceptual consciousnesses. It is admirable that these scholars have not shrunk from taking the theory of three natures, which are supposed to contain all phenomena, and the notion of two levels of existence—established by way of its own character and posited by names and terminology—and have tried to determine how certain problematic phenomena exist. Still, it is important to note how far they are from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought even though the issue and the mode of approach are derived from Indian Buddhism as is evidenced by Hsüan-tsang’s emphasis on just this type of problem after his return from India in 645.a

Tibetan scholars, even more so, do not treat the issue merely by citing Indian treatises; rather, the dynamics of the architecture of a system suggested by Indian texts have taken over. The system is a living phenomenon that is only suggested by Indian texts—merely its rough features being constructed through consulting them. Speculation—carrying out the implications of a

---

a See Reflections on Reality, 45.
system—is the order of the day. To avoid speculating on such issues merely because more clarification is not available in Indian texts would be to miss the primary intention of these collegiate traditions—to stimulate the metaphysical imagination.

I am deeply impressed with their inventiveness, perseverance, and willingness to face complexity, but one would expect them to return from this peripheral diversion to the basic issue, to bring the background gained from the diversion to bear on the central issue—factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute—by way of discussing how the usage of language over beginning-less lives “creates” the fact that phenomena are objects of terms and thoughts and “creates” the illusion that this fact is established in objects by way of their own character. However, they do not return to the central issue; the perplexing peripheral issue is where the matter is left.
17. Enforcing Consistency

In this final chapter on imputational natures, we will consider several peripheral points that Gung-tang raises with respect to identifying the status that imputational natures lack. These distinctions, considered implicit in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, are introduced in an effort to preserve the difference between schools of terrors. Much attention is given to distinguishing the Mind-Only School, which Asaṅga founded based on the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, from the Middle Way School against which he debated in many of his works, though it is said that his commentary on Maitreya’s *Sublime Continuum of the Great Vehicle* evinces the viewpoint of the Consequence School. Also, much attention is devoted to distinguishing Asaṅga’s philosophy from the views of the Sūtra School. The Sūtra School, in standard Ge-luk-ṣa presentations, has two subdivisions mainly comprised of followers of Vasubandhu and followers of Dharmakirti. Since Vasubandhu was Asaṅga’s younger half-brother, and Dharmakirti was an indirect student of Dignāga, who was Vasubandhu’s student, the concern with Asaṅga’s views in relation to these sub-schools is a case of determining a relationship with what were—at Asaṅga’s time—future developments.

The subdivision of the Sūtra School that is of particular concern to Ge-luk-ṣa scholars in this context is the one called the Sūtra School Following Reasoning, which presents a view of truly established external objects yet within following certain parts of Dignāga’s and Dharmakirti’s teachings. The vocabulary in which many of these distinctions are drawn is, to a great extent, a Tibetan development of the Dignāga-Dharmakirti school of logic and epistemology. Later terminology from India and Tibet is used as a device to convey subtleties considered to be embedded in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and in Asaṅga’s works. The thoroughness with which Tibetan scholars pursue this task is a testament to their ingenuity.

**Issue #117: Does Đzong-ka-ṣa slip up when he identifies the “nature of character” as inherent existence?**

In the last chapter it was made clear that in standard Ge-luk-ṣa presentations of the Mind-Only School, inherent existence is definitely not equivalent with established by way of its own character. However, Đzong-ka-ṣa himself, the founder of the Ge-luk-ṣa order, seems to slip up when, in the Great Exposition of Special Insight section of his *Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path*, he puts forth the opinion that the nature of character that the *Sūtra Unraveling the*
Thought says imputational natures lack is inherent existence. He says:\textsuperscript{348}

Concerning that, the character that is non-existent is own-character or inherent existence. Although the Proponents of Mind-Only assert a non-existence of such with respect to imputational natures, [they hold that] other-powered natures have that character and hence have inherent existence.

By saying “own-character or inherent existence,” Dzong-ka-ba indeed seems to equate establishment by way of an object’s own character and inherent existence. However, Gung-tang points out that although Dzong-ka-ba is describing an assertion of the Mind-Only School, he is speaking from the viewpoint of the Consequence School, which does not differentiate between the two.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso\textsuperscript{349} disagrees with Gung-tang’s explanation. First, he points out that Gung-tang in effect is saying that Dzong-ka-ba let the viewpoint of the Consequence School slip into—that is to say, corrupt—his explanation of the Mind-Only School, and thus if this somehow is suitable, one would have to hold the absurd position that such would be appropriate whenever the Consequentialists state the views of another system. This is why Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso chooses to take Dzong-ka-ba at face value here. To do this, he holds the radically different position that the Mind-Only School indeed holds that imputational natures are not inherently existent,\textsuperscript{a} although they do hold that imputational natures are objectively established.\textsuperscript{b} He cogently points to a statement by Sthiramati in his Explanation of (Vasubandhu’s) ‘Commentary on (Maitreya’s) ‘Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes’’ that implies that imputational natures do not inherently exist. Sthiramati says:\textsuperscript{350}

In order to refute the deprecation of everything by those who think that all phenomena are utterly, utterly without an inherent nature\textsuperscript{c} like the horns of a rabbit, [the text] says, “Unreal comprehensive conceptuality exists.” “Inherently”\textsuperscript{d} is an extra word [to be added to “exists”].

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s point is that since Sthiramati is indicating that other-powered natures such as “unreal comprehensive conceptuality” are inherently established, the implication is that imputational natures are not inherently established.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s opinion is at variance with the widely accepted

---

\textsuperscript{a} rang bzhin gyis grub pa; Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso also holds that imputational natures are not even established from their own side (rang ngos nas grub pa), as will be explained below.

\textsuperscript{b} yul steng nas grub pa.

\textsuperscript{c} rang bzhin ye med, sarvathā nīhsvabhāvāḥ. This qualification of “exists” is a prime source for determining that in the Mind-Only system other-powered natures are established by way of their own character.

\textsuperscript{d} rang bzhin gyis, svabhāvatas.
assertion among Ge-luk-śa scholars that in the Mind-Only School all phenomena, including existent imputational natures, are inherently established. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s suggestion is inventively provocative especially since he contradicts Đong-ka-śa’s own explanation of this quotation when, in commentary just following the citation, he glosses “inherently existent” with “established by way of its own character”:

> The phrase “ideation exists” is not complete just by itself; therefore, a remainder must be added, and it is this: “inherently.” Thus, ideation is not just existent but is inherently existent or existent in the sense of being established by way of its own character.

Still, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s point is well taken, for indeed the only source indicating that Proponents of Mind-Only assert that imputational natures are inherently existent is the Consequentialist Chandrakirti’s claim that all other schools assert that all phenomena are inherently existent; in the literature of the Mind-Only School in India such an open statement simply cannot be found. The same also is true, of course, for Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s own claim that the Proponents of Mind-Only assert that imputational natures are objectively established. We see at work in both explanations an agenda brought over from the Consequence School that may obscure rather than reveal the internal directionality of the tenets of the Mind-Only School, which is to undercut the status of imputational natures.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso finds one piece of evidence in Đong-ka-śa’s writings that in the Mind-Only School existent imputational natures probably are also not established from their own side, a startling claim in the face of the chorus of Ge-luk-śa scholars who with one voice hold the opposite. He points to Đong-ka-śa’s statement in his Great Exposition of Special Insight:

> That they assert that those two [other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures] have a character or inherent nature in the sense of being established by way of their own nature appears mainly to depend on the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought.

Đong-ka-śa singles out other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures as “established by way of their own nature,” a term equivalent to “established from its own side,” thereby suggesting that, in his exposition of the Mind-Only School, existent imputational natures do not have such a “character or inherent nature.”

As delightfully provocative as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s comment is, it contravenes Đong-ka-śa’s oft-repeated statements that (1) except in the Consequence School no school can posit the existence of a phenomenon unless it is

---

\( ^a \text{rang ngos nas ma grub pa.} \)

\( ^b \text{rang gi ngo bos grub pa'i mshan nyid dam rang bzhin.} \)

\( ^c \text{The term rang ngos nas grub pa is taken to be a contraction of rang gi ngo bos grub pa.} \)
established from its own side, in the sense that something from among its bases of imputation must be posited as it and (2) just this is inherent existence. Also, since Đzong-ka-ｂa repeatedly says that in the Consequence School what is being negated in the doctrine of emptiness is inherent existence, then according to Jik-may-dam-chō-gya-tso’s notion, the Proponents of Mind-Only would realize emptiness (as it is described in the Consequence School) with respect to imputational natures. Āryadeva’s Four Hundred says:\footnote{351}

That which is the viewer of one thing
Is explained to be the viewer of all.
That which is the emptiness of one
Is the emptiness of all.

and Ge-luk-ｂa scholars standardly take this stanza as establishing the dictum that upon inferentially realizing the emptiness of one thing, one can—through the functioning of that reasoning—realize the emptiness of any other object just by turning one’s mind to it, without using any further reasoning. For this reason, there is no way that a Proponent of Mind-Only could realize emptiness, as it is presented in the Consequence School, with respect to one phenomenon and not realize it with respect to other phenomena. These points are so indisputable that I take Jik-may-dam-chō-gya-tso to be teasing other scholars about what had become a too established, frozen perspective within Ge-luk-ｂa scholarship in which it is often taken for granted that, of course, the Mind-Only School asserts that imputational natures are inherently established. Also, he may be challenging Ge-luk-ｂa exegetes to find a source in the Mind-Only section of Đzong-ka-ｂa’s The Essence of Eloquence that imputational natures inherently exist. (I take Đzong-ka-ｂa’s restraint as evincing respect for the directionality of the system—the undercutting of imputational natures—despite how Consequentialists such as Chandrakirti reacted to the system.)

**Issue #118: Does Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa slip up when he identifies the “nature of character” as inherent existence?**

Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa, in describing the Consequence School’s identification of which from among the three wheels of doctrine require interpretation, makes the same seeming faux pas in his Great Exposition of Tenets when, in describing the position of the Consequence School on a statement in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, he says:\footnote{352}

Of the three wheels [identified] in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought:

1. The first wheel explains that the four truths and so forth exist by way of their own character
2. The last wheel explains that imputational natures do not exist
inherently and that other-powered phenomena and thoroughly established phenomena exist ultimately and inherently.

[According to the Consequence School] these two types of sūtras require interpretation.

In the second item, instead of speaking about establishment by way of an object’s own character, Jam-yü-shay-ba speaks of inherent existence, but again, Gung-tang says, this is from the perspective of the Consequence School, which does not differentiate between establishment by way of an object’s own character and inherent existence. Gung-tang points out that both Đzong-ka-ba and Jam-yü-shay-ba must have meant such because otherwise their exposition would incur the faults of two absurd consequences.

- If the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought taught that imputational natures are without inherent existence, then, according to the Consequence School, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought would have taught emptiness as it is described in the Consequence School.
- If the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought taught that imputational natures are without inherent existence, then, according to the Mind-Only School, the sūtra would have taught that imputational natures do not exist at all, since, in the system of the Mind-Only School, everything that exists at least inherently exists.

**Issue #119: What does Đzong-ka-ba mean when he says that according to the Mind-Only School all phenomena are established by way of their own character?**

Gung-tang holds that the same perspective—that is, that the author is speaking from within the context of the Consequence School—is to be applied to Đzong-ka-ba’s statement in The Essence of Eloquence in the section on the Consequence School that the lower schools, including Mind-Only, all assert that whatever exists—including existent imputational natures—necessarily exists by way of its own character.

When, not being satisfied with just the imputation of the [verbal] convention “person,” [the person] is posited upon analyzing and examining the status of the basis of imputation to which that [verbal] convention is imputed, it is being posited that the person is established by way of its own character. All of our own schools from the Great Exposition School through the Middle Way Autonomy School similarly assert such.

---

rang bzhin med pa, svabhāva-asat.
According to Gung-tang, Dzong-ka-ba is indicating that, in all of the non-Consequentialist schools, any phenomenon must be found upon examining the imputed object and that, in the Consequence School, such a status is called “establishment by way of an object’s own character.” He is not saying that this is what establishment by way of an object’s own character means in the Mind-Only School; rather, this is what it means in the Consequence School, and from its viewpoint all the other schools come to assert that all phenomena are established this way.355

The Proponents of Mind-Only assert that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character by reason of the fact that they are only posited by names and terminology, but they nevertheless assert that when those phenomena are sought from the side of their respective bases of imputation, they are found. Thus, from the Consequentialists’ own viewpoint, the Proponents of Mind-Only are still within the boundaries of asserting that imputational natures are established by way of their own character. That this is Dzong-ka-ba’s opinion is clear from a hypothetical objection and response in the section on the Consequence School in The Essence of Eloquence.356

**Objection:** If, within the import of their asserting establishment by valid cognition, [we are, according to your explanation, to understand that] our own schools from the Proponents of the Great Exposition through to the Middle Way Autonomy School assert such establishment by way of the object’s own character, then this contradicts [your own] earlier explanation that the Yogic Practitioners, while asserting the existence of imputational natures in the imputation of forms and so forth as entities and attributes, refute that [imputational natures] are established by way of their own character but [hold that imputational natures] are posited by names and terminology.

**Answer:** There is no fault. [Yogic Practitioners] propound that, since [imputational natures] can be posited by names and terminology, [imputational natures] are not established by way of their own character [and thus this is what the Yogic Practitioners mean by imputational natures’ not being established by way of their own character]. However, since they do not assert that [an imputational nature] is not found when the basis of imputation in imputing its name is sought, they have the conception that [imputational natures] are established by way of their own character as described by this [Consequentialist system, even though not as it is described in their own system].

Dzong-ka-ba clearly says that although Proponents of Mind-Only do not conceive imputational natures to be established by way of their own character as this is described in their own system, they do have such as it is described in the Consequence School. Therefore, when his statements are put together, there is no way to say, as might seem from the first quote, that it is his opinion that in
the Mind-Only School establishment by way of an object’s own character is the same as inherent existence.

Also, since Ždong-ka-ba clearly says that in the Mind-Only School imputational natures are not established by way of their own character, it is impossible to hold that, according to him, this school propounds that all phenomena are established by way of their own character but that other-powered and thoroughly established natures are truly established and imputational natures are not. Rather, true establishment and establishment by way of an object’s own character are equivalent. Gung-tang’s argument is most cogent.

**Issue #120: What does Dharmakirti mean when he says that all objects are specifically characterized phenomena?**

Gung-tang\(^a\) points out that some scholars\(^b\) mistakenly hold that all objects of comprehension (all existents) are specifically characterized phenomena (or established by way of their own character), basing this opinion on Dharmakirti’s statement in his *Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”* that “The specifically characterized are the sole objects of comprehension.” He says that if this line is taken their way, it would contradict Dharmakirti’s own dictum,\(^c\) “Because there are two [types of] objects of comprehension, there are two [types of] valid cognitions.”

The two types of objects of comprehension are specifically characterized phenomena (which have uncommon characteristics that can serve as appearing objects of directly perceiving consciousnesses) and generally characterized phenomena (which do not have uncommon characteristics that can serve as appearing objects of directly perceiving consciousnesses). The two types of valid cognition are direct perception and inference, which take, respectively, the two objects of comprehension as their appearing objects. If Dharmakirti’s passage were taken as these other scholars do, then generally characterized phenomena such as uncompounded space would not exist, a consequence of which would be that there would not be two types of valid cognition; namely, there would be no inference. Since this is clearly unacceptable in Dharmakirti’s system, we must read the first citation in the larger context of his system, and thus Ke-drup\(^d\) explains Dharmakirti’s meaning is that objects of comprehension that are not mentally imputed are solely the specifically characterized, the particular context being that only the specifically characterized have the capacity to bring about sought-after aims. Hence, even in the branch of the Mind-Only School

---

\(^a\) These are most likely non-Ge-luk-ba scholars.

\(^b\) rang gi mtshan nyid geig bzhah bya. Stanza III.53d (Miyasaki’s II.53d, pp. 48-49): meyam tv ekam svalakṣaṇam //. The stanza reads: gal te dngos chos nyid nyams na / dngos por ’dein pa sogn ’gro can / de shes yin phyir nyes ’di med / rang gi mtshan nyid geig gzhal bya /, bhāvadharmatvahāniś ced bhāvagrahamāparvākaṇā / tajjñānam ity adoyo ’yam meyam tv ekam svalakṣaṇam //.
that follows Dignāga and Dharmakīrti, it cannot be said that all objects of comprehension (all phenomena) are established by way of their own character.

**Issue #121: When Ądzong-ka-ba suggests that in the Sūtra School existent imputational natures are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, what does “established by way of their own character” mean?**

Still another of Ądzong-ka-ba’s statements leads some scholars to assume that he maintains that in the Sūtra School Following Reasoning all phenomena are established by way of their own character. However, Gung-tang makes a cogent case that actually this particular statement clearly does not say such. In speaking about how the lower schools posit objects, Ądzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 210) says:

> The two Proponents of [Truly Existent External] Objects [that is, the Great Exposition and the Sūtra schools] do not know how to posit forms and so forth as existing if their being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and as the foundations of imputing terminology is negated. This is not the own-character that is renowned to the Epistemologists.¹

In the system of the Epistemologists (which here means the Proponents of Sūtra Following Reasoning), objects of comprehension are of two types, specifically characterized phenomena and generally characterized phenomena, which are mutually exclusive contradictories—it being impossible for one to be the other. The general source for this tenet is the statement by Dharmakīrti just cited, “Because there are two [types of] objects of comprehension, there are two [types of] valid cognitions.” Ądzong-ka-ba is saying that the status of establishment by way of an object’s own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not limited to specifically characterized phenomena, which in the Sūtra School are only impermanent phenomena.

In other words, in their system even though some phenomena—specifically, generally characterized phenomena such as uncompounded space—are not established by way of their own character, in the estimation of the Proponents of Mind-Only, they **come to assert** (but do not explicitly assert) that all phenomena, both generally and specifically characterized phenomena, are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and as foundations of the imputation of terminology. Here in the final sentence of the quote, “established by way of their own character” refers

---

¹ *tshad ma pa, prāmāṇika*. See also issue #40.
not to specifically characterized or impermanent phenomena but to establish-
ment through the force of objects’ own status.

Ḍzong-ka-ba is saying that in the Great Exposition and the Sūtra schools,
for something to be posited as existing, it must be established through the force
of its own status, or measure of subsistence, as a referent of names and termi-
nology. Thus, even if these schools refute that generally characterized pheno-
mena are established by way of their own character as such is described in their
own systems, these schools can still posit those objects as existing, as long as
these objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of
conceptual consciousnesses. Hence, even though it is true that the Great Expoo-
sition School and the Sūtra School cannot posit something as existing if it is not
established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual con-
sciousness, this does not entail that, for them, whatever exists is necessarily es-
established by way of its own character. That this is Ḍzong-ka-ba’s opinion is
clearly stated in Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate*: 361

The statement here that Proponents of Sūtra and so forth do not know
how to posit something as existing if it is negated that it is established
by way of its own character as a foundation of the imputation of ter-
imology is not in reference to the “establishment by way of an ob-
ject’s own character” [or specifically characterized phenomenon] that
is renowned to the Proponents of Sūtra on the occasion of [Dhar-
makīrī’s] statement, “Because there are two [types of] objects of com-
prehension, there are two [types of] valid cognitions.” The Pr
ponents of Sūtra do not assert that space’s being the re-
ferent of a name for space is a functioning [impermanent] thing; hence it is not
something established by way of its own character [or a specifically characterized
phenomenon] as on the occasion of [Dharmakīrī’s] statement, “Be-
cause there are two [types of] object of comprehension, there are two
[types of] valid cognitions.” Nevertheless, they posit it as existing.

Still, they assert that space is established through the force of its own
measure of subsistence as the referent of a name for space. If it were
not established as such, they would not know how to posit space as ex-
isting.

Although the Proponents of Sūtra do not explicitly assert that imputational
phenomena are “established by way of their own character” as the referents of
conceptual consciousnesses,” by pressure of the logic of the Mind-Only School
they come to have asserted such in terms of meaning. Still, what a school explicitl
asserts and what it comes to have asserted by logical pressure are not to be
confused. As Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* says: 362

\[\text{rang mtshan, svalakṣaṇa.}\]
The Proponents of Sūtra assert that space, nirvana, and so forth are established through their own measure of subsistence as the bases to which the names for space, the extinguishment of contaminations, and so forth refer. Though the Proponents of Sūtra themselves do not designate the name “established by way of its own character” [or “specifically characterized phenomenon”] to those [phenomena], the Proponents of Sūtra have come to assert the meaning of being “established by way of its own character” according to the Proponents of Mind-Only. [This is what Đzong-kha-ṃa] means. Realization of this [point] is very important.

With such commentary, Đzong-kha-ṃa’s statements make good sense.

**Issue #122: In the Mind-Only School are imputational natures established from their own side as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses? Tell me it isn’t true!**

Still, many of these points themselves lead to a difficult issue. It has been said that in the non-Consequentialist schools whatever exists is (1) established from its own side, (2) inherently exists, and (3) is established through its own measure of subsistence. It has also been said that imputational natures, such as an object’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness and the referent of the term expressing it, exist. Thus, once “existence” means establishment of an object from its own side, it would seem that in the Mind-Only School even imputational natures would be established from their own side as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and as the referents of terms and thus would also be inherently established as such and established through their own measure of subsistence as such.

This, indeed, is the opinion of Pañ-chen Śo-nam-drak-ṃa. When I first heard from the Ken-sur Ye-shay-tup-den that this is Pañ-chen Śo-nam-drak-ṃa’s position, I was amazed at and pitied the self-made trap that Pañ-chen Śo-nam-drak-ṃa had set for himself. It is a cardinal point of the Mind-Only School that objects are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, and to turn around and propound that objects, nevertheless, are established from their own side as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is to split a hair and thereby make yourself bald!

I wanted to find a viable way to posit Pañ-chen Śo-nam-drak-ṃa’s thought, but I could not figure out any way to get him out of this mess. Once it is allowed that existence, in the Mind-Only School, means existence from the object’s own side and once it is allowed that a phenomenon’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness exists, it seemingly must be said that a phenomenon is established from its own side as the referent of a conceptual consciousness. How awful for the Mind-Only School to be put in the position of holding this
just so that it can be different from the Consequence School!

Relief came when I found that Gung-tang does not accept that this is the position of the Mind-Only School. He admits that it is indeed the case that, in general, in the Mind-Only School, “establishment from the object’s own side” and “existence” are equivalent and that such are not equivalent with “establishment by way of its own character.” However, he says that “establishment from its own side as (that is, in) the referent of a conceptual consciousness” and “establishment by way of its own character as (that is, in) the referent of a conceptual consciousness” are equivalent. Hence, even though forms and so forth are referents of conceptual consciousnesses, they are not established from their own side as (that is, in) the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Gung-tang does this through a brilliant if slippery grammatical analysis of the phrase ming brda ‘jug pa’i gnas su grub pa, which is usually taken to mean “established as the referent of names and terminology.” He identifies the particle su not as an adverbial accusative but as a locative, whereby the phrase comes to mean “established in the referent of names and terminology.” He says that here the force of the locative case is such that if forms and so forth are established from their own side in the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, their being the referents of conceptual consciousnesses could not be dependent upon being imputed there by names and terminology. In a brilliant defensive move, he says that this is why Ke-drup, in the citation just above, specifies the Proponents of Sūtra when he says:

The Proponents of Sūtra assert that space, nirvana, and so forth are established through their own measure of subsistence as [that is, in] the bases to which the names for space, the extinguishment of contaminations, and so forth refer.

Ke-drup specifies just the Sūtra School, not both the Sūtra and the Mind-Only schools, thereby indicating that he does not hold that in the Mind-Only School space, nirvana, and so forth are established through their own measure of subsistence as (that is, in) the referents of the names for space, the extinguishment of contaminations, and so forth. By stretching grammar, Gung-tang has rescued good sense in the face of a perplexing quandary.

**Issue #123: Do Proponents of Sūtra realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character?**

Gung-tang raises a related difficult point: Once, from the viewpoint of the Mind-Only School, it is said that the Sūtra School asserts that phenomena, even existent imputational natures, are established by way of their own character.

---

*a As will be shortly explained, Gung-tang reads the phrase in this second way; according to him, it means “establishment from its own side in the referent of a conceptual consciousness.”*
character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, can it be said that, from the viewpoint of the Mind-Only School, Proponents of Sūtra even realize that existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space are not established by way of their own character? If they realized that space and so forth are not established by way of their own character, the problem is that they should have realized that space and so forth are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—a realization that is supposed to be beyond their own system.

It is for this very reason that the Second Dalai Lama and Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ба hold that Proponents of Sūtra do not realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character. Their position stems from a general operative principle that if someone ascertains something as empty of a generality (such as sound), that person ascertains that it is empty of being an instance of that generality (such as the sound of a conch). Gung-tang accepts the principle but maintains that these scholars misapply it in this context to mean that if someone ascertains something as empty of a generality (that is, establishment by way of an object’s own character), then that person ascertains that it is empty of an instance of that generality (that is, establishment by way of an object’s own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness).

The principle, worded in a loose way, is enunciated in the *Illumination of the Path of Liberation* by Gyel-tsap, one of ‘zong-ka-ба’s two main disciples, in his commentary on Dharmakirti’s *Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”*

> It is established that if something is ascertained as empty of a generality, it necessarily is ascertained as empty of [any] instance [of that generality].

Based on this principle, the Second Dalai Lama and Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ба hold that if Proponents of Sūtra really did ascertain that space and so forth are not established by way of their own character, they should not even have doubt that space and so forth are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Gung-tang does not mention these scholars by name and, instead of that, has a hypothetical objector put forth the position that, from the viewpoint of the Mind-Only School, even if Proponents of Sūtra assert that space and so forth are not established by way of their own character, they have not actually realized such. Gung-tang’s answer is that the objector has not understood the principle, which actually refers only to things that do not differ with respect to the mode of emptiness of the respective entity. For instance, if a person ascertains something to be empty of sound, that person has established that it is necessarily empty of the sound of a conch, and if someone realizes that a place is without fire, that person must have ascertained that it is without sandalwood fire. However, in the case of establishment by way of an object’s own character
and establishment by way of an object’s own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, although the terms are similar merely in that they involve the words “establishment by way of an object’s own character,” the way that their respective meanings appear to the mind is very different.

Gung-tang\textsuperscript{a} points out that a person who has realized that a pot is impermanent could not possibly have doubts surmising that maybe the pot is permanent—that is, that it does not disintegrate—but has not necessarily realized that the pot is empty of being permanent, unitary, and self-powered. Similarly, a person who has realized that a pot has parts would not have doubt wondering whether or not a pot is unitary, that is, does not have parts, but has not necessarily realized that the pot is empty of being permanent, unitary, and self-powered. However, according to the objector’s explanation, this person would have to have realized such, since, according to the objector, once someone realized the generality, that is, that it is empty of permanence or empty of not having parts, that person would have to have realized also that it is empty of an instance of those, namely, such a triply qualified nature. Gung-tang then cites the absurdities that whoever realized that a pot has a mouth, a base, and so forth would have realized that it is empty of being permanent, unitary, and self-powered and that, therefore, all sentient beings would have realized the emptiness of permanence, unity, and self-poweredness.

In a positive vein, Gung-tang\textsuperscript{368} points out that Proponents of Sūtra have realized that imputational natures are existent but non-effective things, in which case they have realized that imputational natures are generally characterized phenomena, and to realize that something is a generally characterized phenomenon, one must realize that it is not established by way of its own character. Hence, Proponents of Sūtra have indeed realized that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character; still, this does not entail that they have realized that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

**Issue #124: Don’t Proponents of Sūtra realize that imputational natures are imputational natures?**

Furthermore, as Gung-tang says,\textsuperscript{369} despite the fact that Proponents of Sūtra do not realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, they realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character because they realize imputational natures to be imputational natures. For to do so, they must

\textsuperscript{a} Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 119.10. On 119.9, read dang rang ’dzin for dang ’dzin in accordance with the Ngawang Gelek edition, 530.2. On the next line, read *dra’ang don gyi spyi blo ngor* for *dra’ don gyi spyi blo dor*, in accordance with the Ngawang Gelek edition, 530.2. On 119.11, read rtag geig for rtag pa geig in accordance with the Ngawang Gelek edition, 530.3.
realize that imputational natures are only imputed by conceptuality, since the
definition of an imputational nature is something only imputed by conceptuality,
and they cannot realize that an imputational nature is something only imputed
by conceptuality in any way except by understanding what is eliminated
by the word “only”—namely, that it is established by way of its own character.\footnote{Gung-tang (121.10) goes on to raise the extremely difficult point of whether the Autonomists realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character in the Mind-Only School’s sense of that term. As he says, Autonomists hold that imputational natures are established by way of their own character in the Consequentialists’ sense of that term, that is, that imputational natures can be found when sought among their bases of designation, but do they realize that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character in the Mind-Only School’s sense of that term? He says that he will analyze the issue in the section on the Autonomy School, but he stopped his composition before finishing the section on the Mind-Only School.}

\textbf{Issue #125: What is “the self-isolate of the conceived object of a conceptual consciousness”? How to handle a cryptic passage?}

That Đzong-ka-ba holds that Proponents of Sūtra have realized that imputational
natures are not established by way of their own character is evident in a
cryptic passage (\textit{Emptiness in Mind-Only}, 198):

\begin{quote}
Also, even if it were being refuted that the self-isolate of the conceived object [of a conceptual consciousness] is established by way of its own character, since it is confirmed even for Proponents of Sūtra that the objects of comprehension of an inferential valid cognition are generally characterized phenomena [and] do not exist as [functioning] things, this is not feasible. (\textit{zhen yul gyi rang ldog rang mtshan gyis grub pa ’gog na’ang rjes dpag tshad ma’i gzhal bya spyi mtshan dngos por med par mdo sde pas kyang grub pas mi ’tshad do})
\end{quote}

Let us first discuss the terms used in this citation. The “conceived object of a
conceptual consciousness”\footnote{\textit{[rtog pa’i] zhen yul.}} is the object that the conceptual consciousness is getting at; for instance, a conceptual consciousness apprehending a pot through
the medium of an image (or, more technically, “meaning-generality”\footnote{\textit{don spyi, arthasāmānya.}} of a pot
is conceiving of a pot, not an image of a pot, and thus the pot itself is the con-
ceived object of that consciousness. The image of the pot (or meaning-
generality of the pot) is the appearing object\footnote{\textit{snang yul.}} of that consciousness but not its
conceived object.

With respect to “the self-isolate of the conceived object of a conceptual
concreteness,” let us first consider the “self-isolate of pot,” “meaning-isolate of pot,” and “illustration-isolate of pot” in the way that these terms are used in elementary logic and epistemology texts called “Collected Topics of Prime Cognition.” In that systemization, the “self-isolate of pot” is merely pot itself, not instances of pot, such as a copper pot, or the definition (that is, basic meaning) of pot—that which has a bulbous belly, is flat bottomed, and able to hold fluid. Similarly, the “meaning-isolate of pot” is just the basic meaning of pot—that which has a bulbous belly, is flat bottomed, and able to hold fluid—not pot itself and not instances or illustrations, such as a copper pot. Also, an “illustration-isolate of pot” is just something that illustrates or characterizes what a pot is through possessing its full meaning—a copper pot, a gold pot, a bronze pot, and so forth—not pot itself or its meaning.

“Isolates” are ways of conceptually zeroing in on a particular aspect of an object to the exclusion of other aspects. They are abstractions and thus are considered to be existent imputational natures and hence permanent, not in the sense of existing forever but in the sense of not being produced by causes and conditions and not disintegrating moment by moment. Hence, the “self-isolate of pot” (or the self-isolate of anything) is an abstraction and not established by way of its own character even if that which is posited as being the self-isolate of pot is just pot, which is not an abstraction and is established by way of its own character. Similarly, the “illustration-isolate of pot” is an abstraction and not established by way of its own character, but things, such as copper and gold pots, that are posited as illustration-isolates of pot are definitely impermanent and established by way of their own character.

In the citation that we are considering, Dzong-ka-ba uses the term “self-isolate” in a looser manner. For just prior to this passage, when he speaks of the illustration-isolate of a conceived object, he seemingly equates such with other-powered natures. In the stricter usage of the term, the illustration-isolate of anything is an abstraction and thus an existent imputational nature, but Dzong-ka-ba uses the term to refer to those things that are illustrations—those things that are illustrations of conceived objects. Since anything, either permanent or impermanent, can be a conceived object of a conceptual consciousness, other-powered natures are among the conceived objects of conceptual consciousnesses and thus are illustration-isolates of conceived objects. Since other-powered natures are not generally characterized phenomena, they could not be the referent of Dzong-ka-ba’s reference to “the self-isolate of the conceived object [of a conceptual consciousness].”

Therefore, in my estimation, here the “self-isolate of the conceived object

---

a  bum pa’i rang ldog.
b  bum pa’i don ldog.
c  bum pa’i gzhis ldog.
of a conceptual consciousness]” is the appearing object of a conceptual consciousness—a meaning-generality or sound-generality,⁴ that is, a conceptual image through the route of which a conceptual consciousness understands its object. My reading is buttressed by Gung-ru Chö-jung’s⁵⁰ cogent identification of the “objects of comprehension of an inferential valid cognition” as the appearing objects of inferential cognition, these being sound-generalities and meaning-generalities,⁵ which are the appearing objects of conceptual consciousnesses.

A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso,⁶ however, says that when Dzong-ka-ba speaks of “the self-isolate of a conceived object [of a conceptual consciousness],” he does not just mean the self-isolate but “the factor, for instance, of forms and so forth being objects of names and terminology.” Contrary to the copious evidence suggesting that Dzong-ka-ba holds that Proponents of Sūtra do not realize that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character,⁷ A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso claims that the Proponents of Sūtra are capable of realizing that the factor, for instance, of forms and so forth being objects of names and terminology is an imputation and is not established by way of its own character. Indeed, Ke-drup makes a related point in the passage cited above from his Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate that gives credence to A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s opinion:

The Proponents of Sūtra do not assert that space’s being the referent of a name for space is a functioning [impermanent] thing; hence it is not something established by way of its own character.

Again: As reasons why Proponents of Sūtra have realized that the self-isolate of a conceived object of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character, Dzong-ka-ba cites that they have realized such to be a generally characterized phenomenon and not to exist as a functioning, impermanent thing. A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso understandably (but, according to me, wrongly) identifies Dzong-ka-ba’s mention of “the self-isolate of a conceived object of a conceptual consciousness” as referring to “the factor, for instance, of forms and so forth being objects of names and terminology” because it is a standard tenet of Ge-luk-ba textbooks on elementary logic and epistemology that although a pot is impermanent, its being impermanent is an abstraction and thus an existent imputational nature and, hence, “permanent.” Similarly, a pot is a pot, but a pot’s being a pot is an abstraction, an existent imputational nature, and “permanent,” that is, a non-disintegrating phenomenon. Thus, from the viewpoint of Ge-luk-ba texts on elementary logic and epistemology there is no

---

⁴ sgra spyi, śabdasāmānāya.
⁵ don spyi, arthasāmānāya.
⁶ A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 238.4: gzugs sogs ming brda’i yul yin pa’i cha lta bu. He draws this from Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 120.20).
⁷ See Reflections on Reality, 199.
question that even Proponents of Sūtra have realized that a pot’s being an object of names and terminology is an abstraction and an existent imputational nature. However, they have not realized that a pot is not established by way of its own character as an object of names and terminology. This latter realization is a principal advance made in the tenets of the Mind-Only School, and according to A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, it must be worded this way and not as the realization that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character, for even Proponents of Sūtra realize this.

However, unlike A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, I do not want to ignore the copious evidence that, according to Dzung-ka-ba, the Proponents of Sūtra do not realize that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses and do not realize that being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character. Therefore, I have to find a way to explain away the discrepancy with the texts on elementary logic and epistemology. Such a maneuver was suggested in the late 1970’s by La-di Rin-bo-chay; he averred that a distinction needs to be made between the system of the Collected Topics on elementary logic and epistemology and the system of the Interpretable and the Definitive. In other words, in the former system being the referent of a conceptual consciousness is recognized as an abstraction in the system of the Sūtra School Following Reasoning but in the latter system is not recognized as such. At the time I thought the maneuver to be a desperate whimper, but I have come to appreciate the complexities behind the weak move. Indeed the device abrogates the dictum that a seamless whole must be found; at minimum, it introduces a basic cleavage into the seamless whole. In one way, it strikes me as paltry to allow the assertion that Proponents of Sūtra realize that a form’s being a form is an abstraction to interfere with these basic points, and in another way I am deeply impressed by these scholars’ willingness to pursue consistency at any cost. My own opinion is, as stated earlier (218), that:

1. Although the Proponents of Sūtra realize that being a form, for instance, is not established by way of its own character, they are unable to distinguish between the appearance of a form and the appearance (even in direct perception) of a form’s being the referent of terms and thoughts.

2. Hence, since they hold that forms are established by way of their own character, they come to hold that forms’ being the referents of terms and thoughts is established by way of its own character.

In any case, it is clear that Proponents of Sūtra do indeed realize that imputational natures (such as uncompounded space) are not established by way of their own character. Basically, realization that something does not exist by way of its own character could not entail realization that it is not established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness; this is simply because the latter is the subtle selflessness of phenomena in the Mind-Only
School, and there must be a progression from the Sūtra School to the Mind-Only School. Otherwise, if realization of the one entailed realization of the other, it would have to be said that Proponents of Sūtra do not even realize that the self-isolate of a conceived object of a conceptual consciousness is not established by way of its own character. If they had not realized this, Đzong-ka-βa would not say that proving such to them would be a case of proving to them what is already established for them. Thus, his opinion is clear on this point.

**Issue #126: How to keep Đzong-ka-βa from contradicting one’s own exposition of his system?**

Gung-tang and A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso refuse to allow that Đzong-ka-βa, despite copious evidence to the contrary, holds that in the Mind-Only School the distinctive realization that constitutes realization of emptiness is that objects’ being the referent of thoughts and terms is not established by way of its own character. For they hold that Proponents of Sūtra realize this. Thus, they are faced with having to twist their founder’s words into saying what they seem not to say. For instance, in presenting a possible defense that the Sūtra School might make to the Mind-Only School’s refutation, Đzong-ka-βa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 209-210) says:

“The Hearer schools [that is, the Great Exposition and Sūtra schools] say [in reply]:

If the explicit object of the imputation of terminology [that is, a term-genericity or meaning-genericity] were established by way of its own character in the entity of that object, then there would be faults such as that without depending upon making the association of the terminology [with the object through being taught the name of the object], an awareness of the name would be generated, and so forth. However, such fallacies do not accrue to the establishment, by way of its own character, of form and so forth being the foundations of the imputation of terminology and the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Though they say this, it is similar.

In the last sentence of the Sūtra School’s hypothetical defense of their own position, Đzong-ka-βa has them saying that form and so forth being the foundations of the imputation of terminology and the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is established by way of its own character. From this, it would be seemingly proper to draw the conclusion that in the Sūtra School the self-isolate of the conceived object of a conceptual consciousness—which A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso creatively explains is the factor of forms and so forth being objects
of names and terminology—is also established by way of its own character, but this, of course, contradicts what they claim Đzong-ka-ba says a few pages earlier.

Gung-tang, trying to forge consistency within his own explanation, suggests that Đzong-ka-ba’s statement is imprecise. Đzong-ka-ba’s meaning, he says, is that:

If the explicit object of a conceptual consciousness, the appearance of a term-generality or a meaning-generality, were established by way of its own character in the entity of that [object], then there would be the faults that without depending upon making the connection of the terminology [to the object through being taught the name of the object, it would absurdly follow that an awareness of the name would be generated, and so forth]. However, such fallacies do not accrue to form’s establishment by way of its own character as being the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending form.

In the final sentence Gung-tang switches the grammar so that “establishment by way of its own character” goes, not with “being” as in Đzong-ka-ba’s phraseology, but with “form.” Through the rerendering of Đzong-ka-ba’s sentence, he artfully tries to maintain the position that Đzong-ka-ba does indeed hold that, in the Sūtra School, form’s being a foundation of names and terminology is asserted not to be established by way of its own character. My own opinion is that it would be better to find a way to show that Proponents of Sūtra do indeed assert that form’s being a foundation of names and terminology is asserted to be established by way of its own character.

Concluding Remark

It seems to me that Gung-tang is cogent when he explains that in the controversial passage cited at the beginning of this chapter (308) Đzong-ka-ba is merely speaking within the context of the assertions of the Consequence School and, due to this, conflates vocabulary that he usually distinguishes. Still, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s objection to this reading (308) points to a more fundamental problem in relating Đzong-ka-ba’s thought to its Indian precursors.

With these sometimes crucial and sometimes peripheral distinctions, we have come to the end of these scholars’ presentations of the character-nature—that is, that imputational natures are without a nature of character. We have seen a thorough-going concern with making sense, consistent with developments in Indian Buddhism, of the statement in this section of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought about imputational natures:
Paramārthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature, production-non-nature, and ultimate-non-nature—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], “All phenomena are natureless.”

Paramārthasamudgata, concerning that, what are character-non-natures of phenomena? Those which are imputational characters.

Why? It is thus: Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character. Therefore, they are said to be “character-non-natures.”

With these refinements about other-powered natures and imputational natures as background, we now turn to ultimate-non-natures.
18. The First Ultimate-Non-Nature

The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* treats the third non-nature in two ways, one with respect to other-powered natures and another with respect to thoroughly established natures. Other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures in that they are not the ultimate, whereas thoroughly established natures are ultimate-non-natures in that they are both the ultimate and the very absence, or non-existence, of the object of negation in selflessness.

Other-Powered Natures as Ultimate-Non-Natures

The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 88) initially discusses the ultimate-non-nature with respect to other-powered natures, also called "other-powered characters".¹

What are ultimate-non-natures? Those dependently arisen phenomena—which are natureless due to being natureless in terms of production—are also natureless due to being natureless in terms of the ultimate.

---

¹ The discussion of the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature in this and the next chapter is drawn from:

Second Dalai Lama’s *Lamp Illuminating the Meaning*, 19.1-20.3.

Go-mang and Dra-shi-kyil

- Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotuses*, 31a.2-35a.2.
- Jam-ñyang-shay-ba’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 71.4-81.5.
- Jam-ñyang-shay-ba’s *Brief Decisive Analysis*, 505.4-508.4.
- Jam-ñyang-shay-ba’s *Notes*, 313.3-318.5.
- Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyal-tsen’s *Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-boo’s) Lectures*, 401.5-401.6.
- Gung-tang’s *Annotations*, 25.3-28.5 (za).
- Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 129.18-143.12.
- Döön-drup-gyal-tsen’s *Four Intertwined Commentaries*, 54.1-58.6.
- Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 182.4-191.2.
- Pa-bong-ka-ba’s *Brief Notes on Jo-ni Pandita’s Lectures*, 412.2-412.5.

Lo-sel-Eng and Shar-dzay

- Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s *Garland of Blue Lotuses*, 33b.4-34a.4.

Se-ra Jay

- Bel-jor-hlun-drup’s *Lamp for the Teaching*, 17.2-18.7.
- Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyal-tsen’s *General-Meaning Commentary*, 14b.6-16a.4.
- Ser-shül’s *Notes*, 19a.1-19b.1.
- Da-drin-rap-den’s *Annotations*, 17.4-21.3.

Se-ra May

- Lo-sang-trin-lay-ye-reshape’s *Summarized Meaning*, 156.15-156.16.
Why? Paramārthaśamudgata, that which is an object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be “ultimate-non-natures.”

Since other-powered natures are not what is observed and realized in order to become purified of the obstructions to enlightenment, they are not the ultimate; only the thoroughly established nature—emptiness—is the ultimate. Therefore, other-powered natures are said to be without the nature of the ultimate; they are ultimate-non-natures. In this vein, Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 88-89) says:

Because other-powered natures do not exist as the ultimate nature, they are said to be “ultimate-non-natures.” For the ultimate is that through observation of which and familiarization with which obstructions are removed, but obstructions cannot be removed through observing and familiarizing with other-powered natures.

Jam-ŷang-shay-ba frames the point syllogistically:

With respect to the subjects, other-powered natures, there is a reason for calling them ultimate-non-natures because they are described this way due to the fact that the main object of observation [of a path] of purification—which is such that meditation on it by a Superior’s exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise directly realizing the selflessness of phenomena purifies the obstructions to omniscience—is the ultimate and other-powered natures are not established as such.

Đzong-ka-ba’s and Jam-ŷang-shay-ba’s exposition is taken directly from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought where, as cited just above, Buddha says:

Paramārthaśamudgata, that which is an object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be “ultimate-non-natures.”

This clear statement that other-powered natures are not objects of observation of a path of purification and hence not the ultimate militates against the notion, found in much scholarship outside the Tibetan sphere, that a purified version of other-powered natures is the thoroughly established nature. For instance, A. K. Chatterjee says, “The paratantra, when it is disinfected of the parikalpita, becomes the parinispanna.” Alan Sponberg explains K’uei-chi’s view similarly:

A key element in K’uei-chi’s model, one derived directly from the Mahāyānasamgraha (MS: II: 29), is the notion of the Dependent hav-

---

* See issues #153-167.
ing two parts or aspects, one defiled and one pure, the first corresponding to the Imaginary and the second corresponding to the Consummate.

Gadjin Nagao explains the same source:\textsuperscript{376}

In the “lump of clay containing gold” simile (\textit{kañcanagarbhā myrtikā}), the “clay is an embryo of gold”…. The gold-bearing ore appears simply as clay, for no gold is visible. When the clay is burned, it disappears and gold becomes manifest.

Asaṅga’s \textit{Summary of the Great Vehicle} itself lends support to their reading:\textsuperscript{377}

In consideration of what did the Supramundane Victor say in the \textit{Sūtra of Manifest Knowledge}, “There are three phenomena—those included in thoroughly afflicted factors, those included in purified factors, and those included in factors of both of those”? He said this in consideration that:

- Imputational natures existing in other-powered natures are included in thoroughly afflicted factors.
- Thoroughly established natures existing [in other-powered natures] are included in purified factors.
- Other-powered natures themselves are included in factors of both of those.

What example is there for this meaning? An example is gold existing in a lump of earth. For example, in gold existing in a lump of earth three [factors] are observed—earth-constituent, earth, and gold. With respect to this, non-existent earth is observed in the earth-constituent,\textsuperscript{a} but the existent gold is not observed. It is as follows: When burned by fire, earth does not appear, but gold appears. When the earth-constituent appears as earth, it appears wrongly; when it appears as gold, it appears exactly as it is. Hence, the earth-constituent is included in factors of both.

Likewise, when cognition\textsuperscript{b} is not burned by the fire of non-conceptual exalted wisdom, it appears as the unreal imputational nature,\textsuperscript{c} but does not appear as the real thoroughly established nature. However, when cognition is burned by the fire of non-conceptual exalted wisdom, that cognition appears as the real thoroughly established nature, but does not appear as the unreal imputational nature. Hence,

\textsuperscript{a} The earth-constituent is the general category of all hard things; thus, it includes both gold and earth, or soil.
\textsuperscript{b} \textit{rnam par rig pa, vijñānati}.
\textsuperscript{c} \textit{yang dag pa ma yin pa kun brtags pa'i ngo bo nyid, abhūtaparikalpitasvabhāva}.
those other-powered natures—cognitions of unreal ideation—a are included in factors of both, like the earth-constituent when gold exists in a lump of earth.

The earth-constituent that appears to be just earth (soil) but is actually gold is the other-powered nature. Its seeming to be merely soil is a deceptive appearance (the superimposed imputational nature), whereas its being gold, which appears when subjected to fire, is its true reality (the thoroughly established nature).

Extrapolating from this example and Asaṅga’s explanation of its import, the above-mentioned scholars view the other-powered nature as pivotal in that it itself is perceived in two ways—in false and true aspects—and thus actually is the thoroughly established nature. However, Đzong-ka-ba and his followers, drawing from the passage from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought cited above, hold that an other-powered nature is merely the basis of the misimagined imputational nature and the basis of the thoroughly established nature; it itself is neither of these.

**Issue #127: Is an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature an actual ultimate-non-nature?**

That other-powered natures are not the ultimate is driven home by Gung-tang’s point that the only actual ultimate-non-nature is thoroughly established natures’ ultimate-non-nature, for thoroughly established natures are both the ultimate and the non-existence of the nature of what is negated in selflessness. Due to this, an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature is not an actual ultimate-non-nature.

Gung-tang is refining Jam-ŷang-shay-ṉa’s dual opinion that:

- Because other-powered natures are not both ultimates and non-existences of the entity of a self of phenomena, in general other-powered natures are not ultimate-non-natures, despite being called so in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought.
- Other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures as explicitly indicated in the brief indication in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought simply because there is a way of positing other-powered natures as ultimate-non-natures.

Whereas Jam-ŷang-shay-ṉa draws a distinction between what is so in general and what is indicated in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, Gung-tang feels no need to make this distinction, for even in the sūtra itself other-powered natures are said to be ultimate-non-natures only in order to clear away the qualm that they might be the ultimate. The actual ultimate-non-nature is just emptiness, the thoroughly established nature.

---

*a yang dag ma yin kun tu rtog pa ’i rnam par rig pa, abhūtāparikalpavijñāpī.*
Issue #128: If there are two modes of positing the ultimate-non-nature, are there two modes of ultimate-non-nature?

In a debate on my final day at Tibet’s Dre-bung Monastic University in November, 1988, I took the position that although there are two *modes of positing* the ultimate-non-nature, the ultimate-non-nature as posited in the first mode is not an *actual* ultimate-non-nature and hence not an ultimate-non-nature—the latter clearly being Gung-tang’s position. My opponent then presented me with the stimulating quibble of having to decide whether, since there are two *modes of positing* the ultimate-non-nature, there are two *modes of ultimate-non-nature*. Sitting on the small rocks of the debating courtyard of the Lo-sel-fang College (the rocks are said to have magically appeared there) on a bright, hot day in the midst of thin shade and conscious of the expanse of Hla-sa Valley and of the many theatres of debate taking place in the courtyard that day, I found the ingenuity of the challenge to be an esthetic epiphany, un-bearably cute. I paused in a reverie of delight, pleasantly searching my mind for an answer worthy of the resourcefulness of the challenge but could only respond dryly that there are not two *modes of ultimate-non-nature*. (If there were, I would have had to admit that the first one is an *actual* ultimate-non-nature.) Sufficient as the answer was, the moment passed, but its flavor has remained. This was no spiritual insight, just delight in his ingenuity.

The Qualm

Issue #129: Since existent imputational natures, such as uncompounded space, are also not final objects of observation of a path of purification, why are they too not called ultimate-non-natures? Why does Buddha single out other-powered natures?

The reason for saying that other-powered natures are also “ultimate-non-natures” is to clear away the qualm that they might be the ultimate. But, why single out other-powered natures? Why not mention that imputational natures also are not the ultimate and thus ultimate-non-natures? About this, Òdzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 89-90) says:

*Question: Why are imputational factors not also posited [at this point in the *Sutra Unraveling the Thought*] as ultimate-non-natures?*

---

### Notes

a. *don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa ’jog tshul gnyis.*

b. *don dam pa ngo bo nyid med tshul gnyis.*

c. At that time the debating courtyard was shared with the Go-mang College since its was in shambles.
**Answer:** If [something] were posited as [an ultimate-non-nature] merely through not being an object of observation of purification, that would be true [that is, imputational natures also would have to be posited as ultimate-non-natures]. However, in the context of refuting a misconception, other-powered natures are posited as ultimate-non-natures due to not being objects of observation of purification, whereas imputational factors are not posited [as ultimate-non-natures].

**Question:** How is that?

**Answer:** When one understands that obstructions are purified through meditation observing other-powered natures’ emptiness of the imputational factor [—for example, through meditating on other-powered natures’ emptiness of being established by way of their own character as the referents of words and of conceptual consciousnesses—], there arises the qualm that since, in that case, [the pure exalted wisdom] must also observe the other-powered natures that are the substrata [of the quality of emptiness, those other-powered natures] also would be objects of observation of purification, due to which they would be ultimates. [Thus, such a qualm needs to be alleviated with respect to other-powered natures.] However, such a qualm does not occur with respect to imputational factors.

The fault of that qualm does not exist. It is like the fact that just as although the conception that sound is permanent is overcome by ascertaining sound as impermanent, it is not contradictory that the conception of permanence is not overcome through [merely] observing sound.

But just what is the misconception being countered? The long history of scholarship on Dzong-ka-æa’s text has yielded seven readings of the issue:

1. **Jam-yang-shay-æa:** Since other-powered natures are observed in the process of realizing their emptiness, the qualm could arise that other-powered natures would have to be final objects of observation of a path of purification.

2. **Gung-ru Chö-jung, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso:** Autonomists and Consequentialists would have the qualm that, since in the Mind-Only School other-powered natures are truly established, their mode of being established as objects of observation of a path of purification would have to be their final mode of subsistence, in which case other-powered natures could not be anything other than final objects of observation by a path of purification.

3. **Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-æo:** The qualm arises with respect to other-powered natures because they are established by way of their own character, whereas it does not arise with respect to imputational natures since they are not established by way of their own character.
4. **Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso:** In dependence upon the sūtra’s mode of teaching that other-powered natures are bases of emptiness it is more difficult to generate the qualm that imputational natures might be final objects of observation of a path of purification.

5. **Ge-u-tsang:** Those who are practicing the mind-only view might have the qualm that mind-only is a final object of observation by a path of purification.

6. **Unnamed:** There would be no qualm that the *non-existent* imputational nature that is the object negated in selflessness might be the final object of observation by a path of purification; thus, such a qualm arises only with respect to other-powered natures.

7. **Unnamed:** Other-powered natures are posited as ultimate-non-natures but imputational natures are not because other-powered natures are the *main* basis of the debate about true existence between the Proponents of Mind-Only and the Proponents of the Middle.

Let us consider these, one by one.

**Issue #130: Does the qualm stem from the fact that other-powered natures are observed in the process of realizing their emptiness and thus might seem to be final objects of observation of a path of purification?**

According to Jam-Âang-shay-ba: 

The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* has taught that other-powered natures’ emptiness of being established in accordance with factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute is the final object of observation by a path of purification, in which case the qualm arises that since other-powered natures must be observed (as the bases of such an emptiness), those other-powered natures would also be final objects of observation of a path of purification, that is, that which removes obstructions. Let us reframe Jam-Âang-shay-ba’s point in the light of the opinion of one of his followers, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, to be discussed in detail below (338, #133):

The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not speak of realizing that *imputational* natures are empty of the imputational nature; rather, it speaks of realizing that *other-powered* natures are empty of the imputational nature.

For instance, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* says:

Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, other-powered characters should be viewed as being [under the influence of] the predispositions for conventions that are the imputational nature, like a very clear crystal that is in contact with a color. It is like this: For example,
other-powered characters that are apprehended as the imputational character should be viewed as being like the mistaken apprehension of the very clear crystal as a sapphire, a great sapphire, a ruby, an emerald, or gold. Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, the very clear crystal should be viewed as an other-powered character. Guṇākara, it is like this: For example, just as the very clear crystal is not thoroughly established as having the character of a sapphire, a mahāñila, a ruby, an emerald, or gold, and is without those natures in permanent, permanent time and in everlasting, everlasting time, so other-powered characters are not thoroughly established in permanent, permanent time and in everlasting, everlasting time as having the imputational character, and are without that nature; just that non-establishment or naturelessness is to be viewed as the thoroughly established character.... In dependence upon the non-existence of the manifest conception of that other-powered character as being the imputational character, the thoroughly established character is known.

Jam-üyang-shay-ba’s point is that since the basis of a thoroughly established nature is an other-powered nature, there is a greater likelihood that persons would have qualms that other-powered natures would be final objects of observation of a path of purification than they would with respect to imputational natures, and, therefore, the qualm has to be eliminated with respect to other-powered natures, there not being any such great qualm concerning imputational natures.a

A source of the difficulty in explaining Đzong-ka-ba’s meaning is that all phenomena, including both existent imputational natures (such as uncompounded space) and thoroughly established natures, are empty of being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, but the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought in this kind of passage speaks only of realizing that other-powered natures are empty. The format that the sūtra employs for describing the process of realizing emptiness—a division of phenomena into the three natures and the positing of emptiness with respect to other-powered natures—has ramifications that run counter to the basic doctrine that a practitioner must realize the emptiness of all phenomena, which the sūtra itself clearly indicates when it describes the eighteen emptinesses in its eighth chapter.382

Jam-üyang-shay-ba’s line of explanation does indeed seem to reflect what

---

a Đa-drin-rap-den (Annotations, 19.2) similarly speaks of “stronger” (shugs che) qualms with respect to other-powered natures, but he describes the qualm itself in accordance with Ču-u-tang’s explanation (with amplification), presented below (339, issue #134). In his Brief Decisive Analysis (507.6) Jam-üyang-shay-ba says that such a qualm would not be generated in the discriminating (rtog ldan la skye ba med) concerning imputational natures, but here in his Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive he suggests that there is less qualm concerning imputational natures.
Đzong-ka-ｂa is saying. For the context is the sūtra’s teaching that thoroughly established natures are other-powered natures’ emptinesses of the imputational nature, and, therefore, since other-powered natures must serve as objects of observation—bases with respect to which the thoroughly established nature is realized—it might seem that other-powered natures are final objects of observation of such a path of purification.

**Issue #131: Or, is this a qualm that Autonomists and Consequentialists would have?**

Would anyone versed in technical terminology have such a qualm as Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa describes it? Anyone who knew that merely to be the object of observation by a path of purification does not entail being a final object of observation by a path of purification would not think that other-powered natures, just because they are the former, would have to be the latter. Thus, to provide a more plausible context for the qualm, Gung-tang３８３ and A-ku Ｌo-drö-gya-tso３８４ lay out its background in a different way despite being followers of Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa; they base their explanation on one by Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂa’s predecessor Gung-ru Chö-jung.３８５ According to these scholars, Autonomists and Consequentialists would have the qualm that:

- Since in the Mind-Only School other-powered natures are truly established, their mode of being established as objects of observation of a path of purification would have to be their final mode of subsistence.
- In that case, other-powered natures could not be anything other than final objects of observation (that is, that which is comprehended) by a path of purification.
- Imputational natures, on the other hand, are not truly established according to the Mind-Only School but are said to be falsely established.
- Thus even though imputational natures such as uncompounded space are indeed objects of observation of a path of purification (that is, they are bases with respect to which emptiness is realized), they are not truly established as objects of observation of a path of purification.
- Hence Autonomists and Consequentialists do not have the qualm that in the Mind-Only School imputational natures would absurdly be final objects of a path of purification.

When Autonomists and Consequentialists fling at the Proponents of Mind-Only the absurd consequence that since, according to the Mind-Only system, other-powered natures are truly established, they would have to be final objects of observation of a path of purification, the Proponents of Mind-Only answer that, even though other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are similarly truly established as objects of observation of a path of purification, they differ with respect to whether a consciousness meditating on them does or
does not have the capacity to eradicate misconceptions of the status of persons and phenomena through having a mode of apprehension that is contradictory to such misconceptions. For example, both sound and sound’s impermanence are similar in appearing to a direct perception apprehending sound and both are similar in being truly established, but through observing and thereupon meditating on sound the conception of its permanence cannot be overcome, whereas through observing and thereupon meditating on the impermanence of sound the conception of its permanence can be overcome. In the same way, observation and meditation on other-powered natures cannot overcome the misconceptions of a self of phenomena or of a self of persons, and, therefore, other-powered natures are not final objects of observation of a path of purification. It is because this qualm needs to be settled that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* explains that other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures—that is to say, are not the ultimate—and does not say such about imputational natures, even though the latter are equally not the ultimate. That is Gung-tang’s and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s presentation of why the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* singles out other-powered natures to indicate that they are non-natures in terms of the ultimate, that is, that they are not the ultimate.

This presentation of the qualm and how it is resolved is attractive in that it resonates with positions known (as least in Ge-luk-ba texts) to be held by the Mind-Only and Middle Way schools; however, I do not think that it is
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*a* Gung-tang (*Annotations*, 26.7, and *Difficult Points*, 134.2), following Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotusoses* (34b.4) says, “Although sound and sound’s impermanence are similar in being appearing objects of a direct perception apprehending sound…” (*sgra dang sgra mi rtag pa sgra’ dzin mgon sum gyi snga’ yul du mtshungs kyang*). Then in the next sentence he says, “Distinctions are needed with respect to appearing objects” (*snga’ yul la zhib cha dgos*); however, he does not go into what those distinctions might be. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (*Precious Lamp*, 95.2-95.4) clarifies the matter by making a distinction between an “object that appears” (*snga’ ba’i yul*) and an “appearing object” (*snga’ yul*):

Since sound’s impermanence is one substantial entity with sound in terms of their having undifferentiable establishment and abiding, [sound’s impermanence] is an object that appears to a direct perception apprehending sound, but it is not its appearing object because it is not sound. [Whatever is not sound is necessarily not the appearing object of a direct perception apprehending sound] because whatever is an appearing object of an ear consciousness apprehending sound is necessarily sound. This is because Dharmakirti’s *Commentary on (Dignāga’s) ‘Compilation of Prime Cognition’* says, “Because the minds of the sense powers are definite and….”

As may be remembered, I attempted to make this same distinction earlier (304) when explaining that although a form’s being the referent of a conceptual consciousness appears to an eye consciousness, it is not an appearing object of that consciousness. This was in an attempt to assert that establishment from its own side as an appearing object of a directly perceiving consciousness (*mgon sum gyi snga’ yul du rang ngos nas grub pa*) might be the meaning of an object’s being established by way of its own character.
The principle that whatever is truly established as an object of observation by a path of purification must be truly established as a final object of observation (that is, what is comprehended) by a path of purification is enunciated in the Middle Way School and not in the Mind-Only School, and if, in explaining this qualm, it is permissible to use another school’s perspective, then why not also recognize that although the Proponents of Mind-Only do not explicitly assert that imputational natures are truly established, from the perspective of the Middle Way School the Proponents of Mind-Only do indeed come to assert such. For Ge-luk-با scholars hold that the measure of true establishment in the Autonomy School is the establishment of objects by way of their own unique mode of subsistence without being posited through the force of appearing to a flawless awareness, and they univocally explain that Autonomists hold that Proponents of Mind-Only come to assert that all phenomena are established this way.

Also, in the Consequence School the measure of true establishment is inherent existence, and, according to the Consequentialists, the other schools assert that all phenomena are inherently existent. Thus, from the perspective of both branches of the Middle Way School, Proponents of Mind-Only are seen as being forced to accept that even imputational natures are truly established, and since existent imputational natures are objects of observation of a path of purification (in that they also are bases of emptiness), they must be truly established as such and thus would have to be final objects of observation of a path of purification.

The very reasoning that Gung-ru Chो-jung, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso use in describing the qualm as occurring to Autonomists and Consequentialists doubles back on them, making it impossible for them to explain why Buddha called only other-powered natures and not imputational natures ultimate-non-natures. I do not see how these scholars can avoid this problem.

Issue #132: Does the qualm stem from the fact that other-powered natures are established by way of their own character?

Gung-tang’s resurrection of Gung-ru Chो-jung’s explanation is an implicit criticism of Jam-šyang-shay-با’s exposition, and most likely in relation to this, Gung-tang’s fellow student, Wel-mang Gon-chok-gyel-tsen (in notes taken from lectures on Dzong-ka-با’s text by Gon-chok-jik-may-wang- бо, who was
recognized as Jam-γang-shay-βa’s reincarnation) makes the distinction that the qualm, as explained by Jam-γang-shay-βa, arises with respect to other-powered natures because they are established by way of their own character, whereas it would not arise with respect to imputational natures since they are not established by way of their own character. Though, like Gung-tang, Wel-mang Ĝon-chok-gyel-tsen stresses the true establishment of other-powered natures, he says nothing about the qualm’s being generated in Proponents of the Middle. Also, unlike Jam-γang-shay-βa, who says that it is more difficult for such a qualm to arise with respect to imputational natures, Wel-mang Ĝon-chok-gyel-tsen holds that there is no sensible way for such a qualm to occur with respect to imputational natures since they are not truly established. His reasoning must be that if even other-powered natures are established by way of their own character, there is no way that the ultimate could not be so established, thus effectively eliminating existent imputational natures from being suspected as being ultimates even if they are indeed bases of emptiness.

**Issue #133: Does the qualm stem from the fact that the Sūtra teaches that other-powered natures are bases of emptiness?**

Wel-mang Ĝon-chok-gyel-tsen’s presentation is teasingly brief, and fortunately another of Jam-γang-shay-βa’s followers, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, rallys to Jam-γang-shay-βa’s defense with a more carefully worded re-framing of his presentation. He stresses the focal point that the qualm arises around how the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought explains the process of meditating on emptiness. The sūtra repeatedly explains that one must take other-powered natures as bases of emptiness and must realize that they are empty of being established in accordance with exaggerated factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute. Because, in the process of meditating, one must take cognizance of other-powered natures as objects of observation with respect to which emptiness is realized, the qualm arises that since these are objects of observation of an exalted wisdom, they might be ultimates.

Since the sūtra explains the process of meditating on emptiness in terms of realizing that other-powered natures are empty of the imputational nature and never speaks of realizing that imputational natures are empty of the imputational nature, it is more difficult in dependence upon the sūtra’s mode of teaching to generate such a qualm with respect to imputational natures. 

---

a Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 188.3) reports that this is also the thought of a commentary called zur rgyan. He reports another view that combines this emphasis on true establishment with the fact that other-powered natures are the chief bases of thoroughly established natures, this being in Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup’s Ornament for the Thought (dgongs rgyan).

b kun btags bden med yin pas de ’dra’i dogs pa skye don med.

c Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 184.6: mdo des bstan tshul la brten nas kun
Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso adds that when positing the **actual** ultimate-non-nature (in the sense of a phenomenon’s not being the ultimate), it must be done in accordance with its main reference, and thus other-powered natures and ultimate-non-natures are co-extensive. This means that although imputational natures are without the nature of being the ultimate, they are not **actual** ultimate-non-natures on this occasion of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*.

I find this explanation to ring true to the sūtra, for through emphasizing the sūtra’s style of teaching Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso has found a way to bridge the gap between the explicit doctrines of the sūtra and implications that the sūtra does not address. That his highly nuanced explanation is so imbedded in the context of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is indeed impressive.

**Issue #134: Does the qualm arise in practitioners of the Mind-Only view?**

Gung-tang and A-ku Žo-drö-gya-tso reject another explanation found in a commentary on Djong-ka-ba’s text by Ĥe-u-tsang, who, while being a follower of Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen of the Jay College of Se-ra Monastic University, presents this issue innovatively, independently of Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen. The controversy says a great deal about presentations of the Mind-Only School at their time as well as in scholarship on Mind-Only especially in Europe, the United States, and Japan.

Ĥe-u-tsang attributes the qualm—that other-powered natures might be a final object of observation by a path of purification—not to Proponents of the Middle (as Gung-ru Chö-jung, Gung-tang, and A-ku Žo-drö-gya-tso do) but to those who are practicing the Mind-Only view. He says that just as when light reflected in water suddenly appears on a wall, one has the sense that it is shining forth from the wall but in fact is just the luster of the water itself, so when a practitioner ascertains the ultimate according to the Mind-Only School, there is a time when all coarse appearances of external objects vanish (since one has understood that all objects are not different entities from the mind). Because there is nothing other to be seen separate from the mind, there is a strong possibility that one would have the qualm that the mind is a final object found by a consciousness analyzing the ultimate, that is, a final object of observation by a path of purification.

His reason for saying this is that the qualm that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is countering (when it identifies that other-powered natures are not the ultimate) is concerned with other-powered natures, the chief of which is the **mind**. In many texts of the Mind-Only School, the identification of other-powered natures is done mainly in terms of the mind, such as when Maitreya’s...

*biags la de ’dra’i dogs pa skyed dka’ ba.*
Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes says, “Unreal comprehensive conceptuality exists,” in which “conceptuality” (here meaning any dualistic consciousness) is intended to stand for other-powered natures in general. Also, when one understands that a difference of entity between subject and object does not exist, one sees the appearance of objects as the self-effulgence of the mind, and hence one might think that the mind is a final object of observation by a path of purification. Thus, because the mind is the principal other-powered nature, when the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought explains that other-powered natures are without the nature of the ultimate, it is clearing up a qualm that arises from having practiced the Mind-Only view, namely that the mind might be the ultimate. Ėe-u-tsang’s explanation, based on practical application of doctrine in meditation, makes a great deal of sense.

A-ku Ėo-drö-gya-tso, in responding to Ėe-u-tsang, admits that it is true that such a qualm can arise, but he disputes that this is the qualm being dispelled here in the sūtra. He maintains that the qualm being countered in the sūtra is based on the tenets of the Mind-Only School itself, which does not assert in any way that the mind is the ultimate, whereas the qualm, as Ėe-u-tsang has described it, would mostly not arise with respect to the Mind-Only School’s own assertions, since, A-ku Ėo-drö-gya-tso claims, the school clearly does not assert that the mind is the ultimate and also does not even assert that the mind is an object of observation by a path of purification. Gung-tang, whom A-ku Ėo-drö-gya-tso is following, complains that many Tibetans at his time as well as earlier have held that seeing the entity of the mind—its mere luminous and knowing nature—upon the ceasing of other appearances is what it means to find the view of Mind-Only and that, furthermore, many have even identified this as the final view of the Middle Way School as well as the view of even the Great Seal of clear light.

Since according to all major Ge-luk-∅a scholars, seeing the luminous and knowing nature of the mind is not the final view of either the Mind-Only School, the Middle Way School, or the Great Seal of clear light, it seems to me that one reason, if not the main reason, why A-ku Ėo-drö-gya-tso objects to Ėe-u-tsang’s explanation of the qualm is that he wants to stress the unfoundedness of this identification of the view of the Mind-Only School that he sees in other orders of Tibetan Buddhism. (Whether other orders actually hold this position or whether this is a reductionist rendition of their view needs to be examined carefully.)

A-ku Ėo-drö-gya-tso, by holding that such a qualm would not be from one familiar with Mind-Only tenets, puts down what he perceives to be a popular presentation of Mind-Only in no uncertain fashion; he uses his commentary on the sūtra as a dramatic opportunity to discredit this view as based on not even knowing a basic tenet of the Mind-Only School. I suggest that he over-states

---

a 1.2a. For discussion of this, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 182ff.
b phyag rgya chen po, mahāmudrā.
his point for the sake of impact. The background of his point—that is, that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought speaks of the ultimate only in negative ways—is well taken, but I doubt that this is sufficient reason to hold that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought could not be addressing such a qualm.

**Issue #135: Is there no qualm that the non-existent imputational nature negated in selflessness might be the final object of observation by a path of purification?**

To re-state the problem: In the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought other-powered natures are posited as ultimate-non-natures due to not being established as final objects of observation of a path of purification, and thus why are imputational natures not also posited as ultimate-non-natures since they also are not established as final objects of observation of a path of purification?

Gung-ru Chö-jung presents and then rejects another explanation of the reason behind this. According to this faulty explanation, when Đzong-ka-ba says, “Such a qualm does not occur with respect to imputational factors,” the term “imputational factors” refers only to the object of negation, that is, the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses, which is a non-existent imputational nature. Gung-ru Chö-jung cogently objects that since a path of purification realizes the absence of such an imputational factor, no one would have the qualm that such establishment is what is being comprehended by a path of purification. According to Gung-ru Chö-jung, this explanation itself suggests that indeed (existent) imputational natures are to be posited as ultimate-non-natures because it does not lay out any special reason or purpose why (existent) imputational natures are not posited as ultimate-non-natures.

That is the gist of Gung-ru Chö-jung’s well-founded objection to this reading. Indeed, once the basic meditative structure of the sūtra is to advocate realization of other-powered natures as empty of a (non-existent) imputational nature, it is obvious that no one would have the qualm that such imputational natures are objects of observation of a path of purification and hence ultimates. Still, Indian, Chinese, and Tibetan scholars’ emphasis on existent imputational natures is a focus added to the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and is not integral to the sūtra itself, which often appears to be speaking only about non-existent imputational natures and, specifically, those non-existent imputational natures that are negated in the doctrine of selflessness. Tibetan scholars like Gung-ru Chö-jung, out of a concern for a thorough-going seamless system, concentrate on permanent phenomena—such as uncompounded space—and thus have invented the category of existent imputational natures.

I propose another, but not entirely satisfactory, “solution”: let us consider uncompounded space and so forth to be other-powered natures that do not
fulfill the etymology of “other-powered” (since they are not under the influence of other causes and conditions in the sense of being produced from them) but are put in this class precisely because they are bases of the thoroughly established nature. In support of my position, I could use the by now familiar gambit that even though not all other-powered natures are dependent-arisings (despite the fact that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought gives this as part of the reason why they are called production-non-natures), the main other-powered natures are. A good deal of the nearly obsessive entanglements that these scholars create about “existent imputational natures” could thereby be avoided.

In terms of Ge-luk-ba scholarship, the suggestion that I offer is radical, since I could not possibly pretend to be positing Dzong-ka-ba’s thought because he clearly holds that uncompounded space and so forth are not other-powered natures and are existent imputational natures. Still, according to Jamyang-shay-ba and so forth, Dzong-ka-ba holds that any phenomenon is its own other-powered nature, even if that phenomenon itself is an existent imputational nature and thus is not an actual other-powered nature.

**Issue #136: Is it that other-powered natures are the main basis of the debate about true existence between the Proponents of Mind-Only and the Proponents of the Middle?**

As Gung-ru Chö-jung explains, another reading of the reason why other-powered natures are posited as ultimate-non-natures but imputational natures are not is that other-powered natures are “the main basis of the debate about true existence between the Proponents of Mind-Only and the Proponents of the Middle.” Gung-ru Chö-jung criticizes the verbal framing of this explanation by making the cogent point that according to the Mind-Only School, the Autonomists and Consequentialists are not Proponents of the Middle. This is because, from the perspective of the Mind-Only School, the Autonomists and the Consequentialists have fallen to an extreme by maintaining that other-powered natures are not truly established (whereas they actually are), and thus their view cannot be a view of the middle. From their perspective, only the Proponents of Mind-Only are the Proponents of the Middle; Autonomists and Consequentialists should be called Proponents of Non-Nature.

Aside from this verbal fault, Gung-ru Chö-jung does not offer other criticisms of this explanation, but Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen does. He draws the unwanted consequence that whatever is a basis of an emptiness that serves as an object of observation of an uninterrupted path purifying the obstructions to omniscience would absurdly have to be one of the main bases of debate between the upper and lower Buddhist systems of tenets about whether they are truly established or not. He does not explicitly give the further reason, merely
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saying that the rebuttal is easy to understand—his point surely being that then such paths absurdly would not realize the emptiness of the uncompound.

It seems to me that Jay-dzūn Chö-gyi-gyel-ten’s criticism stems from the fact that the two sections in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* on the ultimate-non-nature are concerned with distinguishing what is not and what is the ultimate nature of phenomena, this being for the sake of identifying the final object of meditation for purifying the obstructions to omniscience. From the unchallengeable fact that when other-powered natures are negatively identified as without the nature of the ultimate, they are also positively indicated as being bases of emptinesses, he draws the somewhat shaky conclusion that the bases of emptinesses are restricted to being just other-powered natures. It seems to me that all that is being claimed is that the **main** bases of emptiness are other-powered natures—these being the impermanent phenomena with respect to which ordinary beings generate mistaken notions thereby drawing themselves into a diseased state of existence.

**Issue #137: Is there less qualm or no qualm that imputational natures are ultimate-non-natures?**

Gung-tang criticizes a position that A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso attributes to the Second Dalai Lama, Gen-dün-gya-tso, but also is represented to some extent in the presentations of Bel-jor-hlün-drup, Pan-chen Ṣö-nam-drak-ba, and even Gung-tang’s prime source, Jam-yang-shay-ba. Gung-tang agrees with the Second Dalai Lama’s presentation that each and every phenomenon is posited as its own other-powered nature (whether it is impermanent or permanent, or whether it is an other-powered nature, an imputational nature, or a thoroughly established nature), since it is the basis of its own emptiness. However, Gung-tang does not agree with the Second Dalai Lama’s description of the qualm that Buddha is countering when he singles out other-powered natures as natureless in terms of the ultimate. The Second Dalai Lama’s formulation is not, from Gung-tang’s point of view, well framed. The Second Dalai Lama is taken as describing the situation this way:

> When delineating the mode of subsistence of each and every phenomenon in terms of having posited them as their own other-powered nature, there is a greater chance of developing the qualm that the basis of emptiness itself might be the final object of observation by a path of purification with respect to other-powered natures, whereas there is less chance of developing such a qualm with respect to imputational natures.

The Second Dalai Lama himself says:

> The bases of emptiness—other-powered natures—are empty of that
factor imputed in the manner of imputation as entity and attribute. When this emptiness is taught to be the main object of observation by a path of purification, there [might] be the qualm that since, in that case, one must observe the other-powered natures that are the substrata—the bases—of emptiness, those other-powered natures also would be objects of observation of purification. Since this qualm is to be eliminated, other-powered natures are described this way [as ultimate-non-natures], but such does not need to be analyzed with respect to imputational natures.

The Second Dalai Lama does indeed seem to have correctly reframed Đzong-ka-ba’s statement (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 89), which I will cite again in order to highlight Gung-tang’s objection:

When one understands that obstructions are purified through meditation observing other-powered natures’ emptiness of the imputational factor [—for example, through meditating on other-powered natures’ emptiness of being established by way of their own character as the referents of words and of conceptual consciousnesses—], there arises the qualm that since, in that case, [the pure exalted wisdom] must also observe the other-powered natures that are the substrata [of the quality of emptiness, those other-powered natures] also would be objects of observation of purification, due to which they would be ultimates. [Thus, such a qualm needs to be alleviated with respect to other-powered natures.] However, such a qualm does not occur with respect to imputational factors.

Gung-tang’s problem centers around the Second Dalai Lama’s statement that there is no qualm with respect to imputational natures that are factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute (as established by way of their own character),¹ which is a far cry from saying that there is no qualm with respect to imputational natures in general (which are indeed bases of emptiness). Gung-tang allows that the Second Dalai Lama’s explanation is passable (for indeed no one in their right mind would wonder whether the object negated in selflessness is the ultimate), but he nevertheless suggests that it does not represent Đzong-ka-ba’s actual thought. For “final object of observation” refers to the object of
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¹ Gung-tang does not add this qualification, but A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (100.1-100.6) emphasizes that since factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute do exist, they cannot be the object of negation of emptiness. He admits, therefore, that it is possible to have the qualm that factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute might be a final object of observation by a path of purification but goes on to say that Gung-tang means that an “intelligent person” would not have such a qualm. A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso does not explain what Gung-tang could have meant by saying that factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute is the main object of negation by reasoning. I have added this parenthetical expression in an effort to indicate what he might have meant.
the mode of apprehension of a path of purification—emptiness—and not merely to the objects of observation, which do indeed include all phenomena; and since the meaning of “final object of observation” is so limited, there is not much chance of a (well-educated) qualm that whatever is merely an object of observation by a path of purification would have to be the object of its mode of apprehension.

Gung-tang also complains that since factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute (as established by way of their own character) are the main object of negation by reasoning, an intelligent person would not have *even the slightest* qualm, never mind *less* qualm, that it would be the final object of observation by a path of purification, that is to say, the final fact that is being established by reasoning. This part of his objection must be directed not at the Second Dalai Lama, who says that “such does not need to be analyzed with respect to imputational natures,” but at Jam-ṣyang-shay-ḥa who says: ⁴⁰¹

There is a *greater* likelihood of qualms that other-powered natures would be final objects of observation of a path of purification extinguishing obstructions [than that imputational natures would be], and, therefore, the qualm has to be eliminated with respect to other-powered natures, there not being *any such great* qualm concerning imputational natures that needs to be eliminated.

The Second Dalai Lama, Bel-jor-hlün-drup, and Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ḥa all explain that there is *no* such qualm about imputational natures; it is Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyet-sen’s innovation to speak of there being a *possibility*, and Jam-ṣyang-shay-ḥa’s innovation to speak of there being *less* qualm with respect to imputational natures.⁴

In drawing out the meaning of Gung-tang’s position, A-ku Lo-drö-gyatso ⁴⁰² argues that there could not be *any* qualm that imputational natures might be the final object of observation by a path of purification, because Ḍzong-ka-ḥa (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 89) clearly says that imputational natures cannot be such:

However, in the context of refuting a misconception, other-powered natures are posited as ultimate-non-natures due to not being objects of observation of purification, whereas imputational factors are not posited [as ultimate-non-natures].
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⁴ Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 189.6) reports that Tsül-kang Lek-ḥa-dön-drup speaks of levels of difficulty in generating such a qualm but does not explain what makes the one easier to generate and the other more difficult. Pa-bong-ka-ḥa’s *Brief Notes on Jo-ni Pandita’s Lectures* (412.3) says that there are greater qualms about other-powered natures because they are truly established and are objects of observation of a path of purification; he thereby suggests that there would be lesser qualms about imputational natures, but he does not explain how such would occur.
and (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 89):

When one understands that obstructions are purified through meditation observing other-powered natures’ emptiness of the imputational factor [—for example, through meditating on other-powered natures’ emptiness of being established by way of their own character as the referents of words and of conceptual consciousnesses—], there arises the qualm that since, in that case, [the pure exalted wisdom] must also observe the other-powered natures that are the substrata [of the quality of emptiness, those other-powered natures] also would be objects of observation of purification, due to which they would be ultimates. [Thus, such a qualm needs to be alleviated with respect to other-powered natures.] However, such a qualm does not occur with respect to imputational factors.

Ḍzung-ka-ḇa clearly says that there is no such qualm about imputational natures. Using this reasoning, one of Jay-dzūn Chö-ḵyi-gyel-tsen’s followers, Day-lek-nyi-ma, maintains that because a path consciousness directly realizing the thoroughly established nature that is other-powered natures’ emptiness of the imputational nature does not observe the imputational nature that is the object of negation, the discriminative would not have the qualm that such an imputational nature would be an object of observation by a path of purification, but it is not that the discriminative would not have qualms that imputational natures in general would be objects of observation of a path of purification. For as Jay-dzūn Chö-ḵyi-gyel-tsen explains, there are paths of purification that observe imputational natures (such as uncompounded space) in the process of realizing that imputational natures are empty of a self of phenomena.

Gung-tang’s analysis, with A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s clarifications, seems to be devastating, but it must be recognized that the Second Dalai Lama et al. are seeking to explain Ḍzung-ka-ḇa’s thought, and it seems to me that Gung-tang’s criticism applies equally to what Ḍzung-ka-ḇa says. Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (despite being followers of Jam-ṇang-shay-ḇa who frames the qualm as the Second Dalai Lama does) find more clarity in the opinion of Ḍzung-ka-ḇa clearly says that there is no such qualm about imputational natures.

---

* Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 190.4) points out that in the textbook literature of the Jang-dzay College of Gan-den Monastic University, it is said that imputational natures are ultimate-non-natures and that in Jam-ṇang-shay-ḇa’s Notes (315.3) both modes of ultimate-non-natures are posited with respect to each and every phenomenon. Indirectly indicating his disapproval of these positions, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso politely calls for analysis of them in the light of Ḍzung-ka-ḇa’s statement here that imputational natures are not posited as ultimate-non-natures.

* He says, “An exalted wisdom—purifying the obstructions to omniscience—that realizes that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses observes imputational natures.” For the reference and more context, see p. 355.

* A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (99.5) says that Jam-ṇang-shay-ḇa does not draw out the point in
Jam-āyang-shay-ba’s predecessor, Gung-ru Chö-jung, whose opinion is that the qualm would come from Proponents of the Middle viewing the tenet of the Mind-Only School that other-powered natures are truly established as objects of observation of a path of purification and hence, from the viewpoint of the Middle Way School, would have to be final objects of observation of a path of purification. It is clear that Gung-tang’s and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s scholastic loyalty to Jam-āyang-shay-ba did not prevent creative and decisive criticism.

**Issue #138: Is a qualm a doubt?**

As was detailed earlier (335, #131), Gung-tang, though primarily following Jam-āyang-shay-ba’s textbook literature, revives Gung-ru Chö-jung’s explanation that the qualm that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is countering when it says that other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures is generated in Autonomists and Consequentialists. Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba, a Mongolian scholar following the textbooks of Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen of the Jay College of Še-ra and critic of Gung-tang, objects to Gung-ru Chö-jung’s and Gung-tang’s opinion.

Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba takes a “qualm” to be a “doubt” and rightly says that Autonomists and Consequentialists have decided—and thus have no doubts—that for the Mind-Only School truly established other-powered natures are objects of observation of a path of purification and that a truly established thoroughly established nature is the object of the mode of apprehension of a path of purification. Also, he rightly says that the Autonomists and the Consequentialists one-pointedly hold that once truly established other-powered natures are objects of observation of a path of purification, they could not be anything but final objects of observation of a path of purification and be able to bear reasoned analysis. Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba concludes that, therefore, it would seem that Autonomists and Consequentialists could not have any “qualms,” that is, doubts, that for the Proponents of Mind-Only other-powered natures would have to be final objects of observation of a path of purification. This is all its clarity, as does Gung-ru Chö-jung. On this issue, Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, even though cryptic, is much more refined that his Annotations; A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s lucid exposition (98.3-99.3) of Gung-tang’s meaning is very helpful.

---

a As reported and refuted in A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 101.5-102.5. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 190.6-191.1) reports that Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba gives “quite a number of reasons” (rgyud mthun mang tsham) why the qualm would not arise in Autonomists and Consequentialists, but he does not list them, and I have not been able to locate Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s text. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso reports that in the Clearing Away Mental Darkness Sha-mar Ge-dün-den-dzin-gya-tso says that Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba’s reasons are not much to the point; he also refers his readers to A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp for a defense of the position that the qualm would arise in Autonomists and Consequentialists; the latter is utilized in this discussion.
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how he criticizes Gung-tang and hence Gung-tang’s source, Gung-ru Chö-jung.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso⁴⁵ decisively responds that Tsay-den-hla-ram-āa has confused qualms and doubts. The qualm that the Autonomists and Consequentialists have on this occasion is a uni-directional conception that such indeed would be the case for the Proponents of Mind-Only, and the sūtra is dispelling the Autonomists’ and Consequentialists’ thought that the Proponents of Mind-Only have such a fault. Doubt, on the other hand, requires a two-pointedness of mind, wondering whether a topic is this way or that way. Dzong-ka-āa himself (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 89) says that the qualm here is a misconception; he does not say that it is a doubt:

If [something] were posited as [an ultimate-non-nature] merely through not being an object of observation of purification, that would be true [that is, imputational natures also would have to be posited as ultimate-non-natures]. However, in the context of refuting a misconception, other-powered natures are posited as ultimate-non-natures due to not being objects of observation of purification, whereas imputational factors are not posited [as ultimate-non-natures].

Since Tsay-den-hla-ram-āa is attempting to explain Dzong-ka-āa’s position, the citation is devastating.

Tsay-den-hla-ram-āa’s purpose in refuting Gung-ru Chö-jung and Gung-tang is to support Če-u-tsang’s explanation of the qualm. Though Tsay-den-hla-ram-āa’s attack is seriously flawed, it strikes me that, despite the esthetic elegance of Gung-ru Chö-jung’s, Gung-tang’s, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s position, their reading need not be the only position, for they have not shown any reasons why the holder of the qualm being answered here must be so well educated about the fact that in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the thoroughly established nature is a mere absence, a mere elimination of an object of negation. Though their explanation fits in well with Dzong-ka-āa’s highly developed emphasis on the Mind-Only School’s assertion of other-powered natures as being established by way of their own character, this does not appear to be a topic emphasized in the sūtra at this particular point. It seems to me that this sūtra passage that posits other-powered natures, and not imputational natures, as ultimate-non-natures can be seen as emphasizing the frequently reiterated point that other-powered natures are not the ultimate—they are not their own final mode of subsistence. Also, since beings usually conceive not just the mind but any other-powered nature to be its own real nature, it is relevant to emphasize, at least for beginners, that each and every other-powered nature is not its own ultimate.

Indeed, Gung-tang, in a surprising about-face, makes this very point when he explains the reason behind Buddha’s positing other-powered natures as ul-

---
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timate-non-natures. After having striven so hard to establish that the qualm that is being alleviated is a highly educated philosophical response to Mind-Only tenets, he reverses himself and indicates a far more basic meaning behind Buddha’s identification. He explains that Buddha’s teaching the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature—that is, that other-powered natures are without the nature of being the ultimate—is for the sake of trainees’ understanding the fact that they must delineate the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature, specifically the thoroughly established nature that is the ultimate-non-nature. For it is necessary to desist from adhering to the present mode of appearance as if it were the mode of subsistence of things and necessary to examine the meaning of emptiness, the actual mode of being of things. Gung-tang describes the plight of cyclic existence as being based on untrained assent to the false mode of appearance of phenomena and offers a straightforwardly simple and penetratingly profound exposition that Buddha taught the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature so that his listeners would realize that other-powered natures do not constitute the ultimate and thereby would be stimulated to seek the actual ultimate which Buddha is about to describe in the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature.

Gung-tang’s moving description, infused with spiritual import, indicates that the qualm giving rise to the teaching of the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature does not have to be from persons who are familiar with the tenets of the sūtra (despite his own earlier indication to the contrary). Moreover, from contemporary non-Tibetan presentations of the thoroughly established nature that identify the ultimate as a purified version of the other-powered nature, we can see that the sūtra’s clear statements that the thoroughly established nature is a mere selflessness are still being ignored; thus, the qualm that other-powered natures are ultimates needs, also today, to be addressed by underlining the import of Buddha’s presentation of the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature—other-powered natures are not final objects of observation of a path of purification and hence are not ultimates.

---

*This is why they translate *parinispanna* (*yongs grub*) not as “thoroughly established” but as “consummated.”*
19. Ramifications

Three pivotal points have surfaced in the discussion of why Buddha singled out other-powered natures as ultimate-non-natures. We have seen that:

1. Other-powered natures such as pots, bodies, and minds are not the ultimate.
2. The ultimate, or thoroughly established nature, is a mere absence of the imputational nature in other-powered natures.
3. Existent imputational natures such as uncompounded space are also not the ultimate, but there is less qualm that they might be the ultimate and thus were not singled out to be described as “ultimate-non-natures.”

Existent Imputational Natures as Bases of Emptiness

Issue #139: If the three natures include all phenomena, what is uncompounded space?

The problem is:

• The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought speaks of other-powered natures as being dependent-arisings—impermanent phenomena arisen from causes and conditions—and as being the bases of the emptiness that is the thoroughly established nature.

• However, all phenomena—both the impermanent and the permanent—are empty of being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and thus are bases of emptiness, and since permanent phenomena, such as uncompounded space, are not impermanent dependent-arisings, they cannot be other-powered natures even though they are bases of emptiness.

• Even though space—a mere absence of obstructive contact—is uncompounded and is used as an example, or analog, for understanding that the thoroughly established nature is a mere elimination of an object of negation, it itself is not a thoroughly established nature.

• The only category left in the all-inclusive division of phenomena into the three natures is that of imputational natures. Therefore, imputational natures are divided into the existent—including such permanent phenomena as uncompounded space and non-analytical cessations—and the nonexistent.

• However, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought does not make such a division explicitly, and thus it needs to be examined whether the Sūtra is even concerned with permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space. Is the
concern (fixation) with how to categorize such a phenomenon solely the creation of later scholars who are attempting to discover the seamlessly logical system of the sūtra?

There is no question that the emphasis on how to categorize phenomena such as uncompounded space that manifests in Indian, Chinese, and Tibetan treatises is not present in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. However, the sūtra itself mentions space at least six times, and thus one would expect that it also would be taken into account in the doctrine of the three natures.

The sūtra first mentions space at the end of chapter four, the “Questions of Subhūti,” as an example of the all-pervasiveness and non-difference of the ultimate:

Therefore, Subhūti, you should know by this form of explanation also that that which has a character that is everywhere of one taste is the ultimate. Subhūti, it is like this: For example, space is signless, non-conceptual, and non-increasing with respect to the manifold various aspects of instances of forms; it has the character of being of one taste everywhere. Similarly, with respect to the phenomena that have different characters, the ultimate is to be viewed as having a nature that is everywhere of one taste.

The same theme is repeated in chapter seven, the “Questions of Paramārthasamudgata”: Just as, for example, space is distinguished by merely the naturelessness of form [that is, as being a mere absence of forms] and pervades everywhere, so the ultimate-non-nature is to be viewed as distinguished by the selflessness of phenomena and as pervading everything.

Near the end of the same chapter, the all-pervasiveness of space is used to exemplify the presence of Buddha’s teaching on the ultimate that occurs even in all of his non-literal teachings requiring interpretation that do not, on the surface, appear to be directed toward the ultimate:

For example, space is everywhere of one taste and also does not obstruct activities. Similarly, this definitive teaching by the One-Gone-Thus, stemming from the naturelessness of phenomena through to phenomena being naturally passed beyond sorrow, is of one taste in all sūtras of interpretable meaning. It also does not obstruct any effort with regard to the Hearer Vehicle, the Solitary Realizer Vehicle, or the Great Vehicle.

That space is used as an example not just for the rarefied topic of the ultimate but also for how the teaching of the ultimate pervades all of Buddha’s other teachings suggests that it is a well-known example.
In the eighth chapter, the “Questions of Maitreya,” space is mentioned twice in the context of the first of the four formless absorptions, the sphere of limitless space, a topic well-known in Buddhist meditative lore. In the ninth chapter, the “Questions of Avalokiteshvara,” the example of space is turned around and used, not to exemplify something that pervades but something that is pervaded; here, it is an example for assumptions of bad states that are pervaded by a cloud-like Truth Body.

Because the great cloud-like Truth Body pervades and covers the collection of assumptions of bad states that are like space, the tenth ground is called the “Cloud of Doctrine.”

These six mentions of space indicate that it is used fairly frequently as an example, but it is nowhere mentioned in a list of phenomena, nor is it explicitly ever said to be uncompounded. Still, that it is used this many times as an example indicates that it is a well-known phenomenon and should be taken into account in the division of all phenomena into the three natures. Also, the fact that it is described in the seventh chapter as a mere absence of forms strongly suggests that it is uncompounded.

We could speculate that the reason why space is never considered as a base of emptiness (which would raise the obvious point that it is not an other-powered nature and the resultant quandary of where it should be included among the three natures) is that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is primarily concerned with a practical doctrine of meditation on emptiness and thus concentrates, even exclusively, on other-powered natures as the bases with respect to which the emptiness of the non-existent imputational nature is to be realized. I do not offer this explanation as an excuse for philosophical sloppiness in the sūtra; rather, it provides a context for me to suggest, contrary to Ge-luk-ša scholars, that uncompounded space and other such permanent phenomena could be considered a sub-category of other-powered natures without inventing a category of existent imputational natures. The problem with doing this is that I must admit that uncompounded space, despite being categorized as an other-powered nature, neither is a dependent-arising nor is established by way of its own character—salient features of other-powered natures. However, it is a basis of emptiness, this being another primary feature of other-powered natures, and thus I might claim that space is not just categorized as an other-powered nature while actually being something else; rather, it is an actual other-powered nature. In this way, because of being bases of emptiness, space and so forth could be other-powered natures without having to be dependent-arisings or established by way of their own character.

In my scenario, imputational natures would be only non-existent factors such as an object’s being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness and thus are not objects of knowledge and hence not existents—they are only factors of exaggerated adherence. Indeed, this
reflects an important usage of the term “imputational nature” in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. Still, I would have to admit that then the three natures would not be a division of objects of knowledge, that is, existents, since imputational natures would not include any existents. Also, I would find it difficult to explain the sūtra’s own reference to deprecating imputational natures, since if they do not exist, how could they be deprecated? The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 95)* says:412

Even though they have interest in that doctrine [of the profound thoroughly established nature], they do not understand, just as it is, the profound reality that I have set forth with a thought behind it. With respect to the meaning of these doctrines, they adhere to the terms as only literal: “All these phenomena are only natureless. All these phenomena are only unproduced, only unceasing, only quiescent from the start, only naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” Due to that, they acquire the view that all phenomena do not exist and the view that [establishment of objects by way of their own] character does not exist. Moreover, having acquired the view of nihilism and the view of the non-existence of [establishment of objects by way of their own] character, they deprecate all phenomena in terms of all of the characters—deprecating the imputational character of phenomena and also deprecating the other-powered character and thoroughly established character of phenomena.

Perhaps I could suggest that the sūtra means that imagination of the non-existent could not occur without an existent base that is being imagined to have a false status.

Another problem with my notion that uncompounded space and so forth are actual other-powered natures, in the sense that they are bases of emptiness, is that thoroughly established natures—since they themselves are also empty of being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—are bases of emptinesses and hence would have to be actual other-powered natures, thereby raising the question of why there are three natures and not just one. Perhaps, however, I could consider “other-powered nature” here as referring to an object’s own other-powered nature, which—as we will see below in the case of existent imputational natures and thoroughly established natures—does not have to be an actual other-powered nature. But this has problems too, since thoroughly established natures would be ultimate-non-natures, in the sense of not being the ultimate, and hence would absurdly not be ultimate-non-natures, in the sense of being the ultimate.

By seeing the difficulties of my innovative scenario we can appreciate why Ďzong-ka-ба and his followers have opted for creatively finding a category called existent imputational natures as if it already exists in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. Their gambit, like mine, far from eliminating all problems, opens
up others. Let us consider the problems stemming from their solution.

**Issue #140: Is there an actual other-powered nature of uncompounded space?**

Since the three natures are both (1) a rubric for classifying phenomena—each phenomenon being only one from among the three—and (2) a rubric for understanding the multiple natures of individual phenomena, there must be a way to posit the other-powered nature even of uncompounded space. In Gung-tang’s consideration of this problem, he first scrutinizes Ōra-di Ge-śhay Rin-ch’en-dön-drup’s reformulation of the basic point of this section. Ōra-di Ge-śhay frames it this way:

> With respect to the subjects [of this syllogism], the other-powered natures of all phenomena, there is a reason why they are called ultimate-non-natures, because they are called such due to the fact that the final object of observation that extinguishes obstructions and is with [each and every] phenomenon is the ultimate and they [that is, other-powered natures] are not established as such a [final] object of observation.

Though in an earlier work, his *Annotations*, Gung-tang points out that Ōra-di Ge-śhay’s framing of the basic point does not differ from Jam-γang-shay-ba’s, in his *Difficult Points* he questions in what sense Rin-chen-dön-drup is speaking of the “other-powered natures of all phenomena.” Gung-tang reports that many earlier scholars posit an actual other-powered nature with respect to all phenomena, compounded and uncompounded, by considering a valid consciousness cognizing uncompounded space, for instance, to be the other-powered nature of uncompounded space. Since a valid consciousness cognizing uncompounded space is an impermanent phenomenon produced from causes and conditions, these scholars are able to posit an actual other-powered nature even with respect to permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space, which itself is a mere absence of obstructive contact and thus not produced from causes and conditions. Gung-tang considers this position to be invalid because, as will be explained later in this chapter, the phenomenon itself must be posited as its own other-powered nature even if it is not an actual other-powered nature.

Gung-tang suspects that Ōra-di Ge-śhay holds that a valid consciousness apprehending any permanent phenomenon (except emptiness) is the other-powered nature of that phenomenon because Ōra-di Ge-śhay is a follower of

---

These scholarly discussions are continuous. For instance, Gung-tang himself posits only impermanent phenomena produced from causes and conditions as actual other-powered natures. For A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s brilliant expansion of the etymology of “other-powered” even to uncompounded, permanent phenomena, see *Reflections on Reality*, 180-183.
Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen, the textbook author of the Jay College of Še-ra Monastic University, who holds such a position. For instance, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen says:

In the explicit teaching of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, when the thoroughly established nature of compounded and uncompounded phenomena is delineated, **only the other-powered natures** of those [phenomena] are taken as bases of emptiness, whereupon the thoroughly established nature that is the selflessness of phenomena is delineated. Hence, since an exalted wisdom of purification must observe other-powered natures, which are bases of emptiness, other-powered natures become objects of observation [of a path] of purification, due to which there is the greater qualm that other-powered natures are ultimates. However, it is not that in general such a qualm is never generated with respect to imputational natures because an exalted wisdom—purifying the obstructions to omniscience—that realizes that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses observes imputational natures… The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly take those [imputational natures] as bases of emptiness; …[rather] **the other-powered natures of those** [imputational natures] are taken as bases of emptiness, whereupon their emptinesses are explicitly delineated.

---

a Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s *General-Meaning Commentary*, 15b.6-16b.3; cited in A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 99.2. Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen (14b.6) titles this general section *gzhan dbang don dam par ngo bo nyid med pa bshad pa*, whereas he himself later uses the more common expression *gzhan dbang don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa bshad pa*. Dzong-ka-ba uses the former term (minus *bshad pa*) once when he (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 239) says:

Since imputational phenomena are not established by way of their own character, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of existing ultimately or by way of their own character]. **Since other-powered phenomena are not established as the ultimate which is the object of purification, they are non-natures ultimately** [that is, are without the nature of being the ultimate]. Also, since thoroughly established phenomena are the ultimate [which is the object observed by a path of purification] and also are the non-existence of phenomena as entities of self, they are non-natures ultimately [that is, are without the nature of that ultimacy which is the self of phenomena].

b Literally, the text reads:

**Objection:** It [absurdly] follows that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly delineate the emptiness of uncompounded phenomena such as imputational natures because it does not explicitly delineate the emptiness of those within explicitly taking them as bases of emptiness. You have asserted the reason.

**Response:** [That the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly delineate the emptiness of uncompounded phenomena such as imputational natures within
By taking this tack, Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen is able to hold that although the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly take imputational natures as bases of emptiness, it nevertheless explicitly delineates the emptiness of imputational natures, since it explicitly takes their other-powered natures as bases of emptiness. For him, there is an actual other-powered nature of uncompounded space, this being a valid cognition apprehending uncompounded space.

Despite Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen’s seemingly clear statement that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly take imputational natures as bases of emptiness, one of his followers, Šer-shûl Lo-sang-pûn-tsok, maintains that Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen did not mean to say this at all. He points to the fact that in Ðdong-ka-ba’s writings it is said again and again that in both the Mind-Only and the Middle Way schools, when the selflessness of phenomena is delineated, it must be demonstrated with respect to those bases about which sentient beings adhere to self—“self” in this case meaning establishment by way of the object’s own character as the referent of terms and conceptual consciousnesses—and sentient beings do indeed adhere to uncompounded phenomena as being established this way. Therefore, Šer-shûl claims that when Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen says that “only the other-powered natures of those [phenomena] are taken as bases of emptiness,” the word “only” merely eliminates that other-powered natures are not taken as bases of emptinesses and that it does not eliminate that uncompounded phenomena are taken as their own bases of emptinesses. Even if we were to accept this rewriting of that part of Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen’s explanation, we would have to point out that Šer-shûl Lo-sang-pûn-tsok does not address Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen’s even clearer statement that “The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly take those [imputational natures] as bases of emptiness.” Šer-shûl’s creative rewriting of Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen’s statement indicates how seriously he takes Gung-tang’s criticisms of this exposition of the thoroughly established nature of uncompounded phenomena.

Tsay-den-hla-ram-ba, another follower of Jay-dzün Chö-ûyi-gyel-tsen, offers the nuanced exposition that when one delineates the final reality—that is, the emptiness or thoroughly established nature—of uncompounded space, space itself and not some other phenomenon is the actual basis of that emptiness. However, he posits that uncompounded space must have an actual other-powered nature as its root basis of emptiness. This is because every uncompounded phenomenon has an other-powered nature that is its basis of explicitly taking them as bases of emptiness does not entail [that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* does not explicitly delineate the emptiness of those] because on [this] occasion in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* their emptiness is explicitly delineated within their other-powered natures being taken as bases of emptiness.

*p. 357* *Remark:* *dgos kyi stong gezi.*
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imputation, and for uncompounded space this is an appearance of betweenness, without which uncompounded space and hence its emptiness could not be apprehended. He proffers the distinctions that:

- Although a compounded other-powered nature’s emptiness of the imputational nature is posited as the thoroughly established nature of that compounded phenomenon, an uncompounded phenomenon’s other-powered nature’s emptiness of the imputational nature is not to be posited as the thoroughly established nature of that uncompounded phenomenon.
- Rather, an uncompounded phenomenon’s root other-powered nature’s emptiness of the imputational nature is posited as the thoroughly established nature of that uncompounded phenomenon.
- Although the real nature of uncompounded space is the real nature that is with its other-powered nature, it is not the real nature of the other-powered nature of uncompounded space.\(^b\)

In order to make these distinctions and yet defend Jay-dzün Chö-ðgyi-gyel-tsen, he has to claim that the opposite statement in Jay-dzün Chö-ðgyi-gyel-tsen’s *General-Meaning Commentary*—that the real nature of uncompounded space is the real nature of the other-powered nature of uncompounded space—is merely a misprint.

Gung-tang\(^{420}\) frames his criticism as a response to a sixteenth-century follower of Jay-dzün Chö-ðgyi-gyel-tsen, Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen,\(^c\) as well as others. According to Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen, the reason why there is less chance of having the qualm that imputational natures might be final objects of observation of a path of purification is that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* explicitly\(^{421}\) takes only other-powered natures as bases of emptiness and does not take uncompounded phenomena such as imputational natures as bases of emptiness. His opinion reflects a literal reading of Jay-dzün Chö-ðgyi-gyel-tsen’s opinion cited just above, unlike Tsay-ðen-hla-ram-ða’s and Ñer-ðshül Lo-sang-püñ-tsok’s creative re-writings.

Gung-tang strongly objects to Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen’s reading as being a case of having lost the point of this section of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, for uncompounded phenomena other than emptinesses are included in the eighteen constituents, and the sūtra applies the threefold explanation of an imputational nature, an other-powered nature, and a thoroughly established nature to the eighteen constituents. The sūtra, after explaining this threefold division and the corresponding three non-natures with respect to the mental and physical aggregates, says, “Such is also likewise the case with respect to each of the eighteen constituents.” Thus, from among the eighteen constituents, the

---

\(^{a}\) *bar snang.*

\(^{b}\) *nam mkha’i chos nyid de’i gzhan dbang gi steng gi chos nyid yin yang nam mkha’i gzhan dbang gi chos nyid min.*

\(^{c}\) *sgom sde nam mkha’ rgyal mtshan, 1532-1592.*
phenomena-constituent—which includes all permanent phenomena—is to be taken as a basis of emptiness, and the emptiness that is the negation of the imputational nature (which is the phenomena-constituent’s establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness) is its thoroughly established nature. Since this is the way that a phenomenon is treated as a basis of emptiness, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought does indeed explicitly treat uncompounded phenomena as bases of emptiness. Gung-tang’s point is well taken.

According to him, the phenomenon itself is a basis of emptiness, and in this sense the phenomenon itself is called an “other-powered nature” even if it is not an actual other-powered nature produced from causes and conditions. If, as Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen wants, the sūtra is taken as meaning that actual other-powered natures related with uncompounded phenomena—that is, the valid consciousnesses apprehending them—are to be taken as bases of emptiness, then the same absurdly would have to be applied to all the remaining eighteen constituents, in which case it would have to be said that the sūtra takes none of them themselves as bases of emptiness. For the other-powered nature of even compounded phenomena such as pots and so forth absurdly would have to be the valid consciousnesses apprehending them. This is how, according to Gung-tang, Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen and so forth have lost the meaning of this section of the sūtra.

I find Gung-tang’s refutation profoundly contextual and to the point; the seventh chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is clear about how to treat each and every phenomenon in terms of the three natures. The phenomenon itself is to be considered its other-powered nature even though, indeed, this presents difficulties with respect to permanent phenomena, which are not produced from causes and conditions and thus do not fulfill the actual meaning of an “other-powered nature” as being dependently arisen from causes and conditions. However, rather than undermining this central presentation of the three natures of each phenomenon by positing some other, impermanent phenomenon as the other-powered nature of a permanent phenomenon—that is, the valid consciousness apprehending it—it is better to retain the more fundamental point that even uncompounded phenomena are their own other-powered natures by holding that they are not actual other-powered natures, which, by the sūtra’s own definition, are necessarily produced from causes and conditions. For even uncompounded phenomena fulfill a good deal of the etymology of “other-powered nature” as found in Asaṅga’s Summary of the Great Vehicle:422

Why are they called “other-powered natures”? Since they are produced from their respective seeds that are predisposing latencies, they are under the other-influence of conditions.423 Having been produced, their entities cannot remain more than an instant. Hence, they are called “other-powered.”
Asaṅga indicates that other-powered natures are not self-powered or autonomous for two reasons:

1. because they are produced under the influence of causes and conditions—specifically the seeds of perception that give rise to them—these being other than themselves
2. because they do not have the power to remain even for a second instant.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso adapts these two points to permanent phenomena by drawing a parallel between impermanent and permanent phenomena:

1. Even though uncompounded phenomena are not produced from causes, they are factors of appearance that dawn to the mind through the force of the maturation of internal, predisposing latencies.
2. Even though uncompounded phenomena do not depend on conditions that produce them, they must abide in dependence upon their respective final reality* just as clouds depend upon the sky. The thoroughly established nature of uncompounded phenomena is their final reality that immutably serves as their basis, and they themselves are posited as their own other-powered natures.

In a sense, therefore, uncompounded space is the “other-powered nature” of uncompounded space, for as Gung-tang notes, the other-powered nature of sound has to be just sound—that is, sound alone is the other-powered nature of sound—even if the impermanence of sound does not have to be just sound. In the same way the other-powered nature of an uncompounded phenomenon can be said to be that very uncompounded phenomenon itself.

**Issue #141: Is the real nature of an imputational nature not an emptiness?**

As just explained, contrary to Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen, Gung-tang concludes that since uncompounded phenomena are included in the eighteen constituents, which explicitly are among the bases with respect to which the thoroughly established nature is taught, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* explicitly teaches the emptiness of both compounded and uncompounded phenomena. This fact also invalidates the opinion of an unnamed scholar (whom Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-ñana citation and refute) that the reason why an ultimate-non-nature is set forth with respect to other-powered natures and not with respect to imputational natures is that the real nature of other-powered natures is an emptiness whereas the real nature of imputational natures is not. For, once the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* posits a thoroughly established nature with respect to the eighteen constituents, among which is a category called

*a chos nyid, dharmatā.*
“phenomena” that includes all permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space, the real nature of such existent imputational natures must be a fully qualified emptiness. Jam-yang-shay-ba makes reference to the fact that Vasubandhu, in his commentary on Maitreya’s *Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes* speaks of the sixteen emptinesses, among which are the emptiness of non-effective (that is, permanent) things and the emptiness of the nature of non-effective things. Also, among the twenty emptinesses is an emptiness of the uncompounded. Therefore, the non-establishment of uncompounded phenomena by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses is a fully qualified emptiness, and thus the reason why the *Sutra Unraveling the Thought* speaks of other-powered natures, and not imputational natures, as being ultimate-non-natures cannot be that the real nature of other-powered natures is emptiness whereas the real nature of imputational phenomena, that is, permanent phenomena, is not. As Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten concisely puts it, if something exists, its emptiness necessarily exists, and hence its real nature necessarily exists.

**Issue #142: Does the real nature of uncompounded space fulfill the meaning of a real nature?**

Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten reports a more refined (but incorrect) notion that although a real nature of uncompounded phenomena exists, it does not fulfill the meaning of a real nature, in which case it has to be said that the real nature of imputational natures is not a real nature. In rejecting this attempt to get around the issue, Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-ten draws the same absurd consequence that, if this were the case, then the eighteen and twenty emptinesses, which are determined by way of the phenomena that are empty—these including the uncompounded—would not be feasible.

**Issue #143: Since uncompounded space is not truly established but its emptiness is, why does Dzong-ka-ba say that if the real nature of an object is truly established, the object also must be truly established?**

The position that the real nature of an imputational nature is indeed an emptiness presents an interesting problem:

Because an emptiness is truly established, an imputational nature such as uncompounded space, since it is the basis of an emptiness, also would (absurdly) have to be truly established.

Indeed, this is just what Dzong-ka-ba seems to be saying in his *Explanation of (Nāgārjuna’s) “Treatise on the Middle”: Ocean of Reasoning*, when he says:
Both Proponents of Mind-Only and Proponents of the Middle agree with respect to this fact that when a real nature is truly established, the qualificand that is the substratum of it must be something that is truly established. This is because it is contradictory for a falsity to act as the basis of the truly established.

Dzong-ka-با indicates that, in the Mind-Only and Middle Way systems, there must be an equivalency in terms of the presence of true existence or the absence of true existence between a phenomenon and its emptiness.

However, if this is to be taken at face value, then since in the Mind-Only School an emptiness is truly established, its basis—which, if we consider uncompounded space, is an imputational nature—would also have to be truly established. This has to be a reason why Pa٠-chen Šö-nam-drak-با concludes that because we know that in the Mind-Only School an imputational nature does not truly exist (since the Sutra Unraveling the Thought itself says, “Those [imputational characters] are characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character,”) an imputational nature cannot be the basis of its own emptiness, and, instead, a valid cognition apprehending it is the basis of the emptiness of an imputational nature.

Gung-ru Chö-jung, however, creatively gets around Dzong-ka-با’s statement by maintaining that Dzong-ka-با here uses the term “true establishment” to refer not to actual true establishment but to what is refuted in the respective systems of the Mind-Only and Middle Way schools. In this forced reading, Dzong-ka-با “actually” is saying:

According to the Mind-Only School, if an emptiness were established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, then its basis would also have to be established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness.

This stinks of rank apologetic, since elsewhere in the same text Dzong-ka-با says:

The scholars of the Yogic Practice School also saw that for a truly existent thoroughly established nature the other-powered nature that is its basis must be truly existent.

Gung-tang takes a different tack that smells but not so bad. He maintains that Dzong-ka-با’s reference is indeed to actual true establishment but is limited to the sphere of compounded phenomena, since it is admittedly the case that in the Mind-Only and Middle Way systems there is an equivalency in terms of the true existence or the absence of true existence between a compounded phenomenon and its emptiness, the former holding that both are truly established and the latter that they are not.

Taken either way, Dzong-ka-با, at minimum, is not clear. Still, it strikes
me as far better to attempt to explain away (or correct) Đzong-ka-ба’s remark as either Gung-ru Chö-jung or Gung-tang do than to resort to asserting that permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space are not bases of their own emptiness.432

Jam-ýang-shay-ба’s Refutation of Gung-ru Chö-jung

Issue #144: Do Solitary Realizers comprehend that objects are not established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses?

Jam-ýang-shay-با’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive owes much to Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses and can, in many respects, be considered an edited (and corrected) version of that text. For instance, although Jam-ýang-shay-با agrees with Gung-ru Chö-jung (his predecessor as author of the textbook literature of the Go-mang College of Dreichung) that the position that the real nature of imputational phenomena is not an emptiness is to be refuted, he criticizes points within Gung-ru Chö-jung’s refutation. Jam-ýang-shay-با does not mention Gung-ru Chö-jung by name, probably to indicate respect for his scholarship, which A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso says was so good that Jam-ýang-shay-با used his commentary on Đzong-ka-با’s text as the basis for most of his own Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive. The delicacy of Jam-ýang-shay-با’s situation can be seen in his saying:

[These positions] will be analyzed by a lackadasical one [that is, Jam-ýang-shay-با himself] through the kindness of the subtle paths of reasoning in the scriptures of the father, the foremost venerable Đzong-ka-با, and his spiritual sons as well as the paths of reasoning in the scriptures of the great chariots of this [Mind-Only] system of the country of Superiors [India]. May those who possess analysis and investigation put aside partisanship and perceive this with fine intelligence.

Calling himself lazy, Jam-ýang-shay-با assumes a humble attitude and asks his readers—the scholars of Go-mang College—for an unbiased attitude open to criticism of their textbook literature.

Jam-ýang-shay-با’s appeal is to calm reasoning, but the story of how his textbooks came to supplant those of Gung-ru Chö-jung shows it was done under pressure. The Mongol “King of Tibet,” Hla-sang Khan, who was a patron

---

432 hla bsang.
of Jam-yang-shay-ba, murdered the regent and president Day-si-sang-gyay-gyatso, in 1706 just outside of Dre-bung. It is reported\textsuperscript{435} that he did so hurriedly because his lama, Jam-yang-shay-ba, was on his way to see him and he knew that the lama would not approve. Jam-yang-shay-ba, who had gone to Central Tibet at age twenty-one, became abbot of the Go-mang College of Dre-bung Monastic University at age fifty-three. Six years later in 1707, just the next year after his patron, Hla-sang Khan, murdered the Regent, he returned to Am-do, where in 1710 he founded a new monastic university to the southeast of Gumbum\textsuperscript{b} Monastic University, which was built in 1588 at the site of Dbong-ka-ba’s birthplace. Jam-yang-shay-ba’s new center of learning was called Dra-shi-kyil. Not long after Jam-yang-shay-ba’s return to Am-do, his textbook literature was adopted by Go-mang College due to pressure from Hla-sang Khan, thereby supplanting that of Gung-ru Chö-jung. It is reported\textsuperscript{436} that his return to Am-do was to escape a hot situation at Go-mang due to the fact that he was trying to get his textbooks adopted.

Indeed, the subsequent adoption of his works by Go-mang was the result of pressure from the government headed by his patron, whose assassination of the Regent must have given Gung-ru Chö-jung’s followers second thoughts, at minimum.\textsuperscript{5} Jam-yang-shay-ba’s situation, therefore, was both delicate and explosive. One would expect that the intense political and social allegiances associated with a scholar such as Jam-yang-shay-ba would have an effect on his assertions on particular topics. However, aside from the important fact that such activity promotes new and differing opinions, I cannot trace particular influences on specific points. One of the reasons why Jam-yang-shay-ba came to have great influence was undoubtedly his wide scholarship; indeed, it would be next to impossible for someone who decided mainly for political reasons to write such works as these to maintain sufficient interest to keep up the pretense.

To the point at hand: Gung-ru Chö-jung\textsuperscript{d} frames his response to the position that the real nature of imputational phenomena is not an emptiness around a discussion of the path of seeing. The meditative equipoise of a path of

---

\textsuperscript{a} sde srid sangs rgyas rgya mtsbo.

\textsuperscript{b} sku ‘bum.

\textsuperscript{c} It is widely known that the Fifth Dalai Lama tried to get his works adopted as the textbook literature of Lo-sel-Eng College at Dre-bung and that Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s textbooks were burned just outside one of the debating courtyards of Go-mang College. Two contemporary scholars have reported that monks of the Lo-sel-Eng College even avoid walking near that spot. Lo-sel-Eng nevertheless was able to keep from adopting the Fifth Dalai Lama’s textbooks, which were ultimately adopted by the relatively insignificant Day-yang College of Dre-bung.

\textsuperscript{d} Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses, 31b.5-32a.3. Jam-yang-shay-ba (72.5-73.5) cites this passage accurately but helpfully emends guyis pa ma grub na (Garland of White Lotuses, 32a.2) to gsum pa ma grub na. In the course of the citation Jam-yang-shay-ba makes three side comments that render the passage difficult to follow unless one has Gung-ru Chö-jung’s text.
seeing is divided into three parts, an “uninterrupted path” that abandons acquired obstructions, a “path of release” that is the state of having abandoned those acquired obstructions, and a meditative equipoise of a path of seeing that is neither an uninterrupted path nor a path of release, such as meditative equipoise on emptiness again after an exalted wisdom subsequent to meditative equipoise. An uninterrupted path is so named because without interruption or interval a yogi immediately passes on to a path of release that is a condition of having been released from those obstructions.

The uninterrupted path of a path of seeing corresponds to phases called the eight forbearances, and the path of release corresponds to phases called the eight knowledges.

---

Chart 2: Sixteen Moments of Forbearance and Knowledge
(read from bottom to top)

- **Path of meditation** (Abider in the fruit of Stream Enterer)
  - 16 subsequent knowledge
  - 15 subsequent forbearance
  - 14 knowledge
  - 13 forbearance
  - 12 subsequent knowledge
  - 11 subsequent forbearance
  - 10 knowledge
  - 9 forbearance
  - 8 subsequent knowledge
  - 7 subsequent forbearance
  - 6 knowledge
  - 5 forbearance
  - 4 subsequent knowledge
  - 3 subsequent forbearance
  - 2 knowledge
  - 1 forbearance

- **Path of seeing** (Approacher to the fruit of Stream Enterer)
  - 16 subsequent knowledge
  - 15 subsequent forbearance
  - 14 knowledge
  - 13 forbearance
  - 12 subsequent knowledge
  - 11 subsequent forbearance
  - 10 knowledge
  - 9 forbearance
  - 8 subsequent knowledge
  - 7 subsequent forbearance
  - 6 knowledge
  - 5 forbearance
  - 4 subsequent knowledge
  - 3 subsequent forbearance
  - 2 knowledge
  - 1 forbearance

- **Higher realms**
- **True paths**
- **True sufferings**
- **True origins**
- **True cessations**

---
During the eight forbearances, the realization of emptiness is applied to objects and subjects—specifically to the four noble truths and the subjects that realize emptiness with respect to them. Through direct realization of the emptinesses that qualify these objects, acquired misconceptions with respect to the four noble truths are simultaneously abandoned. The initial direct realization of emptiness causes the acquired (not the innate) conception of self to be abandoned simultaneously with respect to true sufferings (such as an afflicted being wandering in cyclic existence), true origins (such as a consciousness conceiving self), true cessations (such as the absence of an affliction brought about by cultivation of its antidote), and true paths (such as a consciousness realizing emptiness). The emptiness of the wisdom consciousness cognizing these is also realized at the same time; this realization is nevertheless called “subsequent” because in the lower systems of tenets there is a step-by-step procedure, even though in the Mind-Only School an actual temporal sequence does not occur.

The eight knowledges, the knowledge that those acquired conceptions of self have been abandoned, are the path of release. The presentation of eight parts to the uninterrupted path and eight parts to the path of release details phenomena, qualified by emptiness, that a yogi realizes to be empty. Therefore, Gung-ru Chö-jung, in response to the position that the real nature of imputational phenomena is not an emptiness, introduces the topic of what sort of emptiness a Solitary Realizer would realize on the uninterrupted path of a path of seeing in that part called doctrinal forbearance with respect to true cessations. He chooses true cessations as the reference because they are imputational phenomena, and he says that, if the real nature of imputational phenomena is not an emptiness, introduces the topic of what sort of emptiness a Solitary Realizer would realize on the uninterrupted path of a path of seeing in that part called doctrinal forbearance with respect to true cessations. He gives three reasons, all of which Jam-ýang-shay-ba finds objectionable. The first is:

If the real nature of imputational phenomena is not an emptiness, then true cessations’ emptiness of being established by way of their own

---

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{a}} \text{gog pa chos bzod.} \]

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{b}} \text{That this is the reason is confirmed by Jay-dzün Chö-\textsuperscript{gyi}-gyel-\textsuperscript{tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary (15a.6), “It [absurdly] follows that the emptiness of a true cessation is not an emptiness because the emptiness of an imputational nature is not an emptiness.” Nevertheless, I am puzzled by the fact that, as will be seen in the next chapter (422), both Jay-dzün Chö-\textsuperscript{gyi}-gyel-\textsuperscript{tsen and Jam-ýang-shay-ba hold that in the Mind-Only School true cessations are thusnesses and hence emptinesses; it would seem, therefore, that true cessations are thoroughly established natures and not imputational natures. For a clear statement by Jay-dzün Chö-\textsuperscript{gyi}-gyel-\textsuperscript{tsen to this effect, see his General-Meaning Commentary, 17b.1).} \]

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{c}} \text{Jay-dzün Chö-\textsuperscript{gyi}-gyel-\textsuperscript{tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary (15a.6-15a.7) presents this same reasoning but applies it to Solitary Realizers but to Great Vehicle practitioners. This may suggest that Gung-ru Chö-jung’s commentary pre-dates Jay-dzün Chö-\textsuperscript{gyi}-gyel-\textsuperscript{tsen’s.} \]
character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses would absurdly not be what is realized by Solitary Realizers at this point.

Gung-ru Chö-jung thereby indicates that Solitary Realizers do indeed realize that objects are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Jam-ýang-shay-ба cogently objects that since such non-establishment is a selflessness of phenomena, Solitary Realizers would, if Gung-ru Chö-jung were right, be mainly abandoning the subtle conception of a self of phenomena. In that case, when Solitary Realizers reached the path of no more learning, they absurdly would have abandoned the subtle conception of a self of phenomena, in which case they would be Buddha Superiors. However, this is impossible since they are of the Lesser Vehicle; Solitary Realizers who are definite in their lineage do not realize the subtle selflessness of phenomena, as is attested in numerous sources.

According to Jam-ýang-shay-ба, in the Mind-Only School both Hearers and Solitary Realizers simply realize at this point that true cessations are empty of being substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficiently existent. This is because they are in one-pointed meditative equipoise on the selflessness of persons with respect to all phenomena. Jam-ýang-shay-ба adds that the assertions that Hearers and Solitary Realizers on the uninterrupted path of a path of seeing do not differ in terms of the obstructions that are their objects of abandonment and in terms of the selflessness that is being realized is made not only in the Mind-Only School but also by the Kashmiri Proponents of the Great Exposition, the Sūtra School, and the Sūtra Autonomy School. Thereby, he establishes that, contrary to Gung-ru Chö-jung’s opinion, Solitary Realizers do not realize the subtle selflessness of phenomena.

Jam-ýang-shay-ба politely communicates the point that Gung-ru Chö-jung has made the egregious error of treating the path-structure in the Mind-Only School in the format of the Yogic Autonomy Middle Way School, in which:

- Hearers mainly meditate on the selflessness of persons.
- Solitary Realizers mainly meditate on a coarse selflessness of phenomena (the absence of a difference of entity of subject and object and a phenomenon’s not being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness).
- Bodhisattvas mainly meditate on the subtle selflessness of phenomena, which is their emptiness of true existence.

To establish these points, Jam-ýang-shay-ба (76.1-76.6) decisively cites passages from the Presentation of Tenets by the Second Dalai Lama Gen-dün-gya-tso and from Đrjong-ka-ба’s Great Exposition of Secret Mantra. For the latter, see Tsong-ka-pa, Tantra in Tibet, (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1977), 93, last paragraph.

For Gün-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s presentation of these points, see Geshe Lhundup Sopa and Jeffrey Hopkins, Cutting Through Appearances: The Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism (second edition, Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1989), 289-296.
All major Ge-luk-ба textbooks agree on this presentation of the path-structure for the Mind-Only School. Gung-ru Chö-jung simply goofed. His faux pas most likely results from the perspective of Yogic Autonomy system unconsciously slipping into his discussion of the Mind-Only School.

**Issue #145: Do beings innately misconceive true cessations to be external objects?**

The next issue between Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа and Gung-ｒu Chö-jung is a topic of considerable controversy among Ge-luk-ба scholars. To restate:

Gung-ｒu Chö-jung is refuting the view that the real nature of imputational natures such as uncompounded space, is not an emptiness; in his first reasoning he shows that, if that were the case, then Solitary Realizers would have no emptiness to realize during that phase of the uninterrupted path of a path of seeing called “doctrinal forbearance with respect to true cessations.” Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа agrees with him that the real nature of imputational natures is indeed an emptiness, but he does not agree with his reasoning, as was discussed above.

Having disposed of Gung-ｒu Chö-jung’s first reason, Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа now attacks the second—that Solitary Realizers could not be realizing true cessations’ emptiness of being external objects because there are no innate consciousnesses that apprehend true cessations to be external objects.

Again, Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа agrees that Solitary Realizers do not mainly meditate on the emptiness of external objects, but he gives a different two-part reason:

1. according to the Mind-Only School, Solitary Realizers do not realize the selflessness of phenomena, and
2. the emptiness of external objects is a subtle selflessness of phenomena.

In addition, Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа$^{57}$ objects to Gung-ｒu Chö-jung’s opinion that there are no innate consciousnesses that apprehend true cessations to be external objects. Gung-ｒu Chö-jung bases his opinion on a reading of Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate*, which Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа takes apart through citing parallels to Ke-drup’s statement. Jam-ｙang-shay-ｂа’s argument initially seems strained, then somewhat convincing though hard to follow, and finally unconvincing when placed in the context of Ke-drup’s remarks.

First: Gung-ｒu Chö-jung misquotes Ke-drup as saying, “There are no innate consciousnesses that conceive uncompounded space to be an external object.” Ke-drup seems to be saying that, although it would be possible to be led

---

*Gung-ｒu Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotuses*, 32a.1: nam mkha’ phyir rol don du ’dzin pa’i blo ihan skyes mi srid do.*
by false reasoning or mistaken scriptures to misconceive uncompounded space to be an object that is a different entity from the consciousness apprehending it, this is never done innately, without such a background. However, as Jam-ýang-shay-ba\textsuperscript{a} points out, Ke-drup’s \textit{Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate} actually says,\textquoteleft\textquoteleft There are no innate consciousnesses that conceive uncompounded space to be an external, \textit{material} object.’’ Jam-ýang-shay-ba agrees with Ke-drup that there are no innate consciousnesses that conceive uncompounded space to be an external, \textit{material} object, but he insists that Ke-drup does not say anything to contradict that there are innate misapprehensions of uncompounded space as established in accordance with an appearance as an external object that is merely a different entity from the awareness to which it appears—without the qualification of \textquoteleft\textquoteleft material\textquoteright\textquoteright.

Jam-ýang-shay-ba maintains that for Ke-drup such misapprehension does indeed occur among common beings who have not entered into a system of tenets. Hence, such misapprehension is included among objects to be abandoned by the path of meditation of the Great Vehicle, and uncompounded space’s emptiness of being established as an external object is a subtle selflessness of phenomena, only realized by practitioners of the Great Vehicle.

Jam-ýang-shay-ba makes the cogent case that the emptiness of uncompounded space does not refer to its emptiness of being established as an external, \textit{material} object because, otherwise, those who have realized that uncompounded space is empty of being established as an external, \textit{material} object (for example, Proponents of Sūtra) absurdly would have realized that space is empty of being established as an external object. Since Proponents of Sūtra certainly have realized that uncompounded space is devoid of compounded phenomena in general, there is no question that they have realized that it is devoid of material phenomena. However, they could not have realized the selflessness of phenomena as it is presented in the Mind-Only School; otherwise, the presentation of four schools of tenets for Indian Buddhism, graduated by way of their view of selflessness, would fall to the ground.

Still, Ke-drup, in speaking about Yogic Autonomists in his \textit{General Presentation of the Tantra Sets},\textsuperscript{b} does seem to indicate that “external object” and “\textit{material} phenomenon” are not to be differentiated when he says:

\begin{quote}
Forms, sounds, and so forth are not factualities other than the mind; they assert that external objects, or material phenomena, are not established bases [that is, do not exist].\textsuperscript{c}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{a}Jam-ýang-shay-ba’s \textit{Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive}, 78.2: \textit{nam mkha’ phyir rol gyi bem po’i blo lhan skyes mi srid do}. See also the translation in Ca-bezón, \textit{A Dose of Emptiness}, 67.


\textsuperscript{c}\textit{gzugs sgra sogs sms las don gezan ma yin tel phyi don nam/ bem po gzhi ma grub par ’dod
Nevertheless, Jam-ýang-shay-ða argues that Ke-drup means that Shåntarakøhita and Kamalashila do not assert that forms and sounds, as well as odors, tastes, and tangible objects, are factualities other than the mind since these are not asserted as either external objects that are factualities other than the mind or as material phenomena that are factualities other than the mind. In what to me seems to be a diversion from the issue, Jam-ýang-shay-ða insists that Ke-drup’s “and so forth” does not include permanent phenomena; indeed, if it did, Ke-drup would be saying that Shåntarakøhita and Kamalashila do not assert that permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space are either external objects that are factualities other than the mind or are material phenomena that are factualities other than the mind. It appears that Jam-ýang-shay-ða’s meaning is that since no intelligent person would have qualms that uncompounded space is a material phenomenon, Ke-drup would be eliminating something that is not even speculatively a choice. However, it seems to be that Gung-ru Chö-jung would not read Ke-drup’s “and so forth” as including permanent phenomena or even mental phenomena.

In order to dispel the notion that he is merely creatively explaining away Ke-drup’s thought by claiming that Ke-drup does not intend to include all phenomena, including uncompounded objects, in the term “and so forth” and, instead, is referring only to physical phenomena, Jam-ýang-shay-ða attempts to clinch the issue by drawing the absurd consequence that it would have to be said that, from Ke-drup’s point of view, Bhåvaviveka asserts that all phenomena or all compounded phenomena, including mental phenomena, are material. For Ke-drup, just prior to the above citation, says:

The masters Bhåvaviveka, Jñånagarbha, and so forth assert that forms, sounds, and so forth are external, material objects that are factualities other than the mind.

Jam-ýang-shay-ða’s point is that it is obvious that although Bhåvaviveka asserts that physical phenomena are external, material objects, he does not assert that permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space or even compounded phenomena such as consciousnesses are material phenomena. Hence, it is clear that here the term “and so forth” in such contexts does not include permanent phenomena and thus the same can be adduced for Ke-drup’s usage of “and so forth” in the subsequent statement about Yogic Autonomists. All of this somehow goes to back up Jam-ýang-shay-ða’s notion that Ke-drup does not equate external object with material external object in his Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate and leaves room for an innate misapprehension of uncompounded space.

dol/: Jam-ýang-shay-ða’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 78.3.

slob dpon legs ldan ’byed dang ye shes snying po sogs ni gzugs sgra sogs sems las don gzhan pa’i phyi rol gyi don bem por boshed la: Jam-ýang-shay-ða’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 79.1.
as an external object (that is to say, merely a different entity from the consciousness apprehending it) in the Mind-Only School.

Jam-āyang-shay-ā’s point that any object, permanent or impermanent, can be innately misconceived to be a separate entity from the consciousness apprehending it is well taken, but it seems to me that his attempt to re-explain Ke-drup falls flat. Specifically, Ke-drup is explaining Dzong-ka-ba’s statement (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 218-219):

When one does not know—with respect to the statements in Asaṅga’s Summary of the Great Vehicle that all declarations in the Mother Sūtras of “does not exist” refute the imputational factor—this mode of refuting the imputation [that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and as the referents of terms] in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, one [wrongly] explains [all the statements of “does not exist” in the Mother Sūtras] as only [refuting] the imputation of other substantial entities of apprehended-object and apprehending-subject. Thereby, many great unsuitabilities also have to be propounded with respect to the system of the Yogic Practitioners….

Ke-drup gives an example of just the type of absurdity that would be entailed:

If one does not know such a mode of refuting the extreme of superimposition, it comes that one must propound many very absurd consequences even with respect to the Cognition Proponents’ own system concerning the meaning of the statements in Asaṅga’s Summary of the Great Vehicle; and so forth, that the statements in the Mother Sūtras that [all phenomena] “do not exist” are in consideration of imputational natures. This is because it comes that one would have to make explanations relating [such statements] to only refuting wrong conceptions that would never arise for an intelligent person; one would be explaining that, for instance, “Even the statements [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras] that space does not exist would be in consideration that space does not exist as an external object.” [However] if one understands this [mode of refuting the extreme of superimposition], one becomes skilled in a mode of exegesis that “In consideration that space is not established by way of its own character as a foundation of the name ‘space,’ it is said [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras] that space is not perceived, and also the name of space is not perceived, and so forth.” The conception that space exists through the

---

* Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 666.6) identifies the passage as:

How is one to understand the imputational nature in the teaching of the Very Extensive Great Vehicle [Sūtras] taught by the Buddha? It is to be understood through the teachings in the framework (rnam grangs) of non-existence.
force of space’s own mode of subsistence as a foundation of such a convention exists innately even among common beings. Also, this is a conception of a self of phenomena in the system of these [Proponents of Mind-Only], whereas there are no innate awarenesses conceiving space to be an external, material object.

Similarly, if one understands this [mode of refuting the extreme of superimposition], one becomes skilled in the mode of explanations in this fashion—in Asaṅga’s Summary of the Great Vehicle and Dignāga’s Condensation of the Meaning of the “Eight Thousand Stanza Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra”—of the meaning of the sūtra passages in the Mother Sūtras that “A Bodhisattva is not seen in reality; a name of a Bodhisattva is also not seen in reality.” Otherwise [that is, if one does not understand this way of refuting the extreme of superimposition], one has not seen even a portion of the mode of explaining the meaning of the sūtras of the [leading figures of the Great Vehicle, called] great chariots.

Ke-drup clearly explains that Đzong-ka-ba’s point is that emptiness of phenomena such as uncompounded space does not refer to their not being external objects but refers to their not being established by way of their own character as foundations of names. Since Ke-drup manifestly identifies how the emptiness of space is to be considered, it is hard to accept Jam-āng-shay-ba’s claim that Ke-drup does not consider that external objects involve materiality.

In this vein, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, a follower of Jam-āng-shay-ba who diverges from him on this point, suggests that the emptiness of externality refers to the emptiness of apprehended-object and apprehending-subject with the latter being an effect of the forms and so forth that are apprehended-objects. In other words, externality—as framed by Ke-drup’s remarks—refers to material objects, forms and so forth, that generate consciousnesses of them.

I agree with Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso about how to take Ke-drup’s text but am stimulated by Jam-āng-shay-ba’s more general point that any phenomenon, whether permanent or impermanent, can be innately misapprehended to be a separate entity from the consciousness apprehending it. Indeed, it seems to me that Jam-āng-shay-ba is, in a convoluted way, criticizing Đzong-ka-ba for suggesting (and Ke-drup for openly declaring) that an emptiness of externality could not be posited with respect to permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space.

The third point of difference between Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-āng-shay-ba—the former’s holding that the emptiness realized by Hearers and that realized by Solitary Realizers must be different—has already been considered (365ff.). Jam-āng-shay-ba cogently holds that in the Mind-Only School they are the same. One of the reasons why Jam-āng-shay-ba wrote the textbooks that came to be adopted at the Go-mang College must be that he wanted to
present careful analysis of issues on which Gung-ru Chö-jung’s works were susceptible to criticism. It is reported\(^{460}\) that Jam-ÿang-shay-ôa’s extreme devotion to citation of sources indeed stems from seeking to supplant Gung-ru Chö-jung as textbook author. The change from one set of textbooks to another must have been momentous, given the allegiance cultivated for the textbook author, who is elevated to a level near divinity. That Jam-ÿang-shay-ôa cribbed many points from his predecessor must have provided a sense of continuity within reformation.

**Issue #146: Do Proponents of Sûtra assert that external objects are truly established?**

A-ku Ùo-drö-gya-tso\(^{461}\) makes the interesting observation that in the Sûtra School since external objects include uncompounded phenomena, which are necessarily not truly established, it cannot be said that the Sûtra School holds that external objects, in general, are truly established. This is based on the rule that if a category includes both permanent and impermanent phenomena, permanence predominates, and it is widely accepted among Ge-luk-ôa scholars that in the Sûtra School permanent phenomena are not truly established. From this point of view, he shows that Gung-ru Chö-jung’s definition of a Proponent of Sûtra as being a person propounding Buddhist tenets who asserts that both external objects and self-knowing consciousnesses are truly established is wrong because external objects, in general, are not truly established. He indicates that Gung-ru Chö-jung’s error stems from his mistaken association of external objects with material things, as discussed just above (for indeed if external objects were merely material phenomena, all external objects would be impermanent and hence truly established). A-ku Ùo-drö-gya-tso notes that when Jam-ÿang-shay-ôa’s reincarnation, Æön-chok-jik-may-wang-ôo, gives a similarly inappropriate definition of a Proponent of Sûtra he is merely repeating Gung-ru Chö-jung’s error. In Æön-chok-jik-may-wang-ôo’s *Precious Garland of Tenets* the definition of a Proponent of Sûtra is incorrectly given as:\(^{462}\)

\[
\text{a person propounding Lesser Vehicle tenets who asserts the true existence of both external objects and self-cognizing consciousness.}
\]

A-ku Ùo-drö-gya-tso adds that since not all Proponents of Sûtra—specifically those following scripture—assert self-cognizing consciousness, the second part of the definition is also inappropriate.
Meditating on the Emptiness of Emptiness

Issue #147: Are thoroughly established natures empty of the imputational nature that is the self of phenomena? If so, is the thoroughly established nature the mode of being of the thoroughly established nature? Is emptiness the mode of being of emptiness?

To restate earlier points: The qualm that other-powered natures are their own final object of observation by a path of purification needs to be cleared away, and thus Buddha taught that other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures, that is, non-natures in terms of the ultimate. It would, therefore, seem that such a qualm would have to be cleared away with respect to conventional phenomena but not with respect to the real nature of things, emptiness, the thoroughly established nature, since emptiness is the final object of observation by a path of purification and hence is the ultimate. Thus, it seems that there would be no reason at all to teach that thoroughly established natures are natureless in terms of the ultimate.

Indeed, when one is investigating the mode of subsistence of a pot, a pot’s emptiness is the final object of observation by a path of purification in relation to it, but when one is investigating the mode of subsistence of the emptiness of a pot—when one is meditating on the fact that the emptiness of a pot is not a different entity from the consciousness apprehending it or that it is not established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness—the emptiness of a pot is not the final object of observation by a path of purification; rather, it is a basis of its own emptiness, and the emptiness of the emptiness* of a pot is the final object of the path of purification. In this sense,

---

* The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought mentions the emptiness of emptiness in chapter 8:

“Supramundane Victor, how many kinds of signs — which Bodhisattvas who thoroughly realize doctrines and meanings in that way are engaged in removing — do you speak of? By what are they eliminated?”

“Maitreya, there are ten [kinds]; they are eliminated by emptiness. What are the ten? They are: (1) when one thoroughly knows the meanings of doctrines, then the various signs of verbal expressions are eliminated by the emptiness of all phenomena; (2) when one thoroughly knows the meaning of the suchness of abiding, then the signs that are a continuation of production, cessation, abiding, and transformation are eliminated by the emptiness of character and the emptiness of what is beginningless and endless; (3) when one thoroughly knows objects that are apprehenders, then the signs of the view of the transitory collection and the signs of ‘I’ are eliminated by the emptiness of the internal and the emptiness of the unapprehendable; (4) when one thoroughly knows objects that are apprehended, then the signs of viewing enjoyment are eliminated by the emptiness of the external; (5)
even thoroughly established natures are without the nature of being their own ultimate. (More on this in issue #127.)

**Issue #148: Is emptiness the object found by a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness?**

Gung-tang goes on to make the subtle distinction that even if a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness is a wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness, emptiness is not the object found by a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness. This is because emptiness is not the ultimate in relation to emptiness, nor is emptiness the thoroughly established nature in relation to emptiness. Instead, emptiness is its own other-powered nature, not in the actual sense of being produced from causes and conditions but in the sense of being the basis of its own emptiness, its own thoroughly established nature. Still, Gung-tang maintains that a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness is a wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness even if emptiness is not the object found by a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness.

Ask yourself, “Does a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness realize emptiness?” Yes, for it certainly does not realize some conventional phenomenon; after all, the emptiness of emptiness is an emptiness! Also, “Does a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness find emptiness?” Again, yes; “to realize” means “to find,” although it does not mean to find the object being sought by ultimate analysis. Still, in order to stress the important doctrine that emptiness is also empty, Gung-tang holds that when one thoroughly knows objects that are resources—possessing the services of women and men and of possessions as objects of enjoyment—then the signs of internal happiness and the signs of external apprehended-objects are eliminated by the emptiness of the external and internal and by the emptiness of nature; (6) when one thoroughly knows the objects that are abodes, then the signs of the immeasurable are eliminated by the emptiness of the great; (7) in dependence upon [thoroughly knowing] formlessness, the internal signs of blissful liberation are eliminated by the emptiness of compounded phenomena; (8) when one thoroughly knows the objects of the suchness of character, then the signs of selflessness of persons, the signs of selflessness of phenomena, the signs of cognition-only, and the signs of the ultimate are eliminated by the emptiness of what has passed beyond the extremes, by the emptiness of non-things, by the emptiness of inherent existence of non-things, and by the emptiness of the ultimate; (9) when one thoroughly knows the objects of pure suchness, then the signs of the uncompounded and the signs of the indestructible are eliminated by the emptiness of uncompounded phenomena and the emptiness of the indestructible; and (10) when one takes to mind the suchness that is an antidote to these signs, then the signs of emptiness are eliminated by the **emptiness of emptiness**.

emptiness is not its “object found.” The distinction preserves a basic point.

**Issue #149: What is the object found by a totally non-dualistic consciousness directly realizing the emptiness of emptiness?**

Ge-luk-ṅa scholars often take particular delight in putting one of their own basic tenets in jeopardy. Analysis is stretched to the point where a fundamental posture distinguishing the view of their sect from that of another comes into question. To accomplish such a self-devastating move, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso looks into the ramifications of this distinction that:

- a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness is a wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness
- but emptiness is not the object found by a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness (since the emptiness of emptiness is).

He considers what this means for a consciousness of meditative equipoise of a path of seeing. The fundamental positions that he turns against themselves are:

1. Even though the emptiness of one phenomenon is similar in type to another emptiness in just being the absence of the same object of negation, the emptiness of one phenomenon is not the emptiness of another phenomenon much as the impermanence of a table is not the impermanence of a chair; thus the emptiness of one phenomenon is different from the emptiness of another phenomenon. Consequently, the final object of observation by a path of purification purifying the misconception of a self of form is just the emptiness of form and not the emptiness of some other object.

2. A wisdom consciousness directly realizing emptiness necessarily realizes the emptinesses of all phenomena in direct perception with subject (the wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness) and object (emptiness) so fused that they are like water in water. Thus, to a consciousness of meditative equipoise realizing all these different emptinesses, their difference does not appear. All emptinesses are realized without any sense of difference.

3. The state of non-dualistic meditative equipoise of a path of seeing is divided into two parts—an uninterrupted path that overcomes a level of obstructions and a path of release that is a state of having overcome those obstructions—and both of these realize the emptinesses of all existents, and thus both must realize the emptiness of emptiness too.

It might seem better to leave such an exalted, non-dualistic state to the realm of analogy and mystery, but it is a hallmark of a system of education centered around debate to extend conceptual probing as far as possible, and this is just what A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso does: With the above point as his basis, he examines

---

\[a\] Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 134.1: *rnyed don*. 
the object found by an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing that realizes the emptiness of emptiness.

Since any consciousness of non-dualistic meditative equipoise realizes the emptinesses of all phenomena, it would seem that to focus critical attention on a consciousness of non-dualistic meditative equipoise that realizes the emptiness of a specific phenomenon such as the emptiness of emptiness would be unwarranted and even dangerously narrow since such a separation clearly is a creation for the sake of discussion. However, an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing does indeed realize the emptinesses of all phenomena, and, therefore, it must realize the emptiness of emptiness as well as the emptiness of the emptiness of emptiness, ad infinitum (there being no problem with an infinite regress since all these are realized simultaneously). Hence, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso has some justification for speaking of an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing that realizes the emptiness of emptiness, even if he is teetering on the edge of the cliff of ridiculousness by focusing on only one of the infinite objects that such a consciousness directly perceives (without any sense of difference!)

What is the object found by an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing realizing the emptiness of emptiness? Following Gung-tang’s point that emptiness is not the object found by a wisdom consciousness realizing the emptiness of emptiness, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso says that it would have to be that the object found by an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing realizing the emptiness of emptiness must be the emptiness of emptiness and not the emptinesses of all phenomena. Otherwise, the emptinesses of all phenomena would have to be objects found by, for instance, an exalted wisdom realizing the emptiness of form, in which case the emptinesses of all phenomena would be final objects of observation of a path of purification concerning form. This would contradict the above dictum that the final object of observation by a path of purification purifying the misconception of a self of form is just the emptiness of form and not the emptiness of some other object.

It is a fundamental Ge-luk-ba tenet that although realization of the emptiness of one phenomenon opens the way for realization of the emptinesses of all phenomena, the emptiness of one thing is not the emptiness of another thing, and thus the final object of a path of purification with respect to one thing is not the final object of observation of purification with respect to another thing. By considering what is found by a path of seeing realizing the emptiness of emptiness, A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso demonstrates how easily one could be put in the position of asserting just the opposite of this fundamental tenet—the opposite position being that the emptiness of any phenomenon is the final object of a path of purification with respect to any other object. He thereby creates an appreciation of the tenuousness of even this fundamental tenet and an appreciation of the logic of the diametrically opposite position—namely, it might be that the emptiness of one thing is indeed the emptiness of any other thing.

It seems to me that since even conceptual realization of the emptiness of
one thing allows for realization of the emptiness of any other thing through the functioning of that same reasoning and without relying on any further reasoning, **from an important point of view** the object of observation by a path of purification with respect to one thing is, loosely speaking, the object of observation by a path of purification with respect to another thing. Moreover, in direct cognition of ultimate truth, the emptinesses of all things are realized simultaneously without any sense of their difference. That Ge-luk-bas emphasize that the thoroughly established nature (emptiness or ultimate truth) of one thing is **not** the emptiness of another thing reflects their emphasis on philosophically or ontologically oriented styles of description founded in the perceptions of an ordinary, unrealized being over psychologically based styles of description that evoke a sense of the experience of realization. This preference accords with the Ge-luk-ba emphasis on giving a level of valid status to ordinary appearance to the point where it determines much of the general philosophical orientation although, of course, it does not militate against describing a yogi’s perceptions as exceptions to the general state. As Jam-γang-shay-ba says:446

> [A Buddha can] transform a moment into an eon and an eon into a moment. And, even though [a Buddha can] set all world systems into a single minute particle or a single hair-pore, their respective sizes are not changed, and, like space, they are not crowded.

**Issue #150: Is emptiness ever a conventional truth?**

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso447 takes the discussion one step further, saying that, because of this difficulty, the distinction has to be made that although emptiness is an existent in relation to emptiness, it is not either of the two truths—conventional or ultimate—in relation to emptiness. His reasoning has to be that even though an emptiness is an ultimate truth, it is not the ultimate truth of emptiness (since the emptiness of emptiness is the ultimate truth of emptiness), and it obviously is not the conventional truth of emptiness. Again, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso has juxtaposed doctrines such that his analysis is on the edge of wreaking havoc with a basic principle—that whatever exists is necessarily one of the two truths—for, if this dictum is so, one would expect that any existent in relation to an object would be one of the two truths in relation to that object.

The difficulties ensuing on any position with respect to this issue make clear the background of a carefully worded statement by the present Dalai Lama in his *Key to the Middle Way*:448

> Therefore, when a tree, for instance, is analyzed, the tree is not found, but its mode of being, or emptiness, is found. Then, when that emptiness is analyzed, that emptiness also is not found, but the emptiness of that emptiness is found. This is called an emptiness of an emptiness.

---

*a* stong nyid stong nyid kyi steng gi yod pa yin yang de ’i steng gi bden gnyis gang rung min.
Thus, a tree is a conventional truth, and its mode of being is an ultimate truth. Further, when that ultimate truth becomes the basis of analysis and when its mode of being is posited, then that ultimate truth becomes the basis of qualification in relation to the quality that is its mode of being. Thus, there is even an explanation that in these circumstances an emptiness can be viewed as a conventional truth.

From the perspective of A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso’s exposition, we can appreciate why the Dalai Lama merely reports that “there is even an explanation” that in such a situation an emptiness is a conventional truth.

In the vocabulary of the three natures, when one meditates on the thoroughly established nature of the thoroughly established nature, the thoroughly established nature can be viewed to be the other-powered nature of the thoroughly established nature, since it is the basis of its own emptiness. Does this make the thoroughly established nature an other-powered nature?

A-ku Lö-dro-gya-tso concludes this delightful diversion not with a decisive resolution but by saying that there are many such distinctions and points to be examined. Indeed, upon allowing consideration of such abstruse ramifications, the embroilments would seem endless. At first, such diversions seem to have lost the profound tone of meaningful exploration, but there is esthetic pleasure in taking principles of inquiry beyond their usual sphere to the point where they crash, such that one is unable to posit a sensible way out. Some Ge-luk-ba scholars describe this as an experiencing of the non-finding of objects as put forth in the Consequence School (although it is difficult to say that merely probing a topic in such a way that it gets one into trouble constitutes ultimate analysis). Others, at the point of entanglement, despair of rescuing anything practical for individual meditation and turn to cultic involvement with mundane “deities” for relief from the impending collapse of a worldview and for an opportunity to project their psychological problems onto psycho-religious dramas of competing protector deities. The turn to cultic practices strikes me as stemming from an unrealistic expectation of verbalization—either expecting too much from the words of a specific writer or expecting too much from one’s own conceptualization. It also constitutes a revolt against the psychological dryness of too much verbalization such that one is no longer able to apply the philosophy to one’s own experience. It is like turning on a soap opera after reading abstract philosophy.

A telling point about Ge-luk-ba scholarship is that although its stated aim is meditative realization, its basic paradigm of exposition is not bounded by gaining sufficient understanding so that one can meditate. Although meditation is supposed to be the purpose of inquiry, the format of the texts does not allow for concluding a topic by appealing to a need for practical application. This, indeed, would open the door to shoddy thought. That there is no such boundary put on the workings of the intellect has meant that Tibetan culture
could spawn great works of philosophical literature and great oral philosophical cultures. The extremism of the region is just what has saved it from mediocrity, even if the conceptual entanglement that it has released can indeed become a formidable obstacle to meditation. Here, in A-ku Ṭo-drö-gya-tso’s far-flung inquiry the exploration also opens up appreciation of others’ systems, relieving the pressure of the untutored assumption that there are water-tight answers for all problems.

**Issue #151: If a thoroughly established nature is not its own ultimate, should a thoroughly established nature be posited as an ultimate-non-nature?**

Because a thoroughly established nature is not its own ultimate, should we posit a thoroughly established nature as an ultimate-non-nature? Such a move certainly would stand the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought on its head, since it is mainly making the point that other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures because they are not the ultimate, whereas thoroughly established natures are ultimate-non-natures because they are the ultimate. Juxtaposing this central point with the important fact that a thoroughly established nature is not its own thoroughly established nature is, to say the least, disruptive, but such a consideration is not entirely foreign to the thought of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, since the emptiness of emptiness is frequently mentioned in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras and the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought was taught in the context of those sūtras, and, as mentioned above (see 368, footnote a), itself speaks of the emptiness of emptiness.

In his Notes, Jam-Ṭang-shay-ṭa attempts to get around these difficulties by positing two presentations of the three non-natures, one being what is explicitly expressed in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and the other being a more general one. Through this technique, he attempts to preserve the integrity of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought by not forcing it to say what it clearly does not. Specifically, in the ultimate-non-nature as it is explicitly presented in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, “ultimate” and “nature” both refer to the ultimate, which is the final object of observation by a path of purification and the mode of subsistence. In addition, stemming from an assessment of the implications mentioned above, Jam-Ṭang-shay-ṭa presents an alternative assertion that he admits is not what is explicitly indicated in the sūtra; he changes the terminology of “mode of subsistence” slightly and alters the explanation dramatically. In this reading, “nature” refers to (objects’) establishment as their own mode of abiding. It indeed is the case that other-powered natures are not established as their own mode of abiding, but also imputational natures and

---
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thoroughly established natures are not established as their own mode of abiding. Just as a table is not its own mode of abiding, but the emptiness of a table is the mode of abiding of a table, so uncompounded space or a thoroughly established nature is not its own mode of abiding, but the emptiness of uncompounded space or the emptiness of a thoroughly established nature is. Using this reading of “ultimate-non-nature,” it indeed could be applied to all phenomena and not just to other-powered natures. Still, Jam-ýang-shay-ba admits that this exposition flies in the face of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 88), which says:

Paramārthasamudgata, that which is an object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be “ultimate-non-natures.”

The sūtra clearly glosses the term “ultimate” with “the object of observation of purification,” which, far from being the establishment of objects as their own mode of abiding, is the non-establishment of objects as their own mode of abiding. Thus, this way of depicting the ultimate-non-nature is clearly not what is explicitly set forth in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. Hence, Jam-ýang-shay-ba posits it as the meaning of a more general presentation of the ultimate-non-nature.

Although I can see why Jam-ýang-shay-ba has been led to positing a second set of three non-natures beyond what is explicitly taught in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, I question its practicality. For, the impetus for positing the three natures and three non-natures is to structure meditation. The very purpose of the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature, that is, that other-powered natures are without the nature of the ultimate, is to lead to the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature in which it is pointed out that thoroughly established natures are the ultimate. However, when in the first mode “ultimate” and “nature” are taken as establishment as their own mode of abiding, even this first ultimate-non-nature is emptiness, as Jam-ýang-shay-ba himself says. In that case, the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature becomes redundant. Since the doctrine of three natures and three non-natures arises out of the practical, religious context detailed above, to posit another form of these outside of such a context seems purposeless. Indeed, it is significant that (1) Jam-ýang-shay-ba makes this presentation only in his Notes and not in his Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, and (2) none of the scholars following him picks up on this dual presentation. One of his followers, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, indirectly indicates his displeasure with this assertion by calling for analysis of it, and I heartily agree.
**Issue #152: Oddity of oddities, could an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature be an emptiness?**

Gung-tang\(^*\) raises the at first surprising and then intriguing question of whether an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature—an other-powered nature’s **non**-establishment as an object of observation by a path of purification—could be an emptiness (and thus, absurdly, a thoroughly established nature).\(^*\) On more than just the surface, it seems odd that, once other-powered natures are singled out as not being the ultimate, it would even be considered whether their non-establishment as the ultimate would be the ultimate! However, other-powered natures do not even appear to a wisdom consciousness directly perceiving emptiness, and thus, as Gung-tang himself says, the non-establishment of other-powered natures in the face of an uninterrupted path of the path of seeing (for instance) is an emptiness. The issue is a flabbergasting, delightful example of juxtaposing doctrinal points from different perspectives in order to stimulate thought. Gung-tang admits that:

- an other-powered nature’s **non**-establishment as a final object of observation by a path of purification is indeed the meaning of an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature
- and an other-powered nature’s non-establishment in the face of perception by a path of purification, such as an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing, is indeed an emptiness.

However, he does not want to be drawn into the seemingly avoidable conclusion that an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature is an emptiness (and the unmentioned consequence that an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature would be a thoroughly established nature). For that would conflate the two types of ultimate-non-nature. To maneuver out of this predicament he claims that even though the above two facts might seem to entail that an other-powered nature’s ultimate-non-nature is an emptiness, they do not. The claim is forced, but the reasons he cites for this seeming inconsistency are solid—namely:

---

\(^*\) Most likely Gung-tang was stimulated to consider this point by a statement in Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Notes* (316.1) that “The two ultimate-non-natures formulated in terms of both modes of positing it are similar in being posited as the mode of subsistence” (*jog tshul gnyis ka’i dbang du byas pa’i don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa gnyis gnas lugs su ‘jog*). Gung-tang has ferreted out Jam-yang-shay-ba’s meaning, but he makes a qualification that allows him not to hold this distinctly uncomfortable position.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 186.1) notes the discrepancy between Jam-yang-shay-ba’s and Gung-tang’s positions and suggests that it is better to assert the point according to Gung-tang. Still, he does not discuss the issue in any detail.
1. There is no consciousness conceiving “self” that conceives an other-powered nature to be an emptiness.

2. To understand that other-powered natures are not emptinesses, it is not necessary to realize emptiness.

3. Correspondingly, to realize other-powered natures’ emptiness of being external objects, it is necessary to realize emptiness.

4. Even Proponents of Sūtra assert that other-powered natures are able to bear analysis as to whether they are established or not as external objects (they assert that other-powered natures are able to bear such analysis).

From these, he draws the conclusion that an other-powered nature’s non-establishment in the face of a path of purification, such as an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing, and an other-powered nature’s non-establishment as a final object of observation by a path of purification are by no means parallel. The first is an emptiness, whereas the second is not.

Undoubtedly, Gung-tang makes this distinction in order to avoid having to hold that when Buddha taught the first mode of ultimate-non-nature, he taught emptiness, for indeed the teaching that other-powered natures are not the ultimate is a prelude to teaching the actual ultimate. By juxtaposing an assertion from another context—namely, that an other-powered nature’s non-establishment in the face of a path of purification, such as an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing, is an emptiness—he shows that relevant issues can complicate what otherwise looks straightforward. The distinction\(^a\) that he uses to short-circuit the problem puts all the more emphasis on the basic point that other-powered natures are not ultimates, since this is the point that is being preserved.

\(^a\) The distinction is that an other-powered nature’s non-establishment in the face of a path of purification, such as an uninterrupted path of a path of seeing, and an other-powered nature’s non-establishment as a final object of observation by a path of purification are by no means parallel.
20. Two Ultimate-Non-Natures

Overview of Thoroughly Established Natures

**Definition of a thoroughly established nature:** a thusness that is an emptiness of establishment in accordance with superimposition by either of the two apprehensions of self.\(^a\) Or: a thusness that is a final object of observation of a path of purification.\(^b\)

**Equivalents:** thoroughly established nature, emptiness, thusness, limit of reality, signlessness, ultimate truth, element of attributes.

**Divisions by way of entity:** thoroughly established natures in terms of selflessness of persons and of selflessness of phenomena.\(^c\)

**Terminological divisions comprising the basis, path, and fruit:** object, practice, and attainment thoroughly established natures\(^d\)—which are equivalent with object ultimate (emptiness that is the object of meditation), practice ultimate (the path that is the means of meditating on emptiness), and attainment ultimate (the nirvāṇa that is the fruit of having meditated). These are called a terminological division because practice thoroughly established natures are not actual thoroughly established natures, since they are consciousnesses.

**Divisions by way of associating object and subject:** non-erroneous thoroughly established natures (such as a Superior’s exalted wisdom of non-conceptual meditative equipoise) and immutable thoroughly established natures (such as the noumenon).\(^e\) Non-erroneous thoroughly established natures are not actual thoroughly established natures because they are consciousnesses; rather, they are called “thoroughly established natures” by way of their object, emptiness.

**Etymologies:** It is called thoroughly established because of not changing into another aspect, being a final object of observation of a path of purification, and being the supreme of all virtuous phenomena.\(^f\) It is called thusness (de bzhin nyid, tathātā) because of always abiding without changing into anything other than being established as the final mode of subsistence. It is called limit of

\(^{a}\) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 238.2: bdag ’dein gnyis gang rung gis sgro btags pa ltar grub pas stong pa’i de bzhin nyid.

\(^{b}\) Ibid., 238.3: rnam dag lam gyi dmigs pa mthar thug tu gyur pa’i de bzhin nyid.

\(^{c}\) Ibid., 238.5: gang zag gi bdag med dangchos kyi bdag med kyi dbang du byas pa’i yongs grub.

\(^{d}\) Ibid., 239.1: don dang sgrub pa dang thob pa yongs grub.

\(^{e}\) Ibid., 239.2: phyin ci ma log pa’i yongs grub dang gyur med yongs grub.

\(^{f}\) Ibid., 239.3: rnam pa gzhan du mi gyur ba dang rnam dag lam gyi dmigs pa mthar thug dang dge ba’i chos thams cad kyi mchog yin pas na yongs grub ces bya.
reality (yang dag mtha’, bhūtakoti) because of really abiding as the final non-pervasive mode of subsistence. It is called signlessness (mthshan ma med pa, anīmitta) because of being the final mode of subsistence in which the signs of the proliferations that are the object of negation are ceased. It is called ultimate (don dam, paramārtha) because of being the final object of activity of a Superior’s exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise. It is called element of attributes (chos dbyings, dharmaḍātu) because of serving as the element—that is, the cause—of a Superior’s attributes when, upon being observed, it is meditated upon.

The Selflessness of Persons

**Issue #153: Is the selflessness of persons an actual ultimate-non-nature?**

An issue of controversy about the ultimate-non-nature is whether it comprises only the selflessness of phenomena or whether it also includes the selflessness of persons.\(^a\) As presented by Ge-luk-ba scholars, in the Mind-Only system, the selflessness of phenomena itself is twofold—the emptiness of a difference of entity between subject and object and the emptiness of objects’ being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—but this is not the point being questioned; rather, the issue is whether the ultimate-non-nature, or thoroughly established nature, includes not just these two versions of the selflessness of phenomena but also the selflessness of persons.

In approaching this question it is important to realize that it is agreed that:

- The selflessness of phenomena applies to **both** persons and other phenomena, since these two types of the selflessness of phenomena apply equally to persons and other phenomena such as mind, body, house, and so forth.
- Still, a person’s selflessness of phenomena is not a selflessness of persons despite the fact that it is a selflessness and is of a person; rather, it is a selflessness of phenomena qualifying a person. (Since persons are indeed phenomena,\(^a\) this usage of terminology is reasonable, though counter-intuitive when first encountered.)

The term “selflessness of persons” is reserved for a coarser level of emptiness that, according to most but not all Ge-luk-ba scholars,\(^b\) applies only to persons—specifically, a person’s not being established as a substantial or self-sufficient entity. Therefore, the controversy is over whether the selflessness of persons—a person’s not being established as a substantial or self-sufficient

\(^a\) **chos, dharma.**

\(^b\) Jam-yang-shay-ba and his followers are the exceptions.
entity—is a thoroughly established nature and an ultimate-non-nature.
Here is the brunt of the issue:

- Ge-luk-.pa scholars uniformly hold that the three natures are to be treated in two ways, one in terms of the selflessness of phenomena (which is the main object of meditation by practitioners of the Great Vehicle) and another in terms of the selflessness of persons (which is the main object of meditation by practitioners of the Lesser Vehicle, that is, Hearers and Solitary Realizers). Thus, everyone agrees that there is an ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena and ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons.

- Ge-luk-.pa scholars differ, however, on whether the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons is an actual thoroughly established nature or not. The Jay College of Se-ra Monastic University and the Jang-dzay College of Ganden Monastic University, who follow Jay-dzun Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen, and the Go-mang College of Dre-bung Monastic University and Dra-shi-kyil Monastic University, who follow Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and so forth, hold that the thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons is an actual thoroughly established nature, but the Second Dalai Lama as well as the Lo-sel-Eng College of Dre-bung and the Shar-dzay College of Gan-den, following Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba, hold that it is not.

Go-mang and Lo-sel-Eng, both on the eastern side of the Great Assembly Hall at Dre-bung and only forty paces from each other, debate the issue with fervor, both sides finding evidence for their opinion. The issue is almost entirely terminological, but in treating it several fundamental issues come to be highlighted.

Let us list the evidence—both scriptural sources and reasonings—cited by those who hold that the selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature. Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba and his followers, for instance, point to the Sutra Unraveling the Thought itself (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 90) as indicating that the actual thoroughly established nature consists of only the selflessness of phenomena:557

Moreover, that which is the thoroughly established character of phenomena is also called “the ultimate-non-nature.” Why? Paramārtha-samudgata, that which in phenomena is the selflessness of phenomena is called their “non-nature.” It is the ultimate, and the ultimate is distinguished by just the naturelessness of all phenomena; therefore, it is called the “ultimate-non-nature.”

---

557 chos kyi bdag med kyi dbang du byas pa’i don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa dang gang zag gi bdag med kyi dbang du byas pa’i don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa.
558 shar rtse (East Point).
Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ṣa takes this passage as indicating that a thoroughly established nature is necessarily a thunness that is a negation of a self of phenomena.\(^a\)

Also, although Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ṣa does not cite it here, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 94) similarly says:

Just as, for example, space is distinguished by the mere naturelessness of form [that is, as a mere absence of forms] and pervades everywhere, so from between those [two]\(^b\) ultimate-non-natures, one [that is, the thoroughly established nature] is to be viewed as distinguished by the selflessness of phenomena and as pervading everything.

and (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 107):

That which is:

- the thorough non-establishment—of just those [other-powered natures which are] the objects of activity of conceptuality, the foundations of imputational characters, and those which have the signs of compositional phenomena—as that imputational character,
- just the naturelessness of only that [imputational] nature,
- the absence of self in phenomena,
- thusness, and
- the object of observation of purification

is the thoroughly established character.

In addition, Maitreya’s *Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 162-163) says: \(^b\)

The objects of activity [of the path]\(^c\) of purification are twofold;

It [that is, the thoroughly established nature] is expressed as solely one [of those, that is, the selflessness of phenomena].

Furthermore, there are statements by Ďzong-ka-ṣa (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 90-91) that suggest the same:

Since the thoroughly established nature of phenomena—the selflessness of phenomena—is the object of observation of purification, it is

---

\(^a\) Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ṣa’s *Garland of Blue Lotuses*, 34b.2: yongs grub yin na chos bdag bkag pa’i de bzhiṅ nyid yin pas khyab par bstan pa’i phyir.

\(^b\) Translated here in accordance with Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ṣa’s reading of it. III.12cd; Peking 5522, vol. 108, 20.3.7. The Sanskrit from Nagao (*Madhyāntavibhāga*, 42) is:

\[\text{visuddhi-gocara} \text{dvedhā ekasmād eva kṛitiyaṃ [Pandeya: kṛitiyaṃ]}\]

the ultimate. Also, since it is distinguished by, that is to say, is posited by way of the mere naturelessness of a self in phenomena, it is also called “the non-nature of phenomena,” whereby it is called “the ultimate-non-nature.”

And (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 91-92):

Also, when giving examples [of the three non-natures, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought] says that just as space is posited as the mere absence of form [that is, a mere absence of obstructive contact], so [the thoroughly established nature] is posited as selflessness. Therefore, it is very clear that the thoroughly established nature, which is the selflessness of phenomena, is posited as the non-affirming negation of [dualistic] proliferations that is a mere elimination of a self of phenomena, with compounded phenomena as that which possesses the quality [of emptiness].

And (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 108):

“[The absence of self] in phenomena…” identifies as the thoroughly established nature just that selflessness of phenomena called “thun-ness” through observation of and meditation on which obstructions are purified. What is the selflessness of phenomena? It is “just the naturelessness [of the imputational nature that is the object of negation in the view of selflessness].”

Since the three citations from Đzong-ka-ba’s The Essence of Eloquence speak of the thoroughly established nature as specifically referring to the selflessness of phenomena, it might seem to be Đzong-ka-ba’s opinion that the thoroughly established nature is limited to the selflessness of phenomena.

In addition, Đzong-ka-ba’s two main disciples, Ke-drup and Gyel-tsap, seem to say the same. Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate says:460

The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also

a With respect to Đzong-ka-ba’s specifying “compounded phenomena” as the basis of negation despite the fact that all phenomena, including the uncompounded, are without a self of phenomena, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 270.2) points out that:

* Gung-ru Chö-jung explains that this is due to the fact that compounded phenomena are the main ones,
* whereas Jam-ông-shay-ba and Gung-tang explain that Đzong-ka-ba is deliberately reversing the Jo-nang-ba positing of compounded phenomena as the object of negation (with the thoroughly established nature as the basis of negation) and indicating that compounded phenomena must be taken as the bases of negation and an imputational nature must be posited as the object of negation.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso takes both explanations to be suitable.
they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings analyzing a conventionality.

And Gyel-tsap’s *Explanation of (Dharmakirti’s) Commentary on (Dignaga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”: Unerring Illumination of the Path to Liberation* says:

The immutable thoroughly established nature is the final object of observation which is such that, when observed and thereupon meditated, all obstructions to omniscience are extinguished.

In this way, the *Sutra Unraveling the Thought*, Düzong-ka-ña, and his two chief disciples provide seemingly excellent scriptural sources for the opinion that the selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso details their three reasonings:

1. It [absurdly] follows that a subtle selflessness of persons is a middle because of being an emptiness. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is a middle, then it [absurdly] follows that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle because [according to you] a subtle selflessness of persons is a middle and [according to you] a Proponent of Sūtra is a person who has found the view of the middle. If you accept that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle, then it [absurdly] follows that a Proponent of Sūtra is a Proponent of the Middle (*dbu ma pa, mādhyamika*) because you have asserted that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle. You cannot accept that a Proponent of Sūtra is not a Proponent of Mind-Only.

2. Also, it [absurdly] follows with respect to a subtle selflessness of persons that it is an emptiness of persons because [according to you] its way of being an emptiness is logical. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is an emptiness of persons, then it [absurdly] follows that a subtle selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons because you have asserted that a subtle selflessness of persons is an emptiness of persons. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons, then it [absurdly] follows with respect to a Proponent of Sūtra that he/she realizes a mode of subsistence of persons because you have asserted that a subtle selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons. You cannot accept that a Proponent of Sūtra is not a Proponent of Mind-Only.

---

*a According to Proponents of Mind-Only, all Proponents of the Middle are Proponents of Mind-Only because only the Mind-Only School presents the true middle between the extremes of superimposition and deprecation.*
realizes a mode of subsistence of persons because he/she is a person who makes erroneous superimpositions about the mode of subsistence of persons, since he/she is a person who conceives that persons are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses apprehending them, and non-establishment as such is the subtle mode of subsistence.

3. Also, it [absurdly] follows that a subtle selflessness of persons is an element of attributes because of being an emptiness. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is an element of attributes, then it [absurdly] follows that the element of attributes has divisions that are different entities and types because you have asserted that a subtle selflessness of persons is an element of attributes. You cannot accept that the element of attributes has divisions that are different entities and types because [Maitreya’s Ornament for Clear Realization] says, “The element of attributes has no divisions.”

Now let us consider the responses to these impressive scriptures and reasonings by those such as Jay-ṭzin Cho-ṭyi-gyel-tsen, Gung-ru Cho-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and so forth who hold that the selflessness of persons is an actual thoroughly established nature.

The quote that Paṭ-chen Cho-nam-drak-ba cites from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought unambiguously limits the thoroughly established nature to the selflessness of phenomena, but Gung-tang, who holds that the thoroughly established nature consists of both the selflessness of persons and the selflessness of phenomena, gets around the sūtra’s restrictive qualification by saying that the ultimate-non-nature that is explicitly indicated in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought at this point is necessarily the subtle selflessness of phenomena, but the ultimate-non-nature that is a subtle selflessness of persons is indicated implicitly. Gung-tang’s reason is that, as explained earlier, when Buddha explicitly explains the basis in his thought behind his earlier teaching of the middle wheel of doctrine, his description also implicitly explains the basis in his thought behind his teaching the first wheel of doctrine, this being the ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons. In this vein, Dzung-ka-ba says about Paramārthasamudgata’s question:

Through that, [Paramārthasamudgata] implicitly asks of what [Buddha] was thinking when [in the first wheel of the teaching] he spoke of the existence of own-character and so forth. Also, when Buddha answers Paramārthasamudgata’s explicit question about the middle wheel, explaining that the basis in his thought—when he taught the middle wheel—was the ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of

---

a See issue #56.
b See issues #21-24.
phenomena, he implicitly indicates that the basis in his thought when he set forth the first wheel of doctrine was the ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons. Once this is the case, there has to be an ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons.

Indeed, Ge-luk-ba scholars are in agreement that there has to be an ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons, but Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba proceeds to hold that the ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons is not an actual ultimate-non-nature, whereas Jay-dzün Chö-治理体系-tsen, Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ýang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso maintain that it is. Their point that actual ultimate-non-natures cannot be confined to the selflessness of phenomena is based on the importance of the sūtra’s explanation of what Buddha had in the back of his mind, so to speak, not just when he taught the middle wheel of doctrine but also when he taught the first wheel of doctrine. Thus, when Buddha explains his thought behind the middle wheel of doctrine through appealing to the doctrine of three natures and three non-natures in terms of the selflessness of phenomena, he implicitly makes a similar explanation of his thought behind the first wheel of doctrine in terms of the selflessness of persons. Also, Paramārthaśamudgata’s question is concerned with both the first and second wheels of doctrines—as we know from his describing both sets of teachings and from the fact that when he later recounts Buddha’s meaning, he explains initially that the first wheel requires interpretation and then that the second wheel requires interpretation. Once this issue is so important to the sūtra, it is likely that the ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons should be considered an actual ultimate-non-nature and not just an extension of the usage of the term “ultimate-non-nature” beyond its proper bounds.

From this perspective, Jay-dzün Chö-治理体系-tsen also explains away the passage cited above from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that seems to confine the thoroughly established nature to the selflessness of phenomena by holding that it indicates only that the thoroughly established nature explicitly indicated in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought must be a selflessness of phenomena. In other words, the sūtra also implicitly indicates that a subtle selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature. As Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso puts it, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, aside from saying that a subtle selflessness of phenomena is a thoroughly established nature, does not say that a selflessness of persons is not a thoroughly established nature, and he uses the same defense with respect to the passages from Đzong-ka-ba given above (386) by indicating that, except for saying that the selflessness of phenomena is a thoroughly established nature, they are not clear on the issue.

Using another passage in the seventh chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, Jam-ýang-shay-ba similarly builds a case that both the (subtle) selflessness of persons and the selflessness of phenomena are thoroughly estab-

\[dngos.\]
lished natures. There, Buddha speaks of the general mode of procedure of the path of realization as being the understanding that other-powered natures are natureless in terms of character and natureless in terms of the ultimate, after which the thoroughly established nature is realized, and then Buddha applies this procedure of the path to all three vehicles, not just to the Great Vehicle. By indicating that the principal object of meditation of Hearers and Solitary Realizers also falls within the rubric of meditating on this general pattern of path-cultivation, the sūtra itself indicates that their object of meditation is also a thoroughly established nature. That is Jam-ｙang-shay-ba’s argument, and his point is well taken, but, as is clear from the sūtra passage cited below, it does not identify that Hearers and Solitary Realizers meditate on the selflessness of persons. The Sūtra Unraveling the Thought never specifies that Bodhisattvas meditate on one thoroughly established nature and that Hearers and Solitary Realizers meditate on another; however, it does clearly say that some Hearers do not attain the enlightenment of a Buddha, and Asaṅga’s Summary of Manifest Knowledge identifies Hearers’ and Solitary Realizers’ object of meditation as being the selflessness of persons.

First, about persons with the lineage—that is, inclinations—of Hearers and Solitary Realizers, the sūtra says:

Because, hearing these doctrines, they do not conceive other-powered natures in the manner of the imputational character, they believe, thoroughly differentiate, and realize properly that [other-powered natures] are natureless in terms of production, natureless in terms of character, and natureless in terms of the ultimate. Moreover, on this basis, they thoroughly develop aversion toward all compositional phenomena, become completely free from desire, become completely released, and become thoroughly released from the afflictions that are the afflicting emotions, the afflictions that are actions, and the afflictions that are births.

With respect to that, Paramārtha samudgata, through just this path and through just this procedure, even sentient beings who have the lineage of the Hearer Vehicle attain the unsurpassed accomplishment and blissful nirvana. Through just this path and through just this procedure, sentient beings who have the lineage of the Solitary Realizer Vehicle and those who have the lineage of the Vehicle of a One-Gone-Thus attain the unsurpassed accomplishment and blissful nirvana. The path of thorough purification of Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and

\[\text{It seems that this phrase has to be explained as meaning that they realize that other-powered natures are not established by way of their own character as the imputational nature. Otherwise, it would be indicating that other-powered natures themselves are not established by way of their own character, a position which would contradict the sūtra itself (see also issues #27, 155).}\]
Buddhism is only this one, and their purification is also one—there is no second. In consideration of this, I explain that there is only one vehicle, but it is not that, in the realms of sentient beings, there do not exist various types of sentient beings who naturally have dull faculties, middling faculties, and sharp faculties.

Paramārthaśamudgata, even though all the Buddhas exert themselves, a person who has the lineage of a Hearer who proceeds solely to peacefulness is unable to attain the unsurpassed, perfect enlightenment upon being set in the supreme of enlightenments. Why is this? It is thus: Due to very limited compassion and great fear of suffering, such beings are naturally of inferior lineage. Just as their compassion is very limited, so they have turned away from others’ welfare. Just as they are very afraid of suffering, so they have turned away from the thorough compoundedness of all compositional phenomena. I do not describe those who have turned away from others’ welfare and have turned away from the thorough compoundedness of compositional phenomena as unsurpassably, perfectly enlightened. Therefore, they are called “those who seek peace for themselves alone.”

Though the passage makes it seem that Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas meditate on the same ultimate-non-nature or thoroughly established nature, Asaṅga indicates in his Summary of Manifest Knowledge that the former two meditate on the selflessness of persons and the latter meditate on the selflessness of phenomena. With this qualification, it can be seen that a focal point of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is that practitioners of all three vehicles meditate on some sort of thoroughly established nature through contemplating other-powered natures’ emptiness of some sort of imputational nature.

In this light, it can be seen that the position that a selflessness of persons is an actual ultimate-non-nature arises from consideration of the context of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, though, as we have seen, the sūtra also appears to put forward the opposite position. Thus, although the terminology of the three natures and the three non-natures is not highlighted in the literature of Lesser Vehicle schools of tenets, it is reasonable that according to the Mind-Only School the vocabulary of three natures and three non-natures is appropriately applied to Buddha’s teachings about the Lesser Vehicle practitioners.

Issue #154: Is the selflessness of persons an emptiness?

Pan-chen Šo-nam-drak-ṣa, in addition to holding that a selflessness of persons is not an actual ultimate-non-nature and is merely an ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons, also holds that although a selflessness of persons is an emptiness in terms of a selflessness of persons, it is not an emptiness. He thereby reserves even the vocabulary of “emptiness” for the Great
Vehicle schools. Specifically, he maintains that although the two selflessnesses—that is, of persons and of phenomena—are objects of the mode of apprehension of the exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise of Lesser and Great Vehicle Superiors respectively, the thoroughly established nature is solely the selflessness of phenomena. He bases his opinion on a passage from Maitreya’s *Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 162-163)*, which I shall cite in accordance with his reading of it:

The objects of activity [of the path] of purification are twofold; it [that is, the thoroughly established nature] is expressed as solely one [of those, that is, the selflessness of phenomena].

For Pañ-chen Šo-nam-drak-ba, the fact that the basis in Buddha’s thought when he set forth the first wheel of doctrine was the ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons only goes to prove that there is an ultimate-non-nature, or thoroughly established nature, *in terms of* the selflessness of persons; it does not establish that such is an actual thoroughly established nature. For, according to him, this passage shows that the thoroughly established nature is composed solely of the selflessness of phenomena.

Gung-tang, most likely utilizing Jay-dzün Chö-ṭi-gyel-tsen’s refutation of this exposition (Jay-dzün Chö-ṭi-gyel-tsen does not mention Pañ-chen Šo-nam-drak-ba by name), answers that the latter has severely misread the passage, since it actually says:

The objects of activity [of the path] of purification are twofold. [Both] are said to be only the single [thoroughly established nature].

According to this reading, the passage indicates that although the objects of activity of a path of purification are twofold, namely, the two subtle selflessnesses with different objects of negation, both of them must be posited as solely the thoroughly established nature from among the three natures. Vasubandhu’s commentary (*Emptiness in Mind-Only, 163*) supports this reading:

---

*a* III.12cd; Peking 5522, vol. 108, 20.3.7. The Sanskrit from Nagao (*Madhyāntavibhāga, 42*) is:

*viśuddhi-gocaraḥ dvedha ekasmād eva kṛttitaḥ [Pandeya: kṛttitaḥ]*

See also Pandeya, *Madhyānta-vibhāga*, 99.

*b* The Sanskrit uses the general singular and thus does not clear up the matter. A literal translation of the Sanskrit, *viśuddhi-gocaraḥ dvedha ekasmād eva kṛttitaṁ* (Nagao, 42), is:

The object of activity of purification is twofold.

It is said to be only the one [thoroughly established nature].

*c* The word “subtle” is from Jam-ṭyang-shay-ba’s *Brief Decisive Analysis, 510.4.*

*d* Peking 5528, vol. 108, 126.3.4. The Sanskrit from Nagao (*Madhyāntavibhāga, 42*) is:

*parinispattād eva svabhāvān [Pandeya: svabhāvat] na hy anyasvabhāvo viśuddhi-jñāna-duvaya-gocaro bhavati*
The suchness that is the object of activity of purification is of two types...[they are] said to be the thoroughly established nature. The other natures [that is, imputational and other-powered natures] are not objects of the two types of exalted wisdom purifying obstructions.

Vasubandhu clearly identifies “The objects of activity [of the path] of purification” as being the “objects of the two types of exalted wisdom purifying obstructions,” about which Dzong-ka-ða (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 163) says:

The two exalted wisdoms are the exalted wisdoms purifying the two obstructions [to liberation and to omniscience].

Since Ge-luk-ða scholars unanimously hold that in the Mind-Only School the exalted wisdom purifying the obstructions to liberation realizes the selflessness of persons, Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða’s reading appears to be at odds with Dzong-ka-ða’s, though perhaps not intentionally so.4

Simply put, according to Jay-dzûn Chö-ðyi-gyel-ðsen and Gung-tang, Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða misread the line, as is even more obvious from Gung-tang’s decisive citation of Sthiramati’s Explanation of (Vasubandhu’s) Commentary on (Maitreya’s) “Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes,” “These twofold objects of activity of purification are expressed by the sole thoroughly established nature.” Sthiramati clearly glosses the line as indicating that both selflessesses are thoroughly established natures. The evidence seems to be overwhelming, but Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða’s followers persist to this day in citing Maitreya’s text in support of their textbook’s position.

Gung-tang cites further evidence internal to Maitreya’s text indicating that both selflessesses are similarly posited as thoroughly established natures, as elements of (a Superior’s) attributes, emptinesses, and so forth. The Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes says:

See also Pandeya, Madhyânta-vibhâga, 99. For a translation see Stefan Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu, 238. Cited in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 269.5.

a There is nothing in Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða’s writing to indicate that he wants to interpret the lines in a way different from Vasubandhu and Sthiramati.

b Gung-tang’s Difficult Points (144.11) mentions another misreading of Maitreya’s lines in which “objects of activity” (spyod yul, gocaram) is taken as referring to objects of observation (dmigs yul, âlambana). The meaning is then taken to be that although the objects of observation of paths of purification are twofold—other-powered natures and imputational natures—the object of their mode of apprehension (’dzin stangs kyi yul) is only the thoroughly established nature. As Gung-tang says, that this is not the meaning of Maitreya’s lines can be known from the explanation already given. The misreading arises from making a distinction that is foreign to the text, though not to Ge-luk-ða exegesis.

c chos dbhyings, dharmaññhâtu.

d I.20ab; Peking 5522, vol. 108, 20.1.2. The Sanskrit from Nagao (Madhyântavibhâga, 26) is:
Here the non-actuality of persons
And of phenomena is emptiness.

Also, Sthiramati’s *Explanation of (Vasubandhu’s) Commentary on (Maitreya’s) “Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes”* says:482

Since the objects of the two types of exalted wisdom are real natures, the suchness that is the object of activity [of the path] of purification is posited by just the thoroughly established nature.

**Issue #155: If the selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature, is it an imputational nature?**

Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða’s position, though perhaps not supported by his citation of Maitreya’s text, has the attractive feature of limiting the designation of the actual thoroughly established nature and the actual ultimate-non-nature to the Great Vehicle assertion of a selflessness of phenomena. However, Gung-tang pursues consequences of Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða’s position that may be even more unattractive than disagreeing with Vasubandhu and Sthiramati.

In effect, Gung-tang asks Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða: “Since in the Mind-Only School all phenomena are included in the three natures, what from among the three natures is the selflessness of persons?” Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða has already declared that a selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature; the only other possibilities, therefore, are that it is either an other-powered nature or an imputational nature. Since a selflessness of persons is not an impermanent phenomenon produced upon the aggregation of causes and conditions, it cannot be an other-powered nature, and since all permanent phenomena except thoroughly established natures are included among existent imputational natures, a selflessness of persons must be an imputational nature.

Thus, Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða has to maintain the distinctly uncomfortable position that Hearers and Solitary Realizers meditate on an imputational nature in order to overcome the obstructions to liberation from cyclic existence! The final object of observation of their path purifying the afflictive obstructions is an imputational nature! And, indeed, this is just what Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ða’s followers hold.

Gung-tang continues: In addition, if the selflessness of persons is an imputational nature, then it must not be truly existent, since the *Sūtra Unraveling the


<sup>a</sup> *chos nyid, dharmatā.*
Thought itself says that imputational natures are “characters posited by names and terminology and do not subsist by way of their own character.” Moreover, if the selflessness of persons—the main object of meditation of Hearers and Solitary Realizers—is not truly existent, then since the nirvana that they attain is the true cessation that is the extinguishment of the obstructions to liberation from cyclic existence into the entity of the selflessness of persons, there is no way that their nirvana can be truly existent: a highly uncomfortable position in the Mind-Only School where even other-powered natures, such as tables, are truly existent. Furthermore, once a nirvana is not truly existent, cyclic existence also cannot be truly existent, and once cyclic existence does not truly exist, then other-powered natures also would not truly exist. However, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 97) makes it abundantly clear that whatever is produced from causes and conditions is established by way of its own character, when it says that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character because they are not produced from causes and conditions:

Concerning that, thinking of just character-non-natures [that is, thinking of just imputational factors which are not established by way of their own character], I taught that all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.

Why? Paramārthasamudgata, it is thus: That which does not exist by way of its own character is not produced.

Since the reason why imputational natures are not established by way of their own character is that they are not produced, it is clear in the sūtra itself that whatever is produced must be established by way of its own character.

By showing these most uncomfortable consequences, Gung-tang ravages Pan-chen Śö-nam-drak-ṣa’s position that a selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature. He points out that this reasoning is at the root of the assertion that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are equally truly existent. Along these lines, Gung-tang caps this part of his argument with a quote from Dzong-ka-ṣa’s Ocean of Reasoning, Explanation of (Nāgārjuna’s) “Treatise on the Middle”:

Even the Proponents of [Truly Existent] Things from among our own schools in the Country of Superiors [that is, India] do not make a difference between cyclic existence and nirvana as to whether they truly exist or not.

Still, when Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen cites this same passage to show that true cessations are truly established, he adds that when Dzong-ka-ṣa speaks of “Proponents of [Truly Existent] Things,” he cannot (or should not) be referring to Proponents of Sūtra (Following Reasoning), since they indeed assert that
cyclic existence is truly established because of being specifically characterized (rang mtshan, svalaṅkṣāṇā), but nirvana is not truly established because of being generally characterized (spyi mtshan, sāmānyalakṣāṇā).

**Issue #156: How to deal with Ke-drup’s statement that the selflessness of persons is not an ultimate truth?**

Thus, for Jam-āṅg-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, in the Mind-Only School a subtle selflessness of persons is an emptiness, a suchness, a thusness, a ultimate truth, and a thoroughly established nature. As has been seen, they cite both scripture and reasoning; moreover, lacking a crystal-clear statement from Dzong-ka-ba on the issue, they have culled Dzong-ka-ba’s writings for hints at his position. The evidence leads them to a conclusion that is diametrically opposed to Pañ-chen Šō-nam-drak-ba’s position. However, a statement by Ke-drup, one of Dzong-ka-ba’s two most influential students, indicates that the selflessness of persons is not an ultimate truth. As cited above (387), in his *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* Ke-drup says:

The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings analyzing a conventionality.

Ke-drup in no uncertain terms says that a selflessness of persons is a conventional truth, not an ultimate truth, and thus that the reasonings proving it are reasonings analyzing a conventionality, not an ultimate. Moreover, he goes out of his way to accept openly the consequence that the reasonings proving a selflessness of persons are not concerned with analyzing an ultimate, as one might expect. Jay-dzün Chö-ği-gyel-tsen asserts that, indeed, the thought of Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* is that the selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature but not an emptiness, but he openly disagrees with Ke-drup and holds that the selflessness of persons is an emptiness.

Following Jam-āṅg-shay-ba, Gung-tang, instead of disagreeing with Ke-drup, goes to considerable lengths to explain that Ke-drup’s position is being misunderstood. Despite the seeming clarity of Ke-drup’s stance, Gung-tang attempts to explain it away by taking Ke-drup’s reference as being to the coarse selflessness of persons that is the third of the four views that testify to a doctrine’s being Buddhist:

---

*a* Jay-dzün Chö-ği-gyel-tsen (*General-Meaning Commentary*, 17b.6) cites a passage from Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* that says that Hearers attain cessation upon observing thusness, this indicating that Asaṅga considers that Asaṅga considers that a selflessness of persons is a thusness and hence an emptiness. In the same text (18a.2) he also cites another passage from Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* to the effect that the two selflessnesses are thusnesses. See these and other sources at the end of issue #166.
1. All compounded phenomena are impermanent.
2. All contaminated things are miserable.
3. All phenomena are selfless.
4. Nirvāṇa is peace.

Since these four views are said to be held in common by all Buddhist schools including even the sub-schools of the Great Exposition School that assert an inexpressible person, selflessness here refers to the absence of a permanent, unitary, independent self, this being the coarse and not the subtle selflessness of persons in the Mind-Only School. As Jam-ā-yān-shay-bā⁴⁹¹ points out, Ke-drup’s remark is indeed within the context of speaking about such a permanent, unitary, independent self, for Ke-drup goes on to say:⁴⁹²

The Proponents of True Existence assert that the negation of a permanent, unitary, independent person is the meaning of a mere selflessness of persons and hence they must assert and do indeed assert that, through familiarizing with realization of just this, an innate conception of a self of persons is entirely abandoned. Therefore, Chandrakirti’s Supplement to (Nāgārjuna’s) “Treatise on the Middle” says:⁴⁹³

[You propound] that when selflessness is realized
One abandons [only] the permanent self,⁴⁴ [but] it is not asserted
As the base of the conception of self. Hence, it is fantastic to propound
That through knowing [such a] selflessness the view of self is eradicated.
That while seeing a snake living in a hole in a wall of your house,
Your fears can be removed and the fright of a snake abandoned
By [someone’s saying] “There is no elephant here,”
Is, alas, laughable to others!

Certain of our own schools assert that the conception of a permanent, unitary, independent person is an innate view of a self of persons, and some assert that although that is an acquired [conception of self], realization that [the person] does not exist as apprehended by that [mis-conception] abandons even the innate view of a self of persons.

Jam-ā-yān-shay-bā’s point is that Ke-drup is speaking about unacceptable assertions by certain Buddhist schools that realization of such a coarse selflessness of persons is sufficient and that hence when Ke-drup says that a selflessness of persons is a conventional truth and thus that the reasonings proving it are

---

⁴⁴ In his Great Exposition of Tenets Jam-ā-yān-shay-bā indicates that this is an outflow of asserting the emptiness of a substantially existent person that has a character different from the character of the aggregates; see Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 646-647.
reasonings analyzing a conventionality, he is referring only to such a coarse selflessness of persons and the reasonings proving it, and not to the subtle selflessness of persons and its reasonings. Thus, according to Jam-âang-shay-âa and Gung-tang, although from Ke-drup’s remark it rightly can be concluded that a coarse selflessness of persons is not a thoroughly established nature, to extend this to a subtle selflessness of persons is unwarranted.

**Issue #157: Does any Buddhist school assert that the conception of a permanent, unitary, independent person is innate?**

Jam-âang-shay-âa’s and Gung-tang’s case is powerfully presented, but it needs to be asked which Buddhist schools assert that (as Ke-drup says) “the conception of a permanent, unitary, independent person is an innate view of a self of persons”? Is this not only an acquired misconception?

Gung-tang coently answers that the five Sammitiya sub-schools of the Great Exposition School that assert an inexpressible person propound that the conception of a permanent, unitary, independent person is an innate view of a self of persons. Although these five schools do not assert that a person is empty of being substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient, they also do not assert that a person substantially exists in the sense of being self-sufficient. As Jam-âang-shay-âa says in his *Great Exposition of Tenets*, these five schools see that if the person is asserted to be a different entity from the mental and physical aggregates, it would incur the faults of the non-Buddhist assertion of a self, but they also see that if the person were one with the mental and physical aggregates, it would be plural since the aggregates are plural, and hence they assert that a person is inexpressible.

Gung-tang’s point is that even these sub-schools maintain that only an innate misconception of the nature of the person draws one into cyclic existence, and thus, for these schools, the conception that a person is permanent, unitary, and independent has an innate form. Thus, for them, the non-existence of such a self is the selflessness of persons, and since they assert this level of selflessness, they are Buddhist even from the viewpoint of philosophical assertion.

---

a. Jam-âang-shay-âa, in his *Great Exposition of the Middle*, states that all Buddhist schools assert that such a conception is only acquired, but Gung-tang (*Difficult Points*, 149.11-149.15) explains this away by interpreting it as referring to most Buddhist schools.

b. In his *Great Exposition of Tenets* (Hopkins, *Maps of the Profound*, 219ff.; kha, 8b.8-10b.1) Jam-âang-shay-âa explains that the Vâtsiputriyas do not assert a self-sufficient, substantially existent person because they, like the other Proponents of a Person (*gang zag smra ba, pudgalavâdin*), hold that the person is inexpressible as either substantially existent or imputedly existent, or as the same as or different from the aggregates, whereas a self-sufficient, substantially existent person is necessarily able to stand by itself separate from the aggregates. Gôn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo, who is identified as Jam-âang-shay-âa’s reincarnation, agrees
Issue #158: What is the “generality-isolate of the selflessness of persons”?

Jam-âang-shay-âba⁴⁹⁶ literally says that Ke-drup’s statement is “evidently in reference to the generality-isolate of the selflessness of persons or, in another way, to the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self.”⁴⁹⁷ What does he mean by “generality-isolate”? Usually, “generality-isolate”⁴⁹⁸ is said to have the same connotation as “self-isolate,”⁴⁹⁹ a technical term referring to an object itself without any reference to its instances or its defining nature. The terminology provides a way for conceptually zeroing in on facets of an object, excluding all others. Thus, only pot—and not copper pot, and so forth, or that which is flat bottomed, bulbous, and capable of holding fluid—is the self-isolate of pot.

Taken this way, Jam-âang-shay-âba seems to be saying that the coarse selflessness of persons is the general selflessness of persons. However, Gung-tang⁵⁰⁰ cogently explains that here Jam-âang-shay-âba’s usage of the term “generality-isolate” does not mean “self-isolate” but instead refers to the mere selflessness that is among the four seals testifying to a doctrine’s being Buddhist and is asserted in general⁵⁰¹ by all four schools of tenets.

Gung-tang explains that since selflessness is the ultimate, selflessness itself⁵⁰² must be the ultimate, and A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso⁵⁰³ adds that the self-isolated⁵⁰⁴ with his predecessor that the selflessness mentioned in the four seals refers to “the absence of a permanent, unitary, self-powered self,” but he does not agree with Jam-âang-shay-âba’s position that the Vâtsiputriyas do not assert a substantially existent person. In holding that the Vâtsiputriyas assert a substantially existent person, Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo is probably following his teacher, Jang-gya Röl-bay-dor-jay, who, in his Presentation of Tenets (77.5-84.12) gives a long refutation of Jam-âang-shay-âba on this topic. Nevertheless, Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo does not accept Jang-gya’s conclusion (84.4.) that the Vâtsiputriyas, though Buddhist, are not actual proponents of Buddhist tenets. Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo maintains that they are actual proponents of Buddhist tenets by holding—as does Jam-âang-shay-âba—that the selflessness indicated in the four seals refers to the absence of a permanent, unitary, self-powered self. See Sopa and Hopkins, Cutting Through Appearances (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1989), 176-178.

---

a gang zag gi bdag med spyi ldog la dgongs pa’am/ yang na/ rtog gcig rang dbang can kyi bdag med la dgongs par mngon.
b spyi ldog.
c rang ldog.
d The word “general” is taken from A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 110.2: rang sde grub mtha’ spyi ’dod pa’i bdag med.
e bdag med rang nyid.
f A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 110.5: rang ldog stong nyid yin pa’i phyir dang/ de’i gang zag gi bdag ’dzin rang ldog bdag ’dzin phra mo yin pa’i phyir.
g I am presuming that A-ku Ło-drö-gya-tso is making a difference between “the self-isolate of a selflessness of the person” (gang zag bdag med gi’ rang ldog) and “the self-isolated selflessness of the person” (gang zag bdag med rang ldog), since it is widely accepted that the
selflessness of the person is an emptiness and that the self-isolated conception of a self of persons is a subtle conception of a self of persons. Their point is that Ke-drup’s reference is to the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self, which is a coarse selflessness, and hence, if this were also the self-isolated selflessness of persons, the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self would absurdly have to be an ultimate truth and an emptiness, since the self-isolated selflessness of persons is an emptiness; however, that it is not so is just the point that Ke-drup is making, for he says:

The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings analyzing a conventionality.

Through this route, Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso give a plausible explanation of Jam-γang-shay-ba’s meaning when he speaks of the “generality-isolate of the selflessness of persons,” but why does Jam-γang-shay-ba say that Ke-drup’s statement is “evidently in reference to the generality-isolate of the selflessness of persons or, in another way, to the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self”? Jam-γang-shay-ba’s choice of words suggests that he is giving two possible explanations, not one. Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, on the other hand, have reduced the first to the second, but if we challenged them, perhaps they would answer that “or, in another way” does not indicate a second possibility but a re-phrasing of the first. At the least, this is what Jam-γang-shay-ba should have meant by “or, in another way.”

**Issue #159: Has someone who has realized the coarse selflessness of persons realized the selflessness of persons?**

In a terminological aside, Jam-γang-shay-ba goes on to explain that one who has realized that a person is empty of being permanent, unitary, and independent has realized a fully qualified mere selflessness of persons, and hence, even though one has realized a fully qualified mere selflessness of persons, one has not necessarily realized the non-existence of a self-sufficient, substantially existent self—which is the subtle selflessness of persons. Since he holds that someone who has realized the coarse selflessness of persons has realized selflessness of persons (in literal translation without an article), a coarse conception of a self of persons must be asserted to be (in literal translation without an article) conception of a self of persons.¹²

self-isolate of pot (bum pa’i rang ldog) is not pot.

¹ Jam-γang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 110.2: gang zag gi bdag med tsam mshan nyid tshang ba rtogs kyang rang rhya thub pa’i rdeas yod kyi bdag med rtogs mi dgos.

² 110.4: gang zag gi bdag med rags pa rtogs pas kyang gang zag gi bdag med rtogs ’dug pa.
In English, which makes extensive use of qualifying articles, it seems easy to say that someone who has realized the coarse selflessness of persons has realized the selflessness of persons; however, the terminological problem does not entirely disappear, for we can ask, “Has someone who has realized the coarse selflessness of persons realized the selflessness of persons?” The answer is certainly that context dictates the meaning of “the,” but in the debating courtyards of Tibetan monastic universities, a yes or no answer has to be given. At least for the Tibetan version of the question, Jam-ýang-shay-ba answers yes. Still, we can extrapolate from the explanations given by Gung-tang and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso in the previous paragraph that someone who has realized the coarse selflessness of persons has not realized the self-isolated selflessness of persons, since the latter is an emptiness, an ultimate truth, and a thoroughly established nature.

**Issue #160: Why do Chandrakirti, Ke-drup, and Đzong-ka-başı speak of other Buddhist schools as asserting what is only a coarse selflessness of persons?**

The above explanation has drawn from a series of five axiomatic notions that are fundamental to Ge-luk-ba presentations of the process of removing ignorance by cultivating a correct view. However, they are put in question by statements by the founder of their sect, Đzong-ka-ba, and one of his two chief students, Ke-drup, as well as by their chief Indian source, Chandrakirti. The five axiomatic notions are:

1. Persons are drawn into cyclic existence through innate misconceptions of the nature of persons and phenomena, not merely through acquired misconceptions gained from wrong scriptures and reasonings. Otherwise, bugs and babies would be liberated.
2. The conception of the person as being permanent, unitary, and independent is solely an acquired misconception.
3. A correct view sufficiently powerful to overcome the process of cyclic existence must counteract innate ignorance.
4. It is not sufficient, therefore, merely to refute what is misconceived merely by an acquired level of ignorant misapprehension.
5. In other words, a subtler level of misconception cannot be refuted by refuting a coarser one.

However, when Chandrakirti, Đzong-ka-ba, and Ke-drup speak of other Buddhist schools’ own assertions on the selflessness of persons, they describe what has come in Ge-luk-ba scholastic literature to be considered only a coarse selflessness even in those systems.

In the stanzas cited above (398), Chandrakirti leaves no room for anything but an emptiness of a permanent self when he describes the selflessness of
persons in the lower Buddhist schools; he does not mention that they assert an emptiness of a substantially existent person in the sense of being self-sufficient. In a similar vein, Ke-drup, as cited above (398), takes pains to detail that these schools hold that the conception of a permanent, unitary, independent person is an **innate** view of a self of persons, or that even if they hold that it is only a conception acquired from study of false scripture and reasoning, realization of its emptiness nevertheless can overcome the **innate** view of a self of persons that even babies and animals have.

Đzong-ka-ba is even more explicit in limiting the non-Consequentialist schools to asserting a selflessness that is merely the emptiness of a permanent, unitary, independent person. In the introductory chapter to his *Great Exposition of Secret Mantra*, he says (with his seeming blunder highlighted in boldface):

> The Proponents of Sūtra, Kashmiri Proponents of the Great Exposition, Proponents of Mind-Only, and Middle Way [Autonomists] hold that Hearers and Solitary Realizers do not realize that a person, even though empty of inherent existence in the sense of lacking existence by way of its own character, appears like a magician’s illusion to exist inherently. They say that a cognition of a selflessness of persons involves realization that persons do not have a substantially existent entity such as is imputed by non-Buddhists.

Đzong-ka-ba’s statement is problematic since, according to the traditions of scholarship following him, those Buddhist systems do not accept that in order to achieve liberation from cyclic existence it is sufficient to realize and become accustomed to the non-existence of self as such is imputed by non-Buddhists. Rather, a subtler conception of substantial existence that exists **innately** in beings must be overcome. In his introduction to Đzong-ka-ba’s exposition, the Fourteenth Dalai Lama speaks to this deficiency in Đzong-ka-ba’s explanation:

> When he describes the type of selflessness that they realize, he says that they do not realize that the person is empty of existence by way of its own character but realize that the person is empty of a substantial existence as is imputed by the non-Buddhists. He seems to be saying that according to the Great Exposition and Sūtra systems of tenets themselves, one need only realize that a person is empty of being a permanent, unitary, independent entity. However, we have to say that the Autonomists, Proponents of Mind-Only, Proponents of Sūtra, and Proponents of the Great Exposition do not assert that cognition of a person’s emptiness of being permanent, unitary, and independent opposes the **innate** misconception of self. In their own systems the conception of the person as permanent, unitary, and independent is only
artificial, intellectually acquired, not innate…. Ďzong-ka-ba here and in other places seems to say that in the lower systems themselves the subtle selflessness of the person is described as a person’s not being permanent, unitary, and independent.

After this analysis of how Ďzong-ka-ba’s statement does not fit together with other indisputable assertions of those schools, the Dalai Lama explains how some Tibetan scholars explain away the apparent inconsistency:

Many scholars say that Ďzong-ka-ba’s reference is to the implications of the lower systems as seen from the viewpoint of the Consequence School. This means that when Consequentialists consider the reasons proving selflessness that are set forth in the lower systems, they find that the person’s inherent existence or existence by way of its own character is taken for granted and that their reasoning for refuting self has the capacity only to refute the existence of a person that has a character different from the character of mind and body.

The Dalai Lama reports that many Tibetan scholars explain away the problem by asserting that Ďzong-ka-ba is speaking not about the actual explicit assertions of those schools but about the implications of their assertions as viewed by the Consequence School.

Since according to basic, highly cogent perspectives of Ge-luk-ba presentations of liberation, no school of tenets can violate the above principles, it is easy to understand why some Tibetan scholars prefer to pass off Chandrakirti’s, Ďzong-ka-ba’s, and Ke-drup’s seeming blunders by holding that they were speaking from the perspective of the Consequence School. For when the Consequence School considers what the other Buddhist schools describe as the subtle innate misconception of a self of persons, it only appears to be a coarse acquired misconception.

The reason why the Dalai Lama merely reports how other scholars attempt to explain away the problem by claiming that Ďzong-ka-ba was speaking from the perspective of the Consequence School and why he does not give it explicit approval can be seen through Jam-ỳang-shay-ba’s treatment of the topic. He is reluctant to explain away these descriptions of the lower schools’ assertion that the selflessness of persons is an emptiness of a permanent, unitary, and independent person not only because Chandrakirti and Ďzong-ka-ba describe it this way but also because Ke-drup, as cited above (398), takes pains to detail the meaning of this assertion in terms that do not leave room for such an exposition. Specifically, Ke-drup says:

Certain of our own schools assert that the conception of a permanent, unitary, independent person is an innate view of a self of persons, and some assert that although that is an acquired conception of self, realization that [the person] does not exist as apprehended by that
[misconception] abandons even the innate view of a self of persons.

Since Ke-drup clearly is explaining these schools’ own assertions and is not speaking merely from the perspective of the Consequence School, Jam-âang-shay-ba heroically (if desperately) tries to explain what this could possibly mean. He says:303

Proponents of Mind-Only and so forth assert that, even through having meditated on the selflessness of persons imputed by [non-Buddhist] Forders, the innate conception of a self of persons can be abandoned. That this is so follows because they assert that among the selflessnesses that occur initially on the path of seeing directly realizing the selflessness of persons, there is the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self.3

Jam-âang-shay-ba does not explain how a path of seeing realizing directly the selflessness of persons has a coarse level of selflessness as its object at the beginning and a subtler level afterwards, or how, according to the other alternative explanation, realization of the coarser level could abandon the *innate* conception of a self of persons. He proceeds to cite the first of the two stanzas from Chandrakîrti’s *Supplement to (Någårjuna’s) ‘Treatise on the Middle’* given above (398) and to mention Ðzęong-ka-bà’s frequent descriptions of the selflessness of persons in the Mind-Only School and so forth as being the emptiness of a permanent, unitary, and independent self, after which he concludes this part of his tantalizing commentary with a disclaimer, saying, “This is what I think.”

To recapitulate: Despite the superficial neatness of explaining away Chandrakîrti’s, Ðzung-ka-ba’s, and Ke-drup’s seeming deviation from a well-structured system by claiming that they are speaking from the perspective of the Consequence School, such a maneuver ignores the fact that they do not at all seem to be adopting the perspective of another school but show clear signs of attempting to explain non-Consequentialist schools on their own grounds.4 The strength of Jam-âang-shay-ba’s explanation is that he tries to accommodate this fact; the weakness is that he only hints at an avenue of explanation without detailing it. That, after giving a hint, he withdraws from further discussion is an esthetically pleasing admission of the difficulties involved—a bit like a fan dancer showing a little more than previous dancers and then disappearing behind a curtain with a wink.

However, Jam-âang-shay-ba returns to this issue in a later work, his *Great

---

3 *mu stegs pa, türbhika.*

4 *der thal/ gang zog gi bdag med mngon sum du rtogs pa’i mthong lam du thog mar ’byung ba’i bdag med la rtog goi rang dbang can gyi bdag med cig ’dod pa’i phyir.*


6 I assume that this is why the Dalai Lama merely reports these scholars’ apologetic and does not endorse it.
Exposition of Tenets, completed in 1699 fourteen years after publication of his Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, which has been our source here. Before giving his much more refined explanation, let us set the scene:

- It is clear from the two stanzas cited above in Chandrakīrti’s Supplement to (Nāgārjuna’s) “Treatise on the Middle” (398) that Chandrakīrti himself is concerned with the difference between acquired and innate levels of misconception, or at least with different levels of ignorance; hence, we cannot explain concern with such as being a later development, although the issue certainly received more explicit attention in Tibet. We are left with having to opine either that Chandrakīrti was attempting to belittle the other Buddhist systems by intentionally misrepresenting their positions or that those systems were not as highly developed in their Indian setting as they came to be in Tibetan commentaries, or both.
- There is no question that Đzong-ka-ba is centrally concerned with identifying the difference between coarser and subtler as well as acquired and innate levels of misconception; thus, his statements that picture the non-Consequentialist systems as promoting nothing more than realization of the non-existence of an acquired level of self that leads to release from cyclic existence would have to be a gigantic blunder, impossible given the frequency with which he addresses this issue, as well as his over-all concern with consistency. It might seem that Đzong-ka-ba is merely following the lead of Chandrakīrti’s Supplement, and that Chandrakīrti, from the perspective of his more subtle estimation of what is refuted in the selflessness of persons, always speaks of the other systems from the viewpoint of his own system, but this reading does not take into account Ke-drup’s offering the same as those systems’ own position. There is no getting around the fact that Ke-drup is presenting those schools’ own position by providing detail where Chandrakīrti and Đzong-ka-ba did not. Also, it seems unlikely that he would not have understood that Chandrakīrti and Đzong-ka-ba are speaking from the perspective of the Consequence School, if indeed that is the case. The quandary does not come just from trying to find a seamless structure of consistent meaning in the systems of writers sometimes separated by centuries; rather, the problem is that the inconsistency is too gross not to have been noticed.

In answer to this quandary Jam-Âang-shay-ba in his Great Exposition of Tenets differentiates four levels of misapprehension of persons:

Furthermore, with respect to selflessnesses of persons there are:
1. a very coarse selflessness of persons: the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and self-powered self in accordance with the description in Chandrakīrti’s Supplement:
The [Sāṃkhya] Forders impute a self that is the experiencer [of pleasure, pain, and so forth], a permanent thing, Non-creator [of transformations], without [the three] qualities [of the nature—mental potency, motion, and darkness—], inactive.

As explained earlier, this selflessness is asserted even by the Vatsiputriyas [who assert an inexpressible self].

2. a selflessness of persons a little subtler than that: the non-existence of a substantially existent person having a character discordant with the aggregates such that the two—the aggregates and the self—are apprehended as servants and master, or the controlled and the controller, like cattle and a herdsman. Autonomists and below assert that this type of self is the conceived object of innate consciousnesses conceiving a self [of persons].

3. a selflessness of persons a little subtler than that: a person’s emptiness of apprehension in which even though the aggregates and the self have a concordant character, they are apprehended as being like servants and master. This [type of self] is what is explicitly indicated in the statement in Chandrakīrti’s Supplement [when speaking about the coarse level of misconception of self that is extinguished on the fourth Bodhisattva ground], 506: “What is related with the view of a self is thoroughly extinguished.”

Coarse and subtle versions are to be distinguished with respect to [the conception of the person as being substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient, described in items 2 and 3, in which the aggregates and the self are conceived as being like servants and master]. Regarding the former [that is, the coarser version described in item 2], once [the self] has a character discordant with the character of the aggregates, it is asserted to be permanent even if this is not [said so] in words, because [such systems] are speaking of a person that does not have the characteristics of compounded phenomena. This is why [when] Chandrakīrti [speaks about the innate misapprehension of self as it is presented by non-Consequentialist schools, he] says: 507

[You propound] that when selflessness is realized,

---

a  Jam-ỳang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Middle (179b.5ff.) describes this level with the more apt metaphor of salespersons and head salesperson, since a head salesperson has the character of a salesperson and is also the other salespersons’ boss.

b  With bracketed commentary from Dzong-ka-ba’s Illumination of the Thought this line reads:

[The coarse level of consciousnesses conceiving that persons are substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient and of the “mine” as being objects of use of such a person, this being] what is related with [or preceded by] the [subtle] view of self [as inherently existent] is thoroughly extinguished.
One abandons the *permanent self*,

4. a very subtle selflessness of persons: the absence of inherent existence of persons.

Jam-ǰang-shay-ḥa’s new distinction is that when the self and the mental and physical aggregates are misapprehended as having a discordant character (as in the second item), the self cannot be impermanent and hence must be permanent. He offers this as the reason why Chandrakīrti and Ḍzong-ka-ḥa speak of the lower schools as only speaking of the non-existence of a permanent self.

**Issue #161: Is the basis of a division into a coarse and subtle selflessness of persons a selflessness of persons undifferentiated into coarse and subtle?**

As may not be remembered after so much entanglement, this discussion began with:

1. Ke-drup’s statement:

   The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings analyzing a conventionality.

2. Jam-ǰang-shay-ḥa’s exposition that Ke-drup speaks “evidently in reference to the generality-isolate of the selflessness of persons or, in another way, to the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self.”

3. Gung-tang’s explanation that in Jam-ǰang-shay-ḥa’s statement the term “generality-isolate” does not mean “self-isolate” but merely refers to a selflessness of persons accepted *in general* by all Buddhist schools of tenets, that is to say, the emptiness of a permanent, unitary, independent person.

Gung-tang also disposes of certain other unnamed scholars’ explanations that Jam-ǰang-shay-ḥa’s reference is to a selflessness of persons undifferentiated into coarse and subtle. Let us turn to this.

In one way, it might seem as if the basis of a division (that is, what is divided) into a coarse and subtle selflessness of persons is a selflessness of persons undifferentiated into coarse and subtle; however, as A-ku Ṭo-drö-gya-tso points out, in that case a subtle selflessness of persons would have to be a selflessness of persons undifferentiated into coarse and subtle, but, of course, it is not.” For example, if tables undifferentiated into wooden and metal were what

---

*a* For the Fourteenth Dalai Lama’s clear contextualization of this, see Hopkins, *Maps of the Profound*, 728, fnt. a.

*b* A-ku Ṭo-drö-gya-tso (110.6-111.2) mentions that this is the very reasoning that Jam-
is divided into wooden and metal tables, then a wooden table absurdly would have to a table undifferentiated into wooden and metal. As Gung-tang\textsuperscript{510} says, when self that is undifferentiated into coarse and subtle is refuted, self is refuted.\textsuperscript{a} His point is that if a selflessness of persons undifferentiated into coarse and subtle were the basis of division into the coarse and subtle selflessnesses of persons, then when the coarse self was refuted, the subtle self absurdly would be refuted.

\textit{Issue #162: Is a selflessness of persons a thoroughly established nature but not an ultimate truth?}

These points have been peripheral to Gung-tang’s showing that even in Ke-drup’s exposition, despite seeming indications otherwise, both the selflessness of persons and the selflessness of phenomena are thoroughly established natures and ultimate truths. A prominent scholar from the Jay College of Še-ra Monastic University, Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen, concurs in part with this explanation, but he takes Ke-drup differently.\textsuperscript{511} He agrees that it is the thought of Ke-drup’s \textit{Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate} that the selflessness of persons is an actual thoroughly established nature because Ke-drup says:\textsuperscript{b}

\begin{quote}
A thoroughly established nature is a thusness\textsuperscript{c} that is an emptiness of establishment in accordance with what is superimposed by the two types of consciousnesses conceiving self [that is, those conceiving a self of persons and a self of phenomena] in other-powered natures.
\end{quote}

However, based on the passage from Ke-drup’s same work cited above, The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings Ÿang-shay-ba uses to refute the great Ša-γya scholar Dāk-tsang Šhay-rap-rin-chen’s assertion that in the Middle Way School uninvestigated and unanalyzed objects of knowledge are the bases of division into the two truths; see Hopkins, \textit{Maps of the Profound}, 608. Dāk-tsang Šhay-rap-rin-chen’s point is that objects of knowledge are not found under ultimate investigation and analysis and thus even ultimate truths in the Middle Way School are uninvestigated and unanalyzed objects of knowledge, but Jam-Ÿang-shay-ba retorts that ultimate truths are found under investigation and analysis and thus are not uninvestigated and unanalyzed objects of knowledge. In that context, it seems to me that Dāk-tsang and Jam-Ÿang-shay-ba are using the term “uninvestigated and unanalyzed objects of knowledge” differently.\textsuperscript{a} A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (\textit{Precious Lamp}, 110.6) intriguingly draws the parallel between the fact that true sufferings undifferentiated into coarse and subtle are true sufferings and a selflessness of persons undifferentiated into coarse and subtle is a subtle selflessness of persons. Unfortunately, he says no more on the topic.

\textsuperscript{a} See also the translation in Cabezón, \textit{A Dose of Emptiness}, 68.

\textsuperscript{b} \textit{de bzhin nyid, tathata.}
analyzing a conventionality.

he holds that, for Ke-drup, a selflessness of persons is not an ultimate truth. He obviously does not opt for the explanation that Ke-drup’s reference is merely to a coarse level of the selflessness of persons, as Jam-ûyang-shay-ûa does. (Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-ûsen’s position is indeed reasonable, given that although Ke-drup is speaking about the non-existence of a permanent, unitary, independent self, there is, as has been shown, a long history of the language of the coarse and subtle selflessnesses being mixed.) Thus, even though in the first quote Ke-drup seems clearly to speak of both selflessnesses as being thusnesses, Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-ûsen concludes that since Ke-drup says that a selflessness of persons is not an ultimate truth, it also cannot be an actual thusness and hence is only a thusness in terms of a selflessness of persons.

In response, Gung-tang enunciates the principle that in the Mind-Only School whatever is uncompounded and truly established is necessarily an emptiness, and hence has to be an ultimate. He backs this up with a statement from Maitreya’s Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 182) that limits the truly established to other-powered natures (which are indicated by the chief of them, conceptuality) and to emptiness:

Unreal ideation [—ideation being the main other-powered nature—] exists [by way of its own character in that it is produced from causes and conditions].

Duality [of subject and object in accordance with their appearance as if distant and cut off] does not exist in that [ideation].

[The thoroughly established nature which is the] emptiness [of being distant and cut off] exists [by way of its own character as the mode of subsistence] in this [ideation].

Maitreya, in speaking about what exists—which is taken here to mean what truly exists or exists by way of its own character—mentions only other-powered

Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-ûsen’s position accords with that of Jay-dûzin Chö-ûgyi-gyel-ûsen’s General-Meaning Commentary (17a.5) which explains that, according to the system of exegesis in Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate, a thusness that is the emptiness of a self of persons (that is, a person’s emptiness of being substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient) is not a thusness. The reason why Jay-dûzin Chö-ûgyi-gyel-ûsen explains Ke-drup’s system this way is that Maitreya’s Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes describes an emptiness as being a thusness, limit of reality, signlessness, ultimate, and element of attributes, and thus since Jay-dûzin Chö-ûgyi-gyel-ûsen reads Ke-drup as saying that the selflessness of persons is not an emptiness, it cannot be any of these either. From this, one can see why Jam-ûyang-shay-ûa and Gung-tang are intent on creatively reading Ke-drup so that he does not say that the selflessness of persons is not an emptiness. Jay-dûzin Chö-ûgyi-gyel-ûsen (General-Meaning Commentary, 18a.2), on the other hand, merely disagrees with Ke-drup’s presentation in this text, pointing to the fact that Asaûga, for instance, in his Summary of Manifest Knowledge says, “What is the thusness of virtuous practices? The two types of selflessness and…..”
natures and emptinesses. Gung-tang, based on the principle that a selflessness must be truly established, concludes that a selflessness of persons must be an emptiness.

In response to those who accept that a selflessness of persons is an emptiness but who hold that it is not an ultimate, he cites the statement in Maitreya’s *Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes* that indicates that emptiness, ultimate, and so forth are equivalent and synonymous:

> In brief, emptiness, thusness,
> Limit of reality, signlessness,
> Ultimate, and element of [a Superior’s]
> Qualities are synonymous.

Also, Gung-tang\(^\text{514}\) cites the principle enunciated in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* that a final object of observation by a path of purification is a thoroughly established nature,\(^\text{515}\) “That which is an object of observation of purification\(^\text{b}\) in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate.” Since Hearers and Solitary Realizers mainly take the selflessness of persons as their object of meditation to purify the obstructions to liberation from cyclic existence, it is a final object of observation of a path of purification and, consequently, an **object** (*don, artha*) of a **highest** (*dam pa, parama*), non-conceptual, exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise. Hence, the selflessness of persons is an ultimate, which in Sanskrit is *paramārtha* (*dam pa’i don, paramasya artha*), that is, an object of the highest (consciousness).

Gung-tang\(^\text{516}\) concludes his case with a citation of Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* that, through giving a definition of a thusness, indicates implicitly that a selflessness of persons is a thusness:

> A thusness into which contaminated phenomena are ceased through observation of it has a character of cessation.

Since the selflessness of persons is a final object of observation through meditation on which a true cessation that is an extinguishment of the obstructions to liberation from cyclic existence is attained, it must be a thusness.

**Issue #163: Why does Ke-drup say that a selflessness of persons is an other-powered nature?**

Gung-tang’s reasoning seems impeccable, but the issue is much more complex, as can be seen through the next step in his argument, this being an attempt to handle a strange explanation by Ke-drup. In the section on the Middle Way School in his *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate*, Ke-drup speaks of a great self-

---

\(^{a}\) *don gcig ming gi rnam grangs.*

\(^{b}\) *rnam par dag pa’i dmigs pa, viśuddhālambana* (Lamotte, *Śāndhinirmocana*, 69 [6], n. 1).
contradiction within the tenets of the Mind-Only School, but, in doing so, he seems to misrepresent severely a central tenet of the Mind-Only School. Specifically, he says that a selflessness of persons is an other-powered nature; yet, we know that in the Mind-Only School other-powered natures are necessarily impermanent phenomena produced from causes and conditions, whereas a (subtle) selflessness of persons is a mere absence of self-sufficient, substantial existence in a person and thus is permanent and not produced from causes and conditions. Ke-drup says:"

Having asserted (1) that whatever is an other-powered nature and a conventional truth necessarily is an object of observation that increases the thorough afflictions and (2) that an object of observation through observation of which obstructions are removed is only a thoroughly established nature, the Proponents of Mind-Only expound that any object of observation of a Hearer’s or Solitary Realizer’s exalted wisdom abandoning the afflicting emotions without residue is necessarily an other-powered nature and that observation of the thoroughly established nature [by Hearers and Solitary Realizers] does not occur. This is a great internal contradiction in their tenets.

Hearers and Solitary Realizers mainly meditate on the selflessness of persons in order to abandon the obstructions to liberation from cyclic existence, and Ke-drup says that the Mind-Only School holds that a selflessness of persons is an other-powered nature and not a thoroughly established nature. Indeed, this position fits together with the seeming meaning of Ke-drup’s statement cited above:

The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings analyzing a conventionality.

In this passage, Ke-drup openly says that a selflessness of persons is not an ultimate truth, due to which it, of course, could not be a thoroughly established nature; however, as we have seen, Gung-tang and so forth explain away this passage by showing that it refers to a coarse level of the selflessness of persons. Indeed, Ke-drup himself says that a (subtle) selflessness of persons is a thusness:

A thoroughly established nature is a thusness that is an emptiness of establishment in accordance with what is superimposed by the two types of consciousnesses conceiving self [that is, those conceiving a self of persons and a self of phenomena] in other-powered natures.

Once a selflessness of persons is a thusness, it should be an ultimate truth and a thoroughly established nature. Ke-drup appears to be inconsistent.

Even if we conceded for the moment that, according to Ke-drup’s presen-
tation of the Mind-Only system, a subtle selflessness of persons is not a thoroughly established nature, why does he not say that it is an imputational nature? Indeed, Panchen Sö-nam-drak-ba does just this; as will be remembered (see issues #153-155), he holds that:

1. A (subtle) selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature **in terms of the selflessness of persons** but is not a thoroughly established nature and, instead, is an imputational nature.
2. A selflessness of persons is not a dependent-arising produced from causes and conditions and hence cannot be an other-powered nature; also, all permanent phenomena, except thoroughly established natures, are existent imputational natures.
3. Thus, the obvious choice—once it is maintained that the selflessness of persons is not a thoroughly established nature—is that it is an imputational nature.

Ke-drup’s failure to use the same reasoning is mind-boggling.

Gung-tang attempts to explain away this seeming blunder by claiming that Ke-drup is speaking from the perspective of the Middle Way School. Gung-tang says:

Since [this explanation of the Mind-Only position] occurs during the exposition of the system of the Middle Way School, Ke-drup is indicating an internal contradiction forced on them through a reasoning **from the viewpoint of the Middle Way School**. Namely:

- Although even Proponents of [Truly Existent External] Objects **realize** merely such a selflessness of persons, even the Proponents of Mind-Only have no other choice than to assert it as a thoroughly established nature that is the **final mode of subsistence of phenomena**.
- However, they also have no other choice than [to assert] that whatever is not fit to be [both] a thoroughly established nature and truly established must be an other-powered nature.

However, since in the system of the Proponents of Mind-Only themselves they must not have internal contradictions, they assert that a selflessness of persons is both an object of observation of a path of purification and a thoroughly established nature. If that were not the case, it would [absurdly] follow that there would be no object of observation through observation of which Hearers and Solitary Realizers could purify obstructions because (1) such [an object of observation] has to be a thoroughly established nature, (2) a selflessness of persons would not be a thoroughly established nature, and (3) there is not something other than the selflessness of persons that could be posited as the final ob-
ject of observation for them.

The internal contradiction comes because, according to the Middle Way School, whatever is an object of observation for removing obstructions must be a thoroughly established nature that is a **final mode of subsistence** of the phenomenon in question and yet the Proponents of Mind-Only hold that because the selflessness of persons is the main object of meditation by Hearers and Solitary Realizers, it is a thoroughly established nature despite its not being the **final mode of subsistence** of persons, being the selflessness of phenomena in their system. In the Mind-Only School, a person’s emptiness of being substantially existent in the sense of being self-sufficient is not the final mode of subsistence of persons (which has to be a selflessness of phenomena) and thus, from the perspective of the Middle Way School, is not fit to be a thoroughly established nature, and, furthermore, since a selflessness of persons must be truly established, it cannot be an imputational nature and thus, in the Mind-Only system, would have to be an other-powered nature.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso calls Gung-tang’s explanation a “great good explanation,” and indeed it forges sense where sense seems to be lacking. Nevertheless, it is troubling that Ke-drup clearly is setting forth an assertion by the Proponents of Mind-Only themselves, not one forced on them from another system’s perspective. Wondering what Ke-drup could have had in mind, I have come up with an involved but perhaps more attractive explanation arrived at through considering the assertions on the selflessness of persons in the system of the Sūtra School Following Reasoning, that is, following Dignāga and Dharmakirti.

Like the Proponents of Mind-Only, the Proponents of Sūtra Following Reasoning hold that the object explicitly comprehended by an uninterrupted path belonging to a path of seeing or a path of meditation must be perceived directly, but, unlike the Proponents of Mind-Only, they maintain that whatever is perceived directly must be an impermanent, specifically characterized phenomenon, and since such are always compounded phenomena, they must be other-powered natures. Because a selflessness or emptiness is an uncompounded phenomenon, it is not a specifically characterized phenomenon and thus cannot be realized directly. Consequently, the Proponents of Sūtra assert that a yogic direct perception does not implicitly realize selflessness; rather, it realizes the mind and body as no longer qualified with such a self. Thus, compounded phenomena—the mental and physical aggregates—are directly realized by a yogic direct perception, whereby the emptiness of a self of persons is implicitly realized. This fact greatly distinguishes the Proponents of Sūtra from the Great Vehicle schools, which assert direct cognition of emptiness itself. As Ġön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo says in his *Precious Garland of Tenets*:

> Because the appearing object of direct perception must be a specifically

---

*Precious Lamp, 109.6: legs bshad chen mo.*
characterized object, the Proponents of Sūtra do not assert that the subtle selflessness of persons is the object of the mode of apprehension by an uninterrupted path of a Hearer’s [or anyone’s] path of seeing. This is because they assert that the subtle selflessness of persons is realized implicitly by Hearers [and so forth] through explicit comprehension of compositional phenomena [namely, the mental and physical aggregates] that are devoid of a self of persons.

Although Ke-drup clearly presents the Proponents of Mind-Only as holding that the selflessness of phenomena is explicitly realized in meditative equipoise, I would suggest that perhaps he maintains that their assertion on the realization of the selflessness of persons is like that of the Proponents of Sūtra Following Reasoning. In that case, the explicit object of comprehension of a Hearer’s path of purification is aggregates that are devoid of a self of persons and thus, being impermanent and compounded, are other-powered natures. The self-contradiction in the tenets of the Mind-Only School, therefore, is that they hold that a final object of observation of purification—that is, the object explicitly realized by a path of purification—is a thoroughly established nature and yet at the same time hold that what a Hearer’s uninterrupted path explicitly realizes is not the selflessness of persons but aggregates devoid of a self of persons, the selflessness of persons being realized only implicitly. Thus, although the selflessness of persons is not an other-powered nature, the final object of observation of a Hearer’s path of purification is an other-powered nature. This is how I posit Ke-drup’s thought when he says that in the Mind-Only system the selflessness of persons is an other-powered nature. However, I might have to admit that this is merely a case of the perspective of the Sūtra School Following Reasoning slipping into his discussion of the Mind-Only School, if I want to maintain that the subtle selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature, that is, a final object of observation of a path of purification of the afflicting obstructions.

**Issue #164: Is a reasoning consciousness realizing the selflessness of persons a reasoning consciousness that has found the ultimate?**

Gung-tang has defended Jam-ŷang-shay-ša’s position that a selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature and an ultimate-non-nature, but then in a brilliant and straightforward analysis, he exposes the weakness of his own position, the blame for which he lays at a self-contradiction in Mind-Only tenets. Here Gung-tang responds to the first reasoning mentioned above (388) in support of the position, which backs up the position held by Pan-chen Šōn- nam-drak-ša and so forth, that a selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature. That reasoning, in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s ren-
It [absurdly] follows that a subtle selflessness of persons is a middle because of being an emptiness. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is a middle, then it [absurdly] follows that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle because [according to you] a subtle selflessness of persons is a middle and [according to you] a Proponent of Sūtra is a person who has found the view of the middle. If you accept that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle, then it [absurdly] follows that a Proponent of Sūtra is a Proponent of the Middle (dbu ma pa, mādhyamika)\textsuperscript{a} because you have asserted that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle. You cannot accept that a Proponent of Sūtra has found the view of the middle because a Proponent of Sūtra is not a Proponent of Mind-Only.

Gung-tang’s response revolves around usage of vocabulary standard in this highly developed scholastic tradition and can be rendered only in its formal language, which for those accustomed to it is distinctly evocative but for others is stilted:

1. Gung-tang maintains that a selflessness of persons is an object found by a reasoning consciousness analyzing the ultimate\textsuperscript{b} and hence that a reasoning consciousness realizing a selflessness of persons is a reasoning consciousness analyzing an ultimate.\textsuperscript{c}

2. Therefore, he is willing to admit that the object—with respect to which a reasoning consciousness realizing the selflessness of persons in the continuum of a Hearer sectarian (that is, a Proponent of the Great Exposition or a Proponent of Sūtra) has become a reasoning consciousness—is found by that consciousness and that this object is an ultimate.\textsuperscript{d}

3. But he is not willing to allow that a reasoning consciousness realizing the selflessness of persons in the continuum of a Hearer sectarian is a reasoning consciousness that has found the ultimate upon analysis.\textsuperscript{e}

He says that the reason why Hearer sectarians have not found the ultimate is that they have not found the view of the middle, and the basic reason for this, in turn, is that they are proponents of tenets that have fallen to extremes of permanence and/or annihilation. Gung-tang does not spell out the latter point, according to Proponents of Mind-Only, all Proponents of the Middle are Proponents of Mind-Only because only the Mind-Only School presents the true middle between the extremes of superimposition and depreciation.

\textsuperscript{a} According to Proponents of Mind-Only, all Proponents of the Middle are Proponents of Mind-Only because only the Mind-Only School presents the true middle between the extremes of superimposition and depreciation.

\textsuperscript{b} don dam dpyod pa’i rigs shes kyis rnyed don.

\textsuperscript{c} don dam dpyod pa’i rigs shes.

\textsuperscript{d} khyod gang la rigs shes su song ba’i yul de khyod kyis rnyed pa gang zhi/ yul de don dam yin pa.

\textsuperscript{e} don dam dpyad nas rnyed pa’i rigs shes.
but his meaning has to be that since Proponents of the Great Exposition and Proponents of Sūtra hold that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and that subject and object are different entities, they have fallen to an extreme of over-reification, called an extreme of permanence, and hence do not have a view of the middle. How could one say that a Hearer sectarian with an extreme view has found the ultimate even if that Hearer has realized (and thus found) the selflessness of persons!

The problem is that the Jam-ýang-shay-ba tradition holds a view realizing the selflessness of persons to be a view realizing a thoroughly established nature, an ultimate truth, and an ultimate, but this same view of a selflessness of persons is propounded by lower schools of tenets that hold the opposite to the Mind-Only view of the selflessness of phenomena. This is why Jam-ýang-shay-ba and his followers find it impossible to hold that these lower systems propound a view of the middle or that their followers find, or realize, the ultimate. The line has to be drawn somewhere, and Gung-tang refuses to admit that a reasoning consciousness realizing the selflessness of persons in the continuum of a Proponent of the Great Exposition or a Proponent of Sūtra is a reasoning consciousness that has found the ultimate, even though it has found the selflessness of persons which is an ultimate. As A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso adds, one therefore has to say that an uninterrupted path of the Lesser Vehicle (this being a path consciousness realizing the selflessness of persons), upon having analyzed the ultimate, does not find it.

Gung-tang admits that “these are not comfortable in the mind, but they are internal contradictions in the tenets [of the Mind-Only School].” He cites a passage in Ke-drup’s Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate that presents a similar picture of self-contradiction in Mind-Only tenets. In that passage Ke-drup explains that there is no disagreement among scholars of the Mind-Only and Middle Way schools that whatever is a true cessation is necessarily a thusness, but the Proponents of Mind-Only have a “very heavy, great burden of self-contradiction” in that:

- They explicitly assert that Hearer Superiors directly realize true cessation.
- They explicitly assert that Hearer Superiors do not directly realize the real nature.

- However, they implicitly have to assert that whoever directly realizes a true cessation necessarily directly realizes the real nature.

---

a A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 112.2: theg dman gyi bar chad med lam gyis don dam dpad nas ma rnyed.

b Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 150.17: ‘di dag blor bde ba mi ’dag kyang grub mi’a’i nang ’gal yin. See also Gung-tang’s Annotations, 31.5.

c chos nyid, dharmatā. I also translate this as “noumenon.”
Gung-tang, by exposing the difficulties in Jam-ÿang-shay-ba’s and his own position that a selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature and an ultimate, reveals possible reasons behind Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s assertion right from the start that a selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature in terms of a selflessness of persons but is not a thoroughly established nature or an ultimate. By this simple device, Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba avoids all of these problems, but in the process he has to maintain the at least equally uncomfortable positions that a selflessness of persons is an imputational nature, that the object of observation by a path of purification of obstructions for Hearers and Solitary Realizers is an imputational nature, and that a selflessness of persons does not truly exist and is not established by way of its own character.

**Issue #165: Is the selflessness of persons the mode of subsistence of persons?**

Jay-þzin Chö-ðyi-gyel-tsen takes a position between these two. He does this in response to the second reasoning, cited above (388), which backs up the position held by Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba and others, that a selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature:

Also, it [absurdly] follows with respect to a subtle selflessness of persons that it is an emptiness of persons because [according to you] its way of being an emptiness is logical. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is an emptiness of persons, then it [absurdly] follows that a subtle selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons because you have asserted that a subtle selflessness of persons is an emptiness of persons. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons, then it [absurdly] follows with respect to a Proponent of Sūtra that he/she realizes a mode of subsistence of persons because you have asserted that a subtle selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons. You cannot accept that a Proponent of Sūtra realizes a mode of subsistence as such is the subtle mode of subsistence.

Like Jam-ÿang-shay-ba but unlike Pañ-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba, Jay-þzin Chö-ðyi-gyel-tsen holds that a selflessness of persons is an actual thoroughly established nature and an ultimate truth. Still, Jay-þzin Chö-ðyi-gyel-tsen (unlike Jam-ÿang-shay-ba and his commentator Gung-tang) is willing to take the further step that the selflessness of persons is a mode of subsistence of persons and
thus that Proponents of Sūtra realize a mode of subsistence of persons, even though not the subtle mode of subsistence. Jay-dzûn Chö-ûyi-gyal-tsen’s maneuver is intended for the sake of maintaining that although Proponents of Sūtra make false superimpositions with respect to persons’ selflessness of phenomena, they do not make false superimpositions with respect to the mode of subsistence of persons, that is, the selflessness of persons (even though he implicitly concedes that they make false superimpositions with respect to the subtle mode of subsistence of persons and other phenomena). Since this is where he chooses to draw the line, his response to the above reasoning is that the final reason does not entail the consequence—namely, the facts (1) that a Proponent of Sūtra is a person who conceives that persons are established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses apprehending them and (2) that non-establishment as such is the subtle mode of subsistence do not entail that a Proponent of Sūtra is a person who makes erroneous superimpositions about the mode of subsistence of persons.

In a similar fashion, Jay-dzûn Chö-ûyi-gyal-tsen maintains that a view realizing the selflessness of persons is a view of the middle, but he is not willing to concede that a person dwelling in a view realizing the selflessness of persons is a person dwelling in the view of the middle, since the latter is constituted only by Proponents of Mind-Only.

It seems to me that the basic tension stems from an ambiguity in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself, for it has tendencies in both directions. On the one hand, the sūtra emphasizes that Hearers and Solitary Realizers utilize just this path of meditation on the three natures and three non-natures, and thus one would think, as Jay-dzûn Chö-ûyi-gyal-tsen does, that if the selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature of persons and an ultimate truth of persons, it would also be the mode of subsistence of persons. Yet, on the other hand, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (as in the first four chapters) repeatedly indicates that Hearers and Solitary Realizers do not get at the final nature of things, and thus it is not comfortable to hold that according to the Mind-Only School the proponents of lower schools of tenets realize a thoroughly established nature, an ultimate truth, or a mode of subsistence of persons. Tibetan scholars have faced this problem only to find no comfortable solution.

In this case, juxtaposition of tenets causes the system to crash on itself with considerable clutter. Nevertheless, the viewing of the rubble is accomplished through applying the principles of the doctrine of three natures and three non-natures in the Greater and Lesser Vehicles, thereby serving to increase familiarity with basic postures of the Mind-Only School. When one turns the focus back on the structural principles used to expose the tangle, it is revealed that one’s understanding has advanced.
Issue #166: Is the selflessness of persons an element of attributes?

Now let us turn to the third reasoning, cited above (388), that backs up the position held by Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba and so forth, that a selflessness of persons is not an actual thoroughly established nature:

Also, it [absurdly] follows that a subtle selflessness of persons is an element of attributes because of being an emptiness. If you accept that a subtle selflessness of persons is an element of attributes, then it [absurdly] follows that the element of attributes has divisions that are different entities and types because you have asserted that a subtle selflessness of persons is an element of attributes. You cannot accept that the element of attributes has divisions that are different entities and types because [Maitreya’s Ornament for Clear Realization] says:

The element of attributes has no divisions.

Therefore the lineages cannot be different.

Divisions of lineage are thoroughly imputed

Through differences in the dependent phenomena.

I would add that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought in a similar vein speaks sixteen times about suchness being of one taste, thereby seeming to rule out that there would be two types of selflessness within that one taste. For instance, at the end of the fourth chapter it says:

Subhūti, you should know by this form of explanation also that that which has a character everywhere of one taste is the ultimate. Subhūti, it is like this: For example, space is signless, non-conceptual, and non-increasing with respect to the manifold various aspects of instances of forms; it has the character of being of one taste everywhere. Similarly, with respect to the phenomena that have different characters, the ultimate is to be viewed as having a nature that is everywhere of one taste.

We can surmise—from Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s rendering of the third reasoning behind Pañ-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s view—that the latter found it more attractive to hold that the selflessness of persons is not an actual element of attributes even though it is an element of attributes in terms of the selflessness of persons.

To refute this position, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso quotes statements by Maitreya, Asaṅga, Vasubandhu, Śhīramati, Đöng-ka-ba, Gyel-tsap, and

* Ge-luk-ba scholars generally take this text to be of the Yogic Autonomy Middle Way School with occasional passages that reflect views of the Consequence School; hence, its relevance at this point would have to be in terms of general perspective in the Great Vehicle schools.

b chos dbyings, dharmadhātu.
Ke-drup that espouse the contrary “with one voice.” As cited above (393), Maitreya’s *Differentiation of the Middle and the Extremes* (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 162-163) says:

The objects of activity [of the path] of purification are twofold.

[Both] are said to be only the **single** [thoroughly established nature].

and Vasubandhu’s commentary (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 163) explains:

The suchness that is the object of activity of purification is of two types...[they are] said to be the thoroughly established nature. The other natures [that is, imputational and other-powered natures] are not objects of the **two** types of exalted wisdom purifying [obstructions].

and Sthiramati’s sub-commentary rephrases:

These **twofold** objects of activity of purification are expressed by the sole thoroughly established nature.

Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* similarly says:

What is the thusness of virtuous phenomena? The **two** types of selflessness, emptiness, signlessness, limit of reality, the ultimate; the element of attributes also is it.

and his *Grounds of Bodhisattvas*:

Selflessness in persons and phenomena, the ultimate, thusness of phenomena, profound.

and his *Compendium of Ascertainments*:

All selflessnesses—whatsoever selflessnesses of persons and whatsoever selflessnesses of phenomena—are, in general, called “emptiness.”

Ḍzong-ka-Ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence* (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 224) says:

The emptiness of the imputational factor—a self of persons—in other-powered natures—the aggregates—is posited as the thoroughly established nature that is the selflessness of persons.

Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* says:

A thoroughly established nature is a thusness that is an emptiness of establishment in accordance with what is superimposed by the **two** types of consciousnesses conceiving self in other-powered natures. The definition [of a thoroughly established nature] is also just that.

Gyel-tsap’s *Explanation of (Dharmakīrti’s) Commentary on (Dignāga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition”: Unerring Illumination of the Path to Liberation* says:
Emptiness that is a selflessness in persons and phenomena is known directly by Superiors’ individual meditative equipoise.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso concludes with an observation that, except for minor differences, Jay-dzün Chö-żyi-gyel-tsen and Jam-žyang-shay-ba agree in how they present the opinion that the selflessness of persons is indeed an actual element of attributes.

**Issue #167: How to deal with Ke-drup’s contradictions?**

As detailed above (issue #156), when Ke-drup seemingly blunders by indicating that:

The Proponents of Mind-Only and the Middle Way Autonomists do not assert that a selflessness of persons is an ultimate truth, and also they assert that the reasonings refuting a self of persons are reasonings analyzing a conventionality.

Jam-žyang-shay-ba explains this away by showing (or manufacturing) that Ke-drup is actually referring to the coarse selflessness of persons. Jay-dzün Chö-žyi-gyel-tsen,\(^{527}\) however, takes Ke-drup’s *Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate* at face value as teaching that the selflessness of persons is indeed not an actual thoroughly established nature but that Ke-drup is wrong about this. Jay-dzün Chö-žyi-gyel-tsen indirectly admits that this involves Ke-drup in a manifest self-contradiction, for Ke-drup also holds that:

No scholar of the Mind-Only School or Middle Way School disagrees with the assertion that whatever is a true cessation is a thusness.

If any true cessation is a thusness (and hence an emptiness and so forth), then a true cessation achieved by a Hearer or Solitary Realizer is also a thusness. Moreover, if any true cessation is a thusness, then, even more so, any selflessness would have to be a thusness, but, as we have seen, Ke-drup says that a selflessness of persons is not an ultimate (and hence not an emptiness, thusness, and so forth). Jay-dzün Chö-žyi-gyel-tsen, by taking Ke-drup’s original statement (that the selflessness of persons is not an ultimate) at face value has to accept that Ke-drup incurs self-contradiction, whereas, two centuries later, Jam-žyang-shay-ba avoids this problem by explaining away Ke-drup’s original statement.

Jay-dzün Chö-žyi-gyel-tsen proceeds to point out that Ke-drup himself, in his commentary on Maitreya’s *Ornament for Clear Realization*, indicates that according to the Autonomy School true cessations are not asserted to be emptinesses, thus contradicting the above-quoted statement to the opposite effect. Jay-dzün Chö-žyi-gyel-tsen clearly does not fear admitting that Ke-drup had not worked out the implications of his exposition, but it needs to be noticed
that Jam-āng-shay-ba often employs merely a facade of pretending to construct a seamless harmony in the views of Dzong-ka-ba and his student Ke-drup in the process of making an esthetically delightful display of his own ingenuity. In this case, however, I do not have a confident sense that this is all that Jam-āng-shay-ba is doing, despite its being likely that if Ke-drup was referring only to the coarse selflessness of persons, he would, at some point, have made clear his opinion on the subtle selflessness of persons. For me, the issues still dangle with no satisfactory conclusion despite Jam-āng-shay-ba’s skillful attempts to forge consistency—impressive in the breadth of material juxtaposed in the process.
21. Comparing Schools on the Three Non-Natures

**Issue #168: How do the Mind-Only, Autonomy, and Consequence schools take the three non-natures?**

Following Gung-tang, A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso lists the differing presentations of the three non-natures by the Mind-Only, Autonomy, and Consequence schools:

*Character-non-natures*

For the Proponents of Mind-Only, imputational natures, aside from only being posited by names and terminology, are natureless in the sense of not being established by way of their own character.

For the Autonomists, imputational natures, aside from being only factors wrongly imputed to be truly established, are natureless in the sense of not ultimately being established by way of their own character.

For the Consequentialists, imputational natures, aside from merely being factors imputed by nominal conventions, are natureless in the sense of not being established from their own side.

*Other-powered natures*

For the Proponents of Mind-Only, other-powered natures are natureless in terms of production because they are not produced causelessly.\(^a\)

For the Autonomists, other-powered natures are natureless in terms of production because they do not have production that is established by way of its own character ultimately.

For the Consequentialists, other-powered natures are natureless in terms of production because they do not have production that is established from its own side.

*Thoroughly established natures*

For the Proponents of Mind-Only, when a thoroughly established nature is posited as ultimate-non-nature, the basis of the quality of emptiness is an other-powered nature such as a pot, which is other than its own thoroughly established nature (though not a different entity from it). Since the thoroughly established nature of a table is the ultimate and is the mere

---

\(^a\) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 197.5) points out that in his *Annotations* (34.1) Gung-tang explains this as referring to production from self but corrects this in his *Difficult Points* (135.10) to causeless production.

\(^b\) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 197.6) points out that in his *Annotations* (34.3) Gung-tang (mistakenly) explains that “ultimate” here refers to the object of negation but in his *Difficult Points* (135.12) (correctly) explains that “ultimate” here refers to the actual
negation of the table’s establishment as “self” (which, in terms of the self of phenomena, is its establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness or its establishment as a different entity from the consciousness apprehending it), it is called an “ultimate-non-nature.” For the Autonomists, the object of negation is not inherent existence but true existence. Gung-tang emphasis that the explanation of the term “ultimate” in “ultimate-non-nature” as referring to the object of negation and not to the fact that the thoroughly established nature is the ultimate is mainly from the viewpoint of the Consequence School. For the Autonomist Kamalashila in his *Illumination of the Middle* posits the thoroughly established nature as the “ultimate-non-nature” in accordance with the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, saying that it is the ultimate in the sense that it is the final object of observation by a path of purification and is a naturelessness in the sense that it is the mere negation of true establishment with respect to its bases of emptiness. In Kamalashila’s rendition, the term “ultimate” in “ultimate-non-nature” refers to the fact that the thoroughly established nature is the ultimate. In other words, does the fact that thoroughly established natures are ultimate-non-natures mean that thoroughly established natures are not established as the entity of the object of negation—that is, are not established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—or does it mean that thoroughly established natures are themselves the very non-establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. I agree with Gung-tang’s later explanation that it is the latter, for the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* clearly speaks of the thoroughly established nature as being the selflessness of phenomena and as being posited by way of such non-establishment:

Moreover, that which is the thoroughly established character of phenomena is also called “the ultimate-non-nature.” Why? Paramārthasamudgata, that which in phenomena is the selflessness of phenomena is called their “naturelessness.” It is the ultimate, and the ultimate is distinguished by the mere naturelessness of all phenomena; therefore, it is called the “ultimate-non-nature.”

This seemingly contradicts Jam-ā-lang-shay-ba’s statement (84.3) that the Autonomists and Consequentialists assert that the term “ultimate” in “ultimate-non-nature” refers to the object of negation:

Though the two—the Autonomists and the Consequentialists—explain it that way, on this occasion [the context] is the system of the Proponents of Mind-Only....

Gung-tang tries to explain away Jam-ā-lang-shay-ba’s faux pas by saying that Jam-ā-lang-shay-ba’s reference is mainly to the Consequentialists, but Gung-tang does not clarify the resultant suggestion that in a minor way this reading is used in the Autonomy School. We have, however, seen that Gung-tang does not hesitate to re-explain Jam-ā-lang-shay-ba’s positions; thus, I doubt that he uses the term “mainly” merely in order not to refute Jam-ā-lang-shay-ba directly and thus leave some common ground with his position, but I have not been able to figure out his point, if it is not just weak apologetic.
For the Consequentialists, the term “ultimate” in “ultimate-non-nature” is taken as referring to inherent existence, the object of negation; thus, the term “ultimate” defines the type of nature of which the thoroughly established nature is the negation. Therefore, in the Consequence School, even though the thoroughly established nature is indeed the ultimate, the term “ultimate” in “ultimate-non-nature” is taken as referring not to this fact but to the ultimate establishment or the inherent existence that is the object of negation. Thus, according to the Consequence School, it would be preferable to translate the term as “naturelessness of the ultimate” (although, admittedly, the mere shift in translation does not remove all ambiguity). That the thoroughly established nature is a naturelessness of the ultimate means that it itself is without inherent existence, and thus the object of negation, inherent existence, is posited with respect to the thoroughly established nature and not some other phenomenon. The thoroughly established nature itself is the basis of negation.

It seems to me that even in the Mind-Only School since the thoroughly established nature itself is not established as a self of phenomena (that is, is not established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness), it also can be said that in the Mind-Only School the thoroughly established nature is without the nature of the object of negation even if the Proponents of Mind-Only do not explicitly take the usage of the term “ultimate-non-nature” in the Sutra Unraveling the Thought this way. Also, in the Consequence School, the thoroughly established nature of a phenomenon is constituted by the absence of inherent existence of that phenomenon and hence is the naturelessness of that phenomenon’s inherent existence—the basis of emptiness here being the phenomenon and not the thoroughly established nature itself. Therefore, A-ku Ė-drō-gya-tso’s depiction of their respective treatments of the “ultimate-non-natures” as being radically different from the viewpoint of whether the thoroughly established nature can be taken as the basis that is without the respective nature is exaggerated.

Nevertheless, the Mind-Only School does not take true existence or inherent existence to be the object of negation. This is Dzong-ka-ba’s point when he says (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 93):

Since this thoroughly established nature is the mere elimination of the nature of self in phenomena, it is called “the ultimate-non-nature of phenomena.” However, this is a system that does not assert that the

---

*chos rnams kyi bdag gi ngo bo. Notice that here Dzong-ka-ba does not confine the thoroughly established nature to the absence of a self of phenomena (which would be chos bdag gi ngo bo or chos kyi bdag gi ngo bo and not chos rnams kyi bdag gi ngo bo) but speaks of it as an absence of self in/of phenomena, and hence it is open to the reading that for him not just the absence of a self of phenomena but also an absence of a self of persons could be the thoroughly established nature. See issues #153-167.*
thoroughly established nature is natureless due to the entity of the negation itself not being established by way of its own character. [For in the Mind-Only School emptiness, the thoroughly established nature, is ultimately established by way of its own character].

In the Mind-Only School, emptiness, the thoroughly established nature, is established by way of its own character. Dzong-ka-ba is contrasting this assertion with that of the Consequence School, which rejects that the thoroughly established nature is established by way of its own character.

As A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso points out, the reason why Dzong-ka-ba, in presenting the assertions of the Mind-Only School, interjects the assertions of the Middle Way School (and particularly the Consequence School) is that, for Dzong-ka-ba, the Consequence School represents the final thought of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras.

**Issue #169: What do “ultimate” and “nature” mean in the two ultimate-non-natures?**

According to the Mind-Only School, in the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature, other-powered natures are said to be ultimate-non-natures because the ultimate consists of final objects of observation of paths of purification and other-powered natures are not such. Therefore, the nature that other-powered natures here lack is the ultimate, since they are not ultimates. As Jam-yang-shay-ba says, Buddha taught that other-powered natures are ultimate-non-natures in order to promote realization that other-powered natures, although appearing to common beings to be their own final mode of subsistence, are not their own final mode of subsistence.

In the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature, thoroughly established natures are said to be ultimate-non-natures because they are the ultimate and are the very lack of a self of phenomena, that is, the absence of objects’ being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses. Here, “nature” is the self of phenomena that is the object negated, whereas in the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature “nature” is the ultimate. Thus, as Jam-yang-shay-ba says, the “nature” of the first mode and the “nature” of the second mode are contradictory.

In the first mode (this being the positing of other-powered natures as ultimate-non-natures), “ultimate” and “nature” both refer to the ultimate, which is the final object of observation by a path of purification and the mode of subsistence. In the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature (this being
the positing of thoroughly established natures as ultimate-non-natures), “ultimate” and “nature” do not have the same meaning, for “ultimate” means “final object of observation by a path of purification” and “nature” means “the object of negation.” Therefore, in the two modes of positing the ultimate-non-nature, “ultimate” in both cases refers to the final object of observation by a path of purification, and “nature” in the first mode also refers to the ultimate but in

the ultimate-non-nature, “nature” refers to objects’ establishment as their own mode of subsistence (rang rang gi sdod lugs su grub pa). I find this explanation to be unacceptable, since although it is the case that other-powered natures are not established as their own mode of subsistence, imputational natures and thoroughly established natures also are not established as their own mode of subsistence. For just as a table is not its own mode of subsistence, but the emptiness of a table is a table’s mode of subsistence, so uncompounded space is not its own mode of subsistence, but the emptiness of uncompounded space is uncompounded space’s mode of subsistence, and similarly a thoroughly established nature is not its own mode of subsistence, but the emptiness of a thoroughly established nature is a thoroughly established nature’s mode of subsistence. If Jam-yan-shay-ba’s alternative reading were a proper explanation of the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature, it indeed could be applied to all phenomena and not just to other-powered natures, but this reading flies in the face of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, which says (Lamotte, Sandhinirmocana, 68 [6], and 194; Dün-drup-gyel-ten’s Four Intertwined Commentaries, 7.3-7.5; and Powers, Wisdom of Buddha, 101):

Paramārthasamudgata, that which is the object of observation of purification in phenomena I teach to be the ultimate, and other-powered characters are not the object of observation of purification. Therefore, they are said to be “without the nature of the ultimate.”

The sūtra clearly glosses the term “ultimate” with “the object of observation of purification,” which, far from being the establishment of objects as their own mode of subsistence, is the non-establishment of objects as their own mode of subsistence. Thus, this way of depicting the first mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature is clearly not what is explicitly set forth in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought.

In his Notes (313.3-315.2) Jam-yan-shay-ba makes a distinction between modes of positing the ultimate-non-nature by using the phrase “as explicitly expressed in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought” to refer to one of them, presumably to distinguish it from this more general exposition of the three natures (this being the radically different one that I have just indicated is not what the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought explicitly teaches). None of his followers, however, takes up this distinction. Indeed, Jam-yan-shay-ba himself objects to this system of presentation if one holds that it reflects what the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought explicitly indicates about these two modes. I see no point in making a double exposition of the three natures—that is, one that is explicitly presented in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought and a more general one.

Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyel-ten (Notes on Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s Lectures, 401.5) presents the (unfounded) opinion that in the second mode “ultimate” refers to the self of phenomena. Indeed, if the “nature” of the second mode of positing the ultimate-non-nature were establishment as the entity of the object of negation, then such a mode of ultimate-non-nature would have to be applied to all phenomena, not just thoroughly established natures, but this is clearly not what the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is explicitly indicating.
the second mode refers to the object of negation.

**Issue #170: Since external objects are thoroughly negated, how do Buddhas—who have removed all predispositions giving rise to appearances—perceive their own extraordinary bodies and perceive suffering sentient beings?**

As Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso\(^536\) says, the *production* of the signs and beauties of a Buddha’s body and so forth occurs through the force of uncontaminated predispositions, and Buddhas’ cognition of all phenomena comes through the force of having completed the two collections of merit and wisdom.\(^537\) Thus, their cognition of their own and other Buddhas’ qualities as well as their intimate knowledge of sentient beings occurs neither from predispositions for these appearances nor from external objects impinging on consciousness but as a result of having cultivated merit and wisdom. These salutary practices allow internally possessed uncontaminated forces to blossom, providing a means to know all that can be known.

From this description, the conclusion can be drawn that the externality being refuted refers to the falsely imagined process of, for instance, a patch of blue producing an eye consciousness apprehending blue with the resultant appearance that apprehended-object and apprehending-subject seem to be distant and cut off. It is not being negated that there are other sentient beings, for they can be known—not by a web of shared predispositions—but by having brought health to the mind by practice of merit and wisdom.\(^4\)

---

Rather, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* speaks within the context of dividing all phenomena into the three classes of the three natures and applying three types of naturelessness individually to them.

\(^a\) From this viewpoint, Yoshifumi Ueda concludes that the Yogic Practice School of Asaṅga and Vasubandhu does not refute external objects, and instead restricts the meaning of “consciousness-only” to the relation between subject and object *in the case of an unenlightened being*. See *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, Appendix 2, 520ff.
PART FOUR:
DIFFERENTIATING SCRIPTURES
22. Strategies for Interpretation

Although examinations into whether scriptures are definitive or require interpretation are well known in the Mind-Only School and Middle Way School, it is not that such distinctions are absent in the Great Exposition School and Sūtra School. As Jam-ñang-shay-ba says, there are a variety of positions on this question among the Lesser Vehicle schools:\(^a\)

- Some subdivisions of the Great Exposition assert, in accordance with the description in Bhāvaviveka’s *Blaze of Reasoning*, that all of [Buddha’s] word is just definitive meaning,\(^a\) that is, to be taken literally.
- Other subdivisions of the Great Exposition assert that there are both definitive meanings and meanings requiring interpretation.
- All later Proponents of the Great Exposition, including even the Vatsiputriyas, assert that even Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras require interpretation.

The latter take statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras about the absence of true existence, no production, naturelessness, no attainment, no abandonment, and the non-existence of things as referring to how truth, production, and so forth are asserted by non-Buddhist schools, such as the Sāmkhyas. He gives examples:\(^a\)

Even most Proponents of Sūtra Following Scripture and Proponents of Sūtra Following Reasoning assert that the Great Vehicle scriptural collections are the Word [of Buddha] requiring interpretation…. According to some Proponents of Sūtra such as Saṅghagupta there is a thought behind the words of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras and so forth saying “All phenomena do not exist, do not exist,” because it would be unsuitable for the meaning of the statement that “Phenomena do not exist” to be that phenomena utterly do not exist, and, therefore, scripture and reasoning establish that the meaning is to be taken as referring to the lowliness and smallness of [impermanent] objects…. With respect to the statements in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras [that all phenomena] are nothings\(^b\) and so forth, since effective things are momentary, they are said to be nothings and so forth, these being terms of lowliness…. Also, since non-effective things are plentiful and effective things are fewer, [all phenomena] are called “non-things.” And they are called natureless, unproduced, unceased, and so forth because of not being produced beforehand and passing away.

\(^a\) nges don, nītārtha.
\(^b\) dngos med.
afterwards, as, for example, when someone with little wealth is said to have no wealth.

Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣa pokes fun at Tibetans who claim that no such distinctions are made in the Lesser Vehicle schools:⁵⁴⁰

Tibetans who have said with the cry of a bewildered ox that the Hearer schools assert that the Great Vehicle is the Word [of Buddha] but that there are no [sūtras] requiring interpretation should hear this fearless lion’s roarᵃ and take heed!

Interpretation in the Great Vehicle Schools

Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣa details five strategies used in the Mind-Only and Middle Way schools as analytical procedures to differentiate what requires interpretation and what is definitive,ᵇ these being the four reliances, four reasonings, four thoughts, four indirect intentions, and a general fourfold format. He says that both words and meanings are differentiated by the four reliances and the four reasonings, and thus it is not just scriptures that are taken to require interpretation and to be definitive but also meanings, or phenomena, themselves. Phenomena themselves are to be tested to determine whether they are definitive or require interpretation with regard to their final mode of being, even though in the Mind-Only School the main mode of interpretation, as will be seen below, is concerned with means of expression (scriptures).

ᵃ The title of Jam-ṣyang-shay-ṣa’s root text is Presentation of Tenets: Lion’s Roar Eradicating Error, Precious Lamp Illuminating the Genuine Path to Omniscience.
ᵇ Gung-tang makes a critical difference between gsun grva kyi drang nges ’byed pa and gsun grva la drang nges ’byed pa; I translate the former as “differentiating the interpretable and definitive within the scriptures” and the latter as “differentiating the interpretable and definitive with respect to the scriptures”; admittedly, the English is no clearer than the Tibetan. According to him (Difficult Points, 38.4), the former, “differentiating the interpretable and definitive within the scriptures,” means to identify what are interpretable and what are definitive scriptures from among the scriptures (gsun grva kyi nang nas drang don gyi gsun grva dang nges don gyi gsun grva gang yin so sor ngs bzung ba la ’byed) whereas the latter, “differentiating the interpretable and the definitive with respect to the scriptures,” means to differentiate the interpretable and the definitive with respect to the meaning of the scriptures, this requiring extensive delineation of the presentation of the two truths, which itself requires realization of emptiness. Therefore, the latter cannot be required for realization of emptiness, whereas the former can. The latter is called (37.7) “differentiating the interpretable and the definitive on the level of the meaning that is expressed within the scriptures” (brjod bya don gyi drang nges ’byed pa), whereas the former is called (38.5) “differentiating the interpretable and the definitive on the level of the words that are the means of expression” (brjod byed tshig gi drang nges ’byed pa). See Reflections on Reality, 99.
Four Reliances

The first of the five strategies are the four reliances, which are expressed in sūtra:

- Rely on doctrine, but do not rely on persons.
- Rely on meaning, but do not rely on words.
- Rely on definitive meaning, but do not rely on interpretable meaning.
- Rely on exalted wisdom, but do not rely on consciousness.

The movement is toward non-conceptual realization of the ultimate, approached through analysis.

Four Reasonings

The four reasonings are general Buddhist approaches to knowledge through investigating causation, function, affirmation or contradiction by valid cognition, and the nature of objects.

1. The reasoning of dependence is from the viewpoint that the arising of effects depends on causes and conditions.
2. The reasoning of performance of function is from the viewpoint that phenomena perform their respective functions, such as fire performing the function of burning.
3. The reasoning of tenable proof is to prove a meaning without contradicting valid cognition—direct, inferential, or believable scripture.
4. The reasoning of nature is to examine from the viewpoint of (1) natures renowned in the world, such as heat being the nature of fire and moisture being the nature of water, (2) inconceivable natures such as placing a world-system in a single hair-pore, and so forth.

Four Thoughts

Scriptures are differentiated into the interpretable and the definitive by the four thoughts and the four indirect intentions. The four thoughts are the actual

---

a) ltos pa’i rigs pa, apeksāyukti.
b) bya ba byed pa’i rigs pa, kāryakāranayukti.
c) ‘thad pas sgrub pa’i rigs pa, upapattisādhanayukti.
d) chos nyid kyi rigs pa, dharmatāyukti.

e) This suggests that Buddhists are content with the fact that moisture is the nature of water and do not look to a creator deity who makes water wet.
facts in consideration of which Buddha made statements that are not literally acceptable. They involve determining what Buddha’s own thought on the topic is. Jam-ngag-dbang-bo gives examples for each.543

1. Thinking of sameness: a For instance, when Shākyamuni Buddha said, “At that time, I was the Buddha Vipashyi,” the meaning he had in mind is not that the person qualified by being Shākyamuni Buddha was the person qualified by being the Buddha Vipashyi; rather, he made that statement in consideration of the sameness in truth body.

2. Thinking of another meaning: b For instance, Buddha’s statement “All phenomena are natureless” is not literally acceptable according to the Mind-Only School; rather, what he had in mind was the three natures and their respective non-natures.

3. Thinking of another time: c For instance, Buddha’s statement “Through merely planting wish-prayers you will be born in the Blissful Pure Land” is not literally acceptable since it was made in consideration that one would be born there at another time upon the accumulation of numerous causes and conditions beyond the making of wish-prayers.

4. Thinking of a person’s attitude: d For instance, Buddha praised a particular root of virtue such as charity for one person, but derided satisfaction with that for another.

These four are concerned with the truth behind non-literal statements, but are not concerned with the purpose, or intention, for Buddha’s teaching this way, which are the focus of the next set of four.

Four Indirect Intentions

A sūtra having a thought behind it is also a sūtra having an indirect intention, e and vice versa, and thus the two sets of four are to be understood as being from different viewpoints. According to Jam-ngag-dbang-bo,544 sūtras whose thought must be explained as other than the literal reading, as in “This was said in consideration of such and such,” are those having a thought (that is, something else in Buddha’s own thought), whereas non-literal sūtras such that they call for explanation in the manner of “This does not teach straight out, but the thought indicated with indirect speech is such and such,” are those having indirect

---

Bodhisattva Asanga: Translated from the Chinese of Paramärtha (Berkeley, Calif.: Numata Center for Buddhist Translation and Research, 1992), 55-56.

a mnyam pa nyid la dgongs pa, samatābhāviprāya.
b don gzhan la dgongs pa, arthāntarābhāviprāya.
c dus gzhan la dgongs pa, kālāntarābhāviprāya.
d gang zag gi bsam pa la dgongs pa, pudadāntarābhāviprāya.
e ldem dgongs, abhisamādhyā.
Jām-āyang-shay-ba cites Asvabhāva’s Connected Explanation of (Aśaṅga’s) “Summary of the Great Vehicle”:

Thought is only what is set in [Buddha’s] mind; it is not asserted relative to another. Indirect intention is relative to another’s apprehension.

Nga-wang-bel-den explains:

“Thought” (dgongs pa, abhiprāya) is posited from the viewpoint of indicating the basis in [Buddha’s] thought, “Thinking of this, [such and such] was said,” and “indirect intention” (ldem dgongs, abhisamdhaya) is posited from the viewpoint of indicating purpose, “[Such and such] was said for this purpose.” Since thought and indirect intention are assigned by way of different modes of positing with respect to the same non-literal sūtra, [a sūtra having an] indirect intention and [a sūtra having an] indirect thought must be asserted as mutually inclusive.

The basis in [Buddha’s] thought is just what the Teacher [that is, Buddha] has set in [his own] mind and is not relative to another—the trainee—whereas purpose definitely must rely on another, the trainee, since it is for the sake of nurturing another…. Whatever is a non-literal sūtra [passage] is necessarily both [a passage] indirectly intending transformation and [a passage having] a thought of another meaning.

In this way, the four indirect intentions provide models of interpretation centered around what Buddha intends for his listeners:

1. Indirectly intending entry: For instance, when Buddha teaches that “Forms and so forth exist” to communicate that forms and so forth are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective terms and conceptual consciousnesses, this non-factual teaching is given so that Hearers could overcome fear of a too flimsy status of phenomena if they were taught the truth, the aim being their entry into the teaching and, thereby, the practice of virtue.

2. Indirectly intending the characters: For instance, when Buddha teaches that all phenomena are natureless, this non-literal teaching is in consideration of the three individual types of naturelessness of the three characters—namely, that imputational natures are character-non-natures, other-powered natures are production-non-natures and ultimate-non-natures, and that thoroughly established natures are ultimate-non-natures.
3. Indirectly intending an antidote: For instance, Buddha gives teachings in order to overcome eight faults:

- As an antidote to scorning the Buddha, Shākyamuni Buddha said, for instance, “At that time, I was the Buddha Vipashyī.”
- As an antidote to scorning scriptural doctrines, Buddha gave the non-literal teaching, for instance, “If you worship and serve Buddhas equal in number to the grains of sand of the Ganges, from that point realization of the Great Vehicle will be generated.”
- As an antidote to the defilement of laziness, Buddha—using a thought of another time—said, “Through merely planting wish-prayers you will be born in the Blissful Pure Land.” This is not literally acceptable, since the statement was made in consideration that one would be born there at another time upon the accumulation of numerous causes and conditions beyond the mere making of wish-prayers. Similarly, Buddha made the non-literal statement, “By merely uttering the name of the One-Gone-Thus Chandra-prabhāvimāla you will be definite with respect to unsurpassed enlightenment,” whereas such is not sufficient to make one definite with respect to unsurpassed enlightenment. For the time being, however, such statements encourage effort at these (actually inadequate) practices.
- As an antidote to being satisfied with only a little, for instance, Buddha derided giving and so forth for some, but praised them for others.
- As an antidote to desirous behavior, for instance, Buddha praised the wealth of Buddha Lands.
- As an antidote to prideful behavior, for instance, Buddha praised the wonders of certain Buddhas.
- As an antidote to regret, for instance, Buddha said that “Those who harm Buddhas and Bodhisattvas will be reborn in high status.”
- As an antidote to defilements of indefiniteness and reversibility, for instance, Buddha prophesied that Hearers would attain the highest enlightenment and spoke of one final vehicle, whereas according to the Mind-Only School Following Scripture not all Hearers eventually switch to the Great Vehicle, a situation requiring that there are three final vehicles.

---

a gnyen po la ldem por dgongs pa, pratipakṣabhīṣamdi.  
b The point here is likely that Buddha inflated the value of practice in order to counter a deflation of its value.  
c zla 'od dri med; the Sanskrit is a guess.
4. Indirectly intending transformation:\(^a\) In this case, renowned bad literature is to be transformed, or translated, into means of teaching profound meaning; for instance:

Know essencelessness as the essence,
Abide nicely in the obverse,
Be intensely afflicted with afflictions,
And holy enlightenment will be attained.

These four lines are to be transformed as follows:\(^547\)

- “Know essencelessness as the essence” is to be taken as realization thinking, “Undistracted\(^b\)” one-pointed stability of mind is supreme, excellent, and chief.” This indicates the four levels of the Great Vehicle path of preparation—heat, peak, forbearance, and supreme mundane qualities.
- “Abide nicely in the obverse” is to be taken as not falling from direct realization of impurity, misery, impermanence, and selflessness—which are the obverse of apprehension of purity, bliss, permanence, and self; this indicates the Great Vehicle path of seeing.
- “Be intensely afflicted with afflictions” is to be taken as making oneself physically tired through much asceticism for the sake of abandoning what is to be abandoned by the path of meditation; this indicates the path of meditation from the second ground through the tenth.
- “Holy enlightenment will be attained” is to be taken as meaning that if one does as described above, holy enlightenment will be attained.

Principal Fourfold Mode of Interpretation in *The Essence of Eloquence*

The full title of Dzong-ka-\(b\)a’s text, *Treatise Differentiating Interpretable and Definitive Meanings: The Essence of Eloquence*, indicates that through delineating emptiness—the essence of Buddha’s eloquent teachings—in the Mind-Only, Autonomy, and Consequence schools one will understand what those schools posit as definitive and as requiring interpretation. With respect to the Mind-Only School Following Scripture, Dzong-ka-\(b\)a accomplishes this:

- through citing scriptures teaching that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character and teaching that apprehended-object

\(^a\) shy\(o\)r \(b\)a \(l\)a \(l\)dem \(p\)or \(d\)\(g\)ongs \(p\)a/ b\(s\)gyur \(b\)a \(l\)a \(l\)dem \(p\)or \(d\)\(g\)ongs \(p\)a, p\(a\)ri\(n\)\(\dot{a}\)m\(\ddot{a}\)b\(h\)is\(a\)nd\(h\)i.

\(^b\) “Essencelessness” is taken to mean “undistractedness.”
and apprehending-subject are not established as separate substantial entities,°

• and through detailing reasoning employed by Mind-Only masters proving that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character and proving that external objects do not exist.b

According to Đzong-ka-pañ, interpretation of scripture in that school is based on the literality and non-literality of passages, the basis of which is a determination of what actually exists. As the doctrine of the three natures is central to this school’s presentation of what do and do not exist as well as the status of what exists, the determination of emptiness—the thoroughly established character—is of special importance. Emptiness is the final object of observation of a path of purification, and, therefore, its delineation forces the requirement that scriptures speaking of contradictory modes of being, such as those that teach of a difference of entity between object and subject, must be interpreted. That Asaṅga, the founder of the Yogic Practice School, holds a non-difference of entity between subject and object to be the final mode of subsistence of phenomena is, for this reason, of pivotal importance not only in his presentation of liberation from obstructions but also in his interpretation of scripture, his hermeneutic.

According to Ge-luk-pañ scholars, the ontological position of no external objects (idealism) and its correlate of an emptiness of a difference of entity between subject and object forces interpretation of Buddha’s teachings. In the first wheel of doctrine as described in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought Buddha taught external objects and taught that objects are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses. However, since it is shown by reasoning that objects are empty of externality and empty of being established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses, these first-wheel teachings are not definitive—that is, cannot be taken literally—and must be interpreted otherwise. Also, in the middle wheel of doctrine Buddha taught on the literal level that nothing is established by way of its own character; however, since it is established by reasoning that other-powered natures and emptinesses are established by way of their own character, this teaching also is not definitive, cannot be taken literally, and must be interpreted otherwise.

The reasoned and scripturally established position of no external objects forces the requirement that these superficially contradictory teachings be considered non-literal and thus requiring interpretation. Buddha’s intention in teaching these non-ontologically founded doctrines is shown to be in response to specific trainees’ temporary inability to realize the deepest doctrine and their

° See Emptiness in Mind-Only, 115-131, and Reflections on Reality, 103ff.

b See Emptiness in Mind-Only, 206-219 and 324-332; Reflections on Reality, 465-487; and Maps of the Profound, 405-414.
need for another, provisional, doctrine in order to advance.

This mode of interpretation is standardized in Ge-luk-ba expositions as a process of making four distinctions:

1. determining the **basis in Buddha’s thought** a when Buddha taught a literally unacceptable doctrine. In the case of teaching external objects this is the fact that objects appear due to the maturation of internal seeds of perception.

2. determining the **purpose** b in Buddha’s teaching such. In the case of teaching external objects, it is in order that these trainees, although temporarily incapable of realizing the most profound reality, might realize that there is no seer and so forth except for a consciousness seeing forms and so forth.

3. determining the **scripture and reasoning that refute the literal reading of the text** c. In the case of teaching external objects, scriptures that refute this teaching are, for instance, the *Sūtra on the Ten Grounds* and the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, and the reasoning is, for instance, the threefold reasoning about names and objects.

4. determining the **thought** d of the text itself. In the case of teaching external objects, the thought of the text is that external objects exist.

Let us consider these with regard to the first two wheels of doctrine in more detail.

The Basis in Buddha’s Thought in the First Wheel of Doctrine

The “basis of thought” (*dgongs gzhi*), which I usually translate as “the basis in Buddha’s thought,” refers to what Buddha has set in mind when he speaks a teaching that is not literally acceptable. “Thought,” however, does not refer to conceptual thinking since a Buddha has no conceptuality; rather, it means a non-conceptual factor of realization.

In this way, the basis in Buddha’s thought does not refer to something that Buddha is indirectly or implicitly teaching but is the basis in fact from which Buddha is speaking. When Buddha says something non-factual such as that a patch of blue and the eye consciousness apprehending it are different entities, he is speaking from something which, though factual, is not expressed—even indirectly or implicitly—by his words teaching that these two are different entities.

In the case of this first-wheel teaching that subject and object are different entities, the basis in Buddha’s thought is the fact that objects appear due to the maturation of internal seeds of perception. Buddha knows that internal seeds or

---

a *dgongs gzhi.*
b *dgos pa.*
c *dngos la gnod byed.*
d *dgongs pa.*
predispositions cause the appearance of objects, but, since certain trainees are unfit for this teaching, he presently does not teach this to them either directly, indirectly, or implicitly but instead teaches them external causation. Indeed, in time, when those trainees have matured, he will teach them that objects appear due to the maturation of internal seeds of perception, but this fact does not make this first category—the basis in Buddha’s thought—into what Buddha has in mind, or intends, to teach these trainees later.\(^a\)

That Ge-luk-\(\text{\textipa{ba}}\) scholars speak of something being in Buddha’s thought when he speaks a non-literal doctrine indicates that for them a Buddha is not in a contentless state of mind but in a state of realization of what is. Also, that is not just emptiness but also all other existent phenomena, such as minds, bodies, persons, and so forth. What a Buddha has in mind is not damaged by reasoning but is indeed supported by reasoning; this reasoned validation shows that what exists is not merely a matter of wish but rather that there are criteria for determining what exists. Also, since the basis in Buddha’s thought is something that he will eventually teach, it is clear that not all doctrines are equal in terms of validation by correct cognition even if, at certain times under certain circumstances, many different doctrines can be useful in leading trainees. There are non-final and final teachings. (No one, of course, claims that the words expressing a doctrine such as emptiness are emptiness itself; still, emptiness is the referent of the word “emptiness,” even though it is not established by way of its own character as a referent of the term “emptiness” or established as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending it as “emptiness.”)

It is unsuitable to translate \textit{dgongs gebi} as “intention” or as “indirect intention,” for intention, whether direct or indirect, is included in the third category, purpose, and the non-intentionality of this first category has already been

\(^a\) This point is surprising and bothered me for a number of years, but Ge-luk-\(\text{\textipa{ba}}\) scholars whom I have consulted have consistently spoken of this category as merely what Buddha has set in mind (\textit{thugs la bzhag pa}). The only possible evidence to the contrary that I have encountered is one statement by Gung-tang (\textit{Difficult Points}, 85.16) that the basis in Buddha’s thought—when he taught that objects are established by way of their own character as referents of conceptual consciousnesses and terms—is the selflessness of persons, since soon after giving the former non-factually based teaching, he intends to teach the selflessness of persons. “The selflessness of persons is posited as the basis in [Buddha’s] thought when he said in the first wheel that [phenomena] are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.”

Still, even though this is the only instance (that I have found) of explicitly connecting this first category of the basis in Buddha’s thought with an intention to teach this doctrine later, it is certainly to be admitted that whatever is construed as a basis in Buddha’s thought is indeed something to be taught to trainees eventually in the future. The question is whether in the fourfold format this category is primarily used in an intentional sense, that is, as referring to a doctrine that Buddha plans to teach at a later time. It is clear to me that Ge-luk-\(\text{\textipa{ba}}\) scholars almost never use the category this way. Consider, for instance, Nga\-\text{\textipa{wang}}-\text{\textipa{bel-\textipa{den}}}’s distinction between the four thoughts and the four indirect intentions given above (437).
shown. This is supported by the fact that the purpose is always identified by terms such as “so that trainees might realize,” whereas the basis in Buddha’s thought is always identified by a mere fact such as that objects appear due to the maturation of internal seeds of perception.

In sum, as Jam-yling-shay-ba puts it, in the first wheel of doctrine Buddha spoke of apprehended-object and apprehending-subject as separate substantial entities in consideration of (1) predispositions that ripen as consciousnesses and the objects they apprehend and (2) appearances of forms and so forth. In other words, Buddha’s own thought is that consciousnesses having the appearance of external objects arise in dependence upon predispositions making the appearance of external objects. As Vasubandhu’s The Twenty says:

The Subduer spoke about these—
The seeds from which cognitions respectively arise
And the appearances [of forms]—
In a dualistic way as [internal and external] sense-spheres of those [cognitions].

Nga-wang-bel-den explains that in consideration of the existence of (1) seeds making the appearance of forms and (2) appearances as forms, Buddha gave the non-factual teaching that an eye consciousness and the visible form it perceives are external objects. Specifically, Buddha spoke of a visible form and an eye consciousness apprehending it as cause and effect, and because fully qualified cause and effect are necessarily different substantial entities, this amounts to saying that apprehended-object and apprehending-subject are different substantial entities. Hence, the thought of the speaker and the thought of what he

---

a The same holds for “having a thought [behind it]” (dgongs pa can).
b Stanza 9; the Sanskrit in Lévi (Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi, 5.25) is:
yataḥ svabhādvijñaptiryadābhāśā pravartate/
dvivibhāyatatanvena te tasyā munirabravāt//

See also Chatterjee, Vijñapti-Mātratā-Siddhi, 9.1. See Hopkins, Emptiness in Mind-Only, 234. Vasubandhu’s own commentary on this stanza is:

Regarding (1) the seeds—the respective seeds that have undergone a type of transformation [that is, have thoroughly ripened]—from which the cognitions that perceive forms arise and (2) those appearances, the Supramundane Victor respectively spoke of an eye-sense-sphere and a form-sense-sphere of that cognition.

The bracketed material is from Vinītadeva’s Explanation of (Vasubandhu’s) [Auto] Commentary on the “Twenty Stanza Treatise” (rab tu byed pa nya shu pa’i grel bshad, prakaranavim-sakhātikā), P5566, vol. 113, 318.4.4; Vinītadeva glosses pariṇāmaśaṣṭapātād with what in the extant Tibetan is yongs su smin pa. See also Stefan Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984), 165; and Thomas A. Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine of Experience (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1982), 265.
c skye mched, āyatana.
d gsung ba po’i dgongs pa.
said differ, since he was not, at that time, communicating his own deeper understanding. This is like, for example, the fact that when Buddha spoke of the mental and physical aggregates as a burden and the person as the carrier of the burden, this amounts to speaking of the aggregates and the person as different entities.

The Purpose of the First Wheel of Doctrine

The purpose is the intention behind Buddha’s uttering words which, if taken literally, cannot bear examination. The purpose is always explained in terms of certain trainees’ temporarily being unable to understand a certain truth and thus needing to be led toward that deeper truth by thinking something else. For instance, the purpose or intention behind Buddha’s teaching a self-sufficient or substantially established self is said to be so that trainees who are temporarily unable to posit a continuum of moral cause and effect without such a substantial person could enter into the practice of adopting virtue and discarding non-virtue, these practices being basic to spiritual development.

With respect to the purpose of Buddha’s teaching the blatantly non-factual doctrine of the existence of external objects in the first wheel of doctrine, Va-subandhu’s *The Twenty* says:  

That form-sense-spheres and so forth exist [as external objects]  
Was said through the force of a thought behind it  
With regard to beings tamed by that,  
Like [the teaching of] spontaneously arisen sentient beings [as substantially established or permanent].

Buddha said that forms and so forth are established as external objects in order that Hearers who are temporarily unfit to be taught the selflessness of phenomena could abandon their fear of the truth so that they could enter the teaching. This is like Buddha’s saying—in consideration of sentient beings of the intermediate state—that spontaneously produced sentient beings substantially exist, this being for the sake of teaching those having nihilistic views that there is a basis for the connection of actions and effects.

Nga-ũng-bel-den points out that the intention, or purpose, behind Buddha’s teaching that an eye consciousness seeing a visible form arises in dependence upon an eye sense power and a form is for the sake of entering into

---

a gsung rab kyi dgongs pa.

b Stanza 8. The Sanskrit in Lévi (*Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi*, 5.25) is:

\[ \text{rupādyayatanāstivām tadvinyayamanām prati/} \\
\text{abhiprāpayavāduktamupāpādukasatvavat/} \]

See also Chatterjee, *Vijñapti-Mātratā-Siddhi*, 8.5. See also Anacker, *Seven Works of Vasubandhu*, 165; and Kochumuttom, *Buddhist Doctrine of Experience*, 264-265.

c dgongs pa.
realizing that a person’s seeing a form is merely imputed to the eye consciousness’ seeing a form and thus that a seeing person who exists apprehendable as a separate substantial entity from an eye consciousness does not exist. In this way it is for the sake of trainees who for the time being are unfit to be taught the selflessness of phenomena, so that they will enter into realization of the selflessness of persons.

**Damage to the Explicit Teaching of the First Wheel of Doctrine**

The third category involved in delineating that a scripture requires interpretation is the fact that there are refutations of the literal reading of the text. This is the pivot of the process of interpretation in that the literal reading of the scripture must be established as literally unacceptable by a means of valid knowledge before one is drawn into examining the basis in Buddha’s thought and purpose of Buddha’s saying such on the literal level. Through reasoning and citation of other scripture, it is determined that the thought of the text—the thought of the literal reading of the text—is not fit to be what Buddha has in his own mind. This leads to positing what Buddha had in mind and what his purpose was.

The conflict between what Buddha said and what he had in mind does not refer to his thinking one thing but mistakenly or inadequately expressing it, for a Buddha has no mistake in speech. Rather, the conflict is between something a Buddha said that is literally unacceptable and what a Buddha knows to be true. The conflict is resolved by considering the purpose for saying such. It is said that the fact that a Buddha operates with such purpose clearly in mind shows that a Buddha is omniscient.

The impetus for determining what a Buddha had in mind and for determining what the purpose was comes from the fact that there are other scriptures and reasonings that damage, that is to say, contradict, what is indicated on the literal level by the words of the teaching. Between scripture and reasoning, reasoning is more important since if a scripture were the main means of determining that another scripture requires interpretation, the process would lead to an infinite regress. Buddha himself in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* says that the teaching that all phenomena are not established by way of their own character requires interpretation, whereas in the *Teachings of Akshayamati Sūtra* he says that this very teaching is definitive. Dzong-ka-ba therefore concludes that reasoning alone is the arbiter. Although suchness—emptiness—is very profound, it is accessible to reasoning, and thus proper reasoning, difficult as it may be, can determine whether statements about reality are true or not. Hence, the reasoning that is the means of differentiating whether a doctrine is definitive or interpretable is primarily the reasoning about emptiness.

In the first wheel of doctrine the existence of sense-spheres that are external

---

\[a\] See *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 70-71, and *Reflections on Reality*, 96-100.
objects is a topic expressed, and it indeed is the literal reading of the first wheel. However, this position is damaged by both scripture and reasoning. As Jام-‌yang-shay-‌ba says:554

Scriptural damage to this is, for instance, contradiction by:

• the statement in the Sûtra on the Ten Grounds,555 “O Conqueror Children, it is thus: These three realms are mind-only.”
• sûtra passages5 teaching that imputational natures are not established by way of their own character.

With respect to [damage by] reasoning, b Vasubandhu’s The Twenty says:c

Due to simultaneous conjunction with six [particles]
A particle has six parts.
Also, if the six were in the same place,
Even a mass would be of the size of a particle.

and Dharmakirti’s Ascertainment of Prime Cognition says:d

Because of the certainty of simultaneous observation,
Blue and an awareness of it are not other.

and so forth, and Dharmakirti’s Commentary on (Dignâga’s) “Compilation of Prime Cognition” says:

When things are analyzed,
They do not exist as things in suchness
Because they do not have
A nature of one or many.

and Asaṅga’s Summary of the Great Vehicle says:e

Because an awareness does not exist prior to name,
Because manifold, and because unrestricted,
There are the contradictions of being in the essence of that, of many entities,
And of the mixture of entities. Therefore, it is proven.

a Such as the seventh chapter of the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought explained in detail in these three volumes.
b For a presentation of eleven reasonings, see Reflections on Reality, 465-487.
c Stanza 12. For this reasoning see Reflections on Reality, 476-478.
d For this reasoning see Reflections on Reality, 483-487.
e Chap. 2; P5549, vol. 112, 224.4.1; Lamotte, La somme, vol. 1, 36 (24); vol. 2, 118-119; and Keenan, Summary, 50-51. For this reasoning see Reflections on Reality, 400-403 and 466-469.
The Thought of the First Wheel of Doctrine

The “thought” is the thought of the text, a category distinct from the basis in Buddha’s thought or the “thought of the speaker.” When the literal reading is unacceptable, one has to make a distinction between Buddha’s own thought and the thought of the literal reading of the text. That such a distinction is made stresses the point that despite the fact that the Great Vehicle is said to be baseless in the sense that no phenomenon justifiably serves as a basis of the conception that it is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness or of a verbalizing term, some doctrines are founded in valid cognition and some are not, and an enlightened being has valid cognition of specific facts from which that being speaks.

The thought, or the meaning, of the first wheel of doctrine is the existence of sense-spheres that are external objects, whereas the basis in Buddha’s thought is the existence of a seed, or predisposition, from the ripening of which an eye consciousness and the appearance of a visible form arise. Thus, in the first wheel of doctrine the thought of the sūtras and the basis in Buddha’s thought are contradictory. As Đzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence* says:

The Sovereign of Subduers did not accept to teach the intended trainees of these [first-wheel] sūtras the basis in [his own] thought—which is that although external objects do not exist, the appearance of objects arises through the force of internal, ripened predispositions. Hence, this is not to be expressed to those trainees and is not the thought [of the first wheel of doctrine], and this is an occasion such that those of the Lesser Vehicle are not suitable as vessels to realize this.

In sum, Buddha spoke from a basis of specific understanding; his skill in means wrought changes in what he said according to his audience, but it is not that there was no basis in his own thought. Thus, his word needs to be explained in terms of both the needs of the listener and his own grounding in actual fact. When the existential need of the trainee required that the teaching be at odds with the ontological fact, his teaching is subject to refutation by other scripture and reasoning. Thus, the interpretation of scripture revolves around the basis in Buddha’s thought (the ontological fact), the purpose (the existential need of the trainee), and damage to the explicit teaching (refutation by valid sources of knowledge).

---

*a* gsung rab kyi dgongs pa.

*b* gsung ba po’i dgongs pa.

*c* See Hopkins, *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 254. The lack of equivalence between the basis in Buddha’s thought with respect to the first wheel of doctrine and the thought of the first wheel of doctrine is emphasized because, as will be seen below, there is such an equivalence with regard to the middle wheel of doctrine.
Basis in Buddha’s Thought in the Middle Wheel of Doctrine

About the second wheel of doctrine Jam-ýang-shay-ða makes the point that, even for the Proponents of Mind-Only, the Perfection of Wisdom Sûtras and so forth are the supreme of sûtras but are non-literal:\(^{557}\)

The middle wheel of doctrine indicated here [in the Sûtra Unraveling the Thought] is the supreme of sûtra sets extensively teaching the Great Vehicle profound path through limitless forms, but it is of non-literal interpretable meaning because of the sûtra words in those sûtras [saying] that all phenomena ranging from forms through to exalted knowers-of-all-aspects are, without difference, natureless. They have a basis in [Buddha’s] thought because they are in consideration of the [respective three] naturelessnesses of the [three] characters. The Sûtra Unraveling the Thought says:\(^{558}\)

Paramârthasamudgata, thinking of three non-natures of phenomena—character-non-nature,\(^a\) production-non-nature,\(^b\) and ultimate-non-nature\(^c\)—I taught [in the middle wheel of the teaching], \(^{559}\) “All phenomena are natureless.”\(^{560}\)

and Vasubandhu’s The Thirty\(^d\) also says:\(^{561}\)

Thinking of three types of non-nature
Of the three types of natures [respectively],\(^{562}\)
He taught [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sûtras]\(^{563}\)
That all phenomena are natureless.

and Asaõga’s Compendium of Ascertainments also says:\(^{564}\)

**Question:** Thinking of what did the Supramundane Victor say [in the middle wheel]\(^{565}\) that all phenomena are natureless?

**Answer:** Here and there\(^e\) he said such through the force of taming\(^f\) [trainees],\(^{566}\) thinking of three types of non-nature.

---

\(^a\) mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa nyid, laksåñaniõsvabhåvatå (Lamotte, Saõdhisvabhåvatå, 67 [3], n. 3).

\(^b\) skye ba ngo bo nyid med pa nyid, upattiniõsvabhåvatå (ibid., 67 [3], n. 4).

\(^c\) don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa nyid, paramârthaniõsvabhåvatå (ibid., 67 [3], n. 5).

\(^d\) See issue #61.

\(^e\) Jik-may-dam-chô-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 160.4) cogently suggests that “here and there” ((de dang der) may mean either “in this and that sûtra” (m¡o de dang der) or “to this and that trainee” (gdul bya de dang der).

\(^f\) Jik-may-dam-chô-gya-tso (ibid., 164.2) reports that Ðra-ð Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup (pra stu ëge bshes rin chen don grub, Ornament for the Thought, 18.16) interprets “through the force of taming” (‘dul ba’i dbang gis) as “through the force of taming trainees having the lineage of the Middle Way School by means of the literal reading” (gdul bya dbu
Nga-wang-bel-den explains:

Imputational natures are described as character-non-natures because of not being established by way of their own character. Moreover, the meaning of not being established by way of their own character is to be taken as not being established without reliance on names and terminology; it is not to be taken, as the [Consequentialist] Proponents of Non-Nature do, as not established from their own side.

Other-powered natures are described as production-non-natures, that is, as not being produced under their own power. Moreover, the meaning of not being produced under their own power is to be taken as not being produced without depending on causes and conditions.

Thoroughly established natures are described as ultimate-non-natures because of being the ultimate, and the ultimate is just distinguished by [that is to say, is posited\(^b\) by way of\(^a\) the non-existence of the nature of self that is the object of negation [in the selflessness of phenomena].

Jam-yan-shay-ba gives another set of thoughts behind Buddha’s teaching that all phenomena are natureless:

Moreover, [the teaching that all phenomena are natureless] is in consideration of [the naturelessness of] the three characteristics of compounded things [that is, that things are not produced under their own power, do not abide under their own power, and do not disintegrate under their own power],\(^c\) and in consideration of the non-existence [of natures] as conceived by childish beings [who conceive forms and so forth to be pure, blissful, permanent, and self and to be separate entities from the consciousnesses apprehending them].\(^d\) Maitreya’s *Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras* says:\(^e\)

Because [things] are not [produced in the future from] themselves

And because [having ceased, past objects are] not [produced again] as having their own nature

\(^{ma pa’i rig sgras zin des ’dul ba’i dbang gis}. However, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso points out that Đzong-ka-ba himself in the section on the Consequence School glosses “through the force of taming” (’dul ba’i dbang gis) with “through the force of trainees’ thought” (gdul bya’i bsam pa’i dbang gis; Sarnath gtsang edition, 207). It seems to me that both expositions are suitable.

\(^{b\} brda; to avoid redundancy with “names” this is taken to mean conceptuality (rtog pa). See issue #104.

\(^{c\} Đzong-ka-ba (Hopkins, *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 91) glosses the frequently used technical term *rab tu phyed ba* with *bzhag pa*, which merely has the sense of “posit”; his reading, therefore, runs contrary to Lamotte’s translation (194.6) as “*est manifesté* par l’irréalité de toutes les choses.”
And because [present objects] do not abide [for a second moment] in their own entity
And because [the natures of objects] conceived [by childish beings] do not exist,
Naturelessness was asserted [in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras].

and Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* says:

What is the thought behind the statements in the Very Extensive [Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras] that all phenomena are natureless? [That is said] because:

- [things] do not arise [in the future] by themselves
- [past objects, having ceased,] are not [produced again] as having their own nature
- [present objects] do not abide [for a second moment] in their own entity, and
- [objects] do not have characters as they are apprehended by childish beings.

Dharmakīrti (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 190-193) takes a different tack, explaining that, in consideration of the non-existence of apprehended-object and apprehending-subject as other substantial entities the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras speak of all phenomena as natureless. As Jam-ṭyang-shay-ṭa says:

The basis in [Buddha’s] thought for the statements in the middle wheel of doctrine that all phenomena are natureless and are without the nature of production, cessation, and so forth is the non-existence of production and so forth in accordance with how apprehended-object and apprehending-subject appear dualistically to an awareness polluted by dualistic appearance differentiating the production and so forth of things.

Dharmakīrti also presents a way of explaining what in consideration of which the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras speak of all phenomena as natureless, or without true existence, which is shared between the Mind-Only School and the Sūtra School. Here, the basis in Buddha’s thought is the absence of true existence of the factors of agent and object in the context of taking a definition as an agent (in the sense of being the means of characterization) and the definiendum (that is, the object characterized) as the object. For if such factors of object and agent were truly established, definiendum and definition—such as a pot and that which is bulbous, flat-based, and able to hold water—would absurdly not be just one basis that is merely differentiated by way of conceptuality.
The Purpose of the Middle Wheel of Doctrine

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso lists various opinions about those for whom the middle wheel of doctrine was taught:73

- According to both Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-øa and Jay-dzün Chö-γyi-gyel-øtsen, the middle wheel is for the sake of taking care of Proponents of Mind-Only who have sharp faculties, this being because they can understand the three natures and non-natures without further elaboration as is found in the third wheel of doctrine.
- According to Jam-γang-shay-øa’s textbook, the middle wheel is for the sake of leading Consequentialists and so forth, this being because they can posit the cause and effect of actions (and thus the value of virtuous practice) only within a denial of the inherent existence of phenomena.
- According to Jang-γya, the middle wheel is for the sake of stopping the ten distracting conceptualizations. Nga-γang-øel-den’s Annotations lists the ten as:73

**Two Distracting Conceptualizations Depending on a Self of Persons**

1. Conceptualization of the non-existence of effective things—conceiving that the aggregates do not exist
2. Conceptualization of effective things—conceiving that a permanent, unitary, self-powered self exists

**Eight Distracting Conceptualizations Depending on a Self of Phenomena**

3. Conceptualization of superimposition—conceiving that apprehended-object and apprehending-subject are different substantial entities
4. Conceptualization of deprecation—conceiving that other-powered natures do not exist
5. Conceptualization of oneness—conceiving that other-powered natures and their noumenon are one isolate
6. Conceptualization of difference—conceiving that other-powered natures and their noumenon are different entities
7. Conceptualization of entity—conceiving that the object verbalized by the name “form” is ultimately established as the entity of form
8. Conceptualization of attribute—conceiving that the objects verbalized by the name “production,” “cessation,” and so forth are ultimately established as attributes of form

---

73 The reference is likely to Jam-γang-shay-øa’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive.
74 Jam-γang-shay-øa also posits this; see Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 342 and 344.
9. Conceptualization of an object as like the name—when hearing how the name “form” is imputed, conceiving that an awareness perceiving the object verbalized is non-mistaken
10. Conceptualization of a name as like the object—when observing an object such as a form and so forth, conceiving that an awareness perceiving its name is non-mistaken in how it is observed.

• According to unnamed “others” the middle wheel is for the sake of stopping the view of permanence in which the first wheel is held to be literal.

A complication is that the literal level of the middle wheel says that objects are natureless in that they are not established by way of their own character or not established from their own side, and this literal-level teaching must be for someone’s sake, but whose? It obviously is not for Proponents of Mind-Only, since they assert that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are established by way of their own character and assert that all phenomena are established from their own side. The literal level is said, therefore, to be especially intended for Consequentialists, who can posit the cause and effect of actions only within what—for the Proponents of Mind-Only—is a deprecation of the status of phenomena.

Damage to the Literal Teaching of the Middle Wheel of Doctrine

As with the first wheel of doctrine, the damage to taking literally the middle wheel of doctrine is twofold, scripture and reasoning. As Jam-āyang-shay-ба says:575

Scriptural damage exists because [the statement that all phenomena are natureless] contradicts many sūtra passages [of the wheel of doctrine] of good differentiation; for instance, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 95) says:576

Even though they have interest in that doctrine [of the profoundly established nature], they do not understand, just as it is, the profound reality that I have set forth with a thought behind it. With respect to the meaning of these doctrines, they adhere to the terms as only literal: “All these phenomena are only natureless. All these phenomena are only unproduced, only unceasing, only quiescent from the

---

575 Jam-āyang-shay-ба declares this explanation to be wrong; see Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 342.
576 For a detailed presentation of ramifications of this issue, see Reflections on Reality, 136-140.
start, only naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” Due to that, they acquire the view that all phenomena do not exist and the view that [establishment of objects by way of their own] character does not exist. Moreover, having acquired the view of nihilism and the view of the non-existence of [establishment of objects by way of their own] character, they deprecate all phenomena in terms of all of the characters—deprecating the imputational character of phenomena and also deprecating the other-powered character and thoroughly established character of phenomena.

Why? Paramārthasamudgata, it is thus: If the other-powered character and the thoroughly established character exist [by way of their own character], the imputational character is known [that is, is possible]. However, those who perceive the other-powered character and the thoroughly established character as without character [that is to say, as not being established by way of their own character] also deprecate the imputational character. Therefore, those [persons] are said to deprecate even all three aspects of characters.

The damage by reasoning is the reasonings refuting the extreme of deprecation…. According to the literal reading, [this statement that all phenomena are natureless] deprecates all three characters [that is, imputational natures, other-powered natures, and thoroughly established natures]…. Asaṅga’s *Grounds of Bodhisattvas (Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 146) says:578

Therefore, some persons [that is, only Consequentialists], who have heard sūtras that are difficult to understand, profound, imbued with the Great Vehicle, endowed with the profound emptiness, and taught with a meaning in [Buddha’s] thought [that is other than the literal reading] do not know, just as it is, the real meaning that is expounded. This being so, they make improper imputations and, with mere conceptions produced from illogicality upon improper analysis, view and propound, “Whoever view that all these [phenomena] are exhausted as mere imputations [by conceptuality] and that this is suchness are correctly viewing [the nature of phenomena].”

Since, according to them, even the mere things that are the bases of imputation do not exist [by way of their own character], the imputing [persons, conceptual consciousnesses, and terms] themselves also come to be non-existent in all ways, in which case how could a suchness that is a mere imputation
exist! Thereby, through this avenue, they deprecate both suchness and imputed [phenomena]. Since through that format they deprecate imputation and suchness, it is said that they are to be known as the chief of those having nihilistic views.

Nga-ûang-ûel-den describes how Consequentialists take the Perfection of Wisdom Sûtras:\textsuperscript{579}

Having heard the words of Perfection of Wisdom Sûtras that are difficult to understand, they—not knowing that these have a basis in [Buddha’s] thought—apprehend them as literal. Then, [Consequentialists] say:

Except for only being imputed by conceptuality, all phenomena do not inherently exist, and this absence of inherent existence is suchness. Therefore, the view of the absence of inherent existence is the correct view.

If bases of imputation did not exist, imputing [that is, persons, conceptual consciousnesses, and terms that impute] also would not exist, whereby both taking all phenomena to be merely imputed and taking just that [absence of inherent existence] to be the meaning of suchness would be impossible. Hence, that is the chief view of annihilation.

Jam-ûang-shay-ûa\textsuperscript{580} explains that, according to the Mind-Only, Sûtra, and Great Exposition schools, all effective things must truly exist, and thus within the context of effective things whatever does not truly exist must not exist. This is why these schools debate against the assertion of the Consequence School that other-powered natures are only imputed by conceptuality, since, if that were the case, then other-powered natures could not be truly established. To their way of thinking, the bases of emptiness for the thoroughly established nature, the imputers of imputations, and the bondage and release of cyclic existence and nirvåòa require the true existence of other-powered natures.

Dzong-ka-ûa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 158-171, 294-301) explains at length divergent meanings of “conventionally existing” and “ultimately/truly existing,” which Jam-ûang-shay-ûa summarizes:\textsuperscript{581}

Although there are many modes of explaining “conventionally existing” and “ultimately existing,” the chief are two:

1. To be established as a phenomenon posited through the force of name and terminology is to be conventionally established [or to conventionally exist], and to be established but not as a phenomenon posited through the force of name and terminology is to be ultimately established [or to ultimately exist]. This mode of

\textsuperscript{a} “Truly established” would be more appropriate for the Great Exposition School.
establishment is the one about which Proponents of Mind-Only and Proponents of the Middle debate when they analyze whether [an object] is conventionally or ultimately established. The Proponents of Mind-Only assert that imputational phenomena are conventionally established in the sense of being established as phenomena posited through the force of name and terminology, and they assert that other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are ultimately established in the sense of being established but not as phenomena posited through the force of name and terminology. They assert that if other-powered natures and thoroughly established natures are not established that way, other-powered natures would not be fit to be causes and effects and able to perform functions, and thoroughly established natures would not be fit to be the mode of subsistence, as [indicated by] the many previously mentioned scriptural passages and reasonings.

2. To be established as a conventional basis suitable to give rise to thorough afflictions is said to exist conventionally and to exist as a conventional truth [and to be established as an object of observation of a path of purification is said to exist ultimately and to exist as an ultimate truth].

Thus, here in the discussion about other-powered natures their true existence refers to the first mode, not the second, for otherwise other-powered natures would be ultimate truths.\(^a\)

The Thought of the Middle Wheel of Doctrine

The “thought” here is the thought of the literal reading of the text,\(^b\) which is that all of these do not truly exist or are not established from their own side. As mentioned above, with regard to the middle wheel of doctrine the thought of the text—rather than the thought of the literal reading of the text—is exactly the same as the basis in Buddha’s thought. Thus, whereas in the first wheel of doctrine the thought of the sūtras and the basis in Buddha’s thought are contradictory, here in the middle wheel of doctrine the thought of the sūtras and the basis in Buddha’s thought are equivalent. The problem is with the literal reading of the middle wheel.

\(^a\) For discussion of the thoughts behind Buddha’s statements that all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 97-103, and Maps of the Profound, 334-337. For Buddha’s statements about attaining forbearance with respect to the doctrine of non-production, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 173-176, and Maps of the Profound, 337-342, the latter including discussion of other topics such as the thought behind the teaching of one final vehicle.

\(^b\) sgras zin kyi dgongs pa.
How to Explain the Teaching of One Final Vehicle?

The style of interpretation allows for stimulating and esthetically delightful expositions of what is behind doctrines in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that, on the literal level, are discordant with basic postures of the Mind-Only School. For instance, how can the teaching of one final vehicle—that all sentient beings eventually attain Buddhahood—be explained in the Mind-Only School Following Scripture, which asserts that there are three final vehicles. Among those with the capacity for liberation, some achieve only the path of no more learning of a Hearer or Solitary Realizer and do not attain Buddhahood; others proceed on to Buddhahood. Thus, there are three final vehicles and five lineages—those definite in each of the three vehicles, those indefinite (who switch from one vehicle to another), and those without a capacity for liberation.

What did Buddha have in his own mind as the factual basis for this non-factual teaching of only one final vehicle? India—with its penchant for elaboration in art, architecture, religion, and literature—provides not just one answer but a number of different facts that can be claimed to be what Buddha himself had in mind. As Nga-wang-bel-den explains in his Annotations for Jam-shey-bras’s “Great Exposition of Tenets,” according to Maitreya’s Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras there are seven bases in Buddha’s thought behind his teaching of one final vehicle:

1. the fact that the element of attributes is the same for Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas
2. the fact that Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas are the same in being selfless
3. the fact that the release from cyclic existence that is a fruit of the Hearer, Solitary Realizer, and Bodhisattva vehicles is the same
4. the fact that even two separate lineages—that is, some of those having indefinite lineage and those definite in the Great Vehicle lineage—engage in one Great Vehicle path
5. the fact that two attitudes of similarity are attained:
   • a Buddha’s attitude of sameness—gained from the first Bodhisattva ground—this being non-dualism with respect to one’s own and sentient beings’ [final] natures
   • the attitude gained for just a moment by some who are definite in the Hearer lineage who temporarily practice the Bodhisattva deeds but give them up, enter the Hearer Vehicle, and then when they have attained a Hearer nirvāṇa, through the Buddha’s power think, “I will become fully purified through practicing the Bodhisattva deeds,” in accordance with the Buddha’s own previous thought, “I became buddhafied through practicing the Bodhisattva deeds.”
6. the fact that many times emanations of the Buddha display the manner of attaining nirvāṇa by way of the Hearer Vehicle

7. the fact that there is no vehicle surpassing the Great Vehicle.

As Jam-ṇyang-shay-ba points out,583 the statement in Maitreya’s Ornament for the Great Vehicle Sūtras:

Because of the sameness of the [element of ] attributes, selflessness, and release, because of different lineages, because of attainment of two attitudes, because of emanations, because of finality, just one vehicle.

accords with the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought:

Mañjushrī, Ones-Gone-Thus, Hearers, and Solitary Realizers are similar and equal with respect to the body of release.

and the seventh chapter [of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought]:584

This is the sole path of purification of Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and Bodhisattvas, and the purification is also one; there is no second. In consideration of this, I teach one vehicle.

Then, what is the purpose of teaching one final vehicle when there are actually three? It is for the sake of leading Hearers having indefinite lineage into Great Vehicle practice and for the sake of nurturing Bodhisattvas having indefinite lineage such that they remain in the Great Vehicle.

Definitions of the Interpretable and the Definitive

In this way, according to the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, the final wheel of doctrine of good differentiation is definitive in the sense of being literal, and the other two wheels of doctrine require interpretation in the sense that they are not literal. In the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the Bodhisattva Paramārthaśamudgata recounts to Buddha the import of his teaching:585

Initially, in the area of Varanāsī in the Deer Park called “Sage’s Propounding,”a the Supramundane Victor thoroughly turned a wheel of doctrine for those engaged in the Hearer Vehicle,b fantasticc and
which none—god or human—had previously turned in a similar fashion in the world, through teaching the aspects of the four noble truths. Furthermore, that wheel of doctrine thoroughly turned by the Supramundane Victor is surpassable, affords an occasion [for refutation], requires interpretation, and serves as a basis for controversy.

Based on just the naturelessness of all phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally passed beyond sorrow, the Supramundane Victor turned a second wheel of doctrine, for those engaged in the Great Vehicle, very fantastic and marvelous, through the aspect of speaking on emptiness. Furthermore, that wheel of doctrine turned by the Supramundane Victor is surpassable, affords an occasion [for refutation], requires interpretation, and serves as a basis for controversy.

However, based on just the naturelessness of phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally passed beyond sorrow, the Supramundane Victor turned a third wheel of doctrine for those engaged in all vehicles, possessed of good differentiation, fantastic and marvelous. This wheel of doctrine turned by the Supramundane Victor is

---

a. ngo mshar, āścarya (Lamotte, Saṃdhinirmocana, 86 [30], n. 8).
b. rmad du byung ba, adbhūta (ibid., 86 [30], n. 9).
c. bla na mchis pa, sa-uttara (ibid., 86 [30], n. 14).
d. skabs mchis pa, sa-avakāśa (ibid., 86 [30], n. 15).
e. drang ba’i don, neyārtha (ibid., 86 [30], n. 16).
f. rtṣod pa’i bzhi’i gnas, vivādādhikaṇaraṇa (ibid., 86 [30], n. 17).
g. brtsams, ārābhya (ibid., 86 [30], n. 18). Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 236.10) explains that brtsams here means “taking such and such as substrata” (khyad gzhir byung ba), although in other places it means that “the thought comes down to such and such” (dgongs pa der ‘bab pa tsam). For the Go-mang tradition of Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-ṣyang-shay-’ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, the second wheel—taking these as its substrata—teaches on the literal level that all phenomena are not established from their own side.
h. theg pa chen po la yang dag par zhugs pa, mahāyānasamprasthita (Lamotte, Saṃdhinirmocana, 86 [30], n. 19).
i. stong pa nyid smos pa’i rnam pas, śūnyatāvādākāraṇa (ibid., 86 [30], n. 20).
j. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 294.2) points out the disjunctive function of the Tibetan lags kyi that follows the description of the middle wheel but not the first, since both require interpretation; it serves to separate out the third wheel.
k. theg pa thams cad la yang dag par zhugs pa, sarvāyānasamprasthita (Lamotte, Saṃdhinirmocana, 86 [30], n. 21).
l. legs par rnam par phyre ba dang ldan pa, suvibhakta (ibid., 86 [30], n. 22).
m. The stog Palace edition of the sūtra (70.4) reads “extremely fantastic and extremely marvelous” (ba cang yang ngo mshar la/ ba cang yang rmad du byung ba). Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 247.1-247.5) rejects similar readings (shin tu ngo mshar rmad du byung ba) in:
unsurpassable, does not afford an occasion [for refutation], is of definitive meaning, and does not serve as a basis for controversy.

For the sake of facility in scholastic debate the meaning of being definitive and of requiring interpretation is reduced to its nub. According to Göön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo, in the Mind-Only School the definition of a sūtra of interpertable meaning is:

They posit a sūtra whose explicit teaching is not suitable to be asserted

- the rtag brtan edition (this most likely being an early-seventeenth-century block-print edition prepared at rtag brtan phun tsogs gling Monastery built by the great Jo-nang-ba master Tāranātha, who was second only in importance to Shay-rap-gyel-tsen to the Jo-nang-ba School; the monastery was taken over by the Ge-luk-ba order in 1650); and
- in Wönch’uk’s commentary. (Although Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, 307.5, reports that Wönch’uk’s text does not have this reading, the Peking edition [5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 170.1.8] does.)

Gung-tang says that he rejects such readings because they contradict many other editions as well as the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought as it is cited in Aṣaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainments. I would add that calling the final wheel of doctrine “extremely fantastic and extremely marvelous” goes against the basic Ge-luk-ba position that even for the Proponents of Mind-Only the middle wheel is the supreme teaching for the Bodhisattvas who are sharper than those for whom the third wheel was specifically taught. This is because these sharp Bodhisattvas can understand the doctrine of the three natures and the three non-natures just from hearing the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras, and so forth (see Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 245.10-247.1). For this reason, the version of sūtra accepted in Ge-luk-ba circles speaks only of the middle wheel as being “very fantastic and marvelous.”

In the seventh chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, Buddha speaks about the various types of sentient beings to whom he teaches doctrine, among whom the supreme are these sharp Bodhisattvas (Lamotte, Saṃdhinirmocana, 75 [17], and 199; and Powers, Wisdom of Buddha, 115):

Paramārthasamudgata, with respect to this, thinking of just these three types of non-nature, the One-Gone-Thus, by way of the aspect of setting forth sūtras of interpretable meaning, taught the doctrine [of the middle wheel] in this way, “All phenomena are natureless; all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” Regarding that, [when] sentient beings who have generated roots of virtue, have purified the obstructions, have ripened their continuaums, have great faith, and have accumulated great collections of merit and wisdom hear this doctrine, they understand—just as it is—this which I explained with a thought behind it, and they develop faith in that doctrine. They also realize, by means of their exalted wisdom, the meaning just as it is. Also, through cultivating their realization they very quickly attain the very final state.

It is said that these sharp Bodhisattvas can realize the meaning of the middle wheel of doctrine—that is, the three natures and three non-natures—without relying on an exposition such as that found in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought.

* nges pa’i don, mitärtha (Lamotte, Saṃdhinirmocana, 86 [30], n. 23).
literally as a sūtra requiring interpretation, and they posit a sūtra whose explicit teaching is suitable to be asserted literally as a definitive sūtra.

Whether the subject matter of the sūtra is explicitly concerned with emptiness or not makes no difference; rather, the determination of what requires interpretation and what is definitive is by way of whether the passage can be accepted literally or not. A sūtra that speaks of the five aggregates—forms, feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses—is definitive, since it is literally acceptable.

The same dividing line of literal acceptability and unacceptability also applies to passages concerned with the ultimate—emptiness or selflessness. In this vein, Dzong-ka-ba (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 241) says that differentiation of the interpretable and the definitive in the Mind-Only School is by way of whether there is damage to the literal reading:

[In the Mind-Only School], the differentiation between interpretable and definitive scriptures that are set forth stemming from the ultimate derives from whether there is or is not damage by reasoning to the literal reading.

Thus, when the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* speaks of the interpretable and the definitive, its concern is solely with passages concerned with the ultimate—selflessness. As Dzong-ka-ba says (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 242), the three wheels as set forth at this point in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* are constituted only by passages setting forth selflessness:

The three stages of wheels of doctrine mentioned in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* are posited, not by way of the assemblies of [Buddha’s] circle or by way of periods in the Teacher’s life and so forth but by way of topics of expression. Furthermore, those are in terms of delineating the meaning of selflessness.

Thus, although in general literality is the means for determining what is interpretable and what is definitive, the application of this principle at this point of considering the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is always in relation to the ultimate. Hence, even though the definitions of the interpretable and the definitive given above do not speak of a dual qualification—being explicitly concerned with the ultimate and being literally acceptable—this comes to be the case in so far as the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is the focus, and it appears to be the almost exclusive focus of hermeneutics in the Mind Only School. An outflow of this is that according to the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* the three wheels of

---

\*a*  Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 705.5) identifies the Jo-nang-ḥas as the proponents of this notion.

\*b*  Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (ibid., 705.6) identifies Chim, the Translator Tro, and the Translator Chak (*mchims khor chag*) as the proponents of this notion.
doctrine do not contain all of Buddha’s teaching, just all teachings concerned with the ultimate. Hence, the three wheels are not ways to parcel his life teachings into three classes.

From this perspective Jam-ñang-shay-ña gives instances of the three wheels of doctrine along with sūtras that are concordant with them or included among them:587

- actual first wheel of doctrine: *Wheel of Doctrine of the Four Truths*
- sūtras partially concordant with the first wheel: the *Four Groups of Scriptures on Discipline*, Four Establishments through Mindfulness Sūtra, the *bṛgya ba rtogs brjod bṛgya ba* in the *Extensive Sport Sūtra*, and so forth
- actual middle wheel of doctrine: those in the class of Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras
- sūtras partially concordant with the middle wheel: *Diamond Cutter Sūtra*, *King of Meditative Stabilizations Sūtra*, *Buddhāvatamsaka Sūtra*, *Pile of Jewels Sūtra*, and so forth.
- actual final wheel of doctrine: *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and particularly its Chapter of Questions by Paramārthasamudgata
- sūtras included in the class of final wheel: *Sūtra on the Heavily Adorned* and so forth.

Jam-ñang-shay-ña adds that even though the Middle Way School considers the *Descent into Laṅkā Sūtra*, the *Sūtra on the Ten Grounds*, the *Matrix-of-One-Gone-Thus Sūtra*, and so forth to be in the middle wheel of doctrine, for the Mind-Only School these are included in the final wheel of doctrine, since they cite these to prove that the class of the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras requires interpretation.

In this way, the delineation of emptiness in the Mind-Only School determines which teachings require interpretation and which are definitive. That the differentiation of scriptures depends on the view of emptiness illustrates how Đzong-ka-ñ’s title, *Treatise Differentiating the Interpretable and the Definitive: The Essence of Eloquence*, while seeming to place the distinguishing of scriptures as the central topic, actually indicates its principal focus, emptiness. The presentation of emptiness, in turn, is accomplished through extensive analysis, even though the principal sūtra, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, does not—in the actual run of words—*itself* contain any reasonings proving emptiness. Begun in commentarial traditions in India and extended into even more of an art form in Tibet and the Mongolias, the vividly distinct articulations of reasoning—around which social units formed—provide copious evidence that among scholars of even one sect there was no monolithic power exerting control from an all-powerful center. In a culture of often great provincialism, intellectual diversity and difference were deliberately encouraged.

---

587 *lung sde bzhi.*
Appendix: Wonch’uk’s Influence in Tibet

The Korean scholar Wonch’uk was born in 612 or 613 in Hsin-lo and ordained as a novice at the age of three; at fifteen he traveled to Ch’ang-an, China, capital of the T’ang dynasty (618-908), where he remained for the rest of his life, dying at Fo-shou-chi Monastery on August 25, 696. He wrote a ten-fascicle commentary on the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that was eventually translated into Tibetan sometime between 815 and 824 and thus was available in Tibet when Đong-ka-ба wrote The Essence of Eloquence at the turn of the fifteenth century (1407-1408).

Đong-ka-ба explicitly refers to Wonch’uk’s text nine times—three by his name, five by “Chinese Great Commentary,” and once within “the commentaries.” There are also two times when, without attribution, he uses Wonch’uk’s text as a source for outlines of passages from the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. The number of references and the fact that he does so by name or title of his text eight times are particularly significant, since Đong-ka-با only obliquely refers to one other text written in Chinese—a commentary on the sūtra by Paramārtha that, most likely, he knew only through Wonch’uk’s commentary. Also, he does not even mention the name of any Tibetan scholar, including the one whom he is principally refuting, Šhay-rap-gyl-tsen (1292-1361), whose opinions he frequently rebukes. Đong-ka-با’s open references to Wonch’uk

---

a For a more detailed presentation of Wonch’uk’s biography, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 39ff.
b Presently called Xian.
c For a discussion of how the text came to be translated by Fa-ch’eng, see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 44.
d It may be that Đong-ka-با was the first in Tibet to react in detail to Wonch’uk’s commentary. I have made inquiries as to whether Wonch’uk is cited by scholars of other Tibetan schools and to date have learned of none.
e Twice as wen tsbeg (Emptiness in Mind-Only, Translation, 119/ Text, 387; 125/389) and once as sde snod gsum pa wen tsbeg (Tripiṭaka Wonch’uk, 123/388).
f It is apparent that Đong-ka-با was unaware that Wonch’uk was born in Korea; it is likely that by using the nomenclature of “the Chinese Great Commentary” (rgya nag gi ’grel chen; Emptiness in Mind-Only, 78/370, 98/381, 101/382, 123/388, 126/389), he intends to distinguish Wonch’uk’s commentary from another long commentary extant in Tibetan (for discussion of its authorship see Emptiness in Mind-Only, Appendix 1, p. 453ff.). Đong-ka-با cites this commentary only once, in order to refute it (see Emptiness in Mind-Only, 156). Đong-ka-با does not cite Jñānagarbha’s commentary (Peking 5535, vol. 109), which is only on the eighth chapter, nor does he mention a short one attributed to Asaṅga (Peking 5481, vol. 104). His attention is clearly on Wonch’uk’s text.
g ’grel pa rnam; Emptiness in Mind-Only, 80/370.
h Emptiness in Mind-Only, 86/373 and 118/387.
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most likely derive from deference to his wide-ranging scholarship and from a wish to correct the opinions of the scholar who wrote the longest commentary on the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. Among the eleven references, Đzong-ka-ba disagrees with Wonch’uk six times (items 1, 2, 8, 10, 11), refines his opinion four times (items 5, 6, 7, 9), and agrees with Wonch’uk two times (3, 4).

It is highly likely that through Wonch’uk’s text Đzong-ka-ba became aware of the scholarship of Bodhiruci, Dharmapāla, Paramārtha, and Hsüan-tsang, all of whom the Tibetan scholar mentions in his separate presentation of the mind-basis-of-all and afflicted mentality,* written in his twenties. Also, Ernst Steinkellner cogently speculates that the Tibetan technique of employing elaborate sectioning and subsectioning of texts may stem from similarly elaborate sectioning in Wonch’uk’s commentary. If this is so, Wonch’uk also gave rise to a predominant style of scholarly organization in Tibetan texts that was employed to greater and lesser degrees by scholars in all of the major sects.

Throughout the first four chapters of *The Essence of Eloquence*, Đzong-ka-ba, while relying on Wonch’uk’s presentation, seeks to refine many points, and subsequently Tibetan and Mongolian commentators subject his critiques—as well as other points in limited parts of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*—to extensive analysis. Through extended discussions they often draw attention to facets of the sūtra that otherwise could easily be missed, and at other times they endow the sūtra with retroactive meanings created by analyzing it in the light of subsequent scholastic developments.

In analyzing Đzong-ka-ba’s critiques, some commentators return to Wonch’uk’s text and, in the guise of “defending” Đzong-ka-ba’s points, actually give highly critical analyses by pointing out potential flaws in his presentation. Even when they valiantly explain away difficulties, they sometimes do this to the point where they give credence to Wonch’uk’s reading. Also, they identify the actual passages in Wonch’uk’s text when Đzong-ka-ba uses it as a source, especially if the reference does not appear in the corresponding place in the chapter of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* under consideration.

We will first consider all of Đzong-ka-ba’s explicit and implicit references to Wonch’uk’s commentary and then consider representative references by other Ge-luk-ba scholars.

---

*a* Extensive Commentary on the Difficult Points of the Mind-Basis-of-All and Afflicted Mentality: Ocean of Eloquence (yid dang kun gzi’i dka’ ba’i ngs medicine . See the excellent translation by Gareth Sparham in collaboration with Shōtarō Iida, Ocean of Eloquence: Tsong kha pa’s Commentary on the Yogācāra Doctrine of Mind (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 1993). In that text, Đzong-ka-ba cites Wonch’uk with regard to the history of Great Vehicle masters (pp. 48-49) and the number of consciousnesses asserted by Mind-Only masters (pp. 153-156).
1. References to Wonch’uk in Đzong-ka-ba’s *The Essence of Eloquence*

First Reference: “Chinese *Great Commentary.*”
Disagrees with Wonch’uk about the meaning of a term, but the commentators are left with a morass

Đzong-ka-ba (59-133) disagrees with Wonch’uk’s definition of “own-character” (rang mtshan, svalakesa) that appears in Paramārthasamudgata’s question:

The Supramundane Victor [initially] spoke, in many ways, of the **own-character** of the aggregates [of forms, feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses, these being that in which one travels in cyclic existence].  

Wonch’uk takes the term “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s description of the first wheel of doctrine as referring to the unique character or definition of a phenomenon as when Buddha speaks of a phenomenon and then of its unique character that distinguishes it from other phenomena. In the case of form, for instance, it is that which is obstructive. In the case of consciousness, it is that which knows.

Đzong-ka-ba criticizes Wonch’uk’s reading, saying “own-character” means “establishment by way of its own character.” His attempt at correction is based on Buddha’s usage of a similar term in his answer:

Those [imputational natures] are characters posited by names and terminology and **do not subsist by way of their own character.** Therefore, they are said to be “non-natures in terms of character.”

Here in the answer “character” in “non-natures in terms of character” unquestionably refers to “establishment by way of [their] own character.” Đzong-ka-ba identifies the “own-character” of Paramārthasamudgata’s question as having the same meaning as the “character” in Buddha’s answer, which he himself identifies as “establishment by way of [its] own character.”

This identification leads his commentators into a morass of difficulties. The problem revolves around the fact that in the Mind-Only School the aggregates are indeed “established by way of their own character,” and thus Buddha’s teaching in the first wheel of doctrine would not require interpretation, whereas it is a fundamental point of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* that the first and second wheels of doctrine require interpretation. What to do?

* Jay-ätzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen (1469-1546) leaves as is Đzong-ka-ba’s identification of “own-character” as “established by way of its own character.”
He cryptically suggests that the first wheel also teaches that phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective conceptual consciousnesses.

- Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s identification as is but adds that a difference of entity between subject and object is also taught. Some of his contemporary followers (e.g., Kensur Ye-shay-tup-den and Ge-shay Gon-chok-tsay-ring) add that when Buddha teaches “establishment by way of its own character,” the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of words and conceptual consciousnesses is also communicated. Thus, it seems that in Jay-dzin Chögyi-gyeltsen and Pan-chen Šö-nam-drak-ba’s traditions any passage that teaches that forms, for instance, are established by way of their own character also teaches that forms are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective words and conceptual consciousnesses or are external objects. Hence, even though such a passage is factually correct in teaching that forms are established by way of their own character, it does not follow that the passage is literally acceptable and thus of definitive meaning, since it also teaches a false status of objects.

- Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-āang-shay-ba, however, strictly limit the meaning of “own-character” in Paramārthaśamudgata’s question to the establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and hold that this is what Dzong-ka-ba meant by “established by way of its own character.” Thus, they conclude that what Dzong-ka-ba means is that first-wheel sūtras teach, relative to certain trainees, that each and every phenomenon, whether compounded or uncompounded, is established by way of its own character as the referent of its respective conceptual consciousness.

In Gung-tang’s commentary, a hypothetical objection is made to Gung-ru Chö-jung and Jam-āang-shay-ba’s identification of “own-character” as “established by way of its own character” as the referent of its respective conceptual consciousness; the objector wants to remain with Dzong-ka-ba’s identification as “established by way of its own character.” The objector says that the context of the first wheel of doctrine is to indicate that whatever topic is under discussion is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness, even though the words for this are not present. Thus, the term “own-character” does not have to indicate this; it can be left, as Dzong-ka-ba says, as meaning the establishment of objects by way of their own character. Hence, when the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought speaks of the own-character of the aggregates, we should take not just aggregates but aggregates established by way of their own character as the topic under discussion which, due to the mode of pronouncement, come to be communicated as established by way of their own character as referents of conceptual consciousnesses. This is the case,
for instance, with all of the attributes of the aggregates—production, disintegration, abandonment, and thorough knowledge—which are, in their literal reading, not to be taken as what is negated; rather, the terms for the attributes ("production" and so forth) are those phenomena in their actuality; nevertheless, the context of the teaching is that these are established by way of their own character as the referents of words and conceptual consciousnesses. Thus, just as production is taken to be actual production that, due to context, is pronounced as being established by way of its own character as the referent of a term or thought about it, so aggregates established by way of their own character are actual aggregates established by way of their own character that, due to context, are pronounced as being established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses.

Gung-tang’s answer. Gung-tang responds that the establishment of the aggregates by way of their own character is an attribute of the aggregates, not the entity of the aggregates, and thus the teaching that the establishment of the aggregates by way of their own character is itself established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness would not constitute a teaching about the entity of the aggregates but would be a teaching about an attribute of the aggregates.

Gung-tang's own "solution." He is left with having to posit Đzong-ka-ba’s “actual” meaning when he used those words. He asserts that when Đzong-ka-ba, having criticized Wonch’uk for taking “own-character” as meaning the unique character of an object, says that, instead of this, the term refers to establishment by way of its own character, he is using a code word for establishment of objects by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses—not actual establishment of objects by way of their own character. As evidence for his opinion, Gung-tang says that if “own-character” meant merely establishment of objects by way of their own character, then since the mental and physical aggregates are indeed established by way of their own character, it would be inappropriate for Paramārthasamudgata to ask about the basis in Buddha’s thought when he taught such.

Gung-tang is reduced to saying that Đzong-ka-ba could not have made such an egregious mistake about the reason for Paramārthasamudgata’s questioning the teaching in the first wheel of doctrine and hence he could not have meant what his mere words seem to say. It is likely that Gung-tang is indicating that this is what Đzong-ka-ba should have meant.

Remark

The objector’s opinion so strenuously refuted by Gung-tang shows how to revive Wonch’uk’s exposition of “own-character” as the entity or unique defining nature of an object without contravening Đzong-ka-ba’s point that an imputational nature has a unique defining character. Gung-tang does not face the issue
that if, like Wonch’uk, we consider “own-character” to be the entity or unique defining nature of an object, his objection—which revolves around the fault that “own-character” if it means “establishment by way of its own character” refers to an attribute and not to the entity—no longer holds. For, just like the objector, we can posit that everything taught in the first wheel of doctrine is within the context of its being established by way of its own character as the referent of terms and conceptual consciousnesses. Then, we can use Wonch’uk’s definition of “own-character” as the entity or unique nature of an object, and not have to twist it into something else. As in Đzong-ka-ba’s reading, this false status of objects constitutes what is negated in emptiness; however, unlike Đzong-ka-ba’s explanation, it is not indicated by the term “own-character” in Paramārthasamudgata’s question; rather, this false status of objects is the context in which everything in the first wheel is taught.

Indeed, this seems to be just what the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is saying, for the failing of the first wheel is not that it teaches a plethora of phenomena but that it does not teach that all phenomena have the same taste in the ultimate—the thoroughly established nature that is the imputational nature’s emptiness of being established by way of its own character. It does not teach that all phenomena are of one taste in the ultimate. The first wheel lacks this teaching of the ultimate as the general character of all phenomena.

I surmise that Gung-tang intends to suggest this revival of Wonch’uk’s reading of “own-character” as the unique defining nature of an object within emphasizing that the teachings in the first wheel of doctrine are made within the context of communicating that these phenomena are established by way of their own character as the referents of their respective terms and thoughts about them.

So why did Đzong-ka-ba say what he did? It is likely that he was seeking to show that in the Mind Only School even though permanent phenomena such as uncompounded space are merely imputed by conceptuality, they do have their own defining natures, and thus their imputed existence is validated existence. In this, he is opposed by certain Ša-ḡya scholars who say that imputed existence does not serve as validated existence. Đzong-ka-ba wants to show that the views of so-called “lower” schools function as stepping-stones to the so-called “highest” view, that of the Consequence School; this “final” view is that all phenomena exist imputedly, and such existence is validated existence. This is a cornerstone of his philosophical writing and is a source of more than considerable controversy between the Ge-luk-ba schools and other Tibetan schools.
Second Reference: Included in “the commentaries.”
Disagrees about the meaning of a set of terms, but the criticism is refined by commentators

With regard to Dzong-ka-ňa’s criticism of Wonch’uk’s reading of “the various and manifold constituents” as both referring to the eighteen constituents (issue #16), Gung-tang points out that despite evidence in the seventh chapter of the Śūtra Unraveling the Thought supporting Dzong-ka-ňa’s reading as “the eighteen constituents and the six constituents,” the order of that passage in the sūtra has to be reversed from “six and eighteen” to “eighteen and six.” He also indicates that there are sources for Wonch’uk’s reading in the Questions of Subhūti chapter of the Śūtra Unraveling the Thought, in “Asaṅga’s Compendium of Ascertainties” (Wonch’uk refers to the Grounds of Yogic Practice), in the Myrobalan Sūtra, and in Maitreya’s Ornament for the Great Vehicular Sūtras. Another commentator, A-ku Lo-drö-γya-tso tries to save Dzong-ka-ňa’s point by making the distinction that although the usage of these two terms at the point of Paramārthaśāmadgata’s question does not accord with Wonch’uk’s explanation, it is also permissible to explain these terms as they are set forth in the Śūtra Unraveling the Thought (in general or in the Subhūti Chapter). They thereby give credence to Wonch’uk’s exegesis, even if they criticize it for being misplaced.

Third Reference: implicit.
Uses as a source for an outline of a scriptural passage

Apparently following Wonch’uk’s structuring of Buddha’s description of the character-non-nature in the Śūtra Unraveling the Thought, Dzong-ka-ňa divides it into a (rhetorical) question, an answer, a (rhetorical) questioning of the reason, and an answer to that question. He then advises that this format should be used also with respect to the other two non-natures. (See Emptiness in Mind-Only, 85-86, 263, and Reflections on Reality, 154-156.)

Fourth Reference: “Chinese Great Commentary.”
Uses as a source for the meaning of a term

The Śūtra Unraveling the Thought states that the ultimate-non-nature is distinguished by the selflessness of phenomena and only subsists in permanent, permanent time and everlasting, everlasting time. Dzong-ka-ňa approvingly cites Wonch’uk’s explanation that these mean former time and later time. (See Emptiness in Mind-Only, 98.)

\[ \text{a} \quad \text{tha dad pa, nānātva.} \]
\[ \text{b} \quad \text{du ma, anekatva.} \]
\[ \text{c} \quad \text{rga pa’i dus.} \]
\[ \text{d} \quad \text{ther zug gi dus.} \]
Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso identifies the gloss as being in Wonch’uk’s commentary near the end of the Subhūti Chapter in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*. Drawing from Wonch’uk, he points out that, according to context, “permanent time” and “everlasting time” have various meanings, and he lists them. (See *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 98–99, n. e.)

Fifth Reference: “Chinese Great Commentary.”
Cites as the source for the resolution of an apparent conflict between the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* and Asaṅga’s *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* and refines Wonch’uk’s explanation. Bel-jor-hlün-drup fleshes out the point, and Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso covers up an omission that serves as evidence counter to his own tradition’s explanation of “production by itself.”

The Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras say that all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow. In identifying what was behind Buddha’s teaching, the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* at this point speaks of only imputational natures and the thoroughly established nature. However, Asaṅga in his *Summary of Manifest Knowledge* says that Buddha taught such in consideration of all three natures. About this, Wonch’uk says:396

The teaching, in dependence upon imputational natures, in treatises such as the *Very Extensive One Hundred Stanzas* and so forth that all phenomena are natureless, unproduced, unceasing, and so forth indicates that dependently arisen objects are not non-existent. Therefore, these sūtras also, thinking of the three natures in general, teach that all phenomena are natureless and, thinking of the first and last natures, teach [that all phenomena] are unproduced, and so forth.

Ḍzong-ka-bṣa (see *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 100–103) reframes Wonch’uk’s statement, in the course of which he implicitly criticizes Wonch’uk for referring to the mere existence of dependent-arisings and not their “existence by way of their own character.” Still, the remainder of his explanation accords exactly with Wonch’uk’s text.

In more detail:

- The *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* is indicating that since other-powered natures have production and cessation that exist by way of their own character, the statements in the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* concerning no production and no cessation are not in consideration of other-powered natures. Also, since most other-powered natures are included within the class

---

396 bstan bcos shin tu rgyas pa brgya pa la sogs pa.
of thoroughly afflicted phenomena, they are not treated as what was behind Buddha’s teaching that phenomena are quiescent from the start and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.

- Asaṅga, on the other hand, seeks to demonstrate a correspondence between how each of the three natures is natureless and how they also are not produced, not ceasing, quiescent from the start, and primordially passed beyond sorrow.

Bel-jor-hlun-drup’s *Lamp for the Teaching* fleshes out Asaṅga’s presentation:

- Imputational natures are said to be “unproduced” because they are not produced by way of their own character. They are said to be “unceased” because they do not cease by way of their own character. They are said to be quiescent from the start and naturally passed beyond sorrow because they are not afflicted phenomena since they are uncompounded.

- Other-powered natures are said to be “unproduced, unceasing,” because they are not produced by their own power without depending on conditions and do not cease by their own power. Other-powered natures are said to be “quiescent from the start and naturally passed beyond sorrow” because without depending on conditions they do not exist as thoroughly afflicted phenomena.

- Thoroughly established natures are said to be “not produced, not ceasing” because they are not produced and do not cease as the nature that is a self of phenomena, or because they are the suchness that is not produced and does not cease as either a self of persons or a self of phenomena. They are said to be “quiescent from the start” and “naturally passed beyond sorrow” because they are without afflictions that are the nature of a self of phenomena, that is, without afflictions that are established by way of their own character as referents of conceptual consciousnesses. On this occasion, “sorrow” is the afflictive emotions. Or, in another way, thoroughly established natures are said to be “quiescence from the start” and “naturally passed beyond sorrow” because of being naturally passed beyond the afflictions in the sense of not being either established as a substantially existent person or established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousnesses and words.

When Wonch’uk presents Asaṅga’s exposition of the production that other-powered entities lack, he gives a double meaning to the type of production that is lacking:

Because other-powered entities are produced in dependence upon others but do not have the meaning (1) of being produced by themselves and (2) of being produced causelessly, [Asaṅga’s] treatise, the *Summary of Manifest Knowledge*, and so forth say that stemming from the three aspects of natures, [Buddha] taught that all phenomena are
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natureless, unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.

Gung-tang (see issue #68), however, cogently holds that in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought “production by itself” means intrinsic production as in the Nihilist School, and it is intriguing that Đzong-ka-bā does not criticize Wonch’uk for describing Asaṅga’s view of the production that other-powered entities lack as “being produced by themselves and being produced causelessly,” since Wonch’uk indeed does not seem to be giving two ways of referring to causeless production but seems to offer two different explanations. The two versions could only be production from self and causeless production, since at least in the Tibetan translation he uses the term by (kyis) for the first type and connects the two with “and” (dang). Jik-may-dām-chō-gya-tso recognizes the problem, and thus when he recapitulates Wonch’uk’s meaning, he gets around the situation by switching “and” to “or” (’am), thereby making the second explanation into a gloss of the first and thus makes the reference into being just causeless production.

Sixth Reference: implicit.
Adapts an outline of a sūtra passage

Unlike Đzong-ka-bā’s sixfold division (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 118) of the sūtra passage about the first wheel of doctrine—place, trainees, entity, subjects of expression, praise, and its not being of definitive meaning—Wonch’uk divides a slightly longer passage (beginning with an initial statement, “Then, at that time, the Bodhisattva Paramārthasamudgata also offered this to the Supramundane Victor,” and then continuing through what Đzong-ka-bā cited) into two parts with several subdivisions. Wonch’uk’s twofold arrangement with these subdivisions and their corresponding passages in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought is:

1. Indicating that the [first] wheel of doctrine itself is lofty
   a. Indicating the petitioner and the respondent: “Then, at that time, the Bodhisattva Paramārthasamudgata also offered this to the Supramundane Victor”
   b. Indicating the time when it was spoken: “initially”
   c. Indicating the place where it was spoken: “in the area of Varānāsi in the Deer Park [called] ‘Sage’s Propounding’”
   d. Indicating those for whom it was spoken: “for those engaged in the Hearer vehicle”
   e. Indicating the wheel of doctrine: “thoroughly turned a wheel of

---

a  bdag nyid kyis skye ba.
b  Emptiness in Mind-Only, 115.
c  yang dag par.
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2. Indicating that the [first] wheel of doctrine is inferior and not of definitive meaning: “fantastic and marvelous which none—god or human—had turned in a similar fashion in the world [but] that wheel of doctrine thoroughly turned by the Supramundane Victor is surpassable, provides an opportunity [for refutation], is of interpretable meaning, and serves as a basis for controversy.”

Đzong-ka-ba not only does not use Wonch’uk’s twofold division of the sūtra passage but also (1) eliminates the category of indicating the petitioner and respondent as well as that of time and (2) adds the category of praise. He also changes Wonch’uk’s category of “indicating the wheel of doctrine” into two categories, entity and subjects of expression. Đzong-ka-ba does all this without mentioning Wonch’uk, but immediately after this (see the next reference) he cites Wonch’uk’s explanation.

Seventh Reference: “Wonch’uk (wen tsheg).”

Draws on and refines explanations of terms

Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 119, fnt. a) gives two versions of the four qualities mentioned in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought to describe the first turning of the wheel of doctrine. In the first list, he paraphrases Wonch’uk’s explanation; in the second list, he gives his own rendition of the four. Wonch’uk himself says:

Because this wheel of doctrine holds back [or hides] emptiness and teaches [everything] as just existent, it (1) is of interpretable meaning. Because it fully teaches the causes and effects of cyclic existence and nirvāṇa as well as the selflessness of persons and does not teach the reasoning of the emptiness of phenomena, this teaching of [the first wheel of doctrine] (2) is a teaching that has a special [doctrine] higher than it, (3) is a teaching in relation to which there is occasion for [realization of a doctrine] more special and is susceptible to destruction by others, and (4) is a source of controversy among the twenty sects [of Hearers].

Gung-tang explains the reason for Wonch’uk’s change in order

Gung-tang shows his own prowess by elaborately defending Đzong-ka-ba but admits that he is unsuccessful, suggesting that Đzong-ka-ba does not fully represent Wonch’uk’s intention or meaning. Wonch’uk puts first what is mentioned in the sūtra as the third quality of this wheel of doctrine—its being of interpretable meaning. As Gung-tang says, this is because Wonch’uk sees the

---

This addition is Gung-tang’s exposition of Wonch’uk’s meaning; see below.
sūtra’s first, second, and fourth qualities as being consequences of the first wheel’s being of interpretable meaning.

In the first list of four, Dzong-ka-ða (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 121) essentially paraphrases Wonch’uk, except that he rearranges Wonch’uk’s explanation in accordance with the order of the four points in the sūtra:

With respect to those, Wonch’uk explains:

1. “Surpassable” means that there is a special doctrine higher than this
2. “Affords an occasion” means that there is an occasion of a doctrine more special than this
3. Because it does not teach emptiness and teaches [that everything] exists, it requires interpretation
4. That it has controversy means that it is susceptible to destruction by others [through debate] and serves as a source of controversy among Hearer sectarians

Gung-tang explains in what sense Wonch’uk and Dzong-ka-ða agree

Then, in his own listing of the four points, Dzong-ka-ða objects only to Wonch’uk’s rendering of the second; however, he rewords all four points. As Gung-tang says, “Since [Dzong-ka-ða] did not make a refutation of the other three, they accord in meaning with his own system.” Most likely, Gung-tang is suggesting that even if three of Dzong-ka-ða’s list agree with Wonch’uk’s in meaning, the phraseology is markedly different.

It seems to me that Dzong-ka-ða also does not accept the meaning of Wonch’uk’s rendition of the third quality, unless by “exists” Wonch’uk intends not mere existence but existence by way of its own character, since Dzong-ka-ða repeatedly says that the issue is not with existence but with existence by way of its own character. Also, Dzong-ka-ða cannot accept the first part of the fourth quality as Wonch’uk presents it, since Dzong-ka-ða considers the first wheel’s susceptibility to destruction by others through debate to be the meaning of the second quality. He would not, however, have any substantial quarrel with Wonch’uk’s description of the first quality.

Gung-tang pretends to defend Dzong-ka-ða’s misplacement of a term when reporting Wonch’uk’s presentation

In Gung-tang’s Difficult Points a hypothetical opponent points out that

---

a In order to avoid redundancy with the first quality, Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 240.6) explains Wonch’uk’s presentation of this quality as meaning that there is an occasion of realization of a doctrine more special than this.

b Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 238.5-240.12.
Wonch’uk himself takes “destruction by others” as part of his explanation of the sūtra’s second quality, that is, “affords an occasion.” According to this hypothetical critic, Đzong-ka-ba has misread “destruction by others” to be part of the sūtra’s fourth quality due to the ambiguity of the Tibetan translation of Wonch’uk’s rearrangement of these four into his own list. Speaking about the second and fourth qualities of the first wheel (which, in Đzong-ka-ba’s reordering of Wonch’uk’s passage, are the third and fourth qualities), Wonch’uk⁶⁰⁴ says:

\[
\text{skabs khyad par can yod pa’i bstan pa dang/ } \text{gzhan dag gis gzhig par bya ba dang/ sde pa nyis shu po rtsod par smra ba dag gi gnas su gyur pa yin no/}
\]

The ambiguity revolves around whether the second phrase, “is susceptible to destruction by others” (\text{gzhan dag gis gzhig par bya ba}) goes with the material before it, “is a teaching in relation to which there is occasion for something more special” (\text{skabs khyad par can yod pa’i bstan pa}) or after it, “is a source of controversy among the twenty sects [of Hearers]” (\text{sde pa nyis shu po rtsod par smra ba dag gi gnas su gyur pa}). Putting it with the material preceding it, the passage reads:

(3) is a teaching in relation to which there is occasion for something more special and is susceptible to destruction by others, and (4) is a source of controversy among the twenty sects [of Hearers].

Putting it with the material following it, Đzong-ka-ba takes the passage as saying:

(3) is a teaching in relation to which there is occasion for something more special, and (4) is susceptible to destruction by others and is a source of controversy among the twenty sects [of Hearers].

Đzong-ka-ba puts the second phrase (“is susceptible to destruction by others”) with the material following it, but the hypothetical critic objects that it should be put with the material preceding it, citing as evidence Wonch’uk’s later explanation of “does not afford an occasion” with regard to the third wheel, where there is no grammatical ambiguity in the Tibetan. The critic’s point is extremely well taken, for, about the third wheel, Wonch’uk⁶⁰⁵ does indeed say:

Because this is supremely fantastic and there is no other exceeding it, it is unsurpassable. **Because it does not afford an occasion for something more superior later and does not afford an occasion for [later] destruction, it does not afford an occasion.** Because it teaches existence and non-existence completely, it is of definitive meaning, and it is not a source of controversy. (\’di mchog tu rmad du byung zhi de las lhag pa gzhan med pas bla na ma mchis pa dang / phyis mchog tu ‘gyur
In the middle sentence, WONCH’UK clearly puts “occasion for something more superior later” (phyis mchog tu ’gyur ba’i skabs) and “occasion for [later] destruction” (gzhig pa’i skabs) together in one negative reason clause, from which it can be determined that this is how the earlier passage about the first wheel should be read (but, of course, without the negative).

Gung-tang gives an elaborate “defense” of ĐZONG-KA-BĀ’s apparent slip with regard to the first wheel. In order to maintain the pretense that ĐZONG-KA-BĀ did not make an error (and in order to indicate his own powers of creative exposition), Gung-tang makes the claim that in WONCH’UK’s text “is susceptible to destruction by others” (gzhig pa’i skabs med pa) does indeed go with what follows it, “is a source of controversy among the twenty sects” (sde pa nyis shu po rtsod…) and not with the preceding, “is a teaching that has a special [doctrine] higher than it” (skabs khyad par can yod pa’i bstan pa), despite the fact that phyis gzhig pa’i skabs med pa goes with skabs med pa. He does this by analyzing WONCH’UK’s meaning of “affording an occasion” as being that there is an occasion of a higher realization and thus having nothing to do with external debate. He also thereby has to claim that “does not afford an occasion for destruction” (gzhig pa’i skabs med pa), which is undeniably tied to “it does not afford an occasion” (skabs med pa), refers not to destruction in debate but to the third wheel’s not being discarded upon realizing a higher meaning. However, as Gung-tang himself admits, this brings him into conflict with ĐZONG-KA-BĀ’s statement that except for the former of the two reasons for “not affording an occasion” his own presentation agrees with WONCH’UK’s, for ĐZONG-KA-BĀ explains the latter of the two reasons “does not afford an occasion for later destruction” (gzhig pa’i skabs med pa) as not affording an occasion for destruction in debate and not as “not being discarded upon realizing a higher meaning” as Gung-tang takes WONCH’UK’s meaning. Gung-tang thereby admits the weakness of his otherwise ingenious defense of ĐZONG-KA-BĀ. The admission can be understood only through realizing that he is self-consciously and humorously operating under the dictum that ĐZONG-KA-BĀ somehow has to be made right even when he is not.

Eighth Reference: “Tripiṭaka WONCH’UK (sde snod gsum pa wen tsbeg).”

Disagrees with WONCH’UK about the meaning of a set of terms

ĐZONG-KA-BĀ (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 123, 275) implicitly criticizes WONCH’UK for merely saying that the four qualities of the middle wheel of doctrine—being surpassable, affording an occasion, requiring interpretation, and
serving as a basis for controversy—are so “in relation to the third wheel.” Though this is indeed the case because the third wheel is not surpassable, does not afford an occasion, is definitive, and does not serve as a basis for controversy, Dzong-ka-ba considers Wonch’uk’s commentary to be insufficient. He also passes off Paramártha’s explanation, cited by Wonch’uk, as not good and thus does not even cite it or explain his disdain. Dzong-ka-ba’s opinion is that the four should be presented as was done for the first wheel:

- Surpassable means that there are other teachings of definitive meaning higher than this.
- Affording an occasion means that it affords an occasion for the assessment of fault by other disputants.
- Requiring interpretation means that its meaning must be interpreted otherwise.
- Serving as a basis for controversy means that, since Buddha did not clearly differentiate the status of what from among the three natures exists by way of its own character and what does not, there is controversy about the meaning.

Ninth Reference: “Chinese Great Commentary.”

Praises the translation of a term but implicitly disagrees about its meaning

Dzong-ka-ba praises Wonch’uk’s translation of a term regarding the middle wheel of doctrine in the Sutra Unraveling the Thought. Dzong-ka-ba’s own citation (Empinness in Mind-Only, 116) of the sutra (with the phrase under scrutiny highlighted) is:

Based on just the naturelessness of all phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally passed beyond sorrow, the Supramundane Victor turned a second wheel of doctrine, for those engaged in the Great Vehicle, very fantastic and marvelous, through the aspect of speaking on emptiness. Furthermore, that wheel of doctrine turned by the

---

\[a\] brtsams, ārabhya (Lamotte, Samdhinirmocana, 86 [30], n. 18). Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 236.10) explains that brtsams here means “taking such and such as substrata” (khyad gebir bzung ba), although in other places it means that “the thought comes down to such and such” (dgongs pa der ’bab pa tsam).

For the Go-mang tradition of Gung-ru Chö-jung, Jam-yang-shay-ba, Gung-tang, and A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso, the second wheel—taking these as its substrata—teaches on the literal level that all phenomena are not established from their own side.

\[b\] theg pa chen po la yang dag par zhugi pa, mahāyānasamprasthita (Lamotte, Samdhinirmocana, 86 [30], n. 19).

\[c\] stong pa nyid smos pa’i rnam pas, śūnyatāvādakāreṇa (ibid., 86 [30], n. 20).
Supramundane Victor is surpassable, affords an occasion [for refutation], requires interpretation, and serves as a basis for controversy.

Đzong-ka-βa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 123) praises Wonch’uk’s rendition:

In the Chinese Great Commentary [by Wonch’uk], “in a non-manifest manner” also appears [in his citation of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought instead of “through the aspect of speaking on emptiness.”]b Wonch’uk] explains that it means holding back [or hiding]606 the existent. That translation is good.

However, Đzong-ka-βa refines the significance:

The meaning is that while the latter two wheels are similar in teaching “stemming from naturelessness” as the subject of expression, the difference in the mode of teaching is that the middle wheel does not differentiate [clearly]607 what has nature and what does not, as explained before, due to which the sūtra says, “in a non-manifest manner,” whereas since the latter wheel differentiates these, the sūtra says, “possessed of good differentiation.”

He is clearly building on and refining Wonch’uk’s commentary.

Tenth Reference: “Wonch’uk (wen tsheg).”

Disagrees with Wonch’uk about the meaning of a term

Đzong-ka-βa (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 125) quotes Wonch’uk with regard to the four qualities of the third wheel of doctrine and laconically faults the first part of his twofold rendition of the second quality. Đzong-ka-βa reports Wonch’uk’s opinion and criticizes only this part of it:

Wonch’uk explains:608

---

a Wonch’uk (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 169.2.3): mi mngon pa’i rnam pas. Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotusas (64b.4) and Jam-yang-shay-βa’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive (133.6), when citing Wonch’uk, add stong pa nyid, making stong pa nyid mi mngon pa’i rnam pas; Wonch’uk’s text itself reads: rang bzhin gyis yongs su myang ngan las ’das pa nyid las brtsams nas ‘di ltar mi mngon pa’i rnam pas yang dag pa’i chos kyi ’khor lo bskor ba.

b stong pa nyid smos pa’i rnam pas. The stog Palace edition of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (70.1) has still another reading: “through the aspect of elaborations” (spros pa’i rnam pas). Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 292.2) points out that the ska cog translation of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought reads “having elaborations” (spros pa dang bcas pa).

c Wonch’uk (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 169.3.2) explains that the first wheel hides emptiness and teaches existence, whereas the second wheel hides existence and teaches emptiness. Đzong-ka-βa considers the rendering of “in a non-manifest manner” preferable to “through the aspect of speaking,” but he does not accept the meaning that Wonch’uk assigns to the expression.
Because this is supremely marvelous and there is no other exceeding it, it is unsurpassable. Because it does not afford an occasion for some more superior [realization] later and does not afford an occasion for [later]’ destruction, it does not afford an occasion. Because it teaches existence and non-existence completely, it is of definitive meaning, and it is not a source of controversy.

Except for [Wonch’uk’s unsuitable explanation of] the former [of the two meanings] of no occasion [that is, “it does not afford an occasion for some more superior (realization) later’], his explanations [of the other three qualities] appear to be similar in meaning with the opposite of my earlier explanation of the meaning of surpassable and so forth [with respect to the first wheel and thus are suitable].

Đzong-ka-ṇa’s earlier version of the four (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 121) with regard to the first two wheels of doctrine is:

1. There are other [teachings] of definitive meaning higher than this.
2. It affords an occasion for fault by other disputants when its meaning is asserted in accordance with how it is taught. This is even translated as “susceptible to dispute” in [Paramārtha’s] Chinese commentary; hence, the meaning is such [and not as Wonch’uk explains it].

---

\[a\] Wonch’uk (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 170.2.2) has a second “later” (phyis), as is confirmed by Gung-tang’s Difficult Points (240.14), whereas Đzong-ka-ṇa omits the second, citing only phyis mchog tu 'gyur ba'i skabs dang gzhi pa'i skabs med pas.

\[b\] As Jik-may-dam-cho-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 290.2) explains, “affords an occasion” (skabs mchis pa) means “suitable for the assessment of censure” (klaṅ ka 'jug rungi) and thus allowing for fallacies through reasonings refuting the extreme of superimposition by opponents such as the Proponents of Mind-Only (sems tsam sogs rgol bas sgro ’dgos kyi mtha’ gog pa'i rigs pa dag gis rgol ba'i skyon kyi go skabs yod pa).

\[c\] This is the text written by Paramārtha (yang dag bden pa; 499-569), called Commentary on the “Sūtra Unraveling the Words” (tshig nges par 'grel ba'i mdo'i 'grel pa); see Wonch’uk (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 170.2.7, and so forth) for citation of the title. The translation into Tibetan of Paramārtha’s explanation, as cited by Wonch’uk (170.3.1 and 170.3.4; see also Jik-may-dam-cho-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 290.4), uses the term “susceptible to dispute” (rgol ba dang bcas pa) in place of “affords an opportunity” (skabs mchis pa). Đzong-ka-ṇa's own usage of “affords an opportunity” (skabs mchis pa) indicates his preference in terms of the words; he agrees, however, that Paramārtha’s version communicates the meaning, and thus he says, “This is even translated as ‘susceptible to dispute’ in the Chinese commentary [by Paramārtha]; hence, the meaning is such [and not as Wonch’uk explains it].”

One might think that by “Chinese commentary” Đzong-ka-ṇa is referring to Wonch’uk’s commentary, but in all five instances of referring to Wonch’uk’s text without giving his name (there being three others when he refers to him by name and one when the text is included within “the commentaries”) he refers to it as the “Chinese Great Commentary” (rgya nag gi 'grel chen), and furthermore he has just finished listing Wonch’uk’s
Appendix: Wonch’uk’s Influence in Tibet

3. Its meaning must be interpreted otherwise.
4. Since the Teacher [Buddha] did not clearly differentiate the status [of what from among the three natures exists by way of its own character and what does not], there is controversy about the meaning.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s explanation of these four in a way that is applicable to the first two wheels of doctrine is particularly clear since it focuses on the literal reading:

1. Due to the mode of teaching the literal reading, there are other sūtras of definitive meaning above it.
2. When asserted in accordance with the literal reading, there are opportunities for the assessment of fault by other disputants.
3. Since the literal reading is not literal, it requires interpretation.
4. Since whether the three natures are truly existent is not clarified, there are controversies about the literal reading among followers who assert the literal reading.

Thus, the third wheel is the opposite:

1. Due to the mode of teaching the literal reading, there are no other sūtras of definitive meaning above it.
2. When asserted in accordance with the literal reading, there is no opportunity for the assessment of fault by other disputants.
3. Since the literal reading is literal, it is definitive.
4. Since whether the three natures are truly existent is clarified, there are no assertions on these four points; thus I have taken “Chinese commentary” as referring to Paramārtha’s commentary. Indeed, Đzong-ka-ba’s reference is extremely cryptic, to be deciphered only by searching for “susceptible to dispute” (rgol ba dang bcas pa) in Wonch’uk’s text and finding that it occurs only in Wonch’uk’s citation of Paramārtha’s text. (Wonch’uk repeatedly cites Paramārtha’s text—sometimes agreeing with it, sometimes disagreeing, and sometimes not expressing an opinion.) In sum, Đzong-ka-ba is saying that Wonch’uk should have followed Paramārtha on this point.

Paramārtha’s commentary on the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought seems not to be extant in Chinese, and also a translation into Tibetan is not found in any Tibetan catalogues (thanks to Paul Hackett for the search). Wonch’uk (for example, Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 169.4) also refers to a text called “the master Paramārtha’s Purification of Forgetfulness” (slob dpon yang dag bden pa’i brjed byang)—an essay written in order to refresh the memory; this latter text seems to me to be in addition to Paramārtha’s commentary on the sūtra and not just another name for it, but I could not confirm my hunch, since it was not found either in Tibetan or in Chinese (thanks to Paul Groner for the latter search). Gung-tang (for example, 241.8) refers to Paramārtha’s Purification of Forgetfulness, but it may be that his sole source for this is Wonch’uk’s citations.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso (Precious Lamp, 172.5) refers to another text by Paramārtha called Purification of Forgetfulness which teaches the views of the different sects.

---

a  sgras zin.
b  sgra ji bzhi pa.
controversies about the literal reading among followers who assert the literal reading.

Gung-tang implicitly disagrees with how Đzong-ka-ba seems to take part of Wonch’uk’s explanation

Đzong-ka-ba says that except for the first part of the second quality in Wonch’uk’s explanation (“it does not afford an occasion for some more superior [realization] later”), his explanation agrees with Wonch’uk’s. However, Gung-tang reads the meaning of the second part of the second quality in Wonch’uk’s explanation “does not afford an occasion for [later] destruction” as that it “is not susceptible to developing higher realization that overwhelms one’s earlier realization.” Gung-tang cogently says that the type of destruction mentioned here does not refer to being overwhelmed in debate, because there would be no sense in Wonch’uk’s using the temporal reference “later,” since if the position were so susceptible, it would always be so; rather, destruction refers to developing higher realization that overwhelms one’s earlier realization.

Gung-tang admits that his reading makes it not accord in meaning with Đzong-ka-ba’s presentation, which is that “It affords an occasion for [the assessment of] fault by other disputants when its meaning is asserted in accordance with how it is taught.” Thus, he wonders whether, when Đzong-ka-ba says that Wonch’uk and he are in agreement about these qualities (except for Wonch’uk’s exposition of the first part of the second), he is referring merely to the fact that both Wonch’uk and he explain that the third wheel is not susceptible to destruction, even if they disagree on what this means. However, it seems to me that since Đzong-ka-ba clearly says, “his explanations [of the other three qualities] appear to be similar in meaning,” it is likely that Gung-tang is politely saying that Đzong-ka-ba erred.

However, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso posits Đzong-ka-ba’s thought

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso, on the other hand, explains the unsuitability of Wonch’uk’s explanation as being that if it means that the third wheel does not allow for there being something superior to it, then (1) it is redundant with the earlier mention that “there is no other exceeding it” and (2) the second wheel would also “not afford an occasion.” This latter point is that sharp Bodhisattvas can, without further explanation, understand the second wheel as teaching the three natures and three non-natures, and thus the second wheel teaches the three natures and three non-natures even if not on the literal level, and hence

---

Footnote:

a Wonch’uk (Peking 5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 170.2.2) has a second “later” (phyis), as is confirmed by Gung-tang’s Difficult Points (240.14), whereas Đzong-ka-ba omits the second, citing only phyis mchog tu ’gyur ba’i skabs dang gzhi kgis pa’i skabs med pas.
the second wheel also does not afford an occasion for there being something superior to it, in this sense.

Eleventh Reference: “Chinese Great Commentary.”
Disagrees about the nomenclature for the third wheel of doctrine

Đzong-ka-ба (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 126, 278) agrees with Wonch’uk that the first wheel is to be called the wheel of doctrine of the four truths and that the second is to be called the wheel of doctrine of no character but he does not agree that the third is to be called the “wheel of the ultimate, the definitive”; rather, he prefers “the wheel of good differentiation” based on the description (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 116) in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought:

“The Supramundane Victor turned a third wheel of doctrine for those engaged in all vehicles, a possessed of good differentiation, b fantastic and marvelous.

However, Gung-tang (Difficult Points, 226.6) points out that the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought itself is also the source for Wonch’uk’s calling the third wheel “the wheel of the ultimate, the definitive.” Near the end of chapter 7, Paramārthaśaṃudgata questions Buddha about the name of the teaching that Buddha has been giving:615

Bodhisattva Paramārthaśaṃudgata said to the Supramundane Victor:
“Supramundane Victor, what is the name of this teaching in this form of doctrine, which comments on the thought behind your teachings? In what way should we apprehend this?”

The Supramundane Victor said: “Paramārthaśaṃudgata, this is ‘the teaching of the ultimate, the definitive meaning.’ This is to be apprehended as ‘the teaching of the ultimate, the definitive meaning.’”

Gung-tang speculates that, according to Đzong-ka-ба, Buddha here gives the particular name of this chapter of the sūtra and not the name of the third wheel of doctrine, which, as “the wheel of good differentiation,” is more parallel to the names of the other two wheels. I would add that perhaps Đzong-ka-ба seeks to preserve the point that the middle wheel teaches the ultimate, even if not on the literal level.

---

a theg pa thams cad la yang lag dag par zhung pa, sarvayānasamprasthita (Lamotte, Saññhinir-mocana, 86 [30], n. 21).
b legs par rin’i nam par phyed pa dang ldan pa, suvibhakta (ibid., 86 [30], n. 22).
2. References to Wonch’uk by Ge-luk-ṣa Scholars Other Than Đzong-ka-ṣa

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso explains the difference in the number of chapters in versions of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*

See issue #8, p. 27, and *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, Appendix 1 and 2.

Gung-tang tries to defend the Second Dalai Lama for not mentioning a chapter of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* by referring to a statement by Wonch’uk

See issue #9, p. 27.

Gung-tang criticizes Wonch’uk’s two explanations of abandonment and thorough knowledge, but A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso posits Wonch’uk’s thought

See issue #13, p. 33.

Gung-tang disagrees about the meaning of the last two of the seven attributes of the thirty-seven harmonies with enlightenment

See issue #18, p. 45.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso and so forth cite Wonch’uk as an organizational source for dividing Buddha’s reply into four parts

In the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* Buddha explains that from two perspectives—imputational natures and thoroughly established natures—he taught in the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras that all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow. Based on Wonch’uk’s exposition, scholars such as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso divide these two expositions into a brief indication, an extensive explanation, a giving of examples, and a summary sentence. See *Reflections on Reality*, 150, 158.

---

\[\text{specific references: mdor bstan.}\]

\[\text{specific references: rgyas bshad.}\]
Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso structures the three wheels of doctrine around nine viewpoints based on Wonch’uk’s description.

See *Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 274-277.

Gung-tang rejects Wonch’uk’s citation of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* concerning the third wheel where it reads ”extremely fantastic and extremely marvelous”

First let us cite Đżong-ka-ba’s quotation (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 116-117) of the sūtra passage in question:

> However, based on just the naturelessness of phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally passed beyond sorrow, the Supramundane Victor turned a third wheel of doctrine for those engaged in all vehicles, possessed of good differentiation, fantastic and marvelous. This wheel of doctrine turned by the Supramundane Victor is unsurpassable, does not afford an occasion [for refutation], is of definitive meaning, and does not serve as a basis for controversy.

The stog Palace edition of the sūtra (70.4) reads “extremely fantastic and extremely marvelous” (*ba cang yang* ngsi mthar la ba cangyang rmad du byung ba). Gung-tang rejects similar readings (*shin tu* ngsi mthar rmad du byung ba) in:

- the *rtag brtan* edition
- and Wonch’uk’s commentary.

Gung-tang says that he rejects such readings because they contradict many other editions as well as the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* as it is cited in Asaṅga’s

---

a Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 294.2) points out the disjunctive function of the Tibetan *lugs kyi* that follows the description of the middle wheel but not the first, since both require interpretation; it serves to separate out the third wheel.

b *theg pa thams cad la yang dag par zhung pa, sarvayānasamprasthita* (Lamotte, *Samdhinirmocana*, 86 [30], n. 21).

c *legs par rnam par phyê ba dang ldan pa, suvibhakta* (ibid., 86 [30], n. 22).

d *nges pa’i don, nītārttha* (Lamotte, *Samdhinirmocana*, 86 [30], n. 23).

e This most likely is an early-seventeenth-century block-print edition prepared at *rtag brtan phun tshogs gling* Monastery built by the great Jo-nang-ba master Tāranātha, who was second only in importance to Shay-rap-gyel-tsen to the Jo-nang-ba School; the monastery was taken over by the Ge-luk-ba order in 1650.

f Although Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 307.5) reports that Wonch’uk’s text does not have this reading, the Peking edition (5517, vol. 106, chap. 5, 170.1.8) does. There is no evidence that Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso is referring to the Chinese edition.
Compendium of Ascertainments. I would add that calling the final wheel of doctrine “extremely fantastic and extremely marvelous” goes against the basic Geluk-ba position that even according to Proponents of Mind-Only the middle wheel is the supreme teaching for Bodhisattvas who are sharper than those for whom the third wheel was specifically taught. This is because these sharp Bodhisattvas can understand the doctrine of the three natures and the three non-natures just from hearing the Perfection of Wisdom Sūtras and so forth. For this reason, the version of sūtra accepted in Ge-luk-ba circles speaks only of the middle wheel as being “very fantastic and marvelous,” not the third wheel.

In the seventh chapter of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, Buddha speaks about the various types of sentient beings to whom he teaches doctrine, among whom the supreme are these sharp Bodhisattvas:  

Paramārthasamudgata with respect to this, thinking of just these three types of non-nature, the One-Gone-Thus, by way of the aspect of setting forth sūtras of interpretable meaning, taught the doctrine [of the middle wheel] in this way, “All phenomena are natureless; all phenomena are unproduced, unceasing, quiescent from the start, and naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” Regarding that, [when] sentient beings who have generated roots of virtue, have purified the obstructions, have ripened their continuums, have great faith, and have accumulated great collections of merit and wisdom hear this doctrine, they understand—just as it is—this which I explained with a thought behind it, and they develop faith in that doctrine. They also realize, by means of their exalted wisdom, the meaning just as it is. Also, through cultivating their realization they very quickly attain the very final state.

It is said that these sharp Bodhisattvas can realize the meaning of the middle wheel of doctrine—that is, the three natures and three non-natures—without relying on an exposition such as that found in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought. Thus, Gung-tang’s criticism is both textual and contextual.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso adds Wonch’uk’s explanation for why those who take literally the middle wheel of doctrine misread sūtra

Concerning how the middle wheel of doctrine is misread when Proponents of Non-Nature take it literally, the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought, as cited by Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 95-96), says:  

Even though they have interest in that doctrine [of the profound thoroughly established nature], they do not understand, just as it is, the profound reality that I have set forth with a thought behind it. With

---

1 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 202.1) glosses “set forth with a thought behind
respect to the meaning of these doctrines, they adhere to the terms as only literal: “All these phenomena are only natureless. All these phenomena are only unproduced, only unceasing, only quiescent from the start, only naturally thoroughly passed beyond sorrow.” Due to that, they acquire the view that all phenomena do not exist and the view that [establishment of objects by way of their own] character does not exist. Moreover, having acquired the view of nihilism and the view of the non-existence of [establishment of objects by way of their own] character, they deprecate all phenomena in terms of all of the characters—deprecating the imputational character of phenomena and also deprecating the other-powered character and thoroughly established character of phenomena.

With respect to the first sentence Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso points out that as the reason why they do not understand the profound doctrine, Wonch’uk says that “they do not have a nature of honesty and just dwell in their own view.” Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso takes these to mean that they are not unbiased and are attached to their own view.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso draws on Wonch’uk to explain the example of a flower in the sky

In the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought non-natures in terms of character, i.e., imputational natures, are compared to a flower in the sky. About this, Dzong-kab-a (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 94) says:

The similarity of imputational factors with a flower in the sky is an example of their merely being imputed by conceptuality and is not an example of their not occurring among objects of knowledge [that is, existents; hence, the exemplification does not indicate that all imputational factors do not exist].

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso draws on Wonch’uk’s commentary to explain
that just as due to an eye disease\(^a\) the figure of a flower appears in the sky in the perspective of such a person’s perception, but in fact there is no flower in the sky, so imputational natures are established as merely imputed by conceptuality. See *Reflections on Reality*, 156-158.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso cites Wonch’uk’s explanation of entity and attribute and elaborates

In the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* the Bodhisattva Paramārthasamudgata speaks about imputation in the manner of entity and attributes during his re-rendering of the meaning of Buddha’s answer (*Emptiness in Mind-Only*, 104):\(^b\)

That which is posited by names and terminology\(^c\)—with respect to [other-powered natures which are] (1) the objects of activity of conceptuality,\(^d\) (2) the foundations of imputational characters,\(^e\) and (3) those which have the signs of compositional phenomena\(^f\)—in the character of entities or particulars [such as, “This is\(^g\) a form aggregate,”] and that which is posited by names and terminology in the character of entities or the character of particulars\(^h\) [that is, attributes, such as “the production of the form aggregate,” “the cessation of the form aggregate,” “the abandonment and thorough knowledge of the form aggregate”] are imputational characters.\(^i\)

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso cites Wonch’uk’s\(^j\) explanation of the sūtra’s (curiously) speaking of both entity and particular—that is, attribute—on the occasion of both entity and particular:

That which is posited by names and terminology…in the character of entities or particulars [such as, “This is] a form aggregate” and that which is posited by names and terminology in the character of entity—

\(^a\) *rab rib.*

\(^b\) Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 228.4) identifies the meaning of “That which is posited by names and terminology” as:

establishment by way of its own character as an entity for imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses (*sgra rtog gis btags pa’i ngo bor rang gi mthsan nyid kyis grub pa*).

\(^c\) *rnam par rtog pa’i spyod yul, vikalpagocara* (Lamotte, *Sādhinirmocana*, 81 [25], n. 12).

\(^d\) *kun btags pa’i mthsan nyid kyi guas, parikalpitalakṣanārāya* (ibid., 81 [25], n. 13).

\(^e\) *’du byed kyi mthsan na, samkārānimitta* (ibid., 81 [25], n. 14).

\(^f\) *ngo bo nyid kyi mthsan nyid, svabhāvalakṣāna* (ibid., 81 [25], n. 16).

\(^g\) “This is a form aggregate” is an illustration of the mode of imputation of entities, whereas the rest are illustrations of the mode of imputation of attributes.

\(^h\) *bye brag gi mthsan nyid, viśesalakṣāna* (ibid., 81 [25], n. 17).

\(^i\) Da-drin-rap-ден (*Annotations*, 34.5.) adds that although these are imputed as form and so forth, they are not actual form and so forth.
ties or the character of particulars [that is, attributes, such as] “the production of the form aggregate,” “the cessation of the form aggregate,” and “the abandonment and thorough knowledge of the form aggregate” are imputational characters.

Following Wonch’uk, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso ingeniously posits two types of imputation each with respect to entity and attribute:

| Imputation of just the entity that is an imputation of entity (ngo bo la kun btags pa’i kun btags su gyur pa’i ngo bo nyid la kun btags pa) | “This is a form” (’di ni gzugs so) |
| Imputation of a particular that is an imputation of entity (ngo bo la kun btags pa’i kun btags su gyur pa’i bye brag la kun btags pa) | “This is a contaminated form” (’di ni zag bcas kyi gzugs so) |
| Imputation of just the entity that is an imputation of attribute (khyad bar la kun btags pa’i kun btags su gyur pa’i ngo bo nyid la kun btags pa) | “Form is produced” (gzugs skye’o) |
| Imputation of a particular that is an imputation of attribute (khyad bar la kun btags pa’i kun btags su gyur pa’i bye brag la kun btags pa) | “Form is produced momentarily” (gzugs skad cig la skye’o) |

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso disagrees about the meaning of “objects of activity of conceptuality”

In the same section of the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought the Bodhisattva Paramārthasamudgata similarly speaks about other-powered natures (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 106): 629

Those which are the objects of activity of conceptuality, the foundations of imputational characters, and have the signs of compositional phenomena are other-powered characters.

Đzong-ka-ba explains the terminology:

The first [that is, “those which are the objects of activity of conceptuality”] indicates of what [type of consciousness other-powered natures] are objects. The second [that is, “the foundations of imputational characters”] indicates that they are the bases of imputation of the imputational factor. The third [that is, “those that have the signs of a compositional phenomenon”] indicates their own entities.

As Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso points out, Wonch’uk 630 says that conceptuality refers to both (conceptual) main minds and mental factors. Then he cites Wonch’uk’s two explanations of how other-powered natures are the objects of activity of conceptual consciousnesses:

- the form aggregate and so forth are the objects of conceptual conscious-
nesses
• the form aggregate and so forth are observed-object-conditions of conceptual consciousnesses.

Wonch’uk himself prefers the first explanation. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso refers to the fact that Gung-tang, in his Annotations, indicates that forms and so forth could only be taken as observed-object-conditions in the sense of appearing to conceptual consciousnesses or as imputed object-of-observation-conditions—his meaning being that they could not be actual conditions generating consciousnesses, since they would then be external objects. Gung-tang himself, as Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso points out, takes object of activity not as observed-object-condition but as object of observation, with the caveat that whatever is the object of observation of an awareness is not necessarily an object of activity of that awareness:

• since otherwise all conventional phenomena would have to be the objects of activity of an exalted wisdom of a Superior’s meditative equipoise directly realizing emptiness (because it is held that the objects of observation of a consciousness directly realizing emptiness are all phenomena, since they are the bases of emptiness even though they are not perceived), and
• since otherwise an omniscient consciousness would have to be an object of activity (that is to say, in the sphere) of a common consciousness of an ordinary being (because an ordinary being can think about an omniscient consciousness).

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso also refers to the fact that Wonch’uk prefers the second of two expositions of the phrase “(having) the signs of a compositional phenomenon”:

• having the signs of an object of a consciousness observing a compositional phenomenon
• having the signs of the aspects of a compounded phenomenon.

Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso praises the fact that Gung-tang prefers the first in order to include all phenomena. This must be because the looser meaning of “compositional phenomenon” includes permanent phenomena, whereas “compounded phenomenon” does not. Still, the term “compositional phenomenon” also could be taken in its stricter sense as compounded phenomenon if we say that the sūtra is referring to the main bases of emptiness.
Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso disagrees about the meaning of the third wheel of doctrine being for those engaged in all vehicles

In the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 116) Paramārthasamudgata, in relating back to Buddha the meaning of what he has said about the third wheel of doctrine, explicitly indicates that the third wheel of doctrine is for those “engaged in all vehicles,” that is, the Hearer, Solitary Realizer, and Great Vehicles:

Based on just the naturelessness of phenomena and based on just the absence of production, the absence of cessation, quiescence from the start, and naturally passed beyond sorrow, the Supramundane Victor turned a third wheel of doctrine for those engaged in all vehicles, possessed of good differentiation, fantastic and marvelous. This wheel of doctrine turned by the Supramundane Victor is unsurpassable, does not afford an occasion [for refutation], is of definitive meaning, and does not serve as a basis for controversy.

About this, Đzong-ka-ba (Emptiness in Mind-Only, 224) says:

Through the force of this exposition, one can understand that the meaning of the Low Vehicle sūtras is just the presentation of the three natures in which the emptiness of the imputational factor—a self of persons—in other-powered natures—the aggregates—is posited as the thoroughly established nature that is the selflessness of persons. Therefore, it is implicit to the exposition in the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought that the trainees for whom the first wheel was spoken are suitable as vessels for realizing the character-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons and are not suitable as vessels for realizing the character-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena. This is the meaning of the statement that the wheel of doctrine of good differentiation is for the sake of those engaged in all vehicles.

The first sentence strongly suggests that the selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature, but some hold that it means only that the selflessness of persons is a thoroughly established nature in terms of the selflessness of persons but is not an actual thoroughly established nature (see issues #153-157).

According to Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso:

1. Wonch’uk takes this as meaning that there are cases of all three types of trainees (Hearer, Solitary Realizer, and Bodhisattva) attaining the respective fruits of their paths in dependence upon the Sūtra Unraveling the Thought.

---

\footnote{See issue #95.}
2. Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen similarly says that the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* has trainees of both the Great and Lesser Vehicles.

3. The Second Dalai Lama, Gung-ru Chö-jung, and Jam-ṣyang-shay-ḥa as well as the followers of the latter two say that this refers to those (followers of the Great Vehicle) who are able to realize—in dependence upon the explanation of the thought of the first two vehicles by the third vehicle—that the thoughts behind the first two vehicles contain the two selflessnesses (that is, the selflessness of persons and the selflessness of phenomena respectively).

4. The *Illumination of the Difficult to Realize* says that, although the intended trainees of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* are those who have the Great Vehicle lineage, those of duller faculties among them are fit to be led into another (that is, Lesser) vehicle.

The first two solutions allow that all three types of trainees could be trainees of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought*, whereas the last two limit the trainees of the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* to those of the Great Vehicle. Jik-may-dam-čö-gya-tso favors the third opinion.

A Final Remark

Wonch’uk’s commentary on the *Sūtra Unraveling the Thought* drove important aspects of scholarship from the fifteenth to twentieth centuries in the Ge-luk-ḥa school, especially in the Am-do Province. Ge-luk-ḥa scholars certainly did not use Wonch’uk as a straw man, turning his exposition into a distorted caricature; their comments and criticisms are totally devoid of invective, in contrast to how Ṣhay-rap-gyel-tsen and many others are treated. Rather, they probed passages—taking their lead from those cited by Ḍzong-ka-ḥa but also others—to determine Wonch’uk’s actual opinions and to use these to expand Ḍzong-ka-ḥa’s points, or to refine them to make them fit their founder’s system, or, for the same reason, to reject some. In this way, part of Wonch’uk’s text became a focus of active scholarship concerned with meaning.

---

*a* rtogs dka’i snang ba.

*b* I specify this school, since I have yet to find any Tibetan scholars outside of Ge-luk who cite Wonch’uk.
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Gong-tang’s \textit{Difficult Points}, 104.13-106.13; he is taking his lead from Gong-ru Chö-jung’s \textit{Garland of White Lotuses}, 19b.5-20a.4, and Jam-ÿang-shay-öa’s \textit{Great Exposition of the Interpretatable and the Definitive}, 49.6-51.4.

Gong-ru Chö-jung’s \textit{Garland of White Lotuses}, 26b.4.

Jam-ÿang-shay-öa’s \textit{Great Exposition of the Interpretatable and the Definitive}, 61.6l 23b.5.
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Gong-tang’s \textit{Difficult Points}, 104.13-106.13; he is taking his lead from Gong-ru Chö-jung’s \textit{Garland of White Lotuses}, 19b.5-20a.4, and Jam-ÿang-shay-öa’s \textit{Great Exposition of the Interpretatable and the Definitive}, 49.6-51.4.

Jam-ÿang-shay-öa’s \textit{Great Exposition of the Interpretatable and the Definitive}, 54.1-54.5; Gong-ru Chö-jung does not make this point.

Chap. 7; Lamotte, \textit{Saôdhinirmocana}, 70 [10], and 196.

Chap. 7; Lamotte, \textit{Saôdhinirmocana}, 72-73 [13], and 197-198.
Chap. 7; Lamotte, 73 [14]; 198; Dondrup-gyel-tsen’s *Four Intertwined Commentaries*, 13.2-13.5.
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Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa's *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 52.1-52.5.

Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotus*, 20a.4-20b.1; Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 51.4-52.1.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 52.1-52.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.


Jam-yang-shay-âa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 54.1-54.5.

Interpretable and the Definitive, 60.2.

311 As reported in Śer-shül’s Notes, 15a.3.
312 Reported in Śer-shül’s Notes (15a.6) as being from rta nag nam ’grel.
313 Pañ-chen Śō-nam-drak-ba’s Garland of Blue Lotuses, 31ab.3-32a.1.
315 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 174.5) makes the same point.
316 Pañ-chen Śō-nam-drak-ba’s Garland of Blue Lotuses, 29a.4-29b.5.
317 Jay-dzün Chö-gyì-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 11b.5-11b.7 makes a similar point.
318 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 113.7.
319 A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 80.6-83.5.
321 Ibid., 12a.1.
322 Ibid., 12a.2-12a.4.
323 Ddra-di Ge-shay’s Ornament for the Thought, 22.18.
324 As reported in A-ku Lö-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 81.5-82.1.
325 Pañ-chen Śō-nam-drak-ba’s Garland of Blue Lotuses, 30a.2 and 31a.5.
326 Ibid., 31a.4-31b.3.
327 Ibid., 29b.1.
328 Jay-dzün Chö-gyì-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 12b.3-13a.2.
329 Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses, 27b.3-29b.4; for this point see 28a.5ff.
330 Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 63a.3-67a.5; for this point see 65.6ff.
331 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 122.12-123.5.
332 Ibid., 123.5.
333 Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses, 29a.3.
335 In Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses (29b.1) read dbag ’dzin rags pa for dbag ’dzin dgos pa in accordance with Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive (67.3).
336 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 123.11.
337 As cited in ibid., 124.3.
338 As cited in ibid., 124.5.
339 Ibid., 121.16-122.12.
340 Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotuses, 29b.2-29b.4.
341 Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 67.3-67.5.
343 Ḍel-jor-hlün-drup’s Lamp for the Teaching, 15.
344 Jay-dzün Chö-gyì-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 13a.2-13a.5; his position is cited in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 178.2.
345 Jam-ṣyang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 65.3. Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (Port of Entry, 176.5) makes a similarly brief statement.
346 Indeed, this is just what Gung-ru Chö-jung (Garland of White Lotuses, 28a.4) and Ddra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-dön-drup (Ornament for the Thought, 23.17) say.
347 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 113.14ff.; also his Annotations, 22.4-23.1 (wa).
348 Cited in Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 113.16.
349 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 174.6-176.3.
350 Peking 5334, vol. 109, 138.1-5. For translations into English, see David Lasar Friedmann, Shhiramati, Madhyànta-vibhàgàtikà: Analysis of the Middle Path and the Extremes, 10-16; and F. Th. Stcherbatsky, Madhyàntavibhàga, Discourse on Discrimination between Middle and Extremes ascribed to Bodhisattva Maitreya and Commented by Vasubandhu and Shhiramati, 17.19.
351 VIII.16; D3846, dbu ma, vol. tsha, 9b.6; Karen Lang, Áryadeva’s Catuänàkàya: On the Bodhisattva’s Cultivation of Merit and Knowledge. Indiske Studier 7 (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1986), 82: bhàvasyaikasya yo draṣṭa draṣṭà sarvasya sa smṛtaḥ èkasya śiyàya yàtatva saiva tattvasya śiyàyat // See Yogic Deeds of Bodhisattvas: Gél-tap on
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533 Ibid., 114.6.


535 The last clause is drawn from Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 177.3.

536 Cited in Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 115.6.

537 Ibid., 115.14.

538 Žgal bya gyis phyir thad ma gyis: III.1a; Miyasaka’s II.1a, pp. 42-43; mânàm dvivid-haô meyadvaividhyåt; P5709, vol. 130, 88.3.4.

539 Ke-drup in his commentary on Dhar-makårti’s Commentary on (Dignåga’s) ‘Compilation of Prime Cognition,’ cited in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 254.5.

540 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 116.2-117.11.

541 As cited in Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 116.13.

542 As cited in ibid., 117.7.

543 Ibid., 118.1-118.15; also Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 607.1.

544 Ibid., 118.12. I have added grub pa in order to supply more context.

545 Ibid., 118.15-120.16; also Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 607.3.


547 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 119.4.
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549 Ibid., 121.7-121.10.

550 Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotusus, 19b.3.
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552 Ibid., 120.17-121.10.

553 Jam-yâng-shay-ba’s Brief Decisive Analysis, 506.4.

554 A. K. Chatterjee, Readings in Yogâcâra Buddhism (Banaras Hindu University: Center of Advanced Study in Philosophy, 1971), 31.


558 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 129.18; Gung-tang’s Annotations, 16.6.

559 Jam-yâng-shay-ba’s Brief Decisive Analysis, 505.4-506.4.

560 Jam-yâng-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 80.5.

561 See also Powers, Wisdom of Buddha, 85-86.

562 Ibid., Wisdom of Buddha, 189-191.

563 Gung-tang’s Annotations, 26.5-26.1 and Difficult Points, 130.11-131.7.

564 A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 94.3-95.4.

565 Gung-ru Chö-jung’s Garland of White Lotusus, 33b.5-35a.2. His position is summarized in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 189.1-189.6.

566 Wel-mang Gön-chok-gyel-ten’s Notes on (Gön-chok-jik-may-wang-bo’s) Lectures, 401.6.

567 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 184.1-185.2.

568 Gung-tang’s Annotations (25.3-26.5) and Difficult Points (131.7-132.13). Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso includes this in a list of positions on the reason for the qualm (Port of Entry, 188.5).

569 A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 95.4-98.1.
mention of this position, see Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 189.6.

427 Jay-dzin Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s *General-Meaning Commentary*, 15a.3.

428 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso (*Port of Entry*, 190.2) briefly mentions these two positions.

429 Cited in Gung-ru Chö-jung’s *Garland of White Lotuses*, 32a.4.

430 Ibid., 32a.5.

431 See A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 135.4.

432 For a particularly lengthy treatment of this topic see Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 251.5-257.6

433 Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 72.5-79.4. See A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 102.5.

434 Jam-âang-shay-öa’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 76.6. See Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 668.5.

435 By the late Go-mang scholar Thupten Gyatso at the Tibetan Buddhist Learning Center in New Jersey.

436 By the contemporary Inner Mongolian scholar, Gen 'en-dzin, at Go-mang, Hla-Ôa, in the fall of 1988.

437 Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive*, 76.6. See Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 668.5.

438 Ibid., 73.3.

439 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 669.5.

440 By the late Go-mang scholar Thupten Gyatso at the Tibetan Buddhist Learning Center in New Jersey.

441 A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 104.1-105.6.


443 Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 133.18; see also Gung-tang’s *Annotations*, 28.5 (note ‘a’).

444 The same position is presented in Jay-dzin Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s *General-Meaning Commentary*, 16b.4.

445 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 269.4.

446 Ibid., 270.2.

447 Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Notes*, 319.5-320.3.


449 Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Notes*, 315.4-315.6.

450 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 183.3-183.5.

451 Jam-yang-shay-ba’s *Notes*, 315.4-315.6.

452 Chap. 7; Lamotte, *Saṁdhinirmocana*, 68 [6], and 194; Dün-drup-gyel-tsen’s *Four Intertwined Commentaries*, 7.3-7.5.

453 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 190.5.

454 Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 130.2.

455 The source for these three is Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 237.3.

456 For Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s treatment of this topic ranging from Issue #153-167, see ibid., 266.6-274.5.

457 Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s *Garland of Blue Lotuses*, 34a.4-34b.3. See also A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 108.1. Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba himself cites only the first passage.

458 Ibid., 199.6.

459 Da-drin-rap-den’s *Annotations*, 82.5.

460 Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 18.4; Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 268.1.

461 Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s *Port of Entry*, 268.2.

462 Ibid., 268.3-269.3. Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s text is particularly sparse on this topic, and thus Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso is likely drawing from oral tradition.

463 Óhül’s *Notes*, 19b.1.

464 Gung-tang’s *Difficult Points*, 143.14; see also Gung-tang’s *Annotations*, 28.5 (note ‘a’).

465 The same position is presented in Jay-dzin Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s *General-Meaning Commentary*, 16b.4.

466 Ibid., 16b.4.
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471 Pan-chen Sö-nam-drak-ba’s *Garland of Blue Lotuses*, 34b.2. See also A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s *Precious Lamp*, 108.1.
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Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 19a.5-20b.1.
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Ibid., 82.5.

Ibid., 82.5.

Da-drin-rap-den’s Annotations, 82.5.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 144.9.

Ibid., 144.15.

Cited as it appears in Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 269.6.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 144.18.

Chap. 7; Lamotte, Sandhinirmocana, 67-68 [4], and 194; Dön-drup-gyel-tsen’s Four Intertwined Commentaries, 7.1-7.2.

Chap. 7; Lamotte, Sandhinirmocana, 69-70[8], and 193; Dön-drup-gyel-tsen’s Four Intertwined Commentaries, 8.4-9.1.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 145.11.

Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 17b.3.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 18.4. See also the translation in Cabezón, A Dose of Emptiness, 198.

Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 16b.7-17a.3.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 146.3-148.3, taking his lead from Jam-yang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 108.2-113.6.

Jam-yang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 109.3.

See also the translation in Cabezón, A Dose of Emptiness, 130.
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See Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 220.

Jam-yang-shay-ba’s Great Exposition of the Interpretable and the Definitive, 108.5; see also 110.1. Also, Jik-may-dam-chö-gya-tso’s Port of Entry, 270.4.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 146.10; see also Gung-tang’s Annotations, 29.7.


Adapted from Tantra in Tibet, 40-41.
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Ibid., 108.5.

See Hopkins, Maps of the Profound, 650-652.

VI.121. The bracketed material is drawn from Nga-wang-bel-den’s Annotations, dbu ma pa, ya, 29.3.

IV.2d. The brackets are from Dzong-ka-ba’s Illumination of the Thought.
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Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 146.12.

A-ku Lo-drö-gya-tso’s Precious Lamp, 110.5-111.2.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 146.14.

As presented in ibid., 146.15-147.3; see also his Annotations, 29.5. Gom-day-nam-ka-gyel-tsen is following Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 16b.7-17a.3.

Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 147.3-148.3.
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Chap. 7; Lamotte, Sandhinirmocana, 68[6], and 194; Dön-drup-gyel-tsen’s Four Intertwined Commentaries, 7.3-7.5.
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Jay-dzün Chö-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 18a.5.
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526 Da-drin-rap-den’s Annotations, 82.6.
527 Jay-dzün Chö-ü-gyi-gyel-tsen’s General-Meaning Commentary, 18b.4-18b.7.
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531 Gung-tang’s Difficult Points, 136.2
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544 Ibid., Taipei, 246.21.
545 Nga-wang-bel-den’s Annotations, dngos, ja, 133.7 and 134.1.
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547 Ibid., dngos, cha, 133.4.
549 This explanation is drawn from Nga-wang-bel-den’s Annotations, dngos, ta, 134.5.
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552 Nga-wang-bel-den’s Annotations, dngos, ta, 134.7.
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# Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abandoner</td>
<td>spong byed</td>
<td>svabhāva-asat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absence of inherent existence</td>
<td>rang bzhin med pa</td>
<td>svabhāva-asat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>action</td>
<td>las</td>
<td>karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actual basis of emptiness</td>
<td>dngos kyi stong gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actually/directly/explicitly</td>
<td>dngos su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affirming negative</td>
<td>ma yin dgag</td>
<td>paryudāsapratiṣe-dha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affixed through the force of the object itself</td>
<td>dngos dbang gis’jug pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflicted mentality/afflicted mentality</td>
<td>nyon mongs can gyi yid</td>
<td>kliṣṭamanas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflictive emotion</td>
<td>nyon mongs</td>
<td>kleśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflictive obstruction</td>
<td>nyon sgrib</td>
<td>kleśāvarana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affords an occasion [for refutation]/affords an opportunity</td>
<td>skabs mchis pa</td>
<td>sa-avakāśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am-do</td>
<td>a mdo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appear/manifest/dawn</td>
<td>shar ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance</td>
<td>snang ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance that a form is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending a form</td>
<td>gzugs gzugs ’dzin rtag pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mtshan nyid kyi grub par snang ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearing object</td>
<td>snang yul</td>
<td>*pratibhāsaviśaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearing object of inferential cogni- tion</td>
<td>rjes dpag gi snang yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearing object-of-observation-condi- tion</td>
<td>snang ba’i dmigs rkyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearing to be distant and cut off</td>
<td>rgyang chad du snang ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apprehend/conceive</td>
<td>’dzin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apprehended-object</td>
<td>gzung don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apprehended-object and apprehending-subject</td>
<td>gzung ’dzin</td>
<td>grāhya-grāhaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arbitrary production/capricious produc- tion</td>
<td>’dod rgyal du skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argumentation/logic</td>
<td>rtog ge</td>
<td>tarka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arise through the power of other causes and conditions</td>
<td>rgyu rkyen gzhin gyi dbang gis byung ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrogance</td>
<td>dregs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artificial</td>
<td>kun btags</td>
<td>parikalpita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as the ultimate</td>
<td>dam pa’i don du</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>rnam pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspiring faith</td>
<td>’thob ’dod kyi dad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atom/dust/particle</td>
<td>rdul</td>
<td>anu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention/intention</td>
<td>sems pa</td>
<td>cetanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute/quality</td>
<td>chos</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>author of the Ornament/ Prajñākara-gupta</td>
<td>rgyan mkhan po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authoritative being</td>
<td>tshad ma’i skyes bu</td>
<td>pramāṇabhuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autonomous production</td>
<td>rang dbang gis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autonomously inherently produced</td>
<td>rang dbang du rang bzhin gyis skye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autonomously produced</td>
<td>rang dbang gis skye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy School</td>
<td>rang rgyud pa</td>
<td>svātantrika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barbarian</td>
<td>kla klo</td>
<td>mlecca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base/foundation</td>
<td>gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based</td>
<td>brtsams</td>
<td>ārabhya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bases of composition</td>
<td>brtsams gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic constituent/constituent</td>
<td>khaps</td>
<td>dhātu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic disposition of things</td>
<td>dngos po’i gshis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basis in [Buddha’s] thought</td>
<td>dgongs gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basis-of-all</td>
<td>kun gzhi</td>
<td>ālāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being the referent of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rtog pa’i zhen gzhi yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending it</td>
<td>rang ’dzin rtog pa’i zhen gzhi yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betweenness/intermediate appearance</td>
<td>bar snang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beyond consciousness</td>
<td>rnam shes las ’das pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bliss-Arising (Maheśvara/Śiva)</td>
<td>bde ‘byung</td>
<td>śambhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blissful [Pure Land]</td>
<td>bde ba can</td>
<td>sukhāvatī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue that is the referent of the convention “blue”</td>
<td>sngon po’i tha snyad kyi ghir gyur pa’i sngon po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodiless Lord</td>
<td>lus med bdag po</td>
<td>anaṅgapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body of attributes/Truth Body</td>
<td>chos sku</td>
<td>dhammakāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brief indication</td>
<td>mdo r bstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha element or elemental Buddha</td>
<td>sangs rgyas kyi dbyings sam dbyings kyi sngos rgyas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha lineage</td>
<td>sangs rgyas kyi rigs</td>
<td>buddhagotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha Superior</td>
<td>sangs rgyas ’phags pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by way of its own character</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan nyid gys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>called thoroughly established because of not changing into another aspect, being a final object of observation of a path of purification, and being the supreme of all virtuous phenomena</td>
<td>rnam pa gzhun du mi ’gyur ba dang nam dag lam gyi dmigs pa mthar thug dang dge ba’i chos thams cad kyi mchog yin pas na yongs grub ces bya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calm abiding</td>
<td>zhi gnas</td>
<td>šamatha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacity to perform a function</td>
<td>don byed nus pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causeless production</td>
<td>rgyu med las skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character of a particular</td>
<td>bye brag gi mtshan nyid</td>
<td>višeṣalakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character of entity</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid kyi mtshan nyid</td>
<td>svabhāvalakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character of objects of knowledge</td>
<td>shes bya’i mtshan nyid</td>
<td>jñeyalakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character or inherent nature in the sense of being established by way of their own nature</td>
<td>rang gi ngo bos grub pa’i mtshan nyid dam rang bzhin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character-non-nature/natureless in terms of character</td>
<td>mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa nyid</td>
<td>laksāṇaniḥsvabhā-vatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child set on mother’s lap</td>
<td>ma pang bu ’jug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chö-ding</td>
<td>chos sdings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear realization/clear realizer</td>
<td>mngon rtogs/mngon par rtogs pa</td>
<td>abhisamaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clearer away</td>
<td>sel byed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Mount</td>
<td>sprin la zhon</td>
<td>meghavāhana/indra/sakra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cognition</td>
<td>rnam par rig pa/rnam rig</td>
<td>vijñapri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cognition of unreal ideation</td>
<td>yang dag ma yin kun tu rtog pa’i rnam par rig pa</td>
<td>abhūtaparikalpa-vijñapri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected Topics of Prime Cognition</td>
<td>bsdus grwa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common locus of a phenomenon and non-momentary</td>
<td>chos dang skad cig ma ma yin pa’i gzhi mthun pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete training in all the aspects/complete realization of all the aspects</td>
<td>rnam rdzogs sbyor ba/rnam kun mngon par rdzogs par rtogs pa</td>
<td>sarvākārabhisambodha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>completely correct means of expression</td>
<td>rjod byed rnam dag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compositional thing</td>
<td>’du byed</td>
<td>samskāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compounded thing</td>
<td>’dus byas</td>
<td>samskṛta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concealer/conventionality/fraudulence</td>
<td>kun rdzob</td>
<td>saṃvyrti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceive/apprehend</td>
<td>’dzin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceived object</td>
<td>zhen yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conception/consciousness conceiving</td>
<td>’dzin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conception of a difference of substantial entity between apprehended-</td>
<td>gzung 'dzin rdzas tha dad</td>
<td>&quot;grāhyagrāhakadrvyabhedagrāhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object and apprehending-subject</td>
<td>du 'dzin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conception of a self of phenomena</td>
<td>chos kyi bdag tu 'dzin pa</td>
<td>dharmātmagraha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rnam rtog/rtog pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness apprehending it</td>
<td>rang 'dzin rtog pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness associating name and meaning</td>
<td>ming don 'brel ba'i rtog pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness having dualistic appearance</td>
<td>rtog pa la gnyis snang yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness mindful of associating name and object</td>
<td>ming don 'brel bar dran pa'i rtog pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness understanding a verbal convention at the time</td>
<td>tha snyad dus su tha snyad go ba'i tha snyad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of using verbal conventions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concordant with the fact</td>
<td>don dang mthun pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>ling po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congregating [Solitary Realizers]</td>
<td>tshogs spyod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consciousness</td>
<td>rnam shes/shes pa</td>
<td>viñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consciousness conceiving/conception</td>
<td>'dzin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consciousness food</td>
<td>rnam shes kyi zas</td>
<td>viñāna-āhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequence School</td>
<td>thal 'gyur pa</td>
<td>praśāṅgika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequence School perspective slipped in</td>
<td>thal 'gyur ba'i grub mtha' shor ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constituent/basic constituent</td>
<td>khamṣa</td>
<td>dhātu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact</td>
<td>reg pa</td>
<td>sparśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact food</td>
<td>reg pa'i zas</td>
<td>sparśa-āhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contains such a mode of conception</td>
<td>'dzin tshul tshang ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convention</td>
<td>kun rdzob/tha snyad</td>
<td>saṃyṛti/yyavahāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conventional truth/obscurational truth</td>
<td>kun rdzob bden pa</td>
<td>saṃyṛtrisatya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conventionality/concealer/fraudulence</td>
<td>kun rdzob</td>
<td>saṃyṛti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correctly assuming consciousness</td>
<td>yid dpyod</td>
<td>*manahparikṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclic existence</td>
<td>'khor ba</td>
<td>saṃsāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>damage/harm</td>
<td>gnod pa</td>
<td>bādha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dawn/appear/manifest</td>
<td>shar ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deceptive phenomenon</td>
<td>bslu ba'i chos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deceptive with respect to the meaning that it teaches</td>
<td>rang gi bstan don la slu ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decisive analysis commentary</td>
<td>mtha' dpyod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definiendum</td>
<td>mtshon bya</td>
<td>lakṣya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definite goodness</td>
<td>nges par legs pa</td>
<td>naiūśreyasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definition</td>
<td>mtshan nyid</td>
<td>laksṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definitive meaning</td>
<td>nges don/ANGES pa’i don</td>
<td>nitārtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delineating the selflessness of phenomena by hearing and thinking in the basal state</td>
<td>gzhis kyi bdag med thos bsam gyis gran la ’bebs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dependent-arising</td>
<td>rten ’byung</td>
<td>pratītyasamūtpāda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>designation</td>
<td>gdags pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destroy into total disorder</td>
<td>rmeg med du bcom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developmental lineage</td>
<td>rgyas ’gyur gyi rigs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devoted</td>
<td>mos pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difference between the existence [that is, presence] of such and such and being such and such</td>
<td>yod pa dang yin pa’i khyad par</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different entity</td>
<td>ngo bo tha dad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different factualities</td>
<td>don tha dad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different substantial entity</td>
<td>rdzas tha dad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differentiated by way of conceptually isolatable factors</td>
<td>ldog chas phye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differentiating the interpretable and definitive with respect to the scriptures</td>
<td>gsung rab la drang nges ’byed pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differentiating the interpretable and definitive within the scriptures</td>
<td>gsung rab kyi drang nges ’byed pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differentiating the interpretable and the definitive on the level of the meaning that is expressed within the scriptures</td>
<td>brjod bya don gyi drang nges ’byed pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differentiating the interpretable and the definitive on the level of the words that are the means of expression</td>
<td>rjod byed tshig gi drang nges ’byed pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficult points commentary</td>
<td>dka’ ’grel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dim-sightedness/eye disease</td>
<td>rab rib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct perception</td>
<td>mgon sum</td>
<td>pratyakṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directly/explicitly/actually</td>
<td>dngos su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>’dul ba</td>
<td>vinaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discordant mode of appearance and mode of abiding</td>
<td>snang tshul gnas tshul mi mthun pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrimination</td>
<td>’du shes</td>
<td>saṃjñā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distant and cut off</td>
<td>rgyang chad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distinctions are needed with respect to appearing objects</td>
<td>snang yul la zhib cha dgos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distinguished</td>
<td>rab tu phye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do not subsist by way of their own character</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan nyid kyis rnam par gnas pa ni ma yin pa</td>
<td>svalakṣaṇena avyavasthitam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doctrinal forbearance with respect to true cessation</td>
<td>'gog pa chos bzod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doctrinal language</td>
<td>chos skad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doubt</td>
<td>the tshom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doubt not tending toward the fact</td>
<td>don mi gyur gyi the tshom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doubt tending toward the fact</td>
<td>don gyur gyi the tshom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dre-bung</td>
<td>'bras spungs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dust/particle/atom</td>
<td>rdul</td>
<td>anu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earlier Tibetans and other quarters</td>
<td>bod snga ma dang gzhan phyogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earth/ground</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>bhūmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effective thing/thing/functioning thing</td>
<td>dngos po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effects of separation</td>
<td>bral ba’i ’bras bu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effects that are produced</td>
<td>bskyed pa’i ’bras bu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficacious means/method</td>
<td>thabs</td>
<td>upāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficacious means of abandoning</td>
<td>spong ba’i thabs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficacious means of attaining a Nature Truth Body</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid sku thob pa’i thabs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighteen constituents</td>
<td>khaps bco brgyad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>element of [a Superior’s] attributes/element of attributes</td>
<td>chos kyi dbyings</td>
<td>dharmadhātu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elimination-isolate</td>
<td>bcad ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eliminator</td>
<td>gcod byed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eloquence/well explained/good explanation</td>
<td>legs bshad</td>
<td>subhāṣita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness</td>
<td>stong pa nyid</td>
<td>śūnyatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of apprehended-objects and apprehending-subjects existing as different substantial entities</td>
<td>bzung ’dzin rdzas tha dad kyis stong pa</td>
<td>*grāhyagṛāhaka-dravyabhedaśūnya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of external objects</td>
<td>phyi rol don gyis stong pa</td>
<td>bāhyārthaśūnya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute</td>
<td>ngo bo dang khyad bar du kun brags pas stong pa’i stong pa nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of inherent existence</td>
<td>rang bzhin stong pa nyid / rang bzhin gyis grub pas stong pa’i stong pa nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of nature/natural emptiness</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid kyis stong pa nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of non-entities</td>
<td>dngos po med pa stong pa nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of the one-being-empty-of-the-other</td>
<td>gcig gcig stong pa’i stong nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness of the other—permanent, stable, eternal, everlasting</td>
<td>gZHAN STONG RTAG BRtan G.YUNG DRUNG TER ZUG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness that is the [ultimate] nature of non-entities</td>
<td>dngos po med pa’i ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness that is the object observed by the path</td>
<td>lam gyi dmigs pa’i stong pa nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emptiness that is the ultimate nature which is the opposite of conventionalities</td>
<td>kun rdzob las bzlog pa don dam pa’i ngo bo nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistemologists</td>
<td>tshad ma pa</td>
<td>prāmāṇika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epistemology and logic</td>
<td>tshad ma</td>
<td>pramāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equal doubt</td>
<td>cha mnyam pa’i tshom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equivalent/mutually inclusive</td>
<td>don gcig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equivalent and synonymous</td>
<td>don gcig ming gi rnam grangs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established by the force of its own measure of subsistence</td>
<td>rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gis grub pa</td>
<td>svalakṣaṇasiddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established by way of its own character</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established by way of its own measure of subsistence as the referent of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rtog pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established by way of its own nature</td>
<td>rang gi ngo bo nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established from their own side</td>
<td>rang ngos nas grub pa</td>
<td>*svarūpasiddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment as its own mode of abiding</td>
<td>rang rang gi sdod lugs su grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment by way of its own character</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td>svalakṣaṇasiddhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment by way of its own character as an entity for imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses</td>
<td>sgra rtog gis brags pa’i ngo bor rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending it</td>
<td>rang ’dzin rtog pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment from its own side as an appearing object of a direct perception</td>
<td>*mngon sum gyi snang yul du rang ngos nas grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment in accordance with the superimposed factor of being established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rang ’dzin rtog pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub par sgro btags pa ltar du grub pa</td>
<td>g.vyntam dhruva-kālam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment of form by way of its own character as the referent of a term expressing “form”</td>
<td>gzugs gzugs zhes rjod pa’i sgra ’jug pa’i ’jug gzhir rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment through the force of the object’s measure of subsistence/establishment through the force of the object’s own status</td>
<td>rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gi grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment through the force of the object’s own status/establishment through the force of the object’s measure of subsistence</td>
<td>rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gi grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishment without depending on imputation by terms and conceptual consciousnesses</td>
<td>sgra rtog gi btags pa la ma ltos par grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eternal</td>
<td>g.yung drung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>everlasting</td>
<td>ther zug</td>
<td>dhruva-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>everlasting everlasting time</td>
<td>ther zug ther zug gi dus</td>
<td>dhruva-m dhruva-kālam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exalted knower/exalted knowledge</td>
<td>mkhyen pa</td>
<td>jñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exalted wisdom/wisdom/pristine wisdom</td>
<td>ye shes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exalted wisdom of individual self-knowledge</td>
<td>so sor rang rig pa’i ye shes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exist</td>
<td>yod</td>
<td>vidyate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exist as [its own] reality/really exist</td>
<td>yang dag par yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existence [that is, presence] of such and such does not establish being such and such</td>
<td>yod pas yin par mi’ grub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existent</td>
<td>yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existent imputational nature</td>
<td>yod rgyu’i kun btags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>existing as an object found by the reasoning consciousness distinguishing a conventionality</td>
<td>tha snyad dpyod pa’i rigs shes kyi rnyed don du yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explanation</td>
<td>rnam par bshad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explicit realization</td>
<td>dngos rtogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explicit teaching</td>
<td>dngos bstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explicitly/actually/directly</td>
<td>dngos su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explicitly arose</td>
<td>dngos su byung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>explicitly ask a question</td>
<td>dngos su zhus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explicitly taught</td>
<td>dngos su bstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extensive explanation</td>
<td>rgyas bshad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external material objects that are fact-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ualities other than the mind</td>
<td>sems las don ghan pa’i</td>
<td>phyi rol gyi don bem po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye disease[dim-sightredness]</td>
<td>rab rib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye sense power</td>
<td>mig gi dbang po</td>
<td>cakṣurindriya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factor</td>
<td>cha shas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factor for instance of forms and so forth</td>
<td>gzugs sogs brda’i yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being objects of names and terminologi-</td>
<td>yin pa’i cha lta bu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factually concordant consciousness</td>
<td>blo don mthun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faith of clear delight</td>
<td>dang ba’i dad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faith of conviction</td>
<td>yid ches kyi dad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>falsity</td>
<td>brdzun pa</td>
<td>mṛṣā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fantastic</td>
<td>ngo mtshar</td>
<td>āścarya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faulty mode of structuring the statement</td>
<td>sbyor lugs skyon can</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feeling</td>
<td>tshor ba</td>
<td>vedanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final mind-only</td>
<td>mthar thug gi sems tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final mode of subsistence</td>
<td>gnas lugs mthar thug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final nature/real nature/noumenon</td>
<td>chos nyid</td>
<td>dharmatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final object of observation by a path of</td>
<td>rnam dag lam gyi dmigs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purification</td>
<td>mthar thug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final summary</td>
<td>mjug bsdu ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foe Destroyer/Worthy One</td>
<td>dgra bcom pa</td>
<td>arhant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following Reasoning</td>
<td>rigs pa’i jes ’brangs</td>
<td>*nyāyānusārin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following Scripture</td>
<td>lung gi jes ’brangs</td>
<td>*āgamānusārin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbearance</td>
<td>bzod pa</td>
<td>kṣānti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forder</td>
<td>mu stegs can/mu stegs pa</td>
<td>tīrthika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>form and so forth being a conceived object</td>
<td>gzugs sogs rtog pa’i zhen yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>form and so forth being a referent of a</td>
<td>gzugs sogs rtog pa’i zhen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>gzhi yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form Body</td>
<td>gzugs sku</td>
<td>rūpakāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>form’s being the referent of a conceptual</td>
<td>gzugs gzugs ’dzin rtog pa’i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consciousness apprehending a form</td>
<td>zhen gzhi yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>form’s establishment by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending a form</td>
<td>gzugs gzugs ’dzin rtog pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>format/framework/synonym</td>
<td>rnam grangs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forms and so forth in accordance with how they appear to ordinary consciousnesses of confined beings are imputational</td>
<td>tshur mthong gi shes pa rang dga’ ba la snang tshod ltar gyi gzugs sogs kun btags yin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundation/base</td>
<td>gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundations of imputational characters</td>
<td>kun brtags pa’i mtshan nyid kyi gnas</td>
<td>parikalpitalaksānāśr aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four great royal lineages</td>
<td>rgyal chen rigs bzhi</td>
<td>cāturmahārājakā-yika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four indirect intentions</td>
<td>ldem dgongs bzhi</td>
<td>caṭvāro ’bhisaṁ-dhaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four thoughts</td>
<td>dgongs pa bzhi</td>
<td>caṭvāro ’bhīprāyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>framework/synonym/format</td>
<td>rnam grangs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraudulence/concealer/conventionality</td>
<td>kun rdzob</td>
<td>sāṃvṛti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the point of view of general characteristics and thorough investigation</td>
<td>spyi’i mtshan nyid dang yongs su brtags pa’i sgo nas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the point of view of thoroughly analyzing their own signs</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan ma yongs su brtags pa’i sgo nas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the side of the mode of subsistence of its own factuality</td>
<td>rang gi dngos po’i gnas tshul gyi ngos nas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruition</td>
<td>rnam smin</td>
<td>vipāka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruitional consciousness</td>
<td>rnam smin rnam shes</td>
<td>vipakaviñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>functioning thing/effective thing/thing</td>
<td>dngos po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fundamental innate mind of clear light</td>
<td>gnyug ma lhan cig skyes pa’i ’od gsal gyi sans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan-den</td>
<td>dga’ ldan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlanded Belly</td>
<td>tha gu’i lto</td>
<td>dámodara/viṣṇu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge-luk-ba</td>
<td>dge lugs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general meaning commentary</td>
<td>spyi don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generality-isolate of the selflessness of persons</td>
<td>gang zag gi bdag med spyi ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generally characterized phenomenon</td>
<td>spyi mtshan</td>
<td>sāmānyalakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generated in the discriminating</td>
<td>rtog ldan la skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glorious Stūpa of the Constellations</td>
<td>dpal ldan rgyu skar gyi mchod rten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go as efficacious means/serve as efficacious means</td>
<td>thabs su ’gro ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God of Desire</td>
<td>’dod lha</td>
<td>kāmadeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Womb</td>
<td>gser gyi mngal</td>
<td>hiranyagarbha/brahmā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good explanation/eloquence/well explained</td>
<td>legs bshad</td>
<td>subhāṣita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grāmagṛṭātaka</td>
<td>grong ’joms</td>
<td>grāmagṛṭātaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Exposition</td>
<td>bye brag bshad mdzod chen mo</td>
<td>mahāvibhāṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Exposition School</td>
<td>bye brag smra ba</td>
<td>vaibhāṣika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Fruit</td>
<td>’bras bu che ba</td>
<td>vr̥hatphala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Middle Way</td>
<td>dbu ma chen po</td>
<td>mahāmudrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>great seal</td>
<td>phyag rgya chen po</td>
<td>mahāyāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Vehicle</td>
<td>theg chen/theg pa chen po</td>
<td>mahāyāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground/earth</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>bhūmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grounds and paths</td>
<td>sa lam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>harm/damage</td>
<td>gnod pa</td>
<td>bādhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>having another thought [behind it]</td>
<td>dgongs pa can</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heard</td>
<td>śruta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearer</td>
<td>nyan thos</td>
<td>śrāvaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heaven of thirty-three</td>
<td>sum cu rtsa gsum</td>
<td>trayastriṃśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>held within the words</td>
<td>tshig gis zin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high status</td>
<td>mngon mtho</td>
<td>abhyudaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-and-mighty</td>
<td>gying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highest object</td>
<td>don dam pa</td>
<td>parama-artha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hla-ša</td>
<td>lha sa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypothetical dispute</td>
<td>rgol ba khong nas bsus pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypothetical qualm</td>
<td>dogs pa khong bslang/dogs pa khong slong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>nga</td>
<td>aham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ideation/comprehensive imagination/comprehensive construction</td>
<td>kun rtog/kun tu rtog pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ignorance</td>
<td>ma rig pa</td>
<td>avidyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>mthshan gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration-isolate/illustration simplificer</td>
<td>gzhi ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immediately preceding condition</td>
<td>de ma thag rkyen</td>
<td>samanantarapratyaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implicit realization</td>
<td>shugs rtogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implicitly ask a question</td>
<td>don gyis zhus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputational character</td>
<td>kun btags kyi mtshan nyid</td>
<td>parikalpitalaśāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputational conventionality</td>
<td>brtags pā’i kun rdzob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputational factor</td>
<td>kun btags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputational factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute</td>
<td>ngo bo dang khyad par la kun btags pā’i kun btags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputational nature</td>
<td>kun btags kyi rang bzhin/kun btags kyi ngo bo nyid</td>
<td>parikalpitasvabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputational natures whose character is thoroughly nihil</td>
<td>mtshan nyid yongs su chad pa’i kun btags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputed</td>
<td>brtags pa/rnam brtags</td>
<td>prajñaptir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputing</td>
<td>’dogs pa</td>
<td>prajñapti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirect intention</td>
<td>ldem dgongs</td>
<td>abhisamādhaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirect intention of causing entry</td>
<td>gzhug pa ldem dgongs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirectly intending an antidote</td>
<td>gnyen po la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>pratipakṣābhisamadhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirectly intending entry</td>
<td>gzhug pa la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>avatāranābhisamadhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirectly intending the characters</td>
<td>mtshan nyid la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>lakaṭābhisamadhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirectly intending translation</td>
<td>sbyor ba la ldem por dgongs pa/bgsyur la la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>pariṇāmābhisamadhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>dbang po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>induced by valid cognition</td>
<td>tshad mas drang pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inexpressible things</td>
<td>brjod du med pa’i dngos po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inference</td>
<td>rjes dpag</td>
<td>anumāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inference by the power of the fact</td>
<td>dngos stobs rjes dpag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inherent existence/inherent nature/nature</td>
<td>rang bzhin</td>
<td>svabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inherent production</td>
<td>rang bzhin gyis skye ba</td>
<td>svabhāvatas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inherently</td>
<td>rang bzhin gyis</td>
<td>svabhāvasiddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inherently established</td>
<td>rang bzhin gyis grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>innate</td>
<td>lhan skyes</td>
<td>sahaja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inquiry</td>
<td>brtag pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrally/on their own part</td>
<td>rang chas su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intending an antidote</td>
<td>gnyen po la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>pratipakṣābhisamadhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intending entry</td>
<td>gzhug pa la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>avatārānābhisam- dhī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intending the characters</td>
<td>mtshan nyid la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>laksanābhisanādhī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intending translation</td>
<td>sbyor ba la ldem por dgongs pa/bsgyur ba la ldem por dgongs pa</td>
<td>parināmābhisam- dhī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention/attention</td>
<td>sms pa</td>
<td>cetanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention food</td>
<td>sms pa’i zas</td>
<td>manahsaṃcetanā-hāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intentionality/will</td>
<td>sms pa</td>
<td>cetanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intermediate appearance/betweenness</td>
<td>bar snang</td>
<td>neyāṛtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpretable meaning/requires interpretation</td>
<td>drang ba’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intrinsic production</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid kyis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolate/conceptually isolatable phenomenon</td>
<td>ldog pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>its own-character [that is, unique character]</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan nyid yod pa ma yin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaina</td>
<td>rgyal ba pa</td>
<td>jaina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jambudvīpa</td>
<td>’dzam gling</td>
<td>jambudvīpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo-nang-ba</td>
<td>jo nang pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyous Land</td>
<td>dga’ ldan</td>
<td>tuṣīta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just imputed by conceptuality/only</td>
<td>rtag pas btags tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just the mere absence of self and just the</td>
<td>’du byed rnam kyi bdag med pa tsam dang rang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mere absence of inherent nature of</td>
<td>bzhin med pa tsam nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compounded phenomena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kam</td>
<td>kham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knower of all aspects</td>
<td>rnam mkhyen</td>
<td>sarvākāрaiṇāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowing itself by itself</td>
<td>rang gis rang rig pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of all aspects</td>
<td>rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid</td>
<td>sarvākāraṇatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of bases</td>
<td>gzhi shes</td>
<td>vastujñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of paths</td>
<td>lam shes nyid</td>
<td>mārgajñātā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>land without combat</td>
<td>’thab bral</td>
<td>yāma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>languaged person</td>
<td>brda la byang ba’i skyes bu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser Vehicle</td>
<td>theg dman</td>
<td>hiṇayāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limit of correctness/limit of reality</td>
<td>yang dag mtha’</td>
<td>bhūtakoṭi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitless consciousness</td>
<td>nam mkha’ mtha’ yas</td>
<td>ākāśānāntya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitless space</td>
<td>rnam shes mtha’ yas</td>
<td>vijñānānāntya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lineage</td>
<td>rigs</td>
<td>gotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linguistic referentiality</td>
<td>brda byas pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linguistically established</td>
<td>sgra byung grags pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>literal level/literal reading/literality</td>
<td>sgras zin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Light</td>
<td>’od chung ba</td>
<td>parīttābhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic/argumentation</td>
<td>rtog ge</td>
<td>tarka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic-epistemology</td>
<td>tshad ma</td>
<td>pramāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logician</td>
<td>rtog ge pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokāyata/Hedonist</td>
<td>rgyang ’phan pa</td>
<td>lokāyata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord of Love</td>
<td>dga’ rab dbang phyug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord of Subduers</td>
<td>thub dbang</td>
<td>munīndra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main meaning taught</td>
<td>bstan don gtso bo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main object found by conventional valid cognitions</td>
<td>tha snyad pa’i tshad ma’i rnyed don gtso bo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main object of observation of purification</td>
<td>rnam dag gi dmigs pa’i gtso bo/rnam dag dmigs pa’i gtso bo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority School</td>
<td>phal chen sde pa</td>
<td>mahāsaṃghika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifest/dawn/appear</td>
<td>shar ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifest Knowledge</td>
<td>chos mngon pa</td>
<td>abhidharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifestation</td>
<td>rnam ’gyur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifesting the manner/putting on a show</td>
<td>tshul mdzad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifold</td>
<td>du ma</td>
<td>anekatva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many forms/many synonyms</td>
<td>rnam grangs du ma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marvelous</td>
<td>rmad du byung ba</td>
<td>adbhūta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix-of-one-gone-thus</td>
<td>de bzhin gshegs pa’i snying po</td>
<td>tathāgatagarbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning</td>
<td>don</td>
<td>artha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning arrives at, or involves, emptiness</td>
<td>don stong nyid du ’gro ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning established through the pressure of reasoning</td>
<td>rigs pas ’phul gyis sgrub pa’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning expressed/meaning communicated</td>
<td>brjod don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning-generality</td>
<td>don spyi</td>
<td>arthasaṃśāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning-isolate</td>
<td>don ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning of the character-non-nature explicitly indicated on this occasion</td>
<td>skabs’ dir dngos su bstan pa’i mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>means of abandoning</td>
<td>spong ba’i thabs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>means of questioning</td>
<td>dri ba zhu byed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measure indicated</td>
<td>bstan tshod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measure [that is, level] indicated by the words</td>
<td>tshig gis bstan tshod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measure [that is, level] of meaning gotten at</td>
<td>don gyi thob tshod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditative equipoise with appearance</td>
<td>mnyam bzhag snang bcas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditative equipoise without appearance</td>
<td>mnyam bzhag snang med</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditative stabilization</td>
<td>ting nge ’dzin</td>
<td>samādhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental consciousness</td>
<td>yid kyi shes pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental continuum weighty with the good qualities of scripture and realization</td>
<td>rgyud lung rtogs kyi yon tan gyis lci ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental conventionalities</td>
<td>shes pa’i kun rdzob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental dormancy</td>
<td>yid la nyal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental engagement/taking to mind</td>
<td>yid la byed pa</td>
<td>manaskāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental nourishment</td>
<td>yid kyi zas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mere cognition</td>
<td>rnam rig tsam</td>
<td>vijñaptimātra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>messenger of an evil devil</td>
<td>ngan bdud kyi pho nya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>thabs</td>
<td>upāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Way Autonomy School</td>
<td>dbu ma rang rgyud pa</td>
<td>svātantrika-mādhyamika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Way Consequence School</td>
<td>dbu ma thal ’gyur pa</td>
<td>prāsaṅgika-mādhyamika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Way School</td>
<td>dbu ma pa</td>
<td>mādhyamika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mīmāṃsa/Analyzers/Ritualists</td>
<td>dpyod pa ba</td>
<td>mīmāṃsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mind</td>
<td>sems</td>
<td>citta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mind-basis-of-all</td>
<td>kun gzhī rnam par shes pa/kun gzhī rnam shes</td>
<td>ālayavijñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mindful establishment</td>
<td>dran pa nyer bzhag</td>
<td>smṛtyupasthāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind-Only School</td>
<td>sems tsam pa</td>
<td>cittamātra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misconception/wrong conception</td>
<td>log rtog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mode of superimposition of the self of phenomena on other-powered natures</td>
<td>gzhān dbang la chos bdag sgro brags pa’i sgro ’dogs tshul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>momentary training</td>
<td>skad cīg ma’i sbyor ba</td>
<td>kṣanikaprayoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more difficult in dependence upon the sūtra’s mode of teaching to generate such a qualm with respect to imputational natures</td>
<td>mdo des bstan tshul la brten nas kun btags la de ’dra’i dogs pa skye don dka’ ba</td>
<td>sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morsels of food/morsel food</td>
<td>kham gyi zas</td>
<td>kavadhamkāra-āhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother</td>
<td>yum</td>
<td>mārī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mṛgāramata</td>
<td>ri dags ’dzin gyi ma</td>
<td>mṛgāramata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutually inclusive/equivalent</td>
<td>don gcig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naiyāyika/Logicians</td>
<td>rig pa can pa</td>
<td>naiyāyika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>ming</td>
<td>nāma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural emptiness</td>
<td>rang bzhin gys stong pa nyid</td>
<td>svabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural lineage</td>
<td>rang bzhin gnas rigs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nature/inherent existence/inherent nature</td>
<td>rang bzhin/ngo bo nyid</td>
<td>svabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nature of self in phenomena</td>
<td>chos rnams kyi bdag gi ngo bo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Truth Body</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid sku</td>
<td>svabhāvikāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natureless/naturelessness/non-nature</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td>niḥsvabhāvatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natureless in terms of character/character-non-nature</td>
<td>mṭshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negation/negative</td>
<td>dgag pa</td>
<td>pratiśedha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirgrantha/Unclothed</td>
<td>gcer bu pa</td>
<td>nirgrantha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no sensible way for such a qualm to occur with respect to imputational natures since they are not truly established</td>
<td>kun btags bden med yin pas de ’dra’i dogs pa skye don med</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-abiding nirvāṇa</td>
<td>mi gnas pa’i myang ’das</td>
<td>apratiṣṭhitinirvāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-affirming negation/non-affirming negative</td>
<td>med dgag</td>
<td>prasajyapratiśedha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-associated compositional factors</td>
<td>ldan min ’du byed</td>
<td>viprayuktasaṃskāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-erroneous thoroughly established natures and immutable thoroughly established natures</td>
<td>phyin ci ma log pa’i yongs grub dang ’gyur med yongs grub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-establishment by the force of its own measure of subsistence</td>
<td>rang gi gnas tshod kyi dbang gi ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-establishment by way of its own character as a referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending it</td>
<td>rang ’dzin rtog pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mṭshan nyid kyis ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-establishment by way of its own character as a referent of a term expressing it</td>
<td>rang zhes rjod pa’i sgra jug pa’i jug gzhir rang gi mtschan nyid kyis ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-establishment—of factors imputed in the manner of entity and attribute—by way of their own character</td>
<td>ngo bo dang khyad par la kun brtags pa’i kun brtags de rang gi mtschan nyid kyis ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-existence of a permanent, unitary, and independent self</td>
<td>rtag gcig rang dbang can kyi bdag med</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-existence of pot</td>
<td>bum pa med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-existent imputational nature</td>
<td>med rgyu’i kun brtags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-forgetfulness</td>
<td>mi brjed pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-loss</td>
<td>mi bskyud pa</td>
<td>asampramoṣatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-nature/naturelessness</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td>niḥsvabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-nature ultimately/ultimately natureless</td>
<td>don dam par ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-non-pot</td>
<td>bum pa ma yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-pot</td>
<td>bum pa ma yin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-religious</td>
<td>chos min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not by themselves</td>
<td>bdag nyid kyis ma yin pa</td>
<td>na svatas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not established as the entity of mind</td>
<td>sms kyi bdag nyid du ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not exist in conventional terms</td>
<td>tha snyad du med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not subsist by way of its own character</td>
<td>rang gi mtschan nyid kyis rnam par gnas pa ni ma yin pa</td>
<td>svalakṣaṇena avyavasthitāni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not subsisting by way of their own character</td>
<td>rang gi mtschan nyid gyis gnas pa ma yin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not taught on the literal level</td>
<td>sgras zin la ma bstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothingness</td>
<td>ci yang med</td>
<td>ākiṃcaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noumenon/real nature/final nature</td>
<td>chos nyid</td>
<td>dharmatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nourishment of consciousness</td>
<td>rnam shes kyi zas</td>
<td>vijnānāhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nourishment of intention</td>
<td>sms pa’i zas</td>
<td>manahāṃṣcetanāhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of chapters</td>
<td>le’u gzhung tshad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object found by a reasoning consciousness analyzing the ultimate</td>
<td>don dam dpyod pa’i rigs shes kyis rnyed don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of activity</td>
<td>spyod yul</td>
<td>gocaram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of comprehension</td>
<td>gzhal bya</td>
<td>prameya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of engagement</td>
<td>’jug yul</td>
<td>pravrṛtivisaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of expression/subject matter/topic expressed</td>
<td>brjod bya</td>
<td>jñeya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of knowledge</td>
<td>shes bya</td>
<td>ālambana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of observation</td>
<td>dmigs pa</td>
<td>jñeya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of observation by a path of purification</td>
<td>rnam dag lam gyi dmigs pa</td>
<td>viśuddhālambana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of observation of purification</td>
<td>rnam par dag pa’i dmigs pa</td>
<td>paramasyārtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of the highest [wisdom]</td>
<td>dam pa’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of the mode of apprehension</td>
<td>’dzin stangs kyi yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object of the ultimate</td>
<td>dam pa’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object, practice, and attainment thoroughly established natures</td>
<td>don dang sgrub pa dang thob pa yongs grub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object that appears</td>
<td>snang ba’i yul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object that is the conceived object of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rtog pa’i zhen yul yin pa’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object that is the referent of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rtog pa’i zhen gzhi yin pa’i don</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object appearing in the aspect of dualistic appearance</td>
<td>yul de gnyis snang gi rnam par ‘char ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objective establishment</td>
<td>yul steng nas grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects of activity of conceptuality</td>
<td>rnam par rtog pa’i spyod yul</td>
<td>vikalpocara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obscurational truth/conventional truth</td>
<td>kun rdzob bden pa</td>
<td>samvṛtisatya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation of the disintegration of the aggregates</td>
<td>phung po’i ‘jig pa dmigs pa</td>
<td>skandha-vināśopalambara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation of the production of the aggregates</td>
<td>phung po’i skye ba dmigs pa</td>
<td>skandharpādopalambara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation of the signs of the aggregates</td>
<td>phung po’i mtshan ma dmigs pa</td>
<td>skandhanimittopalambara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed-object condition</td>
<td>dmigs rkyen</td>
<td>ālambanapratyaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstructions to omniscience</td>
<td>shes sgrib</td>
<td>jñeyāvarāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstructive</td>
<td>sra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occasion of identifying the imputational eye</td>
<td>kun brtags kyi mig ngos ’dzin skabs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olive</td>
<td>skyu ru ra</td>
<td>āmalakī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omniscient</td>
<td>kun mkhyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on their own part/integrally</td>
<td>rang chas su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Convention School</td>
<td>tha snyad gcig pa</td>
<td>ekavyavahārika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Gone to Bliss</td>
<td>bde gshegs/bde bar gshegs pa</td>
<td>sugata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one who possesses the six goodesses</td>
<td>legs pa drug dang ldan pa</td>
<td>bhagavan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only</td>
<td>tsam</td>
<td>mātra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only imputed by conceptuality</td>
<td>rtog pas btags tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only posited by conceptuality and not established by way of its own character</td>
<td>rtog pas btags pa tsam yin kyi rang gi mtshan nyid kyis ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only posited by names and terminology</td>
<td>ming brdas bzhag tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opening exclamation for debate</td>
<td>thal skad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposite from non-pot</td>
<td>bum pa my yin pa las log pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordinary mind</td>
<td>thal ma pa ’i sems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other-powered character</td>
<td>gzhän dbang gi mtshan nyid</td>
<td>paratantralakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other-powered nature</td>
<td>gzhän dbang gi ngo bo nyid/ gzhän dbang gi rang bzhin</td>
<td>paratantrasvabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>own-character</td>
<td>rang gi mtshan nyid</td>
<td>svalakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### P

<p>| particle/atom/dust                                                   | rdul                                                                | anu                      |
| path of accumulation                                                | tshogs lam                                                          | saṃbhāramārga            |
| path of liberation                                                  | thar lam                                                            | bhāvanāmārga             |
| path of meditation                                                  | sgom lam                                                            | prayogamārga             |
| path of no more learning                                            | mi slob lam                                                         | aśaikṣamārga             |
| path of preparation                                                 | sbyor lam                                                           | mūrḍhaprayoga            |
| path of seeing                                                      | mthong lam                                                          | darśanamārga             |
| peak of cyclic existence                                            | srid rtse                                                           | bhavāgra                 |
| peak training                                                       | rtse sbyor                                                          |                         |
| permanent, permanent time                                           | rtag pa rtag pa ‘i dus                                              | nityāṃ nityā-kālaṃ       |
| permanent, stable, everlasting                                      | rtag pa brtan pa ther zug                                          |                         |
| person                                                               | gang zag                                                            | pudgala                  |
| phenomena of forms and so forth                                     | gzugs sogs kyi chos rnams                                           |                         |
| phenomenology                                                        | chos mngon pa                                                       | abhidharma               |
| phenomenon/religion/practice/way                                     | chos                                                                | dharma                   |
| phenomenon-constituent                                              | chos kyi kham                                                      | dharmaḥātus              |
| phenomenon-sense-sphere                                             | chos kyi skye mched                                                 | dharmaṭatana             |
| physical life support                                               | lus ren                                                             |                         |
| physical manifestation                                              | lus kyi rnam ’gyur                                                 |                         |
| play/sport                                                           | rol pa                                                              | līla                     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>English</strong></th>
<th><strong>Tibetan</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sanskrit</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pollutant</td>
<td>bslod byed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posit/posited</td>
<td>rab tu phye ba/rab tu bzhag pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posited by a conceptual consciousness apprehending it</td>
<td>rang ’dzin rtog pas bzhag pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posited by a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rtog pas bzhag pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posited by an awareness</td>
<td>blos bzhag pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posited by only names and terminol-</td>
<td>ming brda tsam gyis bzhag pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive/positive phenomenon</td>
<td>sgrub pa</td>
<td>vidhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessed of good differentiation</td>
<td>legs par rnam par phye ba dang ldan pa</td>
<td>suvibhakta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practice/way/phenomenon/religion</td>
<td>chos</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predisposing latency/predisposition</td>
<td>bag chags</td>
<td>vāsanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of [perceptions of] similar type</td>
<td>rigs mthun gyi bag chags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of maturation</td>
<td>rnam smin gyi bag chags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of the branches of cyclic existence</td>
<td>srid pa’i yan lag gi bag chags</td>
<td>bhavāṅgavāsanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of the view of self</td>
<td>bdag lta’i bag chags</td>
<td>ātmadṛṣṭivāsanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of the view of the transitory collection</td>
<td>’jig tshogs la lta ba’i bag chags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of verbalization</td>
<td>mngon brjod kyi bag chags</td>
<td>abhīlāpavāsanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predispositions of verbal repetition</td>
<td>zlos pa’i bag chags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presumptions</td>
<td>rnlm pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pristine wisdom/exalted wisdom/wisdom</td>
<td>ye shes</td>
<td>jñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>produced by way of [its own] nature</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid kyis skyes pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>produced from their own essence</td>
<td>rang gi bdag nyid las skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>produced from their own natures</td>
<td>rang gi ngo bo nyid las skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>produced from their own side</td>
<td>rang ngos nas skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>produced through their own power</td>
<td>rang dbang gis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production by itself</td>
<td>bdag nyid kyis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production by way of its own entity</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid kyis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production from itself</td>
<td>rang las skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production from themselves</td>
<td>bdag nyid las skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production-non-nature</td>
<td>skye ba ngo bo nyid med pa nyid</td>
<td>utpattiniḥsvabhā- vatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>production through their own power</td>
<td>rang dbang gis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponent of a Person</td>
<td>gang zag smra ba</td>
<td>pudgalavādin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponent of Cognition</td>
<td>rnam rig pa</td>
<td>vijñapti/ vijñapti-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vådin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponent of Mind-Only</td>
<td>sems tsam pa</td>
<td>cittamåtrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponent of Non-Nature</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid med par smra ba</td>
<td>nihsvabhåvåvådin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proponents of the Middle</td>
<td>dbu ma pa</td>
<td>mådhyamika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purpose</td>
<td>dgos pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putting on a show/manifesting the manner</td>
<td>tshul mdzad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality/attribute</td>
<td>chos</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qualm</td>
<td>dogs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quite a number of reasons</td>
<td>rgyu mtshan mang tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra-ka Precipice</td>
<td>rva kha brag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rash</td>
<td>bab col</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real nature/noumenon/final nature</td>
<td>chos nyid</td>
<td>dharmatå</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real nature of other-powered nature</td>
<td>ghan dbang gi chos nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real nature that is with its other-powered nature</td>
<td>ghan dbang gi steng gi chos nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reality</td>
<td>yang dag</td>
<td>samyak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>really exist/exist as [its own] reality</td>
<td>yang dag par yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning consciousness/rational consciousness</td>
<td>rigs shes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning consciousness analyzing an ultimate</td>
<td>don dam dpyod pa’i rigs shes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning consciousness that has found the ultimate upon analysis</td>
<td>don dam dpyad nas rnyed pa’i rigs shes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning of dependence</td>
<td>itos pa’i rigs pa</td>
<td>apekåiyukti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning of nature</td>
<td>chos nyid kyi rigs pa</td>
<td>dharmåyiukti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning of performance of function</td>
<td>bya ba byed pa’i rigs pa</td>
<td>kåryakårañayukti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning of tenable proof</td>
<td>’thad pas sgrub pa’i rigs pa</td>
<td>upapatiñådhana-yukti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasoning through the forceful power of facts</td>
<td>dngos po’i stobs shugs kyi rigs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reasons</td>
<td>rgyu mtshan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refutation of the explicit teaching</td>
<td>dngos la gnod byed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religion/practice/way/phenomenon</td>
<td>chos</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requires interpretation/interpretable meaning</td>
<td>drang ba’i don</td>
<td>neyårtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respectively/tentatively</td>
<td>re zhig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinoceros-like</td>
<td>bse ru lta bu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roar</td>
<td>nga ro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root basis of emptiness</td>
<td>rtsa ba’i stong gzhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage’s Propounding</td>
<td>drang song smra ba</td>
<td>र्षिवदाना</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śa-γya</td>
<td>sa skya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śāmśkhyā/Enumerators</td>
<td>grangs can pa</td>
<td>सामक्ष्या</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scriptural collection</td>
<td>sde snod</td>
<td>पिताक</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scriptures/high sayings</td>
<td>gsung rab</td>
<td>प्रवाचना</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary meaning taught</td>
<td>bstan don phal pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self</td>
<td>bdag</td>
<td>अत्मन</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-isolate</td>
<td>rang ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-isolate of a selflessness of persons</td>
<td>gang zag bdag med gi rang ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-isolate of pot</td>
<td>bum pa’i rang ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-isolated selflessness of the person</td>
<td>gang zag bdag med rang ldog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-powered production</td>
<td>bdag nyid kyi dbang gis skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-production</td>
<td>rang skye ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense-sphere</td>
<td>skye mched</td>
<td>अयताना</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense-sphere of form</td>
<td>gzugs kyi skye mched</td>
<td>रूपयताना</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>separate annotations</td>
<td>zur mchan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serial training</td>
<td>mthar gyis sbyor ba</td>
<td>अनुपुर्वप्रयोगा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serve as efficacious means/go as efficacious means</td>
<td>thabs su ’gro ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serve as efficacious means of clearing away</td>
<td>sel ba’i thabs su ’gro ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serves as a basis for controversy</td>
<td>rtsod pa’i bzhi’i gnas</td>
<td>वीवाद्धिकारणा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set forth non-literally</td>
<td>sgra ji bzhin pa min par bshad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set forth with a thought behind it</td>
<td>dgongs te bshad pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set in mind</td>
<td>thugs la bzhat pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven actualities</td>
<td>dngos po rnam pa bdun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven pronouncements</td>
<td>bka’ stsal bdun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakra</td>
<td>brgya byin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sha-lu</td>
<td>zha lu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śhar-dzay</td>
<td>shar rtse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signlessness</td>
<td>mtsan ma med pa</td>
<td>अनिमित्ता</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signs of compositional phenomena</td>
<td>’du byed kyi mtsan ma</td>
<td>सामकराणिमित्ता</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simultaneous certification/simultaneous observation</td>
<td>lhan cig dmigs nges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six constituents</td>
<td>khams drug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skill in means/skillful means</td>
<td>thabs mkhas/thabs la mkhas pa</td>
<td>upāyakauśalya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid</td>
<td>mkhregs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitary Realizer</td>
<td>rang rgyal</td>
<td>pratyekabuddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrow</td>
<td>mya ngan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sūtra School</td>
<td>mdo sde pa</td>
<td>sautrāntika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound/term</td>
<td>sgra</td>
<td>śabda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound and sound’s impermanence are similar in being appearing objects of a direct perception apprehending sound</td>
<td>sgra dang sgra mi rtag pa sgra ‘dzin mongon sum gyi snang yul du mtshungs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound-generality</td>
<td>sgra spyi</td>
<td>śabdasāmānya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sounds of speech</td>
<td>ngag gi sgra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source of attributes/source of phenomena</td>
<td>chos ’byung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source of controversy among the twenty sects [of Hearers]</td>
<td>sde pa nyis shu po rtsod par smra ba dag gi gnas su gyur pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source of phenomena/source of attributes</td>
<td>chos ’byung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial over-self</td>
<td>nam mkha’i bdag po</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special insight</td>
<td>lhag mthong</td>
<td>vipāśyāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific character</td>
<td>bye brag gi mtshan nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specifically characterized phenomenon</td>
<td>rang mtshan</td>
<td>svalaśaṇā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoke the words of sūtra “…”</td>
<td>ces pa’i mdo tshig bka’ stsal pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoken for the sake of leading</td>
<td>drang ba’i phyir du gsungs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sport/play</td>
<td>rol pa</td>
<td>līla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stable</td>
<td>brtan pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stable predispositions</td>
<td>bag chags brtan byung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel bow and steel arrow</td>
<td>lcags mda’ lcags gzhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stronger</td>
<td>shugs che</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject matter/object of expression/topic expressed</td>
<td>brjod bya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substantially established</td>
<td>rdzas su ma grub pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suchness</td>
<td>de nyid/de kho na nyid</td>
<td>tattva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffering of pervasive conditioning</td>
<td>khyab pa ’du byed kyi sdog bsgnal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suitable for the assessment of censure</td>
<td>klan ka ‘jug rung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suitable to be taken as an object of an awareness</td>
<td>blo’i yul du bya rung ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superimposed factor of forms and so forth as established by way of their own character as the referents of conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>gzung sogs rtags pa’i zhen gzhir rang mtsan gyi sgrub par sgru btags pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superimposed factor or appearance of an object as established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness</td>
<td>rtag ’dzin rtags pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mtsan nyid kyis sgrub pa sgru btags pa’i smang pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superimposed factor that a form is established by way of its own character as the referent of a conceptual consciousness apprehending a form</td>
<td>gzung gzung ’dzin rtags pa’i zhen gzhir rang gi mtsan nyid kyis sgrub par sgru btags pa’i cha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>’phags pa</td>
<td>ārya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supramundane Mind-Only</td>
<td>’jig rten las ’das pa’i sems tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supramundane Victor</td>
<td>bcom ldan ’das</td>
<td>bhagavan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supreme actuality</td>
<td>mdo sde kun gyi mchog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supreme of all sūtras</td>
<td>mdo sde kun gyi mchog</td>
<td>sa-uttara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susceptible to destruction by others</td>
<td>gzhag dag gis gzhag par bya ba/gzhag gyi gzhag nus pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susceptible to dispute</td>
<td>rgyal ba dang bcas pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synonym</td>
<td>ming gi nam grangs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synonym/framework/format</td>
<td>nam grangs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taking [such and such] as substrata</td>
<td>khyad gzhir bsung ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taking to mind/mental engagement</td>
<td>yid la byed pa</td>
<td>manaskāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching in relation to which there is occasion for something more special</td>
<td>skabs khyad par can yod pa’i bstan pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>techniques of altruism</td>
<td>gzhag phan gyi thubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporary clearer away</td>
<td>gnas skabs kyi sel byed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tentatively/respectively</td>
<td>re zhiṅ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tentatively exist</td>
<td>re zhiṅ yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>term/sound</td>
<td>sgra</td>
<td>śabda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>term expressing that object</td>
<td>rang zhes rjod pa’i sgru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terminology/communication</td>
<td>bhrda’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>textbook literature</td>
<td>yig cha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that which holds its own entity</td>
<td>gzhag gi ngo bo ’dzin pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that which is observed by valid cognition</td>
<td>tshad ma’i dmigs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that which is only imputed by conceptuality</td>
<td>rtags pa btags tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that which is suitable as form</td>
<td>gzung su rung ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thing/functioning thing/effective thing</td>
<td>dngos po</td>
<td>arthāntarābhiprāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thinking of another meaning/in consideration of another meaning</td>
<td>don gzhan la dgongs pa</td>
<td>kālantarābhiprāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thinking of another time/in consideration of another time</td>
<td>dus gzhan la dgongs pa</td>
<td>prakāśantiṣṭhita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thinking of a person’s attitude/in consideration of a person’s thought</td>
<td>gang zag gi bsam pa la dgongs pa</td>
<td>pudgalantarābhiprāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thinking of sameness/in consideration of sameness</td>
<td>mnyam pa nyid la dgongs pa</td>
<td>samatābhiprāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thorough examination</td>
<td>yongs su tshol ba</td>
<td>paryēsanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thorough knowledge</td>
<td>yongs su shes pa</td>
<td>pariṣṭhita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoroughly established character</td>
<td>yongs grub kyi mtshan nyid</td>
<td>parinispānanalakṣana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoroughly established nature</td>
<td>yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid/yongs su grub pa’i yongs grub</td>
<td>parinispānasvabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoroughly established natures in terms of selflessness of persons and of selflessness of phenomena</td>
<td>gang zag gi bdag med dangchos kyi bdag med kyi dbang du byas pa’i yongs grub</td>
<td>nirmāṇarati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those engaged in all vehicles</td>
<td>theg pa thams cad la yang dag par zhugs pa</td>
<td>sarvajñasamprasthita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those engaged in the Great Vehicle</td>
<td>theg pa chen po la yang dag par zhugs pa</td>
<td>mahāyānasamprasthita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those engaged in the Hearer Vehicle</td>
<td>nyan thos kyi theg pa la yang dag par zhugs pa</td>
<td>śrāvakāyānasamprasthita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those Who Enjoy Emanations</td>
<td>’phrul dga</td>
<td>nirmāṇarati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those Who Make Use of Others’ Emanations</td>
<td>gzhan ’phrul dbang byed</td>
<td>paranirmitavāśvartin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thought/thought behind it</td>
<td>dgongs pa</td>
<td>abhiprāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thought comes down to that</td>
<td>dgongs pa der ’bab pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thought of the literal reading</td>
<td>sgras zin kyi dgongs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thought of the scripture</td>
<td>gsung rab kyi dgongs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thought of the speaker</td>
<td>gsung ba po’i dgongs pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three characters</td>
<td>mtshan nyid gsum</td>
<td>trilakṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three natures</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid gsum</td>
<td>trisvabhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three non-natures</td>
<td>ngo bo nyid med pa gsum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>through the aspect of speaking on emptiness</td>
<td>stong pa nyid smos pa’i rnam pa</td>
<td>śūnyatāvādākāraṇā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thusness</td>
<td>de bzhin nyid</td>
<td>tathātā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tibetan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sanskrit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thusness that is a final object of observation of a path of purification</td>
<td>rnam dag lam gyi dmiags pa mthar thug tu gyur pa’i de bzhin nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thusness that is a negation of a self of phenomena</td>
<td>chos bdag bkag pa’i de bzhin nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thusness that is an emptiness of establishment in accordance with superimposition by either of the two apprehensions of self</td>
<td>bdag ’dzin gnyis gang rung gis sgro btags pa ltar grub pas stong pa’i de bzhin nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topic expressed/subject matter/object of expression</td>
<td>brjod bya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tracks</td>
<td>shul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trainee</td>
<td>gdul bya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation of the Treatises</td>
<td>bstan ’gyur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true establishment</td>
<td>bden grub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truly exist</td>
<td>bden par yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truth</td>
<td>bden pa</td>
<td>satya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truth Body/Body of Attributes</td>
<td>chos sku</td>
<td>dharmanaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truth of the highest object/ultimate truth</td>
<td>don dam pa’i bden pa</td>
<td>paramarthasya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two modes of positing the ultimate-non-nature</td>
<td>don dam pango bo nyid med pa’jog tshul gnyis</td>
<td>satya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two modes of ultimate-non-nature</td>
<td>don dam pa ngo bo nyid med tshul gnyis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate</td>
<td>dam pa</td>
<td>parama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate</td>
<td>don dam pa</td>
<td>paramarthisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Manifest Knowledge</td>
<td>don dam pa’i chos mgon pa</td>
<td>paramarthabhisvabhatherine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Mind-Only</td>
<td>don dam pa’i sems tsam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate noumenon beyond dependent-arising</td>
<td>don dam rten ’brel las’ das pa’i chos nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate object</td>
<td>don dam pa</td>
<td>paramarthisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate truth</td>
<td>don dam bden pa</td>
<td>paramarthasvabhavatita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimately able to perform a function</td>
<td>don dam par don byed nus pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimately exist</td>
<td>don dam par yod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate-naturelessness</td>
<td>don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate-non-nature</td>
<td>don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa nyid</td>
<td>paramarthanihsvabhavata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of persons</td>
<td>gang zag gi bdag med kyi dbang du byas pa’i don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate-non-nature in terms of the selflessness of phenomena</td>
<td>chos kyi bdag med kyi dbang du byas pa’i don dam pa ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimately natureless/non-natures ultimately</td>
<td>don dam par ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncommon character/unique character/unique defining character</td>
<td>thun mong ma yin pa’i mshan nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncommon proprietary condition</td>
<td>thun mong ma yin pa’i bdag rkyen</td>
<td>asādhāraṇādhipati-pratyaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unique character/unique defining character/unique common character</td>
<td>thun mong ma yin pa’i mshan nyid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unmatched proponent</td>
<td>smra ba zla med</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unreal ideation</td>
<td>yang dag pa ma yin pa’i kun rtag / yang dag pa ma yin pa’i kun tu rtag pa /yang dag min kun rtag</td>
<td>abhūtarpapikalpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unreal imputational nature</td>
<td>yang dag pa ma yin pa kun brtags pa’i ngo bo nyid</td>
<td>abhūtarpapikalpitasvabhāvā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsurpassed proponent</td>
<td>smra ba bla na med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upagupta</td>
<td>nyer sbas</td>
<td>upagupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utterly without an inherent nature</td>
<td>rang bzhin ye med</td>
<td>sarvatha niḥsvabhāvāvās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaiśeṣika/Particularists</td>
<td>bye brag pa</td>
<td>vaiśeṣika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valid cognition</td>
<td>tshad ma</td>
<td>pramāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>various</td>
<td>tha dad pa</td>
<td>nānātvā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>theg pa</td>
<td>yāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal conventionalities</td>
<td>brjod pa’i kun rdzob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbalization</td>
<td>brjod pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Extensive [Sūtras]</td>
<td>shin tu rgyas pa</td>
<td>vaipulya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very obscure objects of comprehension</td>
<td>shin tu lkog gyur gyi gzhal bya/gzhal bya shin tu lkog gyur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view in the face of knowledge</td>
<td>rig ngo lta ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of the basal state</td>
<td>gzhì’i lta ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view of the transitory</td>
<td>’jig lta</td>
<td>sarkāyadrṣṭi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>way/phenomenon/religion/practice</td>
<td>chos</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>well explained/good explanation/eloquence</td>
<td>legs bshad</td>
<td>subhāṣita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wet and moistening</td>
<td>rlan zhirng gsher ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheel ascertaining the ultimate/wheel of the ultimate, the definitive</td>
<td>don dam rnam par nges pa'i 'khor lo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will/intentionality</td>
<td>sems pa</td>
<td>cetanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind</td>
<td>rlung</td>
<td>prāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wisdom/pristine wisdom/exalted wisdom</td>
<td>ye shes</td>
<td>jñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wish to know and wish to communicate</td>
<td>shes 'dod dang ston 'dod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without a nature in terms of production</td>
<td>skye ba ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without a nature of production</td>
<td>skye ba'i ngo bo nyid med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without inherent nature</td>
<td>rang bzhin med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without thingness</td>
<td>dngos po med pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wonderful features of high states</td>
<td>mtho ris kyi phun tshogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word/phrase</td>
<td>tshig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word commentary</td>
<td>tshig 'grel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worldly conventions</td>
<td>'jig rten gyi tha snyad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worthy of worship</td>
<td>mchod 'od</td>
<td>arhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthy One/Foe Destroyer</td>
<td>dgra bcom pa</td>
<td>arhant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrong conception/misconception</td>
<td>log rtog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrong consciousness</td>
<td>log shes</td>
<td>viparyayajña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogic Practitioner</td>
<td>rnal 'byor spyod pa pa</td>
<td>yogācāra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Abbreviations


“Golden Reprint” refers to the gser bris bstan ’gyur (Sichuan, China: krung go’i mtho rim nang bstan slob gling gi bod brgyud nang bstan zhib ’jug khang, 1989).


“Toh” refers to the Complete Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist Canons, edited by Hukuji Ui (Sendai, Japan: Tohoku University, 1934), and A Catalogue of the Tohoku University Collection of Tibetan Works on Buddhism, edited by Yensho Kanakura (Sendai, Japan: Tohoku University, 1953).

“Tokyo sde dge” refers to the sDe dge Tibetan Tripitaka—bS Tan ’gyur preserved at the Faculty of Letters, University of Tokyo, edited by Z. Yamaguchi, et al. (Tokyo: Tokyo University Press, 1977-1984).
Sūtras and tantras are listed alphabetically by English title in the first section of the bibliography. Indian and Tibetan treatises are listed alphabetically by author in the second section; other works are listed alphabetically by author in the third section. Works mentioned in the first or second sections are not repeated in the third section.


1. Sūtras and Tantras

*Descent into Lāṅkā Sūtra*

laṅkāvatārasūtra

lang kar gshegs pa’i mdo

P775, vol. 29


*Eight Thousand Stanza Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra*

aṣṭasāhasrikāprajñāpāramitā

shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa brgyad stong pa
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